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PREFACE 

The possibility of steady state flight of hypersonic vehicles will 
be a reality in the near future.     Some of the problems of the design 
of such aircraft were the subject of discussions by the Fluid Dynamics 
Panel of AGARD in the meeting in Delft,  September 1966.    One of the 
problems which was discusspJ was the prediction of the heat transfer 
and skin friction on such vehicles and the problems of the prediction 
of the general flow field around the rather complicated shapes of prac- 
tical aircraft.     In an attempt to summarize the current state of the 
art,   as well as to focus attention on new results and new methods,   it 
was decided to hold a meeting entitled "Hypersonic Boundary Layers and 
Plow Fields" with particular attention focusing on three-dimensional 
problems.    The meeting,   in a way,  might be considered a continuation 
of the series of meetings on fundamental boundary layer problems which 
have been held by the Fluid Dynamics Panel over the past several years. 

The call for papers resulted in many more submitted manuscripts than 
could be covered in the time allotted to the meeting.    The final selec- 
tion of the twenty-six paperc presented was made on the basis of several 
general groupings and combined both theoretical and experimental studies. 
Many areas of interest and importance could not be covered.    The program 
was broken down into three sessions which were boundary layer oriented 
with special emphasis on turbulent results,   one Tession on inlet and 
wave riders,   one session on specific problems of bodies at angle of 
attack,   and a special session was introduced to cover some interesting 
problems of free flight and wind tunnel simulation which had not been 
recognized in previous work.    A few papers on some special problems of 
controls,  mass injection,  and low density effects were included although 
the schedule did not permit any extensive review in these areas. 

The meeting,  held during the period! of May  1-3,   1968,   at the Royal 
Aeronautical Society in London, was organized by a Program Committee 
selected by the Fluid Dynamics Panel.    The author,  acting as Chairman, 
was most ably assisted by Dr D. Kuchemann,   UK,   Dr J.Lukasiewicz,  USA, 
Dr J. Seddon,  UK,   and Professor J.Valensi,  Prance.    Dr Seddon,   in addi- 
tion,  carried the burden of the full and excellent arrangements of the 
meeting at the Royal Aeronautical Society.    Or Barth, Executive Officer 
of the Fluid Dynamics Panel and the AGARD Secretariat were responsible 
for the administrative controls and the major burden of the paper 
publications. 

Seymour M. Bogdonoff 

532.526:533.6.011.55 
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4VANT PROPOS 

La possibility du vol en regime permanent des machines hypersoniques va 
se realiser dans un proche avenlr.    Certains des probl£mes que pose la 
conception de ces appareils ont fait l'objet de discussions au cours de la 
reunion de la Commission de la Dynanique des Pluides de l'AGARD tenue i 
Delft en septenbre 1966.   L'un de ces problemes portait sur la possibilite 
de pr^dlre le transfert de chaleur et le frottement de revötement se pro- 
duisant sur de tels avions.    On a exanin^ auss    les questions de la 
prediction du champ d'ecoulement g&ie'ral autour des formes assez compli- 
qu^es d'avions pratiques.    Dans le but d'essayer de faire le point de l'etat 
actuel des connaissances ainsi que de focallser 1'attention sur les 
nouveaux r^sultats obtenus et les nouvelles techniques utilis^es 11 fut 
d^cid^ d'organiser une reunion ayant pour th^me "Les couches llmit^s et 
les champs d'ecoulement hypersoniques",  1'accent ^tant mis en particulier 
sur les problemes tri-dimensionnels.    Cette reunion pourrait peut-6tre 
Itre consider^e comme la reprise de la serie de reunions sur des prob- 
lemes fondamentaux de la couche limite qu'a organist la commission de la 
Dynanique des Pluides au cours de ces dernieres ann^es. 

Par suite de l'appel de connunications lance' i cette occasion, un nombre 
de manuscrits beaucoup plus grand qu'il n'^tait possible de pre'senter dans 
la Periode consacr^e a la reunion a ^te' remis.    Les vingt-six communica- 
tions finalement pr^sent^es ont 4t6 choisies sur la base de plusieurs 
groupements de travaux de nature g&ierale,  et on porte' sur des e'tudes 
tant th^oriques qu'exp^rimentales.   Bien des domaines qul pre'sentent de 
rint^rÄt et de rinportance n'ont pas pu Stre abordds.   Le programme s'est 
d^rouie au cours de trois stances ayant pour orientation principales les 
problÄoes de la couche limite en attirant une attention particullere sur 
les r^sultats obtenus en ce qui concerne la turbulence,  dont une se'ance 
consacr^e aux prises d'air et les avions qui voguent sur des ondes de choc 
une stance sur Wtude de problemes particuliers concernant les corps i 
des angles d'incidence, et une stance sp&iale pr^vue pour traiter de 
certains problemes inte'ressants du vol libre et de la simulation en souf- 
flerie des conditions de vol, probl&nes dont il n'avalt pas e't^ tenu 
conpte dans les travaux ant^rieurs.    Quelques exposes relatifs ä des 
probllmes particuliers soulevta par les comnandes de vol,  1'injection 
massique et les effets de fälble density ont 4i4 inscrits au programme, 
rnais l'horalre pr^vu n'a permis qu'un aper^u sommsire de ces questions. 

L'organisation de la reunion tenue du premier au 3 mal 1968 chez la 
Royal Aeronautical Society i, Londres a ^te' confie'e i un comit^ CT44 pour 
etabllr le programme de communications, et dont les membres ont 4t4 
choisis par la Commission de la Qynamlque des Pluides.    L'auteur,  en sa 
quality de President de ce comit^ a requ une aide p^ecieuse de lapart du 
Dr D. Kuchemam, R-U,  du Dr J. Lukasiewicz, Etats-Unis,  du Dr J. Seddon, R-U, 
et du Professour J. Valens!,  Prance.    Le Dr Seddon a assume,  en outre,  la 
responsabllite des dispositions,  d'ailleurs excellentes, pour que la 
reunion puisse se tenir dans 1' inmenble de la Royal Aeronautical Society. 
Le Dr Barth«, Officier extautif de la Connission de la Oynamique des 
Pluides,  alasl que le secretariat de l'AGARD se sont charges des aspects 
administratlfs de la reunion et de la plus grande partie du travail en ce 
qui concerne la publication des exposes. 

Seymour M. Bogdonof f 
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SUMMARY 

i 

Recent hypersonic turbulent-boundary-layer experiments and proposed prediction   "thods  pertinent 
to the problems of the effect of wall temperature on skin friction and heat transfer,  the transforma- 
tion of the compressible boundary layer to the constant-density type, and the heat transfer to delta 
wings are considered.    The  level of the turbulent heat-transfer coefficient  is  found to be  little 
affected by significant changes in wall-temperature level.    Coles'  transformation as modified by 
Baronti and Libby has been examined by utilizing turbulent-boundary-layer profiles covering a wide 
range of Mach number and wall-temperature ratio.    Some success  is  found for the transformation up to 
the lower end of the hypersonic  range and down to moderately low wall-temperature ratios.    For delta 
wings at low angle of attack,   in cases where th" flow near the surface Is essentially streamwise, 
strip application of successful flat-plate methods gives good predictions of the turbulent heat trans- 
fer if the pressures are known.    On the lee side cf delta wings where vortices are indicated,  predic- 
tions by strip theory are surprisingly good in general; but predictions can be poor near the center 
lire where the heat transfer is high.    Ability to predict  the heat transfer to delta wings appears to 
be contingent upon the ability to predict the  flow field. 

' 
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1. EXPERIMENTS WITH ffjfPERSONIC TURBUUMT BOUNnARY LAYERS 

ON FLAT PLATES AND DELTA WINGS 

P> Mitchel H. Bertram, Aubrey M.  Gary,  Jr., 
and Allen H.  Whltehead,  Jr. 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of the turbulent boundary layer still consists  largely of qualitative theory combined 
with quantitative empiricism.    In the present paper, emphasis will be on experimental results.    Con- 
figurations are considered not  for practicality in an engineering sense but to allow the asseBsment 
of the basic validity of various prediction methods for skin friction and heat transfer. 

Data have been obtained on  flat plates,  cones,  and nozzle  walls,   so that such a problem as  the 
effect of wall temperature on skin friction and heat transfer can be evaluated.    In 1961 Banner, 
Kuhl,  and Quinn (ref.  l) reported heat-transfer experiments at  low wall-temperature ratios from X-15 
flights which were at variance with thf» results obtained by prediction methods in use at that time 
and provoked considerable contro/ersy.     Later results  from wind tunnels  reported by Bertram and Neal 
(ref.   2) have tended to confirm the trend iniilcated by the X-15 flight data.    Recent experiments 
bearing on this problem are examined. 

Allied to this problem but with the possibility of wider application is the prospect of a trane- 
formation for compressible  turbulent boundary layers.    This approach,  which has appealed to  investi- 
gators   for a number of years,   is to determine a transformation which,   when applied to boundary-layer 
profiles or other characteriBtics,  will precisely yield the  Incompressible result.    After such a 
transformation has been obtained,  the boundary-layer details are giver,  in terms of the better known 
incompressible results.    Coles has proposed one such transformation which has been modified by 
Baronti and Llbby and examined by them In some detail (ref.  3).    This transformation is intended to 
apply at arbitrary wall ten-peratures and pressure gradients and,   if successful, would provide a tool 
for determining not only profiles but also skin friction and heat transfer over a wide range of high- 
speed flow conditions.    Recently obtained boundary-layer profiles for extensive values of Mach number 
and wall temperature,  combined with those previously available,  allow the determination of the overall 
validity of the proposed transformation. 

Finally, the heat transfer to the more practically shaped delta wing is considered for the case 
of low angles of attack.    Although this wing shape has been dealt with extensively for the laminar 
case,  there is a paucity of data for the turbulent case.    Notable exceptions are the results  reported 
in references h to 6.    In references U and 5 the configuration is complicated by considerable leading- 
edge bluntness. 

SYMBOLS 

A constant  in law of the  wall,  taken here to be 2.43 

b constant in lav of the wall (taken here to be 7.5) or wing semispan 

Cf local skin-friction coefficient 

h enthalpy 

k vertical height of roughness above plate 

M Mach number 

N exponent 

Npr Prandtl number 

Ngt Stanton number 

p L,tatic pressure 

r body radius 

R Reynolds number 

Rb Reynolds number based on wing semispan 

Rx Reynolds number based on distance from leading edge or apex 

Rx x Reynolds number based on distance to roughness location from leading edge 
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Rg Reynolde number baaed on boundary-layer-edge condltlone and momentum thlcknesB 

Rp Reynolds number based on distance to peak heating 

Rv Reynolds number based on local conditions and distance from peak shear or peak heating 

T absolute temperature 

u velocity 

x distance from leading edge In streamwlse direction 

Xc distance from apex of delta wing along root chord 

y distance normal to root chord of delta wing or distance normal to surface for boundary- 
layer-profile measurements 

angle of attack of instrumented surface 

boundary-layer thickness 

two-dimensional laminar boundary-layer thickness at roughness location 

leading-edge sweep angle 

kinematic viscosity 

density 

ray angle from apex of delta wing and root chord 

dynamic viscosity 

shearing stress 

leading-edge wedge angle 

a 

B 

h 
A 

v 

P 

9 

T 

^n 

Subscripts: 

aw adlabatic wall 

B-L from Barontl-Libby method 

incompressible 

local conditions 

from direct measurement 

from Spalding-Cnl method 

1 

I 

me as 

S-C 

t 

v 

w 

total 

based on distance from virtual origin 

conditions at wall 

conditions in undisturbed free stream 

A bar over a symbol denotes that  the variable is in transformed (constant density)  flow. 

ANALYSIS METHODS 

In reducing the data and applying the various prediction methods, the approach was the same as 
that given in appendix A of reference 2.    Although not explicitly mentioned in reference 2,  the 
recovery factor used In reducing the heat-transfer data was as follows.    When the recovery factor in 
the original data reduction was between 0.88 and 0.90, no correction for recovery factor was made. 
For data in which the recovery factor assumed in the original data reduction was outside these limits, 
the data were re-reduced by using a recovery factor of 0.89 and all new heat-transfer data were 
reduced by assuming this recovery factor. 

Consistent with the previous paper (ref, 2) the virtual origin for the turbulent boundary layer 
was chosen as the place where the peak shear or peak heating occurred. 

Mate 
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When the Spaldlng-Chl method  (ref. 7) was applied,  the values  from this method and  its modified 
form were generally taken from the charts given in reference 8.    For this case,  as well as for the 
various   T'    methods  (refs.  9 to 11) and the method of Wlnkler-Cha (ref.  12), the Prandtl number was 
asBumed to be 0.725 for use with the Karman-Reynolds analogy factor.    This same Prandt1.  number was 
used with the laminar    T"    meMiod of Monaghan (ref.   13) to obtain values of the laminar-boundary-layer 
thlclmese (6) for defining valuta of    k/6)j. 

In all cases where the ratios    Cf/Cf j    or    %t/^St  i    are PreEented) whether for experiment or 

for a prediction method,  the value of   Cf j    or   Hgt  j    used  in the denominator is the Karman- 
Schoenherr value given in figures 2 and 5 of reference 8. 

DISCUSSION 

Effect  of Wall-IVmperature Ratio on Heat Transfer and Skin Friction 

Since the time of the X-15 flight data, which was discussed in the "Introduction," a significant 
body of wind-tunnel results has been obtained.    A comprehensive review of available results up to 1965 
was presented by Bertram and Neal at a previous AGARD meeting (ref.  2).    In results combined from a 
number of different facilities,  general agreement was  found with the trend from the X-15 experiments 
in which wall temperature was  indicated to have little effect on the heat-transfer coefficient. 

Recently,  data have been obtained by A. M.  Gary of the NASA Langley Research Genter on a sharp 
flat plate cooled by interior circulation of liquid nitrogen.    The plate was precooled outside the 
nozzle and upon attaining the desired temperature was  suddenly plunged Into Ihe Mach number 6 air- 
stream of the langley 20-inch hypersonic tunnel at a preset angle of attack.    The findings from this 
Investigation, which are presented in the upper part of figure  1,  show little effect of wall cooling 
on the Stanton number.    The experimental trend agrees with that predicted by the Spaldlng-Chl method 
(ref. 7) as modified to heat transfer in appendix A of reference 2 and Hank's    Pj+ij.    method (appen- 
dix B of ref.  5).    However, the  level of the data favors the prediction by the Spaldine-Chi method. 
Clearly the    T'    or reference temperature methods (refs.  9 to 11)  significantly overestimate the heat 
transfer at the low wall temperatures, and the Wlnkler-Cha method  (ref.  12) underestimates the heating. 
Examples of the data from which ratios were obtained are given In the lower part of figure 1,  where 
the small scatter indicates the uniformity of the data for a given run and the repeatability of  runs. 

Further knowledge of the effect of low temperature ratios can be obtained from new work done by 
Wallace in a shock tunnel at the Cornell Aeronautical  Laboratory (ref.  I1*).    In this investigation 
shots were made ac relatively low temperatures and at the lower end of the hypersonic Mach number 
range to obtain high Reynolds number.    Wall temperature was essentially constant at room temperature. 
Pressure,  skin friction,  and heat-transfer data were obtained and the sharp flat-plate model was  tested 
In the range of surface  incidence from 0° to 20°.    Only data from the sharp flat-plate model are con- 
sidered here and these data were re-reduced from the original tabulation (ref.  15) B-B follows: 

a. Coefficients and Reynolds number were based on 1 ical conditions. 

b. Local conditions were determined from the average of measured wall pressures. 

c. The enthalpy recovery factor was corrected from a value of 1 to a value of 0.89. 

The data of Wallace together with some presented by Softley,  Graber, and Zempel (ref.  16) are 
summarized in figure 2,  and details are given In figures 3,  1*,  find 5.    For Wallace's data,  local 
Reynolds numbers based on distance from the assumed virtual origin (peak Seating) varied from about 
10° to 2 x 10°.    When peak heating occurred ahead of the first measuring station, a value was assumed 
for the Reynolds number at peak heating that was consistent with the d^ta :'or which the location of 
peak heating was known, as shown In figure 6. 

Median values of skln-frlction and heat-transfer-coefficlent ratios obtained by Wallace are shown 
In figure 2 compared with various prediction methods as in figure 1.    The Mach numbers cover the  range 
from 4.5 to 11.7 and the ratio of wall enthalpy to total enthalpy varied from 0.09 to 0.30.    Except 
for the highest Mach number data, the best agreement with experiment  is given by the Spaldlng-Chl 
theory.    As for the Mach 6 results, the prediction of the Monaghan    T'    method is generally above the 
data and that of the    Pj+ip    method is generally below the data.    Whereas the experimental values of 
the skin-friction and heat-transfer-coefficient  ratios are about equal, the    Prtir    method predicts 
the values for the skin-friction-coefflclent ratio to be significantly less than those  for the heat- 
transfer-coefflolent ratio.    Examining these data in detail,  one finds in figure 3 that the Spaldlng- 
Chl method is the only one of those shown that generally matches the level and trend of the shear and 
heating ratior with Reynolds number. 

The highest Mach number data (fig.  2) were anomalous  in that the best agreement  Is with the    T' 
method which appreciably overpredicts all the other data.    In this case, the measured wall pressures 
were 70 to 80 percent of the stream value with the quoted zero plate Incidence, as shown in the upper 
part of figure k.    If the measured preesures are ignored and the pressure ratio is taken as unity, 
as was done hy the authors themselves, there is good agreement of experiment and the Spaldlng-Chl 
prediction, as shown in the lower part of figure k.    The choice of these alternatives  is unresolved. 
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There are shown In figure 2 more recent data obtained by Softley, Graber,  and Zempel (ref.  16) 
In a shock tunnel at much the same conditions as the high Mach number results of Wallace (ref.   I1»). 
Wie results in reference 16 were obtained on a 5° hnlf-angle cone and details are given In figure 5- 
Generally these data are below the Spaldlng-Chl prediction modified to account for the fact that 
transition takes place behind the cone apex (appendix B of ref. 2).    These data,  trinsformed to the 
flat-plate case,  are presented in figure 2 and together with the Mach 11 Wallace data bracket  the 
Spaldlng-Chl prediction. 

Herem and Hopkins (ref.  17) from tests  In a shock tube have obtained heat-tranufer data at 
hwAaw    in the range 0.01 to O.Oh at Mach numbers In the 2.5 to 3.5 range.    Here, also,  reasonable 
agreement was found between the prediction of Spaldlng-Chl and the experiments and poor agreement 
was found with predictions from the Eckert    T1    method. 

The Transformation of CompresBible-Boundary-Layer Profiles 

One approach to the ccopressible turbulent-toundary-layer problem which has received considerable 
attention in recent years has been the effort to find a transformation which, when applied to tne com- 
pressible turbulent-boundary-layer equations,  wiJ.l yield identically the better-known incompressible 
turbulent-boundary-layer equations.    In this manner the more extensive knowledge for the incompres- 
sible turbulent boundary layer can,  in theory, b'j extended to the compressible-flow case of interest. 
Typical Investigations (refs.  18 to 23 and ref.  5) have achieved some measure of success In defining 
transformations for the turbulent boundary layer.    Coles (ref.  23) has proposed an approach to the 
transformation of the compressible turbulent-bovndary-layer equations  in which the compressible and 
the constant-density flows are assumed to be related by three scaling parameteriä    o(x),    T)(X), and 
^(x).    The first parameter relates the stream functions of the two flows,  the second is a multiplica- 
tive factor of the Dorodnltsyn-Howarth scaling of the normal coordinate, and the third relates the 
streamwlse coordinates of the Iwu flows.    An additional assumption pertaining to the invarlance of a 
Reynolds number characterizing the law-of-the-wall region of the boundary layer is necessary to com- 
plete the transformation.    This assumption, which Coles has called the "substructure hypothesis," 
provides a substitute for a reference state utilized with many theoretical approaches.    Coles'  trans- 
formatlon has been extended by Crocco (ref.  22) and modified as well as applied to practical cases 
by Baronti and Llbby (ref. 3).    It is with the analysis of Baronti and Llbby that the remainder of 
this section is concerned. 

Baronti and Llbby modified Coles'  substructure hypothesis (they Introduced a sublayer hypothesis) 
and applied the transformation technique by polnt-by-point mapping of supersonic velocity profiles 
Into the incompressible plane.    It should be noted that the transformation theory Is applicable only 
for two-dimensional or axisymnetrlc  (r » 6) flow with and without heat transfer or streamwlse pres- 
sure gradient.    This analysis does not define completely the constant-density flow corresponding to 
the compressible case since the velocity profiles,  once transformed,  correspond to some unknown 
x-statlon In the constant-density flow. 

Baronti and Llbby employed the conventional Incompressible equations for the universal velocity 
profile such that the boundary-layer profile Is composed of two distinct  regions, a law-of-the-wall 
region near the vail and a wake or velocity defect region consisting of the major portion of the 
boundary layer.    The equations governing each of these regions, respectively, are: 

Law of the wall,    ü/ü,. = t(l) 

Velocity defect law,    (ü - fijlAr « F(y/6,x) 

where 

and 

"r "  (?w/Pw) 
1/2 

I = yüT/v 

The law of the wall is conventionally expressed as: 

ü/ür = t, 

and 

ü/ü,.  = A In b^ 

(o < ^ ^f    (sublayer)] 

{It * t'^J 
where    tf   **&    ti    are t*16 values of    £    at the edge of the laminar sublayer and the outer 11ml- 

of the region of application of the law of the wall, respectively.    The coefficients   A   and   b   are 
2.43 and 7.5» respectively, as taken from Clauser (ref. 2k) so that    *f = 10.6.    The outer limit for 
tne application of the law of the wall Is taken as the end of the logarithmic portion of the boundary- 
layer profile on a scale of   ü^.    plotted against    I.   Simplified equations for the direct applica- 
tion of the Baronti and Llbby analysis to velocity profiles for compressible flow may be found in   ■ 
reference 25. 
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The prf^>,esB of applying the trans format ion theory through the law of the wall Is actually an 
Iterative une,  since the value of the skin friction in the Incompressible plane  Is necesoary In 
order to transform the corresponding compressible velocity profile to the incompressible  plane.    In 
actual practice the procedure is to assume values of the wall skin friction In an IncompreBslble 
plane until acceptable agreement of the velocity profile with the constant-density result  is achieved. 
The success of the transformation may then be Judged by observing how well the transformed velocity 
profile correlates with the Incompressible results and comparing the resulting compressible-skln- 
frlction estimate with that mtasured or predicted by a reliable theory.    Once the incompressible skin 
friction has been determined from the law-of-the-wall analysis, a comparison with the velocity-defect 
law is directly obtainable. 

Barontl and Llbby applied the transformation to velocity profiles for compressible flows up to 
Mach 9 for adiabatlc wall and moderate heat-transfer conditions.    In general, their results Indicated 
good correlation of the compressible velocity profiles  for the law of the wall in the  IncompresBible 
plane, and the values of skin friction resulting from the transformation compared well with those 
measured in most of the  investigations cited.    However,  when a correlation was attempted with the 
velocity-defect law, the results Indicated that a compressible velocity profile under a uniform flow 
would transform into the  incompressible plane and show the characteristics of an incompressible veloc- 
ity profile under the influence of a pressure gradient.    Tennekes (ref. 26) has suggested that this 
discrepancy may be a result of a distortion of the velocity-defect region of the boundary layer by 
the Dorodnitsyn-Howarth density scaling of the normal coordinate. 

Here the same procedures that were used by Barontl and Llbby were used to reduce the compressible 
velocity profiles to the incompressible form,  including the use of the Crocijo relation to calculate 
the density integral through the boundary layer, but the range of Mach number and heat transfer is 
extended.    Experimental velocity profiles were calculated by using measured temperature profiles 
where available;  otherwise the Crocco relation was used.    IllUBtrations of the correlation of the 
transformed compressible boundary-layer profiles according to the law of the wall with the classical 
IncompresBible reioilts are shown in figure 7.    Since    Cf    was not directly measured for most of the 
profiles presented, the skin-friction results obtained from the transformation for all the cases were 
normalized by the skin-friction coefficient predicted by the method of Spaldlng and Chi  (ref. 7)« 
In each case, ..the Spaldlng-Chl prediction was based on the measured   Rg    and    Ty/T^. 

The transformation of profiles obtained on tunnel wails in nominal zero-pressuie-gradient flow 
as shown in figure 7(a) provides good correlation for Mach numbers from 2.5 to 8.1    The skin-friction 
results from these profiles ccmpare favorably with the Spalding-Chl predictions.    For still higher 
Mach numbers,  in the range from 15 to 20, the profiles shown in figure 7(b) appear to correlate well 
with the incompressible results, but the extent of the  logarithmic part of the law-of-the-wall region 
of the profile 1B small  in comparison with the  lower Mach number profiles.      An inspection of the 
compressible velocity profiles indicates that,  in general,  as Mach number increases,  the  laminar sub- 
layer thickness as well as the extent cf the wake or velocity-defect region becomes larger.    As a 
result, there appears to be a corresponding decrease  in the extent of the logarithmic law-of-the-wall 
region.    Since the wall shear obtained from the transformation Is dependent upon a curve  fit in the 
logarithmic law-of-the-wall region, a physical limit of the application of the transformation in the 
present form may thus exist.    However,  for profiles with thick laminar sublayers  for which sublayer 
velocity measurements are accurate, the transformation could be applied directly in conjunction with 
the sublayer part of the law of the wall.    The skin-friction results from the transformation of the 
hi^h Mach number profiles show more deviation than those for the lower Mach number profiles.    It 
should be remarked that the nitrogen profile presented  in figure 7(b) is believed to be transitional 
by the experimenters  (ref.  28).    However,  note that there  Is no particular difference between this 
transformed profile and the other presented at conslderabiy higher values of    Rg. 

Most of the profiles presented thus far are for moderate values of wall-temperature  ratio. 
Transformed profiles for Mach numbers near 7 (ref.  Ik) and low values of wall-temperature ratio are 
given in figure 7(c).    Correlation is as good as was found for the previous profiles  in figure 7(a), 
but the resulting values of skin friction are significantly greater than Spaldlng-Chl predictions. 

An illustration of the effect of previous history of  the boundary layer on the results of the 
transformation is shown in  figure 7(d).    The transformed profiles correlate nicely,  and the skin- 
friction results compare  favorably with the predictions of Spaldlng and Chi, even though each of the 
boundary layers developed under different conditions. 

A compilation of the skin-friction results ootained from the transformation technique  Is pre- 
Etnted in figure 8(a).    The skin-frlction results from the transformation are referenced to the skin 
friction predicted by the Spaldlng-Chl method and presented as a function of the  ratio of wall tem- 
perature to total temperature for each particular case.     The data Include all the experiments analyzed 
by Barontl and Li'oby,  results cited in figure 7»  and additional results from references 29 to }2. 
It has been shown in several Investigations (for example,  ref. 2 ar.d in the  first section of this 

Ttech 2.k9 and k.kh profiles from unpublished measurements by Stallings and Couch in the Langley 
Unitary wind tunnel; Mach 6.0 and 6.8 from reference 2; Mach 7.95 from unpublished measurements by 
W. V. Fellei- in Langley iS-lnch variable-density wind tunnel, all with    dp/dx    essentially zero. 

2Mach 15.6 profile from reference 27; Mach 20.2 profile from reference 25; Mach 18.^  profile 
from unpublished measurements by W. D. Harvey and F.  L. Clark but a similar profile  is  found in 
reference 28. 



p»per) that the method of Sp&ldlng and Chi can be expected to give accurate ekln-frietIon predic- 
tlcoa on flat plates and cones at least up to Mach 9 and over the entire range of Tw/Tt for the 
data In figure 6. 

In general, the skin-friction results from the transformation appear to be consistently higher 
than those predicted by the Spalding-Chl method.    Although the overpredlction is in the 10-percent 
range for adiabatlc and moderately cooled walls, the error is large for extreme cooling conditions. 
Wallace (ref.  lh) obtained direct skin-friction measurements on the nozzle vail at the same loca- 
tions and the same flow conditions for which the profile data were taken.    The measured skin-friction 
results shown In figure 8(b) are in good agreement with the Spaldlng-Chi predictions, as are the 
results from other investigations in which direct measurements of skin friction were made.    It thus 
appears that the transformatiun as applied is not generally valid even for the logarithmic portion 
of the lav of the wall. 

Since in the application of the trans format ion theory it is necessary to define a temperature 
distribution through the boundary layer (the Crocco distribution for both this investigation and 
that of Baronti and Llbby),  it may be suspected that the particular distribution ase'imed would affect 
the skin friction obtained from the transformation.    Thus,  it is believed reasonable to examine some 
of the available temperature distributions in detail.    A number of measured temperature profiles 
«ere presented in reference 2.    Since that time some additional profiles have become available and 
these are shown in figure 9-    The upper part of figure 9 is from reference 2, which presents data 
from references 29 and >3 to 56 with the addition of unpublished measurements obtained by R.  L. 
Stalllngs and L. M. Couch in the Langley Unitary wind tunnel.    These experimental profiles are com- 
pared with the suggested profiles of Crocco, Michel (ref. 37), and Walz (ref. 38).    There is die- 
agreement between the data of references 31* and 35 on one hand and the da'* of references 29, 36, 
and Stalllngs and Couch on the other.    The former sets of data agree more closely with the Crocco 
and Michel prediction and the latter sets agree more closely with Walz' prediction. 

Some relatively cold wall data are shown in the lower part of figure 9 from reference 39 and 
unpublished measurements obtained by W. V. Feller in the Langley 18-lnch variable-density wind- 
tunnel.    These data do not agree with any of the prediction methods previously shown and depart con- 
siderably from nonlinearity.    This is also seen in the profiles presented in figures 18 and 19 of 
reference 2.    A better fit to experiment, as shown in figure 9, would be a profile which had a quad- 
ratic form 

%• - Tu {if 
This is equivalent to assuming that Walz' 
wall-temperature ratio. 

adiabatlc wall-temperature distribution is independent of 

Since the quadratic temperature profile represents experimental results better than the Crocco 
profile, at least at low wall-to-total-temperature ratios, the transfonnatlon was applied by using 
the quadratic temperature profile for several compresBible profiles with low vall-to-total-temperature 
ratios.    For each case the quadratic temperature law was applied in both the reduction of the pltot 
?rofile to velocity and in the transformation.    The transformed results from one Wallace profile 

Nach 7.öl, flg. 7(c)) and one by Harvey and Clark (Mach Iß.h, fig.  7(b)) exhibited poor correlation 
with the incompressible results, and the agreement of the resulting skin-friction coefficients with 
the Spaldlng-Chi predictions was no better than was found by using the Crocco relation.    The Wallace 
profile at Mach 7-21 (flg.  7(c)) when transformed by use of the quadratic law did yield a skin- 
friction coefficient in good agreement with Spaldlng-Chi, but again poor correlation of the trans- 
for.taed profile was obtained with the incompressible results. 

Thus, these limited results indicate that the quadratic profile offers little improvement over 
the approach of Baronti and Llbby.    The discrepancy in wall shear at low vall-to-total-temperature 
ratios does not appear to be a function of Mach number or Reynolds number and may result from a 
deficiency in the transformation theory itself.    A t.-ue test of the validity of the thtory in the 
low vall-to-total-temperature range will require mort' extensive data than that presented here. 

Heat Transfer to Delta Wl.igs at Low Angles of Attack 

The delta planfor» is of Interest as a practical shape wing for hypersonic flight purposes. 
For efficient flight, the angle of attack will be low and for the large air-breathing vehicles the 
leading-edge size necessary from aerothermodynamlc considerations is small compared with wing chord. 
Here, the essentially idealized case of wings with sharp leading edges will be treated. 

Consider the wing shown in figure 10(a), on which tests were made at zero angle of attack by 
Whitehead in the Mach 6 airstream of the Langley 20-lnch hypersonic tunnel.    (Part of this study was 
reported in ref.  to.)    The cross section of the wing tested was actually half-dlamond with the flat 
side Instrumented and alined with the flow.    The shock was attached to the leading edge and the pres- 
sure ratio on the instrumented surface was essentially unity.    Stanton number is shown as a function 
of Reynolds number and the boundary-layer flov is Indicated to be tn-nsltlonal at tha most forward 
measuring stations.    If the virtual origin of the turbulent boundary layer is taken to be at the 
location of peak heating, the assumption of strip-like flow which is successful with laminar boundary 
layers is found to give a good prediction for turbulent flov over this delta vlng.    When this wing 
is inclined so  ;hat the instrumented surface faces 5° to the windward (k/Djf ■= 2.2),  the shock remains 
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attached and the preseurea are within 5 to 3.0 percent of the two-dimenBlonal shock value as shown In 
conical coordinates in figure 10(b).    An for the zero angle-of-attack case,  the Stanton number is 
predicted within about 10 percent by 8-;rip theory,  figure 10(,b),  using the predicted two-dimensional 
pressure. 

I 
Using two different wings at zero  inclination to the flow, Murray and Stalllnge  (ref. 6) were 

able to obtain data under conditions vhere the  leading-edge shock was attached and detached.    The 
attached-shock case occurs for a 60° ;:vept delta wing at Mach k.k and is shown to the left in fig- 
ure 11,  and the detached-shock case odours for a 70° swept delta wing at Mach 5 and is shown to the 
right in figure  11.5    in the upper part of figure 11, the heating and pressure data are shown as a 
function of streamwlse Reynolds number and in the lower part of the figure  in terms of ray angle. 
The heat-transfer parameter is choeer. to correlate the heating data with the virtual origin of the 
Reynolds number (Rv) at the location of the boundary-layer trips.    For simplicity,  a power law for 
heat transfer was chosen which fltteJ the Spalding-Chi theory for the conditions of the test and the 
exponent from this fit was used in tne heat-transfer correlation in figure  11. 

Leading-edge shock detachment cr  the 70° swept wing is caused by a bevel on the under side. 
The pressures show a behavior typlce..". of a subsonic cross flow where the stagnation point is on the 
beveled under side, and the pressuif drops sharply as the flow expands around the sharp leading edge. 
Using the conical coordinate gives ijood correlation of the pressures measured on the wing surface, 

I whereas using the linear coordinate jives poor correlation.    The surface on which the pressures are 
measured Is flat and alined with the flow, but the pressures are as low as  50 percent of free-stream 
pressure at the most forward statlors. 

Oil flow in the same stream or. a 70° swept wing with a smaller leading-edge bevel angle (also 
with a detached shock) indicated surface flow lines were essentially parallel to the root chord. 
This suggests using the modified Spiildlng-Chi method in strlpwlse fashion with local values of cor- 
related experimental pressures.    A ,jood prediction of the heat transfer was obtained and is shown 
in the lower right side of figure  11.    However,   if the pressures had not been available and the sur- 
face pressure had been taken as equal to free-stream pressure, a significant error would have been 
incurred in heat-transfer predictions over much of the wing, as shown in figure 11. 

At Mach '*.'+,  for the 60° swept wing there  is a slight pressure gradient which may be due to 
warping of the model during the test.    If the Spalding-Chi method is applied in the  strlpwlse manner 
previously used,  a good prediction of the heating is obtained when presented on a chordwlse basis 
rather than conical as shown on the upper left  side of figure 11. 

The heat-transfer data at the most forward position show a trend which is different from the 
rest of the data.    This behavior is believed caused by proximity to the oversize roughness.    (A 
similar effect  Is shown on flat plates  In ref.   kl.) 

j Again consider the wing tested by Whitehead In the Mach 6 airstrean.    With the flat instrumented 
side of the wing facing leeward at the angle of 5° to the free stream, the  shock is calculated to be 
attached.    However, only a small deflection of the wing under load would suffice to cause leading- 
edge shock detachment.    The pressures,  shown in the right-hand side of figure 12,  do not vary much 
over the span and appear to correlate well In conical coordinates with no particular difference in 
the pressure distribution between the case where the surface is smooth and the case where spherical 
boundary-layer trips (k/6^ »  1.1) are placed on the surface near the leading edge. 

Without boundaiy-layer trips,  the heat transfer to this surface was transitional only at the 
rearmost stations of the near root chord region.    With spherical trips, the level of aerodynamic 
heating was increabed to a general level expected with turbulent flow, as shown on the left-hand 
side of figure  12.    In this case,  Stanton number is slnwn as a function of Reynolds number based on 
free-stream conditions and distance from the leading edge parallel to the root chord.    For reference 
purposes,  the modified Spalding-Chi method was applied in stripwise fashion for a constant pressure 
on the wing equal to the two-dimensional value.     (The virtual origin is taken as    R00,x = 2 x 10°, 

j based on the indicated peak in heating along the root chord.)    If the prediction method applied, then 
one would not expect more than about 20 percent  difference, based on the variation in the pressures, 
between prediction and experiment,    "learly,  there is no correlation of the data and there are large 
increases  in heat transfer in the midportion of the wing where surface-oil-flow studies Indicate a 
conical vortex System to be formed.    (See ref.   Uo.)    As in the previous presentation,  the main body 
of the heat-transfer data appears to correlate  In the conical coordinate as shown on the upper right- 
hand side of figure 12.    The large increase in heating is seen to be confined to the central region 
of the wing Influenced by the vortex system and referred to as the "feather"  region In reference 40. 
Apparently,  no increase In pressure Is associated with this increase in heat transfer.    However, 
there is a gap In the pressure data and such an increase In pressure may have occurred over a very 
narrow range of ray angle.    If this pressure  increase does exist at 5° angle of attack, the extent 
of the Increase probably widens with angle of attack.    (The pressure increase was  seen on the lee side 
when thr- model was positioned at 10° angle of attack, as shown in fig.  15 of ref.  kO.) 

An analysis of the delta-wing data of reference 6 at Mach numbers from 3 to k.k and 5° angle of 
attack,  windward and leeward,  shows a similar behavior to the Mach 6 data previously presented in 

3Te8t conditions:    At   M» = k.kk,    Tt  = 687° R    and   k/^ = 5.1. 

At   M» = 2.98,    Tt = 711° R   and   k/öjj = k.k. 
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figures  10 and 12.    These  reoultB are shown In figure  13 and  indicate that the  level  of the  heating 
on the lee side can approach that on the ulndward side near the center of the wing.    Better coverage 
of the central region of the  lee  surface  is needed to determine Just how high the heating  actually 
Is. 

CONCLUDING RQWRKS 

Recent hypersonic turbulent-boundary-layer experiments and proposed prediction methods pertinent 
to the problems of the effect of wall temperature, the transformation of the compressible boundary 
layer to a constant-density type, and heat transfer to the delta wing have been considered. 

Up to a Mach number of at  least 9, based on flat-plate experiments, the level of the  turbulent 
heat-transfer coefficient  Is found to be little affected by significant changes in wall temperature, 
as was predicted by the Spaldlng-Chi method.    The    T'     or reference-temperature method overpredicts 
skin friction and heat transfer at low wall-temperature ratios. 

The Coles'  transformation as modified by Baronti and Llbby has been examined by utilizing 
turbulent-layer profiles covering a wide range of Mach number and wall-temperature ratio.    Some 
success is found for the transformation up to the lower end of the hypersonic range and down to 
moderately low wall-temperature ratios.    However,  at the  lowest wall-temperatm■   ratios,  the trans- 
formation gave high wall  shears as compared with Spalding-Chi  predictions and with shears  that  were 
actually measured.    At high. Mach numbers, very little of the logarithmic portion of the transformed 
profile remains because c*  an apparent thickening of the sublayer adjacent to the wall and the 
velocity-defect wake region comprising the outer part of the profile.    It is the logarithmic portion 
of the profile from which the  Indicated shear is obtained. 

Delta-wing turbulent heat transfer has been examined for several types of flow.    At  low angles 
of attack.  In cases where the flow near the surface is essentially streamwise,  strip application of 
successful flat-plate methods gives good predictions of the heat transfer if the pressures are known. 
This result applies whether the  leading-edge shock Is attached or detached.     On the  lee side of 
delta wings where vortices are  Indicated, predictions by strip theory are surprisingly good  in 
general; but predictions can be poor near the center line where the heat transfer is high.    Success 
In predicting the heat transfer to delta wings appears to be contingent upon the ability to predict 
the flow field. 
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Meaaurements of cold wall  turbulent hypei-aonio  boundary  layer stagnation pressure and stagnation 
tMiperatura profiles have been made on the wall of a conical nozzle In a hypersonic ^un tunnel 
facility.    A high speed traversln,; pitot tube and a  a ort time response scapnation temperature 
probe were developed for the profile measurements. 

The data was obtained for a freestream Mach number ran^e of ä to 11.5, a freestream Reynolds 
number ranje of 5 x 10    to 2.7 x 10' and wall to freestream stagnation temperature ratios of 
.26 to .36. 

The measured temperature  profiles coraiare unfavourably with available semi-empirical 
temperature/velocity  functions. 

Transformation of the velocity profile to  the equivalent  incompressible form,  using th3 
Baronti and Liboy nmthod,  gave a successful trmsformatlon of the 'law of the wall1  and fair 
tranaformation of the  'law of the wake'.    Non-correspondence of the pressure gradient  in the weite 
profile of the comprejsible flow to lhat  in the related low speed flow was noted. 

Two i.iethoJs for determining the akin friction coefficient,  Spaldin-; and Chi and  the Sommer 
and Short T'  method,  were compared to the experimental results.    Neither method showed a 
satisfactory correlation with  the Spalding and Chi  method the  better.    The measured heat transfer 
rate,  with the aaynolds analogy,  compared favourably with the measured akin friction coefficientf. 
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BCPERIl-JMTAL I'iMSURBlBJTS OF COLD WALL 

TURBULB1T HyPE.lSONIC BOUNDARY LAYEii3 

J.H. PEiiHY and R.A. EAST 

1.    INTRODUCTION 

Cold wall turbulent  boundary leyer flows at hypersonic  speeds are of current  interest In their 
application to hypersonic vehicle dosi ;n,    A theoretical treatment oT the turbulent boundary layer, 
even in the incompressible case,  ia impossible at the present  time due to the lack of an adequate 
theoretical model of the toroulence structuret    In the liyüersonic application the problem is 
further ooraplioated by the presence of acoustic energy radiatln ; from the layer,  which may normally 
be ignored at lower speeds.    The theoretical uncertainty necessitates a wide and varied ranje of 
experimental measurements to enable a comprehensive semi-enpirlcal theory to be developed. 

At present only a snail amount of hypersonic turbulent boundary layer experimental data is 
generally availajle;    for exaruple,  Adcock and Peterson (tlef.l),  Banner and Milllams (Äef,2) ,  Burke 
(Ref.3), Danberj (itef .4), Hill (Ref.5), Lobb et al (Aef .6), Matting et al (ftef .7), tleal (Ref.3), 
Samuels et al (Ref .9), Wal ace (Ref.10)  and Winkler and Gha (Ref.1l).    References 1  and 7 deal with 
measurements under adiabatio wall conditions.    The experimental difficulties and expense entailed in 
making accur-te boundary layer measurements in present hypersonic  facilities has lei- to a jroater 
emphasis on the development of transformation techniques (e.g.  Coles (Ref.12)).    These techniques 
set out to transform the hypersonic flow to a corresponding low speed flow where accurate experimental 
data already exist. 

Although Coles and Crocoo found the technique suitable at moderate supersonic Mach nujnbers with 
small rat-'s of heat transfer and pressure gradient further experinenta in hypersonic  boundary layers 
are required to assess the validity of the transformation methods under conditions of hi ;h wall 
cooling.    An importaat aspect of experiments In this regime is the requirement to obtain accurate 
profiles of stagnation temperature through the boundary layer.    Rotta (Ref.13)  has examined the 
stagnation tem;erature profiles obtained in References 5 and 6 and has shown that in many oases 
inconsistencies exist between measured wall heat transfer and the slope of the temperature profile 
at the wall.    Accurate temperature measurements un ler a variety of model oonfiijurations and wall 
and freestream conditions are required, together with measurements of skin friction and wall heat 
transfer rate.    Such measureneats are needed in order to provide confirmation on the use of existing 
serai-empirical raetnods to predict these quantities at :ii(jh Mach numbers. 

Considerable hypersonic aerodynamic testing lias  been performed in intermittent facilities and 
many of the techniques developed are applicaole to the study of trie properties of r.igh Mach number 
and Re/nolds niinber turbulent  ooundary Layers.    In particular,  facilities of the shock/gun tunnel 
type may be operated with relatively hi ;h stagnation pressures and at Re/nolds nuueers ap[ ropriate 
to hypersonic flight in a realistic fli;ht corridor,  especially if the nozzle wall boundary layer 
is used for the ex, erimental study.    The disadvanta jes are that normally zero i ressure gradient is 
difficult to achieve and the boundary layer characteristics are modified by the effects of transverse 
wall curvature.    Of course the measurements are of jreat practical use in nozzle flow application. 

The work reported nero describes measurements o*' Mach number and te".peruture profiles  in the 
boundary layer of up to one inch thickness on a conical nozzle  in a hypersonic .;un tunnel  facility 
for a freestream Mach nurauer ran;e of o to 11.5.     Related  vail  static pressure an: heat  transfer 
rate measurements have  ueen made.    Wall skin friction was inferred  both from the slope of the 
velocity profile at the wall and from the velocity profile transformation metnod of Baronti and 
Libby (Ref.U) . 

The experimental results nave been compared with irevious data oct-iined at   -i.'ler^.ly lower 
1-iach nurauers and lower wall heat transfer rates than for the present investigatioi .    The reasureraenta 
have provided furtner  information concerning the use of velocity  profile transf    mat ion metnods at 
hypersonic speeds,  the prediction of skin friction and heat transfer,  together  ."tl; new information 
re^ardinf; relationship  oetween temperature and velocity in a hi-hly cooled, hyp    sonic turbulent 
boundary layer. 

-t^ 
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2. EXPEitlMSNTAL PiiOjRA; 3-l£ 

The oxperim«ntal data was obtained using tho 7%   total angle conical axlsymmetric expansion 
noszl« of the University of Southampton hypersonic gun tunnel.    Development of this tunnel has 
bean reported by Sast (ilef.15) and East and Perry (Hef.l6).    The nozzle shown in Figure 1 was 
designed for boundary layer measurements at positions from the exit to approximately 6 inches 
dounstream of the throat.    Internal surface roughness is within $0 mlcroinches.    Two throat 
diiuaeters were used jiving a Mach number range, over the measurlnij positions, of 8 to 11.5. 
Variation of stagnation pressure and temperature resulted In a Heynolds number range, at the 
moasurlng stations, based upon distance from the nozzle throat, of 5 x 10^ to 2.7 x 10?.    The 
throat tieynolds numbers were within the range from 9.7 x 10" to 2.5 x 10^ and should have been 
sufficiently high to ensure transition of the boundary layer at the nozzle throat.   Boundary layer 
measurements wars made during a running time of 10 to 20 ms., during which the nozzle wall could be 
assumed sensibly   isothermal (except,  perhaps, near the throat).    Wall to stagnation temperature 
ratio» ranged from .26 to .36 and the stagnation temperatures from 800OK to 11000K.   Table I shows 
the applicable axpariraental conditions and Figure 2 indicates the significance of the Mach number 
and Ileynolds number parameters relative to a realistic flight envelope and previous hypersonic 
boundary layer neasurenents. 

As a consequence of the short running time,  special ji.jtrujr.antation was developed for 
stagnation pressure and stagnation temperature profile neasurenant.    To reduce the number of runs 
necessary to obtain a complete joundory layer stagnation pressure profile and 30 reduce scatter 
resulting from the limltod repeatability of flow conditions, a sjlenoid operated  ügh speed 
traversing pitot assembly was developed capable of sweeping through approximately 0.5 in.  of boundary 
layer In 17 ma.    The accuracy of this approooh has been investigated by comparing the Mach number 
profile measured by the traversing asseciiy with a profile determined from fixed Impact tubes under 
(.^np-araole conditions.    This check was made at each end of the freestream stagnation pressure range. 
Fij 're 3 shows the comparison for one set of flow conditions and the correspondence is jjood except 
close to the wall.    To ob'.aln acceptable accuracy in this region, mainly for skin friction 
determination,  it was necessary to measure the pitot pressure for the inner 15% of the layer with 
fixed tu.«s.    The remainder of the layer could be satisfactorily probed using the traversing 
technique.    Further information on the traversing assembly is given in Reference 17. 

Measurtments of boundary layer stagnation temperature have usually presented greater difficulty 
than stagnation pressure measurements.    A miniaturised version of a heated shield thermocouple probe, 
reported by £ist and Perry (Ref.18), was developed capable of measuring stagnation temperatures 
within a boundary layer in less than 10 ms. and up to a maximum temperature of 13000K,   The internal 
diameter of the probe nose was 1/32" and external dimensions were kept to a minimum to minimise flow 
interference.    The design of the probe is shown in Figure A and follows normal practice for shielded 
thermocouple probes except for the heater windings on the shield.    It operates as a 'null'  measuring 
device.    A minimum of two tunnel runs were necessary to specify a flow temperature;    one with the 
Initial shield temperature Just above the expected flow temperature and the other with the initial 
shield temperature Just below.    Considerable development was necessary to obtain an understanding 
of the probe, especially as viscous effects within the small shield can influence the measurements 
in the low pressure and low density regions near the wall.    Further constructional and operating 
details on this probe are presented in Reference 17.    Stagnation temperature profiles have been 
obtained relatively easily from boundary layers of the order of 0.5 in. thick or greater;    measuring 
within .05 in. fron the wall. 

Wall heat transfer rate was measured using platinum thin film gauges mounted flush with the 
wall.    Standard probe calibration and data reduction techniques were adopted (note for example 
Ref.19). 

Wall static pressure was measured using the cavity technique. 

3. TiiSORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND DISCUSSION OF EMilKENTAL .iESULTS 

Temperature and pressure profiles and wall heat transfer rates have been measured for the 
range of conditions shown on Table I.    A representative number of these measurements are given in 
this report and comparisons are made with the available semi-empirical methods.    Full presentation 
of the experimental results can be found in Reference 17. 

3.1 Hach number crofiles 

These profiles have been deduced from the measured stagnation pressure profiles, using the 
assumption of constant static pressure normal to the wall, with the local iaentropic relations. 

-v^Ml-fH M*• 4 ■    -' 'i 
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The assumption of locally constant static pressura has  been confirmed by comparin;; the wall static 
pressure,  raoasured using the cavity technique,  wlf.h the freestream static pressure deter:, ined from 
the Rayleigh pitot formulae and local isentroplc relations (Fig.5).    The freostreara pressure 
gradient is comparatively mild over the region of boundary layer profile measurements.    For one 
representative flow condition (See Fig.5)  the freostreara pressure gradient varied from .0163 p.s.i./in., 
at the most downstream measurinfj station to  .0/i7l  p.s.i./in.  four inches upstream.    Fixed probe 
measurements have been used to specify tho inner 15% of the layer as noted in Section 2. 

I 
Figure 6 shows three Mach number profiles compared with profiles drawn from other experimental 

sources.    The profiles are typically turbulent ana  indicate the thick sublayers prevailing under 
these flow conditions.    Sublayer thickness can be seen to vary with both Mach nur ber and iieynolda 
number. 

A typical measured Mach number profila is shoun  in detail on Figure 3 to indie .te the oxtent 
of experimental scatter resulting from the traversing technique and tunnel flow.    The scatter is 
relatively small and to simplify the computation required for reducing the experimental data, faired 
profiles are used for reducing profile data. 

• 
Figure 7 contains six Mach number profiles, drawn from the experimental data,  covering a 

representative range of freestream Kach number,  pressure and temperature. 
: 

3.2 Stagnation temperature profiles 

Stagnation temperature profiles have been measured using the heated shield thermocouple probe 
described aarlier.    Figure 9 oonta'ns six of these profiles for comparable conditions to those of 
the sample Mach number profiles of Figure 7.    The experimental scatter of data points is of 
similar order as shown on Figure 3 for the Mach number profiles and, for similar reasons,  faired 
data curves are used for date  .■■edactioii.    There are no experimental measurements of nigh wall heat 
transfer rate turbulent boundary layer sta^ation temperature profiles, notably at hi.jh i-iach nunbers, 

i known to these authors.    Comparison uith a few available stagnation temperature profiles  (FI3.8), at 
a lower wall heat transfer rate conditions and varying experimental ervironraents,  snow that the 

general trend of the change in distribution with heat transfer is maintained in our results. 

3.3 Temperature-velocity relationships 

The experimentally determined temperature and Mach number profiles present an opportunity to 
test the available semi-empirical relationships between temperature and velocity under conditions 
of high Mach number and hijh wall heat transfer rate.    Four expressions have been considered.    Grocco 
(Ref.20)  couples the momentum and energy equations with the assumptions of zero pressure gradient 
and unit Prandtl number,  to obtain the function, 

! T a   - T,.   /U .     .    T, 
8 W    a  riM   ♦  i*  J-1 

<iü v     1,. w   1*. 
where subscripts s,  w and o» refer to stagnation,  wall and freestream conditions respectively'. 

Crooco (tief.20)  and Cohen (Ref.2l),  in an attempt to approximately account for pressure 
gradient and Prandtl number, produced a modified form of the above equation: 

la     =   J     Mi-Li   -C(x))^   ♦C(x)(^)2  3.2 
s s T o» o» 

a» a» s 

where C(x)   is assumed independent of y.    A solution for C(x)  hsc been obtained by Crocoo  (Kef.20) 
and is 

CU) ^ (1 - IH ) - ^ (d - PrJd - £) - (1 - I* ))  3.3 

with 
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Wallace (Ref.10)  s-iows that the function, C(x), can tm determined from «xperlmental wall 
heat transfer measurements and uses the .ie nolds analogy to obtain: 

5i  =  _L (1 .    CUL_ ) 
Cf Frw 

(1      (1 - VT.)  ) 3.5 

where (1. Is the local Stanton number. 

Spence (Hef.22)  and Von Driest  (Ref.23)  introduced 'reasonable aasumptions1   for the shear 
stress profile   ^    v^)       into the continuity, momentum and energy equations to obtain a solution, 
for P     close to unity, of: 

Hh  ♦ «'(r)2 
u» u»' 3.6 

where a = 1 ♦ r i=l M,, 2(i - gi);    b = e,r^lM.2. 

r^H.2; di  = Tr- Tw .    r 
Tr - I» 

T« 

Tr^M.2 

Figure 10 shows two experimentally determined profiles compared to ^ie above semi-empirical 
expressions.    The first profile shows the variations of -T« - Tw     with -*-   and the seoond, the 

variation of s*   "i^  'S     ueing the experimentally determined velocity profile, in the aemi- 

empirical methods, to obtain the relation between u/u» an^     '8   •    ^ both cases the correlation 
is poor, with the modified expression of Crocco/Cohen giving the closest approach to the 
experimental curve.    This divergence between theory and experiment has been the subject of 
discussion by   any authors (e.^. Ualz {aef.2^) and Itotta (Hef.2j)).    With the aim of developing an 
improved semi-empirical method, an analysis based on the work of Rotta (aof.13), is being 
Investigated. 

3.^    Velocity profiles 

Boundary layer velocity profiles have been determined from the Mach number and stagnation 
temperature profiler, using local isentropic relations and the assumption of constant static pressure 
normal to the wall.    Four velocity profiles, covering a range of Mach number and Reynolds number, 
are shown on Figure 11.    The outer part of the layer approximates to a l/7 power law. 

3.5    Velocity profile transformation 

The transformation technique mathematically transforms the compressible layer into an 
•quivalent incompressible form which can be predicted with greater confidence.    The latest and 
moat proraisin; contribution to transformation techniques has been made by Coles (Ref.12)  and further 
developed by Crocoo (Rijf.20),    This approach uses three stretching functions to relate the hijh 
speed case to the low speed flows and these relations are funotionfi of the longitudinal distance in 
the hi jh speed flow.    The first relates the two stream functions,  the seoond the density ratio and 
the third the differential of the lonjitudinal distances.    The last two functions can generally 
be expressed as a function of the first  in a general theory of the boundary layer (e.(j. Crocco), 
but  the first function requires some further relation to permit  solution. 

Baronti and Libby (Ref.K)  have examined two sublayer assumptions for determintin; the /irst 
stretohin • funtlonj    the sublayer hypothesis of Donaldson (Ref.26)  and the substructure hypothesis 
of Coles (Ref.12).    The  'sublayer hypothesis'  assumes that the R-ynolds number as^iociatod with the 
laminar sublayer \3 invariant: 

i.e. pfVf 
^f 

=    Const. PVf 3.7 

; 
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and the properties at the ed,;e of the sublayer have been usod in detennining the Reynolds number. 
The 'substructure hypothesis'  proposes that a substructure Reynolds number can be independent of 
compressibility when the density and viscosity are evaluated at a suitably defined mean temperature. 

Barontl and Libby found that the sublayer hypothesis uas more applicable to the wide ranje of 
experimental  sublayer profiles which were considered tnan the substructure hypothesis.    Contrary 
to the experimental evidence the methods available at present (Coles (Ref.12)  and Hosenbaum (Hef.27)), 
for applying the transformation to the boundary layer, are both based upon Coles ' substructure 
hypothesis'. 

An implication of the transformation is that the local pressure gradient of the compressible 
and transformed flows should correspond.    Baronti and Libby (Ref.H)  have investigated the general 
ability of the transformation to successfully transform the compreaaible velocity profiles to the 
trarsformed flow by applying the method to available reliible experimental measurements.   Using the 
sublayer hypothesis, the 'law of the wall'   (a portion of the velocity profile relatively insensitive 
to pressure gradient - note Ludwleg and Tillraan Ref.28), transformed successfully and the authors 
pointed out a useful method for determining the skin friction, from the transformed wall law 
profile,  which is independent of measurements close to the wall.    Ine 'wake'   portion.of the profile, 
when transformsd to the incompressible flow indicated profiles of a more favourable pressure 
gradient  (note Flg.H) and,  from the experimental results,  this divergence Increases with 
increasing Mach number. 

Figures 12 and 13 show sample transformations of the law of the wall and law of the wake 
profiles.    Both have been transformed following the method outlined by Baronti and Libby (Ref.14), 
using the sublayer hypothesis to obtain the first  stretching function and the experimentally 
derivsd temperature profile to determine the density integrals required for the remainder of the 
transformation. 

In the transformation of the law of the wall the value of the stretching function has a large 
effect on the compressible skin friction coefficient determined from the law of the wall profile. 
If the experimentally derived temperature profile was used in determining this stretching' function 
the resultant skin friction coefficient,  determined from the linear log law portion of  Che profile, 
was some 60$ above that obtained from experimental results (see below) and from the method of 
Spaldin^ and Chi (Ref.29) i    whereas if the Crocoo/Cohen relation was used (Equ.3.2)  for the 
stretching function evaluation and the experimentally determined temperature profile for the 
remainder of the 'law of the wall'   transformation,  the skin friction determined from the transformed 

■ profile corresponded to the majority of the skin friction values determined from the velocity slope 
at the wall   (note Fij,15) and correlated with the method of Spaldin^ and Chi. 

The difference between the two approaches is, in part, due to possible errors in the measured 
temperature profile near the wall (note Fig.9)  but Figure 10 shows that the experimental profile 
and the Crocco/Cohen profile are basically different and wall errors are not the complete 
explanation.    This result tends to indicate that, whereas the sublayer hypothesis is sufficiently 
accurate at zero heat transfer (note Baronti and Libby Ref.H) where the Crocco/Cohen function 
approaches the measured temperature profile (Sotta Ref.25), in the case of applied wall heat 
transfer,  the errors introduced by applying the Crocco/Cohen function to determine the first 
stretching function are counterbalanced by applying the sublayer hypothesis. 

Figure 12 shows the successful transformation of the velocity profile that applies to the 
'law of the wall'   region usinj the Crooco/Cohen function for determiaing the first  stretching 
function and the experimentally derived temperature profile for the remainder of the profile 
transformation. 

Coles (Ref.12)  has given an explicit    representation of the 'law of the wake'   portion of the 
velocity profile in the form 

-Z-z    =  A lafi/T) - An(x)(2 - w^/r);  3.8 

Figure  13  shows the 'wake'   transformation of the profiles in Figure 12.    A constant n 
value i an be applied approximately to the whole profile.    Wall heat transfer rate and boundary 
layer upstream history are possible explanations for failure of the  'law of the wake'   to transform 
as satisfactorily aa the zero pressure gradient,   zero heat transfer velocity profiles transformed 
by Baronti and Libby (Ret'.i-O. 
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The uake parameter, w(x), Is plotted against the transformed momentum thickness Reynolds 
number, TUZt on Figure 14«    The results Indicate that n(x)  Increases with Increased stream to wall 
haat transfer rate and decreases with K»ch number Increase and Tie; decrease.    The figure confirms 
the conclusions drawn by 3arontl and Litby concerning non-correspondence of the local pressure 
gradients between the high speod and transformed outer layor profiles. 

3.6   Dttennination of wall skin friction 

Two seffli-ampirioal methods have been com^rsd to the experimental results.    The first has been 
proposed by Spalding and Chi (Ref.29).    They postulate that a unique relationship exists between 
QfFo and R FR where Of is the akin friction ooefllclent, R the Reynolds number and F* and FR are 
functions of Mach number and temperature ratio alone.    The obvious lack of reliable experimental 
data baa restricted calculation of F0 and FR from experiment and hence the authors determined F0 
ty means of the mixing length theory and FR semi-empirlcally.    When compared with available 
experimental data, Spalding and Chi found that the predictions of the method give a root-mean 
square error of 9.9$. 

The second is the Sommer and Short T' method (.1ef.30).    Peterson (Ref.3l) examined available 
•xperloental results and compared them to a wide range of existing theories.    The Sonmer and Short 
method gave the best experimental correlation.    In this method the fluid properties in the flow 
are evaluated at some intermediate or reference temperature in the boundary layer.    This reference 
temperature is called T'  and is a function of the freestream Hach number and the ratio of wall 
temperature to freestream temperature.    These properties are then used in the von Karman-Schoenherr 
(Ref.32)  incompressible turbulent skin friction formula to obtain the skin friction. 

A survey has been made of other experimental data in the hypersonic region of Moo - 5.C and 
upward. The akin friction data from these sources lias been transfornod by the Spalding and Chi 
method and are shown on Figure 15a, as a function of trunsforrned position Heynolcls number, and on 
Figure 15b, as a function of transformed momentum thickness Reynolds nirnber.    Feterson  (Hef.3l) 
Indicated a method of transformln j experimental data,  through the Sommer and Short method,  to 
equivalent incompressible co-ordinates for comparison.    The experimental data is reduced usin; this 
method and compared on Figure 15c. 

The akin friction data from the experimental programme in  the present paj.er was determined ^y 
two methods;    (i)  from velocity slope at the wall and (ii)  from the transformed law of the wall 
velocity profile following Baronti and Libby (Sef.14).    Skin friction coefficients determined by 
the two methods compare favourably (note Fig.15)   except in a few casos where the sublayer was very 
thin and accurate measurements in this region not possible.    Figure 15 shows a comparison between 
the above semi-empirical methods and the experimental results of this report.    Using the Spalding 
and Chi method and plotting against transformed position Reynolds number (Fig.15a)  the correlation 
is fair,  though a mean line tlirough the data has a different slope to the Spalding and Chi line. 
Plotting against transformed momentum thickness Reynolds number (Fig,15b)  indicates fair correlation 
for the lower Mach number range (~8-9) but a poorer correlation for *he higher Mach na^bers (—9 to 11.5) 
where the freestream static pressures and densities are lower.    Comparison with the Somner and Short 
mothod (Flg-15c)  is not as acceptable.    A mean line throu ;h the data of this report falls sonewhat 
telow the Somner and Short line. 

Neither method shows good correlation of all of the available hypersonic data (Table II).    The 
Spalding and Chi method  is jossibly the more acceptable. 

3.7   Determination of wall heat transfer rate 

The wall heat transfer rate was deduced from the platinum thin film gauge measurements by the 
normal method (note R«f.19).    A skin friction coefficient was  caiculatud from the neat  transfer rate 
using various analogies and  compared to the skin friction measurements obtained using the velocity 
gradient at the wall  (Fig.15 and Table II).    The un-raoJified iieynolds analogy, Cf = 2 CH,  resulted 
in the best comparison and confirms similar conclusions  reaehc ;  ijy Wallace (^ief .10)   for axisymmetric 
nozz.1e measurements. 

The temperature gradients at the wall,  deduced from  the heat transfer rate measaremeats,  wore 
compared, on Figure 9,  to the vail tern; erature gradient  obtained  fro;» stagnation temperature profiles, 
curve fitting from the last experimentally measured points to  the wall.    The oo rerison indicates 
that a small error occurs in the experinental points near the wall.    This error is mainly wi-aln  the 
expected range of experimental  scatter,  for this  type of probe,  of + 3^ (note .lef.l-J).    The 
equivalence between the two wall temperature gniients,  within exporiraental error ,  tend to confirn 
the accuracy of the neaiured stagnation te.-.iperature ; rofiles. 
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4. CCUCUI3I0NS 

1).    Specialised Instrumentation can be developed to measure turbulent boundary layer 
properties in short running time tiypersonic facilitiea. 

2).    Measurements of stafjnation prejsure and stagnation temperature profiles compare favourably 
with extrapolated trends of previous experimental meusurements. 

3).    i'he experimentally derived static temperature profile compares unfavourably with available 
serai-arnpirical temperature/velocity relationships. 

4).    Using the Baronti and Lioty velocity profile transformation metnod, successful tranafoiroation 
of the 'law of the wall'  and fair transformation of the 'law of the wake'   was achieved.    The 
application of the 'sublayer hypothesis', used In the transformation, was found to be influenced by 
the h.i^h wail heat transfer rate.  Non-correspondence of the pressure jradient in the wake profile 
of the compressible flow to that  in the related low speed flow was noted. 

5).    The Spalding and Cri skin friction method indicated tne more acceptable correlation with 
experiment. 

6).    The Reynolds analogy ana the measured heat transfer rates indicated an acceptaole correlation 
with the experimental akin friction coefficients. 

Ä 
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TABLE    I 

Reservoir .Reservoir Free Local Local Distance 
Condition Temperature Preaaure Stream v^ Mach Reynold a From Nozzle 

T    ^ Ibf.    2 Temperature Number Number Throat 
o    a /in'1 

T     \ p u x«      , 
^-xlO6 x« Feet 

1 823 1840 49.2 .352 8.87 13.72 2.47 
2 823 1890 53.3 .352 8.50 14.37 2.14 

i          3 823 1950 59.6 .352 8.00 14.07 1.30 

^ 916 1880 56.8 .317 8.70 12.98 2.47          j 
i         5 Vi6 1890 57.9 .317 8.61 11.36 2.14 
1        6 916 1880 65.9 .317 8.03 11.58 1.30 

7 930 4500 53.5 .312 9.05 27.4 2.47 
1         8 930 U30 60.25 .312 8.50 26.7 2.14          ! 

9 930 UWD 66.6 .312 8.05 25.7 1,80 
10 1010 4450 58.7 .287 9.0 23.4 2.47 
11 1010 4400 65.4 .287 8.50 24.2 2.14          j 
12 1010 4210 72.2 .287 8.06 22.6 1.80 
13 910 1980 34.5 .319 11.27 6.74 2.52 
U 910 1990 38.3 .319 10.60 7.21 2.19 

1      15 910 1965 43.7 .319 9.95 6.85 1.85 
i      16 1020 1900 39.1 .284 11.20 5.24 2.52          1 

17 1020 1900 44.4 .284 10.48 5.71 2.19 
18 1020 1825 49.5 .284 9.90 5.42 1.85          1 
19 1000 314C 36.9 .290 11.43 9.2 2.52          j 

!       20 1020 4600 37.2 .284 11.50 12.8 2.52          j 
21 1020 4520 41.4 .284 10.37 12.6 2.19 

1       22 1020 4340 46.4 .284 10.25 12.2 1.85 
1      23 1120 4500 40.2 .259 11.60 10.4 2.52 

24 1120 4450 47.3 .259 10.65 11.2 2.19          1 
25 1120 4280 51.4 .259 10.20 10.5 1.85          j 
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TABLE    II 

EXPKRIMEJTAL    SKIrf    FRICTION    THAM3FÜHMED   WITH    SPALDING    AND    CHI 

AND   SUMMER    AND    SHORT    l'1    METHüDS    FOR    FIGURE    15 

Authcv- 
and 
Hof. 

Mach No. 
Range 

Position 
Reynolds 
No. Range 

Momentum 
Thickness 
Reynolds 
No. Range 

VT. 
Heat 

Transfer 

Skin Friction 
Measuring 

Method 

Symbol 
for 

Fig.15 

j    i,05B et 
1      al 
|    Ref.6 

4.9 to 8.2 - 5,400 to 
12,600 

3.3 to 
6.6 

Yea Velocity 
profile wall 
slope 

0 

j    MimSR 
and CHA 
Ref.11 

5.0 to 5. ■ :-.    x ,^ to 
i.,o  x 10° 

1 ..rf x 10^ to 
4.7 x 10° 

1,000 to 
4,300 

3.5 to 
5.6 

Yes Velocity 
profile 
wall 
slope 

X          j 

HILL 
Ref.5 

8.3 to 
10.0 

1,300 to 
3,000 

7.1  to 
11.4 

Yes Velocity 
profile 
wall 
slope 

t    \ 

MATi'ING 
et al 
Ref.? 

6, / and 
9.9 

7.1  x 106,to 
47.0 x 10° 

" 

8.9 and 
16.5 

No Skin 
friction 
balance 

u      1 

ftuVBERG« 
j    Ref.A 

6.3 to 
6.7 

3.0 x 10^ to 
6.0 x 10° 

1,720 to 
3,900 

4.1  to 
4.5 

Yes Velocity 
profile 
wall 
slope 

a 

NEAL 
1    Ref.8 

6.8 3.3 x 10^ to 
9.5 x 10° 

" 

1.45 to 
5.2 

Yes Skin 
friction 
balance 

D         | 

!    WALLAwt; 
Ref.10 

6.6 to 
3.0 

" 3,400 to 
47,000 

.92 to 
4.0 

Yes Skin 
friction 
balance 

* 

THIS 
.iEPO.lT 

8.0 to 
11.6 

5.2 A 10° to 
27.4 x 106 

6,300 to 
34,900 

4.0 to 
7.9 

Yes Velocity 
gradient 
at the 
wall 

Transformed 
profile 

▼          i 

Wall heat 
transfer rate 
.• Reynolds 
analogy             j 

>          | 

•only  the higher Reynolds number measurementD seem to be in the fully turbulent regime. 
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4-24 dia 

Total  conical  sxpansion  angle      7 5* 

Fig.1      Boundary layer nozzle 

10' 10° 
Reynold's   number )   Rex 

Fig.2      Significance of boundary layer measure- 
ments relative  to continuous  flight 
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Fig. 6      Comparison of Experimentally derived Mach number profiles 
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Fig. 8      Comparison of experimentally measured stagnation temperature 
profiles 

1000 — 

TEMPERATURE    GRADIENT    AT   THE 
WALL     FROM    MEASURED    WALL 
HEAT 
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Fig. 9       Sample  stagnation  temperature profiles 
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Fig.11      Typical velocity profiles 
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Fig.12      Transformed   'Law of the Wall' 
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Fig. 13      Transformed   'Law of the Wake' 
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TABLE   II   DEFINCS     SYMBOLS 

a)     SPALDING     ft   CHI     METHOD   ( REF  29) 

FRx      »«« 

Fc Cr),1Ö» 

TABLE   II    DEFINES    SYMBOLS 

b ) SPALDING     4   CHI    METHOD (REF   29) 

I 

01 

TAfjLE    11  DEFINES    SYMBOLS 

C)    SOMMER    &   SHORT    T '  METHOD (REF 30 ) 

D 

- ö «A'fcjCr^- 

j i i i i 111 
0 1 

Rt     x 10 

Fig.15       Comparison of semi-empirical  methods with experimentally derived 
skin  friction coefficients 
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SlilMMtV 

A recent  study uf hypersonic boundary layer trans4'.ion on a 5° cone has 
given the opportunity to examine the structure of both laminar and turbulent 
ooundary  layers un sharp and blunt cones at edge Mäch üüffibers si  30.    Frna 
pltot probe and total temperature measurements,  profiK-s cf velocity and 
Mach number «ere obtained.    The laminar boundary layer results are compared 
with a non-similar boundary layei   theory c»lculated on a GE 635 computer. 
An interesting result for the turtalsct boundary laver is that the total 
temperature is far removed from the Crocco relationship 

RE SI'MR 

Une ^tude recent    de la transition de 1;. couche limite hypersonique a 
donn^ occasion d' examiner la structure des couches limites,   laminaires et 
turbulentes,   sur des   Ones tranchants et ^pointds au nombre de Mach de 
1'ordre de  10.    Des profiles de vel'icitö et de nombre de Mach ont ^t^ 
obtenus par les mesures «ie pression pitot et de la temperature totale. 
Les r^sultats de la couchc limite laminalre sont compares avec une theorie 
de couche limite non-siniilaire calcul^e sur une ordinatrice GE 635.     Un 
r^sultat interessant pour la couche limite turbulente est que la temperature 
totale est tres eloign^e du rapport Crocco. 
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NOTATION 

h 

M 

^ 

Pr 

q 

r 

S 

T 

t 

skin fi   -tlon coefficient 

heat transfer coefficient 

potential 

enthalpy rutio 

enthalpj 

Mach number 

Prandtl number 

heat flux 

radius (body or shock) 

distance along surfpce 

absolute temperature 

time 

axial velocity component 

radial velocity component 

distance along axis of cone 

radial distance from cone surface 

2T, q 
Jf 2 

^eue 
'H 

^eue(hoe - \) 

ratio of specific heats 

thickness (boundary or entropy layer) 

transformed   y    coordinate 

viscosity 

transformed   s   coordinate 

density 

shear force 



Sufcjrripts 

e at boundary layer edge 

ee at entropy layer edge 

8 at shock 

« at wall 

c total value 

a ahead or outside shock 

5uper»rripts 

behind loc»' "^rr»! shock 
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THEORY   AND   EXPERIMENT   FOR   THE 
STRICTURE   OF   SOME   HYPERSONIC   BOUNDARY   LAYERS 

Eric J.Softley,   Robert J Sullivan 

1,    INTRODUCTION 

Recent studies of transition of a boundary  layer on a cone at hypersonic conditions have 
been made in the GE-SSL large shock tunnel1.     The transition Reynolds number increases 
greatly with increasing Mach number and therefore a large model was needed.     A 12 ft  long 
5° cone was selected.     A feature of the larae size and long boundary layer run was a thick 
boundary layer on the model.     It was possible,   therefore,   to probe the boundary laje.   in 
some detail in both laminar and turbulent regions.     The experiment was generally charac- 
terized by cold wall with uniform temperature and free stream Mach numbers from 10 to  15. 
Nose radii varied from sh'^rp to a 1 inch radius. 

It is apparent that,   within these restrictions,   there are four cases of interest.     For 
the sharp cone both laminar and turbulent boundary layers exist.     If a characteristic 
example of a blunted cone is that for which the boundary  layer thickness is notably less 
than the entropy layer thickness then only the laminar case can be probed in this experiment. 
This was because an increase in nose Reynolds number delayed transition and made the 
existence of a turbulent boundary layer less likely. 

For the three boundary layers,   a study was made with pitot probes and total temperature 
probes.    From the data obtained it is possible to calculate local velocities,  densities, 
temperatures,   etc.     In addition,  we have measured values of the surface heat transfer and 
pressure.    The surface heat transfer was used to define the transition points (see Ref. 1) 
and the surface pressure was used in the definition of the flow field. 

2.   MODEL  AND   FLOW  FIELDS 

The model used for these tests was a 12 ft long 5° half angle cone.    The location of 
the model in the shock tunnel nozzle is shown in Figure  1.    This nozzle is a contoured 
nozzle designed to produce parallel flow at Mach 20 and has been operated satisfactorily 
down to Mach numbers of  10.     For a description of the tunnel and nozzle see References  1, 
2 and 3.    The Mach numbers increase slightly along the length of the cone with correspond- 
ing variations in pressure,  temperature,   and velocity.    The flow conditions were evaluated 
by using surface pressure measurements and plenum pressure measurements of the tunnel. 
An experimental pressure distrlhution along the cone is used to evaluate the edge Mach 
number and other parameters.    The accuracy was checked using probe quantities outside the 
boundary layer and in the free stream at the axial location    X   (Figure 2). 

For the blunt body flow fields an interesting problem exists in that the slightly 
divergent flow discussed earlier will interact with the blunted cone shock especially in 
the vicinity of the nose.    The result is that the pressure on the rear of a slightly 
blunted cone is below that achieved by the -harp cone in the same flow.     A non-uniform 
flow field calculation was made with the free stream conditions as an input and from this 
the pressure distribution on the blunted cone was calculated.    The data obtained for the 
pressure measurements were then used as a check on this and are found to be quite 
satisfactory. 
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The edge Mach number  for the blunt  cone is dependent on the ability of the boundary 
layer to swallow the nose induced entropy layer     For purposes of the transition data 
shown in Reference 1,   a GE VTZAAD computer program1' was used     The accuracy of this program 
of calculating edge Mach nuFibers is compared with the experimental values and with the 
non-similar boundary layer computation later in the paper     A summary of pertinent infuiiua- 
tion is given in Table I. 

3.    EXPERIMENT*. L'HMQUES 

The surface pressure measurements described earlier were made with Sfmi-conductor strain 
gage transducers.    These were mounted in small cavities in the model such that response 
time was of order 100 mlcrostconds.     With flow durations typically  10 milliseconds this is 
ample for experimental measurements.     The surface heat transfer measurements have been 
described in great detail in References 1,  6 and 7.     These basically use thin film heat 
gages with a rapid response time.     The boundary layer probe measurements were obtained 
using two five position probes.    Measurements of stagnation pressure were made with the 
probe shown in Figure 3 and 4.    Piezoelectric transducers approximately 1/8 inches diameter 
were located in the body of probes which were individually mounted un thin plates.     Each 
probe was thus isolated to plnimize any interference between probes.     The tips were reduced 
in size to about 0.060 inches tip diameter to allow the best possible resolution for this 
experiment within the limitations of the instrumentation.    The final response time of such 
a pilot probe is roughly half a millisecond.    Note that because of the need to isolate the 
individual gages the profile is not made vertically out from the surface but is translated 
on the model in roughly half inch steps. 

Total temperatures were measured using fine wire probes.    These probes were usually 
pulsed to provide a two temperature technique.    Figure 6 demonstrates the technique.    An 
electrical pulse is used to increase the temperature of the wire from   T.    to   T. Prom 
measurements of the time derivatives of the wire temperature before and after the pulse 
plus knowledge of the end losses it is possible to calculate the recovery temperature  TR . 
This is then used with information on density and Mach number to calculate the total 
temperature.    A more complete description is given in Reference 5.     In the outer part of 
the boundary layer the density is sufficiently high that in some cases it was possible to 
reach recovery temperature during the test time of the tunnel and this technique ms also 
used.    The assembly shown for the pitot probe assembly was adapted to hold fine wires. 
Hence,  the wire locations in the boundary lacer were essentially that described for the 
pitot probe. 

4.    ANALYTICAL  TECHNIQUES 

Methods developed for the calculation of flow properties within the shock layer have 
been used to compare experiment and theory.    These include the techniques used for cal- 
culation of the inviscid region and boundary layer region with the appropriate modifications 
to reflect the conditions that exist in the shock tunnel.    These were taken as: 

Equilibrium real gas nozzle expansion 
Diverging free stream 
Axial Mach number gradient 

The problem involves the definition of the upstream flow conditions,  the solution of the 
inviscid flow equations by the Method of Gravalos,  et al.(10),  and use of these results as 
boundary conditions for the solution of the viscous region. 

4.1    Non Uniform Flow Field Analysis 

The analysis of the inviscid flow field departs from the technique in Reference 9.    The 
method for the inviscid flow field was developed principally for conditions about a body 

b^i 
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In flight,   where the upstream conditions are uniform and the /low is parallel.     These 
conditions arc not satisfied In the shock tunnel  experiment,   and use of uniform conditions 
will not predict pressures measured on the cone during the experiment      The free stream 
input is modified to reflect the known divergence of the tunnel stream.    The modification 
is then checked by comparing with the experimental pressure (Fig. 7).    We then use this 
computed inviscld flow as the boundary conditions for the boundary layer computation. 

• For the blunt body the flow field is divided into *' -ee distinct regions.     The subsonic 
region (near the axis of symmetry) is solved by rela.   .ion.    The transonic region is 
solved by direct numerical Integration of the flow equations in physical space.     The super- 
sonic region is solved using the method of charucteristlcs.    The procedure assumes an 
initial shock shape and is iterated to the desired accuracy.    Shock locations for this 
calculation are checked using total pressure traverse data taken from close to the body 
surface to beyond th . bow s.iock. 

The inclusion of the piuuer initial conditions results ir surface pressure shown In 
Figure 7 for the non-uniform flow field analysis,   and compares well with the measured test 
points.     Shown for comparison is the uniform flow field computation,   which gives an obvious 
Incorrect answer. 

4 2   Non Similar Boundary Layer Computations  (N.S.B.L.) 

The boundary layer equations are solved with a GE 635 digital computer using a finite 
difference scheme of the Crank-Nicolcon12 type.     To specify the problem we require: 

Conditions at the boundary layer edge 
Thermal properties 
Transport properties 

The local surface pressure derived from the invlscid flow field is used as pressure at 
the boundary layer edge.    A mass balance technique is then used to define the local velocity, 
enthalpy density and temperature,  expressed as 

^Uoor. 277 

0 S 

rw J pudy - J n^r. ds 

which allows for the addition of ablating mass addition or boundary layer tuction. The 
location on the shock, r8 defines the flow states behind the shock, and an isentropic 
expansion to local static pressure is used to find the conditions at the boundary layer 
edge. 

The gas is assumed ideal within the inviscld flow field with a slight adjustment to   y 
at low temperatures.     The transport properties required are Prandtl number and viscosity. 
The Prandtl number Is assumed a function of temperature only     Viscosity follows Suther- 
land' s law for    T >   100oK .    For   T <  100oK    a linear function is used15. 

The boundary layer equations used are written: 

— (pur ) + — (pvr )    =   0 
BS oy 

3u 3u 
pu —+ pv —   = 

3S 3y 

3p      B  /   Bu 

Bs     By I   By 

"Jh Bh 

BS By 

Bp      B (p. Bh\        /Bu .2 

BS     By \P   Byy        Kü-jj 
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■here   s   Is the distance along the body surface and   y    Is the local normal.    The 
equations are transformed with the Lew-Lees transformation for numerics1  solution,  where 
the Independent variables are: 

c 5 

i)    - 

f ^-^u 
r' da e   w 

uer 

v2 

and the dependent variables are 

V   = 
24: 

d^/ds 

3i7     pvr_ 
f' — + - 

äs      ^2^ 

e "\ 

The bluntness Induced vortlclty complicates the definitive of the boundary layer edge. 
The definition of S In the present program Is based upon the total temperature or total 
enthalpy. Mathematically 

< e, 
ho. 

1 + e. 

and the net energy flux across streamlines tends to ■zero. Thus for the blunt cases the 
/Bu\ 

value of \-—I   ^ 0 . since velocity gradients are induced by the entropy layer. Par 
?yy y = S 

downstream the conditions will approach the sharp cone. 

The boundary layer is then computed,   starting at the nose,   for each chosen axial station 
The boundary conditions are those of each streamline and reflect the pressure gradient and 
shock shape of the problem. 

5.    LAMINAR  BOUNDARY   LAYER  COMPARISON 

Comparison is made between theory and experiment in terms of the velocity,  total tem- 
perature and Mach number profiles.    The experiment yields pitot pressure and total tempera- 
ture profiles.    An average trend is drawn for each and values of Mach number,  etc.  computed 
by assuming constant pressure through the boundary layer. 

5. 1   Sharp Cone Boundary Layer 

Data at three positions is combined as shown In Figure 8.    To facilitate comparison, 
the data was originally plotted as   y/8 , but since this depends upon the choice of    S    to 
a great extent,  the final comparison is made with experimental data as functions of    y . 
(S3/Sx),  and with a theoretical computation it    x = 3'        Hence,  only a ratio of thicknesses 
Is needed.    A computed ratio Is used. 

The sharp case provided the greatest difficulty in matching theory and experiment.    The 
experimental data shows similarity in the pressure and temperature profiles of Figure 8. 
There is good agreement between theory and experiment in the inner boundary layer.    However, 
both the measured pitot pressure and measured total temperature indicate a "tail" at the 
outer edge of the boundary layer which is not computed from the theory     Variations in 
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step size In the computation were found to be significant  in this iLter portion with the 
solution asymptotic to the flual  solution with increasing step size (until a practical 
upper limit  Is reached.)    The deviation between theory and experiment occurs as Mach 
number increases and the static temperature decreases below 200oR.     figure 9 illustn.tes 
this deviation of    M   and    u/ue    as we approach the boundary layer edge. 

Since  "'e t^p^rHtiire in the outer part of the boundary layer is low aome attention 
must be        ^n to the gas properties in the calculation.     In particular the transport 
properties,   in terms of viscosity and Prandtl number are needed.     Some data on viscosity 
is giver   in Reference 15.    Very little data is available on Prandtl number at low tem- 
peratures,   however.    Information given on hydrogen for conditions near the saturation 
line indicate an anomalous behavior of    Pr .     Some studies were made with the computer 
solution using a range of possible Pran.   ' number functions but uoae provided a solution 
similar 10 the experimental results.     At the present tioie it is not known whether the 
"tail" is peculiar to the shock tunnel   experiment or not. 

Since the N.S.B.L.   solutions agree with the experimental observations near the wall 
the calcilated heat transfer also shows excellent agreement  with that measured by surface 
heat gagfs (see Fig. 11). 

Solutions are also given in Figures 8-10 with Prandtl number equal  co unity.    This gives 
increased heat transfer and decreased skin friction.     It also gives the well known Crocco 
integral  for total temperature as a function of velocity (Fig.10).     Departure from the 
linear solution is very slight for real Prandtl numbers. 

5 2    Blunted Cone Boundary Layer 

The laminar boundary layer on a blurted cone is shown in Figures  12-15.     The N.S.B.L. 
computation of total temperature is shown in Figure 12 both with Prandtl number a function 
of tempercture and also set equal to unity.     Since the velocity is not constant external 
to the boundary layer the total temperature is used to define the boundary layer edge. 
The N.S.B.L.  computation for total temperature seems to be a good average for the experi- 
mental values.     The velocity profile also demonstrates excellent agreement between theory 
and experiment.     The Mach number,   however,   indicates that the N.S.B.L.   computation produces 
Mach numbers below those observed experimentally (at any y station).    However,  the experi- 

, mental error is sufficient to cover the discrepancy. 

For the boundary layer edge the computed Mach number of 6.4 compares with an experi- 
dM 

mental value of 6.8 ± 0.4.    Notice that because of the large value of   —   at the edge, 
| dy 

the choice of the exact boundary layer thickness becomes critical and the value of the 
I comparison is limited.    The VIZAAD calculation gives a value of 6.7. 

f. 
This in fact demonstrates a problem for blunt body flows in general  since the definitive 

of edge properties is used extensively in transition and heat transfer correlations. 

j 
Since the edge Mach number is not hiyh the total temperature differs only slightly from 

Crocco*s integral   (see Fig. 14).    Note the values of Prandtl numbers shown in Figure 15. 
Reynolds analogy  is therefore a good approximation,   as shown in Table I. 

The computed heat transfer (from derivatives at the wall of the N.S.B.L. solution) are 
about 10-15% below those measured. A difference in the derivative of temperature of thic 
magnitude would not be too evident in the profiles shown earlier. 

A solution with Prandtl number unity was also computed.    Viscosity is assumed unchanged 
and the increase in temperature derivative shown (at the wall) combines with a decrease 
in thermal conductivity to give only a slightly increased heat transfer. 
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6.   TURBULENT   BOUNDARY   LAYER 

The experimental profiles of the turbulent boundary layer are shown In Figure 17. 
The pltot profile shows a characteristic observed for the turbulent boundary layer namely 
a tendency for increasing scatter at and slightly beyond the edge of the boundary layer. 
The total tevperature profile for this case is unfortunately incomplete since some data 
points were not obtained (due to program foreshortening).    It seems reasonable,   cased on 
the experimental data available,  to extrapolate down to    Tw/Toe   as shown and further 
analysis uses the complete profile shown.    Pitot profiles were also obtained at 9 ft on 
the cone for the same free stream condition and for a different condition at 4 1/2 ft 
location.    The profiles were found to overlay so that the turbulent boundary layer would 
appear to be similar in the sense that the Mach number prof'le can be made Independent of 
the   X   location by non-dlmenslonalizing the   y    coordinate. 

" 

The Much number and velocity profiles obtained from tue exrerimental data are shown in 
Figure 18. It is interesting to compare the velocity profile in this case with that 
obtained by using a Danberg or Crocco relationship together with the experimental pltot 
profile but we will return to this in a moment. 

In Figure 19 the total temperature is considered a function of the non-dimenslonalijsed 
velocity through the boundary layer.    Comparison is made between the experimental values, 
the Crocco relation (Pr =  1) and the results of Danberg8.    As can be seen the data is far 
removed from either of these two cases.     Indeed this must be so since for most of the 
outer part of the boundary layer as observed in Figure  18 the Mach number is quite high. 
This means that the total temperature must be proportional to the square of the velocity, 
representing a gross departure from the Crocco integral where the total temperature Is a 
linear function of velocity.    Note that a Crocco relationship is often used in turbulent 
boundary layer analysis,   e.g.  Van Driest13.    The hypersonic limit shown in Figure 19 is 
that obtained when the Mach number is infinite through the boundary layer which is a good 
approximation in the outer part of the boundary layer.     It also i«presents a lower limit 
for the total temperature as a function of velocity.     It is interesting to compare the 
experimental result with those shown earlier by Bertram and Neal in At high Mach numbers 
there is a definite tendency for their data to demonstrate a velocity squared relationship 
for the outer half of the boundary layer. 

It is possible to make a calculation of the velocity distribution through the boundary 
layer using the experimental pitot pressure and Crocco relationship.    The resulting velocity 
profile is shown in Figure 18 and is quite different from that obtained from the experi- 
mental total temperature and pitot pressure in that It approximates a 1/7 power law rather 
than the 1/3 law shown.    Hence,  the skin friction coefficient for compressible boundary 
layer would be considerably less than for the incompressible one as is well known. 
Unfortunately it is difficult to obtain a numerical value for the si.in friction from the 
velocity profile shown. 

Returning to Figure 19 it is possible to find a /alue for 

Reynolds analogy.    From the definitions 

and hence to examine 

2CU '3T. 

Pr. T w 'o* V\^/. 
0.44 

from Figure 19.    Hence for this hypersonic boundary layer Reynolds analogy no longer 
appears to be valid. 

CONCLUSION 

The structure of a hypersonic boundary layer on a cone has been studied for three cases. 
The laminar structure is predictea quite well by a non-similar boundary layer  theory for 
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both a similar and non-slailar laminar boundary layer.    The outor edge of the sharp cone 
boundary lay^r compu*,ation is quiie sensitive to the step size of the math3n>atlcal process 
and is more correct for larger steps.     At edge Mach numbers of order 10 and Pr -• 0.7, 
the total temperature/velocity function is slightly different from a Crocco relationship. 
In a hypersonic turbulent boundary layer the high Much number in the outer half cf the 
boundary layer requires the total temperature to be more like the square of the \eloclty 
and Crocco's relationship is no longer v&liü.    In this turbulent boundary layer 'he 
velocity over most of the boundary layer approximates a 1/3 po*er Jaw relationsh. p.    For 
the two esumples of laminar boundary layer Reynold;  analogy is a gocd approximat on.    For 
the turbulent boundary layer,  however,  this is no longer true. 
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TABLE   I 

Air 

Cone - 5°   1/2 Angle 

Wall Temperature - 300oK 

Type Me 
,TW. 
T0e 

C*15 x IO" 
2C^ 

C}3>   «   10" 
Cf 

Sharp - Laminar 10.2 ±  lf4) 0.21 2.6 
(2.7) 

1.09 48 
(5.6) 

Blunt - Laminar 6.8^ 0. 21 6 1 
(5.6) 

1. 15 10.6 
(8.8) 

Sharp - Turbulent 10.4 0.28 3.5 0.44 15.9 

Notes (1) Surface measurement or (NSBL calculation) 

(2) From profile measurements 

2 Cu 
(3) From experimental    CH    and -H 

(4) Data is composite for three locations 
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Fig. 3     Pltot probe assembly 
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Fig. 6     Typical history of pulsed wire 
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Fig.12     Pitot pressure and total temperature through a laminar boundary layer on a blunt cone 
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Pig.16     Temperature and Prandtl numbers through the laminar boundary layers 

Pig.17     Pitot pressure and total temperature through a turbulent boundary layer 
on a sharp cone 
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Pig. 18     Mach cumber and velocity through a turbulent boundary layer 
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Summary 

Equations describing the phenomenon of turbulent  shock wave boundary layer 
interaction are presented.   The basic model adopted is the conventional one In 
which the boundary layer displacement effect  is assumed to induce streamwine 
Cressurt» gradients which in turn influence the boundary  layer growth. The 

oundary layer assumption of constant  static  pressure across the layer is 
discarded and new hypotheses are invoked concerning the magnitude of the normal 
pressure gradient.  On integration of the final  set of simultaneous equations, 
three solutions are  identified. One of these  la shown to correspond to the 
phenomenon of shock  interaction and comparisons with experiment are given.  The 
theoretical effects of Reynolds number, Mach number,   surface curvature,  wall 
temperature and initial velocity profile on the pressure coefficient at 
separation are presented.  Singularities which appear at low wall temperatures 
are examined and a simple procedure is presented by which the magnitude of the 
corresponding discontinuities in the variables may be calculated. 

L^k 
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The  Interaction of a Turbulent Boundary 

Layer and a Shock at Hypersonic Mach Nuabera.    * 

by 

D.   F. Myring    •♦ 

Introduction 

Shock wave - boundary  layer Interaction has for many years been the subject 
of extensive Investigation.  The fundamental Interaction mechanism Is at the 
present tijne thought to be fairly well understood,  and for cases In which the 
boundary layer remains completely laminar, recent theoretical treatments (1,2) 
have shown good agreement with the  general properties of  Interactions measured 
experimentally. However,  for cases  In which the boundary layer is completely 
turbulent,  theoretical treatments have to date met witn little  success. This is 
because  in a strong adverse pressure gradient conventional boundary layer 
analysis predicts downstream decreases In the value of the displacement 
thickness, with a corresponding tendency to Induce favourable pressure gradients. 
Thus under these conditions the only equilibrium solution is a zero induced 
pressure gradient. This behaviour is termed by Crocco and Lees  (3) as 
supercritical, but is here attributed to the fact that such theories ignore the 
variation that exists in the static pressure across the boundary layer.  In the 
present approach an attempt  is made to take this variation into account and to 
predict theoretically the characteristics of shock wave - turbulent boundary 
layer Interaction for the region upstream of the separation point. In particular, 
the conditions at the separation point will be found theoretically and details 
of the influence of boundary  conditions such as Reynolds number, wall temperature, 
surface curvature. Mach number and  initial velocity profile will be presented. 

The basic theoretical model taken makes use of the hypothesis that the 
atreamwlse pressure gradients are induced by the displacement effect of the 
boundary layer. This leads immediately to the requirement that the displacement 
thickness of the boundary layer should be accurately predicted. The most 
convenient theoretical approach involves the application of the momentum 
integral equation coupled with an auxiliary equation. To  this end a solution is 
formulated based on the entrainment method of reference  (5). The final 
compressible entrainment equation  is then used in conjunction with the boundary 
layer momentum equation to predict  the displacement thickness measured for a 
variety of supersonic flows over curved surfaces. The agreement with experiment 
ia generally good. Comparisons are not presented herein.  The two latter equations 
are then coupled with an interaction equation and by simultaneous solution the 
induced pressure gradients and detailed boundary layer properties up to separation 
are predicted for shock wave  interactions. Sample comparisons with experimental 
measurements are presented in figures 7 to 10. 

Theory 

In a recent paper (i»)   it has been shown that for supersonic boundary layers 
in  streamwlse pressure gradients large normal pressure gradients may exist within 
the brundary layer. These normal pres&ure gradients may be Inferred to have a 
significant influence on the boundary layer development,   and the assumption that 
they are negligible must be discarded. The external flow  in a shock wave - 
turbulent boundary layer Interaction may be regarded,  at least up to separation, 
as a simple wave flow generated by a lower boundary. Under these conditions it 
was concluded in this paper  (4)  that to a good approximation the  isobars may be 
taken as linear extensions of the external Kach lines which will themselves be 
linear. Further,  it was shown that by defining integral parameters such as 
momentum and displacement thicknesses as integrals along isobars,  the normal 

♦       This work was carried out  by the author at  Wueea Mary  College,   London. 

♦♦    Research Fellow at the Royal Aircraft Lstablishment,   Bedford,  England, 
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prsssur« gradient  effucts could be  simply  Included  In the momentum Integral 
equation.  In the following analysio all integral propertieo are therefore defined 
aa integrale along leobars which are straight and are inclined at the local 
external Mach angle to the local external  streamline direction.  The individual 
equations concerned will now be discussed. 

(1)    The Momentum Integral Equation 

For turbulent boundary layers it  is well known that the pressure rise to 
separation is much larger than that   for corresponding laminar boundary layers.   If 
typical experimental pressure rises are taken with  the assumption that the pressure 
gradients are induced by the boundary layer,   it  is clear that  in the  case of  shock 
wave interaction  the streamlines near the edge of the boundary layer must be 
inclined at angles of the order of 20    to the wall near separation.  In the 
following equations account is taken of this, by resolving all velocities in a 
direction locally parallel to the wall.  Further,   the effects cf curvature will  be 
introduced by deriving the momentum equation for a flow over a circular arc.  The 
basic flow element  is shown in figure  (1),   bounded by two linear isobarb and a 
section of the circular arc. Angular momentum about the centre of curvature of 
the arc will be  considered,  and by using the methods of reference  (k)  the momentum 
Integral equation becomes 

e *e 
1 

where dot denotes differentiation with respect to non-dimensional distance along 
the surface, x,  and 

rt 

e  - 2. 

^- f'-Ä)^ 
where £ is distance measured along an isobar. 

X   ■    angle between a streamline and the wall; 
assumed to be independent of /  , 

4. 

A    -    1 0.2M' 5. 

S e/e. 6. 

where   Gi is the value of 6 at the start of the interaction. 

f  -    a/R, 7. 

where R is the radius of curvature of the  surface.  Here the assumption has been 
made that R is much larger than the boundary layer thickness 6 .It is interesting 
to note that now the streamline angle relative to the wall appears on the left 
hand side of equation (1) and that there is a cross-coupling between surface 
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curvature and flow angle on the right hand aide. The assumption that X io 
Independent of I  and equal to its external value will not bo accurate very close 
to the wall but it is believed that it will give a good overall description of 
the flow behaviour. 

(2)  The Entraimnent Equation 

In compressible flows the shape parameter h/6   Is a function of Mach number 
and wall temperature, so that in order to remove the dependence on these two 
parameters a normalized shape parameter G will be defined as 

G  • 
H 

Ö. 
JM.T 

where H is the value of   6*/ö for a one seventh power law velocity profile at the 
same Mach number and wall temperature. The value of H at any given Mach number 
and wall temperature may be found by using a one seventh power law velocity 
profile and the quadratic relationship between temperature and velocity given in 
reference (9). Calculated values of H are given in figure  (3)   in terms of Mach 
number and wall temperature.  A further normalized shape parameter G-  will be 
defined as 

9. 
M,T 

where H1 is the value of ( 6 - S* )/efor a one seventh power law velocity profile 
at the same Mach number and wall temperature. Values of H- are given in figure 
(A), and it will be seen that the variation with Mach number and wall temperature 
is much less than for the parameter H. This is also true for laminar flows for 
which it may be simply shown that the parameter H. is invariant with both Mach 
number and wall temperature. For zero pressure gradient compressible turbulent 
boundary layers In which the velocity profiles are close to a one seventh power 
law, the values of G and G, will thus be close to unity. For adverse pressure 
fradients G should rise above unity and vice-versa. In incompressible flow Head 
5) postulates a unique relationship between 6"/© and^^, and here the parallel 

assumption is that there is a unique relationship between 6 and G- independent of 
Reynolds number, Mach number, wall temperature and pressure gradient. If a power 
law family of velocity profiles is assumed in incompressible flow then It can 
easily be shown that 

2G   , 
(90 - 7) 

10. 

so that this relationship will be assumed to be true at all Mach numbers and wall 
temperatures. Experimental evidence of this is shown in figure (5) covering a 
Mach number range from 0 to 6 and various wall temperatures. It should be noted 
that much more data is available to confirm this hypothesis but this has been 
omitted for the sake of clarity. 

The non-dimensional rate of change of mass flow rate in the boundary layer, 
F, is given by 

F "   dA e.^-**H 
so that 

F    .    J-  -4- e,u, Ax £t\l,&GtH,ii.i\p   > 11, 

where p is the angle between an isobar and a streamline. Now for a flat plate in 
supersonic flow it can easily be shown that 
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F    o< R.0.268(1 + 0.13M2r0-762(1 0.O975M), 12. 

so that this dependence on Reynolds number and Mach number will be assumed to be 
present In pressure gradients as well.  Head's hypothesis,   in  incompressible flow, 
that the non-dimensional entrainment rate  is a function of  (d -  6* J  /© only is 
now extended to the general compressible  case by assuming that 

E    -    F(1  + 0.13M2)0,762(1   * 0.0975M)"1R°,Z68 13. 

is a function of G.   only. Experimental evidence of this is shown  in figure (6). 
Here some discrepancy la evident.  It  is difficult to determine the precis« cause 
of this discrepancy,  but a large proportion of the error may be attached to 
Incorrect data reduction.  It  is clear however that there  is no definite Mach 
number effect since the Mach 6.0 and Mach 3.0 data points lie on opposite sides 
of the incompressible data points. A mean line will therefore be taken close to 
the Incompressible data points, which may be  inferred to be more reli&ble,  giving 

F    -        0.063        R'f'266^   * O.13M2)'0*762U   + U.0975M). 
(G,  - 0.30) a U. 

Equations  (10)   (11) and (H)  then form the basic entrainment equation.  From 
equation (8)  the term  &/e  in equation (1) may be replaced by G.H,  and if the 
pressure gradient is known equations (1)   (10) and (11) may be solved simultaneously 
for©, i* and s .  In order to predict the pressure gradient as well, a further 
interaction equation is required to describe the interaction mechanism. 

(3)    The Interaction Equation 

The basic hypothesis is that the induced pressure gradients are directly 
produced by the displacement effect of the boundary layer. Using the results of 
reference (4-)   it is cleai  that the external flow in the sotual shock interaction 
may be identically reproduced by an inviscid flow over the displacement surface. 
This latter inviscid flow will have the same free stream Mach number as the actual 
flow and will  consist of a simple wave flow and consequently the Mach lines must 
be straight and isobaric. It is clear therefore that the displacement surface 
slope at any point must be the  rame as the external flow angle at a point on the 
Mach line passing through that particular point on the displacement  surface. The 
elemental model used to derive the interaction equation is shown in figure (2), 
Here again the displacement thickness   (,'  is defined along a linear isobar and 
after some algebra the interaction equation may be written 

?  ! 2M M MsinX, 15. 

The other relation needed to complete the equations is a relation for X , the 
flow angle relative to the surface. Basically the simple wave flow relationship 
between flow angle and Mach number will be used with allowance for the fact that 
the surface is itself a circular arc with a non-dimensional curvature f . The 
final relationship is 

^'M 
f- 16. 

(4)    gmnpapY 9f Describing Equations 

The equations to be solved may now be brought together and written after 
some algebra as 

X + M SNi, s +   G cf     M     -g-^tanX,      17. 
"T cos\ 
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18. 

19. 

20. 

where equation (1?)   is the momentum integral  equation in which 

1 
Ml 

(GH + DM + tanXm2 - 1)*)  - 1.31 21. 

Equation  (18)   is the auxiliary entrainment equation and equation (19)   is the 
interaction relationship. Equation  (20)   is the simple wave flow relation for the 
flow angle  \ .  Bel"cre these equations may be  solved an expression for the skin 
friction coefficient is required.  In this case tne Ludwieg-Tillmann (5) 
relationship is used expressed in terms of the normalized shape parameter G and 
the expression is evaluated using the Eckert  reference temperature method (7). 
The final expression is 

cf 0,246exp(-2.01G)R:0'268(T1) 
m 

0.762 22. 

where 

and 

■T     -  (1   ♦ 0,iaM':)(0.72 + 0.5Sw)  ♦ 0,28, 

recovery temperature. 

23. 

24. 

The shape parameter relationship of equation  (10)   's also required. 

Integration Procedure 

The present equations have been formulated in such a way that the velocity 
profiles are not directly coupled to the local pressure gradient,  and this leads 
to many simplifications in the numerical solution of the equations.  In particular 
the problem is not a boundary value problem.  Basically the problem is to determine 
trajectories in terms of streamwise distance for the Mach number M,  the  shape 
parameter G and the non-dimensional momentum thickness S. To do this,  one point 
on the trajectory may be chosen at which to specify boundary conditions of Mach 
number,   shape parameter,  momentum thickness,  Reynolds number,  and external flow 
angle. Also the wall temperature parameter 3    must be taken as being constant 
but not necessarily equal to zero. These boundary conditions are completely 
independent of each other,  but they must be specified within practical limits. 
For instance the Mach number must never fall below unity or else the simple wave 
flow equation will  be violated. The Reynolds number should preferably be 
characteristic of turbulent flow, although lower values will also give solutions. 

Having chojen a particular set of boundary conditions,  the equations (17), 
(18),   (19)  and (20) may be integrated up and downstream within the physical limits 
of the problem.  For Instance the practical upstream limit is the virtual  leading 
edge where $ - 0,  and downstream the equations as specified will not apply for 
stations downstream of the separation point. The uniqueness of the solution must 
also be considered.  To date,  three different modes of behaviour of the equations 
have been identified. All of these are easily obtainable, depending on the 
boundary conditions used. Two of these may be obtained by using boundary conditions 
corresponding to a station on a flat plate. That  is,   arbitrary Reynolds number. 
Mach number,  non-dimensional momentum thickness and wall heat transfer parameter, 
but a value of the  shape    -irameter G close tg unity and the external flow angle 
chosen to produce a zero pressure gradient  (M - 0),   If the equations are now 
integrated upstream then a very weak interaction solution is obtained with the 
pressure gradient everywhere small and favourable.  This solution can be  identified 
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with the Interaction effect of an undiaturbed boundary layer on a flat plate. For 
this flow case the displacement surface may be Inferred to be convex, giving 
small favuorable pressure gradients.  If on the other hand the equations are 
integrated downstream then again a favourable pressure gradient is obtained but 
now it is large in magnitude. This solution may in part be identified w th the 
upstream effect of a convex comer flow, but as yet this has not been fully 
investigated. The third mode may be obtained by choosing the boundary value of the 
external flow angle such that the pressure gradient is adverse at the boundary. 
Integration upstream will th«n produce an interaction which becomes progressively 
weaker and eventually blends anoothly with the first mode solution at the zero 
pressure gradient point. Integration downstream produces large adverse pressure 
gradients leading to separation.  This latter solution may be  identified with a 
shock interaction problem and is the  solution which will be more fully discussed 
at a later stage. In practice it Is most convenient to take a boundary value of 
the shape parameter G close to unity and to take a value of the external flow 
angle of twice the value required to produce a zero pressure gradient. By doing 
this the zero pressure gradient point occurs at only a very small distance 
upstream of the boundary point and the values of shape parameter, Mach number, 
Reynolds number and momentum thickness may be taken as constant over this small 
distance.  It Is thus clear that the  zero pressure gradient point may be taken as 
the  start of the pressure rise to separation and the boundary conditions fed in 
will then be virtually  identical to the conditions at the start of the pressure 
rise. This procedure enables the boundary conditions of any given experiment to 
be easily  specified and fed into the calculation procedure. 

Effects of Low Wall Temperatures 

An interesting feature of the work described in reference  (1)   is the effect 
of large wall cooling on laminar shock interaction theory.  Singularities were 
shown to occur for very cold walls,   and in the present analysis  similar effects 
are present. The coefficient determinant, D,  of the describing equations (1?,   18, 
19,   20),   is given by 

LfiH ♦ 1)p   +  tai^UM2 - I^H- 9G) 
TMT 

dH      dHi 
♦ dM + dM'CQG - 7) 

TT     TI7 7 
25, 

and the derivatives M, G, & and X will have Infinite values if the conditicn arises 
where D is zero. From the work of Lees and Reeves (1) D may be expected to tend 
to zero as the wall is progressively cooled or as the initial velocity profile 
becomes fuller (G falling). The latter tendency may be present if the boundary 
layer experiences large streamwise favourable pressure gradients immediately 
prior to the shock interaction region.  It is therefore of some interest to 
determine the roots of equation (25)  for D - 0, 

It is convenient to consider the value of D as a * property*   of the undisturbed 
boundary layer; that is, the boundary layer on a flat plate with no shock 
interaction present. In these circumstances the value of tanX  may be accurately 
found using the relation 

tanX - GHicf, 26, 

which in terms of conventional parameters is equivalent to putting 

tan\ ■i 
t* 

In the present analysis a universal Reynolds number based on momentum defect 
thickness will be taken,  having a value of 10*. Thus the value of D may be 
calculated for any value of free stream Mach number, wall temperature, and shape 
parameter G, 

In the integratl".-. technique previously described the approach made was to 
feed in a small perturbation in the value of \ at the start of the interaction 
region and then to Integrate the equations up and downstream. Using this method 
it was found that downstream, large adverse pressure gradients were predicted as 
long as D was negative.  If 0 was positive at the start then the initial 
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perturbation in X was rapidly damped out and the only solution obtainable was a 
zero induced pressure gradient at all streamwise stations. This type of 
behaviour with D positive was termed by Crocco and Lees (3) a» supercritical. 
With D negative the behaviour is subcritical and D ■ 0 is the critical point. 
Thus D behaves as a stability factor in determining the response of the equations 
to a small perturbation in \ ,  If D is negative,  then a small perturbation in \ 
results in a rapidly diverging trajectory depicting an unstable system.  Positive 
D leads to a rapid damping out of disturbances in X corresponding to a stable 
system. 

Investigations show that the critical point of this particular set of 
equations will occur at low,  but nevertheless realistic, wall temperatures. The 
velocity profile family assumed indicates that ii a strong favourable pressure 
gradient  is applied upstream of the shock  interaction region,  then as u/u,   tends 
to unity,   independent of distance normal to  the wall, G tends to 0,778.  A solutioi 
of equation (25)   shows that for an adiabatic wall  {Sw • 0)  and a range of Mach 
numbers from 1.5 to 10, D will be zero only for G « 0 or 0.25.  It may therefore 
be concluded that supercritical flow will not occur under any conditions for 
adiabatic walls.  However, for cold wall cases supercritical flow does occur,  and 
its significance must be examined. 

If a shock wave is made to  impinge on a supercritical boundary layer,  one 
possible solution  is that there is no interaction and that the pressure rises 
discontinuously at the impingement point. This is feasible  if D remains positive 
at all streamwise  stations before and after the impingement point. There  is 
however,  a strong possibility that downstream of the discontinuous pressure rise 
the boundary layer will be in a subcritical  state and therefore capable of 
Interaction.  It is clear that the solution must contain a discontinuity at the 
start of the interaction and from experience of physical phenomena this 
discontinuity is likely to be as small as possible. In other words the 
discontinuity will be Just strong enough to make the transition from a 
supercritical flow  (D?0) to the critical point  (D -0). Downstream of this an 
interaction will occur and D will become negative. Examination of equation (25) 
at and around the critical point condition shows that the transition from a 
positive to a zero value of D may be accomplished most efficiently, with the 
smallest rise in pressure, by considering a discontinuity in the flow angle X . 
That is to say that near the critical point the value of D is most sensitive to 
a change in the value of the flow angle X .  There is thus a strong association 
between this discontinuity and the appearance of a weak oblique shock wave,  the 
strength of which will be determined by the necessary change in flow angle across 
it. Thus the following picture has emerged.  Considering only the region upstream 
of separation,   it has been assumed that the external flow for the adiabatic wall 
is a simple wave flow generated by the displacement surface. This simple wave 
flow will be compressive and in the absence of an upper boundary the Mach lines 
must therefore converge and eventually coalesce to form a shock wave. The point; 
at which the shock wave forms is usually well away from the boundary layer for 
adiabatic walls and is therefore of no consequence. However,  as the wall  is 
cooled,  solutions obtained by the present analysis show that the induced adverse 
pressure gradients  increase and it may be easily shown that the shock formation 
point must move towards the displacement surface and thus towards the boundary 
layer. As the wall  is progressively cooled it may therefore be inferred that a 
condition arises in which the induced pressure gradients are so large that the 
shock formation point will be coincident with the edge of the boundary layer at 
some streamwise station. It is this physical condition which may be associated 
with the present mathematical condition defined previously as the critical point 
(D - 0). As the wall  is cooled further the  shock wave enters the boundary layer 
producing the observed theoretical singularities. For walls which are only 
slightly cooler than the critical temperature,   the discontinuity,   in the form of 
a weak oblique shock wave, will be weak enough to be adequately described by the 
incremental simple wave flow relationship, 

•    .    «    • 
At the singular point (D « 0)  the derivatives M, G, Ö, X will all be 

infinite,  but the ratio of any two of these remains finite. All the variables 
may be inferred to be discontinuous across the weak shock wave,  and the 
respective increments may be calculated by relationships such as 

AG .b\ . 27, 
mean 

Thus by a process of iteration the mean values of M, G, 5 and \ across the 
discontinuity may be found simultaneously with the respective increments.  The 
increment Ä>. is defined as the difference between the calculated value of \ from 

tmtmmt ■ 
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equation (26)  and the value required to produce a zero value of D in equation 
(25).  In the calculation of 4X mean values of the variables are not required in 
equations (26)  and  (23)   but rather the local values before and after the 
discontinuity respectively. 

By this method the discontinuities may be calculated leaving only the 
downstream subcritical region to be determined. One practical method of starting 
the relevant downstream   integration is to calculate the value of X in the 
supercritical region from equation (26)  and to find the  smallest multiple 
of this which produces a negative value of D, With D negative the equations may 
then be integrated downstream to separation.  By using the smallest possible 
multiple of the supercritical value of X the starting point of the integration 
is close to the singular point so that again the changes  in the values of the 
variables between the integration starting point and  the actual beginning of the 
interaction region may be neglected. 

Numerical Reaults 

Using the procedures previously outlined the describing equations  (17),   (18), 
(19)  and (20)  were solved numerically for a range of boundary conditions using a 
fourth order Runge - Kutta integration scheme. The dov.nstream limit of the 
Integration must be the   separation point,   so that  some  separation criterion must 
be adopted. Clearly the  skin friction coefficient as specified will only be zero 
for infinite conditions  in Reynolds number or shape parameter,  so in this sense 
the definition of separation as the point of zero skin friction is inadequate. 
Other authors have sought correlations based on a fixed value of the shape 
parameter   6"/© at separation.  In the present case this is equivalent to a fixed 
value of the shape parameter G at separation. For incompressible flows where 
conditions change relatively slowly the value of G at  separation may be  inferred 
from experiment to have an average value of approximately 1.5. However in the 
present case of shock interaction where rapid streamwise  increases in pressure 
are experienced,  it seems likely that separation will occur before the value of 
G is able to rise to 1.5.  For a flat plate G is close to unity,   so that  in 
incompressible flows in which an initially zero pressure gradient turbulent 
boundary layer experiences a streamwise pressure rise,   it may be concluded that 
at separation Q has Increased by approximately 50% above  its zero pressure 
gradient value. For shock  interactions a smaller percentage rise may be expected, 
and for the following results separation has been defined as the point at which 
G has increased by  30^ above its value at the  zero pressure gradient point. 

Figures (7)  to  (10)   show experimental and theoretical wall pressure 
distributions for nominal free stream Mach numbers of 3,0,  5,0, 6.0 and 7.0. The 
appropriate experimental boundary conditions are i^own on each figure and these 
were used in the calculations. It will b.i seen that the agreement is fair.  In 
many cases it is difficult to accurately locate the zero pressure gradient point 
from experiment and the comparisons shown are meant only to indicate that the 
pressure rises and the streamwise scales are of the correct order. 

The pressure coefficient at separation based on conditions at the zero 
Pressure gradient point may be found using the declared definition of separation, 

he theoretical effects of the boundary conditions on the separation pressure 
coefficient were found to be as follows, 

(1) Reynolds number 

There have been several experimental investigations to determine this effect, 
and of these only the results of reference (8) will be used here. Chapman and 
colleagues publish data  in this reference which show quite a good and distinct 
correlation between the  separation pressure coefficient and Reynolds number 
based on streamwise distance to the power - 1/10. The present theory predicts a 
corresponding power of -  1/15,  which is in fair agreement.  It will be  seen that 
in both cases the effect   is relatively small,   so that  in the following results a 
universal Reynolds number,based on momentum thickness,of 10* will be adopted. 

(2) Mach pumber 

The effect of Mach number is shown in figure  (11),   along with sous 
experimental results. It will be seen that the agreement is good, providing 
strong confirmation of the separation criterion adopted.  Clearly the absolute 
value of the pressure coefficient at separation will depend on the assumed 
percentage rise in the shape parameter,  but in figure (11) the trend with Mach 
number is confirmed. Generally it will be seen that the  theoretical values are a 
little larger than the experimental ones,  but in some cases it may be inferred 
that the experimental values are too small owing to premature separation caused 
by the separation indication device. 

iM 
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(3) Wall curvature 

Figure (12)   shows this effect which clearly ir.creasea with Mach number.  It 
will be  seen that concave curvature  increases tho oreasure rise at separation 
and vice-versa.  This result  is confirmed experimei   ally for laminar boundary 
layers in reference (15). 

(4) Initial Velocity Profile 
1 

In some practical  cases the boundary  layer approaching a shock interaction 
region may be subjected to adverse or favourable pressure gradients imposed by 
surface  geometry alone. At the  start of the interaction region  it  is therefore 
likely  that the velocity  profile will already  be distorted relative to a 
characteristic   zero pressure gradient profile.  This effect may  be  simulated 
theoretically by using boundary conditions in the shape parameter G which differ 
from unity.  Figure  (13)   shows  the  effect on the pressure  coefficient at 
separation  caused ty a  ten  percent   increase or decrease  in the  boundary value of 
G.  Again  separation is assumed to  occur where G has risen  by thirty percent above 
the  starting value.  It  should be noted that  if separation  is assumed to  occur at 
the point where G has an absolute numerical value  of  1 .30,   then  the effects shown 
in  this  figure would become larger. 

As might  be expected,   this figure  shows that  fuller  (low G)   initial velocity 
profiles produce a larger pressure  rise at  separation.   It may  be argued therefore 
tnat any  experimental  investigation  should include measiireraents  of the  initial 
velocity  profile which  should consequently  be used as  correlation parameters. 

(5) Wall temcerature 

Figure  (H)   shows the  effect  of heat  transfer on the  pressure coefficient 
at  separation.  Again the results are as expected in that cold walls produce a 
larger  pressure rise at  separation.   This may be associated with local regions 
of  larger density near the wall   producing larger values of momentum flux and 
consequently a greater resistance  to  the  separating pressure forces. 

Also  shown  in this figure  is the critical point  line which essentially 
divides the figure into subcritical and supercritical regions.   In the latter 
region  it should be noted that the  pressure coefficionts are referred to the 
pressure behind the weak shock at  the singular point and not to the pressure at 
upstream infinity. An estimate of the shock strength required to produce a 
subcritical flow under conditions of low wall temperature is given in figure(15). 
In this figure 4\ represents the difference between the flow angle for a zero 
pressure gradient and that required to produce a zero value of the coefficient 

i determinant D. Clearly where AX is positive an oblique shock wave ^.s required and 
the upstream flow is supercritical, '.vhere   AX is negative the flow is subcritical 
and an  oblique  shock wave  is not required.  Further calculations with different 
initial  values of the  shape parameter G  show that  as G  falls and  the velocity 
profiles  fill out,   the  strength of  the discontinuity  becomes larger  if the other 
conditions are kept constant.  This   is to be expected  since falling values of G 
imply a  tendency towards an  inviscid flow profile  and  thus a discontinuity 
tending towards that of an  inviscid  reflection of the  incident   shock wave,  (i.e 
the   shock wave producing the  interaction). 

Figure  (16)   shows the  effect  of low wall  temperatures on  the predicted wall 
pressure  distribution up tc  separation.  For S^ = - 0.2 and - 0,4  the upstream 
conditions are  subcritical  and the   solutions show increasing pressure gradients 
as  the wall  is cooled,  nt  5^ ■=  - 0.6  the upstream conditions become  supercritical 
and  for  the boundary  conditions as   shown the  initial  discontinuity  in pressure 
ratio was calculated to  be  10^  giving a pressure ratio across the weak  initial 
shock of  1.1, Downstream the pressure  continues to  rise  sharply  as shown.  For 
heated walls the pressure  gradients  induced by the  impinging shock wave become 
smaller and tend towards those  typical of laninar  interactions.   This may be 
explained by  the fact  that as the wall  is heated the corresponding decreases in 
density  near the wall  produce momentum flux profiles tending towards those of an 
unheated laminar boundary  layer. 

Concluding Remarks 

The theoretical results presented have been show»- to compare fairly well with 
available experimental results. In regions where little or no concise experimental 
evidence is available the results .r.ay be inferred to be feasible on the grounds of 
simple  physical  reasoning. 

For  shock  interaction equations expressed in terms of conventional boundary 
layer theory  in which the normal pressure  gradient   is assumed to  be negligible 
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it is wall known that  the supercritical  condition is reached at Mach numbers 
around 2.0. By  including the variation of static pressure normal to the  surface 
the present theory for adiaba^.ic walls has overcome this difficulty and has 
provided sensible  predictions when compared with experiment.   It  is believed that 
this  is possibly  the most   important  result,   not  only  for interaction  rroblems 
but also for non-interacting flows over  curved  surfaces.   In this  latter  case 
normal  pressure gradients may again  be  shown  to be  extremely  important and must 
be accounted for in theoretical treatments. 

A  simple physical  explanation of the appearance of  singularities at  low wall 
temperatures has  been  presented  and  a method  has been cutlined by which  the 
magnitude of the  singularities may  be calculated.  The case  in which the   incident 
shock wave reflects as for an inviscid  flow  cam  be   imagined.  The  sole requirement 
for this is that  the  calculated value of D should be everywhere  positive.  The 
appropriate physical  conditions for  this may   be deduced  if it  is assumed  that  the 
shock wave associated with the discontinuity  forms  part of the reflected  shock 
system.   If  it  is also assumed that  the reflected  system cannot be  stronger than 
the  incident  shock wave •"hen clearly  the  discontinuity  shock may not  be  stronger 
than the  incident   shock.  Thus the  condition at which the interaction  just 
disappears may  be  inferred to be  the  condition at which the calculated value of &\ 
is Just equal  to  the flow deflection acrus?   the  incident shock.  For cases  such 
as this the discontinuity  shock may no longer  be regarded as being weak,   and  the 
full oblique  shock equations must  be used to  determine  the  pressure  ratio across 
it. Even so,   the discontinuities  in  the main  variables may  still be  expected to 
be given fairly adequately by relations such as that  of equation  (27)   if  ^ is 
replaced by  the Kach number K.  Thij  gives 

AG 4M , 

mean 

28. 

where AM is the change in Mach number across  the discontinuity shock wave. 

Although in the previous discussion ehe      ngularity in the equations has been 
interpreted as a physical discontinuity,   in rt .lity this is unlikely to be the 
case.  If indeed the singularity is a result of a shock wave forming inside the 
boundary layer,   this shock will certainly hive some  interaction with the  subsonic 
part of the boundary layer close to the wal .,   and the consequent variable 
derivatives will be very large but not inf; nite. Clearly,  the order of accuracy 
of any solution is governed by the order o.  accuracy of the mathematical model, 
and in this case the use of an integral boundary layer analysis effectively 
implies a one-dimensional boundary layer model. Thus any internal interaction 
must manifest itself as a mathematical singularity in this particular frame of 
reference.  Nevertheless,  the procedures outlined may be expected to give a fair 
overall picture i-f the phenomena described,  although some experimental evidence 
for cold walls w^ald be extremely desirable. 
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Notation 
2 

temperature ratio - 1-t0.2M . 
coefficient of skin friction. 
pressure coefficient at separation. 
coefficient determinant. 
entrainment coefficient independent of Mach and Reynolds numbers, 
non-dimensional rate of change of mass flow in boundary layer. 
normalized shape parameter based on 6*l&. 
normalized shape parameter based on (&-6')/©. 
value of &*/* for a 1/7 power law velocity profile, 
value of (S-S'J/öfor a 1/7 power law velocity profile. 
distance measured along an isobar. 
Mach number. 
pressure gradient coefficient defined by equation (21). 
static pressure. 
radius of curvature of surface. 
Reynolds number based on momentum thickness. 
Wall temperature parameter • (T^/T^   - 1). 
temperature. 
velocity in x - direction. 
usual boundary layer co-ordinates. 
local angle between isobar and streamline. 
boundary layer thickness. 
boundary layer displacement thickness. 

k*fc 
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Notation (cent.) 

boundary layer momentum thickness, 
local angle between streamline and wall, 
non-dimensional suiface curvature ■ ft/R. 
density 

Subscripts 

evaluated just outside boundary layer. 
evaluated at upstream infinity. 
non-dimensional quantity in terms of e0 

evaluated at reference temperature. 
evaluated at start of pressure rise to separation, 
evaluated at recovery temperature. 
wall eruditions. 
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SUMMARY 

Theoretical and experimental wall pressure distributions on small nose-bluntness ratio cone- 
cylinder configurations in hypersonic  flew are presented.    Both laminar and turbulent boundary 
layers are considered.    The expansion over the cone-cylinder shoulder is emphasized.    The theore- 
tical emputations are comparative studies compiled from various aerospace companies in the 
U. S. A. including an exact theoretical method for the laminar corner flow developed by one of 
the authors.    The latter is described in sane detail.    The experiments include hypersonic wind 
tunnel data and a novel technique using rocket sleds with Mach and Reynolds number ranges of 
1.5fiMS7aod3xlO*  * Re/ft * 42 x lO6, respectively.    A special emphasis is placed on ob- 
taining experimental data with repeatability of better than 5 percent.    The measured data are 
compared with the theoretical calculations and the various discrepancies are analysed. 
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lOTRODUCTION 

The Sandia Laboratory recently evaluated the state-of-the-art  for calculating pressure dis- 
tributions on  small  nose-bluntness ratio cone-cylinder configurations  In  hypersonic  flow.     Both 
laminar and turbulent boundary layer  flows were considered.    The expansion over the cone-cylinder 
shoulder was emphasized and a special effort was made to determine the accuracy with which pres- 
sures could be  predicted downstream of  the corner. 

Several  aerospace companies participated  In calculating  the pressure  distribution on the 
cone-cylinder configurrtions,   first  using   inviscid,   ideal gas assumptions,   and  suhsequently  in- 
cluding  viscxis and real  gas effects.     Because  of an unexpectedly large  discrepancy among  these 
various  calculations  it was decided  to conduct  a  set  of  experimental tests  to aid  in the  selec- 
tion of  the best  analytical  approach.     The experiments  included rocket   sled  tests conducted at 
Holloman Air  Force  Base and  Naval Ordnance Test  Section,   and hypersonic  wind tunnel tests  at 
the U.   S.   Naval Ordnance Laboratory.     The  particular choice of these test   facilities was governed 
by the Mach and Reynolds number requirements described below. 

In  this  paper,   the various analytic  techniques used  are discussed  briefly,   followed  by a 
description of  the experimental  apparatus  and measurements.    The results  are  then conpared,  dis- 
crepancies  are  analyzed  and an exact  theoretical method  recently developed  by  one  of the  authors 
is described  in  some detail. 

OiriLINE  OF THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS 

Table  I  suramarizes the  Important   features  in each computation method  used by the various 
aerospace companies   (References  1-7).     These were divided  into Inviscid  and viscous calcula- 
tions.     All  inviscid cal-ulations were  done  both  for real  gas and perfect   gas  flow conditions. 
Because  of the very  small  nose-bluntness  in  the models under  study,  there  exists  a very thin 
layer  close to the corner where  large  entropy gradients  are  present.    This  layer  constitutes 
5-10 percent  of the  shock  layer thickness  and  its  effect  on the corner  expansion generated  some 
unexpected computational  difficulties which could  be traced  to the  selection of mesh size up- 
stream of  the corner. 

The  viscous calculations  included  both  laminar  and  turbulent boundary   ..ayers.    For  the  lat- 
ter,   it  was assumed that  transition occurred  at  Re ■ 50,000,   using  free   stream conditions and 
the  boundary  layer displacement  thickness.     The  flow conditions on the  conical  section,   ahead 
of the  corner,   were calculated by using  either  a  pseudosu-face displacement   iteration technique 
or a  simultaneous matching technique of  viscous-inviscid  1 oundary conditions.    The procedure 
here  was   to match conditions  at   the  boundary   layer  edge  to  both method  of  characteristics  and 
boundary  layer  calculations. 

The  corner   flow calculations were  done  usii.g  three different  methods.     The  first w^j  simi- 
lar  to  the method used by Zakkay,  Tob«  and  Kuo   (Reference   7).     In this  technique  the velocity 
and   jtagnation enthalpy  nrofiles  are   expanded   isentropically  around  the  corner,   which  is  assumed 
to be   sharp  (r^))  and  a new  laminar boundary  layer  is  started  on the cylinder.    The  second 
method   adds  the  extra   feature  of  a   finite   radius  corner   to the  above method,   whereas the  third 
is  an  exact   finite  difference  solution,   restricted  to  laminar  boundary   layers  only.     This method 

[was developed recently by Tyson  (Reference 8).    The governing  equations used  in the  solution in- 
clude  the  transverse   (or  normal) momentum equation with  its  attendant  pressure gradient.     All 
transverse  and  longitudinal curvature  terms  are  retained  in  the equations  with the  single  assump- 
tion that  the  viscous  layer  is thin and  aligned with the  surface coordinate.    This  implies drop- 

ping  Stokes-like viscous terms which  involve TT and     p.    The reduced equations are solved 

numerlrally  using  a   fully  Implicit   finite   difference  scheme.     (See Appendix   for   reduced  equations) 

EXPERIMENTS 

Two  types  of experiments were conducted.    The  first  consisted of cone-cylinder models 
mounted  on  single-rail  high  speed rocket   sleds at  the Holloman Air Force  Base  35,000  it  tracr.  in 
Alamogordo,   New Mexico,   the U.   S.  Naval  Ordnance Tost Station 21,500  ft  track  in China Lake, 
California,   and  the Sandia Laboratory  5000   ft  track  in Albuquerque,   New Mexico. 
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The detlrable features  Inherent  in a rocket sled system are:     the accuracy with which test 
conditions can be determined  (pressure,  tenperature, velocity);  the possibility of obtaining 
continuous data over a wide velocity range, and high Mach number and Reynolds number combina- 
tions at constant altitudes.     Peak values recorded In these tests were M - 6.6,  Re - 40xlOe/ft. 

Details of the sled design,   instrumentation,  and measurement techniques are given In 
Reference 9 and will be discussed here only briefly.    The models were 1.5 Inch base diameter 
cone-cylinders and cone-cones with nose-to-base radius ratio of 8%.    The fore-cone angles varied 
from 5 to 25*  and the aft-cones from 0*   (cylinder) to +2'   (blconlc shape) and -2*   (reverse cone). 
Twenty-four equally spaced holes of 0.063 Inch diameter were drilled at four axial stations 
ranging fron 0.2 to 2 cylinder radii  aft of the shoulder.    The pressures were measured by un- 
bonded strain gauge pressure transducers.    The output of each transducer was amplified and tele- 
metered on standard FM-FM channels.    The telemetry system contributed the largest  single error 
to the measured model pressure, p   .    This was equal to or less than ilX.    There was no measurable 

lag  time because of the relatively  large pressure port  size.     In fact,  the ratio of port  size d 
to displacement thicKness  A* was in the range 5 * H/6* S 20.    Error estimates based on the experi- 
mental work of Pugh  (Reference 10)  indicate that  the maximum expected error In p/pM for this d/6* 

; range is 12 percent. 
5 

The sled speeds were measured by three Independent means with an overall accuracy of 
±30  ft/sec.    These included  image motion (smear) photographs;   integration of on-board accelero- 
meter data, and a track side velocity measuring system developed at the Sandia Laboratory. 
Figure 1 Is the photograph of a typical rocket sled shot taken by an image motion camera at 3620 
ft/sec  (length-dimensions distorted by camera position and Image motion rate). 

The second set of tests were conducted in Hypersonic Tunnel No.  8 at the Naval Ordnance 
Laboratory, Silver Springs,  Maryland.    The Reynolds number ranged from 3 to 30 million/ft at 
Mach numbers of 5,  6 and 7.    The stainless steel models used in thi wind tunnel tests were iden- 
tical to those used on the sleds.     In the wind tunnel,  five pitot probes and four cone-cylinder 
models were mounted on a cruciform sting and tested simultaneously.    Each of the probe and model 
pressures was recorded using three separate transducers^  calibrated with a dead-weight tester 
before and after each run.    Static pressures, p , were determined from the pitot probe data 
assuming Isentropic  flow.    The pressure ratio p7pw was then calculated by computer averaging 
several hundred data points. 

A high speed free-flight rocket test of the 25°  cone-cylinder configuration was also con- 
ducted at the Sandia Laboratory Tonopah Test Range in Nevada.    The rocket was a two-stage Nike- 
Toaahawk system.    The Tomahawk was ignited at the descent stage imparting a burnout velocity of 
7400 ft/sec (M ■ 6.5) at 10,000 ft MSL. 

i 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
f 
t 

When the various inviscld and viscous calculations are compared in the vicinity of the 
expansion corner,  a significant discrepancy is observed among the various techniques used  (see 
Figures 2 and 3).    In fact,  this discrepancy is a factor of two higher in the corner region than 
over  the cone surface. 

Inviscld Flow.    As discussed above, the primary cause of this variation lu the inviscld 
solution is believed to b-a the very thin layer ahead of the shoulder wh -   t the streamlines have 
gone through the curved portion of the bow shock wave.    Because of practical limitations on 
mesh size, etc.,  variations in the thickness of this layer,  with entropy gradients normal to 
the  streamlines,  as well as variations in the method of including it  in the inviscld corner ex- 
pansion calculation could account  for the observed differences.    For example. Figure 4a shows 
the magnitude of error introduced in p/\>m as a result of mesh size selection Just ahead of the 
corner.    These errors increase sharply for number of starting points less than 50.    Figure 4b, 
on the other hjnd,  depicts two typical entropy profiles just  ahead of the corner for two Mach 
numbers and shows the effect  it has on the pressure gradient  inmediately past the corner. 

Figures 2 and 3 show results based on real gas calculations.    Similar studies were done 
using Ideal gas calculations,  e. g.  Figure 4.    Because of relatively low Mach numbers 4 * M £ 8 
and high pressures,  the amount of chemical dissociation was low and the flow over the entire 
body was in chemical equilibrlim.    In all cases,  ideal gas calculations predict a lower pres- 
sure past the corner than real gas calculations.    Since the boundary layer displacement thick- 
ness  is roughly proportion«! to l/^T ttie boundary calculations utilizing the ideal gas Inviscld 
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Solutions will yield  a larger  displacement  thickness  which will  tend  to  increase the  pressure 
past  the corner.    Thus,  there  is a  self-compensation  between inviscid  and viscous calculations 
which,  when coupled with high pressures and  relatively  low rtach numbers,  made   further  inclusion 
of real gas  effects  unnecessary. 

Finally,   for  the  Inviscid  flow Cdlculations,   changing Che corner radius   from 0 to 0.20 
inches amounted to an  increase  In p      /px of  two percent.    This change  is less  for  lower Mach 
numbers. 

Viscous Flow.     Discrepancies among Che various viscous calculations,  both  laminar  and tur- 
bulent,   are  of the   same order as the  inviscid calculations.    Results  in Figure  3  indicate 
that  Northr  .   predictions compare most  favorably with  experiments  in  spite of  the  fact  that 
Lockheed used  an  intuitively more correct  simultaneous matching  technique  for  the  flow over the 
hemisphere-cone portion followed by  a corner  expansion technique  first  used  by Zakkay  et  al. 
(Reference  7).     In the  Northrop calculations,   the  flow over the hemisphere-cone  incorporates a 
pseudo-surface displacement  iteration technique with  locally similar  laminar  boundary  layers 
and Rose-Probstein-Adams type turbulent  boundary  layer computations.    These  computations were 
stopped just  ahead  of the corner  and  re-started  on  the cylindrical  afterbody  after  carrying out 
an inviscid  expansion over the corner.    The  displacement  thickness on the cone was then  faired 
with the displacement  thickness  on the cylinder.     A numerical technique  similar  to the  Lockheed 
mass  flux matching  calculations was  also used  at  the  Sandia Laboratory.    The  axial  pressure 

gradient  was  approximated by an average pressure  parameter defined by:     p ■ —   " p(8)<is   (where 

s ■ distance along body surface), with results th.it were comparable to those of Lockheed up to 
the corner. The technique, however, is not suitable for steep pressure gradients as those en- 
countered over corners. 

The corner  flow was therefore handled using  an  exact method  developed by Tyson.     Figure 5 
is a  schematic of  the corner expansion indicating  the  character  of the various   flow regions 
and the  stream line  and Mach  line oatterns used  in the  computation.     It  is  important  to note 
here the various  flow regions and the strong  interaction between viscous and  Inviscid  flows. 
In fact,   "reflected" waves are generated within the boundary layer due  to the  Mach number 
gradient  and  these waves are propagated downstream.     Furthermore,   a downstream Influence  is 
propagated  upstream through the  subsonic  part  of the  boundary layer.* 

The  equations were written in axisyisnetric  orthogonal  surface coordinates  and derived 
under  the  single assumption that  the viscous  layer   is  thin and aligned with tie   surface  co- 
ordinate.     All  transverse and longitudinal  curvature  frms are retained  so the  syjtem reduces 
to the correct  polar  coordinate  formulatlor  at  a  sharp corner.    After writing  the equations 
in curvilinear coordinates and making the   "thin viscous  layer" assumptions,   the coordinate 
transformation  (x,y)  -• x,r| ■ F(y/xn) was  introduced  to  facilitate the numerical  treatment 
(F is an arbitrary  analytic function).    The  transformation allows one to conveniently vary 
the mesh  spacing  in  the lateral  direction depending  on the problem at  hand. 

Experimental  and  theoretical  data  for  laminar   flow over a 9s   and a  12.5°   corner  ore 
shown in Figures 6  and  7.    The experimental  data were  obtained  in the  MOL Hypersonic  Tunnel. 
The solid curves are the Northrop solutions with simple  isentropic expansion and  6*  fairing 
upstream and  downstream of the corner.    The dashed curves correspond to the exact  corner  flow 
analysis of Tyson,   which was based  on  inputs  upstream of the corner using  Northrop data. 
Figure 8  is  another   interesting plot  comparing the 9"   cone-cylinder data with  the experimental 
correlation  of Victoria  (Reference  11),   obtained  from 10°  cone-cylinder and  S"   wedge-flat  plate 

P-P /x-x   \ 
data.    The  correlation was of the  form:     -r——zf " F (    t^    )  where  P^ is the  inviscid  pressure 

ic    <= ^    c   ' 
for  an  infinite cylinder at downstream conditions,   P,     is the weak  interaction  pressure  for an 

infinite wedge   (or  cone) calculated  at  the corner,   P.       is the Ir-cal   invistld  pressure, 

*Two more papers have recently come to the  authors'   attention that  deal with  expansion corners. 
The  first   is by  I.   I.  Glass  (Reference  12)  and  it  treacu the dissociated-ionized gas  flows in 
two-dimensional  corners with an approximate  technique  used  for  laminar  and turbulent   flows, 
along  lines  of classical boundary layer  theory.    The  second  is by  Braylovskaya   (Reference 13) 
and  ic almost   identical  to the exact  analysis  of Tyson,   applied to a two-dimensional  corner. 
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A* LB the displacement thickness calculated at  the corner and x,x    are distances from cone tip 

and corner, respectively.    Flow conditions In those tests were 150,000 s Re    s 750,000,  and 

6.1 < M < 6.8.    A correlation of this type appears quite promising for approximate expanding 
flow studies. 

No "exact" method analogous to the laminar  flow of Tyson exists at present  for turbulent 
corner flows.    Figures 3 and 9 compare turbulent boundary layer calculations (turbulent  flow 
insediately upstream of the corner) with wind tunnel and sled data.    In Figure 9,  the differ- 
ences between the two sets of measurements Innediately downstream of the corner can be attri- 
buted to differences in T /T .    For wind tunnel models T /T   - 0.64 and for sled models T /T , wo wo wo 
on the average,  was about 0.3 (actually it varied between 0.2 and 0.4 in any given run). 
This implies thicker boundary layers over the wind tunnel models, and consequently,  higher 
pressures Innediately past the corner.    In addition,it  is not certain that boundary layers 
were turbulent on the i'ed nvxlels at M ■ 3.    This was especially hard to determine because 
one could not estimate the effect of model vibrations  (on the sled runs) on transition. 

Figure 10 shows experimental and theoretical plots of p/p,, versus Mach number at 2/3 
model diameter behind the corner for corner turning angles of 12.5",  12*,  and 11.5".    The 
measurements were taken on the rocket sled described above.    Dotted lines correspond to in- 
viscid flow calculation with a respective corner angle 0.5"  lower than the actual turning 
angles.    The triangles correspond to viscous turbulent computation using the Northrop 
(Reference 3) approximation,  and the actual turning angle.     It is interesting to note that  a 
0.5*  Increase in afterbody angle (or a 0.5    decrease in turning angle) as used in inviscid 
hypersonic pressures calculations, has the effect  of adding the proper displacement thickness 
to take into account the pressure increase caused by turbulent '-ouidary layers expanding over 
convex corners. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Theoretical and experimental pressure data have been obtained past convex corners on cone- 
cylinder configurations in laminar and turbulent  flows,  at hypersonic speeds.    The experimental 
data have been compared to existing analytic techniques that depict the flow past expansion 
corners using both approximate and exact methods.    The latter is limited to laminar boundary 
layers only.    As yet there exists no comparable "exact" method for turbulent boundary layers 
on convex corners. 

However,   the  analytical  method of this  paper  can be  easily extended to accept  general  eddy 
dlffusivlty distributions  for turbulent  heat  and momentum transfers.    The quantitative descrip- 
tions of  such distributions  are now felt  to be quite well  understood for planar  incompressible 
flows  (References  14  and  15).    The extension to axisyrmetric   flows  should  be  straightforward. 
Our ability then to analyze turbulent convex corner  flows  in detail will rest on the success of 
current   investigations aimed  at  obtaining  the compressible  analog of these  incompressible  eddy 
dlffusivlty distributions.     In this regard  the corner   flow  problem may well  be easier to ana- 
lyse than more conventional  turbulent  boundary layer  developments.    This assertion rests  on  the 
fact that  the bulk  of the  boundary layer  in the  neighborhood  of the corner expands  in a rela- 
tively Inviscid manner.    Th«t is, the eddy transport terms are comparable to the inertia terms 
only in a thin sub-layer adjacent to the wall as shown In Fipure 5d.    Thub the accuracy of the 
adopted compressible eddy dlffusivlty model becomes of crucial importance only near the wall. 
In this new wall domain the compressibility transformation proposed by Coles (Reference 16) and 
Baronti  and Libby  (Reference 17) are probably quite adequate.     Hence we feel  that  extension of 
the analysis of this paper to the turbulent regime will be relatively straightforward.    In the 
meantime,   approximate boundary layer fairing  techniques if used properly can  serve as a  first 
estimate guide in predicting pressure distribution for engineering design purposes. 

It has also been demonstrated that in the Mach range 1.5 s M s 6.6,  p/p    data from sled 
tests could be obtained with a repeatability of ±2 percent.    The overall  spread in p/p    data 
both from wind tunnel  and  sled  tests,   including  uncertainties  Introduced by  finite  transition 
duration  (e. g. Figure 9),  were about 87..    The situation is definitely worse for theoretical 
predictions.    The work of Tyson Is the most  exact with regard to flows ovei   expansive corners; 
however.   It  is limited by the accuracy of the upstream inputs, which in turn depend on viscous- 
inviscid calculations  on  snull-bluntness cones   (or wedges)« 
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APPENDIX:     THE  "GEWRALIZBC"  LAMINAR 

BOUNDARY LAYER EQUATIONS 

All quantities below are normalized In the  following  fashion:     r,   (K)"
1
 ly,   and x with 

respect to an arbitrary length L;  U, V,  D,  T,  C    and u with their respective undisturbed  free 
, P 

stream values;   and  P with respect to p,,, U^  .     K is the wall  curvature;  y the normal  distance 

from the surface;  and x is coordinate lying  along the surface.    ] " 0 for planar  flow and 
j ■ 1.0 in the axlsymnetrlc case.    9 is the  surface inclination relative to the axis of axi- 
symnetry.    Further, 

Re 
P_ U_ L 

^ 
and Pr    - 

Subscript x and y below refer to partial differentiation. 

Continuity 

[(r + y cos9)J ou|x +   1(1 + )ty)(r + y cosö)-5 cvl      -    0 

Longitudinal Homentum 

Transverse Momentum 

(ife)  ^x + ™y ■ fe) ^     "    -Py 
+ fc ! ["Vyly 

Energy 

(l+Kyj PUC T   + pVc T      -     (Y-l)  1-L  i(-rT-)  UP    + VP   , j(l+Ky) 

I  \,      _ . /jt  1  cos6 \       _ 
^S i(MCpTy)y 

+ [T^ + r+y cos9J ucpT 

(Y-D^2 

y( Re " (V* f v) 
State 

Y H, P    -    PT 
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Figure 1 Range Photograph of Rocket Sled with Cone-Cylinder Model.    Velocity:     5620 ft/sec, 

Altitude:     5000 ft above sea level. 

-R 0 
BODY STATION 

Figure 2 Calculated  Inviscid Pressure Distribution Curves  on Blunted 12.5°  Cone-Cylinder. 
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Figure   5 Schematic  of  Corner   Expansion.     (a)    Character   of  Various  Flow Rcgioas;   (b) Stream 
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Figure  6 Predicted  and  Measured  Wall   Pressure  Distribution   for  Lamnar   Flow Over   9°   Corner. 
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SUMMARY 

Contrary   to  the  frequently made assumption of  random benavior,  careful   experimental   studies 
reported  in  the  literature have  revealed a   remarkable degree of order  in transitional   and  turbulent 
boundary   layers.     Some   results  are  reported here of  tests  made with biconic,  concave,   and convex 
ablating Plexiglas  models   in a Mach   7 airstream with  maximum  local  Reynolds  numbers  approaching  10   . 
After  thev  were  tested,   the model   surfaces  were  careful Iv  examined.     In  addition  to   such   well-known 
features  as   turbulence  wedges   .;ul streamwise grooves,   produced bv   longitudinal   vortice?,   many parts 
of the models  exhibited  a  "cross hatching"  pattern,  which  had also been previously observed bv  the 
authors  under other conditions.     It  was   found  that   the  spiral   angle of the cross-hatching  is  close 
to  the Mach  angle hased on boundarv-layer edge Mach  number,  while the spacing  is  typically  equal  to 
a few boundary-layer  thicknesses.     A physical   flow model   is outlined which  could explain  the 
cross-hatching and other observed patterns. 
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ORDI RLV  TIIKM -DIMI NSIüNAl.   I'KOCI SSI.S   IN  TURBULLN1   BOUNDARY   LAYIRS ON AHLATINC,  BODIIS 

By  Themas  N.   Canning,  Michael   F.,   Tauber,  Max  I:.   Wilkins, 
and Can   T.   Chapman 

Ames   Research   Lenter.   NASA,   Mnffett   Held,   California,  94HJ5,   USA 

INTRODUCTION 

Careful   experimental   studies   have   revealed  the  presence  of  a   remarkable degree  of  order   in 
turbulent  boundary   layers,     iwo examples  of this, which will  also be cited as bases  for the discus- 
sion  of  the  present   paper,   are   the  work  by  Gregory   and  halker   (II   and bv  Mochizuki   (2,3).     These 
papers   illustrate quite  clear!)    that   the  wedge  of  turbulent   flow  produced by   affixing  a  single 
element  of  roughness   in  a  flat   plate  boundarv   layer  contains   a  highly   regular  svstem  of   longitudinal 
vortices  which   extend   from  the  wedge   leading  edge  to  great   distances   downstream. 

A niimher  of  studies  have   shown   the  existence  of   laterall"   spaced,   time  variant   disturbances   in 
transitional   subsonic   and  supersonic   flows   14   81.     More   recently,   the  present   authors   19,10)   found 
what   appeared   to be   regular markings   on   recovered ballistic-range   cone  models   showing   longitudinal 
as   well   as   lateral   periodicity,   that   is,   a  cross-hatching  of  the   ablated  surface,   in  addition   to 
longitudinal   vortices  which  ablat"d  streamwise grooves   in  the surface.     An example of  this  cross- 
hatching   is   shown   in  lig.   1,   taken   from  Ref.   10. 

ITic  possible   implications   of   these  crosshatched  ablation  patterns  on  the heat-shield  performance 
of  entrv  bodies  have  prompted   the  present  studv.      This   paper  describes   an  attempt   to   link   the  observed 
sculpturing  of  the  surfaces   to   the   aerodvnair.i c  and  thermods nami c   test   conditions  under  which   thev 
were  produced 

:.    i At ii.i i ir. \ND ii sis 

Mn^t   o''   the  data  and  discussion  will   concern  observations   of  Plexiglas  models   (pol vmethvl- 
met hac n Lite j ,   as   affected  by   the  hot   hypersonic   flow   in  the NASA  Ames   3.S-foot  wind  tunnel.     Where 
appropriate,   comparison  will   be  made  with  models   recovered  after  flight   in  a ballistic   range. 

Ihe   i.'i   foot  hypersonic wind  tunnel   is  a blowdown  facility,   in  which  air stored .it  high  pressure 
is   heated  as   it   passes   upward   through   a   cylindrical   tank   filled  with  hot   zirconia  pebbles.     The  hot 
air  then  passes   through   an  axiall'1   symmetric,   contoured  nozzle   (M,    =   7),   the walls  of which   are  pro- 
tected by  a  thin  film  of helium   injected  upstream  of  the  nozzle   throat.     The  tunnel   exhausts   into 
four  evacuated  spheres   and  can  provide   test   times   in  excess  of   1   minute  at   the  conditions  used   in   the 
present   tests   (stagnation  pressure   of   115  atm  and  stagnation  temperatures   of  "SO0   and   107S°   K). 

Ihe models were mounted on  a  movable sting,   inserted  into tlK   test   section  after steady  flow 
was   established,   and  withdrawn  after  the  desired  test   interval   (before   the  flow  was   stopped). 
Insertion  and withdrawal   each   required  only  a   fraction  of  a   second. 

The models  used   in  the experimental   studv were  designed  tc   reveal   the  influence of both  gradual 
and  abrupt,   and  positive  and  negative,   pressure   gradients  on   the  patterns   produced b\   ablation. 
Shapes  were  selected  that  would   result   .n   large  pressure  and  healing-rate  changes   on  a   given  model, 
along with   large  changes   in boundarv   layer-edge Mach  number,  M   ,   11.3  to  3.51   and unit   Reynolds 
number   (07,0110  per  cm  to  (140,000   per  cm).     ihe  models   II ig.   2i   wire   solid,  homogeneous  bodies   of 
revolution   (except   for   laminations)   made  of Plexiglas.     Cone  angles   at   the  tip  were   25°,   30°,   40". 
and   50° ;   surface   inclination  was,    in  even   case,   changed  bv   a   15°   increment,  which  produced  compres- 
sions   on  the   two  smaller  tip  angle   cones,   and  expansions   on   those  with   larger  tip  angles.     Die   slope 
was   changed   in  two ways,   discont i nuouslv  at  a  corner,   and continuously"  on surfaces  described bv 
cubic   equations.     Pointed   steel   tips,   about   1.2   cm   in   diameter,   wore   used  oil   the   models   to   prevent 
ab lat 1 on   at   the   apex . 

DATA 

Ihe  data   presented   represent   a   detailed  visual   stud\   of  the  bodies   during  and  after  testing 
During  the  tests,   the  model   surfaces   were  watched tn   one  or  more  observers   and were  photographed  bv 
a   lb mm mot i on-picture  camera at   128  frames p.,   second.     Ihe observers'   purpose was  to determine  the 
rate   of  formation  of   the  surface   patterns  In   the  airflow   and  to  signal   the  tine   for  termination   of   the 
run  by  withdrawng  the  model.     Since   the  plastic  material   is   transparent   and  the  surfaces   appear 
frosted,   manv   subtle   details   are   better   revealed  In   surface   replicas   than  In   the   original   surface, 
iwo   tvpes   of  replica  were  made. 

Ihe more  sensitive  of  the   two   consisted of  epoxv   plastic   cast   in   a   si licone-rubber  mold  made 
from   the  actual   model.      Ihe   rubber  used  adheres   onlv  weaklv   to   the  model   and  to   the  epoxv ,   and   is 
easil1'   separated with   a   small   air   let.      Ihe  rubber used   for  making   the   female   impression   is   Dow 
Cornng 3110  RTV l.ncap^ ulant,   and  the epoxv  resin   is  Ipocast   Resin No.   4-1   with  hardener No.   '.Uli. 

these   replicas   it  was   found desirable   to  provide  hollow   liners   in  order   to 
make  the  final   bodies   light.     liners   wire  made  In   vacuum   forming 

over  the  models.     A  rather  high   degree   of 
detail  was   replicated   in  both  of  these  processes,   and  mam   features   difficult   or   impossible   to  see 

In   the  course  of making 
save   rubber and epoxy  material   and  ma 
clear  plastic   sheets   of  0.508  mm  to   1.270  mm thickne- 

I 
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and photograph  on  the actual  models  arc maili'  easily  visible.     Photographs  of all  of the ppoxv 
replicas  are  shown  in h'ig.   3.     Fherc  are mare   repli :as  than  models  since  two models were tested 
twice  in the wind tunnel  and  replica1-  were made  after each  test.* 

Several   techniques  were   used   to  measure  dimensiors  and  angles  of  surface  patterns   from  the 
models  and  replicas.    One  verv  sensitive  process  was  to make pencil   rubbings  by  pressing a piece of 
bond paper  tightly  against   the model   or  replica  surface and stroking   lightlv  with  the side of a   lead 
pencil  or  a  soft,   colored npnn I       Knth   Inn(»i Ttidi n»l   and  lat^^al   ^trrvtinji«  were  used  tc get best 
results.     The  features were  then  identified  and measured  in  the flat. 

On  very  subtly  sculpted models   (lig.   3(e))   or deeply ablated models   (I ig.   3ff)),   it was  found 
desirable  to hand-mark  the  features  with  a  grease pencil while studying  them with  different  lighting 
and  viewing  angles.     After the principal   features were thus   accentuated,  the pencil marks could be 
either "trai.sferred" using pressure-sens i t i ve   tape  (and transported  to  flat  paper as   in the case of 
rubbings)   or measured in place.     Some  features,  however, were so clearly marked that  there was  no 
difficulty   in measuring them directly. 

In order  to minimize anv personal  bias   in  the measurement  of pattern  sizes  and shapes,  two of 
the authors  made  totally  independent  measurements  of the sweep angle  and  longitudinal   and  lateral 
wavelengths  of  the Crosshatch patterns  at  positions on the bodies  selected by each  for clarity of 
markings.     Several  measurements were  made   in each   region so  that  the  results would have some 
statistical   value,  but  no averaging ha-  neen done  in the data presentation.     The  results of the 
independent  studies were substantially  identical. 

3.1.     Appearance of Ablated Surfaces 

After ablation by the hypersonic tes'  stream,   the present models exhibited most of the features 
seen on  the  earlier ballistic-range  model'.   (9).     lor completeness  of the present  discussion  these 
features  are  described briefly herein ami lelated  to those reported by other authors,   as 
appropriate. 

] 

r 
:, 

Fach model had small  regions of apparently  uniform laminar flow,   for at   least  a part of the 
test   time,  which  produced  little  in  the way of surface sculpting.     These regions  usually ended at 
a highly  irregular transition front  characterized by  roughness elements and their  resultant more 
deeply  eroded  "wedges."    The wedges  appear similar  in planform to those observed  in Refs.   1-3,  9, 
and  10.     Their   lateral   rate of growth  is  similar   as   is  the occasionally observed  longitudinal 
grooving inside them.** 

The most striking feature in the turbulent wedges and elsewhere in the regions of presumably 
turbulent flow is the cross-hatching produced by the flow. That the patterns result from intersect- 
ing grooves which spiral in both directions around the bodies is clearly evident from the slightly 
ablated bodies (Fig. 3(e)). As the ablation proceeds, the grooves appear to influence the nature 
of the adjacent flow more and more strongly. Instead of clearly intersecting, the grooves appear 
to join longitudinally at the spiral intersections and produce a set of wavy longitudinal grooves 
like those shown  in Fig.   3(f)  on model  4. 

The clarity and depth of the Crosshatch patterns is occasionally enhanced by disturbances pro- 
duced by flaws or joints in the models as seen in Fig. 3(d). A cursory examination showed that new 
grooves were being created more or less continuously along the surfaces so that the spacing did not 
increase proportionately with body  radius. 

3.2.    Correlations 

In general,   the sculpture produced by ablation  is  seen to be quite complicated,  and our first 
effort  at  relating the forms produced to the test  conditions  is necessarily  limited.     In the present 
case we have sought to correlate the spiral  angle of the grooves,  that  is,  the angle between the 
groove and  the body-generator  lines,   ai>d the size of the patterns with  the boundary-layer-edge 
flow conditions 

3.2.1.     Spiral  Angle Correlation 

Althougn  the  influence of material  properties has not been ruled out,   it was postulated at  the 
outset  that  the surface patterns were governed by  the boundary  layer and perhaps  the exterior flow. 
AccoiSingly,   the spiral  angle data  for all  the models were plotted against  the boundary-layer-edge 
Mach  number  to obtain Fig.   4.     A rather convincing  correlation  is seen between  the observed spiral 
angle and the Mach angle.     If the spiral  is established by a standing wave,  it must of necessity be 
at a greater angle  than the Mach angle at  the boundary-layer edge.    The quality of the correlation 
suggests that  a standing wave system does  in fact exist, and hence that the cross-hatching should 

•In general,   the  replicas do not  extend fully  to the base of the original  model.     For the purpose 
of making the  replicas only,   in some cases  the steel  tip was  removed from the model  nose and r^Nced 
with  a screw.     TTv"  apparent I .unting of model   tips,  such  as  in  Fig.   3(c),  was  caused by air trapp ii 
during casting and does not  represent the actual  condition of the model  during the test. 

"The bodies  also exhibited,  in varying degrees,  two other types of markings.    One consisted of 
very fine scale  longitudinal  ridges along body generators  (see Fig.  3(h));  these may be a product of 
small   longitudinal  vortices.    The other markings  are small surface craters partly surrounded by cres- 
cents   immediately  downstream of each  crater  (see  Fig.   3(c));   these are  thought  to be produced by  the 
impact of zircona dust particles present  in  the  test  stream. J 
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not  exist   in  subsonic   flow.     Matcer and  Larson   (111   conducted  a  test  seni"--  us i n^  conrs  of various 
materials   and  a  ran>;e   of  apex  angles   in   the  same   facility   and   found  cross-hat ch i n^;  only   on  bodies 
with   supersonic   flow  outside   the boundary   laver,      Phe  points   above  the  Mach  angle  curve   suggest   that 
the disturbance  source   of  the  standing wave  can  he well   inside   the boundary   laver where   the Mach 
numbers   are   lower  than     M Une   level   in  the  boundary   laver which  might  be  critical   is   that   at 
which   temperature   is   maximum. 

i^riny   Correlation 

Since   the  shape  of  the  pattern,   that   is,   the  spiral   angle,   is   related  to   the   flow   properties, 
a   length  was   sought   to  which   the  size  of   the  pattern   (longitudinal  or   lateral   spacing  of  grooves) 
could be  sat isfacton Iv   related.     Several   lengths  were   considered       the  various   boundarv - laver 
thicknesses,   the  distance   from  the  surface  to   the  shock   wave,   the wetted   length   along  the  surface 
from  the  apex,   the   radius   of  curvature   of the  surface,   and   the  depth  of  mtited  surface  material,   if 
any.      In  addition  to  these   lengths,   the   influence  of  such   factors   as  absolute  heating   rate  and  Mach 
number  on  pattern  size  was   checked as   well. 

l.ven  a  cursory   examination  of  the  models   showed  a  side   variation  of  groove   spacing   at   anv 
particular body  station.     New  grooves   continuously   appear  as   the  flow   stretches   around   the  expanding 
body;   this  means  that   the  minimum groove spacing  is,   at   the  ven   greatest,  half  the maximum.     Also, 
since  there  are doubtless   random influences  affecting  groove   initiation,   the  ratio of maximum spacing 
to  minimum must  exceed   2.     At   a  particular streamwise   location  on  model   4  a  groove  variation  of 
fourfolj over  the  minimu"   was   observed.     In   view   of  these  variations,   onlv  an  approximate   character- 
ization was   possible  with   the  datj  available.       No  obvious   effect  of  the  pressure   gradient   on   such 
features   as   the  cross-hat ch ir.;i  ha^  been   found;   however,   because  of the   influence  of  the  pressure 
on the heat-1 ransfer  ri'te,   significant  changes  occurred   in the depth of the surface markings. 

Many  dimensionless   groupings  were   attempted   in  the  course  of  studving  these  data   and  almost   all 
appeared to yield  substantialIv  poorer correlation  than  that   given bv  a  Reynolds  number based on 
boundarv   layer-edge  conditions   and  the   lateral   spacing  between  the oblioue  grooves.   Re.    ,   plotted 

as  a  function  of the Reynolds  number based on   local   thickness  of the turbulent  boundarv   laver.   Re.. 
The correlation showed  that     Re.       increased with    Re.   ! i" i g.   5).     This   finding has  two weaknesses: 

first,   it   is  based on  one  test  of model   3 at  higher total   temperature   (filled symbols).     Second,   in 
two-dimensional   flow   it  would he necessary  for grooves   to  disappear selectively   in order  to permit 
the  spacing  to   increase   so   as   to  aoid  passing  out   of  the   correlation band.     Mateer  and   Larson   found 
no such  selective disappearance   in tests with  plastic wedges.     An  alternative  to selective  dis- 
appearance i.aght be that   the entire periodic  system might  simplv decay  general Iv  and produce   imper- 
ceptible ablation patterns.     In view of  the slow  decay  of   longitudinal Iv disposed vortices  this 
might   require  great  distances. 

A  few  measurements   of     •v     were  made  on   the ballistic   range  models   of Ref.   9.     Since   there   is 
little  chance  of  accurately  determining when  during   the   flights   the  final  patterns   formed,   accurate 
calculations   of    Re,     and   Re.     are  not   possible.     The  complications  added hv   the  possibility   of 

sizable  mass   transfer  at   the  surface  add  to  the  difficulty   of   interpretation.     RoughIv,   the   values 
of    Ke.       fell   near  the  bottom  of  the  scatter band   in  lig.   f> . 

Fhe present  findings   together with  those of earlier experiments  (clearly  defined   laterally 
periodic  structure  in  turbulent boundary-laver  flows)   lead  to  a possible model   for  the   inception  of 
cross-hatching  and  other  sculpture  of  ablated  surfaces. 

4,      I'OSTULATI.U MODI I, 

The  flow   processes   in   the  boundarv   laver,   which   arc   thought   to be  capable  of  sculpting   the 
present  patterns   (and  some   other  patterns  observed  earlier  ,!'."   well),   are  described  without   qualifying 
remarks   in this  section.     Subsequent Iv,   supporting observations   taken  from the  present   experiments 
and  from  the   literature   are   presented   to   lend  weight   to   the  description. 

4.1.     Postulated  I low 

Ihe establishment  of   a  turbulence wedge,   such  as  diagrammed  in f-ig.   (>,  starts  with    i  single 
disturbance  source     a   (e.g.,   a   roughness  elenentl   in   a   laminar boundarv   laver    b       Ihe   trailing 
vortex system    c     from the  disturbance mav be  stead»   downstream  for a distance,   depending  on  such 
factors   as  disturbance   size   and  flow  Reynolds   number,   and   then   suddenlv  break   down   into   intense 
oscillation  and  turbulence   at     d     in   lig.   6.      Die  disturbanre   generated  bv   this   breakdown  produces 
a nearly  perfectIv   svmmetrical   spreading  pattern  of  turbulent   flow  containing  a   regular  arrav   of 
discrete   longitudinal   vortices     e,   which   are   formed   .it   the   wedge   leading   edge.      Die   disturbance     f 
along  the  leading edge  either produces  or  is  produced b\   a  vortex  roughly hvperholic   in  form near 

Near  the  beginning  of  the   test   periods   of  some   of   the   models  a much  smaller  Crosshatch   pattern 
of waves  was   seen   in   the   thin  melt   laver.     The   spiral   angle  of  these wavelets   appeared   to  be   the   same 
as  thu'.  of  the   grooves   produced   later,  be'   the   spacing  of   the  waves  was   perhaps   smaller  bv   a   factor 
of  3  or  4  than   the   final   markings.     Thev  may  be   like   the   line   cross-hatching    hown   in   Ret.    10.      Lheir 
smaller  size   and   impermanence  suggest   that  some   change   in  material   response,   such   as   temporarv 
development  of melt   layers   of  critical   thickness,   surface   tension,   or  viscosity,   max   have   an   important 
influence  on  wave   spacing   in  either  the  small   temporarv   o.-   large  permanent   patterns   observed. 
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its  apex      The   longitudinal  vortex  filaments  arc  regularly  spaced.     The jirossun- disturbance  result- 
ing  froa the formation of ea-h  filament  propagates within the Mach  cone    g,   as   indicated  in fig.   6. 
The  array  of pressure pulses  can excite  oscillations   in the boundary   layer as  might  a multitude  of 
randoaly  spaced disturbances   in view  of  the potential   for seif-aggravation   (i.e.,   feedhack)   and 
stabilization  introduced hv  the sculptured pattern.    These disturbances  do  not  produce  noticeable 
local   increases   in heat   transfer or ablation outside  the wedge    h    where  the  flow   is   laminar:  within 
the wedge,  where  the flow  is   turbulent,   the wavc-houndary   lav-r  interact j »n   i ■■•  concentrated    i     and 
yields   sharply  defined  increments   in heating.     Where  the surface  contourm.' bv  concentrated ablation 
becomes  deep enough,  the  resulting disturbances  become  severe  enough  to  supplant   the hvperholic- 
front  vortex mechanism responsible  for the earlier spread of turbulence,   as  shown at     i,   toward  the 
rear of  the sketched  flow  in  Fig.   h.     As   the boundarv   laver stretches  over the ever-expar 'ing 
perimeter of the body,  new thrce-di mens lunal  elements   (probabh   vortex pairs)   are created   iml pro 
duce  additional  wave systems   (and hence  grooves). 

4.2.     supporting Evidence 

The observations of (Iregory   and Walker  (1)   and of Mochi:uki   (2,3)   are  examples   indicating  that 
the breakdown of the smooth  trailing vortex system from a roughness element   is  hastened either b\ 
increasing  the   free-stream Reynolds  number  or  the  size  of  the   roughness   element.      The   suddenness   of 
the breakdown  is well  documented   (1) .     The  disturbance  generated tu   this  , reakdown  is  so  strong  and 
the  resulting breakdown so  regular  that   an  almost  perfectly  symmetrical  wedge   is  produced.    Among 
the scores  of  turbulence wedges  seen by  the  authors,  no highh   asymmetric  turbulence wedges have 
ever been  seen,   so  it   is  concluded  that   the ensuing spread of  'urbulence   is   fully  controlled.     That 
transition  from  laminar to turbulent   flow,  well  known  for uncertain behavior,   should be  so  regular 
in  this   case attests  to the dominance  of  this  mechanism. 

Both   Refs.   1   and  Z  note   clearlv   the   regular  arrav  of streamwise  vortices   found   in   the wedge. 
The extremelv   regular breakdown along  the wedge   leading edge   is  described   in  Ref.   J;     ". the 
photographs  of the smoke pattern show  distinctly  the turbulent  region behind  the sphcro   [roughness 
eleTient]  and  the  laminar region outside of   it.     At  the boundarv  of  the  two  regions,  we  can  see  the 
smoke   filaments  gp'.her one after another  and  take winded forms   and  then become  obscure bv  strong 
mixing downstream.    This  state   indicates   that  there might be  a   longitudinal   vortex near the 
boundary.     The measurements  of  the mean  velocity p-ofiles  show  clearlv   that  a  pair of   longitudinal 
vortices  appears outside of the four  longitudinal  vc.*ices existing already,   just  at  the boundaries 
of the  turbulence wedge,  and much  closer  to  the  flat plate  than  the  former vortices."    The  indication 
that   all  of these outer vortices   {in each  half of the wedge)   are  co-rot atlonal   also suggests  that 
the mechanism controlling filament   formation  is  not  simple  induction by  the downwash   fields of 
existing vortices, but   is  the  result   of a  continuous  vortex  filament  or  a pressure wave passing 
obliquely  across the flow. 

Kn unusual  observation on  recovered bal 1 ist ic-range models   (9,1(1)   may  be  further evidence   of 
this postulated  leading-edge  vortex.     The surface shown  in lig.   7(a)  has  a  clearlv visible  low   ridge 
called  a "hyperbolic  front" by  the authors;   several  such  fronts have been preserved on ballistic- 
range  models.     If 'he  leading edge vortex described  in Ref.   3 does  exist,   it   should  induce a   lateral 
flow  near  the  surface such  that   the surface  streamline will  trace oui    .   line  following  the ridge 
found.     The   "low detail here   is   suggested at     f     in Fig.   b. 

The pressure disturbances  produced by   the start  of each  vortex filament   forming at   this   front 
should produce  sharp pulses  propagating  along  the Mach  cones   from each  formation point,     in subsonic 
flow  no  such obvious  mechanism exists   for  concentrating  the effect  of the pulses,  and cross-hatching 
is  not  observed.    Also,  a convincing  correlation  is  foui J between spiral   angle  and edge  Mach  number, 

In a   laminar boundary   layer    h     (i.e.,   along the outbound waves,   g),   the  streamwise  action  of 
each  wave  should be spread out  over manv boundarv-laver thicknesses,   perhaps  over several  wave 
spaces,  because of the extensive  interaction typical  of waves  with   laminar boundarv   lavcrs,  and 
therefore  produce no  important  sculpture  unless   it   is  strong enough bv   itself  to cause  transition 
(j     in  fig.   b) ,  as   illustrated  in  lig.   7(b).     The  inward-bound waves,   g,   on   the other hand,  are   inter 
acting with  a boundarv   layer of much  higher shear,   so  that  the   interaction   i     concenlr ted sharplv 
This   should permit  the  cutting of grooves   in  the turbulent - flow  area.     As  the  flow   is  stretched over 
the body,  new  grooves  appear.     That  the   lateral  wavelength  does  not   exceed  some  poorly  defined maxi- 
mum probably   related to the boundarv   layer  thickness   is  shown bv  the present   data,     ihe observations 
using hydrogen-bubble  flow visualization   in  two-dimensional   flow   (7)   show   that  even at   very   large 
Reynolds  numbers there  is a clear  lateral  periodicity  in turbulent - boundarv - lav er profiles.     Consis- 
tent  with   the  results of Ref.   7,   Black's  analytical   formulation   (1J)   points   stronglv   to  the possibil- 
ity of  vortex-loop discharges   into  the outer part  of the  laver  from near  the  surface at  preferred 
lateral  spacings. 

This  overall   flow model   for the   initiation  and development  of turbulence  and cross-hatching   is 
believed  to  reconcile many of the observed phenomena  m transitional   and  turbulent   flow.     (he  high 
degree of order found  is  consistent with  the orderliness of the markings. 

5.     CONCLUDINl.  REMARKS 

It has been shown herein  that   there  can be a great  deal  of order  in  the  supersonic  turbulent 
boundary   layer.    The presence of both   lateral  and  longitudinal,  nearlv  t ime-invan ant ,   spatially 
fixed waves  or vortex systems  or both has been deduced  from studying ablated surfaces  under widelv 
varying  test  conditions,  ranging  from those of ballistic  ranges  to wind  tunnels.    The  sizes  of  the 
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MODEL 
No. 

CLASS 
deq 

I  

02. 
deg 

D, cm d. cm I, cm a, cm 
atm 

1 1 

Ts'. 
0K 

TEST 
TIME. 

sec 
A, cm B, cm C. cm 

1 I 25 40 21.23 9.921 17.38 10.63 120 778 19 — 

2 I 30 45 19.32 10.16 13.38 8.796 118 742 28 

3 in 25 40 21.23 17.38 118 773 21 8.1033 1.0637 1.4502 

i   3* m 25 40 21.23 17.38 121 1075 35 8.1033 1.0637 1.4502 

l    4 n 50 35 20.32 11.68 11.07 4.892 122 776 17 
!     4* n 50 35 20.32 11.68 11.07 4.892 116 764 52 

5 IZ 50 35 20.32 11.07 118 761 29 13.195 -3.6627 0.6276 

6 n: 40 25 23.50 18.97 110 743 71 15.918 -5.4400 1.2693 

7 in 30 45 19.32 13.38 — 117 763 40 7.7254 0.15502 1.7818 

Ve n 40 25 23.50 13.06 18.97 7.777 114 746 51 
/ 

* SECOND TEST 
** NOMINAL WIND TUNNEL STAGNATION PRESSURE 

STAGNATION TEMPERATURE 

Fig.   2.     Model   dimensions  and test  conditions 
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REYNOLDS  AND  MACH  NUMBER  SIMULATION OF   APOLLO AND 
GEMINI   RE-ENTRY   AND COMPARISON   rflTH  FLIGHT 

By 

B. J. Griffith and D. E. Boylan 
ARO  Inc., Arnold Air Force Stat:on, Tennessee 



SUMMARY 

A comprehensive investigation i.. the AEDC-VKi'" wind tunnels 
«as conducted on the Apollo Oil and Gemini 3 spacecraft config- 
urations in order to resolve several anomalies between preflight 
predictions and flight data. Attention was focused on simu- 
lating the actual Apollo Command Module (Oil) and Gemini space- 
craft (GT3) "as flown" in model construction over a Mach number 
range  of   3   to  20. 
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REYNOLDS  AND MACH  NUMBER  SIMULATION OF  APOLLO AND 
GEMINI  RE-ENTRY  AND COMPARISON WITH FLIGHT1, 

By 

B.  J.   Griffith*   and D.   E.   Boylan* 
ARO,   Inc.,   Arnold  Air  Force Station,   Tennessee 

1.0     INTRODUCTION 

The  motion of a spacecraft   in   flight   is determined by  the propulsive forces 
supplied,   the  force of  gravity,   the   inertlal characteristics  of   the  spacecraft  and 
the  aerodynamic   forces.     The  wind   tunnel   is  generally  recognized  as   bnlng almost 
indispensable  in obtaining  the  aerodynamic   information  necessary  to  define the 
motion  of   the  spacecraft.     However,   the  validity  of wind  tunnel   data   depends  on  the 
minimization  of   the possible sources  of   error and  the  simulation  of   the flow around 
thr  spacecraft   in  flight.     The  purpose  of   this paper   is   to present   a   direct com- 
parison   between  flight  and wind  tunnel   data  from  the Apollo Command  Module and  the 
Gemini   Spacecraft  during  the  re-entry  phase.     Attention   is  focused  on   (1/   simulating 
Apollo  spacecraft  Oil   (AS-202)   and  Gemini   Spacecraft   (GT3)   "as  flown"   in model  con- 
struction,   (2)   obtaining  consistent   pitch  plane  force  measurements   In   the angle  of 
attack  range  of   interest,   (3)   defining  the  effect  ot   Mach  number  over   a range of  3 
to 20  for   the  Apollo  tests  and 7   to  20  for   the Gemini   study,    (4)   defining the effect 
of  Reynolds  number,   and   (5)   possible  sting  effects on  the Apollo Command Module. 

The   aerodynamic  model  data  reported   herein were  obtained   in  the  40-in.   super- 
sonic   Tunnel   A,   the  50-in.   hypersonic   Tur.nels B and C,   the   100-in.   hypersonic  Tun- 
nel  F,   the   low-density  hypersonic   Tunnel   L,   and  the  hypervelocity  Range G of   the 
von Karmin  Gas   Dynamics  Facility   (VKF),   Arnold Engineering  Development  Center   (AEDC). 
Other  Apollo  and Gemini  wind   tunnel   data  utilized in  this paper  were   taken  from 
Refs.   1   and  2.     The  flight   test  results  were obtained  from Refs.   2  and 3.     A more 
detailed   documentation  ot   the  Gemini   results   is  reported  in  Ref.   2. 

2.0     FLIGHT  TEST PROGRAM 

Apollo  mission AS-201  was  flown  on  February  26,   1966  to  demonstrate the  struc- 
tural   integrity  of  the  spacecraft   (009)   and  to evaluate  heat-shield  performance 
during  re-entry   (see Ref.   4).     The   spacecraft  was  not   fully   Instrumented for  re- 
entry   flight   aerodynamic   data.     In   addition,   a  failure  in   the  reaction  control sys- 
tem  resulted   in  a positive rolling  re-entry  rather  than  the  planned   lifting re-entry. 
Therefore,   spacecraft 009 was  not   simulated during the post   flight   investigation. 
Hence,   no comparisons between  flight   and  wind  tunnel   data  are  made   in   this paper. 

Apollo mission AS-202 was  flown  on  August  25,   1966.     A  pre-fl-'.ght  photograph 
of  Spacecraft  011   (prior   to flight  AS-202)   is shown  in Fig.   1.     A considerable 
amount   of   detailed aerodynamic  re-entry   data resulted  from  this   flight   (Ref.   3). 
Atmospheric   data were obtained  in   the re-entry area.     These measurements allowed a 
quantitative  analysis  between  flight  and  pre-fllght  wind  tunnel   data   to be made. 

With  one  exception,   comparison  of   pre-fllght  Apollo Command  Module  aerodynamic 
data  and  actual  flight  AS-202  data  was  good.     The one  anomoly which  resulted was 
the  decreased   flight  L/D ratio.     Post-flight   determination  of   the CM center  of 
gravity  confirmed the accurate determination of  its  location.     The  decreased flight 
L/D could   then  be  traced  to  the  fact   that   the vehicle   trimmed  at  an  angle of  attack 
about   3.5 degrees more  than pre-flight  moment  data  indicated.     The  resulting error 
in  L/D was  one  reason  that  a   large  uprange  error   (205  n.mile)   in  splash down posi- 
tion  occurred. 

f 
The  Gemini  flight   test  data  used  in   this paper wtre obtained  during the re-entry 

t phase  of   the  GT2,   r,T3,   GT4,   and  GT5 spacecrafts.     The  data  were collected and ana- 
lyzed  by   the  McDonnell  Aircraft Corporation for  NASA.     Additional   information  and 
data   on   these  flights  are  given   in  Ref.   2. 

3.0     WIND  TUNNEL PROGRAM 
I 

3.1     BRIEF   HISTORY OF  APOLLO WIND  TUNNEL  PROGRAM  (1962-1966) 

The  earlier Apollo wind-tunnel   testing program   (AWTTP),   conducted prior  to  the 
present   investigation,   w-.s  established  as  part  of  the  design  and  development pro- 
gram  Initiated  in support  of   the  Apollo  spacecraft  program.     The  AWTTP was designed 

Research reported in this paper was done at the request of the Arnold Engineering 
Development Center (AEDC), Air Force Systems Command (AFSC), under Program 920E in 
cooperation  with  the NASA  Manned  Spacecraft Center,   Houston,   Texas. 

Supervisor,   Aerodynamics,   Hypervelocity Branch,   von Karman  Gas  Dynamics Facility. 

Engineer,   Aerophysics Branch,   von  Karman  Gas  Dynamics Facility. 
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Flg.   1     Photograph of Apollo Spacecraft Oil Prior 
to Mission AS-202 
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Fig.   2    PhotograpL of AEDC-VKF Apollo Models 
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to obtain  the  necessary  aerodynamic  data  for  detailed  flight  planning,   flight  ana- 
lyses  and abort   trajectories   to meet  various mission  requirements.     The  tests were 
conducted  in  25 different   tunnels   having Mach  number   ratige  capabilities  from near 
0   to  Mach number   19.     The  program  was  the responsibility  of   North American  Aviation 
as  prime  spacecraft  contractor.     Moseley and  Martino   (Ref.   5)   have given  an  excel- 
lent   comprehensive chronological   summary  of   the wind   tunnel   test program.     Moseley, 
Moore,   and Hughes   (Ref.   1>  present   stability  characteristics   of  the Apollo Command 
Module.     A detail  summary   of   these   two reports   Is  beyond  the  scope of  the present 
paper.     Rather,   attention   is  drawn   only  to  the  Apollo Command  aerodynamics   in  the 
attitude  of  heat  shield  forward,   i.e.,   the re-entry  attitude. 

The Command  Module   (CM)   aerodynamics  are  important  since  the spacecraft   is  de- 
signed  to employ  a   low  L/D ratio  for  flight  path control   during re-entry  into  the 
earth's  atmosphere.     Since   the CM will  experience  a  wide  variation of  flow  regimes 
from high altitude,   high Mach number  flight  to   low  altitude,   low  Mach number flight; 
many  different  facilities were  employed  in  an  effort   to provide  the necessary  flow 
regimes.     Reference  5  includes  a   tabulation  of   the  various  wind  tunnel   facilities 
employed  in  the  investigation  of   the Apollo CM aerodynamics.     In addition,   one   low 
density  free-flight wind  tunnel   test   (Ref.   6)   for which  the   heat  shield was  main- 
tained  in  a  forward  attitude  has  been reported   in  the  open   literature.     Primary 
parameters studied  in   these   investigations were  influence  of   model  configuration. 
Mach  number,   and Reynolds  number.     Various  studies  have  been   devoted  to  the   influ- 
ence  of  sting mount  and  base pressure effects,   heat   shield   geometry,   and center  of 
gravity   location. 

Static  stability  data  were  taken over  a  Mach  number range of 0.20  to ~  19. 
Tests  were made  using  both   the  smooth command module  and models with surface modi- 
fications.     These modifications   Included antennas,   umbilical   fairing  (including 
pad   5 fairing),   vent   protuberances,   window  and   tower-leg cavities.     However  on 
flight  AS-202,   the 205 miles  uprange  landing was   in  some part   due  to the  aerodynamic 
performance of  the spacecraft.     The  flight   lift-to-drag ratio was significantly   less 
than  predicted.     The  reasons  have   been  determined  to  be:      (1)   The actual  heat  shield 
asymmetry  and surface condition  of   spacecraft  Oil  were  different  from  that   used  In 
the  pre-flight wind  tunnel  program.     All wind  tunnel  models   tested during  the AWTTP 
had  smooth symmetrical  heat   shields.     (2)     The  high  Mach  number  data  taken  during 
the  AWTTP were  taken  early   In  the  program.     Both  the Cornell   Aeronautical  Lab,   (CAL) 
Mach   15.8 data  and the  AEDC   Mach   18.7  data  were  taken   in   1962.     The accuracy  of 
these  data was  such  that   high  Mach   number  effects could not   clearly  be  defined. 

3.2     POST-FLIGHT AEDC-VKF  APOLLO   (AS-202)   WIND TUNNEL  PROGRAM 

A comprehensive wind  tunnel  program was undertaken  in  order to obtain addi- 
tional  wind  *ur.nel  data  on   the command module.     Only   the command module  in   the re- 
entry  attitude was  tested  In  order   that  a  systematic   anl carefully  analyzed wind 
tunnel  program could  be  completed   In a short  period  of   time.     The program was  a 
correlated effort  between  NASA  and  AEDC,     Attention was focused on  (1)   simulating 
the  actual vehicle "as  flown"   in  model construction,   (2)   obtaining consistent  pitch 
plane  force measurements  in   the  angle-of-attack  range   150  £   i  £  180 degrees,   (3)   the 
effect  of  Mach number  over   a  range   of  3 to 20,   (4)   the  effect   of Reynolds  number, 
and   (5)   possible  sting effects.     Table  1 presents  a   brief   description of  the wind 
tunnel  program and  the AEDC-VKF   test  lacilities  utilized daring  the  investigation. 
The  first  test was  Initiated  in  Tunnel L during  the  month  of   December,   1966.     The 
final   test  entry  was   in  Tunnel  A   during  the month  of   May,   1967.     A detailed   listing 
of   the  test conditions   is  shown   in   Table 2. 

A  number  of  models were  constructed for use  in   the correlation program.     The 
models,   shown  in Fig.   2,   ranged  from 0.60  inches   in  diameter   (heat  shield)   to 8.01 
inches  in diameter.     For  the  Tunnel  A,  B,  C,   and F  tests,   the  actual  vehicle   (space- 
craft  011)   "as  flown"  was  simulated   in model  construction.      Detail   templates  drawn 
to model  scale were furnished  to  AEDC by the North American   Aviation Company.   Th^ae 
templates were computer  fairings  of   actual  vehicle measurements   (spacecraft   011) 
after   installation of   the  ablation  material  over   the  heat   shield and afterbody. 
Pertinent   details  of   the  spacecraft   ablation  heat   shield configuration  are  shovn   in 
Fig.   3.     Added  ablation  material   on   the windward  surfaces  of   the spacecraft  produces 
an  asymmetrical  configuration.     Ablation material  over   the  pressure pads   (suppoiting 
structure)   makes   the  heat   shield  wavy.     A view  of   the  asymmetrical  wavy  heat  shield 
model  produced  by  the  classical   Toepler-Schlleren  technique   is  shown  in Fig.   4.     To 
the  authors'   knowledge,   no  previous  experimental   investigation  has  been  devoted   to 
the  asymmetrical  wavy   heat   shield.     Symmetrical   heat   shield  models were  also studied 
in   the present   investigation   to provide consistent  comparative  data. 

Pertinent  model   and  sting  details are presented   in Fig.   5.     The asymmetrical 
configurations were constructed  according to templates   to station  x'd  = 0.30   (see 
Fig.   5).     Hence,   the  symmetrical   and  asymmetrical  configurations  are  identical   aft 
of   this  station.     The  asymmetrical   model   tested  in  the continuous  tunnels   included 
the  umbilical   housing  and  surviving  antenna.     The  Tunnel  F  model   included  only   the 
umbilical   housing while   the   Tunnel   L and Range 0  models  had   only  symmetrical   smooth 
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heat  shields  and  hence  did   not  include  any  fairings.      Details  of   these  fairings  are 
given  in Ref.   3.     The  sign  convention used  for   the  Apollo data  is  given   in Fig.   6. 

3.3 AEDC-VKP  GEMINI   WIND  TUNNEL PROGRAM 

The AEDC-VKT  wind   tunnel program  is  documented   by  Griffith  in  Ref.   2.     The  pro- 
gram,   although  not   as  comprehensive as  the  Apollo study,   presents  a  systematic   study 
of  the aerodynamics  of   the  Gemini  spacecraft,   in  the  re-entry  attitude.     Figure  7 
presents  the  sign  convention used for   the  Gemini   data   throughout  the  paper. 

The Gemini   investigation was conducted only   in   AEDC-VKF Tunnels  F  and L.     The 
Tunnel F model  was  a  1/15-scale version  of  the Gemini   re-entry module with detailed 
retaining strap  fairings   and observation  windows.     The  Tunnel  L models were   1/120- 
and  1/180-scale  versions   of   the re-entry  module  and   did  not  include   fairings  or 
observation windows.     The  reader  is referred  to Ref.   2  for  additional   aetails. 

3.4 TEST FACILITIES FOR  CURRENT INVESTIGATION 

The Apollo  investigation was conducted  in   the   40-in.   supersonic   tunnel   (Gas 
Dynamic Wind  Tunnel,   Supersonic   (A)),   in   the   50-in.   hypersonic  tunnel   (Gas  Dynamic 
Wind Tunnel,   Hypersonic   (B)),   the  50-in.   Mach  12  tunnel   (Gas Dynamic  Wind Tunnel, 
Hypersonic   (C)),   the   100-in.   Mach 20  tunnel   (Gas  Dynamic  Wind  Tunnel,   Hypersonic 
(D),   and  the  1000-ft.   Hypervelocity Range   (G) .     Only   Tunnels F and  L were utilized 
during  the Gemini   investigation. 

Tunnel  A  is  a  continuous,   closed-circuit,   variable-density,   supersonic  wind 
tunnel with  a   Mach  number   range of   1.5  to 6.     The  tunnel  operates  at   stagnation 
pressures  between   1.5  to  200 psla and stagnation   temperatures of  70   to 290*^. 

Tunnel  B   (a continuous closed-circuit wind  tunnel)   operates at   a  nominal   Mach 
number  of  6  or  8  at   stagnation pressures   from  20  to  280 or  from  50   to 900 psia, 
respectively,   at  stagnation   temperatures  up  to 890*^. 

Tunnel C   (similar   to  Tunnel B)   operates  at  a  nominal  Mach number  of   10  or   12 
at  stagnation  pressures   from  200  to 2000  or  from 600   to 2400 psia,   respectively, 
at  stagnation   temperatures  up  to  1440oF.     The  data  presented  in  this  paper  at   Mach 
12 represent   the  first   test   (except  for  calibration)   in  the Mach  12   nozzle. 

Tunnel  F  is  an  arc-driven wind  tunnel  with a   100-in.   test section.     Nitrogen, 
initially  confined   in  an   arc  chamber  by   a  diaphragm   located near  the   throat  of   an 
attached 8-deg conical   nozzle,   is heated  and compressed  by an  electric   arc   discharge 
and expanded  through   the  conical  nozzle  to  the  test   section.     A useful  run  time 
between  50 and   100 msec   is  attained. 

Tunnel  L  is  a   low-density,   hypersonic,   continuous-flow,   arc   heated,   ejector- 
pumped  facility,   normally   using nitrogen  or  argon  as   the  test  gas.     Nitrogen  was 
used for  all   the  tests  reported herein.     Contoured  nozzles provide  gradient   free 
flow  at  nominal  Mach  numbers  of  4,   9,   and  10  at  varying  free-stream  Reynolds   numbers. 

Hypervelocity  Range  G  is a  1000-ft-long,   10-ft-diameter,   variable  density   tube 
wholly contained within   an  underground  tunnel.     Launching capability  ranges  from 
in-gun weights  of  498  gms  at  12,000 ft/sec  to  130  gms  at  23,000 ft/sec.     Instrumen- 
tation  includes provisions   for pressure  and  temperature measurements,   forty-three 
dual-axis  shadowgraph  stations,   schlieren  photography,   microwave  and  RF  cavity  mea- 
surements,   radiometric   and  spectrographic  measurements,   and  high speed photography. 

3.5 PROCEDURE 

The  broad range  of   flight  conditions  during Apollo flight  AS-202  demanded   that 
several  of  the AEDC-VKF   tunnels be  utilized.     In  order   to keep  the  experimental 
program to a minimum,   the  results of  a given  test  entry were analyzed before  the 
next  test was  started.     For  example,   tests  in  Tunnel   L were started  prior   to  the 
Tunnel F  tests  in  order   to  determine  the  viscous  influence at  simulated  altitudes 
up to 350,000  ft.     These   tests resulted  in  a  more  meaningful  experimental  program 
in Tunnel F.     However,   the post-flight   tests  st.ll   required  515 hours  ol   testing. 
The same  general  procedure was  followed  during  the  Gemini  studies.     A  summary  of 
the Apollo  testing program  is as  follows: 

1.     Viscous  Effects   at  High Simulated Altitudes 

Tests were  conducted  in Tunnel  L  at   Mach  numbers  of  9.37   and   10.15.     The 
free-streum Reynolds  number   (based on  heat  sheild  diameter)   ranged  bstween  234   and 
1283 by  varying  test  conditions and model   size.     These  tests were conducted  during 
the period of   5 December   1966  to 9 January   1967. 
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2. Viscous  and  Mach Numbar Effects  at  Simulated  Altitudes of  220,000  to 
280,000  ft,   Plus  A  Study of  the  Influerce of   the  Ablator   (Heat  Shield 
Geometry) 

These  tests were conducted during  the period of   26 December  ir/66  to 24 
January  1967   In Tunnel  F.     Data were obtained over  a   Mach  number range  of  14.6  to 
20 at free-stream Reynolds  numbers of  13,700  to 377,000. 

3. Viscous and Mach Number Effects at Simulated Altitudes o'  150,000  to 
200,000  ft,   Plus  A  Study of  the  Influence  of   the  Ablator   (Heat  Shield 
Geometry) 

The first  tests were conducted at Mach 8 In Tunnel B over a Reynolds num- 
ber range  (Re^  d)   of  0.36  x   106  to 1.8 x   106  on   17 January   1967.     The  tests were 
conducted uslnfc a smail   (amplitude  (±3 deg),   free oscillation,  cross-flexure pivot 
balance In order  to better detlne the trim angle.     The data  Indicated the need for 
force coefficients at similar conditions.     Additional   tests were conducted on 23 
February  1967 with a plx-component,  force-type,   strain-gage balance. 

4. Additional  Data   in   the High Mach Number,   Low  Reynolds Number Range 

Additional  data were obtained In Tunnel F during  the week of  15 February 
1967 in order  to better  define the variation of  the Apollo force and moment co- 
efficients with Reynolds  number. 

5. Verification of  the Apparent Mach Number  Effect 

Tests were conducted in Tunnel A on  18 May  1967  at Mach 3,   4,   and 6 and on 
26 May 1967  in Tunnel C  at  Mach 12.    These data we-e necessary in order  to better 
refine the effect of Mach number on the force and   joment  coefficients of  the Com- 
mand Module. 

6. Sting Effects 

Concurrent with the tests en the sting mounted models, configurations with 
the symmetrical smooth heat shield were being launched in Range G 1; order to study 
any possible influence of the sting. Shots were made with models that had full CG 
offsets (same as spacecraft AS-202), half offsets and zero offsets. The shots were 
cade as near as possible to the Tunnel B test conditions and were made from 25 Jan- 
uary 1967 to 25 March 1967. 

3.5    ACCURACY AND REPEATABILITY 

The accuracy of  the data  is,   of course,   a function  not only of the uncertainty 
of  the direct measurements but  also of the test-section  flow properties.     Except for 
the Mach 6 data  in Tunnel A  the test-section static  temperature was kept within a 
few degrees of the theoretical  liquefaction value in order to add validity to the 
calculated flow properties.     Assessments of  the estimated  uncertainties  in the 
Apollo tunnel and Range   data  are as follows: 

Ci 'N 

Tunnel A ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.002 ±0.0012 
Tunnel F ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.002 ±0.0012 
Tunnel C ±0.01 ±0,01 ±0.002 ±0.0012 
Tunnel F ±0.04 ±0.04 ±0.005 ±0.0018 
Tunnel L ±0.03 ±0.03 ±0.02 ±0.0025 
Range G -   - ±0.01 -   - _   _   _ ±1.2  dog 

The estimated uncertainties for the Gemini wind  tunnel  data are similar  to the 
above and are given  in Ref.   2. 

4.0     WIND TUNNEL CORRELATION PARAMETER 

The comparison of wind  tunnel or range data with flight data requires  the de- 
termination of a  suitable correlation parameter.     The  need  for a correlation para- 
meter,   of course,   Is due  to the fact that flight conditions can seldom be duplicated 
in  the wind tunnel.     Figure 8 shows the re-entry of Apollo 011 and Gemini  3 In  terms 
of  altitude and time.     However,   Fig. 9 gives  (for  the same flights)  the normal shock 
stagnation conditions necessary  for flight  duplication. 

Viscous effects are sometimes scaled using free-stream Reynolds number as  the 
scaling parameter,   but  it  is well known that  this  is not  always the best procedure. 
Higher altitude viscous interaction effects have been successfully accounted for 
using the parameter v^   (Ref,   7),     Both a Rex and v^, parameter appear to be applic- 
able to either blunt or sharp slender bodies or for configurations for which viscous 
effects are of second order  importance.    However,   ths  flow  field of Interest about 

■tAtfe .*mi.*tt:Ttk. 
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■  very blunt body such as  the Apollo CM Is the flow which is separaced from the 
free-strean by  the bow shock wave. 

If the bow shock  Is strong everywhere  (H^ sin Ob » 1),   the density ratio a 
approaches the limit   (y-1) '(y+l)   and the flow quantities  immediately behind the 
■bock become dependent upon  only p^,   U^,   and a.*     In  addition,   the local  Mach num- 
ber  Mo la always a   low subsonic  value with only about  a  2 percent variation between 
)V> ~  10 and 25.     The shock Reynolds number Re2d nay  be  expressed as 

Re2d " P2l,2d/^2 

-  (p U d)/^2 

«here d la the characteristic   length chosen as  the diameter of  the heat shield  in 
tbe present case. 

An Improved parameter would be one which would account  für wall  temperature 
effects  (Ref.  8)   such as: 

Rewd - (Re2d)u2/Uw 

However,   lack of adequate wii. ' tunnel and  flight wall  temperature values and 
the fact that 

^»/M'2)wlnd tunnel " ^'^flight 

in  the present case suggebts  that Rs2d should be an adequate correlation parameter 
between flight  and wind  tunnel   data as long as  the  free-stream Mach number  is high. 
Howevfc» ,   the present,  data show  that the Apollo Command Module aerodynamics are sen- 
sitive to variations  in  free-stream Mach number  below  a  value of approximately 
fourteen.    The data  also indicate that above a Re2d value of  about 10*1 the  aero- 
dynamics of  the module are  Insensitive to further  increases  in Reynolds number. 

Flight values of Re2d 'or  Apollo mission AS-202  are shown  in Fig.   10.     The 
velocity profile from the flight  data was used  in conjunction with the  1962 standard 
atmosphere and the viscosity values of Ref.  9 and Ref.   10 for  the calculation of 
Re2d.     Calculations based on  flight values of free-stream pressure and temperature 
gave essentially  the same results.    For the flight data,   real gas normal shock rela- 
tionships from Lewis and Burgess   (Ref.   10)  were employed.     VKF wind tunnel  data re- 
duction programs include calculation of shock Reynolds  number.     Nominal facility 
tdst conditions  (for Apollo)   obtained during the present  investigation are  indicated 
in Tig.  10 and tabulated in Table 2 to illustrate the regions of flight simulation 
achieved.    Figure  11 compares  both the Mach number  (H>o)   and Reynolds number varia- 
tion   (Rend)  of mission AS-202 with the facility  test  conditions.    Note that  although 
a variation of nearly five orders of magnitude  in Reynolds  number Is shown,   actual 
Nach number and Reynolds number  simulation are achieved only  at  ^ - 6 and 8.     How- 
ever,   it will be shown  that  this  lack of simulation,   although undesirable,   is not 
serious. 

The basis of  the correlation presented in  this report   (for  the Apollo)   is  illu- 
strated in Fig.   12.     When the pitching-moment data from  the present investigation 
at  a  given angle of  attack are plotted versus Re2d>   a  consistent  trend at values  of 
Re2d above 10' does not  exist.     However,   plotting  the same data  (Re2d >  104)   versus 
Mach number presents a consistent  variation.     The other  aerodynamic data   (.Cjf,  C^) 
on  the Apollo CM exhibit similar  trends.     The wind tunnel  data at values of Re2d < 
200 were at Mach numbers of 9.4  and 10.2  (see Fig.   11) .     However,   the strong viscous 
effects in this regime should make variations in  free-stream Mach number rather 
Insignifleant. 

The lack of a comprehensive set of wind tunnel  data or  the Gemini configuration 
prevented a similar  type correlation.     To circumvent   thl<? problem,   approximate  in- 
viscid values of CR and center  of pressure  (Xc.p.)  where obtained by extrapolation 
of  existing data.     The reader  is referred to Ref.   2 for  additional details  and  infor- 
mation on the correlation procedure used for  the Gemini   data. 

5.0     WIND TUNNEL DATA CORRELATION 

The AEDC-VKF data are correlated over a free-stream Reynolds number range of 
234  to 1.9 x 106 based on heat  shield diameter and a Mach number range of 2.98 to 
approximately 20.     Typical  basic  data are shown  in Fig.   13.     The resulting correla- 
tions are shown in Figs.   14  through 16.    The data points presented represent  fairings 
of   the basic data. 

^Neglects effects of  shock  and  boundary layer merging at   the higher simulated 
altitudes. 
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shows the variation of the axial force coetlicient of the Apollo CM 
Mach number.  Note the significant increase in CA at values of Re2d 
the slight increase at the lower free-stream Mach numbers.  The ref- 
the symmetrical smooth heat shield is used in data reduction which, 

nts for the higher axial force of the asymmetrical wavy heat shield 
Model scale limitations did not permit the asymmetrical wavy heat 

tudied at low values of Re2d.  Therefore, the aerodynamics of the 
d asymmetrical models are assumed to be identical below a Re2d of 

OUB effects should dominate in this flow rfgime. 

Significant variations in the pitching moirent (Cmc„) of the Apollo CM with 
Reynolds number, Mach number and heot shield configuration are shown in Fig. 15. 
The effect of the asymmetrical wavy heat shield is greater at the high Mach number- 
high Reynolds number flight ccidition (M^ 2 14 and Re2d - 5000) which represents a 
major portion of Apollo flight AS-202.  Additional data in this important test 
regime would have been helpful. 

The normal force coefficient (Cu) is presented in Fig. 16.  Viscous effects 
are significant below a Re2d value of about 7000 whereas variations of CJJ due to 
Mach number are generally slight.  The asymmetrical wavy heat shield causes a 
decrease in the normal force (Cfj) only at angles of attack between 170 and 180 
degrees. 

The lack of a comprehensive set of wind tunnel data on the Gemini configuration 
prevented an analysis identical to the Apollo.  However, a systematic analysis was 
possible by working with the center of pressure (Xc.p.) instead ol   the moment coef- 
ficient Cm  .  A summary of the Cfl and Xc.p. correlation versus Rejd is presented 
in Fig. 17.  Note the near order-of-magnitude decrease in Cfj between the lower Re2d 
data and the predicted inviscid level; note also the sudden rearward shift in center 
of pressure when He2d '*BS increased from 2400 and 5400.  The Apollo data will exhibit 
a similar trend if plotted in the same manner. 

6.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.1 APOLLO SPACECRAFT FLIGHT-WIND TUNNEL COMPARISONS 

A comparison between the Apollo AS-202 flight trim angle of attack and wind 
tunnel data is presented in Fig. 18.  Note the good agreement of the asymmetrical 
wavy model wind tunnel data with the flight test data over the regime of trimmed 
flight.  The correlation was made by using Re2d as the correlation parameter from 
re-entry to an altitude (177,000 ft) at which M^ - 14 was reached and a Mach number 
correlation below this altitude.  The correlation curves were obtained by cross plots 
of Fig. 15.  The flight test data were obtained from the paper by Hillje (Ref. 3). 
The post-flight symmetrical model correlation along with the pre-flight estimate 
(Ref. 3) are given for completeness.  The pre-flight estimate was based on previous 
symnjtrical model data.  A summary of the ligt-to-drag ratios (L/D) for Flight 
AS-202 is shown in Fig. 19.  Again, good agreement is noted between the flight and 
«symmetrical wavy model wind tunnel data.  The offset CG of spacecraft 011 changes 
during the final re-entry phase due, in part, to fuel usage.  The effect of this 
variation on the correlated wind tunnel data is also shown in Figs. 18 and 19. 

Figure 20 compares the present trim angle of attack and corresponding L/D to 
Apollo Mission AS-202 flight data.  However, the comparative data are shewn as func- 
tions of Re2 and M^ rather than flight time, as used in Figs. 18 and 19, to illus- 
trate the strong viscous influences found in the present study.  The strong viscous 
influence found in the present study is also Illustrated in Fig. 21. 

In order to determine if the wind tunnel data were free of significant sting 
effects, several models were launched in the 1000-ft Range G at AEDC-VKF.  A com- 
parison of the free-flight Range G data with the wind tunnel data Is shown in 
Fig. 22.  Note the good agreement and apparent lack of sting effects. 

6.2 GEMINI  SPACECRAFT FLIGHT-WIND TUNNEL COMPARISONS 

The comparison between the Gemini 3 flight test data and the AEDC-VKF wind tun- 
nel data is shown in Fig. 23.  Excellent agreement is noted between the two sets of 
data.  The increase in the predicted trim angle-of-attack curve that occurs near an 
altitude of 240,000 ft is caused by the center-of-pressure shift shown in Fig. 17. 
The Gemini 3 flight data do not indicate the increase; however, flight data from 
GT2 and GT4 give some indication that the shift in center of pressure exists (see 
Ref. 2).  Langley Mach 6.89 data (Ref. 2) are also in excellent agreement with GT3 
flight data.  The Langley data are correlated on a Mach number basis since insuf- 
ficient data were available for correlating this lower Mach number with the high 
Mach number correlation of Fig. 17.  A summary of the lift-to-drag ratios versus 
angle-of-attack for two flight regimes is Riven in Fig. 25.  The Gemini flight and 
Tunnel F data are in excellent agreement. 
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The flight  test  trim angles are plotted In Fig.   25 versus  the eg offset   (e/d) 
associated «1th a number of  flights.     The data  are shown for  Re2d values of  2000 
and 65,000  and  Indicate the  consistency  of   the  flight  results.     The  trim angle for 
GTS at   the  lower value of Re2d 1B  noted  to be somewhat  low when compared to the 
other  flights. 

6.3    COMPARISON OF AMES FREE-FLIGHT DATA  AND AEDC WIND TUNNEL  DATA 

The  low density free-flight  data  of Horstmann and Kussoy   (Ref.  6)   from the 
Ames  1-ft shock tunnel are compared  to  the AEDC-VKF Tunnel L sting mount data In 
Flg.   26.     Again,   as  noted   In Fig.   24   for   the higher  density  VKF-Range G data,   no 
apparent effect of  the support sting  Is noted. 

To Investigate the effect of  velocity.   Mach number,   and Reynolds number,   DeRose 
(Ref.   11)   measured the trim angle and drag coefficient  of Apollo Command Module at 
speeds  up  to 24,000 ft/sec   In  the Ames Counterflow facilities   (also see Ref.   12). 
These data  are compared with the AEDC-VKl  wind  tunnel data  In Fig.   27.    No apparent 
effect  of  velocity,   Mach number or Reynolds number  Is noted.     Also general  agree- 
ment with  the AEDC-VKF data  Is noted,   again Indicating no apparent sting effects  in 
the AEDC data.     An average of  the Ames  data  (at  e/d ~ 0.046)   would indicate a 
slightly  lower  trim angle  than the  tunnel data.     The shortened version of   the Apollo 
Command Module use«? in the Ames tests would have a tendency  to produce this trend 
In  the  data. 

7.0     CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Post-flight investigations were undertaken in order to obtain static  stability 
characterlsltcs of  the Apollo Command  Module "as flown"  during flight AS-202 and 
the Gemini  3 spacecraft.     The principle conclusions of  the  investigation can be 
summarized as follows: 

1. The Influence of  the ablator   (heat shit.Id)   geometry causes a significant 
change  in  trim angle-of-attack and resulting decrease  in available  lift-to-drag 
ratio. 

2. A very strong viscous  influence exists on the Apollo Command Module in  the 
Initial portion of re-entry extending down to an altitude of  about 220,000 feet. 

3. The Mach number  Influence extends upwards to a value of  about 14 which is 
substantially higher  than previous  blunt body  investigations  have  Indicated. 

4. Based on the agreement between wind tunnel  data,  where real gas effects 
«ere not simulated,   and both aeroballlstic range and full scale flight data,   where 
real  gas effects were present,   it may  be concluded that real  gas effects on the 
static  stability of the Apollo Command Module are not significant  at velocities up 
to 27,000 ft/sec. 

5. Generally,   excellent  agreement  exists between  the Gemini  flight   test data 
and data  from the AEDC and Langley wind   tunnel  facilities.     The resulting comparison 
shows  ho« useful a systematic  and carefully analyzed wind-tunnel program could be 
in the prediction of  flight  aerodynamics of re-entry spacecraft. 
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Pitching-moment  coefficient  referenced  to Apollo Mission AS-202 CM center 
of   gravity   (see Figs.   6 and  7) 

Normal   force  coefficient 

Chapman-Rubesin viscosity  coefficient   (n^/p,    - CT/T ) 

Maximum  diameter  of  Apollo  or Gemini  Command  Module   (CM) 

Center   of   gravity  offset  from CM centerline  (see Figs.   6  and  7) 

Ratio  of   offset   to CM diameter 

Lift-to-drag ratio 

Mach  number  downstream of  a   normal   shock 

Free-stream  Mach  number 

Pressure,   normal  shock  stagnation  conditions 

Reynolds  number  downstream  of  a  normal   shock  based on CM diameter 

Free-stream Reynolds  number   based  on  CM diameter 

Diameter  of  model   sting  (see Fig.   5) 

Temperature,   normal   shock  stagnation  conditions 

Wall   temperature 

Free-stream  temperature 

Velocity  downstream  of  a  normal  shock 

Free-stream velocity 

1/2 Viscous   Interaction  parameter  defined  as  M  (C  /Re  A) r oo  oc    ooa 

Distance aft of heat shield (see Figs. 5, 6, and 7) 

Ratio of longitudinal center of pressure location to CM diameter 

Center of gravity location measured longitudinally from aft heat shield 
(see Figs. 6 and 7) 

Ratio of longitudinal center of gravity location to CM diameter 

Model or spacecraft station (Gemini) 

Distance normal to centerline of spacecraft (see Fig. 6) 

Angle of attack, body axis 

Effective angle of attack - J(180 - a)2 + I2 

Trim angle of attack 

180 - a 

Angle of sideslip, body axis 

Ratio of specific heats 

Angle of model sting referenced to centerline of model 

Local inclination angle of body 

Mean free path downstream of a normal shock 

Free-stream viscosity 

Viscositv downstream of a normal shock 

Viscosity baseu on wall temperature 

Free-stream density 
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p. Density downstream of a normal shock 

0 Reference angle of  orientation of Apollo heat  shield  (see Fig.  3) 

o Shock  Inclination  angle 
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TABLE 1 

POST FLIGHT APOLLO (AS-202) 

WIND TUNNEL PROGRAM 

(1) EFFECT OF ASYMMETRY HEAT SHIELD 
AND SIMULATED PRESSURE PADS 

(2) EFFECT OF FLIGHT ANGLE 

(3) MACH NUMBER  EFFECTS 

(4) EFFECT OF REYNOLDS  NUMBER 

(5) POSSIBLE STING EFFECTS 

AEDC-VKF  Tunnels  A,B,C and F 
M    -  3,4,8,12,15  to 20 

a -  180°  to  150°   (All  Tunnels) 

M    -  3,4,6,8,10,12,15 to 20 oc flit t t 

Re2d  - 29  to  500,000   (All  Tunnels) 

M    ~ 8    AEDC-VKF Range G 
" AEDC-VKT  Tunnel  B 
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APOLLO 

TABLE  2 

NOMINAL   TEST FLOW CONDITIONS 

VKF ReooH Re2d VKF RCood Re2d„ 
FACILITY 

00 
x   lO-3 x   \0-J FACILITY M 

OC 
x   10"3 x   10"J 

A 6.0 1900 500 C 12.0 730 55 
4.0 120Q, 480 12.0 420 30 
3.0 870 470 

G 6.0 240 80 
B 8.0 1800 210 8.5 170 40 

8.0 1000 110 6.0 120 40 
8.0 600 65 8.0 90 20 
8.0 360 40 8.5 50 10 

F 14.6 380 21. L 9.4 1.28 0.16 
19 110 4.7 9.4 0.96 0.12 
20 50 1.8 10.2 0.31 0.04 
18 14 0.68 10.2 0.23 0.03 

b.     GEMINI 

I 15 300 18 L 9.2 1.28 0.15 
19 155 5.4 9.2 0.80 0.10 
20 70 2.4 10.2 0.29 0.32 

Langley   11-in.   hypersonic   (Test   Gas   -  Air) 

6.9 360 5 
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SUMMARY 

A series  of  requlremencs   Is   established  for  the  design of high performance  hypersonic   air 
Intakes.      A method,   ^ased on axlsymmetrlc  conical  flow,   is  presented  for the design of 
axlsymnetrlc  and non-axlsyrnmetrlc   air  Intakes.      Theoretical  estimates  of  the  performance   of 
these   Intakes   Is  presented  along with computer  drawings  of   Inlet   shapes.      Geometric  construction 
of modular  inlets  is  presented. 

Experimental  results  are  given  for  an axlsymnetrlc Busemann   Inlet tested  In a  gun  tunnel  at  a 
Mach number of  8.33  and  a  unit   Reynolds number  of  6x10' per   foot.       Results  of  surface  static 
pressures  and  oil   streaks  are  presented.        The  surface contour   Is   corrected  for  a  laminar 
boundary  layer displacement   thickness  and the  corrected results  arc  given.      Total  pressure 
recoveries are measured. 

i 

A modular  inlet  design  is  described.      This  Inlet   Is   tested   In the gun tunnel.     Surface 
pressure,   surface  i\oj visualization,   and  total  pressure   recovery   results  are  given. 

L 
: 
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MODULAR HYPERSONIC   INLETS WITH CONICAl FLOW 

1 .    INTRODUCTION 

Ther;.iodynaralc  cycle  calculations  have   shown  that   the  performance  of   a  high Mach number 
air-breathing engine   Is  critically  dependent   on  the  efficient  perfor-nan.e   of   the  air   Intake. 
It   Is  thus   Important  to have  a   systematic  method   for  the  design  of   high  performance   inlets. 
Before  examining  such a method,   consider  a   list  of desirable qualities   for   a  high performance 

air   Intake   ; 

1, The   Intake  shoild  start   easily,   should  not   unstart  and   should   operate 
with steady  flow throughout. 

2, The   Intake  should  have   a   specified   capability   in  that   it   should   decrease 
the  Mach number,   or   increase   the   static  pressure,   a  given  desired  amount, 

3, The  task  specified   in  2,   should  be  perfoimed  as  efficlently  as  possible. 
This efficiency may  be measured  by total pressure  recovery  or  kinetic 
energy efficiency and  losses   In efficiency  are due to boundary   layers 
and  shock wave«.     For  hypersonic   intakes  the  capability  and  efficiency 
are  both  Important  considerations   sine;  the  parameters  used   Co  measure 
them determine aerodynamic  performance.    The above three qualities are 
the most  important  considerations   in intake design, 

4, It  is  further  desirable  to  have  the  flow direction at  the exl:   of the 
intake   in  line  with  the  combustion  chamber.       Another   requirement   is 
usually a uniform veloc ity  profile at  the exit. 

5, From the design  standpoint,   It   is  desirable  to deal  with  inlet   flows 
which are easily theoretically  predictable. 

6, It  is desirable not  to have performance deteorlation with a  change  in 
flight  Mach number. 

7, A change  in angle  of  attack   should  not  produce  a performance  decrement, 

8, There should be no flow spillage within a given operating range  of 
Mach number  and  angle  of  attack, 

9, The external  drag  should  be  as  small as possible. 

10, There  should  he  a minimum  contribution  to  side   forces  at   angle   of 
attack  since  these  forces  would   in general  be aerodynamlcally 
destabilizing  because   of   the   Intakes   forward   location. 

11. The   inlet   should  be   able   to  withstand  high   Internal  pressures,   high 
accelerations  and high heat  transfer  loads.      These requirements are 
not   in general   compatible  with  variable  geometry. 

It   Is difficult   to visualize  an   inlet  possessing  all   these  qualities,   because  a practical 
design  would   invariably  compromise   one  requirement   in  favour  of  one  or  more  others.       For 
example,   in order  to witnstand  heat   transfer  the   inlet   leading  edges  would  have  to be  blunted. 
Blunting  would create   local   strong   shocks  with ensuing  loss   in  total   pressure  recovery. 
Another  example   is  that   In  order   to  decrease  side   loads  and boundary   layer   losses  one  would 
shorten  the   intake.       However,   this  would  result   in  higher   leading  edge   shock   losses  and   flow 
starting  difl Icul t les,       Thus, no   single   inlet   can be  designed  to   satisfy   all  requirements 
coraplftely  and  a  given  design  entails   the  making  of   a  series  of   compromises   to achieve  an 
inl.'t   which   is   best   suited   for   a   given   nlssion. 

Inlet   starting   is   ol   paramount    importance   since   an  unstarted   inlet   will   result   in  a   lower 
thi'.ist   as  well  as  «  greatly   Increased   external   drag.       Firstly,   quasi-steady-state  starting  can 
be  accomplished  by  either   jver-speeding  the   inlet   or  by  a   flow  area  change   (area change   Is 
equivalent   to  flow  spillage),       Overspeedlng  is  effective  only   if   the   'nlet  has an area  ratio 
(fc/A})   less  tlu-n  1 ,bbb   (Ref.   1 i) .       This  area  ratio   is  not   sufficient   for  a high performance 
hypersonic   inlet,     ten  tu  twenty  being   typical  useful   area  ratios.       Thus   overspeeding   is  not 
a  practical  method   for  starting  hypersonic   Inlets.     Starting  by  a  change   in  area would 
Involve  going  frjm  say  Ai/Aj  ■  '.5  down  to  at   least   l.bfeb.       This   is   likely  to pose mechanical 
problems  especially   for   (nternfl   axisymmetr Ic   flows.     Flow    spillage   through  Internal  perforations 
or   over   theedge  of a   cowl   remains   as   the   only  practical   solutior.        It   Is   thus   Important   to 
perform  part  of  the  compression   'xternally   so that   flow may  be   spilled  during  starting.       For 
this  reason  the  modular   Inlet   assumes   added   importance,   in  that   external   compression   Is  employed 
which  allows   flow  spillage  and   ir.let   starting. Yet   the  design   of   the  modules   is  such  that  a 
simple   calculable   flow  develops   after   starting  has  occurred. 

I 
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This paper  presents a  theoretical  method  of  finding  the   Inlet  geometry  required   to  satisfy 
the   first   five  aeordynamlc  requirements  listed  above.     Boundary  layer  characteristics  and   losses 
are  then calculated.       A method  Is described whereby portions of axlsymmetrlc   conical   flows are 
used  to construct   non-axlsymmetrlc   Inlets  with  swept   leading edges.       Experimental   performance 
of  auch  Inlets   Is  presented. 

2.    THEORY OF CONICAL FLOWS 

The general  method  of characteristics   Is  not  always  suitable   for   Internal   flow calculations 
because of the  likely  formation of Mach discs and  consequent mixed  flow.       Furthermore,   the 
method  of characteristics  Is oriented  towards  finding  the   flow over  a given  body.       In  a  practical 
Intake design,   however,   one  Is more   interested   In  finding  the body  surface  shape  to  produce  a 
desired  flow.       We make use here of a  flow type which was  first proposed by Busemann  (Ref.   1). 
This   flow was  also discussed  in Kef.  2  and  applied  to air  inlets   in Kef.   3,       The   flow   Is 
internal  and  has both axial and conical  symmetry   (Fig.   1).    The  freestream flow passes   through 
an isentropic compression and then through a conical  shock. 

Compression  is   initiated at  the  freestream Mach angle,   and  it   is   Isentropic  and  conlcally 
symmetric   (i.e.  conditions along a  ray  from the  origin "0" are constant.)     In  this  region,  the 
Mach waves  start   fiom the  surface,   bending backwards  to  intercept  the  shock wave.       Since  the 
eho.k  reflection and Mach waves cancel  each  other,   the  flow downstream of  the   shock   is  uniform 
and  parallel  to the   freestream.    The  flow downstream of  the  shock may be  subsonic  or   supersonic, 
depending on whether   the  conical  shock   is  strong  or  weak.      An  inlet  can be  designed  by  calculating 
Che  aforementioned   flowfield and choosing  any  stream  surface as  the wall  of  the   inlet   duct.    An 
inlet of this  type  is called the Busemann  inlet. 

This flow obeys the Taylor-Maccoll equation (Ref. 3,A) for axlsymmetrlc conical flow, 
terms U,K and U^g represent the radial and tangential velocities, nondimenslonalized with 
respect  to the eacape  speed (Fig.  1). 

w-fc (^e♦ u.i) - (r-\)/2. (i - u.\ - u.'c ) *(*i + a*cote + Z w-«-) 
where He  !■ obtained  from the  irrotationality condition. 

The 

(1) 

u-i «= ^a: 8 dLan/Ae (2) 

This  second-order nonlinear differential  equation  for U R as  a  function  of 0  requires  two 
boundary conditions for a complete  solution.      These are provided by specifying :   1)   the value 
of  the  shock  angle  es  and  Che Nach number M2  upstream of  the  shock,   and  2)   the  condition  that  the 
flow downstream of  the   shock  is parallel  to  the  freestream  flow.      Equation  (1),   together with 
the  two bob idary conditions,  can now be  solved   for C<UR and   Ug   in  terms  of 9,       Once  this  is 
done,  one can  find all  the additional useful variables,   including the  streamline  shapes. 

Fig.   1   is  a drawing  of a sample   inviscid  contoured   inlet which diffuses   from a   freestream 
Mach number H»  of  8.33  to a Mach number M3  of  S.39 behind  the  free-standing conical   shock. 
The  shock angle  6a  is   12,05,  and  the Mach number M2  upstream of  the  shock   Is  5.80.       The   total 
pressure  recovery  Pt3/Ptoo  Is  .992,   the velocity  ratio Vj/Vx  Is  .9571,   and  the  area  ratio 
Aoc/Aa   is  6.71. 

Fig.   2   is a  summary  of many calculations  of   the  type previously described.       For  a  ^iven 
freestream Mach  number   (He)  and Mach number  after  diffusion  (M3),   one  can  find  the  total 
pressure  recovery,   inlet area ratio,  and Mach number  in  front  of the  shock.       The  regions 
of weak and   strong  shocks  occur for M3   >     1  and M3    <     1,   respectively.       It   should  be 
emphasized  that   this  plot   is  for design point  operation as  far as  freestream Mach  number,   flow 
direction,  and   inlet  geometry are concerned,  and  that  no  inferences can be made  from  these 
results  to off-design  operation.      The   inlet  described  by Pig.   1   is  shown  on Fig.   2  as   a  circle. 

3.    GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTION OF MODULAR INLETS 

For  steady  inviscid   flow the mathematical   "boundary"  conditions  at  a  streamline  or  stream 
surface  are  the  same  as  those at a solid wall.       This means that a  stream surface may  be  replaced 
by a  surface  without   in  any way affecting  the  flow contained  by  the  original   streamlines.       This 
fact  has acquired  some  practical  significance  for   supersonic   flows because  the  upstream  extent 
of disturbances  in  supersonic  flow is  limited  by  the   leading edge wave, thus  requiring practical 
aurfaces  to extend  downstream of the   leading edge  wave  r.ly.       Portions  of known  flowflelds  have 
thus  been used  to construct delta wing  shapes   (Ref.   5)  and  even complete  aircraft   configurations 
(Ref.  6).      An application to missile  shapes  by Maikapar     is discussed  in Ref.   7, and  8. 

The method  consists  uf  tracing  a  closed  curve  on  the   leading edge  wave  of  a  known   flowfield. 
In our  case,   the  wave   is  a Mach wave  and  the  flowfield   is  the Buseinann diffuser  flow.       The  shape 
of  this  curve   in  the   front  view is  the  shape  of  the   freestream rapture  streamtube.       From every 
point   on this  curve   streamlines are   traced  back  to  Che  Shockwave at  the  rear.       The  resulting 
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streamline  sheet   is now replaced  by  a solid  surface,  without   in any way affecting the  flow 
bounded by the  surface.       In  our  example we will  choose  the  shape   of  the  freestream capture 
area  to be  that  of  a  90  degree   segment  of a circle.     This  shape   is  now projected  along  the 
flow direction onto the   leading  edge Mach cone of  the   full  Busemann  inlet  in such a way  that 
thp midpoint  of  the chord  of  the   segment  lies at   the  centre  of  synmetry of  the original 
Busemann flow  (Fig.   3),       The  streamline  sheet  traced  back  from  Che   leading edge wave   Intersects 
the  shock-wave at  the  rear   in  a  similar  segment  which determines   the croso-sectlonal   shape  at   the 
exit   flow.       By  this process  the   surface of a module   is developed.       Since  the  leading edpes  of 
the module  lie  in  the Mach cone   they  are  sonic  leading edges,   and  consequently  flow  inside  the 
module does not  affect,   nor  is  it  affected by,   flow outside  the module.      Thus,  while  still 
preserving the  flow properties  and   streamline geometry determined  by  the  full  Busemann 
calculation,   one  can  lay   the  bottom corners  of  four  of  these  modules  together  to  form a 
modular  inlet  with a circular  external  shape  (Fig.  A),       A missile  with  such an  inlet  would 
have  four diametrically  opposed  combustion chambers  located at  the  periphery of  ehe  cross-section 
thus   leaving a central   free  volume.       The  swept   leading edges  alleviate problems  caused  by  heat 
transfer and allow flow spillage  and  easier  starting.       Flow starting will  be discussed  further 
In  section  5.3. 

A computer program has  been written to calculate  and plot module  shapes.      This program 
starts  by calculating  the   full   Busemann  inlet and  continues with  the  geometrical  construction 
described  above.       Sample  plots  are   shown  in Figures  S  and 6. 

4.0 EXPERIMENTS ON FULL  BUSEMANN   INLET 

4.1  Full  Busemann  Inlet without  Boundary Layer Correction 

All  tests were  conducted   in  the  National Research Council's  Hypersonic Gun Tunnel.       The 
following nominal  test  conditions  were used  : 

Model  size  ;     2   Inches   In diameter,  8  to  12  inches  long 

Total  conditions  :   temperature,  Tt • 2430oR}   pressure,   Pt   ■ 4800 psi 

Test section conditions : Mach number, H„ • 8.33; pressure, p^, ■ 0.333 psl; 
temperature, X» ■ 180oR; sp. heat ratio, %«> ■ 1.4; Reynolds number per 
ft.,   Rto  - 6.0  x  106/ft. 

Running  time   (57. variation  in Pt)   -  25   millisccondE 
Time  interval  used  for   tests  (27. variation  in Pt)   -   5 milliseconds 

Variations  from the  nominal   conditions  from one  run  to another  were  too small   to affect 
any  nondimensional  quantities.       A description of   this  tunnel   is  given  in Ref.  12. 

The  full  Busemann  inlet  described   in Fig.   1  was  constructed  and  subsequently  tested   in 
the  National  Research Council's  Hypersonic Gun Tunnel.       Measurements  ot  model  surface  static 
pressure are  shown  in Figure  7.       The measured pressures are about   507. higher than predicted. 
There   is also qualitative  disagreement   in that  a  rapid  rise   in  pressure  occurs at  x  "  9.9  inches. 
Two exploratory  tests were  performed  at  this point   in  order  to  discover  the  nature  of  the 
Internal  flow.       First  a  4   inch   length of  straight  tube  was  manufactured  to conform to  the 
leading edge  portion of  the   inlet.       This was  then  tested  with  the  aim of  finding  the   location 
of   the   leading edge  wave.       At  Mach  8.33 a Mach wave  emanating   from the   leading edge would 
reach  the centerllne  at   x  =  9,09  Indies,       It  was  observed,   however,   that  the   leading  edge 
wave   Intersected  the center   line  at   x  ■ 6,5  inches  (Fig,  8).       This   Indicated  the  presence  of 
a   significant   shock  -  boundary   layer   interaction at   the   leading  edge.       It   is observed  however 
that  the  shock  is  straight  which   implies that  the  flow behind   it  has  conical  synmetry.      Also 
the  reflected  shock  cone  appears   straight  and  there   Is  no visible  Mach disc.      If  this  shock 
system is  superimposed  on  the   Busemann  inlet  flow then  the  reflected   shock meets  the   inlet 
surface at   9.9  Inches  (Fig.   9a).       Such  superposition   Is  not  entirely   Justified because   in 
Busemann  flow the  reflected   shock  would   lie   In an already  compressed   flowfield,   nevertheless 
the  point  of  Impingement   of  the  weak  reflected  shock at   x  •  9.9  Inches  coincides with  the 
observed pressure   Increase. 

A  technique  of  surface   flow visualization was used  to  study  the  behaviour of  the  boundary 
layer along  the compression  surfaces  of all   Inlets.      The method  of   flow visualization makes 
use  of oil  dots  of a  discrete   size   (0.020 -  0.030  in diameter)   which are evenly  spaced  over  the 
model   surfaces.       (The  oil  dot   is  composed of a mixture  of  a   low vapour  pressure  oil  and 
lampblack.)       The dot  movement   is  related  solely  to  the   local   surface   shear  stress.       It   Is 
found  to give an accurate  description  of  the direction  of  the   limiting  streamlines  and  a  gojd 
qualitative description of  the  distribution of the  magnitude  of   surface  shegr  stress. 
Separation  lines,   lines  of   flow attachment,   and  regions  of  reversed   flow nay  be readily 
identified  (Ref.   9). 

It was  found  that   the  oil  dot   streak pattern,   In conjunction  with  the  pressure measurements 
provided a reliable method   for  deducing  the   Internal   flow  structure.       The   {low picture,   as 
constructed  from these measurements   is  shown  in FI3.   10.       Discrepancies  from the  theoretical 
model  are due  to boundary   layer  effects.      First, there   Is  the   leading  edge  shock  boundary 
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fleeted   from  the  ceuure   line  to  intercept  the  surface  at   9.9  Inches, 
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on probably  induced  by  the   incident  shock  at  this  location.    The  second 
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al  higher   level  of  pressure   In the whole   Inlet   is  ascribed  to the 
the  la-ninar boundary   layer. A displacement  thickness  correction was 
let was  manufactured   and  tested.    This   is described   in  the  next  section. 

4.2    Boundary Layer Corrections  on the Full   Busemann Inlet 

In calculating the boundary  layer  characteristics one must  select   a method which accounts 
for compressibility effects,   surface heat  transfer and an adverse pressure  gradient.      With a 
Reynolds  Number per  foot  of 6,0  x  10°,   with  high heat  transfer  to the  wall   and with the  support 
of oil   smear   tests described   in the  previous   section.   It  is reasonable  to  assume  that the 
boundary   layer  remains  laminar,   at  least up   to  the point where  the  reflected  shock  Is  Incident 
on the   inlet   surface.    Based on  these  considerations  it was reasonable  to apply  the calculation 
method  as  described  in Ref.   10.       Since  this   reference  is not  yet  generally  available a brief 
description  of  the method  follows  •     A reference  temperature,   defined  by. 

0,5T 0,37M:T,    +    0,5T  , 11 w' 

is used  to  transform the compressible  boundary   layer equations   into  the   incompressible  form. 
These   incompressible equations  are  then solved  by a method,   similar to Polhausens method, 
described   in  Ref.   11.    In the  above  equation   subscript   1  denotes  conditions  at   the  boundary 
layer  edge  and  w denotes wall   conditions.       The  boundary  layer edge  conditions  are  calculated 
from  the   inviscld  flow solution.    These  are   shown  In Fig,   1.       The  remaining quantities 
required  lor   the  boundary  layer  calculation  were  the  tunnel   freestream conditions as given  In 
Section 4.1   and  the model wall   temperature,   taken as Tw • 300oK  (constant).       Results  of  these 
calculations  are  presented  in Fig.   11,      These  results  sho4 that due  to  the  very high skin 
friction at   the  leading edge  there  is  a rapid   increase of all  boundary  layer  thicknesses.    In 
practice,   the   results near  the   leading edge  would  be moJlfled  by  shock boundary  layer  Interaction. 
Subsequently,   In the  first  6  inches,   the  relatively  low skin  friction  and  low  adverse pressure 
gradient  result   in virtually no change  in  9 and only small changes  in   &*  and   S.       Because of 
compressibility, g*  is actually decreasing  slightly.    The skin  friction coefficient  then decreases 
further  and   approaches zero at   x  «  9.9  Inches  and  the program  terminates calculatlais  here 
indicating boundary  layer separation.       Curiously, this point   is almost  coincident with the 
rapid  surface  pressure and oil   streak  variations observed on  the  uncorrected  model.       In an 
attempt  to  apply  theS* correction  two problems  appear  :     First,   the  unrealIsf leally rapid 
variation of 6* near the  leading edge  and  secondly the unavailability of 6*  vilues beyond 
x •  10  inches.     In solving the   first  problem,   we  use the results  found  from  the  straight 
tube  experiment,   described previously  in Section  4.1,  to correct  the   leading  edg5  by cutting a 
negative  3,7  degree slope at  the  leading edge.       This cut meets  the  calculated Sv    curve at 
x •  1,6   inches.    From x ■ 10   Inches  the  correction  is  as calculated.       The   second  • roblem, 
beyond  x  ■  10   inches,  was  solved  by  a  reasonable  extrapolation  shown  in Fig.   11.       No prior 
justification exists except   if  the predicted  separation is premature or  if   transition 
occurs  then  the  extrapolated  curve   Is  not  unreasonable.    The   Inlet  surface  was  corrected  for   (* 
as  described   above,   it  was then  tested  in  the Gun Tunnel  and   the  surface  pressure,   oil  streaks 
and  total   pressure  recovery were measured.     Results  are presented  in Figures  7  and  9b.    Fron 
Fig,   7.  we   see  that  there  is  now good  agreement  between the  inviscld  theory  and measured surface 
pressure  values.       In particular  the   leading  edge  pressure  Is  now down  to  the  freestream value, 
the  rapid   rise  at  x ■ 9.9 Inches has  completely disappeared  and  the  final   value at  x ■ 12  Inches 
Is  37. above   that  theoretically predicted.       There appears a  plateau  of pressure when the reflected 
shock   intercepts  the  surface  at  x  •  11.8   inches.       This  could   Indicate  the   presence of  a  local 
region of   separati       ^r  the  possibility of   a  slightly oscillating  shock wave. 

Oil   streaks  are  shown  In  Fig.   9.       Fig.   9a   is   for  the  inlet  without  boundary  layer  correction 
and   Fig.   9b   is with a  laminar  boundary   layer  correction.    Only  the  portions   from x  ■ 6   Inches 
downstream  are  shown because upstream of   this  point  there  is  no significant   difference between 
the   two  traces.    We note that   the  upper   trace   Indicates a generally  higher  wall   shear.     In 
approaching   x  -  11.8  Inches   the  shear   Increases  substantially.      At   and  beyond  x  «  11.8  Inches 
the   streak  behaviour  Is  not   Incompatible  with  the  occurrence  of  transition.       The  seeming  flox 
angularity   is  due to the  fact   that  the oil   dots  were  first  placed  on  a  flat  paper  tape which 
was   then  applied  to the  curved  surface  of   the   Inle. . In  fact,   there  is  natural 
convergence   of  the boundary   layer  flow  In   this  region.    With  the  boundary   layer  corrected  Inlet 
the   skin  friction Is  lower and  the  flow seems  smoother right   to the  exit  at   x  ■  12.8  inches. 
There  are   no  obvious  regions  of  separation   for either of  the   two  flows. 

Pttot   piessure was measured at   the  exit of  the corrected  Busemann  Inlet.      These measurements 
were  made   on  the  centerllne  and 0.187   Inches from  the wall  at  x  "  12.5   Inches.      The measured 
values  were   165  and  179 psl.   respectively. These measurements  are  compared  with  theory  in  the 
following  table  : 
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179^ 5.33* 0.0299 0.0304 5.02 0.0608 0.0549 3265. 0.681 .915 .9910 
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!f.l.4" 195 5.17 0.0264 0.U264 5.39 0.0459 0.0414 

| 

4720. 0.983 .996 .9989 

*     ASSUMED 
f    MEASURED 

In  this   table  measured   quantities  and  ratios  of measured   quantities  are   reduced   to equivalent 
Ideal gas values by  the use  of correction factors  (Ref.   16).       The purpose of  this   Is  to  farilltate 
comparison with  theory.       From the tible,  we   see  that  the   static pressure   Is  slightly higher  thön 
predicted,   the Mach number   Is  lower,  and the  total  pressure  recovery  Is  lojer.       The value  of  K0 
Is unusually   low here  because   it   reflects  the   relatively   low  amount  of  compression   (I.e.   from 
p» ■  .333  to P3 • 5.35)   that   takes place  In  this  Inlet. 

5.0    DESIGN. MANUFACTURE  AND  TESTING OF MODULAR  INLETS 

5.1    Design and Manufacture 

The  geometrical  method   for  developing modular   Inlets  meets  with  sone  dlfflcul'ies  when   one 
tries to apply  It  to an actual  design.      The  zero  slope  of   the   flow streamlines at   the  leading 
edge means  that  when modules   are placed  back-to-back  an  Intolerably thin  leading edge   Is  required 
for  a  considerable   leading  edge   length.       The   situation  becomes  even worse  when  a  boundary   layer 
correction   Is   applied  because   then,   for  sone   distance  downstream  of  the   leading  edge,   the   surface 
contours of adjacent  modules  actually overlap. 

The  only  solution   Is   to  have  a  finite  angle   leading  edge  with  Its  adherent   shock   losses.       A 
finite  angle   leading  edge   can   be  had  by  simply   removing   the   leading edge  portion  ol   the   surface 
streamline  contour   to  the   point  where  the  streamline  angle   Is   acceptable.       Two  questions   Immediately 
ar<se  :   What   Is  acceptable  and what  are  the  effects  of  this   truncation oi  the   rest  of  the   flow? 
An attempt  will   not   be  made   to  answer  the  first   question  here,   because   it   Involves   consideration 
of structural   and  heat   transfer   loads and manufacturing  techniques.       In answering  the  second 
question  recall   the   fact,   that   for  small   turning  angles   and   weak  shock  waves   the   conditions 
produced  by  turning  through   an   Iscntroplc  compression  and   a   weak   shock  are  nearly  the   same. 
Also a  simple   look  at   the   geonetry  of  the  Busemann   streamline   will   show  that   at   a  given   flow 
deflection  angle  the   relationship  between  freestream Mach   number  and  the  resulting   finite   surface 
angle   Is  such  that   the  resultant   shock wave   Intercepts  the   axis  of  symmetry  at   the  original 
centre  of   the   conical   flow.        Theie  two  facts  mean   that   removal   of  a  portion  of   the   leading   edge 
contour  has  the  effect   of   lowering  the  overall   total   pressure   in  the   inlet   by   the   amount   of   the 
leading  edge   shock   loss  without  markedly  affecting   the   remaining   flow  properties  or  wave   structure. 

Another  difficulty  arises  when one examines   the modulo   shapes  in Figures   5  and  b.       These 
shapes,   as  evidenced   bycross-sect ional   views,   arc   truly   threed imensional,   and   consequently   their 
manufacture  presents   considerable  problems.        In  an   attempt   to  circumvent   the  machining  of 
general   three-dimensional   surfaces  It  was  assumed   that   the cross-soct ional   shapes   are   almost 
coincident  when  their   bottom  corners  are   superimposed.       This  made   it   possible   to  use   a   single 
(specially  shaped)  milling  cutter  to cut   foir  diametrically  opposed  flutes   into  an  originally 
circular  billet.       The  bottom  corner  of  each  cut   was  made   to   the   shape  of   the   original   Busemann 
streamline.       Another  modification  of  geometry   has   to  be  made   at   tue  cowl   for  much   the   same 
reasons.       Two  cowls  were  manufactured   from  a   straight   circular   tube   (Fig.   4,    18).       The  external 
diameter  of   these  cowls   Is   2.5   liches  and  their   thickness   is   .0h23   inches.       Both  have   four 
V-cuts with V-angles  of   25   degrees.       The   leading edges  are   sharp  lor  both towls.       The   significant 
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difference  In the  two cowls  Is  that  Cowl A has an Internal   leading edge  chamfer of  30 degrees 
(7  degrees when measured   In  the   freestreara direction)   (Fig.   18).       Cowl   B  has an external 
chamfer  of  30 degrees  (Fig.  4).       Cowl  A was manufactured  first  because   It   provided a  closer 
representation of  the  theoretlcalcroas-sectlon.       It  was   found  however   that   It  caused  starting 
difficulties and  strong   Internal   shock  waves. 

The  resulting  crossectlonal   shapes  are  compared with  those  of   the   Ideal  modular  shapes   In 
Figures  5,  6.      The  largest  difference  occurs at  the exit  where,   for  the Modular Inlet,   the 
actually machined area  ratio  Is   10  to   1  whereas the  calculated  area  ratio   Is  13 to  I.       An 
attempt  was not made  to evaluate  the  effect  of these departures  from  the   Ideal modular shape 
because   the uncertainties   In  the  boundary   layer displacement   thickness   effects are  large  and 
would  obscure any effects  due  to variations   In wall  geometry.       It   Is  noticed however, that   a 
boundary  layer correction would  result   In  a  larger geometric  area   in  accord with the present 
geometric  deviation. 

The Modular  Inlet   shown  In Fig.   4  was manufactured.       This   four-module   Inlet was  designed 
for  a  freestreara Mach number of 8.33, It  had an area ratio of  10  to  1  and  a  leading edge  angle 
of  3  degrees.    The  outside diameter  of   the  Inlet  Is  2.3   Inches  and   Its   length  Is 8.08   Inches. 
The basic  flow conultlons  of  this Modular  Inlet are  shown  by a  star  on Fig.  2.      The next   section 
describes  the testing of  this Inlet   In  the  NRC Gun Tunnel. 

5.2    Test Conditions 

The Modular  Inlet was  tested   In  the  NRC Gun Tunnel   at   the  nominal   rnndltlons  listed   In 
Section  4.1.      In general,   the  observations  consisted  of   surface   static  pressure measurements, 
surface  flow visualization by oil   streaks  and schlieren or  shadowgraph   flow pictures.     Pltot 
pressures were measured  at  the  exit  and   some  tests were  performed  at   small  angles of  att ick. 
Some  exploratory tests were done  to measure  Inlet drag and base  pressure. 

5.3    Inlet Starting 

In  the Gun Tunnel,   the  starting  process  Is distinctly d 
sweeps  over the  Inlet model,   and  the   internal  flow  Is establ 
downwards.    Thus, there   Is  no backpressure  to Impede  flow sta 
possibility of  Impulsively   starting high,area ratio  Inlets. 
(Ref.   14,   IS) as well as  In thlsstudy.       In fact the dlfflcu 
variable geometry models  for short duration facilities are c 
flow  starting.    From our  tests  on both  the axlsymnetrlc   and 
Inlet  with complete axlsymmetrlc   flow was  started at  an area 
start.)       From this,   It   seems  that   there   Is no great effect 
Thus, one may assume that  spillage does not play an Important 
It may be that spillage does not even occur during  Impulsive 
Impulsive  starting  Is   fundamentally  different  from quasl-ste 
Impulsive starting conditions cannot  be  carried over to 

Ifferent   In  that  the  airflow  suddenly 
Ished   from  the   leading edge  on 
rtlng  and  one  would  suspect   the 

This  has  been observed previously 
Itles  encountered with  design  of 
onvenlently  eliminated by  Impulsive 
the Modular   Inlet we  found  that   the 
ratio of   15.7  to 1  (20 to  1  would  not 

of modules   on  the  starting area  ratio, 
role   In   Impulsive  starting.     In  fact 
starting.     The  above  illustrates  that 

ady  flow  starting and that   results  of 
-flight   starting situations. 

A  shsdowgraph of  the unstarted Modular Inlet with Cowi A  Is  shown  In Fig.   12.       Strong and 
unsteady  shock waves can be  seen emanating from the  Inlet  center  spike  and  the cowl  apex.    There 
Is  clearly a  large  amount  of  spillage.       In this test.   Inlet  starting was prevented by placing a 
physical  obstruction at  the exit. In  addition to the  unstartlng  caused  by the 7° cowl   leading 
edges.   It was  found that  disturbances  produced  In one module   (e.g.,   by  static pressure  tubing) 
would   force adjacent modules  to either  spill  flow or unstart.       It  was  also  found that  a Module 
will   not  start when a  large  diameter   (0.065")  pltot  tube   Is  Inserted  at   the exit  plane. 

Figure  13  shows  the Modular  Inlet  with Cowl A at  -4 degrees   Incidence,   In this  case  the   Inlet 
is  started in the  sense  that  steady  supersonic  flow appears at  the exit,   but  flow Is  spilling 
through  the upper V-cut.     In  this  case  no  strong shocks  are emanating   from   the center  spike.       The 
bottom module  facing away  from the  flow  is started  and  is  not  spilling.     Starting was  not  achieved 
at   larger  incidences. 

The  schlieren photograph   shown   in  Fig.   14  Illustrates  the external   shock  structure  of   the 
fully  started Modular  Inlet  with Cowl  A.       As  spillage  has  not  occurred,   the external   shock  waves 
from  the module  leading edges  are  weak  and  He close  to the  surface.     A  second  shock wave  can be 
seen  at  the  Inlet mldsectlon.    This  shock wave emanated   from  the  cowl   apex.    The boundary  layer 
separation shown near the exit  plane  has been Induced by a circumferential  groove on the  external 
cowl   surface.    Full  view of  the  exit   flow  Is obstructed  by pressure  tubing. 

In Figures  13 and  14 starting was  achieved by sharpening the   leading edges from 7 degrees 
(measured with respect   to the  freestreara)   to approximately 2 degrees.     Cowl  B (with external 
chamfer)  produced no starting difficulties.    The reasons are that  the  internal shocks were weaker 
and  the effective area ratio was reduced  from 10.0 to 9.0. 

5.4    Surface Flow Visualisation 

Oil dot durface flow visualisation has been used to study tb?  surface  flow behaviour of a  fully 
started  inlet,  an unstarted inlet,   and a started Inlet with spillage. 

Lt^. 



The floj visualization on the surface of the 
Is shown In Figure 15. At the leading tdges dot 
there. For a considerable distance beyond the le 
that either very littie nr no dot movement occurs 
rapidly on the rear half of the inlet. Near the 
seen to coalesce Indicating a separation line, 
a small region of separated flow. It seems plaus 
emanating from the cowl apex. At the horizontal 
sometimes be seen, indicating a possible shock re 
Modular Inlet surface using Cowl B showed a small 
because the shock wave generated from the cowl ap 
viscous effects. 

fully  started Modular  Inlet  with  no   spillage 
movement   is  visible   due   to   the  hl^h   sheer  stress 

adlng  edge,   the   surface   shear   stress   is  sr  low 
The  surface  shear  stress   starts   increasing 

end  of  the  coinpresston   surface,   oil   streaks  are 
Flow  reattachment   follows   closely   behind   indicating 
ible   that  this  separation   is  due   to  3   shock wave 
exit   section,   a  very  weak   separation   line  can 

flection.    The   surface   flow visualization on  the 
er   region of separated  flow.     This   Is  expected, 
ex   is   weaker  and   is  due  only   to   leading edge 

The   flow visualization en  the  unstarted   Inlet   shown  in  Fig.   16,   Illustrates   a   recirculating 
flow with  two vortex-Uke  structures.       The   broadness   of  soue  of   the  dots   indicates   some   flow 
unsteadiness. 

A  detailed   study  of   the  unsteady   starting  process  of  the  Modular   inlet   has   not   been  undertaken. 

The   surface   flow visualization  on  the   started  module with  spillage  exhibits   a   pattern of  flow 
streamlines   similar   to  those  appearing  on  the   surface   of  a  fully   started   inlet   with   no   ipillage. 
The   case   o'.   flow  spillage,   shown   in  Fig.   17,   was   obtained on  the  upper   Inlet  module  when  the   inlet 
was   tested   at   -4  degrees  angle  of  attack.       The   streamlines  at  half   the   body   length   exhibit  a  sudden 
upward  curvature   towards  the  apex  of   the  cowl   leading  edges.       It   Is   apparent   that   this   flow  is 
approaching   separation.      The  flow,   unable   to  negotiate   the   increasing  pressure  gradients   In  this 
region,   is   forced   to   spill  at   the  cowl   apex.       Further   downstream,   a  pronounced   separation  line 
exists   Immediately   followed  by  a   line  of   reattachment.       This  separated   region   ie   due   to  the  presence 
of  a  shock  wave  emanating  from the  cowl   apex.       Another   line  of   separatloil  o.curs   downstream. 
Indicating  a   likely   reflected  shork  wave.       The  oil   streak   lengths  at   the  exit   show  a   region  of 
extremely  high   surface   shear  stress. 

Flow visualization,   applied   to  the   internal   surface  of  Cowl   A,   between  the  cowl   apex and 
the  exit   plane   Is   shown  in Fig,   18.       The  resulting   oil   streak  pattern   shows   two   intense  separation 
lines   converging   in   a  downstream  direction   at   the   inlet   centerllne.       These   separations   >re  attributed 
to  the   second  reflection of  the  sho^'k  wave   from  the   cowl   apjx.       Cowl   B  exhibited   a   similar 
separation  region   only   located  close   to   the  exit   plane. 

5.5     Static   Pressure  Measurements 

Static   pressures  were measured   along  the   side   wall   ot   one  module   (see   Fig.   17.   for  static 
pressure  holes.)        Measurements  could   n-^t   be  made   at   the  first   six  static  holes  because  the presence 
of  pressure   tubing   and   Instruments   in  iojacent  modules   caused  spillage   and   jnstarting  of   the module 
being  surveyed.     Measurements  were made,   at   the   18   aft   holes  without   disturbing  the   flew  fields,   by 
passing  tubing  through  the walls  between raodules.       At   the   limited  wjll   thickness   close  to the   leading 
edge   prevented   such   procedures,   no  static   pressure   record   is  available   from  the   first   six holes. 
Static   pressures  measured   in  this   region  exhibited   sudden   increast      ir-riediately   behind   lines  of 
separation.       These   Increases  in  pressure,   shown   in  Fig.   19,   for  both Cowls  A  and   T,   confirm the 
presence  of   the   internal   shock  wave  emanating   freu   the   apex ut   the   cowl.       The   static   pressure 
measurements  are   compared with   the  theory  of   Equation   1   in  Fig.   19. 

Using  Cowl   A,   the  pressures  measured   at   the   central     streamline,   before   the   shock   w.we.   are 
within  57.  of   the   predicted  values.     The   pressures   behind  ehe   shock  wave   are  not   constant  due  to  the 
presence  of  the   reflected  sho-k  wave.       This   reflected   shock wave,   however,   appears   to  V weak   since 
pressures   Increase   between  20  and   507,,   whereas   the   incident   sho:k  wave   Increased   the   stati.-  press ires 
by   300%.       Lower   surface  static   pressures  were  measured  using Cowl   B.     The   static   pressures measured 
at   the  central   streamline,   before  the   shock   wave   from  the  cowl   apex,   are  within  b7   of   the predicted 
values.       Due   to   the   weak  shock  wave   from  the  cowl   the   static   pressure   is   increased   by   1007. 
However,   the   static   pressures   at   the   end   of   the   conpress Ion   surface   x   ■   7.2   inches   differ   by  only 
951  between   tests   using  the  two   cowls. 

The   static   pressure measurements  made  on   only   a   portion of   the   compression   ar '   horizontal 
exit   surface  using  Cowl  A,   shown   in  Fig.   19,   are   compared   in Fig.   2Ü,   with   the   theory   (Equation   1) 
and   a method  oi   characteristics   solution   for   the  entire   surface.     Good   agreement   between  theory 
and  experiment   can   be   seen  at   x  "  7,0   inches.     Beyond   this  value,   the   stati-   pressure   shows  a 
sudden   Increase   in   the  region where   separation  was   indicated  by   flow  visualization. 

From  the  measurements   It  appears   that   the   shock   is   incident   on  the   surtace   at   a   point  ahead 
of   the  corner  and   that   there   is  an  expansion  wave   emanating  from   the   corner.     Thus,   the   pressures 
downstream  of   the   corner exhibit   a  sudden  decrease.        Beyond  this  expansion,   at   x   •   7.90,   fhe 
pressures   Increase   to  within 77, of  the  predicted  values. 

Static  pressures  were measured  on  the   Internal   surface  of Cowl  A,   between  the   cowl   apex 
(x  ■  5,20)   and   the   exit  plane.       The   static   pressure   between  x  -  5.20  and   x   ■  7.20   remained 
relatively  constant   between  9 and   12   psl.       At   x   «   7.45  and x  •  7.70,   behind   the   vertex  of   the 
separation,   the   static  pressures  were  44.0  and  48.0  psi,   respectively.       However,   the   static 
pressure   Increase   across  the   shock  wave   still   remained   at  approximate 1 v   }007., 
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5.6     Pltot   Pressure  Measurements 

Some measurements  o'   exit   pltot   pressures  were made  at   x   -  7.70 using Corfl  A.       The 
measurement   of  pltot   pressure   near   the  exit   was   nade   for   two   reasons.       First,   to  detern.lne   the 
flow uniformity,   and   second,   to  estimate   the   inlet   total   pressure   recovery,   (Pt1/Pt   ).       A   sum-nary 

—     —   _ —   —   r    —     r-_- _ _._    .       ... —,   —   _, __. 
Flow uniformity,   and   second,   to  estimate   the   inlet   total   pressure   recovery,   (Pf^/Pc   ). 
of   pltot   pressure  measurements   Is   niven   in  Fig.   22. 

Measurements  made  within  the   boundary   layer   showed   a   pltot   pressure   range  between 
138   -   174 psi.       At   approximately  0.070"   froti the walls  near   the   edge  of  the  boundary   layer, 
pltot   pressures  were   between   294   -   J76  psl.       The  pltot   pressure   at   the   Inlet   centre  was   350   psl. 
A measurtment  made   on   the   Internal   cowl   surface.   Immediately   behind   the  vertex  of   the   separation 
gave  an extremely   hl^h  pltot   pressure   of   595  psl.       Additional   pltot   measurements   in  this   plane 
exhibited  only   slight   variations   from  the  value   of   350   psl. 

An accurate  determination   of   the   total   pressure   recovery   of   this   Inlet   cannot   be   obtained 
without  measurement   of   the   static   pressure   in  the  exit   core.        To measure   the   static   pressures   in 
the   core  of   relatively  unlfo.-m   floj with  any   Instrument   larger   than   t he cross-sec t lonal   area   of   a 
pltot   tube   (0.032"),   would   be   sufficient   to  prevent   Inlet   starting.       Thus,   at   the  exit,   the   wall 
static   pressure   of   16.4  psl   was   used.       The   pltot   pressure   associated  with   this   static   pressure 
measurement   is   376   psl,       A   total   pressure   recovery,   Pt^pt      '   of  0-70  has   been  calculated   by   the 
same method  as   shown   In  the   table   of   section   4.2. " 

CONCLUSIONS 

A series  of   requirements   for  the  design of  high  parformance  hypersonic  air   Intakes has  been 
outlined,      A method  has  been  developed  for  the   rational   design  of  a wide variety  of  hypersonic 
air   Inlet geonetrles.       Inherent   In  the method   is  the  prediction  of  all   flow quantities,   including 
the  total  pressure  recovery  and  a  uniform and  parallel   exit   stream.       The   streamline   tracing 
concept has been applied  successfully to generate  Inlets with  non-axlsymmetrlc  crossectIons,   swept 
leading edges  and  an ability  to  spill   flow at  off-design conditions. 

Surface  static  pressure  and  qualitative  shear measurements  on an axlsymmetrlc  Busemann   Inlet 
show substantial  effects  of   leading edge  shock-boundary-layer   Interaction and  boundary   layer 
displacement   thickness.       The   same measurements  made  on  an   inle:   which has  been  corrected   for  these 
viscous effects  show good agreement with  theory,   thus  confirming  the exlstance  of  the   postulated 
conical   invlscld  flow as  well   as  the  correctness  of  the  boundary   layer displacement   thickness 
estimations.    However,   separation,   as  predicted  by  the   laminar  boundary  layer calculation.   Is   not 
observed.      The measured  total   pressure  recovery  of  this   Inlet   Is  between 0.54 and 0.68. 

A    modular  Inlet  was  tested  at  Mach 8.33.    This   Inlet   had  an  area  ratio of   10  to   I  and 
reduced  the Mach number  to  4.14.       The measured wall   static   pressures  at  the  exit  plane  were 
within  7% of   the   theoretical   values.       Oil   dot   streaks   Indicated   a   region  of   low  surface 
shear   Just  aft   of   the   leading   edge.     At   -4  degrees   angle  of   attack   the  module   that  was 
turned   Into  the   stream   spilled   some   flow.       Oil   dots   Indicate   that   the  unstarted   flow   In  a 
partially blocked module   Is  unsteady  and has  two vortex-llke   regions.      The   measured  total 
pressure  recovery  of  the   fully  started  Inlet  was  0,70. 

It  was   found   that   the   oil   dot   streaks.   In  conjunction  with   the   pressure  measurements 
provided  a  reliable method   for  deducing the   Internal   flow  structure. 

Impulsive   starting   In   the   gun   tunnel   IF   fundamentally   different   fron quasi-steady   flow 
starting.       Results   from   Impulsive  starting cannot   be  carried  over  tu  free-flight   starting 
conditions.      The   largest  area   ratio  started   In  the  present   test  was   15.7   to  1.       It   was 
observed  that   a  high   Inlet   efficiency  was  conducive   to   starting. 
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FIG. 3       STREAMLINE SHEET OF MODULAR  INLET 

FIG. 4       WIND-TUNNEL MODEL OB  FOUR-MODULE   INLET 
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FIG. 9  OIL DOT STREAKS OF FULL BUSEMANN INLET (A) WITHOUT AND 
(B) WITH BOUNDARY LAYER CORRECTION 
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FIG.12       SHADOWGRAPH OF UNSTARTED FOUR-MODULE  INLET WITH COWL A 

FIG. 13      SCHLIEREN PICTURE OF FOUR-MODULE  INLET WITH SOME FLOW SPILLAGE 
THROUGH THE TOP MODULE 

FIG. 14      SCHLIEREN PICTURE OF STARTED MODULAR  INLET 
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FIG. 15  OIL DOT STREAKS ON SIDEWALLS OF MODULE WITH STARTED FLOW 

FIG. 16  OIL DOT STREAKS IN MODULE WITH UNSTARTED FLOW 

FIG. 1?  OIL DOT STREAKS IN MODULE WITH SOME FLOW SPILLAGE (THIS 
CORRESPONDS TO THE SCHLIEREN PICTURE OF FIG. 13) 
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FIG. Ifl      OIL DOT STREAK ON INTERNAL  SURFACE OF COWL A 
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1.      Introduction 

| 
The first supersonic airliner of tho Wostom world,  the An«lo/FreBoh Co.icorde,  is Hesignod 

around the principles of the slender wing.    The central idea of the slender wing is to ensure 
the mainttnance of a single well-behaved flow under all flight conditions  (see for example 
Ref.  1).    This is achieved by eaployinK a leading edge sweep-back such that the wing lies well 
within the «ach cone centred on the apex as  in Plgurp 1.    The Mach number normal to the leuoing 
edge is  subsonic, the  flow over the wing is shock-free except at  the trailing edge and it 
follows  that many principles  of  subsonic  flow can be adopted  to describe  the aerodynamics of the 
shape. 

I 
For a cruising Mach number in the region Mach 2 to 2.5,  these principles can be used 

satisfactorily in a fixed wing  design because  the resulting aspect ratio,   or more ficuratoly the 
span-to-length n tio,  of the  win,- is still hi ;h enough to provide good handling and control 
charar* e. istics  in flij-it at  low  speeds. 

t ■ w 
If  the     -uising Mach number of a  lon.^  range  vehicle,  requiring a  good aerodynamic  lift-to- 

drag ratio,   IJ  to oe significantly hi-her  than that  of Concorde,   say above Mach 3,   then 
alternative  sets of aeri'dynaaic  consider., tions  come  Into [rominenoe.    Adequate low speed flying 

*i charticteristics  can now be i rovided,   f ither by employing variable  geometry on a slender wing or 
by  usimj  a  fixed winp with supersonic  velocities nonnal  to  *he  leading edge and t're.eby being 
committed  to some systsm of shock waves   in association   .ith the  general wing  shape, 

U 
9 One  line of resear h  in the  ",K.   in recent years has been  directed towards  the second 

alternative:   that is to  say  its  object  hits  been to  study  the  'iroblem  of  rroilucin>> aerodynamic 
lift eificiently on non-slender plani'orms,   in other words  in the  presence  of shock waves.    The 
chief characteristic of this work bus been an approach by the 'inverse'  method,  that of 

\f choosing a  Known flow field and   iefininp a  shape of body ..hich .-reduces  it.     In the i resent 
context  this  approach has  opened up new  lines  of th'wht,   stinilatfd  considerable  discussion, 
ouch  of   it  controversial,  and provided a  .legr»e of definition to  the  subject  of high Mach 
number «erodynaaics,  where daf^'-'ion «as  previously lacking. 

The  present parer   ^ ■■    ■ a    >. otfily-b^sed ace unt of  tht?  bt,;..«•.:. ^s  and  sees  of the 
subsequent  ^ro.-ress  in  t:,   >  ■', 3*   .'ieid approach 1o design.    The paper  is  not   intended to 
provide  a  complete ievic       i.   !   even a   conprehensive  biblio'Taphy;   in  partiou  ar it deals  only 
with  the  design  point,  bithugh  the  authors  fully appreciate  the  need  to  ensure  good off-design 
behaviour.    The ai^: has ^e» .i  to present a connected account of the method and its potential, 
based mainly on ptrtioular lines  Of development  of *hich the  authors  have  had  personal 

t experience througu their supervision of the group principally involved, 

t. Most  of the evidence has been  drawn  from issued reports writtei by  individual members  of 
that  group,  whof:   work  is herep;  acknowledged:   they are  L.C.  bquire,   J.(i.  Jones,  K.:,  Moore, 
J.   Tike  and F.L.  Roe.    Whatever  its  permanent  value,   it was  felt  that  such a  paper would 
provide a Uieful background to  the discussiaii of this perticular session of the present 
meeting*. 

The  need  to investigate  in basic  fashion thf   aerodynanics  of non-slender lifting shapes 
enters,   as  already stated,   at  about Much  3.    The known flow field a, ; roach has  so far been 
studied  quite generally  in terms  of  supersonic,   . erfect  f^uid,   aerodynamics;   in this form 
therefore   ■'t   is ap; licable up  to Mach  numbers  around  12,  beyond  «hich the  presence of real  gas 
effects will  clearly call   for  significant   changes.    The  range Mach  3  to  1?  is  thus established 

fas a natural  ranee cf applicability of  the  ido.^s and moth, ds  involved.     Vithin this range no 
»erodynamic  distinction  in kind appears,  as  for example between »hat mi»ht  be   termed 'high 
supersonic'   speeds,  on the  one  hand,   and   'real hypersonic'   speeds  on  the  other. 

2.      fundamentals of the method 

2.1     Priaary conslderi-tions:   lower surface design 

Entry  to the method  stems   from two basic  cons idera-ions.    The  first   is  the recognition 
that at  hypersonic speeds  the  production  of lift on a wing  is  oominated by  pressures on  the 

*AGrA-iD  Kluid Dynamics Panel  Specialists'   Meeting  en 'Hypersonic  Boundary Layers  and  flow Fields' 
May  1-3,   1?6e,  London. 
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lower S'-irfaca,   In contra-dlstlnction to the situation *t  subsonic speeds, where the contribution 
of suction on the upper s urface is •11-lmportant.    Whatever the shape of wing,  suction on the upper 
surface at hypersonic  speeds Is severely limited by the approach to absolute vaccuum (C    = -2    0;. 
This situation is Illustrated in Figure 2, rr 

The second consideration is that  introduced by Nonweller who pointed    ut (Rel .  2)  that a 
vhree-dimnsional body of triangular planform can be arrar.f^r. to carry a plane shocx wave 
beneath  It,  extending across  uetween  the  leading edges  and comumnicuting a  constant  pressure to 
all paints on the lower  surface,    In this case the known flow field is that b.neath a two- 
dlaenslonal wedxe.    The method of construction is  Illustrated in FlrTjre 3.    A pair of s*ept 
leading edges  Is  defined in the plane  of the shock wave created by the hypothetica.1   wedge and the 
lower surface of the three-dimensional shape  is that generhtcd ^y  the  streu.-lines  . rooeedlng 
downstrean from all points on the leading edges. 

If now an arbitrary trailing edge  plane is defined and an  jpper surface is assuner'  to lie 
along the Jiainstreair. direction, a body of real  thicXness  is obtained as shown in th;-  ilgure.    This 
body is fcnown as a   'Nonweller wing'  or alternatively a   'caret wing'.    In u supersonic stream,  ^t 
Its  'design point',  which  is  deterrained by the  particular cn::bination o:' Mach nu.iber i-nd  the  angle 
of the flow field generator wedge, the body produces a  iinelei  plane,  triangular shock wave, 
contained underneath between the leading edges,  and no other disturbance  f'orward of the base. 
The lift and pressure drag are immediately calculable and in vie.' of the point .riade ear ler 
concerning the dominance of lower surface pressures  in producing hyp rbonic lii't,   one may sug^est 
that an elementary approach to hypersonic design has been .jade. 

Two possible  disaävantugea of this body as  a  lifting shape are  immedii-tely  oi.vlous.     TT-.e 
first is the bluff buse resulting   from the method of conatruction.    This "/ill be  Iriored for the 
moment,  since it enters Into later discussions  in an evolutionary manner.    The second is the large 
anhedral,  or lower surface concavity,  which büsides beint potentially impractical  on an aircraft, 
dearly iaplles a large  skin friction drag in r'-lwllon to planform area. 

The first extension of the method,  due  to Jones  (Ref. 3), removes any general  objection 
which might otherwise be  justified on this  second score.    Jones showed ho« the  ('lew past a 
non-lxfting circular cone could be used as ihe basic flow field,  replacing thu :  of the  two- 
dimensional wed#;e  in Nonweiler's constmction.    The  leadin;; edges (not  necessarily  straight)  are 
now drawn on the conical  shock wave and the lower surface of the configuration ia  obtained,  as 
before, by replacing the stream surface through and downstream of the leading edge by a  ^olld 
surface.    This construction is illustrated in Figure U.    A wider selection of possiile  shapes, for 
which the exact fleer field is known,  is thereby provided.    Jones defines two basic types  of con- 
figuration,  depending on whether or not the leading edges arc   ■raum from tha apex of the  generator 
cone.    In the  former case the resulting shape consists of a central  'body'  (t   -.ocitor of the t^nerator 
cone)  and an outer  'wing',    .'n the latter case  the  shape is  of the type sh ^wn  in Figure J».    In 
either case,  the  lower surface concavity is auch less pronounced »han .vlth  the caret win  . 

fe are therefore  led to the conclusion that the exact unonledge of supersonic  flow around 
bodies of simple  shape  provides a possible startini: point for the developaent of typ^sonic wing 
theory.    Using a selected known flow,  a portion of stream surface can be chosen to become the 
basic lifting surface.    The lift and pressure drag characteristics are deducible directly from 
the knowledge ef the generating flow field and the principle of confining shocks to  the lower 
surface should lead to an optimisation of the Shockwave  system from the aspect of llft-to-drag 
ratio of a resulting configuration. 

The concept of a  shape whlcn,  on design,  rides on ■ precisely Known system of shoe.-:  waves in 
the manner described lead« to the   ise of the  term  'waverider'  to describe such a shape.    In 
practice the tern can  ua applied acre generally to distinguish the category of aircraft shapes in 
which, as distinct from slender wings,   the lift is associated primarily with pressures produced 
by an under-surface shock wave system, whether or not the flow system is orecisely calculable.    A 
suitable choice o:   span-to-leagth ratio will ensure  that the shape behaves as a  slender «ing at 
supersonic  speeds some way below the design value and also has gooa flying characteristics at low 
subsonic speeds. 

The Nonweller and the Jones constructions make use  of the simplest and most  fundamental known 
flew fields in two-dimensional and axl-aymmetric flow respectively. 

2.2   Upwer surface design 

In the Illustrations of Figures 3 and U,  the  upper surface of the shape has been taken to be 
streafflwlse,  i.e.  to form a streaa surface of the undisturbed flow.    It is, however,  advantageous 
for two reasons  to design the upper surface to contribute a small share of the lift.    Pir.it, 
provided that  the  inclination of the upper surface  is  «mailer than that of the  lower surftce, lift 
can be developed on it at  jmaller drag;  second,  because  sane lift is transferred  from the lower 
surface,   the inclination of the latter can itself be reduced.    Since the lower surface shock wave 
is attached to the  leading edge,  the design of upper surface is generally an inderendent  process. 
Ale shape can be evolved in a manner similar to that used for the lower surface but usln^  in this 
case a stream surface from a known expansion flow field.    In principle,  any expansion flow field 
o*n be used and Flower (Ref. 4) and Moore (Ref.  3)  have  Illustrated the way in which two-dimensional 
Prandtl-Meyer expansions and azl-symetrlc expansions respectively can be employed for  this 
purpose. 

1 
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In order to ba able to combine  the upper surfaoe design with that of the lower surface it 
is necessary only to ensure that the up-stream boundary of the expansion fleM lies behind the 
leading edge already chosen for the  lower surface.    That part of the  upper surfaoe lying 
between the leading   'dge unä the boundary of the expansion field is then a streamwise  surface. 
Figure 5 illustrates a combination of upper and lower surface desire using axi-symmetrlc flows. 

The introduction of an expansion flow for uprer surfaoe design,   In addition to improving 
the  lift  characteristics,   also  represents a   first step  in  re mein;»  the  residual baoe area  of 
the shape. 

3.      Types of lower surface flow  field 

3.1    Plow fields lor direct lift 

Proceeding from the basic caret  or cone-flow wing,  it is clear that a number of major 
steps Tiay be  involved  in order to arrive at a shape api roxiaiating to  that of a practical 
aircraft. istions a  ise  immediately  cuncerning  the  distribution  of  volume and lift,   the 
ei'fect  of adding a  propulsion system,   the  nature of  surface  pressure  rradients as a.Tecting 
boundary layer behaviour,   transonic   characteristics,   structural  considerations and so  on. 

Some of these  problems  can  be   studied hj the use  of more  complex  ! low fields,   still with 
explicitly known or computable characteristic».   Keeping In mind the  primary aim of designing 
a  lower surface  ror high lift-to-drug r^tio,  a number of possible  compression /low fi^lds have 
been examined in greater or lesser decree.    These are  summarised  in Figure 6,  to which  the 
lollowing co iments apply. 

(a) Plain wedjte.    This  is  the  basic flow fWd  of the Nonweiler or caret wing.    The 
potential disadvantage of large aiihrdral of th   shape («hichJJIplies particularly to the lower 
Mach numbers) has already been mentioned.    Ad itionally it is desirable  to be able to provide 
greater voluue near the nose than is  riven by the caret »inc. 

(b) Two-Jiaensional stewed cocpression.    The use of more complex  twj-dioensional  flow 
fields has been  studied by Townend  (Ref. 6),    The  chief potentinl ä^vauta;;e of these  is  in 
relation to the design o:' threo-diiicnsional air intakes, *hich  in turn can be absorbed into the 
lower surfi-ce desi-r  so as  to  preserve  two-db.ensional  i'low  in  the   Joint lifting-propulsive 
system. 

(c) Plain cone.    This  is the basic flow field of the Jones  or  cone-flo« winr.    Its 
'lisadvantages are that  the  resulting  shapes have the  centre  of  li.t  downstream of the  ce itre  of 
area anJ  too little voluo«  near the  nose.    Also surface pressure  gradients are slightly adverse 
in  the  streamwise direction,   though  this  is a  point  which shouli  be  consiierea along with a 
refinel assessment  of  skin friction  levels,    Kxperim^nts  at.  U  = 4 on  /.ings b,usrd on this  type 
of  flow arc repo.'ted  in Ref.  7. 

(ii)    Cone-cylinder. 

(e)    Cone-ogive. 

?low fields  (d)  and  (e) both  lead  to shapes  in which both   the  volume and centre of 
pressure are  lurther  f rviard  than  .vith  the cone-flow wing:-.     Jt  dies   cf  th-SH flow fields have 
been   c mfined to th"  region of houentropic flov; behind tht   conical   shoik.    The two  types give 
somewhat different   indications a?   to   the  eiTiciency  of lift  production  (see Section 4). 

(f) Curved shock. This is the firs' non-honcntropic t'low fi«ld to be studied. It 
produces the same kind of benefits as 00 flow fields (d) and (e) but widens the ranre of 
possibilities and gives  indications  of   -ojd liftin• efficiency  of  the  resulting shapes. 

The studies of 1 low fields  (e)   and (f) art;  due particularly to Moore,  who has developed 
computer programae»  for evolvin": the   shapes an: their pre; sure  distributions. 

All  the  foregoing  flow fields are   c jncemed with   the  problem of  lift as produced 
irectly on the derived  surface  through  incidence.    It   is 0:   interest  to c isi er also the 

production of lift on a  su ■faco  by what   is usually  termed the   'favjurable  interference'   of  the 
pressure field of another coa onent  of  the  C'.-ifi-ur-' ion;  or more  .-enerally to consider flow 
systems whereby direct and  interference  lift can be  combined  in an effective a«nn°r.     Some 
develcpoents of the  theory along these  lines are  iercribed  in  th^   next  section. 

3.2   Direct and interference lift:   cor,; arison and combination 

An  interesting study by Roe  (Hef.   8)  fus compared  the lifting efficiency of a  vertical 
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••dx« beneath e plane Hing .?ith that of a horizontal wed^e producing lift directly through 
incidence as  in the caret wing.    His result  Is that the comparison is favourable or unfavourable 
to the former (i.e. Interference) arrangement according as the parameter    M^T/JI2    has a value 
lass or greater respectively than 0.63. 

The two systems under comparison are  illustrated in Figure 7,   (a)  and (b).    The caret wing 
has the  same direct lift characteristic as a two-dimensional wedge,  the flow being  in both oases 
deflected vertically downwards by the shock wave.    The interference arrangement acquires lift 
from the pressure field of the vertical wedge acting on the plane wins,  the flow boinr. deflected 
horisontally by  the shook wave.    Pike (Ref.  9) has analysed the performance  of systems containing 
a combination of direct and interference lift,  as obtained from flow fi-lds produced by plane 
shock waves.    A single pj.ane »hock wav» inclined ut an ungle to the horizontal ejives the 
deflected uir a  sideways component of velocity.    Shapes equivalent to caret wings but associated 
with  such inclined shock waves may be named more generally V-wings.    Pike's analysis shows that 
V-wing» can give  significantly better ratios of lift to pressure  "rag than caret wings.    The 
superiority uepends upon exercising freedom in the choice of trailing edge  sweepback;  with a 
caret wing this makes no difference to the performance,  since pressures and   inclinations are the 
same at all points of the lifting surface:  with a "eneral V-wing,  however,   employing trailing 
edge sweepback,  the favourable interference situation can be optimised to considerable 
advantage. 

Aii  important stage of realism is  introduced by joining together two V-nings as a mirror 
image pair with a comoun leading edge  in  the vertical plane of symmetry.    This gives a  V-wing as 
illustrated In ?lgure 7 (c),  the performance of *hlch is the same as that of each half or V-wing 
component.    The W-winc configuration may be  seen as consisting of a deep central body between 
lifting wings and i roo this point of view it is clearly important to asses-  the potential as 
aefined by study of the flow field characteristics. 

Pike's analysis again reveals, now in general terms, the potential advantage of deploying 
favourable interference at low values of the similarity parameter ii^C^/fl 2 . A summary picture 
taken from his report and including some  of hia worked-out examples Is shown as Figure 8. 

Generally speaking, the «ring-body arrangements emerging are not imoediately representative 
of practical aircraft configurations - to reach the optimuu curve in Figure 6 the shapes would 
becoae auch more extreme than those shown - but the results of the stuity can be used to indicate 
the distribution of voli«e and wing position for obtaining favourable  interference when the wing 
supports an attached shock wave. 

V.      Considerations of liftitut efficiency 

.1 Particular optlaisation« 

As part of the known flow field a-proach,   optimisation studies are  frequently possible 
which,  treated in a proper context,  i.e. with due regard to the limitations  imposed,  can provide 
useful guide lines to design. 

Thus in his cone-flow wing study, Jones (loc. cit) »hows that with type A configurations, 
pressure lift  is  .roduced more efficiently the  smaller the angle ^  (Figure  9).    This conclusion 
has to be weighed against the effect of increase of friction drag with decrease of V* and the 
progressive  aepurture iron nalistic  configurations. 

A particular study by Pike  (Ref. 10)  shows that the two-dimensional compression surface 
.vlth minimum pressure drag for a    iven lift is a   iouble wedge.    The discontinuity in slope is at 
a point such that disturbances from the discontinuity,  on reflection from the shock wave,  just 
fall  to effect the surface.    The double wedge  is generally concave for Mach numbers above 3- 
The  conclusion must be kept in proper context.    Tuu» if a streamwise upper surface  is assumed 
and the  enclosed volume per unit span 1» maintained constant,  Bartlett (Kef.  11)  has shown that 
a convex double wedge lower surface gives the best lift-to-drag ratio. 

in2   Hgaentug analysis 

Since the  flo.v beneath a cerive.: liftir« surface is known in depth,  the lift and drag may 
be determined from a momentan analysis.    An approach on these lines is   :ue  to Roe (lef. 12), 
who has been able to apply it to both two-dimensional and three-dimensional  flow fields. 

Briefly,  each element of planform area of a given shape is associated with an elementary 
»treaatube  in the flow and accordingly '.ith  the change» of momentum which take rlace along that 
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streiimtube.    The  monientura  cJumjei  contribute  to  the  overall  pressure  force by amounts 

Al =4A . f. 
P      L 

4D =4A 
P*    D 

»here   A Ap  reprea«nts  u.i element of planl'orm area and  fj^ and fr, are functions which may be 
com uted  lor each  streamline.    The lift  and  drag coe!'; icients are then simply mean values  of 
fL and fD. 

Koe has developed  this method in order to study the  generation of lift  in a variety of 
circumstances.    An analysis of two-dimensional  flow fields leads to a conclusion siallar to those 
of Pike and Bartlett - that optimal lifting shapes are close to double »edges.    The analysis has 
been extended to three-dimensional flow fields with a vertical plane of symetry.    It is shown 
how maps of a - iven flow fi-.-ld may be drawn so as to indicate those u^rts which from their 
lifting efficiency seen mo;t suitable for incorporation into a practical  lifting system.    Some 
typical maps,  relating  to axi-symuK'tric flow fields  included in the types  discussed in Section }, 
are reproduced in Pi.^ure  10.    The numbers assigned to the  contour .'.ines refer to values of a 
lift efficiency factor for individual streamlines relative to the streamline of the flow through 
s plane inclined shockwava giving the same f,. 

1 

Since the values  of f^ vary throughout the field in each case,  it is not possible to deduce 
overall oojjiarisons of lifting efficiency.    Thus a high value of the local efficiency factor 
may be associated with a relatively small f^ contribution to the overall CT .    Broad qualitative 
indications are obtained,  however,  of the relative merits of different flow fields.    One would 
tentatively draw the following conclusions from the results displayed in Figure 10:- 

i 
(1) The cone-cylinder flow field is relatively inefficient: this Is because the flow 

over-expands around the  shoulder, leading to parallel and even inwardly-directed flow aeaa way 
donwstream in the  inner region of the field. 

(2) A cone-ogive flow field successfully avoids  this characteristic.    The high values of 
local efficiency factor near the vertical plane of symmetry lead to a conclusion similar to that 
of Jones mentioned above:   namely that it is  desiraile  in oonstruotin- lifting shades from this 
field to employ stream surfaces within a relatively narrow sector around the pltre of symatry. 
In practice, this conclusion is subject to the same qualification as before in respect of the 
adverse trend of friction drag with angle of the sector. 

(3) The curved shock flow field shown in the third example is worthy of detailed study in 
relation to practical 1 osslbilitiea,  in that it  contains an 'xtensive region in which local 
lifting efficiency factors are greater than unity.    This  flow field does not exhibit the very 
high factors which occur locally in the cone-ogive field,   the probable explanation being that 
the leading shock is  in this respect now over-strong.    That particular fault,  however,  is 
compensated by the fact that strengthening the leading shock enables both the voluM and centre 
of pressure of a derivea lifting shape to be brought  further forward, with consequent benefit 
in a practical application. 

Roe's broad conclusions from this work to date are that optimum flow processes have tha 
following features;- 

(a) The air is initial.y deflected through a weak shock wave; 

(b) Subsequent flow prooesaes are isentroplc; 

(c) Expansion to free-stream pressure occurs in conjunction with a residual deflection 
angle of the flow. 

I 
4.3    Estimates  of overall lift-to-drag ratio 

i 
It seems appropriate  to  conclude this section on lifting efficiency with a brief note on 

the levels  of lift-to-drag rs+io which it is estimated can  be reached by waverider shapes 
uerived froa known flow fields, with the effect of skin friction included.    The position is 
depicted in Figure 11.    The full curve on the left is estimated for slender wings and its trend 
towards non-slender span-to-iength ratio is confirmed by experimental results from the 
High Supersonic Speed Tunnel at R.A.E. Bedford.    Ikying above this, the dotted curve represents a 
corresponding estimate  for sler.der wings again but assuming,   instead of a thin trailing edge,  a 
positive base area equal to the maximum cress section area yet having »ero base drag.    The 
conclusions are;- 

(1)    Under comparable conditions, waverider shapes at Mach 4 (the speed chosen for this 

^J 
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•at of «stiMtts) e«n gif about th» «u« l/D as slender wings; 

(2) Foms of »«Torldor utilising troilln« edge swoepback show appreciably higher 
potantial than the caret wing; 

(3) Since a non-sero base area is an essential   feature of basic warerider shapes,  the 
coaparisons are «ado assvaing a positive base area but zero base drag:  in practice therefore 
auch will depend on ho* the base drag can be eliminated in a real configuration. 

5«      Approach to eoaplote aircraft configurations 

So far in this account it has been described how the use of known flow fields leads 
roadlly to the derivation of ofi'icier: lifting shapes with repre3entative volume.    The choice of 
flow field influences such characteristics as the longitudinal distribution of volume,  position 
of centre of pressure and the  nature of pressure gradients along the   surface.   The account would 
not be adequate, however, without aentlon of sme further significant  steps which ctn be taken 
in the approach towards complete and acceptable aircraft configurations. 

5.1 Bnglne-airframe integration 

At hypersonic speeds,  the rrepulsion system - air intake,  engine and notzle - constitutes 
a major portion of a total aircraft layout:  in particular the area  of the  propulsion nozzle for 
complete  expansion of the  jet  grows rapidly »ith  increase  of llach number and ^y Mach 6,   say,   is 
comparable with the total frontal area of the vehicle.    Integration of  the propulsion system into 
the  total configuration clearly plays an lu. ortant part In defining the overall aerodynamics. 
In relation to the  flow field approach to design, the first and aost obvious point is that 
ooncemlng the base area of derived shapes.    It is recalled that  the basic construction of a 
lifting lower surface and streamwlse upper surface (e.g. Figures 3 and 4) defines a base area. 
By introducing shaping of the upper surface to provide a lift contribution, this base area is 
reduced.    Jith optlaum upper surface lift, however, a substantial base remains.    An essential 
part of the philosophy of the flow field approach is that in a complete configuration this 
residual base area is occupier) by the exhaust nozzle or nozzles of the propulsion system.    The 
extent to which a match can be made will have a significant effi-ct on the  ultimate aerodynamic 
efficiency, as can be seen from Pigure 11. 

That the flow field method  provides a useful anproaoh to the  nroblem of inteTatin»  the 
pri'inlsion system into a configuration has be:ti ,'einonstrated by Pike  (Her. 13).    In his worked 
example for Mach 4 the  following  steps are incorporated:- 

(1) The intake is placed on 'he lower surface, where  it  oan benefit rrom th    so'ipression 
through the leading edge  shock.    In the   cruise condition the  intake  is  in a region of known flow 
and  its  size  is  reltt-'il to  the  free  strua, i capture area by following forward str'.v-alines.    The 
known  flo.f field  is  rettined behind  the   intake  (assuuin^  no  spillage  at  the desien Mach  number) 
by  defininc the  outer  shape  of the  proirlsion box as the   jtreaa  surface  which continues  dor.n- 
stre^m  frua the  intake.    At the   trailing  edge  th" propulsion box  increases  to thn base  urea 
«hich  needs t:  be absorbed by  the  nozzle. 

(2) "ainr e   c;ne-cylinder  flow  field for the  lower surface,     he  base area  obtained  is 
about   SCf. in excess  of   th'--  nozzle  area  reyiired.    This  excess  is  removed by introducing upfer 
surft.ee  expulsion.    In  an  interesting modification oi'  the btsic method.   Pike usi'S a  pair of 
axi-symaetric expansion  flow  fields,   one  on »ach  si le  of the  vertical  plane of syninetry,   and 
thereby  removes base area  towards  the   tips,  leavin    the  residual  nozzle arei.  concentrated  around 
the   centre line. 

Photographs of a aodel  of  the  resulting confiru-ation are  shown  in Figure  12.    The  vertical 
•fin'   which can be  seen  emerges   in the   : orn shown us  the  result  of  prescribinr; a solid boundary 
to prevent the two expansion flows  from  interfcrins one  /.ith another. 

5.2 lo*er surface shape 

It Can of course be argued  that  shapes precisely as  de'.'ined  by  the  Known flow field 
approach are   enerally sue. as A-ould present significant  inconvenience  in actual des im 
application.    For example,  an aircraft designer oi-ht  . ustifiably react adversely to the larfie 
undersurface concavity .vhich  is  a  feature of the  caret  wing,  at  least  at  the lower Mach  numbers, 
or to the surface curvatures  peculiar to  the cone-flow cing.    This   is merely to say, however, 
that  the exact theory is llDited  in scope to illustratin- the rrincipres „md providing ■■  first 
broad approach to particular deslcn.     Tt woul'. seem that  the  stape  has  in fact been reached 

k^i. 
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niiei'-e   ll»   ucoü  now  is  Lu 'uuilü  up  u  backrroun'i  or  expeniicntai  evidence   in  rpli.tion  to the 
details  of these more practictl  points - and   there iire many -  involving dep'irtures  froa cxactlv 
^"i rived  shapes;  and to investigate  in  parallel  the  possii ilitiea  of  ^ Toi;ucin£  perturbation 
methods to carry  the theoretical aj proach a stage  nearer practicality.    To taJce  Tor a moment the 
question of lower surface detail,   it  is  intf>restln,- tu c «.pare,  as  in ?ipurc-   15,   the lower 
surface pressure distri! utions as    btained for sone of the Known-flew shapes anJ,   in one case, 
experimental  results for a flat-bottomed win/%     It   is sef-n  that  the  particular curved-shock 
cesi^n has a  .jpanwise iressure distribution very close to that  of  the  flat-bottomed wine coupled 
with the a ivantage or further forward  centre of j res sure.    The results  surest  that 
reconciliation between 'heory and pi'actice may not  be too    ifflcult  to achieve.     In this respect 
the work of L.C.  Squire (lef, 14)  on the  calculation of pressure distributions  is  important. 

6.      Concluding remarks 

An account has been given of the method of- using known flow fields as an approach to the 
design of effl-'-ant non-slender lifting vehicles at high speeds  (M>3).    The method is 
interesting and novel and provides a basis  of theoretical de^i -n in an are>,  of aerodynamics ».hioh 
is characterized by flow non-linearity resulting fro.ii the  r.reience  of    hock wave^.    Various types 
of flow field may be used and the efficiency of the  lifting process can be  studied  in a direct 
fashion.    It seems that extensions of th»   method,  both on an em; irioal basis and by the use of 
perturbation theories,  could be devised to link the results more  closely with design 
considerations of practical aircraft. 

I 
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SUMMAHY 

Charts   are   presented   for   the   calculation   of   pressure 
distributions   and   shock   shapes   rn   conical   wings   wich   diamond 
and   caret   (Nonweiler)   cro^s-sections. These   charts   ar« 
based   on   extensions   to   Messiter's   first   order   correction   to 
simple   Newtonian   theory. Comparisons   of   measured   and 
calculated   pressure   distributions   show   good   agreement   over   a 
wide   range   of   cross-section   shapes   and   Mach   numbers. This 
gojd   agreemeni   allows   the   theory   to   be   used   to   build   up   a 
systematic   description   of   the   off-design   behaviour   of   conical 
wave-rider  wings. 



NOTATION 
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M 

P 

Ä. 
P 

P* 

u,v,w 

u.v.w 

w 
_o_ 

x.y.* 

y 

a 

Y 

€ 

J 
P 

o- 
r- 

tangent   of   wing   semi-apex   angle 

thickness   paramnter   (eqn.    (25)) 

Mach  number 

static pressure 

static pressure In free stream 

correction to Newtonian pressure coefficient, (eqn. (1)) 

function in pressure coefficient (eqn. (23)) 

velocity components in physical flow 

transformed velocities (eqn. (1)) 

constant shock slope near leading edge 

physical coordinates, Fig. 1:  N.B.  y  is positive downwards 

transformed coordinates 

function in physical shock shape (eqn. (24)) 

value of transformed z on body 

inboard edge of constant pressure 

incidence of plane of leading edges 

angle between shock and surface for wedge flows 
(Pig. 'i(a)):  also ratio of specific heats 

density ratio (eqn. (2)) 

characteristic coordinate (eqn. (3)) 

density 

density in free stream 

correction to density ratio (eqn. (1)) 

leading edge sweep 

transformed wing semi-span (eqr. (25)) 
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CALCULATIONS   OF   THE   PRESSURE   DISTRIBUTION   ON   LIFTING  CONICAL 
WINGS   WITH   APPLICATIONS  TO   THE   OFF-DESIGN   ÜEHAVIOUR   OF 

WAVE-RIDEHS 

by L.C.   Squlr« 

Cambridge University Engineering Department 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For flight at high supersonic speeds there is considerable interest in 
lifting body configurations 'thich provide most of the necessary lift and volume 
and offnr the prospect of    egration with the power plant^.   However, until 
recently, most of the methc   available for calculating the aerodynamic loads 
and pressure distributions  i these vehicles were rudimentary.   This lack of 
reliable methods for calculating pressure distributions was one of the reasons 
which led to the current interest in the wave-rider type of vehicle.   For 
these vehicles the complete flow-field is known exactly at the design point; 
however, reliable methods are still needed to find the off-design characteris- 
tics . 

Apart from the use of simple Newtonian theory, or the equivalent we Ige, jr 
cone, concepts, methods have only been developed for conical shapes.   Ii 
particular, Walkden" has developed a method for the calculation of the olf-design 
pressure distributions on conical wave-riders by linearisation about the üesign 
condition;  while the present author't^ has extended Messiter'r' first order 
correction to Newtonian theory to this problem.   Crabtree and Treadgold" have 
also shown that pressure distributions in certain off-design conditions can be 
predicted by use of certain configurations of oblique shock waves. 

The exten 
a large amount 
section at one 
However, for d 
parameters. 
range of these 
present charts 
surface pressu 
extensive comp 
In general the 
to build up a 
riders. 

sions to Messiter's theory produced by the present author require 
of computer time.   (A typical calculation for a given cross- 
incidence and speed may need up to 5 minutes on a fast computer), 

iamond, and caret, cross-sections the solution only depends on two 
During the course of the work solutions were obtained for a wide 
two parameters, and the main purpose of the present paper is to 
based on these solutions.   The charts contain data for both 

re distributions and shock shape.   The paper also includes more 
arisons with experiment than could be included in previous papers. 
agreement with expsrimert is very good and the theory Is then used 
systematic description of the off-design behaviour of conical wave- 

2. OUTLINE OF THE THEORY AND DESCRIPTION OF THE CHARTS 

2.1  OUTLINE OF THEORY 

A full account of Me 
extensions by the present 
of this work is not neces 
To derive the equations f 
related problem of the fl 
For this case the full so 
terms of the basic Newton 
together with a series so 
shock. This form of the 
problem. Using this mod 
velocities downstream of 

ssitcr's basic theory can be found in Ref. 3, while the 
author are described in Refs. 3 and 4.   A full account 

■ary here, but a short outline is given for completeness, 
or the general conical case, Messiter first studied the 
ow over an infinite swept wing with an attached shock, 
lutlon is known and Messiter recast this solution in 
ian solution, with the shock lying in the wing surface, 
lution in terms of the density ratio across this basic 
solution was then used as a guide to treat the conical 

el Messiter transforms the physical coordinates and the 
the physical shock as follows (see Fig. 1 and notation). 

x = x, 

y  =   >/x   t tana 

z   =   z/x  6      tana. 

u/L^, =   coso   +     fsina   tana   u(y,z), 

v/V— =    fsina  v(y,z), 

w/U— ■      f  *   sina  w(y,z). 

P   -   P^ 
C     = 

p     JP«. iC 
2sin   a   (1   +     f   p   (y,z)). 

p  =     t  *    t   CHy.z), (1) 
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whar« barred symbols denote physical coordinates and velocities, and E  li 
the density ratio across the basic shock lying in the plane of the leading 
edges, of incidence  a;  i.e. 

Y ♦ 1 (Y ♦ l)M2sin2o 
(2) 

Substitution  of  the.'«   expressions   into   the  equations  of motion  and  into   the 
Jump   conditions  across   the   shock   lead   to  a  consistent   system  of  equations. 
In  particular   it   is   found   that   the   equations   for     v,   w  and   p     are   independent 
of     u   and    or    •       Furthermore   the   equations  for     v,   w  and  p     have   two  real 

characteristic'   given   by     i.   -   constant   and    J   =   constant,   where 

(v - y) sl ♦  (« dz 
0. (3) 

Thus   the   lines    j   =   constant  are   conical projections  of  the   streamlines. 

Messiter   fixes  the   constant   on   these   characteristics  by putting    ^   =   z     on  the 

shock.        The   equations  of  motion   and   the   Jump   conditions  across   the   shock   then 

show   that     w     is  a   function  of     \     only   and  that 

dy.U)     _ 
= . w(5 ) = - w(z), m dz 

where  y (z)  is the equation of the shock. 

Messiter was then able to integrate the equations for 
obtain 

r( 5,z)   =   yBU)   - I      w  s)  -   z      . 
I  2 d"   ' J   (wts)   -   s)2 

v,   w  and  p     to 

(5) 

v( 

J (6) 

P(^ ,*) 1   ♦   2y   (z)   +   2zw(z) w2(r) 

1   ♦ 
(w(z 

1 1 dw(z)    (     (w(s)   -   z)2 

)   -   z)2J       dZ      L    (w(s)   -   .)S (7) 

In  the  present   approximation   the  condition  that   the   body   is  a   stream- 
surface   reduces  to 

( dz/. body 

or, by substitution from eqn. (6) to 

(8) 

( dz/, 

f b 

body 

ds 

! 

(w(s) - s) 2      b    w(z. ) (9) 

In this equation  T  is the value of the constant on the characteristic passing 

through  z 

from 
b* that   is,   it   is   the   value   of     z     where   the   projected   streamline 

crosses   the   shock.        Thus,   in  order   to   solve  eqn.    (9)   for    w,     we 

and z. This relation can be obtained by need another equation to relate \ J       up 
differentiation of eqn. (5)  with respect to T  and by regarding 

s function of so that 
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,'S' ds 

(w(s) a) 
2   "   W(zb) ^vT -m, body 

w( ?  ) 
(1Ü) 

(w(T) -f )2 

amce    the    term   in   aiiuare   brackets   is   zero    by   eqn.    (9)   we   must   have 

H(5   )   =   zb,      or      l/z'b( J )   =   0    . (11) 

If  z. = wt 5 ) »  t..en a jjrojectta stieamline ends at a point on the body 

surface, and the surface streamlines lie along conical rays from fie wing apex. 

Messiter suggests that this corresponds to a detached shock, when  w( T )  is the 
solution of the eijuation 

w;! > 

(w(S) - s)' 
w(w(J )) - 

w(w( f )) - w( f ) 
(12) J 

with  w(ü) = 0, and w(fl )   =    1    +  SI     .   Here Ä (= -T  \ 
\      tJtana     | 

semi-span   and   the   boundary   condition   at   the   leading  edge   (i.e.      at     z   =   $1      ) 
corresponds   to   a   singularity   in   the   shock   curvature   (see   Messiter   for   a   full 
discussion   of   this   boundary   condition).        Messiter   obtained   some   solutions   of 

is   the   transformed 

eqn,   (12)   for   flat   wings,   i.e, (Ü) 0,  and the present author has 
body 

(£). This numerical described a numerical method of solution for non-zero 
body 

method of solution requires a large amount of computer time.   However, for winga 

with rhombic cross-sections (diamond, or Nonweiler, cross-sections) \7t    I 
V<lr'body 

In  this   case,   as  pointed  out is   constant   and   is   equal   to = - C (aay). 
bC 

in the introduction, the solution depend« on the two parameters St    and C  and 
it has been possible to produce charts for the surface pressure distribution and 
shock shape covering a wide range of these parameters.   These chart« are 
described in section 2.3 below, and are presented in Figs. 2 and 3» 

Messiter also pointed out that the condition  1/z' ( J ) = 0  corresponded to 

the flow near the leading edge with an attached shock, but he was unable to match 
this solution to the non-uniform flow near the centre-line.   An approximate 
method of carrying out this matching is described by the present author in Ref. k. 
This matching follows from the fact that near the leading edge of a wing with an 
attached shock all the surface streamlines cross the conical rays from the apex, 
and so a projected streamline runs across the wing surface and crosses the shock 

at the leading edge.   Thus near the leading edge J = SI for all  z.   4nd eqn. 
(9) becomes 

ds 

Jj^  (w(s) - s): 
w(z. ) - —/   \ \   ■ b   wCz,,) - z.) 

with 1 
ft 
w(s)ds ~ 0, the shock is attached. 

m body (13) 

If we confine our attention to wings with constant  (TJJ     U- C (say)), that 

is, to flat wings, wings with diamond cross-sections and Nonweiler wings, w« 

&L, - 
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would «xpact the flow to ba uniform, and tha shock to ba plana, naar tha laading 
w(z)  will ba constant  (w., say) for  z *> z.,  whara adgs.   Thus by aqn. ('l) 

z   is as yat unknown. 

(wo, say) for  z ^ 

Substitution into aqn. (13) than givas, for  z °> z , 

I da 

Or. T^-Tf 

.)' 
- c 

- Jl o    w  - z 
o 

C , 

ilk) 

(15) 

mo  that eqn. (13) holds for all  z > z ,  provided  w , Jt and C  are related by 

SI 
or, 

W  m 
O i{(«. 

♦ w  = C , 

>2 ♦ c) ♦ ((si - cr ■■ 'i) 

(ie) 

(17) 

' 

At (SI    - C) < 2 is imaginary and so  (A - C) = Z is the condition 

for shock detachment.   In general we would expect to take the negative sign in 
eqn. (17) as corresponding to the weak shock.   However, as shown below, the 
strong shock may occur on Nonweiler wings at the design condition. 

A solution of eqn. (9), inboard of the uniform region, may ba obtained by 
noting that Babaav's * numerical solution for a flat delta wing with an attached 
shock shows that at the inboard edge of the uniform flow the shock, and the 
shock slope, are continuous, but that tha shock curvature may ba diacontinuoua. 
In tha present notation this implies that  w'(z) may be discontinuous at the 
Inner edge of the uniform flow region.   It Is possible to show that this type 
of discontinuity does not Invalidate solutions (3), (6) and (7), ao that eqn. (9) 

It can then be shown (Ref. k)   ^hat  w = w for all  7. > 1 ♦ w , still holds 

provided w  > Oj  so that  z > (1 ♦ w )  corresponds to the inner edge of tha o ^ o 
uniform flow region.   Inboard of this point  w(z)  Is given by 

w(z) > z - 1   . (18) 

This solution can then be matched approximately to a solution of eqn. (12) to 
give the flow in the central region of the wing.   As pointed out in Ref. k  this 
matched solution is not completely satisfactory.   However, the results obtained 
are iu good agreement with Babaev's numerical solution (see Fig. 11).   Results 
from this matched solution are included in the charts of Pigs. 2 and 3. 

Near the leading edge the shock shape, and the pressure, can be found 
explicitly in the form 

y.(z) . ( Si z)wo. (1 ♦ w ) <  z < il 

yB(z) - ( Jl - l)wo - woV2 + (z l)2/2. z < (1 ♦ w ), 
o (19) 

and 2ain a(1 +  C p). 

where    p « - 1 ♦ 2w SI 

p * - 1 + 2w ft. K o 

(1 + w ) *  z 4 SI 

+ 2(z - 1 v z < (1 + wo) (20) 

Finally it should be noted that at the deaign point of a conical wave-rider, 
the Incidence of the plane of the leading edges,  a,  and the inclination of the 

central ridge line to this plane,  Y (s tan" (- h)) (Pig. l)  are related by the 
oblique a'tock relations for a shock inclined at an angle  a  producing a flow 
deflection of  (a - Y), ••• Fig. 4(a). 

«.    tanY   P.» 
Thus TTTT  ■ -S~ ■ £   • 

so that 

» P 

C a   » 7^ ana 
tanY 

£ tana 
- - 1 (21) 

^•■^«««toife.,.^ 
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Thus for all Monweller wings at design the product of the parameters  C and it 
lie on a hyperbola in the  (C, SI ) plane:  this line is drawn in Pig. Mb). 
As can be seen this line lies above the line  ( SI - C) = 2,  so that the shock 
is attached; and by eqn. (17) O,  so that the shock lies in the plane of 

the leading edges, as would be expected.  It should be noted that to make 
w  = 0  in eqn. (17) we need to take the negative root for  SI > 1  and the 

positive root for Si. < 1;  this corresponds to the physical fact that if we 
regard the Nonweller wing from the viewpoint of oblique shock waves attached to 
a swept edge, then it is the weak shock which lies in the plane of the edges if 
the edges are supersonic with respect to flow inside the caret shane, whereas 
the strong shock lies in this plane if the edges are subsonic with lespect to 
this flow.   A study of a large number of Nonweiler wings using the oblique 
shock relations showed that this changeover does occur very near SL    ■ 1. 

for     * » 0,  eqn, (7) gives  p = - 1,  so that the pressure coefficient. 

given  by   eqn.   (1),   is 

C     • 2   sin2o(l   ♦     t  p)   =   2   sin2a(l   -    t    ), 

2 2Y ,„2      .2 .> 
■ ^2  '  YTT (M^ "in a -  iy' (22) 

which is the exact pressure coefficient as given by the oblique shock relations. 
Thus the present approximation is exact for the Nonweiler wing at design. 

2.2  SIGNIFICANCE OP THE PARAMETERS  C AND SI 

As can be seen from Fig. 4(b), the iines C SL    =   -   I   and ( SV -0=2, 
divide the  C-SX  plane into the four regions labelled  A, B, C and 0.   Also 
positive  C  corresponds to conical wings with diamond cross-sections, whereas 
negative  C  corresponds to Nonweiler wings (see Fig. 1).   Fig. 4(b) thus shown 
two types of flow over wings with diamond cross-sections, i.e.  flow with 
attached shocks, region D, and flow with attached shocks, region B:  but four 
types of flow on Nonweiler wings.   Region 0 is again the case of flow with a 
detached shock, and the flow field is fully given by the solution of eqn. (12). 
To find the significance of the other three regions it is first helpful to 
consider a wing designed for an incidence  a- and a Mach number  WL,  so that  Y, 

and hence  h,  is given by the oblique shock relations.   If  M  is now kept 
fixed and the incidence changed to another incidence  a',  then, in general, it 
is possible to find a new equivalent design Mach number  M* ,  so that  M' and a* 
give the same value of  Y  (see Fig. 4(8)).   (Note that in all this discussion 
we assume that the flow on the under surfaces is independent of the shape of the 
upper surface).   Thus the case of a wing at design Mach number, but off-design 
incidence, is equivalent to that on a wing at design incidence, but off-design 
Mach number.   At the equivalent design point C  SI   =   -   tanY/c tana* = - 1,  and 
at off-design speed  a' and Y  remain fixed, so that  C SI.  behaves like  1/c  . 

However, at fixed Incidence  l/t   behaves like  M,  so that  |C Sl| > 1  for 

wings flying above the equivalent design speed.   Thus region A corresponds to 
wings at design incidence but at Mach numbers above design, whereas regions B, C 
and D correspond to flight below the equivalent design speed. 

The flow regimes in regions B and C are best understood by considering the 
values of  w   (eqn. (17)) on their boundaries.   At design, i.e.  at 

is zero since the shock lies in the plane of the leading edges. C Si. = - 1, 

thus by eqn. 
o 

(17) 

i[(yi-i/si.) + ((si + i/n. )2 - 4)H 

i[(Si. -i/n. )♦($!- i/n| J . 

Therefore, if ft > 1 the design shock corresponds to the weak attached shock, 
whereas if SI < 1 the design shock corresponds to th" strong attached shock. 
Along the line  (SL-C) = 2,  wo=(Sl. 

and this condition holds for all region B, 

1). Thus o * for 51 > 1, 

0  in On the other hand  w £, 

region C.   Also, as shown in Hef. 4, eqn. (12) gives physically possible 
solutions for  C<<-1, (SI  -C)>  2, (Region C), whereas for  C > - 1, 
(St    - C) >  2  (Region B) the solutions obtained are physically meaningless 
sxnca the calculated shock cuts the wing surface inboard of the leading edge, 
i.e.  the 'detached' shock is not detached.   However, in region B it is 
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poaslbl« to obtain the 
0.   Thua It wou wo> 

shown in Pig. 4(c) wit 
attach.  shock below t 
rang* below design 
the design speed, with 
condition both eqn. (1 
wave attached to the 1 
whereas the two-dimens 
below this plane.   It 
awtching of the shock 
the speed falls below 
flew as in Region 0. 
in region C is rather 
solutions of eqn. (12) 
with experiaent (see, 

matched solution described in section 2.1 since 
Id appear that region B corresponds to the type of flow 

h the weak shock at the design condition and with an 
he plane of the leading edg^s for a certain Mach number 
On the other hand region C corresponds to flight below 
the strong attached shock occurring at design.   In this 

7)i and the oblique shock relations, show that the shock 
•ading edges lies inside the 'caret' shape (see Fig. 4(d)), 
ional shock corresponding to the equivalent wedge lies 
is suggested in Hef. 4 that in these conditions no 

system is possible, and that the shock detaches immediately 
design, so that we revert to the detached shock type of 
It must be admitted that this interpretation of the flow 

tentative, but it is supported by the fact that we can get 
in this region, and these solutions are in good agreement 

for example, fig. 7). 

2.3  0ESCUIPT10N OP THE CHARTS 

In presenting charts based on the above solutions it is mist convenient to 
re-write the pressure coefficient in the form 

C  « 2sin a  1 ♦ e(2SlC ♦ p* iSL,   C, z/bx)) 

and the physical shock shape as 

y/x =  e tana y* (SI, C, z/bx), 

(23) 

(24) 

whore, as mentioned above,  a  is the incidence of the plane containing the 
leading edges of the wing, or body, and  E. is the ratio of upstream to 
downstream density across a shock lying in this plane (eqn. (2)).   C and SI 
are parameters, as defined above,depending on the wing geometry and density 
ratio, they are given by 

(25) 

It should be remembered that  y  is measured downwards normal to the plane of 
the leading edges so that  C  is positive for diamond cross-sections, and 
negative for Nonweiler wings. 

The calculations showed that the functions  p*  (eqn. (23)), and  y*  (eqn. 
(24)) varied slowly near the centre-line, and more rapidly near the leading 
edges.   Also, as explained in Hef. 3) the numerical values near the leading 
edges are relatively Inaccurate for the detached shock solution.   In the light 
of this behaviour it is convenient to plot  p* and y*  against  C  at fixed 

values of Si. in four separate charts for  z/bx ■ O, 0.4, 0.7 and 0.9.   To allow 
accurate interpolation the actual values of SL vary in the different charts. 
The charts for  p*  are given in Pig^. 2(a) to 2(g) and the charts for  y*  in 
Pigs. 3(a) to 3(d),   In general, the values of  p* and y* at 

z/bx = 0, 0.4, 0.7 and 0.9  should be sufficient to determine the complete 
pressure distribution and shock shape' across the span, except very close to the 
leading edge.   However, if there is any doubt about the shape of the curve 
through the four points, guidance can be obtained from the typical plots of  p* 
and shock shape pi-esented in Refs. 3 and 4. 

It should be noted that the charts generally stop for  C > 1.5  since it 

was difficult to obtain accurate solutions for  C > 1.5.   Also results for 

region B are shown dotted since they are slightly less accurate than the results 
In regions C and D.   Near the leading edges of wings in region B the shock 
shape and pressure coefficients can be calculated directly from the formulae 
given above (eqns. (19) and (20)).   These results are not included in the charts. 
Alternatively results near the leading edges of wings in region B can bo obtained 
exactly from the oblique shock relations. 

2.4  ACCURACY OP THE CHARTS 

It is shown in Ref. 1 that the method of solution for the detached shock 
case is capable of giving valuer of  p*  with an accuracy of better than 
♦, 0.015,  whereas the error in the approximate matched solution for the attached 
shock ci>se may be slightly larger.   The interpolation to produce the present 

i<ifcwiMlii 1.^- • -•^-«. 
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charts, and interpolation from these charts for given values of C and SI , 
probably doubles this error. Thus p', as derived from the charts, should 
be accurate to *_  0,03,   This gives an error in pressure coefficient of 

+ 0.03( C2sin2o), 

■    + 0.01(sin2a ♦ 5/M2),  for  Y = 1.4. 

Except at low Mach numbers  (H < 4, say)  and high incidence  (o > 25*, say) 

this gives a maximum error of  + 0.003  in However, at very low incidence 

£ itself tends to be large so that the neglected higher order terms become 
significant. 

It is also estimated that the charts for  y*  are accurate to  + 0.02, 

thus for C <  0.5,  the shock awgle should be accurate to  + 0.6*. 

3. COMPAHISON BETWEEN THEOHY AND EXPERIMENT 

Some comparisons between the present theory and experimental results are 
included in Kefs. 3 and k.        Since these papers were written a large amount of 
experimental data on Nonwe.'ler wings has become available and this data is 
compared with the present theory in Figs. 5 to 8.   For completeness aome of 
the comparisons included in previous papers are given in Figs. 8 to 11.   The 
range of the parameters  C and SI corresponding to the experimental results 
used in the comparisons are shown in Fig. Mb).   This figure also includes the 
figure numbers of the various omparisons.   It should be noted that in the 
figures for Nonweiler wings  a*  is measured relative to the design incidence 
and so does not correspond to the incidence used in eqn, (1).   Also the 
theoretical curves drawn in Fig. 9 correspond to values of  C  greater than 
1.5,  and therefore had to be obtained by extrapolation from the curves of 
Fig. 2.   This extrapolation gives larger errors in  p*  than the values quoted 

o 
In section 2.4, however, for these wings  2 fcsin a  is small ( < 0.12) so that 
C   should still be accurate to  + 0.01. 
P — 

Let us first consider the comparisons between theory and experiment in 
regions C and Ü for Nonweiler wings. Figs. 5, 6 and 7.   As can be seen the 
agreement is very good at  M = 4.3,  except at very high incidence, but is less 
good at  M = 2.47,  where the agreement between theory and experiment is still 
good over the outer 40% of the span, but where the measured pressures are above 
the theoretical curve near the centre-line.   This is also true at the design 
condition (Fig, 7i  o" = 0),  where the present theory is exact.   At the design 
condition the pressures measured on two wings of different aspect ratios both 
show an almost linear fall of about  0.04 in C   from centre-line to leading 

P 
edges.   This type of variation is not present on the wing designed for 
M = 4.3  (Fig. 6(a)),  where the measured pressures -»re constant across the span 
and are in excellent ag.odment with the theoretical value.   (Note that in 
Fig. 6(a)  o' = 4*  is also a design incidence).   It seems unlikely that the 
discrepancies at  K = 2.47  indicate a breakdown in the present theory at low 
values of SI since some of the results on Fig. 5(a) correspond to almost as low 
values of SI  , yet the agreement between theory and experiment is very good in 
this case.   Rather it would appear that some viscous effect is present at this 
low Mach number which is virtually independent of incidence.   This behaviour 
calls for further study. 

Results* for Nonweiler wings in region B are sliov-n in Fig. 8.   This figure 
also includes the ranges of the parameters  C and 51 covered by the tests in the 
bottom right-hand figure.   This latter figure also includes the line of exact 
shock detachment as calculated by the oblique shock relations.   As will be seen 
the exact and approximate lines of shock detachment are close together at 
M = 3.97 ( E = 0.33),  but slightly further apart at  M = 3.5 ( t = 0,47). 
At  M = 3.5  exact shock detachment occurs at about 1* above the approximate 
value.   The pressures calculated by the present method are close to the 
measured pressures in cases where the shock is detached (the higher incidences); 

These results were recently obtained in the high supersonic spaed tunnel at 
the H.A.E. Hsdford. The author would like to thank the staif of the tunnel 
for their help in arranging and in carrying out the tests. 

i.iijinBltr MT -«*•*•*"*« 
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but wh«n the shock is attached the pre 
In the uniform flow region nenr the edg 
line of sl.ock detachment is approached. 
o' • 0.7*. and M = 5.75. a' = k.T and 
■hock detachment, are very high, wherea 
M = 3.97, a' = O.l', k.l* and &.2m are 
values. In all cases the present mate 
with the measured pressures near the ce 
near the leading edge. As might be ex 
oblique shock relations are very close 
Thus it would appear that the pressures 
whole span by using the present matched 
solution is included in the charts), an 
tlons near the edge. 

sent method overestimates t 
e.   The discrepancy increa 

Thus calculated results 
8.9°,  which are near the c 
s results for  M = 3.75, a* 
in good agreement with the 

hod solutions ar« in very g 
ntre-line in spite of the 1 
pected,the pressures calcul 
to the pressures measured n 
in region B can be predict 
solution near the centre-1 

d by using the exact obliqu 

he pressure 
sei as the 
for M . 3.5. 
ondition for 
= 0.7'* and 
measured 
ood agreement 
arge errors 
ated from the 
ear the edge, 
ed over the 
ine (this 

shark rela- 

Measured results for wings with diamond cross-sections and with flat 
■urfaces are compared with the present theory for detached shocks in Figs. 9 
•nd 10.   In general the comparisons are very good except in Fig. 10(a) at the 
higher aspect ratio.   The shapes of the pressure distributions for the bodies 
of Fig. 10(a) suggest that as the aspect ratio increases the flow over the body 
becomes more 'winglike*.   However, the large discrepancy between theory and 
experiment at St = 1.76  suggests that the present theory tends to predict too 
rapid an approach to the 'winglike* flow.   Thus,, in cases where t) e physical 
type of flow is changing rapidly the present method may be in error.   The 
results for the flat wings (Fig. lU(b)) are particularly encouraging since they 
include some results at approximately the same value of SV  (1.82), but different 
values of t,      (0.^2 and 0.71)i  in both cases the agreement between experiment 
and theory is excellent. 

Finally Fig. 11 (extracted from Ref. k)   shows a comparison of Babaev'j 
numerical solution for flat wings with attached shocks, with the present 
matched solution.   As can be seen the agreement is very good at  a = 15*, 
where  t"  « 0.51, but less good at  a = 9* and a = 21*.   The discrepancy at 
a = 9*  can be explained by the high value of  £.  (=1.11)  which means that the 
present theory is not strictly valid.   The discrepancy »t  a = 21*,  is due to 
the fact that the condition for shock detachment has been approached and so, as 
shown in the last comparison, we might expect the present method to be in error. 
However, in spite of these discrepancies the present results are quite good. 

k.   CONCLUSIONS 

The comparison between theory and experiment discussed in section 3 show 
that the charts presented in this p&per can be used to predict accurate pressure 
distributions on a wide range of conical bodies at high supersonic speed«.   In 
particular, the charts can be used to predict the oi'f-design characteristics of 
Nonweiler wings, except in conditions near shock detachment.   However, here the 
charts can be combined with the exact obliqu* shock relations to give accurate 
predictions of the pressure distribution.   The overall good agreement between 
theory and experiment shows that the flow regions of Fig. '»(b) which ar* 
predicted by the present theory correspond closely with the real flow regimes, 
and so the real flow may be conveniently classified in terms ol the two 
parameters  C and iX .   These two parameters depend on the wing geometry.and 
incidence, and on the ratio of upstream to downstream density across a shock 
wave inclined to the flow at an angle equal to the incidence of the plane 
containing the leading edges of the wing.   In all the cases considered in this 
paper this ratio has been found from the perfect gas relationships.   However, 
it seems likely that the theory will still apply in its present form in cases 
where real gas effects are significant, provided these real gas effects are 
included in the calculation of the basic density ratio. 

Finally it should be noted that the work so far only applies to conical 
bodies, and that calculations have only been made for cross-sections with 
straight edges.   Although it would require much more computer time, eqn. (12) 
for the detached shock, could be solved for more complicated cross-sections, 
such as biconvex sections, or Nonweiler wings with blunted leadinjr edges and 
kork on this topic is in progress.   The extension of the present work to non- 
conical shapes is more difficult, but it should be noted that many lifting 
bodies will be conical near the nose and so the present solution should provide 
initial conditions for a marching type of solution in the stream direction. 

' —««• —liHIIHmii|___ „ 
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1 Suiwaiy 

Esperimental  raaults fron thr«e con« flow waverltlera. 

The 3ft x 4ft high supersonic speed tunnel at R.A.E. Bedford has been used to obtain 
experimental rpsults from two vaverider models with sharp leading edges and a third with a 
rounded leading edge.      At a particular Incidence and Mach number (M > 4) the flow supported by 
the compreeaion surfaces of the models can be predicted theoretically•      This predicted flow Is 
shown to agree closely with experimental measurements of lower surface pressures,  the shook wave 
shape and the surface "*■' amline pattern» 

it other incideiv -a or Mach numbers the flow cannot be predicted theoretically.      The 
experimental results show however,  thnt for high incidence at K • 4 the pressures are renaricably 
uniform,  and at constant incidence with Mach number decreasing,  the shape of the shock wave 
changes smoothly,  including' its detachment from the leading edge. 

Leading edge rounding is shown to affect pressures only close to the leading edge. 
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Introduction 

It has b«en suggestad,  that lifting configurations nay be designed, which at a particular 
incidence and supersonic Mach number,  have a theoretically predictable flow.      The design 
technique Involves fitting together oompresslon and expansion surfaces which are the same shape 
as stream surfaces In known axisymmetrio flow fields,   to form a 'closed1  configuration which 
baa aupsrsonlc leading edges, and oonnonly a bluff base»      This design technique la described 
in more detail in reference 2. 

Two models have been constructed whose coapreaslon surfaces are the same shape eis stream 
surfaces from the flow about unyawed cones of 11° and 16° semi-angles at M ■ 4.     These models 
have been tested in the 3ft x 4ft high supersonic speed tunnel at H.A.E. Bedford, to verify 
that the predicted flow exists, and to investigate the flow at other incidences and Mach 
numbers« 

A third model with a rounded leading edge has also been tested to investigate the effect 
of leading edge rounding,  in case this is necessaiy for structural reasons. 

2.      Experimental details. 

Planfoma,  sections and pressure hole positions for two of the models are shown at 1/4 
scale in figure 1.      The compression surfaces are the same shape as stream surfaces In the flow 
about unyawed circular cones of 11° or 16° semi-vertex angle,  in a free stream at V, > 4.      The 
surfaces were generated by defining the leading edge in a conical shock wave with vertex 14.35 
inches ahead of the noee of the model,  and obtaining the surface coordinates by following 
streamlines in the flow downstream from the leading edge. 

All the models were constructed of glass cloth and araldite covering a steel core.      Small 
pressure holes  (dlareter '— 0.010 in.) in the compression surface were connected via tubes 
burled in the glass cloth and araldite to the pressure measuring ayatem pick-up points at the 
base of the model.      The pressures were measured by Midwood manometers ^ with an accuracy of 
0.015 In.Hg. 

Host of the tests were made with the tunnel at a fixed Mach number of It » 3*977.      A 
variation in Reynolds number from about ICr per foot to about 10' per foot could be obtained 
by varying the total pressure in the working section from 2C in. Hg to 220 in. Hg.      A few 
testa were made with the variable Mach number facility in operation, giving a Mach number range 
of 2.5 to 5« 

3»     Comparison of the experimental results with the theoretically predicted flow. 

The experimental results are compared with the theoretical flow in three ways,  firstly 
from a comparison of surface pressures along theoretical Isobars, secondly from schlieren 
photographs of the shock wave at various roll angles,  and thirdly from oil flow patterns giving 
the surface streamline pattern. 

The position of the pressure holes and theoretical isobars are showr. in figure 1.      In the 
isometric view of figure 2,  the vertical axiR shows pressure coefficients, and the experimental 
values associated with the pressure holes are compared with theoretical values shown by  the 
'broken'  lines.      We see that the etperimental pressures closely confirm the theoretical 
distribution. 

Errors in the experimental pressures can come from a number of causes.      These can be 
grouped under five headings, namely errors in model chape,  errors in tunnel conditions, 
deflection of the model in the tunnel, boundary layer effects and errors in the pressure 
measuring system.      The errors in model shape have most significance when measured as errors in 
model slope.      A series of checks showed errors of order 0.002 in/inch as typical, with the 
model shown in figure la having somewhat smaller errors than those of the model shown in 
figure lb.      The errors in elope could account for up  to half the difference betwtjn the 
experimental and theoretical pressure coefficients shown in figure 2.      Flow miaali^nment in 
the tunnel was allowed for by taking meaauremwits at 0° and 180° of roll.      The tunnel incidence 
measurements were accurate to within 0.05 degree,  which is equivalent  to about 0.001   in per 
Inch.      The test Mach number was 3'977.      The reduction of 0.023 in Mach number below the 
design value would tend to Increase the pressures oy a small amount.      The pressures coefficients 
have been corrected for sting deflection due to aerodynamic force.      Deflection of the rlass 
cloth and araldite near the leading edge of the model due to aerodynamic forceo, were eliminated 
from the model shown in flpure la by shaping the upper surface to have balancing pressures. 
The leading edge of the model shown in fi/mre lb was thick enough to five only small  deflections. 
Ho correction has been applied for the change in slope due to boundary layer displineraent  thick- 
ness.       The boundary layer growth must be expected to  increase the pressure slightly near the 
leading edge.      Pressure measuring syatein inaccuracies  could come from preaaure holes not 
perpendicular to the surface, pressure holes which are chipped round  the ed.-re,  leaks in the 
pressure tubes or errors in the manometers.      The sirrifleant effect was found  to be  the leaks 
in the pressure tubes,  causing a number of pressure holes  to be abandor.ed before the  teats 
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started.      This accounts for the /mpa in the pressure hole dletrlbutions shown in figure 1. 
The  totnl effect of the errors are such tiiat they could account for the differences in the 
experimentA1 and theoretical pressure coefficients shown in figure 2. 

Pifrure 3 shows schlieren nhotopraphs of the 11    cone flow model at rarious roll angles. 
The  theoretical shock wave is conical and inclined at 18.5° to the free stream direction. 
The shock wave shown 
three views. 

fl«ure 3 is straight and in the theoretically predicted position in all 

The surface stre'•«lines are Illustrated for the 16   cone-flow model in figure 4,  by oil 
flow technique.      The line  «a   is the cone axis.      As the flow is axlsymmetric am, la also a 
theoretical streamline on the surface of the body.      The slight deviation of the flow from 
this  line may be accounted for by  the boundary layer modifying the direction of the flow near 
the surface. 

Wie comparisons discussed here,  demonstrate clearly,  that the theoretionlly predicted 
flow does occur in practice. 

4«      Further experimental results 

At conditions other than that  for which the oompression surface was designed,  the flow is 
not predictable theoreticallv,  and we rely solely on the experimental results for information 
about t>ie flow. 

In figure 5»  the nresaure distribution for various incidences,  with I'ach nurber constant 
at I' - 4,  is shown.      Zero incidence as shown in figure 5«  1" the incidence for which the flow 
in known theoretically.      'Shen the surface is inclined to the freo stream at less than  this 
incidence,  the pressure ooeffin-tants are not only small but vary considerably across the 
surface.      For example,  in flf^ire 5" we see that at -4    the pressuT» coefficient has become 
Mro near the winr tips,  sllfhtly larper near the nose and reaches a maximum at the centre of 
the base.      This pressure distribution tends to correspond to the local inclination of the 
compression surface to the free atreira.      'Oie wing tips of the compression surface are nearly 
streamwlse,  the nose in inclined at 3.7° to the tree stream and the inclination of th* surface 
increases prorresslvely aloftc the centre line to reach a maximum of 6    at the base. 

At positive incidences,  the pressure coefficients are remarkably constant across the wing. 
The characteristic over-compression near the leading edge and resulting expansion in the centre 
of a flat delta wing with an attached shook wave,  does not occur for the shapes tested here. 
The caret shape near the nose,  the smaller incldenoe of the tips and higher incidence inboard 
are instrumental In producing the nearly constant pressure. 

The ratio of the lift to pressure drag has bean obtained by integratln/r the erperlmpntal 
pressures over the surface.      In figure 6 the values obtained are compared with the envelope 
for plane two-dimensional wedges or caret compression surfaces chosen to be on design at each 
lift coefficient.      The retio of lift to pressure drag for the cone flow wing is found to be 
very close to the caret value for a wide range of lift coefficient.      For zero lift the pressure 
drag of any curved surface is finite.      Hence the ratio of lift to pressure draf of the oone- 
flow wing tonds to zero as the lift coefficient tends to zero, whereas that of the plane wedge 
becomes ler^e.      The experimental values suggest this divergence at low values of lift co- 
efficient. 

I 

./ith variation of llach number, the effect of particular interest is the  detachment of the 
shock wave from the leadln/» edge.  In fi'Tire 3 schlieren photocranhs of the model and shock 
wave are shown at various roll angles.  From such photographs a aeries of tangents to the shock 
wave may be obtained, whose envelope represent» the shock wave shape.  Shock wave shapes 
obtained thus at various Vjich  numbers are shown in figure 7«  The main sources of errors in 
determining the shanes, result from difficulty in exactly locating the edge of the shook wave 
in some of the photorraphs, and In constructing the envelope from the finite number of tangents 
available.  However these errors are in ceneral sn^ll and give only small ohanpes in the shape, 
except possiblv near the ends of the detached shock waves where the errors may be significant. 

At U » 4 the shock wave approximates to an arc of a circle.  At hi/'her Hach numbers the 
■hock wave as expected, becomes less convex, and remains firmly attached to the leading edge. 
As the Mach number decreases below Mach 4, the shock wave detaches smoothly from the leading 
edge at about U ■ 3*5 and progressively becomes more remote from the surface. 

Tha rounded leadlnr edge model has a shock wave which is, of course, detached at all Uaoh 
numbers.  In firure 6, comparison between the sections of the rounded leading edge model and 
the ».del derived from the 11° cone-flow are shown.  We see that the only difference occurs 
near the leading edges.  The rounded leading edge is semi-circular with 1/4" radius.  This 
mdlus If large to emphasise the effect of the leading edge rounding.  The nose of the rounded 
leadlnr edge model is part-spherical. 

A comparison of the pressures for the two models anpears on the left of figure 6.  The 
rounded leading edge has very high pressures on the areas most inclined to the flow, and a rapid 

Ui 
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expansion round the leading eift« until it meets the oompreeeion surface.      Reooapresslon to near 
the orifina1  value is complete by about three leading edge diameters Inboard or about ten 
diameters downstream. 

Leadlnr edro blunting then makes little difference to the lift coefficient,  but the high 
pressures on forward facing areas will contribute to the drag. 

5.      Conclusions 

At t)ie correct conditions of Incidence and Haoh number,  the compression surfaces support 
the predicted flow to within the limits of experimental error. 

Increasing the incidence, whilst keeping the Mach number constant,  results in a pressure 
distribution which is remarkably uniform.      The lift to pressure drag ratio is found to be 
very close to that of a two-dimensional wedge of the same lift coefficient. 

The shock wave shape, it is found, becomes increasingly convex with decreasing Mach number, 
detaching from the leading edge smoothly and becoming remote from the surface at low pnpsnoilo 
Mach numbers. 

Leading edge rounding does not affect the pressures on the wing significantly,  except over 
a region of three diameters width from the leading edge, or ten diameter« downstream. 
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Pressure hole positions 

FI9. 2o  Compamon of experimental and theoretical prewurct (11° cone flow model) 

OOJ- 

ThcoralicQl proSiura  
EKpahmantal pras&jra      • 
M«4 
«•=9 6* IO*porn 

Prassura hola positions 

Fig 2b Comparison of «Äptrimtntal and theoretical prttiur« 660con€ flow modti) 
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FIG. 3.   SCHLIEREN   PHOTOGRAPHS   OF THE MODEL 

SUPPORTING A  CONICAL   SHOCK   WAVE, AT   M-4   AND 

AT  o; IO' AND   20°   OF   ROLL. 
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STREAMLINES 

»CONE   AXIS 

CAMERA 
VIEW 

BELOW 

FIG 4A  FRONT   VIEW   OF  MODEL 

FIG. 4B.  OIL   FLOW   PHOTOGRAPH   SHOWING   STREAMLINE 

PATTERN  AT   M=4   (l6' CONE   FLOW   MODEL) 
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Op 

M» 4 

0-3 

Fig.ö   Lift over pressure drog v lift coefficient 
(ll0cone  flow model) 

Fig.?   Shock  wove  shape at   various   Mach  numbers 
(11° cone flow   model   at 0 52 chord) 
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Roundod laoding adga     
Sharp laoding adgo      

Fig. 6 Comparison of sections and pressures on rounded and 
sharp leading edge cone flow wings   at M = 4 
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SUW.AHY 

A   series of wave  riders   (caret wings)  have  been Investigated 
in  the  JPL hypersonic   gun  tunnel in  the Mach  number  range from 
Ma  » 7.9 to   15.5,tand   at  correaponding  Reynolds  numbers  from 
2.7'10°  to   1.4'10   .   The   tests  included  three-component-force 
measurements i   pressure  distribution measurements  and  determination 
of  the shock wave  angle  by   flow visualization.   The  experimental 
data have been compared  with  simple wedge   theory,   and  wedge theory 
including viscous  effects   and  also with an extended  Newtonian 
theory depending  on  two  hypersonic  similarity  parameters only. 
It  haa  been shown  that   large  viscous  interaction effects have 
considerable  influence  on   the   lift-to-drag  ratio,   on  the 
pressure distribution  and  on  the shock wave  angle. 

RESUME 

Une aerie de 
examines dans 
Las nombres d 
et les nombre 
Les recherche 
la determinat 
preasion. Les 
theorie de co 
des effets vi 
de Newton mod 
soniques. II 
influence con 
suivants: 

Portance/trai 

planeurs   hypersoniques   (caret wings)   ont   ete 
la  soufflerie  a choc   (gun  tunnel)   de   la  DPI. 

e Mach  realises  sont compria  entre  7.9 ft   15.5 t 
s de  Reynolds  sont compris  entre   2.7*10"   et  1.4*10   . 
s  experimentales  comprenaient des  mesurea  de force, 
ion des  angles de choc  et des distributions de  la 
resultats  experimentals  ont  ete  compares  avec   la 

in,   une   fois   sans et  l'autre  fois  avec   consideration 
squeux.   Une  comparaison a ete  faite  avec   une theorie 
ifiee,   qui  depend  aeulement a deux  parametres hyper- 
a ete  demonstre  que  les  effets de  viscosite ont un 
siderable  sur   les parametres  characteristiques 

nee,   l'angle  de  choc  et   la distribution de   la pression. 
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a 

61 

6 

x,  y,   z 

»7 

Ma 

Re 

L 

D 

U 

N 

CT 

"N 

«op/1 

L/D 

cf 

cDf 

aspect  ratio,   A  = 4   s/l 

semispan  of wing 

upper surface  ridge-line  length  of models 

planform area  of wing,   S    = a  I 

wetted  surface  area of wing,   S 

1   +   tan  6  + 
tan 6 des tan 6 

P 
1/2 i 

^tan 6 
1   + l~i7r 

des 

1/2 

total  volume  of wing,   V  = » P tan 6 

volume  coefficient. V/S, 3/2 

angle  between  the   upper  and   lower  ridge-line 

angle  between  the  upper ridge-line  and   the   leading-edg« 
plane   (Fig.1) 

anhedral angle  of  the  upper surface 

angle  between  the   two  planes of  the   lower  surface   (Fig.1), 
also  ratio  of  specific  heats  (Y   =  1.4) 

angle of attack  (see  Fig.1) 

deflection  angle,   61   = 6   +a 

shock wave  angle   (Fig.l) 

coordinate  system   (Fig.1) 

non-dimensional  semispan,     J? = y/s(x) 

position of pressure holes 

Mach number.   Ma  = jj 

U  I 
v Reynolds number.   Re 

lift 

drag 

pitching moment 

normal force 

lift coefficient, cL = L/q^ S 

drag coefficient, c- = D/q^ S 

pitching moment coefficient, c MAoo Sp   l 

normal  force  coefficient,   c„ = N/q^j S 

center of  pressure 

lift-drag ratio,   L/D =  C
T/

C
T) 

akin-friction coefficient 

coefficient  of drag due   to  skin-friction,   c--. 

static  pressure 

cf Vsp 
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CP 
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X 
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cs 
6» 

C 

9 

V* 

dynamic pressure, q = ()U/2=^fMa p 

velocity 

velocity  of sound 

density 

temperature 

pressure  coefficient,   c     =   (P'PQO)/^,^ 

density ratio across a shock wave  (equ.9) 

hypersonic viscous   interaction parameter,   X = Ma /VRe' 

kinematic viscosity 

dynamic viscosity 

Sutherland  constant,   Cg  =   u  Ti/Vi   ^ 

displacement   thickness  of  boundary  layer 

thickness  parameter   (equ.10) 

wing semispan parameter  (equ.11) 

correction to Newtonian pressure coefficient   (equ.6) 

reduced normal force coefficient,  c^ =   (c„-(c„).     *.     )/ '    N       v   N       N Newton ' 

^cN^Newtori'e 

ubscrlpte 

00 free stream 

0 stagnation state 

1 behind an oblique shock wave 

eff effective 

des design condition 

L.E. leading edges 

vis viscous 

iv inviscid 

c compression 

e expansion 

L lower surface 

U upper surface 

Newton Newtonian  theory 

tf wall 

max maxloum 
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OP WAVE RIDERS 

IN THE MACH NUMBER RANGE FROM 8 TO 15 

K.  Rlpke 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Wave riders represent the conne 
craft. As a result of the high 
due to the body do not remain a 
effective. A wave rider produce 
T. NONWEILER (Ref.1) has made p 
shock waves. The simplest of th 
comprising two flat panels whic 
und^rsurfaces of inverted-V sec 
dition a plane shock wave is ly 
leads to a uniform pressure ove 
the shock in the two-dimensiona 
signing a caret wing are as  fol 

cting link between supersoni 
Mach numbers the disturbance 
mall and shock waves of fini 
s a shock system on which it 
roposals for lifting bodies 
ese bodies is a surface of t 
h meet with an anhedral angl 
tion is called a caret wing, 
ing in the plane of the lead 
r its lower surface equal to 
I wedge flow. The essential 
lows: 

c aircraft and  space- 
s  of the flow fields 
te strength become 

seems to ride, 
which produce  plane 
riangular planform, 
e.   Such a body having 

At its design con- 
ing edges and  hence 

the  pressure  behind 
parameters  for de- 

1.    Design  Mach  number Ma des 

2. Aspect ratio   A = 4 y 

3. Volume parameter   T = V 

Pig. 1   shows  the  notation  of a  ciret wing at an  arbitrary   free-stream condition. 
The design condition is ^iven ty Ma, 

% 
Ma des and  a.  = 0"     .for a given design 

Mach number Ma^,    and  a wedge angle ö the angle tf,^   which determines the  position 
of  the   leading edge   ; lane  can  he  calculited  by   the  oblique   shock relation: 

cot ^  =  tm 6 des 

(r-*1)Ma des 

Ma sin   ff,       -   1 ) L des des 
(1) 

The   third   free geometric   parameter  can be  either  the  aspect   ratio A or  the 
volume   parameter  T  which  are  connected  by 

T VT = T tan 6 (2) 

The  overall forces  of caret  wings   in  inviscid   flow can  be   calculated   from  the 
pressure  coefficients  TS   follows: 

c„ = c       -  c N      h       ru 

CT = cp       tan 6 

(3) 

(4) 

At  design condition   the  exnct  formula for  the   pres.ure  coefficients  can be 
given  by 

2  
9in gdes   9in b 

h '      cos! eAes - t) (5) 

with   &*eB from equ.(1) 

=  0 (6) 

At  off-^esi^n conditions   the   following approximations   have   be^ n usea   to  calcu- 
late   thi!  pressure  coefficients. 
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(a) Wedge  Theory 

It la assumed   that the caret wing has  the  same aerodynamic characteristics as 
a two-dimensional wedge-typed wing with  the same planform area and   a wedge angle6. 
Therefore  the  pressure coefficients  cm be calculated  by oblique  shock  relations 
and  by Prandtl-Meyer-expanslon relations.   The  formulas  for the pressure co- 
efficients  throughout the  incidence  range on the lower and upper surface can be 
taken from Table   1a. 

(b) Hypersonic  Slender Body   Theory 

Under the assumption that  the caret wings  considered  here  are  slender,   i.e. 
6 << 1;  A<<1;  a<<1; MtL » 1;   the general dependence 

"  ^»H-.t  A.   T.  a,   Mc-     ) p       "'     des 

can be reduced   to 

-'OD 

K 

$■ -  P(K,  f,  A Ma des' 
VÄä des (7) 

where K  = Ma       6   is  the hypersonic   similarity parameter. 

(c) Simple Newtonian Theory 

By assuming that at all off-design conditions the shock wave is lying in the 
plane of the leading edges in the case a > - a^r and on the upper surface in the 
case o < 0 the pressure coefficients on the upper and lower surface car. be cal- 
culated by simple Newtonian theory. The equations can be taken from Table lb. 

(d) Extended  Newtonian Theory 

In  recent  papers,   A.F,   MESSITER (Ref.2)   and   K.   HIDA  (Ref.3)   have   proposed  a first 
order correction of simple Newtonian  theory  for the pressure distributions on 
lifting conical  bodies with  detached   shocks.   L.C.   SQUIRE   (Ref.4)   has  extended 
this method   to  caret wings  at off-design when  the  shock wave  is  detached   from trie 
leading edges.   Hence  the pressure  coefficient  on the   lower surface  of  u caret 
wing can be written as follows: 

c    - 2 sin (a+ 6,^   ] n v        des' [l  + * p'(C ,  c, i?;] H 

The first term represents simple Newtonian flow and the second the correction 
term. The density ratio e   and the parameters C and S   are defined as 

(Y + 1)Mai, 8ln2(a+ 6r 

(9) 
oo des 

4 tan( gde8 - &) 

A C0B *des * 
(10) 

A cos ff des 

4 17 tan(a+ffde£ 

The esi-ential aivanta 
correction function p 
and ß , that means 0 
the difference betwee 
of caret wings at all 
correspond to differe 
deviding line corresp 
In the region IC SI > 
which have moved inwa 
pattern. These two pi 
As the pressure in th 
value obtained for a 
simple conjecture hati 
and two singular poin 
shock wave is detache 
pressure distribution 
leading edges, as car. 

ge of this ex 
* for a fixed 
and 2    are hy 
n the Newtoni 
conditions   1 

nl  types  of  o 
onding  to   the 
1,   the  wave  p 
rds and   close 
ane waves  are 
e conioally  a 

two-dimensio 
been drawn 

ta where   thre 
i  from the  le 
on the   lower 
he  seen  from 

tended  Net 
value  of 

tonian flow  theory  is 
„.,..,,.,   ..,..   rj    depends  only  on  th 

personic   sinilarity  parameters 
an  and   the  real  flow  field.   The 
s  devided   into  two different   pa 
ff-design  conditions  as  shown   i 
design condition is determined 

attern includes two plane attac 
r   to   the  surface,   ^a  crpared  w 

toined by a nearly plane wave 
ubsonic region is appreciably h 
r.al flow deflection through the 
n Fig.2 including two further i 
e waves intersect. For the cane 
ading  elges.   Due  to  shock wr-ve 
surface  will  show an  increase 
Fig.2. 

(11) 

that the 
ese parameters ( 
with regard to 
C-fi -diagrair 

rts which 
n Fig.2. The 
by iCU) = 1. 

bed shock waves 
1th the design 
in the mi idle. 
igher than the 
same angle, a 

ircrete si i.eks 
ICfil < 1 the 

curvature the 
towards the 
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Detaileri surveys or wave riier aerodynamics are piven by D.  KUECHEMANN (Ref.5), 
L.F. CRABTKEE (Ref.6) ard D.H. PECKH/U.l (Kef.7). Hence it follows that experimen- 
tal i nvetticat i or,.: h-ive been carried out mainly in the supersonic range. The 
tents [resented in thin pafer have letn undertaken to obtain experimental data 
on wave riiers at hypersonic I.!ach number.'. 

TEST ARRAITGKm.'T 

The t'.:'.:; ve r 
für Luft- ur.f'i 
Maoo = 7.9 t 
temptra'ures 
nolds numbers 
Re = ?.7-lCf 

metric nozzle 
The average t 
gated are sho 
I = 90 mm (3. 
the working s 
aspect ratio 
and 0.1. Mode 
duralumin. TK 
balances in a 
measured by f 
out in a plan 
alonp the sem 
The {.ressure 
interferomete 
Pig.1) in the 

^ade in the hyper.^nlc 
Raumfahrt (HFL), Brauns 

0 1cj.5. The stagnation pr 
ranged from approximately 
in the teat section base 
at Ma00= 7.9 and Re = 1 . 
with an exit diameter of 
otal testing time amounts 
wn in Table 2. It was nee 
54'') for keeping the mod 
ection. The design Mach n 
between A = 0.8 and 1.6 a 
1 1 was made out of steel 
ree-component force dbta 
n ar:tle-of- ttaek range o 
cur strain-gage pressure 
e of the winps in a dista 
ispan on the lower surfac 
holes on the surface had 
r photographs were used t 
plane of symmetry of the 

gun tunnel of Deutsche Forachungsanatalt 
h^eig, in the Mach number range from 
essure waj 150 at and the stagnation 

700oK  to 1500oK. The corresponding Rey- 
1 on model length varied between 
4-105  at Magq- 15.5. A conical axiaym- 
160 mm (6.3  ^ »^s used in these teats. 
to 35 milliaeconus. The models investi- 

essary to restrict the model length to 
els in the central core of unifcrm flow in 
imber varied between MarfM = 6 and 10, the 
nd the volume parameter betwetn i  = 0.0675 
.whereas models 2-6 were made out of 
v,t. re jbtair.ed by usi of two strain-gage 
f about -20° to +20°. Iressures were 
transducers. The measurements were carried 
nee cf about xM /I = 0.834 from the apex 
e in the incidence range from 0° to 17.5° . 
1.5 mm (0.059") diameter. Differential- 
o estimate the shock wave angle C  (see 
mode Is. 

3.  PRESENTATION AND DIüCUSSION OF RESULTS 

3.1  Force Veas"'   its 

| 

The  experimental        '■    presented   in   U.i:-   pajer are   only   some  typical  results 
taken  fron   a more  comprehensive report  on  the  experimental data,   Ref.8. 
Flgj^ shows   the   aerodynamic   coefficients  c^    ,   CQ   ,   and   cm of all  six models  at 
Mach  number Maoc,=   10.9  plotted  against   the   "two-d inent-ional" deflection angle  6? = 
i+6.   The  solid   curves  represent  inviscid   two-iimensional  wedge   theory.   As   can 
be  seen.there  la  good   agreement  between   the  measured   lift  coefficients   and   theory 
nearly   throughout   the   positive  deflection angle   range,   except at high  values  of 
67    .   However,   in   th«   negative   region   of   the   angle   of  attack,   that   i.-.,   at  values 
of  67  - 5 <. 0  simple  wedge   theory  con-plftely  fails   to   tredict   the   lifting  forces. 
The  main reason  for   this   is   that   in   this  case   the  upper  surface  of   the   caret 
wing becomea  a  compression  surface  and   tnt   baric   ajsumptlon of a  plane   shock 
wave  is  no   longer valid   because   of  the  convex  shape  of   the  upper surface.   Thus, 
model   1   which  has   the   lowest   value  of   the  anhedral  angle V (see  Fig.1   and   Table   1) 
shows   the best   agreement  between  experiment   ar.i   theory  at negative  angles  of 
attack,  whereas  model   ?,   having  the   largest   ar.hedral  angle K of  all  models, 
shows   the   largest   difference.   It   la  worth  noting   that   the   lifting  force   characte- 
ristic  is nearly   independent  of wing  (o »retry   in   the  positive  range   of   ieflection 
angles. 
The comparison  between   the   experimental   irat-  coefficients and   simple  wedge   theory 
indicates   that   thrcufchout   the  positive   rangt   of   the  deflection angle   theory 
predicts  drag coefficient;;  generally   oom-awhat   lower  than  the  experiment.   These 
differences    ^re   obviously   due   to  viscous   effects   ret   included   in   the  simple   wedge 
theory.   A sim] le   apj roximation   of  the   akin-f rlc t i or.  drag,  which   has   to  be  added 
to   the  inviscid   irag,   could   be  obtained   by   using   the   skin-friot ion  coefficients 
c,     cf a flat   plate.   As;:  ring  c,     = 0.0018   the   skln-frict'.on drag  coefficient  is 
ab ">ut  CJJ,    =  0.004 1   censiderinf'  an   iverage  wetted   surfaoe-to-pro Jec ted   plan   area 
ratio  of  2.3   for   all  models.   Thus,   by   including   viscous   effects   there  will   be   a 
better agreement   between  exp'erinert  or'!   'it   r_      t   least   for  small  values  of 
positive angles   of attack.   Large  dtv^atlons  let.veen  experiment   and   theory  are   to 
be   setn   in  Fig. 3   in   the   negativi    r-'o. on  of   the   anglet.i   of  attack   due   to   the   strong 
curvature  of  the   shock   waves   on   the   u;|er  surface.   These   lart'e   discrepancies   also 
occur with   re--; eel   to   the   pitching roment   coefficient."   a.   .or.  also  be   seer,   from 
Pig.:.   I4 ul e   noted   that   in   the   total   positive   incidence   range   the   experi- 
mental  pitching  :;.  ■■.-.nX   coefficients  are   somewhat   smaller  than  predicted   by   simple 
wedge   theory,   except   at   lower  vi'ues   of   the   deflection   angle.   Frjm   this   it   ri.ay   be 

I resi i.ii   h "^t'tiy  moved   forward,   because   the 
thecr.. 

concludei   that   the   ceriter 
c     -valuer,   ►  ;ve   shown   go "id   ofrec-t 

Tc   study  the  influence   of Mach nup.ber ar.d  htyr.olds  number Fig.*. presents  aero- 
dynamic  coefficients  obtained   from ir.-iel   1   in   the   V.ach   r:unber range   fron.  7.9   to 
1 Ci . 5   ; letted   a-ainst   the  angle   of  attick.   It   is   rh'Ar.   thot   throughout   the  Mach 
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number range alffiple wedge theory, drawn is a aolii curve, falls completely at 
negative nnglea of attaclf, however. In the positive angle-of-attack range 
agrees quite well with  the experimental lift force coefficienta. At small 
angles of attack the experimental data are somewhat higher than predicted by 
theory whereas at high i-vuluea wedge theory overpredict the lifting forces 
especially by an increaye of Mach number find a decrease of Reynolds number. A 
similar trend is noted with respect to the pitching moment. Apparently viscous 
effects are the reason for the large discrepancies between experimental and 
calculated irag forces particularly observed at high Mach numbers and low Reynolds 
numbers. In order to include viscous effects the simple assiunption of a constant 
skin-friction drag coefficient throughout the incidence range has been made. The 
total drag coefficients, calculated for c^ -values of 0.0006 at MaQQ» 7.9 and 
0.0016 in the Mach number range from 1C.9 to 15.5, are shown In Fig.4 as the 
dotted lines. As can he seen good agreement Is obtained at small angles of attack 
up to Mach numbers of Maoo* 13.6 whereas for the case Ma^j = 15.5 the experimental 
data are cor.si itrsble higher than predicted. 

JigjJLpresents the center of pressure of models 1, 3, 4 and 5 plotted against the 
angle of attack at various Mach numbers. It is to be seen that in all cases the 
theoretical value of x—/I « 2/3 predicted froiii inviscld conical flow theory is 
not verifiel by the experimental data. The values of xCp  vary between 0.6 and 
0.63, thus, it may be Inferred that there will be a non-conical flow due to 
viscous effects which induce a pressure gradient lr. chordwise direction. It can 
be taken from the measurements that in spite of some scatter the center of 
pressure is nearly independent of Mach number, angle of attack, and wing geometry. 

An essential aspect for suggesting wave riders as hypersonic vehicles has been 
the expectation to achieve high llft-to-drag ratios at hypersonic speeds. Experi- 
mental llft-to-drag ratios obtained from wing 2 in the Mach number range from 
7.9 to 15.5 are presented in Figj^p'otted against the lift coefficients. As can 
be seen the experimental data conald • bly scatter at low c, -values, that is, in 
a region where the maximum 1,/D-values are expected. Althougn viscous wedge theory 
predicts a nearly independence of hypersonic Mach numbers for the case Cf   » const 
the experimental L/D-values show large differences at various Wach numbers. From 
this it may be inferred that this is an effect due to Reynolds number. The solid 
curves shown in Pig.6 represent viscous wedge theory calculated with c^-values 
empirically found from measurements. As can be seen the cf-values considerably 
increase with decreasing Reynolds number. These empirical akin-friction coeffi- 
cients are higher than those of a flat plate, probably because of three-dimensional 
effects occuring in the b'undary layer on the upper and lower surface of the 
wave riders. 

;k from about a « V to 2.5°. In spite of the large 
Maximum lift-to-drag ratios are obtained at c^-values ranging from about 0.05 to 
0.1, i.e. at angles of attacl 
scatters of the experimental 
the values of (L//D)mB,of all 
number and the corresponding 
5 which differs only by the 
the (t/D)mair -values for the 
those obtained from model 4 
from Pig.7 by comparing the 
may be seen that the (L/D),^,- 
from model 6 which has the I 
(t/T))mmr   0*" a^ models tends 
seen in Pig.6. 

data in the region of maximum lift-to-drag ratios 
six models are plotted in Pig.7 against the Mach 
Reynolds numbers. A comparisonbetween model <• and 

volume parameter (t ■ 0.08 and T > 0.1) shows that 
thicker wing (model 5) are slightly smaller than ;nxcKer wing imoaei 5; are siigntiv smaller tnan 
The effect of aspect ratio on {lj/b)maj  can be taken 
ata of model 4 (A = 1.2) and model 6 (A - 1.6). It 

,-values of model 1 are higher than those obtained 
arger asject ratio. Furthermore,it may be seen that 
to decrease with decreasing Reynolds numbers as already 

3,2   Shock Wave Angle Measurements 

It has been pointed out in the previous chapter that viscous effects have a 
significant Influence on drag force characteristics and particularly on llft-to- 
drag ratios. It may be expected that there Is also an essential effect of the 
boundary layer on the shock wave pattern. At hypersonic speeds the influence of 
boundary layer la connected with special displacement effects. In fact, it cap 
be shown that the boundary layer thickness is proportional to 0.5(y-1) Ma^/v'Re , 
where suffix 1 represents the state behind the shock wave. Thup interactions 
between the boundary layer and the external flow become more and more Important 
as the Mach number Increases. With respect to the displacement effect of the 
boundary layer, two regions can be distinguished, a zone of strong Interaction 
near the leading edges and a zone of weak Interaction further downstream. The 
Interaction parameter^- MaVRe *  determines which type of interaction will 
occur. In case of X->>^   there will be 1 streng interaction and in case of X ■*<) 
a weak interaction, respectively. In the present tests at small angles of incidence 
the values of JT ranged from ahout X   ~ 0,2  at MBQJ= 7.9 to the value of   X   -  2.5 
at MapQ = 15.5. Thus, it may be inferred that due to the high values of X    in the 
upperMnch number range there is a large influence of viscous effects on the shock 
wave pattern. 
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The geometry  of model  3 and 5 was choaen    such  that at test Mach numbera  of Ma^s 
7.9 and  10.9,  respectively, a nearly  plane  ahock wave lying in  the  plane of  the 
leading edgea  ahould  be obtained  at a  ■ 0°.   But,   differential interferometer 
photographs show,   that  the plane  ahock wave condition is not achieved at a  « 0°. 

In Fig.8 the experimental data of ahock wave angles taken from differential 
interferometer photographa of model   1   are  plotted  against the angle   of attack at 
various Mach numbers  and  Reynolds numbers,   respectively.   The  solid   curve   repre- 
sents  the   theoretical   shock wave  angle  C    after  inviscid wedge   flow   theory.   It 
is clearly   to  be   seen   that  there  are  great  differences between   theory  and 
experiment  especially   for  low angles   of  attack  and  at  low ReyncIda     numbers.   The 
maximum difference of about 4° is obtained  at NSQQ   » 15.5  and a   =■ 0°,  whereas at 
very high anglea   of attack  the  experimental  data^end  to be  smaller   thari  predicted 
by theory.   The daah-and-dot  line represents  the  position of the   leading edge plane 
8Li ■ a  + e(tts   .   Having  in mind  Pig.2   in which  the  various  ahock  wave   pattern at 
off-design  conditions  have been  shown  It   can be   seen  from Fig,8   that   for  the  case 
of MSQQ   = 10.9,   i.e.   nearly design condition,   the  shock wave ia   lying almost  in 
the leading edge  plane  over a rather wide  range  of angles of attack.   In the case 
of MBQQ > "a^K   the  shock wave has  moved   inwards  at   low angles  of  attack.   If, 
however,   the  angle  of  attack  increases  the   shock wave  tends  to  mov3   outwards 
until a definite  angle  of attack  is  reached  where  the  shock  is   lying  in   the 
leading edge  plane  and   thus,   design  condition  ia  obtained.   In  the  negative 
incidence  range   there   is  another definite  angle   of attack  at which  design  con- 
dition occurs.   Thus,   in  the case  Maa)> Mades    there  will be  always   two  different 
angles  of attack   at which design  conditiun  is  obtained.   If  the  Mach   number  Ma^ 
ia decreased   both  angles  begin  to approach  until   they meet  at a   = 0oin  the   case 
Maoo    = Ma(i»j   •   ^or Ma^j-^ Maj»»    nc  design condition  occurs  in  the   total   incidence 
range.   These  predictions  by  inviscid  wedge   theory  are not  fullfilled   as  can  be 
taken from  Pig.8.   In no  case  the   shook wave  has  moved  inwards. 

In order to improve the theory viscous effects have been included by a simple 
two-dimenaional boundary layer calculation based on the equation for the die- 
placement  thickneas  on  a  flat  plate  given   in hef.8: 

T 0     x     1/2 

6'= ^-  (0.664  +   1.73 f-) Ma^(  j^) (12) 
' 0 v**     GO 

For a blunted  wedge  or  fc the compression  surface  of an inclined   flat  plate  6* 
can be  calculated   from   this  simple  flat  plate  result  {.rovided   free   stream  con- 
dltiona are   taken  to  be   those  behind   the   oblique   ahork.   The  effective  body   slope 
due   to   the  displacement     ell'ects  of   tne  boundary   Layer results   iroui: 

1/2 
6eff^   ' Jl*=  6   +?^  (O-664   *   1-73^   )  Ma^jlf-) (13) 

o x     1x / 

An average angular slope waa taken as  that  at the auarterchord  point  of the wedge 
to represent   the   conditions  over   the   entire   plate   (Ref.9).   With   an  iteration 
procedure   the   "viscous"  ahock angle  can  be  estimated   fromfi^jA    and   Ula^       .   Near 
the  leading  edges   the   slope  of  the  boundary   layer displacement  surface becomes 
large and   this  viscous   theory  is   therefore   not  valid,  at   least  .it  very  small 
deflection  angles,   where  strong  interactions   take   place.   Nevertheless   it  can 
be  taken  from  Pig.8  that  even at   small  angles  of  attack  rather good   agreement 
between  experiment  and   theory  has  been  obtained.   The   theoretical   curve  is  drawn 
as  the dotted   line,  which  has  been calculated  with   the assumption  of  a wall   tem- 
perature  of   T^  =   2930K,   At  higher  angles   of  attack   there  are  slight   disagreements 
due  to   failing  of   the   assumption,   that   the   shock   has  no   transverse  curvature.   Ar. 
essential   result   is   the   decrease   of  viscous   effects  with  increacing   angles   of 
attack, 

Pig^ presents   experimental  shi'ck  wave  angles   ^f   Eodel   1,   2,   4   and   5   plotted 
against   the  deflection  angle  6;     at  various  Mach   numbers  compared   with   inviscid 
wedge   theory  and   viscous  wedge   theory,   respectively.   Good  agreement   between 
measurement  and   viscous   theory  is  obtained   up  to   deflection  angles  of  about 
b-j =  20°.   At   higher values   the  experirtjental   lata   are  somewhat  smaller   than 
jredicted  by   theory  due   to  the  strong  shock   curvature.   It  is  remarkable   that 
in apite  of  different  wing configurations   the  experimental  shock   angles are   lying 
on one  single  curve.   Only model  2,  which  has   the   lowest  design Wach   number 
(Madtf    = 6)   of  all  models,   shows   slight  differences.   This might   ce  a   result   of 
corner effects   as   this  wing has   the   lowest   value   of >   (see  Pig.I).   The   interference 
effects  of  a corner are  such  as   to displace   the   flow  near  the  corner   additionally 
compared   to   the   displacement  effect  of   the   flat   plate  boundary   layer. 
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3.3       Preaaure   Distribution Measurements 

t 
i 
i 

1 

I 

Prom the previous chapters it could have been assumed tnat simple wedge theory 
Including viscous effects is sufficient to describe the flow field of a caret 
wing over a relative wide range of angles of attack and Mach numbers. But, 
although this method gives surprisingly good estimates of the overall lifting 
forcos, pitching momenta, shock wave angles in the symmetry plane and under 
certain circumstances also drag forces, it often fails completely to predict 
pressure distributions. 

Fig.10 presents some typical pressure distributions at various angles of attack 
obtained from model 5 in the Mach number range from 7.9 to 15.5 plotted against 
the non-dimensional sen'.span coordinate  . The dotted lines represent inviscid 
wedge theory, and as can be taken from Fig.10 there is a complete disagreement 
between theory and measurement particularly at high angles of attack. The 
different regions IC SI | 1 are shown as hatched boundaries. It is clearly to be 
seen that in the region )Cß/>1, where a pressure rise near the plane of symmetry 
{■*} * Q)  should be expected (see Pig.2) an increase of pressure near the leading 
tdges occurs, particularly noted at low Reynolds numbers, Re = 2.1 ■ 105 (Ma^f 13.6) 
and Re » 1.4 • 10  (MaQ, » 15.5) After the inviscid flow theory the shock wave un 
the lower surface should have been displaced inwards and hence the distance 
between the shock and the lower surface would be much smaller than in oases 
lOftli 1. Therefore much larger viscous interaction effects might be expected for 
ICSI >  1 rather than for ICffU 1. Including viscous effects the ratio of dis- 
placement thickness of the boundary layer and the shock distance from the lower 
aur.ffiOe will Increase towards the leading edges which means that strong inter- 
action and hence shock detachment will occur. 

In the case of iCfll^1 Inviscid extended Newtonian theory predicts already shock 
detachment and it lb «sbumed that viscous effects will not have such a strong 
Influence ea  in the case icfil-'i because of the larger distance of the shock 
wave from th« lo*or surface. /  a first approximation it is assumed that the 
flow past the WiVt rider iroluaxng viscous effects is the same as the inviscid 
flow paot a wave rider having a larger wedge angle 6. The increase of 6, shown 
In /lg.11 as bnj    , Is equivalent to the displacement of the boundary layer. 

Under this assumption the similarity parameter C can be written as follows: 

4 tan( 6 des (6+6vi8)) 

'vis A cos ffj /r □ es 
(14) 

The other parameter S Is Independent of viscous effects. Assuming that 
(Ö, tf« ö)«! and 6<;< 1, equation (14) can be rewritten as 

'vis 
Clv + const 6vl8 (15) 

(C *) vis (C»)iv + const 6vi8 Q 

Thus, the position of the design curve, (CC) . 
diagram Is given by the expression: 

(Cfi)lv = -1 - const S  6vle 

(16) 

•1, in the inviscid C- ß - 

(17) 

This result is   shown schematlcly In Pig.11 and as can be seen the design curve 
Including viscous effects is shifted towards higher values of S    for a constant 
C with increasing 6,,^-values. 

That means, if measured pressure distributions are reduced to the correction 
function p' for a fixed value of C and S    the reduced experimental data will lie 
on a single curve only in the case of 6^5 ■ const of all reduced data. If the 
experimental data obtained under the condition C,Ä« const show different viscous 
effects the reduction to p* will show large scatter.  A reduction has been 
carried out for the case C = -0.75 and Ü    *  1.23 result of which Is presented in 
Pig, 12. The pressure distribution Cpi TJ   )   obtained from wing 3 at JUagps 10.9 
and an incidence of a ■ 15° is in good agreement with the corrected Newtonian 
theory drawn as the solid curve and even after naving reduced to p* the good 
agreement remains considering that «light trrTs in measurement are increased 
by the roughening character of this procedur«. However, reducing model i with 
the condition Ma,^« 9.55 and a ■ 7.5 , which pracents the same C-ß -combination 
Q   ■ 1.23 and C » -0.75 shows clearly that th-re ere large discrepancies beween 
theory and experiment particular^ to be note! in the p'- tj  -diagram. In the case 
of C ■ -0.56 and 9   ■ 1.79, that ,n  design condition, the same effect is to be 
seen. Model 4 at Ms^ •• 12.2 and 1   < 7.5° that is at a relative high Mach number 

* 

: 
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e curvature of the shock wave. 
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Pig.l     Notation  of  a caret wing 
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Fig.2     Typical  shock  shapes  and   pressure  distributiong   of  a  curet  wing 
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Fig.4  Aerodynamic coefficients c,, CJJ, cm of 

wing 1 at various Mach numbers 
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Fig.6     Lift-to-draf   ratios  of  wing   ?  at       Pig.7     Maximum   Uft-to-drag  ratios  of 
various  Ivlach   numbers  and   rieynolds models  investigated   at  varioua 

numbers Mach  numbers  and   heynolds   numbers 
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Fig.11     C- ß -diagram   including   viscous  effects 
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SUMMARY 

Hypirsonic viscous-inviscid interactions are tre?.ted by the finite-difference solution of a 
single act of equations valiJ throughout the boundary lay^r and shock wave structure,  as well as 
inviscid regions.    Primary interest is concerned with the flow structure and surface properties 
in the continuum merged layer,  near a sharp leading edge,  and the strong-interaction domain 
further downstream. 

Several spom^ries are ronsidered      Among these are (1) axisymm^tnc P'.v/ over sharp 
cones,   (2) two-dimensional channel flow with interior oblique shock wave interaction,  and for a 
finite length channel,   the exhaust interaction with the hypersonic flow outside the channel,   and 
(3) the three-dimensional geometry of a finite width flat plate having a sharp leading edge. 

Results are presented for flow structure, wall pressure and heat transfer. For the three- 
dimensional geometry, shock wave patterns are described and comparisons with two-dimensional 
flat plate results are shown. 
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HYPER•JÜN1C VISCOUS   - INVISCID INTERACTIONS BY A NF.W 

TYPE OF ANALYSIS * 

by 

S. G.  Rubin,      S.   Rudman ,  T. C.   Lin    ,   and M.   Pierucci 

Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn 

I.    INTRODUCTION 

The hypersonic flow over slender bodies having sharp leading edges involves a complex 
interaction between the vorticity created at the surface,  and diffused in the (oim of a boundary 
layer,   and the outer compressive region or "shock-wave" that bounds the disturbed flow domain. 

Due to the complexity of the coupling,  theoretical investigations have been concerned 
almost exclusively with the interaction that occurs in the hypersonic flow over a sharp flat plate 
or sharp nose cone.    In particular,   the following model for these flows has evolved :'  ' a small 
kinetic region occurs at the leading edge and precedes a continuum merged layer throughout 
which viscous effects are significant.    The length of this region increases appreciably for in- 
creasing Mach number and inverse unit Reynolds number,   i. e. ,  increasing Knudsen number. 
The merged layer asymptotes into the strong interaction flow.    It is here that a distinct outer 
Rankine-Hugoniot shock wave has formed and is separated from an inner low density boundary 
layer by an inviscid core.    The solutions for the different layers remain closely coupled until 
further downstream the shock wave becomes sufficiently weak so that iterative techniques become 
possible in the so-called weak interaction flow.    From a practical point of view,  this division of 
the flow reflects the significant differences in both the magnitudes and functional variations of 
surface pressure,   skin friction and heat transfer at different locations along the surface.    Fig.   la 
depicts the various flow regimes for typical flow ccnditions on a sharp flat plate. 

The different flow regimes are generally treated separately.    Typical models for the 
strong interaction flow include the use of local similarity '   'or integral methods '  ' for the inner 
boundary layer and tangent wedge theory ' ' or similarity solutions >*' for the outer inviscid flow. 
For the fully viscous merged layer a two layer description has also been   employed '  '    '.    An 
inner boundary layer is ansumed to merge into a compressive,  thick shock layer that forms the 
outer portion of the disturbed region.    A local similarity '  ' or integral boundary layer P) solution 
is matched,  along some dividing line,   to a shock structure solution for the outer compressive flow. 

The purpose of this paper is to utilize a new single layer model,  that does not presuppose 
the existence of shock waves or boundary layers,  in order to study the flow in the merged and 
strong interaction regimes.    Previous results have been reported for the flow over flat plates and 
wedges^) and are in good agreement with the available experimental data' '   '.    The simplicity 
of obtaining numerical solutions to a single set of equations valid throughout the entire continuum 
flow domain allows for the treatment cf more complex body shapes,   in particular,   of three- 
dimensional geometries. 

The flow over sharp cones,   the viscous-inviscid interactions in a two-dimensional 
internal channel flow,  as well as the wake region for a finite length channel,  and the flow over a 
sharp flat plate of finite width will be discussed in the sections to follow.    Results for wall pres- 
sure,   heat transfer and skin friction,   as well as the entire flow structure,  including the shock- 
layer for the three-dimensional geometry,  shall be discussed.    Comparisons with experimental 
data shall be described whenever possible. 

* This research was supported bv the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Contract 
No.  AF 49 (638) -  1623,   Project No.   9781-01. 

t   Associate Professor of Aerospace Engineering 

♦ Currently,  Propulsion Technology Engineer,   Propulsion Dept. ,  Grumman Aircraft Engineering 
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II.    ANALYSIS 

Slender bodies at small angles of attack,  moving with hypersonic velocities,  create 
disturbances that are confined to a thin layer adjacent to the surfare.    Outside of this region 
the fluid is unaffected by the body and the free stream conditions are applicable.    Therefore the 
various viscous and inviscid layers within the disturbed region,   shock waves,   boundary layers, 
etc. ,   are all relatively thin so that normal gradients are everywhere much greater than gradients 
along the surfac        action.    From the familiar boundary layer and hypersonic small disturbance 
theories it is apf. that the respective viscous and inviscid layers are thin when the square 
root of the local Reynolds number Re ^ , and the Mach number M are large.     With these para- 
meters assumed to be large,  a uniforrmy valid expansion for the entire continuum hypersonic 
flow regime can be formulated.    A complete description of the flow field under consideration 
and derivation of the governing equations ia presented in Ref.   6.    The general technique,   using 
a two-dimensional model,   shall be outlined below. 

In order to estimate the magnitude of the various terms in the governing Navier-Stokes 
equations, within the different layers described above, all the flow variables are non-dimension- 
alized with respect to local reference conditions at an arbitrary point. This expansion technique 
ia used here only to determine the order of the terms in the different layers. Ultimately, constant 
reference values shall be prescribed in a final expansion. Using an {x, y) coordinate frame, where 
x is measured along the surface and y normal to the surface, with velocity components (u, v), the 
following expansion in assumed. 

11=1^(u+ju, +... ) 

v=Tr   6(v+sv, +... ) oo I 

^=PooPref(p+tpl+,,,) (1) 

"p"=Pi)Pref(')+Cpi+",) 

T"=T~ T    .(T+eTit...) oo   ref 1 

"ii='Ü"00Mref(u-t€Ul+. .. ) 

*=x.Z y=y 6   b*!/ f 

The subscript ( ) re(  is used here to denoit. the local magnitude of ail the dimensional 
properties.    In this manner nondunensional reference parameters can be formed in order to 
estimate the relative magnitude of the terms in various regions of the flow field.    These para- 
meters are estimated on the basis of boundary layer and hypersonic flow requirements.    6 is 
assumed to be a small parameter and the order of c is yet to be determined. 

(I) become 
The two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations for non-reacting gases with expansions 

puu  +(j/u —i'p +(63Re     ,) '   (uu  )  +0(N, ) K     x ^ v * ref y y * 
(2) 

puvx+pvvy= -(A/6)»p +(6» Re     ,)' ' "y ref [4/3(uvy)y+(uUy)x-a/J(uux)y]+0(Na) (3) 

/puT  +pvT  +(v-l)p(u  +v   )- -l(63Re     ,)"   (yT   ) \ =(&» Re     f)-i jK      x y r    x    y       a ref      ^   y yl    ' ref 

l^y^fr^y"  "T ^Vyl^l^y^'V'Sl) 

(Y-l) 

+ 0(N3 ) (4) 

(0")x+(pv)y= 0(Nt) 

ef^ref   a=u Cp/E and A* =Tr 

a 
f/yMoo. 

(5) 

It will be assumed that g, where Re     r=(paoUoo,£7^oo) prÄf/MrÄf»   ö-^x^yi *■ »"u a—x
re{, f^1^"'     it win uc aaBumea meii 

Cp,  Cv are constant, although these conditions are not essential for the final calculations. 
The N. represent the order of all higher order term« and include r,   63  and small body curvature 
effects. 

From these equations the following can be concluded   :    (1) .',    is a small parameter,   of 
-2 -1 order M    "' in the outer portions of the disturbed layer and of order (v-1) (2 ■■'*)-' in the inner 

boundary  layer; A = a -Sfor adiabatic wall conditions and A« 4 for co)d wail conditions.    With 
^    small the atreamwise pressure gradient p    would not appear in the zeroth-order equations. 
This approximation is not essential in this theory but is useful in that it leads to a substantial 
reduction in the time required for a typical calculation.    This approximation will be used through- 
out this paper. 
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The effects af including the atreamwise pressure gradient in the leading approximation 
have been considered '   ';    In order to avoid tlic difficulties ^ss-jciated with the sonic singularity, 
where iht streamwise veloc.ty component equals the sonic velocity,   the two layer model of Denison 
and Baum' was prescribed.    Ii. this model,   the  normal pressure gradient is assumed to be zero 
in the subsonic portion of the flow near the wall (usually when(—)'-'   1.2).    In the cases treated 
here,   where slip boundary conditions are required,   thi* approximation is particularly good since 
a subsonic flow layer near the surface does not appear until a point downstream where a constant 
pressure boundary layer has already formed.    For cold wall conditions,  with Y=1.4,  differences 
of about 5% result when terms of order i   are retained in the zeroth-order equations.    A complete 
first-order calculation '»»ads to corrections of from 5%-"".  .    These calculations have been 
carried down as far as the beginning of the strong intei i      on flow. 
(2)   The normal pressure oradient py is not necessarily  jmail throughout the inner portion of the 
merged layer where (VM   -0(1).    As 6 decreases in magnitude further downstream (i/6)zin- 
creases and a typical boundary layer forms near the surface,  i.e.,pja0.    In the outer portion of 
the disturbed flow (A/5)   -0(1) throughout.    This depicts the outer compressive or shock wave 
region. , 

0(1^-'),   the leading 

to 

(3) From the energy equation (4),   in the outer portion of the flow where 
approximation is   u =0y 
or in view of the x-Tnomenluin equation (2),   u=l.    Terms of   0(6 ) must be included in order 
describe the outer compressive flow.    This leads to the retention of the term •»■ u^y.    For the 
inner region where A achieves its largest values a typical boundary layer balance between the 
left hand side of equation (4) and aUy results. , 
(4) In regions where viscous effects are significant (6  Re     r)     =0(1).     For inviscid regions 
(6^Re     ,) "'-.O and the hypersonic small disturbance equations result. 

Based on the discussion just concluded,   the following non-dimensionalized equations 
should describe the entire flow field to zeroth-order.    Higher order approximations can be 
obtained in a similar manner  . 

(pu)x
+<Pv)y=0 

puux+pvuy = tiuy)y 

y  Ky   3 
i.v   )   -i- (yu   )  +(uu  ) ^  y y   3  w   x y        y x 

PuTx+PvTy=-(v-1>p(ux+vy)1,tfjryyv('M>M
( 

P=pT,a.u{T),  k=k(T) 

2       2 
o   ^ 

4 ^ j (Y-I)uvy 

(6) 

= (YV Pref   Tref'   Pref 
were ^en 1° be unity: UferM^i / ^MQO   C OQ/POO UQQ); 6=(Y^100)     . 

The Sutherland viscosity law will be used throughout.    We note that J'and 7 are proportional to 
MQQ I op and MOQ».QO respectively, where Xoo is the fr<!e stream mean free path.    The equations 
»re independent of the unityReynolds number but not the Mach number,   or interaction parameter 
Xoo =£MQ0

i/fkea3. 

Neglecting body curvature effects,   the error in this approximation,  and hence the ord*r 
of e, will most probably be determined by the largest values ol b  .    For v = 1.4,   these are 4% for the 
cold wall conditions treated here,  and 12% for the adiabatic flow.    These values are in agreement 
with those obtained from first-order calculations '"'.    The modifications of the equations for axial 
symmetry and three-dimensionality are described on se'non IV and V. 

The equations are bounda/y layer like with o'.Xy the streamlines a« real characteristics. 
Numerical solutions were obtained on a CDC 6600 computer using an explicit finite difference 
scheme,   in view of its simplicity.    Since exact initial data was not available for the calculations, 
the effects of different initial conditions were examined in detail for the flat plate flow '   '.    It was 
found that all solutions were essentially indistinguishable when the rarefaction parameter V^ 
Vc Moo/V^*  -XCO/MQU    decreased below 0.4. •   Nothing definitive can be concluded about the 
results prior to this point.    For M_) = 20 this corresponds to a distance 60\oo frorn the leading edge. 
Initial conditions for which ti't surface heat transfer was prescribed as the free molecular value 
are chosen in sections III anc IV.    This condition was prescribed in view of the available ejqxrimental 
data for the flat plate and cone geometries.    These solutions were then in good agreement with the 
data for VOQ  ^ 1. 0 or  10 XQJ from the leading edge.    Uniform initial conditions were chosen for the 
three dimensional geometry in view of the simplicity and a lack of any experimental data.    For the 
flat plate solution the use of uniform initial data led to initial differences of about 10-20%.     All 

y (8) 
It is interesting that soine recent experimental data     depicts significant initial deviations due to 

extremely small leading edge blunting,  but that these variations vanish when V^^ 0.35.    The strong 
interaction flow begins when V^aO. 15-0. 25. 
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The detail* of the numeric»! finite difference procedure are given in Ref.  6.    The 
grid spacing in the y direction wa» prescribed to be about one free stream mean free path,  while 
the step sise in the x direction was dictated by stability criteria,    A typical calculation with slip 
boundary conditions required about 50 seconds to reach M    Jc/Re      =0, 2.     for the two dimensional 
flat plate geometry. OD ^ 

in.    CHANNEL FLOW 

In this section the two-dimensional hypersonic flow over two finite flat plates of equal 
leagth is considered {Fig.   lb).    The flow is symmetric about the center line between the plates; 
however, asymmetric geometries do not create added complexity within the scope of the theory 
described herein.    This class of problems,  involving two or more adjacent surfaces was sug- 
gested by Prof.  M. H.  Bloom who terms them "hypersonic interference" problems. 

The flow field can be divided into three distinct regionju  the flow outside of the plates, 
equivalent to the flat plate considerations of Rudman anu Rubin '  ',  the interior channel flow, 
and the interaction of these two dorrains<in the wake region behind the plates.   The geometry 
and flow solutions are restricted in several ways by the nature of the governing equations. 
Firat,  it is clear that only initial conditions and boundary values along the pxates can be prescribed. 
Therefore channel flow* with arbitrary back pressure cannot be considered.    The exit conditions 
must be accepted as a part of the total solution.    This restriction is a result of the parabolization 
of the elliptic Navier-Stokes equations.    Upstream influence is limited to a negligible domain. 
It is apparent that if incompatible downstream conditions are imposed the elliptic nature of the 
equations must be restored.    Therefore, if choked flows,  flows involving strong normal shock 
wave* or separated flow  regions are to be treated,   suitable modification of the theory must be 
advanced.   Second,  the error analysis in Section II must be modified for the interior channel flow. 
Free stream quantities should be replaced in favor of centerline conditions so that the error in 
the neglect of the streamwise pressure gradient is now of the order of the maximum value of «y ■ 
and (YM-, )"',    First-order solutions are determined throughout the interior flow in order 
that the error here is comparable to that outside of the plates.    It is significant that the first-order 
results provide corrections of 5%-7% for M-.   > 5,  20% for Mc, =2,  and increasingly larger 
deviations as M—,  decreases further.    This problem can be res&lved completely by retaining p 
in the leading approximation.    Of coarse when Mrl   approaches unity a choking condition might 
also     become a factor and the elliptic nature of me problem must be restored.    The plate length 
for the ensuing discussion is such that Mrr  achieves a minimum of somewhat less than five. 

For these calculations, as well as those to be described in the next two sections,   flow 
conditions identical to those used previously for the flat Plate flow '  ' were chosen.    These are 
M_=25,  TiUg=3600o,  Tw/TijUg=0. 15, a =0. 75, Y = 1. 4.V^=0-85-    As discussed above,  exact 
initial value* are not available so that initial conditions were chosen such that the leading edge 
heat transfer coefficient,  on both the upper and lower surfaces,  corresponded to the free molecular 
value.    Slip boundary conditions are used throughout,  as slip effects are significant in the merged 
layer and even the beginning portior of the strong interaction flow '  '. 

Boundary Data: 

o< x< L 

y=bi: v=o,  u=±\uy.  T=1Wiyjj   j-   (X Ty) 

y-.oo.: v-o,  u-J,  T-.1,  p-.J 

Symmetry conditions at y- 0 

Thermal accomodation and scattering coefficients are both assumeo to be unity.    * = 1. 26u/pT   . 

x >L 

y-ico: v-.o,  v>.l,  T- 1 

At x=L,  the outer flow is prescribed by the flat plate solution for |y|>h and by the channel solution 
for |yl<h. The calculation was divided into three parts :   (1) the outside flat plate solution of Rudman 
and Rubin W, the interior channel interactions and the mixing or wake region.    Upstream infludence 
due to the trailing edge of the plates is not included in this "boundary layer'' theory so that all three 
regions can be t/eated independently.    If separation does not occur,   it is expected that this effect 
w 11 be no greater than that occurring at the leading-edge.    It is possible that modifications of the 
theory,   similar to methods now used for near wake and corner point calculations (9<  ^0),   might 
allow for the inclusion of certain upstream influences when these become significant. 

i 
♦^^«öwäMBia^t. 
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The interior development it prohahly ffc» niout interesting of the three calculatiors.    The 
flow un the upper and lower plates proceeds two-dimensionally until the bounding shurk waves 
interject at the center line.    For the chosen geometry the interaction begins when Voo  " 0- 22 
or neir the end of the merged layer.    The flow is still fully viscous but bounded by what is now 
almo.-it a fully developed Rankine-Hugoniot shock wave.    Therefore an essentially inviscid shock 
interaction takes place at the center line,   with viscous diffusion important thereaiter.    The 
reflected wave is imbedded within the viscous boundary layer and attenuates a» it approaches 
the subsanic i.ir.er layer.    These results are depicted in Figs.   2-6. The center-line pressure attains 
a maximum value of 320 after the initial shock intersection.    For a calculaied incident shock angle 
of 14° (15°) with M = 25,  a fully inviscid intersection leads to a final pressure of 280 (340).    The 
reflected wave travels inward until it reflects off the inner subsonic layer causing a sudden rise 
in the   vail pressure,   skin friction and heat transfer.    The wave pattern continues   to the center- 
line where a much weaker intersection takes place just prior to the channel exit.    It is interesting 
that w), ;n the channel was continued beyond the length described herein,   down to M-, equal to 1. 5, 
the trai averse pressure distribution approached a uniform state und It appeared as ila fully 
developed compressible flow was being approached.Fig.   (7).    In tue exhaust region behind the plates 
typical  vake profiles result. 

IV.    FL' )W OVER A SHARP CONE 

/ xi-symmetric flow problems can be treated in a manner identical to that used for the two- 
dimensi   nal geometries.    The procedure has been outlined in Section II. 

Cnce again an (x, y) coordinate system is employed,  where x is measured along the surface 
and y is locally normal to the surface.    With the expansion procedure of Section II,   the effect of 
transverse curvature is to modify the governing equations (6) by adding the following terms to the 
right han 1 side of each of the respective equations. 

-r*! (Bv+v) 

itfr^Bu+v)^ +u(3r)-,(Buy+4vy ^r'^Bu+v)) 
-(y-l)r-Jp(Bu/v) + (/-I)(r-2(Öu+v)2-r-J(Bu+v) Vy)+va(cjr)- »T. 

Continuity: 
x-Momentum: 
y-Momentum: 
Temperature: -\y-i/i     "|J\.DUTV/T\ '-i;\i -»-yjjuTv/--r       \UUTVI   ^yf'nyu^r Ay 
Where B=ec./^   9c-cone half angle,   r = ytTc0c/6 
The Sutherland viscosity law,   slip boundary conditions at the cone surface and initial data as dis- 
cussed in Section II are prescribed.    The outer boundary conditions must be modified such that 

v-. - B as y -• oo 
Unless otherwise specified all of the calculations are for free stream and surface conditions as 
described in Section III. 

Due to the singular nature of the governing equations as r-o,   the starting point for the 
calculations was chosen somewhat downstream of the leidmg edge.    In oMer to determine the 
effect of different starting locations,   several starting points were selected,   in particular x =0. 005, 
0. 01,   0. 02,  and 0. 04.    These points correspond to distances ranging from 2 ^oo to 20\ao from the 
leading edge; corresponding initial cone radii vary from ^oo/5 to 2 ^oo.    All of the solutions were 
indistinguishable when Voo <- 0.4,  the point at which initial conditions are no longer significant 
for the two-dimensional an3"axi-symmetric geometries. 

The results to be discussed below are for initial data prescribed at xo = 0. 02 or lOKao 
from the leading edge.    The cone radius is about ^ oo at this point.    The error in the zeroth-order 
calculation is dependent on the parameters mentioned previously and in addition on the magnitude 
of gS ,  as terms of this order have been neglected. 

Some of the results are depicted in Figs.   8-14.    Flow profiles are given in Figs.  8 and 9. 
On the same figure» are wedge solutions for the same half-angle   ^ = 5'.    As might have been 
anticipated,   the cone shock layer is much thinner than that for the equivalent wedge solution and 
the outer compression is considerably weaker in the axi-symmetnc case.    The temperature pro- 
files indicate that the cone flow is also much cooler than that for the comparable wedge geometry. 
The stagnation enthalry exhibits an    overshoot in the outer shock structure portion of the profile 
for both flows. 

These solvnons are significa itly different than those for the two-dimen»ional flat plate 
in two respects.    First,  a second compression   region below the outer shock does not occur for 
either the wedge or cone.    Such a region was observed for the flat plate,  although no experiments 
have indicated the existence of this compression.    Refinements of the normal grid size did not 
eliminate this effect and altered it only moderately.    As it does not occur here,   it is still question- 
able as to whether it was due to numerical inaccuracy or actually occurs as a very weak compression 
for the flat plate.    Second,  the pressure profiles show only a moderate decrease in magnitude be- 
hind the shock while a substantial expansion occurs in the flat plate solution.     This result is per- 
haps not unexpected,   as the inviscid   surface pressure is considerably higher in the cone or wedge 
flow than for the flat plate case. 
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Fig.   10 compare! pilot pressure and density profiles with the experirr.ental data of 
Horstman and Kmsoy ('*).    There is good agreement in the lower 70% of the shock layer,   but 
substantial difference» in the outer shock structure.    These differences may be a result of the 
use of a Navier-Stokes model without bulk viscosity in the calculations discussed here.    A more 
refined normal grid,   about 1 /5 the size considered here,   in proves the shock structure solution 
by about 5%'",   affecting surface conditions by less than 2%     This improvement is insignificant 
since it is within the error of the calculation; it also increases tht time required for a typical 
calculation by a factor of 125*.   Finally,   the smearing effect,  due to probe size,   in the high 
gradient compressive region must be evaluated in order to determine the experimental accuracy 
in measuring the shock structure profile.    Calculation time for the axi-symmetric flow is roughly 
equivalent to that for the two-dimensional case. 

and w 
data. 

Figs.   Ii and 12 compart s irface pressure,  heat transfer, and skin friction on the cone 
edge, while Fig».   15-!4 provide comparisons with the bulk of the available experimental 

V     FINITE WIDTH FLAT PLATE 

The simplest flow geometry that accounts for three-dimensional effects is the finite width 
flat plate having a sharp leading edge**.    With x measured along the surface in the streamwise 
direction,  y normal to the surface,  and z along the transverse surface direction,   the governing 
equations can be derived by the order of magnitude analysis descrit «d in section II.    The z co- 
ordinate is non-dimen»ionalized with 3,  and w with Uoo  t-    All lateral velocities (w) and gradients 
in the s direction having counterparts in the surface normal direction in equations (6) are retained 
to seroth order.    In addition all cross products involving velocity component» v and w are also 
retained. 

The right hand sides of the governing equations (6) must be modifind with the inclusion 
of the following terms: 

Continuity: -(pw) 

x-Momentum:   {yii  )   -pwxig 

y-Momentum:-pwvx+uv8i+Tuwy,-Tuywi+uzvz+u  w 2 

Sr.srgy: pwT  -(Y-Dpw +1 (uT ) -t-v (y-l)Moo2uu    +-ru(v-l)(w   - '-vJ+v^Y-Uf w +v ) 
y    z 

The z-momentum    equation is: 0UWx+pvw   +pwwi=-p7+y (uwa)a-7 (uux)z+{uue)x 

' ,        .     1 2 + {uw   )   +Tuv      -Tu   v   +u  v 
**   y V   3 M  yz  3 wz y    y  z 

The above equations contain all the terms necessary to account for boundary layer, merged 
layer,  and compression layer development in the (y, z) plane.    The equation» are of the same type 
as in the two-dimensional flow,  with the streamlines as the only real characteristics.    Once again 
a solution i» obtained numerically by pre»cribing appropriate initial and boundary data.     Uniform 
initial condition» are used at all points except at the surface where »lip boundary condition» are 
enforced.    These condition» allow for a maximum of »inplicity,   and due to a lack of any experimental 
data no other correlation» are possible. 

Boundary Data: , 
H 2^    X. y=0,   z on the plate; u = \u ,  w = \(w +(BWr)    T  ) v = 0, T = T    f—^ -T 

y y z ' w   v+l  a  y 
y-o,  z off the plate;   v i» anti-»ymmetric 
,22 , , (y   tz   ) - oo; v-o,   w-o,   u-l,   p-.l. 

and ", w, T, p are symmetric 

The effect of lateral surface temperature creep (Tz ) on the lateml slip velocity should be retained 
to zeroth order; lowever,   »olution» witfi and without thi» term indicate that it» effect i» less than 
a maximum of 8%.    For other geometries,   such a» a corner,  where the z gradient» are larger, 
thi» effect might become more impo-tant.    At higher Mach number its magnitude should also be 
increased in proportion with Moo.    The stream condition» used in thi» calculation are those of 
Section III. 

The calculation time for the three-dimensional geometrie» i» appreciably greater (approxi- 
mately n   time») than for the two dimensional flow; n i» the number of lateral mesh point».    In 
addition,   the »treamwiae »tep »ize had to be reduced somewhat,   for stability purpose»,   due to the 
large lateral gradient» off the »ide edge of the plate; thi» further increa»ed the calculation time.   It 
wa» possible to procede downstream to a point at which \cu-0. 25 in 60 minutes. 

♦From stability consideration» the «-wise step size i» proportional to the square of the normal 
grid spacing. 

*• 
A corner geometry i» discussed in .mother paper to be presented at this meeting.    Hypersonic Flow 

in Rectangular and Non-RecUngular Co. r.«rs,-Cresci,   R. J. ,  Rubin,  S.O.,  and Nardo,   C. T. 
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In ordrr to maintain the rraximum degree of simplicity the lateral and normal grid 
spacings are chosen to be equivalent and approximately equal to ^oo.    The calculation is restricted 
by the storage capacity of the -ompater (CDC-6600); it is possible to prescribe a majcimi'm of 100 
mesh point: in both the y and z directions.    Even this requires some rather ingenious pr jgramming 
devices   in order to reduce the storage of several flow viriables ' nd their derivatives,     "or this 
reason the plate width is rather small,   about 40A co  in these calculations.    Ultimately  • variable 
grid size in the lateral direction will allow for solutions for larger geometries.    However,   the 
results described herein should be indicative of those to be found for larger plates as o ,9 might 
expect similar qaalitat-ve trends to appear for all of the solutions. 

The results to date are siiown in Fig».   15-17.    The point furthest downstream co-responds 
to Vg-^O. 5 or a distance somewhat greater than one plate width.    The results indicate U.at the 
flow remains two-dimensional along the centerhne for a distance of about 0. ^ of a plate «idth, 
after which the surface pressure and density maximum decrease below their two-diment ional values 
Surprisingly,   ever, after the apparent loss of two-dimer.sionality near '.i.e centerline,  th    lateral 
gradients of surface pressure and heat transfer are rather small; when Vao=0. 5 there u only a 5% 
deviation in these results for one-third of the plate width about the centerline.    There a  e consider- 
able variations near the side edge. 

Fig.   17 is a pressure contour diagram and depicts the highly compressive regloi   that 
envelops the plate.    The compression is strongest at the centerline,   decreasing in strei jth around 
the aide edge.     Further calculations are now in progress. 

^rom the resiilts of secticnu III-V,  we conclude that the method described hereir ,   which is 
an extension of tliat used previously to determine the flow near the leading edge of a tw -dimensional 
sharp flat plate, '     can account for certain shock interactions,   axial symmetry and thr"e-dim«n»ion- 
ality.    Studies concerning more comple'c geometries ire under consideration. 
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SUtMUlY 

An experimental Investigation of the Interaction of a finite-span jet  Issuing normal to the 
surface of a 7*  semi-vertex angle sharp cone at a  free stream Mach Number • 6 is performed. 
The Jet slot is contained within a peripheral angle of 60*,  and located at a distance midway 
along the length of the cone surface.    A range of unit Reynolds number of 2 x 10° to 4 x 10' 
par foot is covered.    This permits the study of the interaction for  laminar,  transitional and 
fully turbulent flows over the conical surface of the body.     Jet penetration heights are varied, 
and the results compared to two-dimensional flows and to equivalent  fences normal to the surface. 
Data are also obtained for three-dimensional separation and reattnehment lines by injecting a 
dye at the surface. 

The results of this experimental  study indicate that the  total normal force coefficient 
produced by a finite-span Jet is not degraded by three-dimensional effects.    In fact,  the normal 
fore« coefficlant measured  In these  tests equals or exceeda  the normal force per unit  span 
obtained In experiments with two-dimensional flows at the same Mach number and Jet mass flux 
ratio.    Thit behavior is attributed  to a favorable interaction between the cross-flew and the 
-»inatream thac substantially Increases the effective span of the Jet.     It is also noted that a 
positive contribution to the total nonoal force is received  from the  flow downstream of the  Jet 
location, contrary to previous results at lower Mich numbers.     However,  experiments were also 
performed with finite-span and full-span fences  (rings)  in which a negative contribution is 
produced downstream of the  fence location.    In general,  it  is emphasized that the results 
obtained by examining only the pressure distribution along the plane of synmetry through the 
Jet may not be representative of the actual normal force produced, and are definitely misleading 
when cross-flow occurs. 

A new theoretical model  is proposed to describe the structure of the jet interaction flow  field. 
The  fluid mechanics is essentially inviscid, but the effects of viscosity and heat conduction are 
Implicitly Introduced through the nonunifonnlty of the upstream flow.    The flow field is calculated 
numerically by a time-dependent technique.    The method is clearly extendable to three-dimensional 
flow fields, but only two-dimensional tlows are presently considered. 
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NOTATION 

A Surface area 

a Sound speed 

b Slot  span 

CN Normal force coefficient,    a^p-pJdA/p^u^ 

2 
Thrust coefficient, 2T/p u 

d Slot width 

F. Normal force due to Interaction with a forward-facing step or transverse fence 

h Step or fence height,  or height of Mach disc above the surface 
2 

H Total enthalpy,  C T + Ifq 

I Length of separated flow region 

L Surface length from cone apex to slot or fence 

M Mach number 

p Static pressure 

Po Total pressure 

q Velocity vector 

R Gas constant 

R Reynolds number, pux/u 

T Thrust, or static temperature 

To Total temperature    for the sonic jet T - (1.27 Po    - P )bd 

t Time 

u. Velocity component in the x direction 

u Streamwise component of velocity 

v Normal component of velocity 

w Transverse component of velocity 

* Mass flux 

x Streamwise or axial coordinate 

y Normal coordinate 

z Transverse coordinate 

5 Boundary layer thickness 

Y Ratio of specific heats 

u Viscosity coefficient 

v Kinematic viscosity coefficient, u/p 

p Density 

6 Momentum defect thickness 

Y Stream function 

•p Azinuthal angle 

mm 



Subscrlptt 

c Conical, cone surface value 

• Boundary layer edge 

1 Initial or undisturbed cwne surface value 

J Jet 

w Hall or aurface value 

• Reservoir coodltlon,  or evaluated at upstream Infinity 

2D Two-dUMnalonal 

39 Three-dlaenslonal 

bl Boundary layer 

sp Separation point 

tr Transition point 

-   [ 
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AN INVESTTGATION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL JET CONTROL 

INTERACTION ON A CONICAL BODY 

V.   Zakkay, J.   Erdos and W.   Calarese 

1.     XNIRoCVCTTO« 

Secondary  Jet« have received attention as a possible alternative to conventional aerodynamic 
surfaces (e.g., ailerons,  flaps,  flares,  etc.)   for supersonic or hypersonic  flight control systems. 
The forces generated by an underexpanded Jet  issuing normal to a  surface are known to be amplified 
considerably over the In vacuo thrust of the  jet, due to a complex Interaction with the ma^n, 
supersonic  stream.    Also,  the severe heating and loading problems associated with the exposure of 
a control surface to fa supersonic or hypersonic stream may be avoided.    These considerations have 
motivated a number of investigations of the  "Jet Interaction" phenomenon, and have renewed  (or 
expanded)  the  Interest In boundary layer separation and reattachment.    A bibliography containing 
several hundred entries can be found  in Refs.  1 to 17. 

The structure of the two-dimensional Jet-Interaction flow field has been  Inferred by a number 
of Investigators,  from schlieren photographs and surface pressure di JtrlbuMone,    There appears 
to be a general consensus of opinion about the general features of Ine flov Tlild, although some 
disagreement has arisen In regard to the effects of various parameters  it», ii"   structure and the 
resultant forces.1-8    it should also be pointed out that the structure  ii usuixil>  depicted  for a 
jet that penetrates into the stream to a height many times  the thickness of the upstream boundary 
layer.    A somewhat different behavior pertains to the case where  the penetration height is of the 
same order as  the boundary  layer thickness.     The case where the boundary layer  Is very thin is 
shown schematically In Fig.   la.    A  large,  clockwise rotating vortex and a small counter-rotating 
vortex occur In the separated region upstream of the jet plume,  and a single clockwise rotating vortex 
occurs downstream of the plume.    As    the boundary layer becomes thicker,  or the  jet penetration height 
Is reduced,   the plume and adjacent vortices will probably become more nearly synmetric, and 
eventually all three vortices should disappear as the Jet is submerged in the boundary Layer. 

The jet  Interaction flow field of a finite-span Jet, on the other hand,   tu essentially three- 
dimensional.     In fact, only an axially-symmetric body (at zero angle of attack)  can assuredly 
produce a two-dimensional flow; with a planar geometry spurious  three-dimensional effects can be 
subtle, and difficult to eliminate,     Spaid and Zukouskl^° attribute the relative reduction In 
amplification of tvo-dimenslonal Jet  Interaction forces with increasing ratio of Jet to main stream 
total pressure to three-dimensional effects  rather than any basic dependence of the amplification 
factor on this parameter. It Is  implied  that  the three-dimensional effects associated with finite 
span Jets can reduce the beneficial  Induced  forces^;  indeed,  on a conical body circumferential 
cross-flow may nearly cancel the Induced normal  force.    The present  Investigation is primarily 
concerned with the three-dimensional problem of a finite span Jet or a forward facing step on a 
conical body.  The results of an experimental study are presented, and compared with previous data 
regarded as  two-dimensional,    A basis  for correlation of two-dimensional and  three-dimensional 
data  is proposed, based on the penetration height of this plume. 

The need  for a detailed analysis of the   flow field, particularily in the  three-dimensional case, 
is considered apparent,    A new theoretical  approach has been developed based on an invlscid, 
rotational  flow model.    Calculations are performed by I^x's time-dependent method, and results are 
presented for several examples of separated   flows, 

2,     EXPERDENIAL INVESTIGATION 

2,1    Experimental Apparatus and Test Conditions 

All  the   tests were conducted  in an axially symmetric Mach  5.8 nozzle having a test section 
diameter of  1', with a uniforr.i flow of  3'   in  length and 9"   in diameter. 

The model  consisted of a  sharp axially synmetric conical body with a cone half angle of 7°, 
and a base diameter of 4.6",    This provided an overall surface  length of approximately 20" and 
therefore allowed a large variation of the  transitional to turbulent  flow or.  the model ahead of the 
Injection region.    For the condiulon of   jet   injection,  the  slot was 0,015" and 0,030" wide and 
extended over a peripheral angle of 60°,    The  slot was machined perpendicular  to the surface of the 
cone,  «nd  located at an axial distance of  14-1/8"  from the tip of the model.     For the  injection tests 
the complete   Inner chamber of  the model was  used as the stagnation chamber.     Experiments were also 
performed with the fences perpendicular to the model.    The  fences were placed at the same  location 
as the slot,  and also extended within a peripheral region of 60°.     Various heights were used, 
3/4",   1/2",   3/8" and 1/4",     In order to compare the results of the three-dimensional flow field to 
that of a two-dimensional flow,  some  tests were performed with a complete ring around the body at 
the  same  location.    Again for this  case  the  heights of the   rings were 0,6",   0,5",  0.375" and 
0.25". 
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Preasure  tap« were provided at 60 points on the model, and measured .'y means of two Scannlvalve 
transducers.    The normal and axial  force coefficients were calculated from the  overall pressure 
distributions. 

The test conditions were performed at a stagnation temperature of 820*R and a wall temperature 
of 520*R.    The  stagnation pressilre of the tunnel was varied between 1,800 p.s.i.a.  and 60 p.s.l.a. 
These conditions provided a large variation over a wide range of Reynolds numbers and on the 
parameter Po./Po . 

J      " 

2.2    Kxperlmental Results* Finite Span Jet 

At  first  it was desirable to Investigate the nature of the boundary layer over the  surface of the 
COM,    with no Interaction over the  full range of stagnation conditions.    The transition point, 
determined from heat transfer measurement.   Is presented  In Fig. 2.    for the test conditions presented 
In this report,  correlation of all the data resulted in the following relationship: 

Re„ 
0-4/?^ 

I 

A value  of Re.  equal to 750 was obtained for the  full range of stagnation conditions.    It is clearly 
seen from Fig.  2  that  for the highest stagnation pressure Po   ■ 1,800 p.s.l.a.,  transition occurs 
winthln a distance of less than one inch from the tip of the cone.    Therefore,   the boundary layer is 
turbulent well ahe.-< of the slot.    For the lowest stagnation pressure  (Po    • 60 p.s.l.a.)  transition 
'Toes not occur over th<- entire length of the cone, and therefore, a  laminar boundary layer exists over 
ehe entire surface of the cone,    A discussion of thejet  interaction will be made at first, and 
comparison to two-dimensional results obtained in Ref.   11 will be made.     For all the test conditions 
presented here M. was equal to 1.    The Interaction and the observed structure of the  flow field will 
be explained with the aid of Schlieren pictures,  flow diagrams,  Ink tracing, and pressure distributions. 
A typical set  of schlieren photographs are presented in Fig.  3, and the corresponding pressure 
distributions  in Fig.  4,    The test conditions  for the  results which are presented in these figures are 
1^ - 6.0, To^ " 8?0,R, Tc   - 520*R,    The diagram of the  flow along the line of  synmetry shown In Fig.   1 
was constructed from this data.    Fig.  6 present the flow streamlines along the body surface which are 
traced by Ink injected through pressure taps.    Along the syimetrlc plane the  flow pattern is similar 
to the one obtained for the two-dimensional Jet  interaction problem as has been discussed  in Ref.   11. 
However, as  it may be  seen in Figs.   1,3 and 6,   there is a large divergence of the  flow  from the axis 
of synmetry which is analogous to the flow of a cone at an angle of attack.    Therefore,   there Is a 
large cross-flow component which tends to minimize the upstream extent of the  separation region.    In 
order to understand the complete flow field,   it  is desireable to follow the flow from the reglou 
ahead of tho separation point.    Fig.  3a  is a schlieren of the jet without the  secondary air stream, 
and Figs.  3b and 3c are the schlieren pictures  of the  interaction phenomena between the  two streams. 
The jet  Itself has acted like a step or protrusion normal to the surface of tlie body,  and has an 
effective height of 0.6 times the height of the jet without the Interaction (Figs.   3a and 3b).    The 
jet without  interaction mty be analysed from a  two-dimensional point of view and the jet boundaries 
may be obtained by the method of characteristics, assuming no mixing along the boundaries.    Free 
jet studies were not made here since the phenomenon is  two-dimensional and has been discussed in 
detail in Refs.   11,15 and 16,    Analogous to the  flow field in Ref,   11,  the flow  in the central core 
passes through a strong    hock, which is usually called the "Mach disc".     Such a  shock may be observed 
in Figs,  3a and 3b,    The "Mich disc"  in this case is three-dimensional, with a maximum height "h" 
at  the synmetry plane and reducing to height  zero at the two edges of the  slot.     The test results 
presented in Figs,   3 and 6 are summarized below: 

i -     1,6" 
L -  14,5" 
d -    0.030" 
h - 0.295" 

6* 

b.l. 

- 0.04"       (for  L -  13") 
- 0.1170#/8ec  (for cp - 360°) 

0.791 

(for L -  13") 

A plot of ^,/^u  |  versus Po /Po    is presented In Fig.   7,  for the slot width of 0.030" and a fully 
developed turbulent'Boundary layer, which is assured at Po   • 400 p.8.1,9,    The boundary layer under- 
goes a sudden deflection, as Indicated in Fig.   1 and is contained within the separation shock and the 
separated region, and then penetrates through  the bow shock and mixes with the  jet.    The  jet itself 
is equivalent  to a solid boundary, which previously has been correlated  in terms of a  forward facing 
step  (Ref.   17).    An analogous correlation for the three-dimensional jet penetration may be done and will 
be described  later in the report.    Two three-dimensional separation bubbles,  labelled 1 and 2 In 
Fig.   1, are produced as a result of the separation upstream of the slot, as shown clearly by Fig. 6, 
and the two plateaus of pressure shown in Fig.   4.    The  first separation bubble  (1)  has an upstream 
flow direction at the  surface while separation bubble   (2) has a downstream direction.     In order to 
establish this,   ink was  injected in the region of separation bubble  (1) and the  ink traversed up- 
stream.    When the ink was injected in the region of bubble (2) the  ink traversed downstream.    Some 
of these results may be seen in Fig,   3d,    The extent of  the separation region ahead of the jet was 
t/h equals to 5,4 which compares to a value of 4 for a  two-dimensional step.    The angle  formed 
between the wall the a  line drawn from the separation point to the top of the Mach disc was equal 
to 11*,    This compares to a value of  13*  for a  two-dimensional Jet with the same conditions. 

i 



In two-dimensional  separated   flows the plateau pressure and  separation shock are usually calculated 
tor an equivalent wedge.   In the  present case,   It   Is  of  Interest  to consider such a  calculation, 
although the  flow  Is  clearly three-dimensional,  and  to compare  the   result with the  two-dimensional case. 
With a  Jet penetration height  of 0.295"  the  ratio of  slot   span to  jet height  is 6.65  so  the  phenomenon 
may fce  locally two-dimensional near  the plane of  synmetry.     Using MQ  ■  5,35 and a wedge angle  of  11*, 
corresponding to  the  observed angle   of the  separated boundary  layer,   two-dimensional  oblique   shock 
relations give a  shock angle  of 20°   and a plateau  pressure  of  Pc/Pi ■  3.7.    These  compare very well 
with  the shock angle of 19.5° measured from the  schlieren photograph and the plateau pressure ratio of 
4.0  shown In Fig.   4.     Therefore,   it  appears the  flow field  is  locally two-dimensional and can be 
compared with two-dimensional experiments on the basis of a  corrected  effective penetration coefficient 
Po./Po,,.    Or, in other words,  the penetration height,  h,  can be used  to relate the two-dimensional and 
three-dimensional  phenomena,  at  least  near the axis  of  symmetry,  and  in this sense  the  problem Is 
reduced to relating  (Po^in to *P0i)2D ^or '•^e ;iame penetration height,  h.    (P0O3D ^s 0^ cour8e nnoh 
larger than (Po^n ^or '"e  s3™" " due to the cross-flow.     (The oncoming flow Is effectively more 
energetic,  since  the   low energy flow moves  laterally around  the  Jet.)  To estimate  the  ratio  (POi)3p/ 
(POi)2D    the results  of  the  present   tests are compared with  the data  of Ref.   11,  which  ire also  for 
Mao '  6,   in Fig.   8,     For example,   in  the present  experiments at   (Pojd)/(Po00L) • 0.465 x  10      a  value 
of h/L - 0.0204  is obtiined, and for this same h/L Ref.   11 has  (Pojd^/^Po^L) - 0.11 x 10"3.    Therefore, 
^oi^W^0i^2D ^s aPProximately 4.     At these conditions,  Ref.   11 has t/L ■ 0.13 while In the present 
experiment i/h =  0.12,   confirming  the  premise  that h/L  is a  basic  correlation parameter.     However, 
four times the mass must be  injected  in the three-dimensional case  to obtain the same separated flow 
pattern, and thus  the  same  normal   force per unit  span,  along the  plane of synmetry.     The  value of 
CM.   obtained by  integrating  the measured pressure  distributions over  the entire cone  surface are also 
plotted in Fig.  8.     It can be seen  that the total normal  force coefficients obtained in these experi- 
ments are nearly  the  same as  the  centerllne values  of Ref.   11,  with  thi   eame Jet mass  flux,  which  Is 
quite remarkable.    This  implies that  the cross-flow produces a favorable interaction with the main- 
stream and  thus  forming a   three-dimensional  separated  region well beyond the boundaries  of  the  slot. 
An explanation of  this behavior  is  presented below.   In connection with the discussion of  the 
amplification factor CH«/CJ,  . 

The surface pressure along the   line of synmetry is presented In Fig, 4a for various test conditions. 
Care must be exercised in interpreting this data since for the conditions of ?om below 200 p.s.l.a. 
transition occurs .ihead of  the slot,  as may be seen from Fig.  2,     Hcwever, the plateau reached in 
each case is clearly shown in the diagram,    Inmediately downstream of the slot,  the flow behaves like 
a wake with an associated recirculation region,  labelled 3  in Fig. 1,  a neck, and a reattachment shock. 
Analogous to wake  flow,  the  pressure  inmediately downstream of the  slot corresponds to the base pressun. 
and  is below the undisturbed cone  pressure.    However,  it subsequently recompresses and reaches a value 
of almost twice the undisturbed cone pressure at a distance of approximately four h.    Although unfavor- 
able  interaction has been observed     in   a     lower range of Mach numbers for the downstream portion of 
the  jet.  It seems that a  favorable  interaction can be obtained with  increasing Mach numbers.     Similar 
results were obtained in Ref.   18 for two-dimensional configurations.    The results of Ref.   18 Indicate 
that considerable unfavorable interaction (a decrease downstream of the jet) was obtained at M • 2.61 
and 3.5,    Results at H,, = 4.54 indicated a net interaction force of zero for the portion downstream 
of the jet.    Kef.   18,   in addition,  obtained a recompresslon pressure  of pc/p- of  1.5.     Since this 
recompressior. pressure  is a  function of Mach number,  it may be that a considerable  interaction may be 
obtained for the downstream region for Mach numbers above 5.     Lateral distributions of surface pressure 
are  shown in Figs,  4b and c.for s =   14.0" and 14.5",     (The slot  is at 8 ■ 14,3") Attention is called to 
the  high pressure  region downstream of the slot where  the cross-flow passes, as opposed  to the   low 
pressure trough  that  exists   immediately behind the  slot,     Schlieren photographs of the  Jet   interaction 
for  the range of conditions  discussed are presented  in Figs,   5a-g,     The boundary  layer  is  laminar or 
transitional in Figs,   5e,f and g. 

The amplification  factor  Cfj./Cfjj,  has been computed  from the  integrated pressure distribution on the 
cone and the calculated thrust of tne sonic jet.    The present  results are plotted  in Fig.  9 and are 

i comparable to the  data  presented  in  Ref,   11  for two-dimensional  flow.     Both the value  obtained by 
considering the normal fcrce acting only up to the  slot  location and that obtained by integration 
over the entire surface are shown.     It can be seen that a  positive net contribution is received from 
the  region downstream of the slot* although the pressures are  locally below the undisturbed cone 
value  immediately behind the plume.     The trend of decreasing C^/Cfij. with increasing Potd/POaJ. is 

bserved by Sterrett  et al11»13^5   Spaid and Zukowski18 

^ 

obtained in these  experiments,  as  previously observed by Sterrett  et al1'»"»"   Spal 
correctly point out that  this trend  is due to three-dimensional effects rather than a basic dependence 
on  the  jet momentum (beyond a certain threshhold value),  however  they do not offer an explanation of 
the nature of the three-dimensional  effects.    The explanation is apparent If the surface streamline 
pattemis examined.     For example,   in  Fig.  6  It can be  seen that  the  boundaries of  the  separation 
region have been extended,   due  to  the  cross-flow,   from the  end of  the  slot,  point A  In Fig,   6,   to 
the   point B.    The  span of  the  separation region has been  increased   from the  slot  span of  1,96"   to 
nearly 5".    Thus,   the  cross-flow has  more than doubled  the  effective  span of the  jet,   or  reduced 
the  value of Cfj    t'er unit  span by more  than a  factor of  two.     This  same  phenomenon  is  evident 
in  Maurer's oil  streak data   .     Therefore,  to obtain  the  true  amplification factor CJJ /CN    either of 
of  the  following  procedures are  reconmended: 

*The  opposite result  has  been  reported at  lower Mach numbers,   e.g,   Ref,   11, 
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a)    Cu   raust be calculated by integrating the pressure distribution over the entire 
auf face area,  or 

actual CN,. as AC/BC (in Fig.  6). 

These considerations are not  intended to Imply that a constant value of C^ /(V   will be obtained 
without three-dlmeiulonal effects,  however,  the decreasing trend observed in tne flat-plate 
experiments will be substantially reduced.     It is emptiaslzed that  in the  present study (which 
Involves a cone rather than a plate)  the behavior Is somewhat different    due to the axial syraoetry. 
The normal force Is defined as the component of the force acting parallel to the plane of symmetry 
through the Jet (cp ■ 0) as well as normal to the axis of symmetry of the cone.    Therefore,  the 
relative contribution to the normal force due to the cross-flow decreases as the lateral extent of 
the separation region increases,     (For example, the pressure acting at cp » 90° rakes no contribution 
to the normal force.)    Since the lateral extent of the separation region Increases with increasing 
POj/POa, it is understandable that the amplification factor CM./CN_  decreases.    The Included 
peripheral angle of the jet is 60°   In these experiments;  the amplification factor can be expected 
to depend on this angle to some extent.     Similar results  for C^ /CJJ    have been presented in Ref.   35. 

2,3    Experimental Results:    Transverse Fences 

For this part of the  investigation the  interaction will be studied for both axlally synmetrlc 
transverse fences and for finite span fences of the same  Included peripheral angle as the slot  (60s). 
Figs,   10a,b,c and d present the schlieren photographs for finite step heights of h = 3/4",  1/2", 
3/8" and 1/4".    It is of interest to determine if the separation region has a geometric similarity 
analogous to the two-dimensional case.     In this case,  the value of  i/h has been measured  from 
schlieren photographs,  for all the various step heights.      Values of i/h of 4.2b, 4.3, 4.35 
and 4.2 w';re obtained for the above step height.    This value compares to a  value of 4,3 
for the two-dimensional case  (Ref.   19).     In addition, the angle of the seoaratlon shock as well as 
the plateau pressure reached is given by the equivalent wedge angle of  13.1s which Is In quite good 
agreement with the value obtained in the two-dimensional case.    The  pressure distribution for all the 
above conditions are presented In Fig,   11.    The results have been correlated in terms of s/h,  and 
It la seen that there la good agreement for all the tests.     However,  one may also observe that,unlike 
the case of the slot injection ,     the pressure in the wake region of the  fence has no overshoot and  in 
fact is always below the undisturbed conical pressure,  thus resulting In an unfavorable Interaction 
at  the centerllne of the body.     However,  pressure away from the plane of syranetry of the fence recovered 
and was above the undisturbed conical value.  The  full pressure distributions over the entire surface of 
the model will be presented in Ref.   14.    The pressure along the centerllne   in the wake of the fonce 
recovers completely at an l/h of 3.    The normal force for the  Interaction was calculated by integrating 
the entire pressure distribution over the model.    The results are compared  to the two-dimensional 
interaction as given in Ref.   19.    The values of Fj/p^hb obtained In these  tests have been calculated 
and are shown in Fig.   12.    These values Include the Interaction upstream and downstream of the  fence. 
An average value of F^/p^hb of 11 was obtained for an fl    of 5.3.    The value corresponding to the same 
conditions  for the two-dimensional interaction as calculated from the correlations of Kef.   19  (Eq.  2) 
gives a value of 11.2.    It Is pointed out here that normal  forces which are obtained by integrating 
the centerllne pressure distribution sre misleading; the  full span of the separation region,  beyond 
the boundary of the fence, must be included. 

It may be of Interest to compare  the  interaction obtained by the step to the one obtained by the 
Jet  for the same value of h.    The results of the Jet Interaction Indicated  that the same penetration 
height was obtained in the present experiments as in the two-dimensional experiments when four times 
the amount of mass flow was injected through the slot.    Howevor,  this resulted  (approximately) In 
^TJ ^SD^^TJ ^2D ' **'    ^ ot'ler words,  the  value of CN» was approximately the  same as  In the two- 
dimensional case for the same mass flow.     In the case of the  fence there  is a  favorable Interference 
which results  in a larger normal force    due to the fence  than due to the Jet with an equivalent 
penetration height, h.    However, a  larger drag force is obtained with the  fence than vith  the slot, 
therefore resulting is approximately the same CN/Cp. 

It has been indicated in the  literature that a true two-dimensional separation Is hard  to achieve, 
and therefore the separation point  is sensitive to cross flow gradients.    For this purpose a study 
of two-dimensional separation is studied on an axlally synmetrlc configuration, by placing a  lull- 
span fence (or ring) over the surface of the body.    For this type of configuration, a more realisiL- 
comparison may be made between finite and  Infinite fences.    The results with the full ring arc 
presented in Figs.  IDe,  f and g.    Oily the main results will be given here,  and the details will be 
Included In Ref.  14.    The tests were performed with a full ring of height,  h,  corresponding to the 
finite fences.    For h • 3/4",   1/2" and 3/8",  the pressure gradients produced were too severe, and 
unfortunately the flow detached completely at  the tip of the cone (see for example Fig.  6c).    A 
study of the separation region could only be made for step heights equal to or smaller than 1/4". 
The schlieren photographs corresponding to a step height of 1/4" are presented in Figs.  101 and g. 
An Increase in the value of l/h was observed,  over that of the  finite  fence for the same h.    A 
value of l/h of 4,3 was measured;  this compares to a value of l/h of 4.2  for  the finite fence. 
The results  for the conditions presented in Fig.  IGf are for a  fully turbulent boundary layer 
well ahead of the separation region, which results presented in Flg.   10g are  for a laminar boundary 
layer ahead of the separation region.    A more detailed discription of the full  fence with associated 
prrssure distributions will be given in Ref.   14. 
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3.    THEORETICAL AN/ILYSIS OF THE JET lOTERACTION FLCW yiELD 

3.1 Background and Motivation 

Previous analyses of  the   jet  interaction  flow field  have  been primarily concerned with  determining 
the parameters that directly affect the phenomenon ami correlate the experimental data.     Certain parts 
of the  flow  field have been analyzed  in some detail,   for example  Sterret et al11»2* have  constructed 
the supersonic portion of  the  jet plume by the method  of  characteristics,     Spald and Zukowski^«^ 
have developed a  correlation of  the separated  turbulent   flow upstream of the plume by analogy with 
the  flow upstream of a  forward-facing slep.     This approach  has also proved  successful   in the  present 
experimental study, which has shown the Jet penetration height  to be basic cori. elation parameter for 
both two-dimensional and three-dimensional  flows.     Nevertheless, a unified,  theoretical description 
of the entire flew field  is  still lacking.     The present  Investigation Is addressed to  this problem 
as well as to the experimental study of the    phenomenon.     Motivation for the theoretical  study  lies 
partly in the need to clarify the complex structure of the  three-dimensional flow field of a  finite 
jet, and partly to determine  the  extent to which  the  phemenology of two-dimensional  separated   flows 
is applicable  to the problem.     However,  the  study has not  yet  progressed to the  point where a 
definitive answer to either question is provided.    The purpose of the following discussion Is to 
demonstrate the the proposed theoretical model  is valid and a workable method of solution has been 
developed,     Prinary attend on is directed toward the description of the separated flow upstream of the 
plume which  is considered  to be a  crucial  part  of  the   ilow  field and certainly the   least amenable  to 
theoretical treatment. 

3.2 A New Approach  to Separated Flow Problems 

A qualitative description ot  the mechanism by which separation occurs,   in general,   is well known: 
the flew near the wall  lacks  sufficient energy to continue   in the same direction as  the   flow  in the 
nainstrecm,  due to the Imposition of an adverse pressure gradient.    If the flow is constrained to 
renein two-dimensional by some physical consideration    then the pressure gradient causes the  low energy 
flew near the wall to reverse direction, and the presence of  the disturbance is propagated far upstream. 
On the other hand,  if cross-flow is permitted  (i.e.,  the  flow is allowed to move  laterally)   the  low 
energy flow is easily diverted away from or around the disturbance, and the extent of upstream 
propagation is reduced considerably.    Although separation can occui  in both the two-dimensional and 
three-dimensional cases,  the  flow pattern  is very much differenct, and the  location of  the  separation 
line in the  latter case cannot be identified by vanishing the wall shear stress,  or by the presence 
of flow reversal. 

The point to be noted In the above qualitative    picture       is that the description can be made 
completely in terms of opposing pressure and inertlal forces,   that is, without explicit  introduction 
of viscous  forces.    As pointed out by Batchelor^i^ a physically plausible solution of the Navler- 
Stokes equations for flews of this type with closed streamlines  is possible in the  limit of infinite 
Reynolds namber,   i.e.,  inviscid flow.    The word plausible  is emphasized because such  flows have 
never bean observed due to the occurrence of instabilities and turbulence at large Reynolds numbers. 
Nevertheless, a mathematical model for such flews is important  in that it "would allow the determina- 
tion, by seme kind of asymptotic expansion,  of the flow at the upper end of the range of Reynolds 
numbers at which the  fi9w is stable, more readily than by an expansion valid in the neighborhood of 
zero Reynolds number.    ^    In other words,  it would provide  the  inviscid flow field with which Prandtl's 
boundary layer equations could be used to evaluate the effects of viscosity in the thin regions near 
the wall and along vortex sheets In the flow.    Within the  framework of Batohelor's model,   it  is of 
Interest to examine further the role of viscosity in separation.    Clearly,  viscosity is essential to 
the phenomenon in the sense that separation is a consequence of the momentum defect  in the  flow near 
the «all resulting from viscous dissipation.    Viscous forces also act in opposition to changes due to 
inertlal or pressure forces.    Thus, viscosity can be thought of as playing a dual role,   that  is, 
causing the required momentum defect but nevertheless opposing the adverse pressure gradient acting 
on the low energy flow near the wall.    It roust be emphasized,  however,  that  in the latter role,  the 
effects of the viscosity may be crucial only in certain confined regions,  outside of which they can 
be neglected.    In particular,  the shear stress at the wall  is essential in truncating the upstream 
propagation of the pressure rise due to the disturbance (e.g., a control surface or jet) at the 
separation point in a two-dimensional flow, while the reclrculation and reattachment may be essential 
inviscid processes.     (However,  in a three-dimensional separated flow the cross-flow nay be more 
significant than the viscous stresses in limiting the extent of upstream propagation.)    Therefore,  in 
the absence of explicit consideration of viscous stresses,   the point of separation must be fixed 
empirically.    In the case of base flow behind a sharp-cornered body, such as Batchelor'-' considered, 
the separation point is clearly fixed at the comer (i.e.  a "Kutta-condltion").     In the  flow upstream 
of a Jet plume,  or a forward-facing step,   the separation point mist be determined a priori by 
correlation of experimental data. 

In the proposed model the control surface or Jet is inntersed in an inviscid,  rotational stream 
that include» the nonuniform velocity and total enthalpy distributions of the finite  (nonvanishing) 
upfveam boundary layer profile, especially the Important  subsonic flew near the wall.    The effects 
of viscous dissipation and  (finite)  free stream Reynolds number are assumed to be fully accounted 
for by the upstream boundary layer thicknebs and velocity distribution.    Thus, the  flow field Is 
governed by the Euler equations. 

■ 
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It ahould b« noted that this model Includes a mixed (Bubaonlc/supersonlc)  flow, separated by a 
frM boundary; but as Is well known,  the steady state form of the Euler equations Is elliptic In the 
aubaonlc dooain, hyperbolic In the supersonic domain, and parabolic  (but singular) along the M -  1 
plan«.    However, the time-dependent form of the equations is hyperbolic regardless of the Mach 
number.    These equations can be solved by the application of well-known2^"30 finite-difference 
techniques.    The particular scheme used here is outlined below. 

3.3    Hsthod of Analysts 

A powerful numerical technique for solving fluid dynamic problems was first suggested by 
von Mouannr^ and developed by von Neumann and Rlchtmyer      in connection with the calculation of 
■trong shock waves.    In essence,  the technique is simply an application of the method of finite 
dlffernces to the unsteady (time-dependent) conservation equations. .The method was put on a formal 
Mathenatical basis by Lax26 and developed further by Lax and Wendroff27,    The idea of obtaining 
steady-:tate solutions In this manner,  i.e., as the asymptote in time, also occurred to Crocco28, 
«ho pointed out that the intermediate solution i.e. the time dependent results, need not have any 
physical meaning, and,  in fact, need not even satisfy the unsteady equations, as long as the asymptotic 
solution satisfies the steady-state equations.    (This latter observation allows considerable freedom 
In fonailation of the finite-difference scheme, however, this latitude will not be exploited in the 
present analysis)    Cooparable methods have also been developed Independently by Godunov^i32.    The 
calculation ot separated flow* by a time-dependent technique using the full Havier-Stokes equations 
has bean considered by Thcnmen and Magnus33 but they do not present any results. 

The governing equations in the present analysis are: 

I * si (i"i> ■0 

where 

^(pu^+^pu^ + ^p) 

|J(PH - p) + -^(P^H) - 0 

1- 1,2,3 

J1J 
1      for 1 - j and 0 for 1 ^ J 

The pressure is eliminated using the equation of state p - pKT, yielding five equations and five 
unknowns; p, u^,u_, u. and H.     (Y - 7/5 is assumed in the following calculations.)    tax's method 
of casting the equations in diffemce form is adopted here.    The equations are all of the  form 
dw/dt + ä/äx.(f.) ■ 0.    The time derivative is approximated by a forward differeace and the spatial 
derivatives By centered differences: 

w(x1.*2iX,t+ A') - w(x1.x2,'
t3.t)  - ^- [f(x1 + Äx1,xj,xk,t)  - f(xi - Ax^x^.t)J 

1- 1,2,3 

W J * 1 

To obtain conditional stability w(x. ^.x.,!) is replaced by w(x1,x2,x-,t) namely 

»(^• «2»«3tt) - ^(«i + ax1,xJ,xk,t) + w(x1 - Ax1,xJ,xk,t)J 

Stability is then achieved by observing the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy  (CFL) criteria: 

At   „ I  
Ax, IM + a 

(This is related to the requirement that disturbances must propagate at least as Cast numerically as 
they do physically.)    The appearance of an "artificial viscosity"  in the difference equation is clear 
if It is rewritten as the difference analog of the differential equation: 

aw    a i^t* " 
St + S^V " "eST    öH 

The only characteristic length scales in the problem are the thickness of the upstream boundary  layer, 
5, and the nexh alte, Ax^.    A square mesh (Ax • Ay • Az)  is needed to keep the "artificial viscosity" 
coefficient Isotropie.      xhe order.of the "artificial viscosity" coefficient is estimated, using 



the CFL stability criteria: 

artificial " 0 r^i(ui + ^^ 

Therefore  the "artificial viscosity" can be  reduced to the   irder of the true molecular viscosity 
by choosing Ax = 0(6  ),    The upstream boundary layer thickness,  6(18 then the only characteristic 
length scale  in the problem.    The- only characteristic time scale  in the problem is the "relaxation 
time"  to reach the steady-state solution from a given set of initial data.     However,   the raaxinum 
permissible time step as determined by  the CFL criteria can be written as 

>2     1 At .[. artificial /(ui + <=) axJ 

Thus the magnitude of the "artificial viscosity" is reduced at the cost of a proportional increase 
in the number of time steps to reach the steady-state asymptott. 

The boundary conditions at a  solid surface are obtained by COT ildering the  surface to be 
Impermeable membrane or contact surface.     Impermeability is obtained numerically by requiring 
the velocity normal to the surface to be equal and opposite at a mesh point above the surface 
and at a corresponding "virtual point"  inside the surface.     (I^x2" termed this "reflection",) 
The same technique  is usually applied to all  the other variables as well, without the sign 
reversal29»30.     However,  this implies  the  first derivative of these variables at the wall is 
numerically zero, which is clearly inacceptable in the present application.     Therefore,  the velocity 
and mass flux tangential to the surface are extrapolated to a "virtual point"  inside  the surface 
assuming their second derivative  is zero at  the wall.     (This procedure effectively eliminates the 
influence of the "artificial viscosity" at  the wall.     It  is also equivalent  to evaluating the  first 
derivative at the surface by a backward difference rather than a centered difference.)    The tempera- 
ture at the "virtual point"  is then determined by requiring the pressure to be the same at the 
"virtual point"  inside the surface as  it  Is one point above the surface.    The points at the outer 
boundaries of the domain are handled by the usual "reflection" technique. 

3.4    Itamerical Examples 

The two-dimensional flow of a  supersonic  stream impinging on a  flac-faced step is considered here 
to demonstrate several salient features  of  the method and the nature of the  results.     Two cases are 
postulated,  namely:   a uniform stream at  Ho -   3 and a  rotational  stream with a maitunum Mach number of 
5 and zero velocity at the wall.     The  two velocity profiles are plotted in Fig,   13,     The  first caf. 
is  obviously equivalent  to the  supersonic  blunt body problem for a  semi-infinite  flat  plate normal 
to the  stream.     The  particular Mach number  is  chosen because  results by  the  method  of  Integral 
relations are available for comparison.      A mesh size 1/10 the step height was used  in the present 
calculation.     The  stagnation point  pressure  obtained  is  shown  in  Fig.   14 as  a   function of  the  number 
of time cycles  the  calculation was performed.     The  steady-ttate valve  is approached  very closely 
after about  80 cycles,  and the  flow field may be considered  fully converged  after about  100 cycles,* 
Contours  of  constant Mach number are plotted   in Fig.   15,     The bow  shock  is  "smeared"   over several 
mesh  points,  which  is a  fairly  large distance  due  to  the coamc mesh used,   however  it  can be seen 
that the Mach  1 contour is in very good agreement with the shock  1    ition predicted by the integral 
method.     The  calculated pressure distribution on the  face  of  the     i.ep  is  shewn  in Fig,   16 and 
compared with  the  integral method  results.     The  fact  that  the  sonic  line  Joes not  terminate at  the 
comer,  and the discrepency in pressures near there,   is attributed to the fact  that  the boundary 
conditions are not  Imposed precisely at  the  point  of  the Conner but only at   the nearest  mesh points. 
The  impreciseness  is presumably present   in other calculations ol   flcvs  around  sharp-cornered bodies-^ 
and will be manifested in the case with rotational  flow also,     (This point   has not been pursued further 
as the  sharp cornered  step is only considered here  to demonstrate  the method,   and will   not be 
encountered   in the applications  for which  the method  is  intended,) 

In the  rotational  flow the  temperature  profile   for the  Initial  conditions was calculated  from 
the Crocco integral  relation 

5o 

H    + w (H    - H )  u/u 
a» W 0 

where  H    was  evaluated assuming the wall was  at  the   free  stream static   temperature   (i.e.,  a "cold" 
wall).     The convergence of stagnation point   pressures   for this case  is  shown  in Fig,   17.     The  constant 
Mach number contours   (after 200 cycles)** are  plotted  in Fig,   IS.     The  shock   location hap been 
estimated  by considering the  location of  the  Mach contour and  by examining  the  entropy \v rlation along 
streamlines.     The computed streamline  pattern  is  plotted  in Fig,   19,     The presence  of  the  closed 
streamline   (^ =  0)  and the "bubble"  or  recirculating  fluid  is  of  particular   interest.     Profiles  of 
the u- and v-components of velocity at   the  station x/h •  -^ are  plotted   in Fig.   2P.     The wall  pressure 
distribution and the distribution on the   face  of the  step are  given  in Fig.   21,     The   reattachment 
pressure  rise  is essentially merged with  the   separation point  rise,   so  the  pressure  plateau typical 
of extensively separated flows is not evident here. 

*Less  than  five minutes wos required  to compute   120  cycles  ou an  IBM 360/75,   includiri); printing of 
all variables at each mesh point  every   lO'"  cycle.     The  value  of  M/ix used was  0.58. 

**The  maximum, permissible At/Ax was computed  before  each cycle and  3/4  of  this  value  was  then used. 
The  initial  value was  0,625,  and after  75  cycles a  constant  value  of 0.514 was  obtained. 
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Sie above results are presented primarily to demonatrate that the theoretical model embodies the 
•••entlal physical mechanism needed to describe separated  flows,  except for the previoosly discussed 
Inability to predict the  location of the separation point.     Calculations that can be compared with 
«xparlnental data are bAlng carried out, but results are not presently available.    Calculations of 
the Jet plume are also ptanned; as a purely Invlscld phenomenon with an imbedded strong shock (the 
"Mich disc"),   it is Ideally suited to calculation    by this technique.    A unified,  theoretical 
description of the ca^>lete Jet  interaction flow field can then be undertaken.    The extension to 
thrM-dlaenslonsl flow fields requires only the inclusion of another difference equation and dependent 
variable, the transverse velocity component.    These calculations will provide not only detailed 
litfonsstlon regarding the  structure of the  flow field,  but also quantitative predictions of normal 
forces and moments  for  finite span Jets, 

A.    QQNCLUSIOMS 

The Interaction of a  finite-span,  transverse Jet on a 7*  cone in an t^, ■ 6 stream has been studied 
experimentally.    Pressure distribution have been measured over the surface of the cone,  separation 
lilies have been determined by  injecting Ink on the surface,  and the structure of the  flow field has 
bMn recorded on schlieren photographs.    Based on these observations it has been concluded that along 
the plane of synnstry the separated region upstream of the  Jet correlates very well with two-dlmensicaal 
experiments  in term* of the Jet penetration height aa the basic scale length.     (The aspect  ratio of the 
Jet plume, b/h,  is of order 6 or  larger.    The quasi-two-dimensional behavior will probably diminish 
aa the aspect ratio is decreased.)    However,  four times the  Jet nass  flux is required In the case of 
the finite-span jet to obtain the same Jet penetration height as an infinite span (two-dimensional)  Jet, 
But the remarkable feature of the three-dimensional phenomenon Is that integration of the pressure 
distribution over the cone surface shows that the normal  force coefficient obtained is the same 
aa the normal force coefficient per unit span ofa two-dimensional Jet with the same Jet mass flux. 
This behavior Is attributed to a  favorable interaction between the cross-flew and the main stream 
that Increases the effective span of the Jet.    It is clearly misleading to consider only the pressure 
distribution along the centerline when cross-flow way be present  (although small) due    o end effects. 
If correlated in terms of the J_t penetration height,  rather than mass flux,  the toti « normal  force 
coefficient of a  finite-span jet exceeds the normal  force per unit  span coefficient  of a two- 
dimensional Jet,   implying that a  finite-span solid control surface,  e.g., a transverse fence or 
fonard-facing step,  of a given height will produce a  larger normal force than predicted by two- 
dimensional considerations.    When the Jet is replaced by a  transverse fence,  the two-dimensional 
and three-dimensional normal forces are comparable.     It  Is also noted, however,  that a  larger  low 
pressure region occurs behind the  fence than behind the Jet plume,   so the net interaction force due 
to the Jet  is relatively larger than due to the fence.     On the basis of these experiments,   it  is 
■uxgested that a ccrabination of a  secondary Jet and transverse fence nay prove to be a more efficient 
control system than either individually. 

The proposed theoretical model, based on an invlscld,   rotational flow has been shown to embody the 
necessary physical mechanism to determine the structure of the Jet Interaction flow field,  except at 
the point of separation, «here viscous stresses are crucial.    Several numerical exanples,  based on a 
finite-difference solution of time-dependent equations demonstrate the Importance of the subsonic, 
rotational portlor. of the upstream boundary layer in formation of the separation bubble and the bow 
ahock a'.iead of the Jet or transverse fence.    The structure of the plume, Mich disc,  and reattachment 
ragion, and their mutual Interaction are currently being studied. 
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SUMMARY 

■Rie Interaction between a two-dimensional underexpanded Jet and the hypersonic  flow over a 
cone at a freestream Mach number of thirteen Is reported.    The Jet emanates radially from a slot 
which Is normal  to  the axis of synwetry of the right circular cone which has  a semi-angle of five 
degrees.    T^ie Influence of variations In freestream Reynolds number, Je*, pressure ratio,   secondary 
mass flux and yaw angle are Investigated,  for a regular and blunted cone configuration. 

Measurements of  the surface heat transfer and pressure distributions far upstr ■am of the Jet 
are consistent with accepted boundary layer separation predictions in the free Interaction region. 
In the lumedlate vlclnitj  of the efflux, on both the upstream and downntream side,   the measurements 
indicate the existence of reattachment regions.    These are associated wl'h the substantial Increases 
observed in both the local pressure and heat transfer distribution.    Throughout the length of the 
cone behind the Jet,   the heat transfer is found to be less than the undisturbed cone value.    This 
is attributed to a film cooling effect. 

When the Jet pressure ratio is maintained at a constant value,  the separation length ahead 
of the efflux is found  from schlieren photographs to be independent of the freestream Reynolds 
number.    TMs  Implies  that the geometrical features of the separated flowfield are similar and  that 
the tree shear layer is thin enough for the viscous parameters to be unimportant.    Further obser- 
vations indicate that when the secondary mass  flux is constant,   the separation length decreases 
with increasing freestream Reynolds number. 
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»OMIMCIiATURE 

C    - constant of proportionality In linear viscosity-temperature relationship 

Cu - Stanton number = q/ p    u      (H      - H  ) H ^' | o    CD   ^  CD v' 

D -  cone base diameter 

h - Jet penetration height 

H -  total specific enthalpy 

i -  separp.tion length 

M - Mach number 

Pr - Prandtl number 

p - pressure 

q - heat transfer rate 

R - radius 

R - nose radius 

Re -  Reynolds number 

S - distance measured from forward stagnation point 

T - temperature 

u - velocity 

•b - angle of attack 

ß - cone half angle 

y - ratio of specific heats 

5 - shear layer separation angle 

Q - separation shock angle 

P - density 



SUBSCRIPTS 

a - ambient conditions 

e - conditions at boundary Layer edge 

J - Jet reservoir conditions 

J - conditions at the exit plane of the Jet 

0 - atmospheric conditions 

R - conditions upstream of Jet Riemann wave 

s - incident shocK conditions 

t - stagnation conditions 

w - surface conditions 

5 - reservoir conditions in the reflected region o*" the shock tunnel 

OD - freestream conditions 

k^i 
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HYPERSONIC INTERACTIONS ABOUT A SLENDER CONE 
INDUCED BY RADIAL MASS INJECTION 

P.  G.  Simpklns 

1.       INTHDDUCTION 

The Interact'on between a  two-dimensional .let  of air emanating  from a long narrow slit  set at 
right angles   to the  flow was  first  studied by Taylor  (1951+).     In  that analysis,   Taylor considered 
an  inviscld  Incompressible flowfield,  and proposed  using an equivalent body approach  to evaluate 
the conditions downstream of the  Jel.    Since  that  time  the number of puollcations  dealing with 
secondary flowfield  interactions  has grown steadily as  various applications of the  technique have 
been proposed.     Extensive data  is  now available,   for example,  dealing with the control of  the 
thrust vector of rocket  exhausts.     With this  application  in mind,   emphasis has  been placed on flow- 
fields  in which the primary stream is supersonic  and  the   interaction three-dimensional;   for 
example,  a typical  flowfield considered is a  circular Jet penetrating a nozzle flow.     The  investi- 
gations by Broadwell  (1963),  Charwat & Allegre  (1965) and  Hsia,  Seifert & Karamchetl  (I965),   to 
name a few,  are representative of  the approaches  used  to determine  the salient  features  of such  a 
jet-nozzle interaction process.     Because of the obvious  complexity of this  three-dimensional 
interaction a number of  investigators have restricted  themselves   to fliws over fist  plates   in 
order to simplify  the  flowfield.     The studies  of Zukowskl  ft. Spald   (19^) have  illustrated  that 
when the Jet  is underexpanded and   has a circular cross  section,   the interaction regime  is  highly 
three-dimensional  even though  the primary flow is   two-dimensional.     By extending their earlier 
studies  to Include  the  case where  the Jet issues   from a  transverse  slot Spald St Zukowskl   (I968) 
have more closely approximated  a  two-dimensional  interaction,  but  even then found  evidence of 
three-dimensional  effects.     Similar results  have  been reported  by Maurer (1966) who hat  noted  that 
at  large Jet pressure ratios and  high aspect ratios,   the centerline  flowfield  ahead  of the Jet ex- 
hibits three-dimensional  effects.     Studies of the  planar  free Jet  structure by Gregorek & Luce 
(1966) may well shed  some  light  on  the reasons  for some of  the three-dimensional effects  noted 
above.    The appearance of strong wav? systems  originating  at the ends of the slots  have  been 
obser/ed in planar Jets  at  high  pressure ratios.     Gregorek & Luce   found  that under these conditions 
the wsve systems  often  intersect  each other and eliminate  thn normal shock that  is  characteristic 
of underexpanded axi-symmetrlc  Jets. 

Two points of  interest are apparent from the above discussion.     Firstly,   while  extensive 
studies have been  undertaken with regard to the technique of thrust vectoring,   very  little 
attention has  been paid  to  the hypersonic  Interaction which  is  of  Interest as  a means  of attitude 
control.    A number of studies  of  the finite span two-dimensional   interaction process  have  been 
reported by Sterrett and  his co-workers;  who  initially examined  the transitional and  turbulent 
boundary layer interaction ahead  of an underexpanded Jet,   see Romeo & Sterrett   (196I).    More 
recently,  Sterrett  & Barber (I966)  and Sterrett,   Barber & Alston  (1907) have concentrated  on the 
turbulent boundary  layer  interaction,  and Included detailed examination of the Jet  structure. 
I^iese authors  suggest  that  before  the interaction process  can be  fully understood,   the parameters 
that determine the Jet structure must be defined.     Other aspects  of the same problem have  been 
described by Poisson-Quinton & Ceresuela (1966)  and Kaufman  (l-)(>7).     The former work examined  the 
three-dimensional  interaction between a circular Jet  and  the  flow over a flat  plate at M— =  10, 
and compared  the results  with similar conditions  created  by  forward  facing steps.     Kaufman  (l'»67) 
used a two-dimensional  situation of finite aspect  ratio  to study  the Interaction at   freestream 
Mach numbers   from Ik  to 21.     The  latter studies  revealed  that  the  Interactions  with  hypersonic 
streams can produce considerable  overpressures downstream of the  efflux.    The  limited number of 
investigations of  the hypersonic   interaction  problem,   have been only partially succesrf'.il   In 
describing the mechanics  of the process.    Hence, some disparity exists between  the preulctlons, 
which are somewhat  restrictive,   and  the observations.     Indeed,   at  the present  time,   comparison be- 
tween various  sets  of experimental  results show that  the data are  generally inconsistent. 

Hie second point mentioned  earlier.   Is  that  the presence of  three-liisensional  effects  has 
been noted  in all  of the  cited  references.    Many of  the  investigators using finite  span slots note 
that sile plates modify  their results;  an observation which  is not  entirely unexpected,   but one 
which could be a contributing  factor In explaining  the lack of agreement  in currently available 
data.    These  inconsistencies could  also be due  to a number of other  factors,   such as   the  onset of 
transition in  the  free shear layer and  the variation  in well to  free stream temperature ratio 
during different   studies.     Because of the uncertainties  d'.e to three-dimensional  effects,   the 
model in the  present series  of tests was  fabricated  as  >>  cone with  an Injection slot  of infinite 
aspect retlo.     The  absence of three-dimensional  effects associated  with this  confIgura'Ion  at  zero 
yaw angle,  simplifies  the study of 'he hypersonic  interaction flowfield by eliminating one  of the 
undesirable features Inltc span flat plate models. 

■tM 
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2.       EJCPERIMJMTAL METHODE 

TJie Interaction study was undertaken at a nominal freestream Mach number of thirteen In a 
hypersonic shock tunnel which has a 7j degree conical nozzle and a test section diameter of 51 cm. 
TJie shock tunnel operates  in a tailored  Interface mode (Mg = 3'8) using helium as  the driver gas 
and air as the test gas.    The performance of the tunnel from total and static  pressure surveys 
compares  favorably with real gas nozzle predictions based on the conditions  In the reflected region. 
Variation of the ten section parameters with the pressure In the reflected region,  pt ,  are shown 
in figure (l).    In the present tests  the driver pressure p^ has been varied between 28 x 10^ and 
110 x 10^ Nm*2 which yields a corresponding variation In freestream unit Reynolds number from 
1.5 - lO1* to 6.5 x 10^ cm"1. 

A double-pass or coincident schliuren system similar to the type described by Holder & North 
(1956)  Is used  for flow visualization.    The method employs a non-parallel light beam which passes 
through the test section twice.    Since the source and its image are not truly coincident In this 
method,  even In the absence of any density gradients,  the image quality is affected by the pro- 
duction of two slightly offset images.    TTie greater sensitivity produced by the beam's double 
passage through the test section is,  however,  advantageous when operating at  low density levels. 

2.1      Mass Injection Technique 

Because of the limited volume of the shock tunnel test section,   substantial changes in ambient 
density occur when mass Injection is  Initiated prior to firing;  figure  (2) shows the variation of 
test section density as a function of time for various injection rates.    This  figure illustrates 
the necessity of obtaining accurate timing In the experiment In order to avoid blockage of the 
shock tunnel nozzle in the starting process.    The threshold  levels  shown represent tho maximum 
allowable density in the test section to achieve starting the tunnel at driver pressurts between 
Ik x 10° and 110 x 10^ Ita-2.    It is clear from figure (2) that 3 milliseconds prior to firing the 
shock tunnel is the maximum lead time available to initiate the secondary mass  injection process. 
TMs  is insufficient to consider a repeatable sequence in which mass  injection comnenceG prior to 
starting the shock tunnel.    Thus  the necessity arises of undertaking the more repeatable sequence 
of using a fast acting valve which is actuated after the diaphragms of the shock tunnel have burst. 

■Hie technique selected for the program utilizes an exploding valve which  is triggered from a 
speed station on the driven section of the shock tunnel.    Tests on the valve characteristics showed 
that  the operating time is  1.2 millisecondo and is repeatable within + Wfi.    A sequential timing 
operation In the shock tunnel can thus be achieved with this valve without difficulty.    The 
electronic switching of the exploding valve consists of a two stage transistor network shown in 
figure  (3).    The bias on the transistor T^ is set so that a pulse of greater than 3 volts saturates 
Tg,  and the valve primer which is part of the collector circuit  for Tg then experiences a potential 
similar to the  D.C. supply.    The nominal resistance of the primer is 0.9 ohms  so that it draws a 
current in excess of 13 amps until ignition occurs. 

2.2      Model Description 

The model used throughout the experiments  is a right circular cone with a five degree semi- 
angle and a base diameter of 10 cms.    The model is constructed such that the  injection can occur 
around the entire periphery from a slot situated at the half chord point.    The slot width can be 
adjusted by using spacing washers,  however,   In these tests  it had a fixed value of 0.25 mm.    The 
configuration of the model eliminates all three-dimensional effects  from the interaction when it 
has  zero yaw angle, a photograph of the components parts is shown in figure  (U).    The efflux of the 
injectant Issues from the slot which has  Its mlnliirum area at the cone surface.    By operating tne 
slot  in an underexpanded condition so that the  flow Is choked,  the mass  flux may be computed  from 
the Jet reservoir pressure,  which is recorded by two plezo-electric pressure transducers. 

Thin film thenncmeters and surface pressure gauges are mounted along three meridians as shown 
In figure (U),   together with an auxiliary set of instruments  on the opposite side of the model. 
This  ensures  that in the Innedlate vicinity of the Jet the outputs of the instrumentation are simi- 
lar so that the repeatability of the data can be examined within each test.     The model is sting 
mounted from its base,  and a high pressure  supply line is connected to the nozzle reservoir. 
Comnercial grade ccnpressed air is used throughout the tests,  the reservoir helne a standard high 
pressure bottle the pipeline from which  is  regulated  »o a selected  lower pressure,  »nd terminates 
at the normally closed explosive valve. 

3. RELEVANT THBORETICAL REULTB AND PHYSICAL FDOWFIELD M0DEI£ 

3.1      Transverse Curvature Effects on a Cone 

IVansverse curvature effects  for compressible axisyrnmetric  1-mlnar boundary layers on slender 
cones have been studied by Probstein & Elliot  (19   ."'.    Their results  show that when transverse 
curvature is  taken into account,   the heat transfer to the surface may be expressed as 

(1/0 ■ 1 *(c/}'t(*4ut/il'n,o-9'%*o'u*'')'*'l 
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for Pr  -  1.       The  value of c^ is the heat  transfer rate  obtained from the Prandtl  boundary  layer 
equations using the Mangier transformation as, 

\ a   s o.mfif^ (Hf-Hj CC./R05 

In the slender cone cafe, the effects of 
The above results an- applicable when tin 
curvature of * he cone. 

transverse curvature on the surface pressure are negligible. 
boundary  layer  thickness  is  less   than  the  local  radius of 

Blontnec ;  Effects  on  the Flow over Cones 

The changer,   in 
:nown.     Recently,   tn 
for ideal gar.  flows 
preser;'.  tests  being 
downstream region of 
used   in  the  present 
The surf «ice pressure 
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configuration.     The 
former case,  and  con 

surface pressure   iis 
e  f-ase  of  spherical  1 1 
by Roberts,  Lewis and 
iescribei arc reproduc 
influence of the nose 

test  program,   the effe 
distribution is reduc 
sharp  cone values.     I 
Jet  pressure ratio w 

penetration of the jet 
equently the Induced 

rlbutlon on a  conical body due  to nose  bluntness  are well 
untness  on conical bodies has  been extensively  tabulated 
Reed  (I'M )•     The results that are appropriate  to  the 
ed  in  figure   (5),   which illustrater   the  extent  of  the 

luntness.     From this  figure we see  that  for the model 
of nose bluntness  Is  felt  over the  entire body  length, 

ed by  the overexpansion at  the shoulder  to at out  60 per 
t  is   therefore,   to bo expected  that  for  the same  free- 
ill  be greater on the blunt   one than on  the sharp cone 
into the primary  flow will therefcre  be greater  in the 
operated region  is expected  to be larger. 

Separated and  Reattachlng Flows 

Considerable theoretical analysis of separated compressible laminar boundary   layer flows are 
available  in  the  literature.     The models  which give  the  qualitative features  of  the  separation 
Interaction are those of Chapman,  Kuehn & Larson  (ll>59)  and  Lees & Reeves  (1964).     When the boundary 
layer  is  separated   the  flowfield near the separation point  is controlled  by the  interaction  between 
the resultant  free  shear layer and the external stream.     IMs Is generally known as  the  "free- 
interaction"  region,   and   is  insensitive to the disturbance,   or obstacle,  which creates  the  sepa- 
ration.     The location of  the separation point,   however,   is  a function of the disturbing mechanism, 
which  In  the present  case  is  the jet eft lux.     In  the  forward  region of the separated  flowfield,   the 
pressure distribution,   and  the local surface heating,   are  controlled  by  the  free-interaction pro- 
cess and are  comparable with  those due to steps and  wedges,   etc.    The distributions   in the neighbor- 
hood of  the disturbance,   arf however dependent on  the phenomena creating  the  separation and  are 
therefore closely  related  to  the details  of the jet  characteristics. 

The interaction between a secondary Jet. and  a hypersonic flowfield creates  a more complex 
from pattern  than  the  classical step or shock  induced  separated  flows.     The gross  aerrlynamic 
features  of such an  interaction are given  in  figure  (( )   for the case where  the  jet.   1s  highly under- 
i-xpanied.     The boundary  layer separates   from the  surface at S at an angl.- S .     Part  of »he  Jet 
efflux  turns  upstream and   stagnates  the  free shear  layer at   the point  P.     Fluid  contained  between 
•h'- Jet  boundary and  trie  streamline which  terminates  at  P  is   thus  turned  towards   the  surface  form- 
ing H region with  vortlclty opposed  to that associated  wi'h  the free shear layer,     A dividing 
.-*r"anllne  therefore  exists  between 1  and  the reatt achmen*   poln'   R at   the  surfsc".     Another divid- 
ing streafflline passes  through P and separates  the  freestream fluid  from the eff\uent.    Thus  the 
free stagnation point P has   the characteristics  of a classical  saddle point,     rownstreari of  the jet 
the flow may reattach  to  the surface at Q ,thus  creating a rea*'act.-.en'   shock    as   illus'ra'ed.     Tills 
situation Is  similar to  the  flow over a rearward   lacing  step,  an I  Is  a consequence  of the  freestream 
flow re-r-r.lng over-expanded  as  it passes  across   the  [ lume of 'he je'.     !•   Is  conceivafle that  the 
; line could  become sufficiently  listorted by  the  freestream  Mm'   very  little expansion occurs; 
under these conditions,  th.    reat'achment shock will  be weak nr posslily nun-existent. 

Wie surface pressure an i heat transfer distribution  between 'he points ü an!  R   -1.11 tc expect- 
ed to  be  in   jualitative agreement with either  the  simplified    "hapman  ' 1 'Sf ) model  or  tne r.ore  re- 
fined  Lees-Reeves  theory.     From the  former the heat   trans.fer  In a separated  laminar mixing  layer Is 

.r.r   of that   for  the corresponding a''ached  laminar  boundary   layer.    Cm  the other hand one can ex- 
pect  a rather substantial  change to occur between  the reafachaen'   poin*   F an i  »he  Jet   exit   E. 

'n lerex( an b-i   Free Jet  Analysis 

.■Iscous  Jiasi- Exj erlmental   investigations by Vick et   al  (!'('»)  have  st.owti 
I atlon and  nea'   conduction ar'' confined  to a 'bin layer along  thi- je'   l.smlary whlsn   Is.  small  com- 
pare!  '..   a characteristic  jet   llroenslon.    The essential    eat .ris    f 'die j..'   :"   wflei 1   'an  thus,  be 
f. ji!   from  Invlscid  theory  by assuming tin. je'   toun iary  '.    : •■ a  o r-ex   ■■   . •   acr.,      which  the 
pressure  Is  continuous  but   the temperature,   ienslty  aril  velocl'y ar    lis-.n'in..  .s .     The method  of 

■sarac'eristic:   uas   been   ised  by Vl-'k el   al  (1 " ^ ), an i   Love  e'   al  \l ■•'•),''.   cal-.la'e  ':•    invlscil 
j..t   iouniaries  and   'he  results  have compared   favorably w;'.1.  ex[ erir.en'al   iiserva'i   nc.     For a   tlxei 
nozzle geometry,   exi'   Hacii  number and ratlr  o:    rpecltic   nea's,   •>..   ^x'en'   of  tue  Je'    1 . miiuii le.->  ni<r 

1. .-•     r-'-.-  .-.r.   t; ..   ■,.■   (..ressure ratio.     A  number  01    Inves'Iga'ors   iiave  S'.OVTJ   how   ' ■ ■■   In'errec'Ing 
same   family coalesce  to   form   '.hock  waves,   insif-  ' •..     •■•   loJiiary,  v 1 •■.  arv 

nly on 
-s'irac er ist 1 
»rmlnH'ei  ly a norc.al  stiock or Rlemann wav".     Ely assur.ing  ' -t;. ' rear 
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equal to the ambient   pressure pB,   lord  (1959) derived an expression for the location of the Rlemann 
wave In  'erms of the Jet pressure ratio.     Tne Mach number Mp ahead of the shock can be written  In 
terms of  the static pressure ratio across  It as 

(t/O   -    (^0"[2iMt.-C«-0] 

Since pp Is related to the Jet  exit pressure p,  by the isentropic  equations,  we have 

Wt)    - [l^(MM]]^[l + i(V-.)M;] Y-l 

and hence hence >f „ V 

TMs  equation relates  the  pressure ratio to the Mach number ahead of the Rlemann wave and  the Jet 
exit Mach number M. .     If we expand  for Mp » 1 we  find 

How for distances  that are large compared to the nozzle dimension,  the streamlines have a source 
like character and  Lord (1959) has shown,  that to the first-order, 

t-l 
M, K   («„/d) where K -   K (Mj i V) . 

Combining these two results we find that 

(««/d)    =  L(Mjv*K»»j/tO   +... 

Wuis the location of the strong shock wave Is proportional to the square root of the Jet 
pressure ratio.    For a perfect gas with Mj  = 1 the value of L(M.; 1  ) = l,lt5.    A canparlson of this 
result with the experimental data due   to vlck et al (l'.J6U)  is  shown In figure (7),  where it can be 
seen that Lord's approximation overestimates the shock location by approximately 50 per cent.    A 
recent analysis by Sibulkin and Gallaher (1963) has yielded a modified value for K(M,, )|  ) which 
for the case under consideration gives a value of L = 0.95-     Ttiis curve  is also plotted on  figure 
(?) and is in excellent agreement with the experimental measurements.    The agreement between the 
analysis and the experimental data quoted above is  for axi-syrmnetric Jets, and It  is not clear at 
this  time whether two-dimensional Jets  exhibit a similar dependence of the pressure ratio. 

h. DISCUSSION OF RESULIB 

Typical schlieren photographs  taken of the flowfleld  Interaction art1 shown in figure  (8)  for 
both sharp and blunt cone configurations.    In order to all   identification in th   -e pictures  the 
shock waves,  etc.  on one half of each plate have been  tracd  with dashed  lines,   .he other half of 
the photographs  have been directly reprodu-ed.     Both plates  show similar  teat ires  to those described 
earlier,  namelv a highly underexpanded Jet,   terminated  by  a  strong  shock,  which separates   tne 
boundary layer nheaJ of  it.     Wie presence of the  interaction  shock wave aheao of the efflux will un- 
doubtedly cause a modification of the  surface heating rate  In  the Jet vicinity,   from that predicted 
by the classical  separation  analyses. 

U.l       Heat  Transfer Measurements 

The normalized heal   transfer results  for the sharp cone  flowfleld with and without  the  second- 
ary masy  Injection are shown  in figure  ()).    Tile results  are  compared  with the analytical  pre- 
dic'ioHü  for the attached ana  separated flows lue  Lu Frubsteln & Elliot  !l)r)' ),  and Chapman  (195^), 
respectively.     The comparison  shows  that  the agreement  Is  very good  In  the case of the  undisturbed 

■mi*lt> i ■«»«» 



conical   flow.     For  Uie Interaction  Ilowt'lnM,   ' n'   'oraparlson nf the exiierlraen'  with  the Chapman 
{lJr/ )  theory Is qualitatively ria:- nsl !>■   In  •! ■  rtvlon ahead of 'he  injection point.    Nott that a 
region of  high heat  transfer ejclstr,  whl'-h   1;   «''rli .•'••]  '<■ the reattachmeBt   ahead of  the Jet dis- 
cussed  earlier.    This  phenomena  hnc   : im  [ri-vl   .   ly  nhacrved  '.'or the  three-dimensional  flowfleld 
interaction  ty Polsson-Qulnton & CeriT.uelB   (1 ' ' ).     I* wni;1 ream of the  Injection annuluc  the heat 
transfer rate tu the  surface  1;;  somewha'   lee,     nan  one half  the iinJlsturhed  cone  value  throughout 
the remaining length of the model.     'Phi   maxim.-, :

J-H'   transfer occurring Just  downstrear. of 'he 
efflux is   indicative of a reattachmen'   region  In  that  vicinity.     The  effects  on  the  interac'lon of 
varying  the  free;-tream Reynol Is  numl er while naln'alning a constant  secondary mass   flux are shown 
in figure   (10).    The heating  in  the  free   Interaction regime  is  seen  to decrease  substantially with 
increaslnt'  Reynolds  number;  when  the  region  in close proximity  to the  injection  is  reached,   the 
hen'   transfer rate  increaser,  rapidly.     With  exception of this  somewhat  confined  reaflachmen'   zone 
the Stanton number remains  substajjtlally  less  ' han   the undisturbed  conical  value.     I'   should be 
enphaslzed   that malntHinlng a constant   secondary mass   flux and  changing  Re^   results   in the Jet 
pressure ratio being altered.     The ramlfloat ions  of  this effect will  be discussed   further lelow. 

The  effect of nose bluntness  on  the  surface heat  transfer rate  is  given  in  figure  (11)  for 
the same  freestream conditions  as  those  in  figuri    (10),     It  is of interest  tr  note  'hat the efflux 
occurs  in  a  region where the effect  of nose  bluntness  is most pronounced.     Throughout  *!ie regime 
shown  by  Roberts,   Lewis & Reed  (1 " ' )  to experience  the greatest effect  of  the pressure undershoot, 
the  local  heat  transfer rate is  seen  to be  conslderatly less  than predicted  by  the  Probsteln-Elliot 
analysis.     This prediction  is   included  to  illustrate  that  the  blunt  "one data asymptotically 
approach  the sharp cone values  far from the nose,  when there is no efflux.     T^ie results obtained 
with nass   injection show that  in  the upstream separated region  the heat  transfer rates are similar 
to those given  in  figure  (ic)  for the  sharp1  cone,  although  tie Reynolds  number dependence appears 
to be more   significant.     Downstream of the   injection the local Stanton number is   le; s  than the un- 
disturbed  value but greater than the results  shown   in  figure  (IC ).     The appearance of a crest   in 
the  heat   transfer distribution suggests  the  presence of a reattachment  region,  however,  there  Is no 
evidence of  this on any of  the  schlieren photographs. 

k,2    Surface Pressure Measurements 

Tyi icaj.  results  of the  surface pressure  distribution on  the st>»ri   cone  configuration are shown 
in  figure   (U)  for constant   freestream  Reynolds number and  varying Jet   pressure ratio.     Increasing 
thi -"ngth causes a growth  in  the separation  region ahead  of  the  plume.     Downstream of the 
Inji      U"r.  is, mil us an overpressure which extends  for some six hunln i  slot   widths,   (15 cms),   Is 
obser Wear the  base of the model   the  surface  pressure  if   found  to le  consistently lower than 
the undisturbed cone values,  which are  included  in  figure  (l.1),   and   Illustrate  the  repeatability 
of the data.     The modification of the downstream surface pressure distribution with  secondary mass 
flux  is   interesting  in that   i'   conflicts wi'h measurements  'aKen with  supersonic   f reestreams,  where 
a significant  pressure drop has   been observed;  see   for example .'paid  & r.ukoskl   (I'lt1").    Hie present 
results confirm Kaufman's  (I1*?) observations of a downstream overpressure at  hypersonic  freestream 
Mach numbers.    Similar trends  in pressure  distribution have  been  found   for  the case where the Jet 
efflux has   been retained constant and   the  freestream Reynolds number systematically  varied.    In 
this  case  the appearance of peaks  and   troughs  in  the pressure ilstrlbutlon  similar  to  those report- 
ed by Sterrett  and   Barber  'I'M )  are observed. 

^.3    Schlieren Observations 

Measurements of  the  separation  length   v    lue  to  • lie mas.'-   injection  have  Iren r.ad"  from the 
schlieren  pictures  ta^en   luring  the  tests.     The separa'l^n length  Is   iefined  as   'he   llstance  from 
where  'he   free shear layer  intersect;',   the  tody  surface  to the  forward  [lane  of  the   In.Vc'ion 
annulus;   viz.   the   iis'ance SE in  figure   (i ).     I'   mus*   be noted  'ha-   by  ■.'trying  the  Reynolds nuni er 
in  the  snook  tunnel,   the  'rees'rear. cnnditlons  an!  hence the surface  [res; .rt   Jistrii ition over  the 
cone  are  proportionately altered,   as  shown   in  figure  (1).     Th .s  altsough  t:.e muss   fiux  Is nain'ain- 
ed at  a constant   value   i .ring .»uoh tes's,   ':.■■ ; LJ"»

1
  pressure m'Ii    -hanger  f report iona* elj   «itj.  > >.o 

Reynolds  number.    The  variation of separa'ion  leng'h wi'!.  freestream Reynol is  n.r.; •■!■  for bc'h con.- 
configurations  is  shown  in  figuri'  (l'-l. 

Mien  'tie secondary -nass  flux  is   ■ net an'   • !)■   re.  .I',   in  figure  ,'1 ■)  stiow ').H'   ' U.    lepaj-ft'ion 
length   liminlst.es  with   ii Teasing  Reynol is   r, .T  ••!■.      I:   ' :.■   r.a.   ■   fl .x   i.    inTeasol   a'   H  gi\in 
Reynolds  rumber,   the  separ  'ion  length   is   >■■ r,  '     in-reas.' ; rof or'ionn'ely.     N, ;-,    : : m'ness  ••;■- 
fectivrly   increases   the  Je'   s'rength   ;y   r"i.'ing   ' ■■■    lo..'al   .   .rt-ü-e  iress.r' , '■■-.'    for H  ►•iven 
mace   flux   t!ie separation leng'h   is  grea'er   f< r  ■ :,e   : I ,!.■■■;   -onflg .rn' i  n  '   an  ■   ■      tar;    ■ ne   -ase, 

Observa'ionr  >:'  ttie separa'ion  long''.  ■■ u !•       r      tj i',' i   n    -"■:■'    •;,.    ,''■   ire.,   .re  ra';     Ic  a'   a 
const.nn'   value  show  that   'he   ; epara' i  -n   long";.   I      in !>■;•';. ;■■;.■      '    ■'•    :.'■■•'   • r-as   :■.. yti   I h   n.:-.:.!'. 
nie   injlication    !   this   Inie; en ier.ee   i.    'na'    ' .'   ,■■■■:■■■'r': -nl   ■'■■ft' ,r<        :   '  .■    .•sai-a'";   r".-i-.i   nr- 
similar  and   'na'   ';.•'   free  ..near   layer   is   M.ln  en'   .gn   'or  • M    .i    ■.   .     ; ar'e->■'• :■     ■•    ;.     .i.lf;i. r'an' . 
Nee i ham   ' i ". '  1  uc'.ng   the   free   intern   'ion   vrlq'I  n.'.i;        a.    ;• f:.'ii. • ra-■  ;   ''.a' ;■     ■"•<■;.'.•    wi'n 
the  Reynolds  numler  indej en ience  'I,.-   flow ge.'-r.e'rj' r. ,. '   :•   itf.llar;   'hi     n.\   al'inia';       '   a'   •  .. 
separation  angle change.;,   Impllci'l;,   require     a !••  i."lon   in  '•■<        ■«!   Roytn 1 :    n."■■■:•.     i1 ■ 
significance of the :'r'.    c  »ar iayrr  'hiciaies     ti'in."    ".ali  i no ,g;    ■ ■ v  ■   ■ ■  ■.       •.!■'-•■"■;■ : •• 
unimportan*   .na.   teen   lorn'n. ' ra'o i   :;.   i'hapm?ii:,   '. ctn   v  !,■;:■    n     1 •■      ,   v.,    ■.'■..< «c.   ■   -;■     . r  i'at- 
ing  edge   leminar    e; ar"' !   n.    wheri    '  ,■    i o'x'i Inrj   la;. • r  '    i ■-■:;.        I       ■ v   , ■ : ".:■•■' ■      ' !. v ii '. :   i 
no'   Reynolds  numl er   le(en!en*.     A'*!.,  .g:.   ■'.■      • ;Hra'i   n ■'!■■■;   in  ■ :■■      n'   '     '       ;     n  ■        ■  r  •■■ 
t he cone  a: i-x,   ';..    Indei ■ nd< nee  . :   ;■• •. i., . ;     ii-c.; •;••:; e."        .,   ' ■ ■    ■ ■ • nan      ■•■.:■•    i ■-.- 
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ness at  separation  Is  negligibly  small compared  to  the  reparation length.     The  ■.•arln'lnn of sepa- 
ration  length  with   the   Jet  strength   lG  given   In   figure   (1-.)   wl.i-r:   InJl'atep   fl   linear   iepenJence 
throughout the range of the tests.     'Hu-  :'rf'e:-. t r'-am Reynoll;;  numPrr   Iri rn ien-c  Is alsc  shovm  tc 
Illustrate the  coupling which exists  between  figures   ' 1-)  anl   (I-»). 

U.I»      Yaw Effects 

TV.e effec'   of yaw angle may  be expected  '.    radically  al'rr the  Interaction process.     TV.ls   Is 
because  the Jet  penetration will no lotiger  be  s.NTnme'rlc  aloit.   '.he cone axis,   since  'he  undisturbed 
surface pressure distribution Is  subs tan'daily modified.    On  the windward side of the  cone,   there- 
fore,   the Jet  penetration  is  reduced while on  the  leeward  side  the penetration and  hence the  sepa- 
ration length  is   increased.     Pre limitary   lata  obtained   for yaw angle effects   Is  given  in figure 
(15) for a constant  Jet mass   flux.     The data shows   that on  the windward side of  'he  cone separation 
length diminishes  rapidly with  increasing yaw angle,   while  on  the leeward side  the converse   Is   trie. 
On the  lei   ard side of both cone configurations,   the  separation extends  to prac'ically  the tip uf 
the model when  the cone  half angle  is equal  to  the yaw angle.     Thus,  a large separated  region   is 
created which exhibits  very strong three-dimensional  interactions.    Evidence is  found  on the 
schlieren pictures  of  the existence of a reattachment  shock downstrear. of  the  Jet on   'he windward 
side of  the  cone. 

i 

s. C0MMHJT5 ON A FLOVFIELD MODEL 

A representative  flowfleld model  can be  constructed  for  the .mderexpanded  secondary Jet 
Issuing  into a primary  stream from examination of the  schlieren photographs.     The primär;/  ilffl- 
culty  Is  to realistically represent  the  coupling  that  exists  between the  two  individual  flowfields. 
In particular,   it  Is  necessary to establish  the  effective p. ■ ssure ratio  that  the Jet  experiences 
In this  type of  interaction process.    TMs  essentially  reduces  to achieving a press..re   lowns'.ream 
of the Jet  shock which  Is  compatible with  that  obtained  from  the separated  flowfleld   downstream of 
the interaction shock.     This compatibility rL^uirement can  be achieved by an iterative procedure 
between the  two  Individual  flowfields.. 

To Illustrate  this  approach,  c^mslder the  sketch gi/en   In  figure  (t ).    When the  boundary 
layer separates   from the surface,   the angle  0    may  be determined  from 'he  separation  shock angle B 
and the freestream Mach number.     'Rius the pressure distribution between the points S  and R,   which 
Is similar to  that  along SP Is given to a first approximation  by the wedge or cone angle  formula. 
"Oie Mach number along  the dividing streamline SP has  been shown by Chapman,  Kuehn &  Larson  (19^)8) 
to be approximately 60 per cent  of invlscid value downstream of the separation  shock,   and  can  be 
computed  in  terms  of 0 and  the  freestream conditions.     'Rie  pressure rise across  the   interaction 
shock is  estimated  by assuming the shock to be normal  to  free  shear Icyer SP.     An effective  Jet 
pressure  Is  thus  estimated and will yield a  value  for the  Jet  shock height h,   from  figure  (T). 

TYils  technique has  been applied  to tlu   present results and  those of Sterrett   and  Barber (196( )  to 
compare the  estimated  Jet shock heigh*   with the observed values.     In all cases  the  comparison  show- 
ed that  the observed Jet height exceeded  the estimated value  by a factor of approximately  two.   These 
calculations  have assumed  that  the coefficient of proportionality between  the  Jet shock height  and 
the pressure ratio  is  identical  for the  two-dlmenslcnal and  axi-syinmetric  Jets.     Such an assumption 
appears  to be  intuitively  questionable however 'until evidence  is  fcund to the contra-y  it  is   the 
most  logical  to use.     TYie agreement   between the  procedure describee1  and  'he experimental observations 

■an be  Improved by relaxing the assumption that the  interaction shock is normal  to  the  free  shear 
] lyer.     When  this   is  done,   one seeks  the oblique shock angle which allows  the  pressure downstream 
of the  Interaction shock  to be compatible witti  the  observed  Jet shock height. 

( . CONCLUSIONS 

TYie  following   -onclusions  are based primarily  on the  experimental  observations. 

I.     In the  free  in'erac'ion region ahead of the Jet,   the hea'   'ransfer distribution  has  been  shown 
to be  qualitatively   in agreement   with  the simple  separation analysis proposed  by Chapman  '1 '■ ' ), 
It  Is  to be expected  that  the more refined analysis  due  to  Lees i Reeves  (l^'J*) would  show a more 
quantitative  agreement  throughout   the  free  interaction regime. 

2. In the  vicinity  Immediately upstream of  the  Jet   a reattachment region exists which  is charae'er- 
ized  by a significant   Increase  In the heat   transfer rate.     Ihla  region corresponds   to  the high 
pressure regime observed downstream of the plateau  pressur0 associated with the  free  shear  layer. 

3. Downstream of  the Jet a substantial  region  is  observed   in which pressure  is  found   to be grea'er 
than the undisturbed  invlscid cone value.     TMs   is  believed  to be ca.ised  by a reattachmen'   r f  the 
primary  flow which overexpands  as  it traverses  the  plume of  the Jet.    Within  this  region  the   local 
heat transfer rate  is  observed  to be greater than  elsewhere on the cone  lownstream of  the  Je».. 

1». t*'" surface heat transfer rate downstream of the Jet has teen four.H to be 
turbed flow values. Tlilb is attributed to a cooling effec» Introduced by the 
has a recovery  temperature  significantly  less   tnan  the primary  flow. 

less  than the   »nils- 
secondary  fl .1 1  w:.i 

S.    Measurements  of  the  spstream separation  length  have shown  that  1*   lecreases v.tth   increasing 
Reynolds number,   wheu tne  secondary mass  flux  is maintained a'   a constant  level.     The eflec*   of no ,»■ 
Huntress   Is   to  inci -ase  the separation  length  by  about   •'   p"rcen*.    This   is  attributed  tc  an   in- 
creased Je'   pressur«   ratio caused  by  'tie  local prescr»' droj   resulting  fror,  the nose  :l.r.tness. 

I 
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6.    When  t,he Jet pressure ratio  Is  held  conslani   ' 
ent of  freestream Reynolds  number.     IViis  olr.erva' 
of separation  Is  thin enough  Tor  viscous   parane" "■ 

le   leparatlon  length  I.;  ol.ser'.f'j  'i    : •■  inifreni- 
m  Implifr   Ina'    the  ;>>■•   ;;h>'nr lay r d.'wnc reair. 

•.   I r imlmp>ortan' . 

7.     Estimates of the Jet shock  heigh'   based  on a nuntfi     :   simplifying assumptions have  t >-en   :".nd 
to agree  with the observed  valueu   to wifr:in a  factor of 'wo.     Relaxing  '-he acsuBf tion  'ha*   the 
Interaction shock    s  normal   to  he   free shear  layer allows   this  agreement   to  le consideraHy  improved, 
and  forms   the basis  for an  iterative  procMurr  to coupli   'he-  two   individual   flovflelds. 
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SUMMARY 

An investigation of the behavior of the three-dimensional hypersonic flow along inter- 
secting planes has been conducted,   considering both the viscous and inviscid flows and their 
mutual interaction. 

The experimental program  involves measurements of surface pressures and heat trans- 
fer rates in the vicinity of corners with various included angles.    The local forces and shear 
stresses can be obtained thereby,   yielding some information on the nature of the three-dimensional 
boundary layer behavior in this region.    Pilot pressure profiles are also obtained and utilized in 
the determination of the complex intersecting shock structure in the corner.    The teat data were 
obtained at a nominal free stream Mach number of 1^ and a Reynolds number producing values of 
X as high as IS. 

A theoretical analysis of the corner flow is obtained by using the finite difference solution 
technique previously proposed by Rubin and extended here to the three - dimensional corner config- 
uration.    Toe results are compared to the experiments where applicable. 

-- 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Chapman-Rubeain constant 

skin friction coefficient 

normalized skin  friction coefficient 

normalized pressure coefficient 

stagnation enthalpy 

coefficient of thermal conductivity 

Mach number 

pressure 

hea: transfer rate 

Reynolds number based on x 

free  stream Reynolds number 
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temperature 

velocity in the streamwiss direction 

rarefaction parameter 
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shock displacement thickness 
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I.     INTRODUCTION 

An investigation of the detailed behavior of three-dimensional hyper»omc flow along 
interBectin^, planes has been conducted for free stream conditions corresponding to the 
strong interaction regime.    This problem,   in addition to its basic  scientific interest is direct- 
ly applicable to lifting configurations traveling at high velocities and high altitudes.    Although 
the general problem of flow along a corner has been studied quite extensively in the past, as 
is evidenced by the comprehensive review of ref.   (1),   there is not a great deal of information 
available in the regime of viscous-invisc-d interaction.     Theoretical treatments of the bound- 
ary layer flow have been restricted to uniform external flow conditions while even for low 
supersonic velocities it has been shown both theoretically     and experimentally     thit the outer 
inviscid flow is highly non-uniform  in the corner region. 

As a result,   most of the information that has been obtained concerning corner flows 
has relied heavily on experimental data due to the difficulties connected with a theoretical 
treatment of the problem by standard techniques,   i.e.,   by matching a three-dimensional 
boundary layer flow with a highly non-uniform inviscid flow in which strong shock waves may 
be present. 

Recently,   a new technique has evolved for analyzing high Mach number,   low density 
flows '   'over a sharp,   flat plate.     Therein it was shown that streamwise   pressure gradients 
and streamwise velocity gradients appearing in the viscous terms are negligible in the stream- 
wise momentum equation,   thus allowing the governing equations to be formulated in such a 
manner that a forward integration scheme is possible.    The boundary conditions applicable to 
the problem are specified at the body surface and in the undistarbed stream such that   'match- 
ing" of boundary U yer,   inviscid layer,  and shock layer is unnecessary.    The location of the 
shock and the flow conditions in the inviscid layer,   therefore,   need not be  known a priori 
since the same system of equations apply throughout the entire region between the body and 
the imdisturb«'   free stream.    As a result,   the shock formation and configuration will be 
generated in the solution of the equations.     Although this  is a distinct advantage even for two- 
ditnensional or axisymmetric flows,   it is quite essential for analysis of the complex three- 
dimensional flows of interest here. 

The present paper,   therefore,   presents the results of a combined experimental and 
theoretical program concerning the hypersonic,   strong interaction flow in a corner formed b/ 
two sharp,   flat plates.    The experimental Jtudy was conducted at a free stream Mach number 
of   1 1. ,J and a Reynolds number of  1. 5 x  10   /in.    The configuration tested consists of two 
sharp,   flat plates intersecting to form a corner of various included angles.     Data taken con- 
sist of surface pressures    and heat transfer rates and also pitot pressure and total tempera- 
ture surveys in a cross plane corresponding to a value of X = S.     Shock shapes and some 
indication of the boundary layer behavior can be inferred from these measurements.    The 
theoretical analysis corresponding to these free  stream conditions was performed using the 
three-dimensional counterpart of the Rubin-Rudman'   'analysis which is described briefly 
in Sect'on IV. 

The authors are pleased to acknowledge the assistance of the  staff of the Gas Dynamics 
Lab jratory in conducting the experiments and analyzing the data and in particular to Prof,   M. 
H.   ßloom for his interest and suggestions throughout the program.     The authors would  also 
like to thank Mr.   Tony C.   Lin for his help with the computations. 

II.     EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

The wind tunnel used for the present teat program \» a Mach   1<! (nominal) variable 
Reynolds number blowdown tunnel, a detailed description of the c   rnplete facility including the 
tunnel design,   heater,   air supply,   etc.   is given in ref.   (9).    Fig     (I) shows a schematic of the 
test model    which is the same as that used in ref.   (10),   with an additional modification which 
allows the corner angle to be varied.     Further details of the model and probe design can be 
found in ref.   ('.!).     The present tests were run for interior angles of 60   ,   90   ,   and   120   ,   at a 
free stream Mach number of 11. <i which corresponds to the particular test Reynolds number 
of the present program  (Re    =1. 5 x 10   /in. ).    Each test duration is on the order of 3-4 second* 
thus providing an essentially constant model surface temperature during the test.     For the 
range in stagnation temperatures achieved (16S0oR-1800   R),   the wall to stagnation temperature 
ratio was between 0. 30 and 0. 33. 

i 

Surface heat transfer rates were obtained using ihm plates with thermocouples spot- 
welded to the unexposed surface,   cf.   Fig.   (I).     For the plate thickness and range of heat rates 
obtained,   the uniform temperature distribution across the plate permitted the heat transfer 
rate to be computed from the back-side temperature history. 

Stagnation temperature profiles are obtained using open tip thermocouples.     The 
response of the thermocouple wire (0. 001 inch diameter) is sufficiently rapid to achieve the 
adiabatic wall temperature well within the run duration.     No corrections are made    n the raw 
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da'a to convert trom adiabatic wall to stagnation temperature since (i) the scatter in the 
measured data is greater than the error incurred in neglecting the correction and (ii) all the 
data is normalized with respect tc the free stream stagnation temperature which is obtained 
from the same type "( probe.    This normalization will tend to eliminate (or at least decrease) 
the overall error.    On the basis of repeatability and the method of data reducUuiii   ihe uvetall 
accuracy of the temperatui e data is believed to be within i5%. 

Pitot pressure profiles are obtained with standard type,   blunt probes mounted on a 
movable rake,    Tn order to determine the shock location within the desired degree of accuracy, 
the probes used have an OD of 0. 060" and an ID of 0. 045".    Th:r was tound to be the smallest 
tube size that could be used with good response in the test times available.    Since u.« .r.^^uicd 
pressure level extended over a range of three orders of magnitude between the surface and the 
free stream,   several different type« of pressure sensing instruments were necessary.    In the 
vicinity of the surface,  where the pressure io on the order of the free stream pressure, 
Hastings type,   heated thermopile,   high vacuum gauges are used, for pressures   between 5 and 
40mm of mercury,  variable relu.ta: .: ^/r"* '''»phraam transducers are used,  while in regions 
adjacent |o intersecting shock waves,   the pitot pressures are sulficiently high to require the 
use of Statham strain gauge transducers.     Whenever the transducer type was changed,   several 
point: In the profile v ere overlapped to assure cominuity between the different instruments. 
The overall accuracy of the pressure i »easurements is ±c>%. 

Alignment of the model in the ttx  lei is quite critical since even a small angular change 
can produce a change in the shock local - n.    The horizontal plate was aligned to within ±10' 
of angular deflection; the fin,   however,  presented more of a problem,   particularly for the 
60   and 1^0  configurations.    As will be i c ted in the pitot profile data obtained for the 60 in- 
cluded angle,   there is sufficient misalign    ent U< alter the two-dimensional shock location by 
approximately  10%.    Even though this doet. create some asymmetiy about the bisecting plane, 
it is not considered sufficient to alter the general flow behavior in the corner region.    For the 
90  corner,   the asymmetry is considerably •ess. 

Ill   PRESENTATION OF EXPERIMENTAL D^.TA 

The surface heat rates are presented in figures (^a) through (<M),   as a function of did- 
tance from the corner,  for various values of7,  and included angles of 60    to 1^0  .    Similar 
data were obtained in reference (lr) for the 90  configuration.    The typica! behavior can be 
observed in figure (2a); the heat transfer increases from zero at the corner to a peak value 
above that of an infinite flat plate and then decreases to the flat plate value away from the 
corner.    For the smaller included angle,   higher peak heatingj-ate« result and,   in addition, 
the location of the   peak occurs further from the corner.    As X decreases (as one proceeds 
downetream) the peak decreases and also moves away from the corner.    As the included angle 
increases,  the overall heat transfer approaches that of a two-dimensional plate with only an 
extremely small region of low heat transfer in the immediate corner region. _The peak heating 
rates in termj of the Stanton number are shown in figure (3) as a function of X including the 
data of reference (10) and the lower Mach number (M^B. 0) data of reference (1).    The 
theoretical analysis of reference (12) is also shown for comparison.    It can be observed that 
two different theoretical curves result for the two sets of data obtained at different tree stream 
Mach numbers.    This results unce the heat transfer parameter that correlates '.'nth the viscous 
interaction parameter (x) ia MQ, St rather than the Stantun number alone.    In either case,  the 
two-dimensional data agrees quite well with the boundary layer theory for low y.    The experi- 
mental rata for the 60    and 90    corner angles,   however,  appear to correlate directly in terms 
of '>t for the two sets of data,   indicating that the peak heating is dominated more by the three- 
aimernional,   strong interaction effects in the corner than by usual boundary layer behavior 
even at lower values of X.    The location of the peak value of Stanton number with respect to the 
local two-dimensional boundary layer thickness is noted in Fig.   (2) where the boundary layer 
thickness on an infinite plate is included for each value of)C .     As observed in ref.   (10),   where 
^-90  ,   the peak seemed to occur approximately at a distance equal io the two-dimensional 
boundary layer thickness from the cjrner.    In the present case,  the peak is farther from the 
corner for Q-bO    and slightly closer than the local ö^D for '=120  .    In fact,   the location of 
maximum heating appears to correspond to the position of intersection of the undisturbed two- 
dimensional boundary layer edges on each surface. 

In addition to the surface heat transfer data,   profiles of pitot_pressure and total tem- 
perature were obtained in a cross plane corresponding to a value of X = 5. 0 for cp-90    and 
4t60  .     In order to compute the local velocities and velocity gradients,   the surface static 
pressures were also obtained.    These are shown in Fig.   (4) for the two corner angles.    The 
pressure was not measured exactly in the corner; however,   from the data close to the line of 
intersection,   it is observed that the surface pressure increases slightly at first before de- 
creasing to the local two-dimensionil value away from the corner.    Comparison of the data 
at interior angles of 60   and 90    indicates a much higher overpressure for the smaller angle 
and also a slower dacay to the local cwo-dimensional value.    This is consistent with the sur- 
face heat transfer data where the corner region of disturbance is also more extensive for the 
smaller included angle. 
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Tyuu al pilot pressure pi c-files are shown in Figs.   (Sa) through (be) for both the 
60    and 90    corners at T" =  5. 0.     The value indicated for the "y" coordinate is measured o 
from the fin surface; therefore,   for the 60    corner,   constant values of "z'1 do not cor- 
respond to a profile perpendic ilar to the plie but to one inclined at 60    to the surface. 
Fig.   (5e) shows the complete two-dimenaMnal pilot profile at Y=5. 0 taken at a value of 
"y" sufficiently far from the corner tu cor.espond to a completely two-dimensional flow. 
Since the data for ".P-60   ,   along a line of constant   'y',' does not correspond to a profile nor- 
mal t" the fin 8ur«ace(   the data was p'otted as a  function of the actual normal coordinate 
(iBirfU) to facilitate comparison between the tvvo sets of data.    It is observed that the shock 
location on the fin for the 60    corner is slightly less than in the 9^    corner; this is due to 
some misalignment of the fin    during the model assembly. 

From the surface static pressure distribution of Fig.   (4) and the pitot pressures 
close to the wall,   the local skin friction coefficient can be obtained.    These data are shown 
in Fig.   (6) for ¥ = 60    and C0=90   ,   with the skin friction normalized with respect to the local 
two-dimensional value ana the surface coordinate uortimli^ecl with   respect l- the i.* >- 
dimensional boundary layer thickness.    It is observed that the peak does not change, sig- 
nificantly; however,   the distribution does.     For the smaller corner angle,   the peak skin 
friction moves outward and exhibits a slower decay to the local two-dimensional value. 
This effect was also observed in the surface pressure and heat transfer rates. 

The location of the imbedded shocks can be determined quite closely from the pilot 
pressure pWs as the region where a discontinuity in pitot pressure results.    In Fig.   (5c), 
for example,   the ~P = 90    configuration indicates a shock wave at z~l. 15 inches and a weaker 
shock at »«4. 05 inches.    Comparison of the data for the two different corner angles shows 
a distinct difference in the flow behavior.    For the 60  angle,   the shock waves are sig- 
nificantly stronger as characterized by the greater  jump in pitot pressure across them. 
Due to the complicated nature of the flow in the corner,   ;t is difficult to establish the over- 
all shock pattern and general flow behavior from these plots.    One can get a better picture 
of the entire flow pattern if one examines,   for example,   a physical cross section of   the 
corner region with contours of constant pitot pressure.    This is shown in Fig.   (7) for both 
corner angles atX=5.    The differences in the shock pattern for the two corner angles is 
made more obvious in these plots.    For the 90    corner,   the bifurcated shock in the   corner 
intersects the two-dimensional shock and appears to generate two additional shock waves 
at each end, one approaches the plane of symmetry and is rapidly attenuated while the other 
approacheu the plate surface and extends into the boundary layer.    In the 60    configuration, 
however,  the extent of the bifurcated shock la decreased considerably and generates only 
one additional shock at its point of intersection with the two-dimensional shock wave.     This 
shock also extends into the boundary layer and is considerably stronger than in the 90  case. 
The two pitot pressure peaks existing in the 90  corner have also degenerated into one peak 
(of larger size) in the 60  corner region. 

Stagnation temperature profiles were also obtained and are shjwn in Figs.   (8a) 
through (8d) 'or cs = 60   ,   and? =5,    The region of influence on the stagnation temperatures is 
considerably  smaller than either the pitot pressures or the heat transfer since here the 
variation is confined to the boundary layer in the corner.    The behavior in this case is quite 
similar to that obtained in the 90  corner,   cf. ,   ref.   (10),   where a high temperature core 
occurred in the immediate vicinity of the corner.    This is believed to be caused by the stream- 
wise vortices existing on either side of the corner plane of symmetry. 

IV   THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

The theoretical analysis used in the corner flow problem is analogous to that presented 
in ref.   (7),   where a detailed description  )f the method as it applied to two-dimensional flow 
appears.    An outl'ne of the technique,   as well as the complete three-dimensional equations, 
is given in ref.   (8) where a finite width flat plate is considered.    The calculation discussed 
herein was performed on the CDC 660J computer and required 40 minutes to reach V=0. 34. 
For the present problem,   rather than consider the entire corner region and specify the bound- 
ary conditions at oo and at the surface,   the plane of symmetry was chosen as a boundary sur- 
face in order to reduce the calculation time and required storage capacity by one-half.    Across 
this surface  (a plane inclined at 45  with respect to the horizontal surface),   the components of 
velocity in the "y" and "z" directions are symmetric with respect to one another.    This per- 
mits the computation to be initiated in the corner (for a given value of the streamwise co- 
ordinate "x" ) and extended outward for increasing "y" and "z".    Once the free stream conditions 
are realized in the y direction,   or the plane of symmetry,   is reached,   the analysis continues 
outward (in the "z" direction) until the two-dimensional profile is obtained,   i. e. ,   flow prop- 
erties change with z by less than a specified amount,   say  10 
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The uut -dimensional governing equation! are: 

Continuity; (pu)  +(pv)  +(pw)   =0 x y 2 

x-Momentum:   puu +(Vu  J pwu  =(uu  )  +{uu ) K     x  ^   y  r      z   ^  y'y   ^  t'i 
4 2 2 y-Momentum:  puv  +*rv  +pwv   =-p  + T (uv  )  ^twj+(uu  )    T (uu  )  H-(a*  )  --rtuw  ) rxKyKzyJ,M y y        zz   M  y x   3   M  xy   "^   y z   3*^   z 
4 2 2 

z-Momentum:   Duw  +pvw  tnww   =-p +T (aw  )  +(uw   )  +(au  )   -T (uv  )   -T(UUJ+(UV  ) v      x  ^      yM       z     rz   i   *   z z   ^   v V z x  T   M  v z   ^       xz ,H  z V V 

z y 

Energy: puT  +pvT  +pwT   = -(''-l)p(u +v  +w  )^ (yT  )  +l(tJT  ) 
yK      z *'xy    zoyyo       z z 

+v(v-I)J^M   (uy
2 +u2

2) + |u(Y-l)(vy'!+w^-VyW2)+(Y-l)u(wy+Vz)': 

State: p = pT 

Pi pi T and u are non-dimensionalized with free stream condiu 
= (Y*5 M„) and w with u    6,  x witi\f, 

na,  u with U    M    , 
on    oo and y and z with "B.    Where 6 = 

-f = YMoo^/p'u^); 6.6J 

The Sutiierland viscosity law,   and constant values of ^ = 1. 4 and a=uc   /k=0. 75,  were used 
throughout.    Uniform initial conditions,   except at the surface where'slip conditions prevailed, 
were prescribed. _        . 
Boundary Data:   y=o,   z>o:   v=o,   T = T   +——r -T  ,  u=X u   ,w=^{w  +(8TTT)'^T  ). 

wy-iay y yz 
Across y = z:    u, p, T are symmetric,   v(y, z)=w(z, y) 

The velocities v and w are not set equal along the diagonal but remain so throughout the cal- 
culation.    The lateral temperature slip effect (Tz) on the lateral slip velocity w was rather 
small,   less than 7%,   but for higher stream Mach numbers this effect might prove more sig- 
nificant. 

The analysis was applied to the current test conditions for the_90  corner.    To date, 
numerical computations have been carried downstream to a value of V of 0. !I4.,  which 
corresponds toy =42.    The analysis will be extended to lower values of V to attempt tu reach 
the strong interaction region of the present wind tunnel tests.    Although the analysis at^( = 42 
corresponds to a region which is still characterized as a "merged" layer,  the data was coin- 
pared to the theoretical results and reasonably good qualitative agreement results.    The 
experimental data are normalized in the same manner as the analytical,   nondimensional,   co- 
efficients for surface pressure and skin friction coefficient in Figs.   (9) and (10),  respectively. 
Fig.   (9) presents the surface pressure as a function of distance from the corner where the 
nondimensional coordinate,   I,   is the physical distance normalized with respect to the local 
two-dimensional boundary layer thickness.    It should be noted that since the analytical results 
correspond to V = 0. 34, which is still in the merged layer regime,  there is little difference 
between the viscous layer and the shock layer.    Notwithstanding these differences,  the 
agreement between the surface pressure data for'^6-.9 and the analytical results for y=42 ap- 
pears to be quite good both qualitatively and qu intitatively.    Even the initial increase in pres- 
sure going away from the corner,  which was noted in the experiments,   is indicated in the 
theoretical curve only to a much lesser degree. 

The comparison of measured and computed skin friction,  as seen in Fig.   (10),   is 
qualitatively consistent but somewhat disparate in the magnitude of the predicted peak level. 
It may also be noted that the theoretical skin friction coefficient is not equal to zero at the 
corner intersection since there is still some surface slip at these values of the rarefaction 
parameter.    The theoretical surface heat transfer distribution exhibits the same type of be- 
havior as the skin friction except that the peak is considerably higher than the local two- 
dimensional value; this was also observed in the experimental data. 

Some indication of the nature of the corner flow field predicted by the analysis can be 
observed by constructing a contour map of isobars.    This is shown in Fig.   (11) where an im- 
mediate,   if not exact,   correspondence can be seen in comparison with the experimental pitot 
pressure contours of Fig.   (7).    The cv.'o-dimensional shock wave is displaced as it approaches 
the corner and forms a bifurcated shock with branches extending toward the plane surfaces 
through the boundary layer.    A more complete comparison in terms of total temperatures and 
pitot pressures will be performed when the analytical results have been extended downstream 
into the strong interaction regime. 

■.- 
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V.    CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A combined theoretical and experimental program has been carried out in connection 
with the viarous-inviscid interaction of corner flows.    Surveys of surface data raid flow field 
data have been obtained experimentally in the PIB hypersonic tunnel in an attempt to provide 
a beUcr understanding of the corner flow phenomena and alsi to compare with analytical re- 
sults.    The thi-ee-dimensional analysis initially proposed in two-dimensional form In ref. (7) 
has been applied to the corner problem with the corresponding free stream conditions.    Des- 
pite the fact that the analysis was not extended sufficiently far downstream to correspond to 
the physical loc ition on the model at which data were obtained,  the agreement between the 
^ lalytical and experimental results is remarkable.    Surface pressure distribution* are   pre- 
dicted quite accurately while the «kin friction and heat transfer are qualitatively similar in 
behavior.    The overall flow field is also seen to agree quite well with the experiments,  both 
in the prediction of the type of shock intersection and the imbedded shock locations within 
the viscous-interaction layer.    Clearly,   it is desirable to extend the analytical computations 
further downstream to obtain a more quantitative comparison and also to run some additional 
experiments in the "merged layer" regime which can be compared to the present theoretical 
predictions. 
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THE   EXTERNAL  FLOW   FIELD  ABOUT   YAWED  CIRCULAR   CONES 

W.   J     Raitibird 

National Aeronautical  Establishment 
National  Rrscarc h Council 

Ottawa,   Canada 

Summary 

Expe nmentally detei mined pressure distributions,   surface  shear  stresses and de- 
tailed external  flow  field measuren ent s on a yawed,   5*1 - inch-long,   5° semiangle  cone,   are pre- 
sented      The cone  was tested in the NAE  5-ft  intermittent  blowdown wind tunnel  under  high 
Reynolds  numbe r conditions    (RLUO 

=  -i.'4-().8xlO')   at  Mach numbers of  1. 80 and 4   25 and up 
*" large  relative  incidence.     Some additional  results from a 40   b-inch-long,   12^°  semiangl? cone, 
tested  under   similar conditions,   are aiso  included. 

The  development of the viscous flow  and  separation about circular cones,   with in- 
creasing  relative  ini idence,   and at high Reynolds number,   is shown to be a gradual process in- 
volving the formation of  symmetrically disposed  lobes of vortical fluid which develop into  vortices 
and which remain comparatively close to the cone  surface on either  side of,   and  near,   the  leeward 
generator.     Nutnencal  methods for the  solution of the  inviscid supersonic  flow about yawed circu- 
lar cones  give excellent  predictions  up to moderate  relative incidence  (about  1. 2),   provided mixed 
flow  conditions with internal shock waves do not occur.     An inviscid flow model with free  vortex 
sheets is needed to approximate the real flow with separation at larger relative incidence 
(a/ec>l.5). 

Head,   High Speed Aerodynamics Section:    On leave at the Department  of the  Aerospace and 
Mechanical Engineering Sciences,   University of California,   San Diego,   La  Jolla,   California 
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Ligt of Symbols 

(See Figure 231 for definition of some of the  symbols used. ) 

local skin friction coefficient,   f   /0. 7 p M 
w re    e 

local normal force coefficient from integrated  surface pressures 

overall normal force coefficient from balance measurements 

local surface pressure coefficient,  (p    - p    )/0. 7 p    M_ r vre      roo roo    oo 
local surface pilot pressure coefficient 

surface pressure coefficient at zero incidence 

outside and inside diameters of Preston surface pitot tubes 

viscosity density function used in compressibility correlation of Preston tube 
calibrations,  Ref.   20. 

coefficients of Fourier cosine series describing shock Aave shape,  tan 8S 

height of flow field probe above cone surface 

iio.i-limensional height of flow field probe above cone  surface measured 
in local cone radii 

cone axial length 

local Mach number outside boundary layer 

rad.al component of Mach number,  cylindrical coordinates 

circumferential component oi Mach number 

Mach number of undisturbed stream 

inviscid surface pressure predicted by Babenko numerical solution 

local static pressure on cone Surface 

inviscid surface pressure predicted by Jones numerical solution 

pitot pressure of undisturbed flow 

pitot pressure from flow field survey probe 

pitch and yaw pressure differences from flow field survey probe 

averaged surface  static pressure from flow field  survey probe 

static pressure of undisturbed flow 

local radius of cone 

Reynolds number based on Preston tube diameter and local external flow conditions 

Reynolds number based on cone length and undisturbed cunditions 

Reynolds number based on local axial distance and undisturbed cunditions 

stagnation temperature of undisturbed flow (» 5^0  R) 

cone wall temperature  (pi T  ) 

velocity components parallel to spherical polar coordinate directions    r,   6,   p 

velocity components along rays (i. e. ,   in   r-d:rection) according to Jones and 
Babenko,   respectively,   normalized with respect to th»- critical speed of sound 

cone axial length from the apex 

angle ol incidence of cone,  or flow pitch angle measured by probes 

relative angle of incidence 

minimum relative angle of incidence for  separation 

(Mco2 "   l)* 
circumf« rential angle of resultant velocity vector  relative to flow field probe 

resultant angle of attack of probe 

boundary layer displacement thickness 

grid spacing in   ^   direction 

grid spacing in   O   direction 

cone  semiangle 

( 
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shock viave angle,   measured from cone axis 

vortex angle 

=  1   + h   ,   nondimensional volley height 

coordinate measured between cone  surface and «shock wave, 
£  = (tan 6  - tan 8   )/(tan 9     - tan 6   ) 1 c s c 
wall  shear stress 

circumferential angle 

primary and secondary  separation angles 

direction of external  streamlines  relative to a cone generator 

direction of limiting  streamlines,   surface shear  stress 

1.     Introduction 

One promising approach to the design of hypersonic aircraft  is to consider lifting 
bodies whose  shape can be derived from parts of known flow fields (Ref.   1)      In particular,   known 
conical flow fields have been studied in some detail and J.   G    Jones (Ref    2) has given a method for 
deriving lifting surfaces from the flow f:eld of a circular cone at zero incidence      Since boundary 
layer  interaction effrcts are especially  important at hypersonic  speeds,   it  is  necessary to consider 
lifting surfaces with either constant or  slightly falling pressure along the  streamlines defining the 
surface and to avoid strong transverse pressure gradients which might  lead to three-dimensional 
separation.     The Jones lifting surfaces and also those derived from reversed Prandtl-Meyer flow 
(Townend,   Ref.   3) do not satisfy this requirement.    However,   lifting surfaces derived from the 
flow field of cones at incidence could be chosen to avoid serious viscous effects. 

Considerable progress has recently been made using numerical methods to solve the 
nonaxisymmetric inviscid supersonic flow about circular and elliptical cones (Hofs.   4-8).     Provided 
the flow fields are "comcally subsonic"    it has been possible to find numerical  solutions up to in- 
cidences where the vortical singularity  lifts off the  surface (i. e   ,   to   a/9c    of the order of 1    3 for 
circular cones).     No computations have  so far been made with mixed flow field conditions which 
properly allov   (or  "conically supersonic"  regions. 

Methods for calculating the compressible laminar and turbulent boundary layers on 
slightly yawed circular cones were given some time ago by Moore (Ref. 9) and Braun (Ref.  10),   re- 
spectively,   and Moore (Ref.  11) also considered the laminar boundary layer in the plane of symmetry 
at largt   yaw.    Recently Cooke (Ref.   12) has published an implicit finite difference method for the com- 
pressible  laminar case whu h can be used for general conical surfaces at large- yaw with heat transfer 
and suction,   and can predict,   among other things,   separation.     In applying his method to a circular 
cone of 7J     semiangle at large relative incidence (a/sin dc  -  \, i) Cooke us ;d an inaccurate external 
flow field based on perturbation methods (Sims, Ref.  13),  with a modification to ensure irrotational- 
ity     Measurements of the turbulent boundary layer growth and a description of the gradual develop- 
ment of separation on a  12^    semiangle circular cone have been given by the present author (Ref.   14). 

While flow separation about yawed circular cones  represents one of the simplest cases 
in the general problem area of three-dimensional separation,   little progress has been made in con- 
structing an  inviscid flow model to describe the  flow  field and to predict the  vortex positions and 
nonlinear  lift.      Bryson's incompressible flow  model (Rof.   15)  represents,   in the  simplest mathe- 
matical form,   the effects of the  separated flow  by two straight vortex sheets emanating from ar- 
bitrarily  specified positions on the body,   each feedmi; a discrete  vortex,   and  imposes the condition 
of zero net force on the  system      This gives unrealistic pressure distributions.     A more adequate 
treatment,   similar to that used by  Smith (Ref.    lb) fur the equivalent delta-wing problem,   is  needed 
using,   perhaps,   the experimentally determined  separation positions at each relative incidence  (see 
Ref     17 and Fig     14 of the present   report) 

The objective of the present work was to experiment ally determine,   under high  Reynolds 
number conditions,   cone surface quantities (piessure,   and shear  stress  magnitude and direction) and 
the  flow  fiel! above a cone,   at both moderate and  large relative  incidence.     From these  results the 
range of application of the numerical  methods foi   calculating the  invisc id flow   field can be assessed 
and a de. cnption given of the nature of the  separated llow  field at  large  relative  :m idence. 

Conically  subsonic  flows exist when the component of Mach  number  normal to rays is  sub- 
sonic ,  otherwise conically mixed (transonic) conditions are present. 

»f>*«--' 
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I.    Experimental Method 

Measurements -vere nade on a 54-inch-long,   5     semiangle cone,   stinf5 mounted in 
the National Aeronautical Establishment (NAE) 5-ft tnsonic intermittent blowdown wind tunnel at 
nominal Mach numbers of 1. 80 and 4. 25.     Stagnation pressures of 25 and 166 psia,   respectively, 
were used giving Reynolds numbers based on cone axial length and undisturbed conditions of 
34 x 10    and 68 x 10.     No boundary layer trip was used but it is expected that transition takes 
place quite close to the apex (certair ly at    x/L < 0. 1) due to the high stream turbulence level re- 
sulting from noise generated by the control valve and working section wall boundary layers.     The 
initial cone surface temperature before a wind tunnel  run was approximately equal to the  stream 
stagnation temperature (*> 70   F) and so all tests were  made under very small heat transfer con- 
ditions.     With typical wind tunnel run durations of 20 to 30 secon^'j,  the change in surface temper- 
ature was less than 5  F for the 1/2-inih-thick aluminum w^U of the cone. 

Because uf the cotucity ana symmetry of the flow all detailed measurernents were 
confined to an axial station 0. 85 of the cone length aft of the apex and to one-half (0    to 180   ) of 
th« cone.     Circumferential pressure distributions were measured using up to eight unbonded 
strain-gauge pressure transducers closely coupled pneumatically to 0. 020-inch holes spaced 45 
apart at the 0. 85 station      The model was pitched to the desired incidence and slowly rolled during 
a wind tunnel run while the transducer outputs were digitized at 0. 8-second intervals to give data 
at about 2^    circumferential intervals from  <p = - 5    to about 185°.     Pitot pressure outside the 
boundary layer (actually at a height of 3/8 inch above the cone  surface) and in the windward plane 
of symmetry   (0 = 0,   was also measured thus enabling the circumferential distribution of Mach 
number,   Me,  to be calculated. 

Surface shear stress direction, UJ8, was measured from flow visualization traces 
taken with an oil-dot technique (Ref. 19). This method is particularly useful in intermittent wind 
tunnels and de'ines, among other things, flow separation and attachment lines. Surface shear 
stress magnitude was measured using small Preston surface pitot tubes (dg = 0. 0165 inch) —»»e 
Fig. 1. These tubes were aligned using the flow visualization results and measurements wc-ie 
made every 5 of circumferential angle. The surfac«« pitot pressure difference was converted 
to the local skin friction coefficient using a calibration given in Fig.   6 of Ref.   20,  namely 

_     0. 8606 

^     21.66 [MT   „0. 1394       0.2788 
L 2     w'J d 

Local Mach number, pitot pressure and flow direction in the external flow above the 
cone were measured using a pair of flow field probes mounted at various heights above the sur- 
face with the measuring heads adjacent to the 0. 85-length station—see Fig.   2.    Again slow rota- 
tion during a wind tunnel run,   with the cone at fixed incidence,   enabled the leeward flow field to 
be surveyed.     The flow field probe head (Fig.   3) consists of a 30° semiangle cone blunted by a 
pitot tube.    Four pressure differences   Pj - PQ',    PJ  - P^,,    P2 - P3   and   P4 - P5   are meas- 
ured from which the local Mach number,   stagnation pressure and resultant flow direction can be 
iteratively calculated using probe calibration data.    Typical calibration curves are shown in 
Figs.   4 and 5.     The probes were separately calibrated at several Mach numbers between  1. 8 and 
4, 25 and the calibration curves were fitted by simple empirical functions. 

Overall force measurements were made with an internal strain-gauge balance. 

Some  su.iace pressure distribution results for a 40. 6-inch-long,   1 2£     semiangle 
cone tested under similar conditions are also included in this report. 

3.     The Inviscid Flow Field for the Circular Cone at Incidence 

3. 1      Perturbation Methods 

The original attempts to find the inviscid flow field about a cone at small incidence 
were based on perturbation methods and used the exact Taylor-Miccoll flow for circular cones 
at zero incidence (first tabulated for air by Kopal,   Ref.   21,   and more recently,   in convenient 
form,   by Sims,   Ref.   22).     The perturbation theory,   for both the first- and second-order effects 
of incidence,   was formulated by Stone (Refs.   23,   24) and after extensive numerical integrations 
the results were tabulated by Kopal (Refs.   25,   26).     Again Sims,  using modern digital computers 
rather than the desk calculators available to Kopal,  has recalculated the first-order Stone theory 
and presented the results for air,  at convenient values of cone  semiangle and Mach number,   in 
body-fixed coordinates in Ref.   13.    The second-order tabulations of Kopal contain uncertainties, 
are of limited range,   and in practice are  rather inconvenient to use. 

Ferri (Ref.   27) pointed out a fundamental error iA the Stone results and gave a method 
for correcting the surface velocity components.     He observed that the body surface must be a sur- 
face of constant entropy wetted by streamlines that cross the nose shock wave in the windward plane 
of symmetry ((P = 0) j.nd that because of this there must be a region of high vorticity near the cone 
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surface,   "the vortical laye r   "    All the  streamlines which c ro ,s the  nose  shock wave terminate at 
a  singular point   {(p = f,    6 = 6C)   at which the entropy is multivalued,   "the vortical singularity. " 
Such singularities are present   in all  nonaxisymmetnc  supersonic  flowr  over conical bodies and 
represent the final directions into which particles moving along btreamlines are deflected. 
Munson ^ef.   ZH) and Melmk (Ref.   ^9),  a' .ong othe/s,   have  studied the vortical layer in detail 
and,   using the technique  of matched  asymptotic expansions,   have obtained inner expansion for the 
vortical layer which match Stone's solution (outer expansion).     In addition,   Melnik (Ref.   30) has 
examined vortical singularities in conical flow and has given a condition on the curvature of the 
pressure distribution which marks the liftoff from the surface of the vortical singularity.     This 
critical condition has not been related back to relative incidence,   Mach number and cone  semi- 
angle but this could be done by examining the  results of recent  numerical flow field calculations. 

With the advent of high-speed computing machines and the use of sophisticated tech- 
niques in numerical analysis,   perturbation methods for calculating the flow field about circular 
cones at incidence have  now be< n superseded by numerical methods. 

3. Z      Numerical Solutions 

In the  last few years a number of numerical methods  (Refs     4-7) have been developed, 
some of which are quite general,  and which have been applied,   in particular,  to the circular coi.e 
at incidence to an inviscid supersonic  stream.    A brief review of these methods,  their similarities 
and limitations,  will be given. 

Stockcr and Mauger's method (Ref.   4) uses basically the elliptic equations transformed 
to use a stream function as one of the  independent variables.     Starting from an assumed  shock 
shape {sin^ 9S   expressed as a Fourier cosine series of the circumferential angle, <0) the method 
integrates inward along streamlines using the inverse marching process developed for blunt-body 
problems.     The strefirnlines  "envelope" to define the body  shape and converge toward the  vortical 
singularity.    For direct cases (given body  shape) an iterative procedure was used,  the shock shape 
being successively modified empirically to obtain a closer approximation to the given body.    Cir- 
cular cone solutions were presented for   6C  = 20°,    MQQ = 3. 53,    0=5°   and    10°   which showed 
good agreement with experiment at the smaller incidence but only fair agreement for   a/6c = 1/2. 
Indeed difficulties were experienced with the iteration at   CK = 10°   and no solution could be obtained 
for   Ot = 15°.     It was thought at the time that the difficulties that were experienced in matching the 
inner boundary condition were due to the vortical singularity lifting off the  surface,   but we will 
see below that this could not have occurred at such a small relative incidence (2/3). 

A very general and obviously powerful method to deal with three-dimensional super- 
sonic flows has been developed by a Russian school of mathematicians under K,   I.   Babenko (avail- 
able in translation as Ref.   5).     This method,  termed the BVLR method by the French,   is discussed 
by Germain (Ref.   31 ) and its advantages stressed.    When applied to conical bodies the full three- 
dimensional equations are used,   giving a hyperbolic system--the downstream direction along the 
cone axis being used like the time variable in an unsteady two-dimensional problem.    Starting from 
an assumed initial shock shape and a given conical body at the  required incidence the equal cms are 
numerically integrated downstream until a comcity condition on,   say,  the velocity components is 
sufficiently satisfied.    This is similar,  then,  to finding the  solution of a steady two-dimensional 
problem from the asymptotic bf'-iavior at long times,  of the equivalent unsteady problem. 

Extensive tables  of results for circular cones are  given in Ref.   5 for Mach numbers 
of 2,   3,   4,   5,  b,   V,   cone  semiangles from 5    to 45    i.i 5    steps and for relative incidences up to 
at most 0   8.     The results for Mach numbers of 4 and 6 have mostly been obtained by interpolation. 
In practice,   the use  of such ta'j es  is always  rather tedious and invariably  involves interpolation 
or extrapolation.     There is '. gieat  need to collapse  such  results (at  least for  surface conditions) 
into a more directly usabU- forri,   using generalized correlation parameters,   as was done for 
a   =  0    in Ref.   32.     An example  o.r i  -"piral correlation is  shown in Fig.   b fur surf-ice pressure  co- 
efficient (the interpolated results for    M^  = 4   and   b    contain errors and have been excluded from 
the  figure  since they do not  show  a  smoith variation with the parameter    ßuj sin 6C) 

Some very interesting examp,"S of the application of the  BVLR method to circular and 
elliptic cones are civen by Gonidou  in Ref.    b      It  is clear that the  method can be used well beyond 
the   largest  relative  incidence  of 0. 8  given  in t.ibenku tables and is   limited only by the  vortical 
singularity  lifting off the  surface  (provided that  .he flow  is  still comcally  subsonic).     Typical com- 
puter times un a CDC  3b00 for a  grid of   faß = n/<2   and    A£  =   1/10    involving about  5ÜÜ downstream 
steps  range from 1/2 to  1   hour  (Ref.    8). 

Morctti (Ref.   b) has indepi-idently j^iven a similar method for circular cones.     The 
flow field  is oDtained as the asymptotic  st-ige of a three-dirrensional flow  computed,   in a  spherical 
frame  of  reference,   by means  of a finite difference technique associated with a method of charac- 
teristics on the  shock and body.     For a given case (i. e. ,   given  incidence) the  initial  shocK is chosen 
as an ellipse whose  sha/u   is determined iteratively from the  -ippropriate    a   =  0    solution and inte- 
grations of the equations in the plane of symmetry.    Again about 500 downstream steps yield a good 
solution and take about 1/2 hour on an IBM 3b0/5U.    Figure 7 compares the surface pressure distri- 
butions for a given case,   MQQ  = 7,   9C   =  10°,   a/6c  = 1/2,   obtained  using the  Babenko,   BVLR,   method 
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(17 x 21 meih) and McretU's method (11x7 mesh).     The dilferences are very small,   leas than 
lj%,  and are likely due to the different mesh sizes used. 

The most recent method,   for general conical bodies,   is that due to D    J.   Jones 
(Ref.   7) who aolves the elliptic equations by iteration      Like Babenko and Moretli,   Jones uses a 
grid formed by equally spaced meridional planes («0 = constant) and equally spaced ooints between 
cone surface and shock.     The »Lock shape (tan 6s)'   represented by a Fourier cosine series 
Fo + Fi cos <p • . .   + Fjy^ to» trtP ,   enables conditions at the outer boundary to be determined.    Cir- 
cumferential derivatives are approximated by a finite difference scheme and the   resulting coupled 
ordinary differential equations are numerically integrated u.ward to the mesh points closest to, 
but not on,  the body.     Conditions on the body surface needed for the iteration process,   specifically 
the normal velocity component, are obtained by extrapolation.    This iterative procedure,   used to 
minimize the sum of the  square» of the  residual normal velocities on the body with respect to the 
Fm's   defining the  shock shape,   is a modification of the generalized least squares method and is 
due to Powell (Ref.   33). 

■ 

i. 

Jones uses for the starting point of all his calculations the known shock shape about 
a circular cone at zero incidence,  i. e. ,  FQ   known and   Fm = 0,    m >  0     Then,   for the circular 
cone case,  he uses a small incidence step   aj  - 0. 01 9C   and iterates to find the   Fnv     The flow 
for   02 = 0. 1 6C   is next found with first approximations for the   Fm   obtained by extrapolation. 
Iteration reduces the square» of the residual normal velocities to an acceptable minimum,  pro- 
duces a new set of   Fm   and solves the flow field.     Th* calculations can be continued in steps of 
say 0. 1 8C    until the vortical singularity leaves the  surface and approaches the first mesh point 
from the body in the plane  ip - it, or the flow field becomes comcally mixed.    The method is gen- 
eral and it is easily possible to perturb the body shape rather than,  or in addition to,   alt   ude. 

Final surface conditions for each case are found from the extrapolated pressures, 
conditions at the saddle point of attachment and the condition o.' constant entropy.    Table 1 gives 
a comparison of the Jones method with Babenko and shows excellent agreement of shock shape 
(and hence the outer part of the flow field) and only small differences,   less than £%,  on the surface, 
even though the mesh used by Jones in this case has twice the spacings used by Babenko.     The com- 
puter time per case on an IBM 360/50 for the Jones method is typically between ^ and 3 minutes 
(the time increasing as trie incidence increases),   a dramatic reduction when compared with the 
other methods. 

Figures 8 and 9 show a comparison of the Jones method with the present experimental 
results for the 12^    and S   conrs,  respectively,  at Mach numbers of 1. 80 and 4. 25 and for a rela- 
tive incidence of unity.    The results for   MJJ, = 4. 25   have been shifted up one unit for clarity.    For 
the 1 ij    cone cases,  where the relative influence of viscosity at these high Reynolds numbers is 
■ mall, the agreement is very good.    The scatter of the experimental results for the 5    cone is 
much greater due to the much smaller pressure differences that have to be measured,  but again 
the agreement with the Jones calculation at   M = 4. 25   is very good.    Difficulties were experienced 
with the numerical flow field calculations for the other case given on Fig.   9,  namely   MQQ = 1. 80, 
9C = 5  , due to the shock wave being very close to a Mach wave.    For such cases 
[(Mco^ -  1)*/^ sin 9C « 1]   it would be more appropriate to represent the shock wave shape as a 
Fourier cosine series in angle about the wind axis rather than the cone axis. 

From the above survey it is clear that we ha.e available powerful numerical methods 
for solving the flow field about cones inclined to an inviscid supersonic stream,  up to relative in- 
cidences where the vortical singularity lilts off the surface (w 1. 2 to 1.3 for the present cases) or 
where the flow becomes conu-allv mixed      It still remains to define these limits in terms of Mach 
number and cone angle and to extend the methods beyond them     Such extensions to higher relative 
incidence are however of limited practical importance since the effects of viscosity will already 
have become important in the further development of the flow field. 

4.    The Flow with Viscosity 

The present experimental results,  together with those of a related investigation al- 
ready reported by the author in Ref.   14, will be used to describe the effectu of viscosity on the 
supersonic flow about slender circular cones. 

4. 1     Overall Effects 

The overall effects of viscosity on the normal force chaiacteristics of the 5   cone 
are illustrated in Fig.   10, which shows both balance and integrated pressure results up to a very 
large relative incidence of almost 6.    The normal force slopes near   a = 0   are not much affected 
and are slightly greater than given by the Stone theory (it is estimated that   (6*/x)/6c «a  1.8%  and 
3. 3%   for   MQQ = 1.8   and   4.25,  respectively).     It can be seen,  however,  that significant nonlinear 
lift is generated above a relative incidence of about 1^ due to flow separation.    Initially the mag- 
nitude of this nonlinear lift increases more rapidly with   a/6c   at the higher Mach number.    This 
is due to the development of mixed flow conditions and internal shock wave« causing earlier (in 
terms of   (P) separation with a stronger vortex system.    At the lower Mach number,   1. 8,  conditions 
near the surface are conically subsonic (Figs.   9,   12 and 13) and above a certain relative incidence, 
about 3. 1,  the vortex system becomes unstable and asymmetric,  generating appreciable side force. 

.«..   *.. /, ..,,. 
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At Mach number 4. IS,   with mixed flow conditions and separation produced by internal    hock waves, 
no such asymmetry was pr . sent 

The excellent agreement betweer  the integrated pressures and balance med aurements, 
together with extensive flow visualizaion and center o{ pressure measurements not presented h«Te, 
establish the comcity and symmetry of the flow up to   CI(/6C  =  3   which is beyond the maximum rel- 
ative incidence of the remainder of the results discussed below. 

4. Z      The Surface Pressure Distribution and Separation 

The development of the pressure distribution with incidence can be followed from 
Figs.   9,   12 and li.    At small relative incidence (a /8C    smaller than about 0. 6 for the present 
tests) the surface pressure gradient »s favorable (roughly proportional to   sin o),  the external 
streamlines do not havr. an inflection point,  and the boundary layer grows in a regular manner 
from the windward to the  leeward generator.    Only very small crossflows are developed in the 
boundary layer.    With increase of incidence tile pressure gradiert first becomes adverse  near the 
leeward generator.     The relative incidence at which 

which might be said to define the minimum relative incidence for separation,   (0/9c)a,   can be ap- 
proximately calculated from the velocity components ^.iven in the Sims tables (Ref    13) and is shown 
on Fig.   II.*   It has the correct slender body value of 0. 5 for small values of the similarity param- 
eter,   Ptn 8in8c,  tut is not  reliably estimated for hypersonic conditions [and large   (Q/9c)a].     Ex- 
amination of the numerical inviscid flow field solutions will have to be made to define this relative 
incidence   (Cl(/6c)a   accurately at large   PQQ sin 6C. 

As the relative incidence exceeds   (Q/Öc)a   the point of minimum pressure moves 
rapidly around the cone.     Notice,   from Fig.   9,  that this point has moved from   £  = 180°   to about 
(Q-liOr   for a relative incidence charge from,   say,   0. 6 to 1.0      At the pressure mm  -num the ex- 
ternal streamlines have an inflection point and beyond this angle the boundary layer encounters 
an adverse pressure gradient and thickens rapidly.     The crossflow within the boundary layer is 
first reduced and then reversed by the adverse pressure gradient until the limiting streamlines 
very close to the surface are turned along a generator of the cone (uls = 0   at   IP -<0ai  = 168°   for 
a/6c  = 1    on Fig.   9).     At the same time,  the boundary layer thickness on the leeward generator 
is reduced due to the draining away of low energy fluid toward thj pressurp minima.     The stream- 
lines of this boundary layer growing away from the leeward generator pass under the separated 
outer boundary layer coming from the windward side ol the cone and form    two symmetrically dis- 
posed lobes of vortical fluid on either side of the leeward generator.     However,  there is no general 
eruption oi vortical fluid from the cone surface and at high Reynolds number these lobes are  still 
thin compared,   say,  to the local cone radius. 

At still larger relative incidence (Figs.   12 and 13) the adverse pressure gradierl fol- 
lowing the pressure minimum intensifies and primary separation angle   (pgi    occurs much earlier, 
Fig.   14.     Between the circumferential angles for which   u)s    is zero there is a plateau of essen- 
tially constant pressure followed by a second pronounced pressure minimum and finally a recom- 
pression to zero pressure gradient at the leeward generator.     We shall see below that,   under these 
conditions, the scale of separated flow is more extensive and the shear layers roll up to form a 
pair of symmetrically disposed vortices close to the cone  surface (Fig.   19,  for example).     The 
second pressure minima at   *p = 180 +_ 14°,  produced by these vortices,   also causes a marked thin- 
ning of the boundary layer and a very strong outflow away from the leeward generator.    Secondary 
separation of this leeward boundary layer also occurs in the neighborhood of   <p   = iPg?   -  1 59 
(Figs.   12,   13,   15 and 16).     Many of these flow features are qualitatively similar to the laminar 
boundary layer separation about cir« ular cones at   low speeds discussed in Ref.   17. 

At the higher Mach number,    MQQ = 4. 25,   mixed flow conditions are present at 
a I8C  = 2. 1   and   2. 5  and the  sharp pressure rise following the first pressure minimum i •-■ caused 
by internal shock waves.     As expected,  th« development of mixed flow conditions with internal 
shock waves causes much earlier separation as can be seen from Fig.   14 where flow visualization 
measuroments of   (Osi    are given for 5    and 12^    cones. 

4. 3      The Surface Shear Stress 

The surface shear stress directions (that is the direction of the limiting streamlines 
at the base of the boundary layer flow) have been measured by oil streak flow visualization and are 

It is perhaps worth noting that a rough estimate for the  jelative incidence at which the vor 
tical singularity lifts off the surface is given by   Z(a/0   ) 
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givn,   for various  relative incidences,   in Figs.    15 and  It).     Data measured at two lengthwise posi- 
tions    x/L =  0. bb   and 0. oi,   are given at the  largest  relative incidence,   and within the  scatter, 
show no  systitnatic  influence of  lengthwise  location.     For all comcally subsonic  cases the  limiting 
streamline directions are  reduced  smoothly to zero (separatioi.) by the adverse pressure  gradient 
but,   with internal shocks  present,   the boundary  layer  cross flow near the  wall is  reversed,   and 
separation is produced,   extremely  rapidly       The  large boundary  layer outflows from the  leeward 
generator under the vortex core and the subsequent secondary  separation are also shown 

The magnitude of the  local skin friction coefficient,   determined from the   Preston 
surface pilot tube measurements,   are shown in Figs     17 and 18 for Mach numbers 1. 8 and 4. 25, 
respectively.     It was noted earlier that the Preston tubes were aligned against the  surface  stream- 
lines for each circumferential angle.    Alsi   ,.he assumption is made in reducing the data that the 
two-dimensional calibration of these tubes (Ref.   20) applies,   that is,   in effect,   that the boundary 
layer crogsflows are  small.    The turbulent boundary layer results in Ref    14 show that this condi- 
tion will be satisfied except perhaps near primary separation 

For a relative incidence of about uni'y the magnitude of the local skin friction coeffi- 
cient decreases smo^'hly to a minimum but finite value at separation and at the leeward generator 
has a value that is clote to the zero incidence skin friction coefficient. At Q/6c = 2. 1 there are 
minima at both primary and secondary separations and very high values due to the strong outflow, 
near the leeward generator. It should be noted, however, that while the actual surface shear 
stress (T w = Cfe 0.7 pe Me^) on the lee ward generator exceeds that on the windward generator for 
M( = 1. 80, the reverse is true for Mgo = 4 ZS due to the low density on the leeward side in this 
latter case.     In fact. 

(T w'180 =   1. 11  (T    )„      for     M, 1. 80,  a/e    =2  12 

whilt 

^Jl80  =  0t>5(Tw>0 for M      = 4. 25, uo a/e 2   10 

4.4      The External Flow 

Measurements of the  symmetrical e^iernal flow field were  made,   using the  flow field 
probes,   up to rela: ive incidences of 2. 5.     Attemp' s to  measure a symmet nc  conditions at    M,^  =  1.8 
and   a/6C   = 4    were frustrated by insufficient heiiht adjustment on the probe  support  and by unsteady 
conditions (perhaps  vortex bursting). 

Pilot pressure contours (i. e. ,   lines of constant  values of the  ratio of local pitot pres- 
sure divided by pitot pressure of the undisturbed uniform stream) have been constructed from sur- 
veys made at various probe heights and are shown in Figs.   19 and 20 for Mach numbers  1   80 and 
4. 25.     The probe pitot pressures have been corrected for the measured  local flow angularities 
Notice that while th^ probe head size seems rati.er large,   representing about 2. 9° of circumfer- 
ential angle,   the pitot tube opening is only  1/10 of this and so the   iteep pitot pressure  gradients 
are readily measured. 

For moderate  relative incidence,  Ql/Öc  =  1.01  and 1   26,  the contours  show the lobes 
of vortical fluid accumulating near the  leeward generator,  the maximum thickness occurring some 
distance downstream (larger   «3) of where  the  windward boundary layer has  separated (uJs  = 0)      At 
the larger relative incidences the centerline of the separating shear layer (indicated by a dash-dct 
line) can be seen starting from the primary separation angle   (Psl    (approximately tangentially) and 
merging into th^ well-defined but rather extensive vortex core.     The boundary layer near the lee- 
ward generator and  under the vortex core  is too thin to be penetrated by the  present probes but the 
lobe of vortical fluid from it can be seen,   for    a/6C   =  2. 5,   just beyond the  secondary  separation 
angle   <0sp       ^ is noted that fluid of high total pressure flows down onto the  leeward generator  (form- 
ing an attachment line there) and out under the vortex core.     For the comcally mixed flow case, 
K/1       = 4. 25.    a /Öt   -  2. 44,   shown in ''ig.   20,   the position of the  internal shock wave  is also shown 

Figuie  22  shows an example of the circumferential distribution of_the transverse com- 
ponents of Mach number and flow  direction at a height above 'he cone surface (h  =  0. 212) slightly 
in excess of the center of the vortex core  (h = 0   205)       Rapid ' hanges of these quantities through 
the  separated shec>r  layer (indicated as SSL on the figure) and near the vortex core     VC,   are shown, 
together sMth the  strong downfluw near the leeward generator.     It is interesting to compare the 
vortex cone heights with those  given (u r  low  speed flow  with  laminar  separation in Ref.    17      From 
Fig    21   it can ^e  seen that the  vortex cures occur at  very nearly the  same circumferential position 
but are  nearer the  cone   surface,   at a given   a/9l ,   for the present  results  involving  higher Mach 
number and turbulent   separation      This  is  partly due,   of course,   to the  much  later  separation 
positions 

The  st r!.   Im e  ol  the extern.» I  f low  whu h erne rge s from the  present  high Reym Ids 
number measur-ments at  large   relative  incidence,   with its well-defined symmetrical  vorlues and 
high  skin friction coefficient near the   leeward generator  (Fig     23),   contrasts  strongly  with Tracy's 
measurements  (Ref      '.i) taken  at much  lower  Reynolds   numbers  (RLoy   "   ^   r' - 4   2 x   lüc,)with lam- 
inar boundary  layers     His  results  show  only a  single massive  lobe ulvortic.'.l fluid above the  leewaid 
gene rato r 
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Based on high Reynolds number measurements on the surface and in the external flow 
lield abo"e yawed S0 and I i^u semianple cones, at Mach numbers of 1 80 and 4 ic>, it is concluded 
that: 

(a) Numerical methods (such as that proposed by D.   J.   Jones,   Ref     7) for the  solu- 
tion of the unseparated invtai id supcrüor.ic flov.  about yawed circulai   cones give an excellent p-e- 
diction of the flow  up to moderate  relative  incidence (say   a/9c <   1    2)      Such methods are  presently 
restricted to comcally subsonic flow  and to relative incidences below  those  resulting in liftoff of 
the  vortical  singularity      The boundaries defining the onset of mixed flow conditions and/or the 
Lftoff of the  vortical  singularity need to be calculated 

(b) The development of the  viscous fiow and separation about circular cones,   with 
increasing  relative  incidence,   is a  gradual,   progressive,   steady and essentially conical process 
involving the formation of  symmetrically disposed  lobes of vortical  fluid (0. 8 <   Q(/6C < about  1    5) 
which develop into vortices and which remain comparatively close to the cone  surface on either 
side of and near,   the leeward generator      At high Reynolds numbers there  is no general eruption 
of vortical fluid from the cone  surface  which would cause  sudden changes to the external inviscid 
flow. 

(c )    The construction of an  inviscid flow model with free  vortex sheets,   similar to the 
corresponding slender delta-wing case,   is needed to describe the  flow at large  relative incidence 
(a /'9C  > about  1. 5). 
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Table 1.       Babenko-Jones Comparison:    M 7, 6 = 25 , a = 15 , y r 1. 
c ' 

o 
9 

Surface Value s Shock W ave Shape       i 

UJ UB PJ PB (tan d^j (tane8)B 

0 1. 5203 1. 5202 2. 3817 2. 3822 0. 56 54 0. 5656     j 
22. 5 1. 5299 1. 5299 2. 2471 2. 2474 0. 5665 0. 5b67 
45 1. 5583 1. 5585 i. 8897 1. 8896 0. 5698 0. 5699     1 
67. 5 1. 6033 1. 6042 1. 4249 1. 4242 0. 5752 0. 57 52 
90 1.6609 1.6633 0. 9775 0. 9768 0. 5820 0. 5820 

112. 5 1. 7258 1.7305 0. 6314 0. 6312 0. 5883 0. 5884 
135 1. 7906 1.7976 0.4138 0. 4149 0. 5906 0. 5902 
157. 5 1. 842 3 1. 8509 0. 3207 0. 3203 0. 5818 0. 5816 
180 1. 8647 1.8646 0. 3025 0. 3025 0. 5734 0. 5734 

Mesh Size: Babenko; Ap = 1 1. 25 , A( = 0. 05 
Jones; Ap = 22. r'0, A^ = 0. 1 

1 
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Fig.   10.    Normal Force Characteristics: 
5° Cone 
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around a 5° Cone at a Relative Incidence 
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30MMAIRE 

Le   m^noire   rend   compte   des   resultats   theoriques   et   experimentaux 

obtenus   ä   la   suite   d'essais   effectuea   dans   une   soufflerie   a   rafales 

(M  ■  7   ,   Re   ■   110000/cm  et   35000/cm)   J'ur.e   part,   et   dans   une   soufflerie 

i   choc»   i   haute   enthalpie   d'arret   {M   ■   9   ,   Re   »   12000/cm)   d'autre   part, 

CD   VUä   de   determiner   les   caracteres   de   1'ecoulement   autour   d'un   cone   de 

deni- angle   9°   . 

L'fitude   de   1'6cou]ement   parietal   a  etc   realisöe   par   des   mesures 

de   pression   atatique   et   de   Jensite   de   flux   de   chaleur   convectee   et   par 

les   visualisations   des   lignes   de   courant.   Un   rtecollement   est   rais   en   evi- 

dence   dans   la  region   j.a moins   exposce   au   vent   pour   des   incidences   tros 

inferieurea   au  demi-angle.   La   couche   limite   non   decollee   reste   partout 

laminaire   pour   Re   ■   25000/cm  et   12000/cm  alors   que,   pour   Re   ■   110000/cm, 

la  transition   entraine   un   recollement   turbulent. 

En   ce   qui   concerne   l'ccoulement   e/terieur,   des   explorations   ä   la 

sende   de   Pitot   ont   permis   d'obtenir   la   forme   de   l'onde   de   choc   pour 

difffrente»   incidences   et   de   localiser   les   dsux  tourbillons   d'apex. 

Dans   le   present   memoire,   figurent   des   resultats   conatituant   une   part'.e 

d«»  theses   de   Doctorat   d'Etat  qui   seront   soutenues  par  M.   0.   Guffroy 

(en   ce   qui   concerne   la  th^orie^   et   M.   J.   Marcillat   (en   ce   qui   concerne 

les  easaie   dans   la   soufflerie  4   rafales). 
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K 
Pr 
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r 

Re 

T 

function   de   Chapnan -Rubfsin 

enthalpie   d'Tret 

incid '■nee 

coefficient   de   conductivite 
therraiiue 

norr.bfe   de   'lach 

pression   statiiue 

pression   d'arret    (Pitot) 

nombre   de   Prandtl 

densite   de   flux   de   chaleur 

coordonnee  normale 
a   1'axe   du   cone 

nombre   de   Reynolds 

temperatur"   statique 

temperature   de   frcttement 

composante   de   vitease 
longitudinale 

an^le d'une liijne de 
courant parietale nt 
d'une   (jeneratrice 

composante   de   vitesse 
transversale 

abscisse   le   long   du   cone 
(a   partir   du   sommet) 

ordonnee   normale   .1   la 
surface   du   cöne 

(8) 
masse   specificjue 

variable   sans   diBenaion' 

demi -angle   au   sommet   du   cone 

an^le   d'az imut 

coefficient   de   viscosite 

P 

a 

conditions   reservoir 

conditions   en   umont   de 
1 ' ond<»   de   choc 

conditions   imnediatenent 
en   aval   Je   l'onde   de   choc 

conditions   ä   la   fronti^-re 
de   is.   couche   linite 

conditions   ä   la  paroi   du   cone 

conditions   sur   la   lirne 
de   decollenent 

conditions   a   la  temperature 
de   reference 
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1.   INTRODUCTIOri 

Une   etuile   exporimentale   a  et6   conduite   en  vue   fie   determiner   les 
caracteres   principaux   de   1'ecouloment   autour   d'un   cone   en   derapage,   en   par- 
ticulier   dans   la   couche   limite.   Les   mesures   effectuces   concernent   la   dis- 
tribution   de   la   pression  ä  la   surface   du   cone   ainsi   que   celle   de   la   densi- 
te   de   flux   de   chaleur   convectee. 

Dans   le   but   d'etudier   1'influence   du   nombre   de   Reynolds   sur   les 
caracteres   de   1'ecoulement   ainsi   que,   dans   une   certaine  mesure,   celui   de 
1'enthalpie   d'arretv    les  essais   ont   ete   effectues,   d'une  part   dans   une   souf- 
flerie   hypersonique   "froide"   oü   la  temperature   d'arret   de   1'ecoulement   est 
suffiaamment   elevee   pour  eviter   la  1iqutfact ion   et,   d'autre   part,   dans   une 
soufflerie   a   chocs   ä   haute   enthalpie   d'arret. 

Dane   la  soufflerie  hypersonique ,   des   explorations   ä   la   sonde   de 
Pitot,   effectuees   pour   certaines   incidences,   ont   permis   d'obtenir   avec   pre- 
cision   la   forme   de   l'onde   de   choc   et   de   localiaer   les   tourbillons   d'apex. 
La  configuration   de   1' ecouletnent   ä   la  paroi   (forme   des   li^nes   de   courant 
parietales,   delimitation   des   regions   soparees,   transition)   a  pu  etre   deter-- 
minee   grace   a   des   vieualisations   complementaires   obtenues   par   la  methode 
du   film   d'huile. 

Les   mesures,   en  particulier   celles   effectuees   dans   le   plan   de 
symetrie   de   1'ecoulement,   ont  ete   confrontees   avec   la  theorie,   1'ccoule- 
ment   dans   la   couche   limite   supposee   laminaire   etant   determine   a   I1aide 
d'une   methode   de   calcul   precedemment   mise   au  point  et  exrosee   dans   un 
pr^cldent   memoire   (l). 

Les   essais   ont   ete   effectues   avec   If   concours,   dans   la   soufflerie 
k  rafales,   de   MM.   R.   Guillaume   et   L.   Galles  et,   dans   la  soufflerie   ä   choc, 
de  MM.   J.P.   Guibergia  et  R.   Marmey. 

Les   resultats  obtenus   dans   la   soufflerie   ä  rafales   sont   extraits 
d'une   etude   effectuee   au titre   d'une   collaboration   confiee   '1   l'Institut   de 
Mecanique   des   Fluides   de  Marseille   par   1'Office   National   d'Ctudes   et   Re- 
cherches   Aerospatiales.   Ceux  obtenus   dans   la   soufflerie   ä   chocs   sont   ex- 
traits   d'une   etude   ^ui   a  fait   1'objet   d'un   contrat   de   recherches   confie   ä 
l'Institut   de   Mecanique   des  Fluides   par   la  Direction  des  Recherches   et 
Moyens   d'Essais   (Direction   des  etudes   techniques). 

2.    C0WDITI0H3   DES   ESSAIS   KT   T"CH-liqUES   DE   ME3URE 

2.1.   Soufflerie   a   rafales 

2.1.1.   Conditions   des   essais 

Les   essais   ont,   ete   effectues   dans   la   soufflerie   hypersonique   ä 
rafales   de   l'I.M.F.M.    dans   les   conditions   suivantes   : 

Pression   generatrice        23.09   bars   (respectivement   5.l6   bars) 
Temperature   generatrice    :    600   0K 
Diametre   de   la   section   d'essai        20   cm 
Sombre   de   Mach       6.95   (respectivement   6.67) 
Sombre   de   Reynolds   par   cm        110000   (respectiveraent    (25000) 
Temperature   initiale   de   la  maquette        295   CK 

2.1.2.   Techniques   de   mssure   et   maquette 

La  maquette   utilisee   est   un   cone   circulaire,   de   demi-angle   au   som- 
met   9°   .   Elle   est   equipee   de   l8   pastilles   calnrimetriques   dejä   decrites    (2) 
destinces   aux   mesures   de   densite   de   flux   dc   chaleur  et   rogulierement   rcpar- 
ties   le   long   d'une   generatrice,   la   premiere   etant   5   55  mm   du   sommet.   Les 
visualisations   de   1'ecoulement   parietal   ont   ete   realisees   en   deposant   le 
long   de   paralleles,   ä   differentes   distances   du   sommet,   le   1'huile   en   couche 
tr3s   mince,   puis   en   developpant   la   surface   du   cone   apros   la   rafale. 
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2,2.   Soufflerie   ä   chocs 

2.2.1.   Conditions   des   essais 

Les   experiences   i.   enthalpie   d'arret   elev^e   ont   6te   realisees 
dans   la  soufflerie   ä   chocs   TC   3   de   l'I.H.F.M.   dans   les   conditions  enumS- 
rees   ci-der-sous   ; 

Gaz   d'essai   :    azote 
Gaz   moteur        hydrogJne 
Wombre   de   Mach   du   choc   incident   (tube   a   chocs) 
Pression   reservoir   :   290 bars 
Temperature   reservoir   :   1*000   0K 
.lombre   de   Mach   de   l'ecoulement   libre   :   8.9 
Nombre   de   Reynolds   par   cm  de   l'Sooulement   libre 
Duree   de   rafale        3   millisecondes 

12000/cm 

2.2.2,   Techniques   de   mesure   et   maquette 

Des   mesures   de   pression  et   de   flux   de   chaleur ont  etc   effectuees 
ä   la  paroi  d' un   cone,   de   demi-angle   au   sommet   9°,   place a   des   incidences 
comprises  entre   lo30   et   9°   . 

La  pressior.   cBt   mesurSe  ä   l'aide   de   capteurs   piezoelectriques (3) 
places  dans   la  maquette   et   prealablement   etalonnes   dans un   tube  ä   chocs 
auxiliaire.   Quant   au   flux   de   chaleur,   il   est   mesure   par des   sondes   thermo- 
metriques  ä   film  de   platine. 

3.    ETUDE   DE   L'ECOULEME'iT   PARIETAL 

3 i1.   Pression   statique 

La   distribution   de   la  pression   determinee   dans   les   differents   cas 
d'ecoulenent   est   representee   sur  les   figures   la   ,   lb   ,   1c   .   Las  valeurs 
moyennes   de   p/p^   relevees   le   long  de   chaque   generatriee   varient   reguliere- 
ment   en   fonction   de   I'azimat. 

Comrae   il   etait   aisement  previsible,   les   rapports   de  pression   pour 
^ ■   »/2   sont   voisins   de   ceux   correspondant   ä   l'incidence   nulle.   II   faut 

egalement   noter,   dans   le   cas   de   la  soufflerie   ^   rufales   (Fig.   lb   et   1c),   un 
minimum  de  pression   atteint   pour     t <   »   aux   incidences   les   plus   fortes. 

Pour  effectuer   une   comparaison   entre   les   figures   lb  et   14,   il   faut 
tenir   compte,   d'une   part   de   1'außmentation   de   l'epaisseur   de   deplacement   sur 
1'obstacle,   d'autre   part,   de   la  variation   du   nombre   a«   Mach   de   l'ecoulement 
(probablement   due   a   la   couche   liraite   de   la   tuyere). 

L'effet   du  nombre   de   Reynolds   ne   devient   important   qa'aux   fortes 
incidences  et   dans   la   region   la  raoins   exposöe   au   vent.   En   particulier,   pour 
i   ■   20°,   le   rapport   p/p     passe   de   la  valeur   0.76   au  nombre   de   Reynolds 
110000/cm  ä   la  valeur   1.11   au  nombre   de   Reynolds   25000/cm. 

.2.    Lignes   de   courant   parietales   (methode   du   film   d'huile) 

3.2.1.   Etude   a   M     «   6.35    ,   Re      "   110000/cm 

Les   spectres   de   l'ecoulement   parietal,   pour   quatre   configurations 
caracteristiques   suivant   la   valeur   de   l'incidence,   sont   reproduits   sur   la 
figure  2.   A   l'incidence   2°   ,   aucun   decollement   n'est   observe.   II   faut   cepen- 
dant   noter  que,   si   la   repartition  azimutale   du   frottcment   presente   sur   f »   » 
un   minimum pres   de   la  pointe,   eile   est   miximale   sur   cette   generatriee   vers 
I'extremitS   de   la  naq^ette. 

Pour   les   incidences   superieures   et   jusqu'au   demi-angle   du   cone, 
on   observe  un   leger   decollement   tridimensionnel   dans   une   zone  etroite   et 
fermee  entourant   la   generatriee   la  moins   exposee   au   vent.   Cette   zone,   d'abord 
confinee   au   veisinage   du   soramet   iu  cone   aux   faibles   incidences   (Fig.   2b) 
gagne   de   l'etcndue   vers   l'aval   lorsque   l'incidence   croit   (Fig.   2c). 
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Pour   i   >   10°   ,   la   frontiere   de   la  zone   de   d6collement   est   bien 
marquee   par   1' accumulation   d'huile   lo   lone  de   deux   generatrices   symetriiiueB 
par   rapport   au   demi-plan     f  ■   n   ,   Une   region  d'ecoulement   faiblement   diver- 
gent   apparait   egalement   au  voisinage   de      f "   w   ,   limitee   par   deux   genera- 
trices   symetriques,   lignes   d'accumulation   d'huile,   mettant   en   Evidence   un 
decollemenfc   secondaire   (Fig.   2d).    Ofctte   configuration   de   l'^coulement   est 
liee   ä   la  presence   de   deux  tourbillons   d' apex  dont   I'etude   sera  priicisSe 
plus   loin. 

3.2.2.    Etude   ä   M 6.67 Re 25000/cm 

Le   frottement   parietal   etant   plus   faible   que   dans   le   cas   prece- 
dent,   les   visualisations   sont   un   peu  moins  nettes.   L'interpretation   des 
spectres   est   delicate,   en   particulier   pour   les   incidences   faibles   (Fig.3a). 
On   constate   bien   iue  1'huile   se   trouve   trds  peu entraince   lorsque   I'inci- 
dence   est   inferieure  ä   3°   ,   au  voisinage   de     f ■   n   ,   mais   il   est   difficile 
de   distinguer   s'il  y  a  ou non   decollement.   Par  eontre,   aux   incidences   supe- 
rieures   a   3°   ,   on   distingue   tres  bien   un   decollement   (Fig.   3b).   La   region 
decollee   est   nettement   delimitee   par   deux   generatrices   symetrxques   par  rap- 
port   a     f   "   ■"   1   ces  generatrices   etant   des   ligoes   d' accumulation   d'huile 
pour   let   fortes   incidences   (Fig.   3c   et   3d). 

Les   figures  2   et   3,   ainsi   que   la   figure   1*   oil   sont   reproduits  pour 
i   ■   7°   et   i   ■   11°  les   spectres   obtenus   pour  Re_ ■   110000/cm   et   Re     ■   25000/cm, 
montreut   que   la   couche   limite   est,   ä   une   incidence   donnee,   decollee   sur  une 
plus   grande   longueur  au   nombre   de   Reynolds   le  plus  bas   et,   dans   ce   cas,   aucun 
decollement   n'est  observe   sur   la  maquette. 

3.2.3.   Etude   du  decollement 

La 
de decollemen 
t ion de 1'inc 
presentees, d 
dence voisine 
de laquelle d 
supposant du 
des incidence 
lenient devien 
correspond ä 
culaire place 
mentionne par 

figure   5  rend   compte   de   1'evo 
t   de  part   et   d'autre   du   plan 
idence  et   pour   les   deux   nombr 
istinctes   aux   faibles   inciden 

de  705  qui   correspond   approx 
ifferents   auteurs   ont   prevu   1 
au   seil  effet   du   gradient   de 
s   superieures   ä   1U0   environ, 
t   independant   de   1   incidence, 
l'azimut   de   la   gu-neratrice   de 

ä   une   incidence   correspondan 
Avdoulevsky   et   Miedviediev   ( 

lution  de   l'azimut   des   generatrices 
de   symetrie   de   1'ecoulement   en   fenc- 
es  de  Reynolds.   Les   deux   courbes 
ces,   se   confondent   pour   une   inci- 
imativement   ä   1'incidence   ä  partir 
'apparition   du   decollement   en   le 
pression   transversal   (lt)(5).   Pour 
l'azimut   des   generatrices   de   decol- 

De  plus,   la   valeur   limite   atteinte 
decollement   sur   un   cylindre  cir- 

te.   Ce   resultat   remarquable   a ete 
k). 

D'apr&s   ces  meraes   auteurs,   il   n'est   pas   necessaire,   pour   qu'il  y 
ait   dicollement,   que  le   frottement   soit   nul  et   qu'il   existe   une   surface   de 
courant   ayant   la  ligne   de   decollement   en   coramun   avec   la   surface   de   1'obs- 
tacle.    II   suffit   que   les   lignes   de   courant   pirietales   admettent   une   enve- 
loppe   passant,   soit  par   un   point   oü   le   frottement   est   nul,   soit   par   un 
point   singulier   de   la  surface   (ce   sera   icl   le   sommet   du   cone). 

Le   profil  de   la   composante   de   la   vitesse   normale   ä   la  ligne   de 
decollement   presente  alors   un   point   d'inflexion   dont   la   presence   peut   en- 
trainer   1'instabilite   de   la   couche   limite   susceptible   de   provoquer   la  tran- 
sition   et   un   recollement   turbulent.   Une   tel'.e   interpretation   se   trouve 
confirmee   aux   incidences   inferieureo   au   demi-angle,   pour   Re     ■   110000/cm, 
par   l'aspect   des  trainees   de   films   d'huile   dont   la   lonjueur   est   evidemment 
fonction   du   frottement   ä   la   paroi. 

3.3.   Flux   de   chaleur  convectee   parietal   dans   le  plan   de   symetrie 

3.3.1.   Hgsultats  experimentaux 
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En   ce   qui   concerne  pi  »  particuli^rement   la  genfiratrice     t ■   " 
au nombre   de   Reynolds   le   plus   fort,   la  figure   9   montre   (iue.  pour  une   in- 
cidence   positive   donnee,   le   flu    le   chaleur,   en   fonction  du nombre   de 
Reynolds   local   Re      ,   passe  par  un  luiaimun.   La  valeur   de  Re     correspondant 
i ce  minimum  est   xde   l'ordre  de 2-10     pour   i  ■   105,   dScroItgavec  I1inci- 
dence  et   devient   sensiblenent   constante  et   de   l'ordre   de   10    pour   i   >   h05. 
AprÄs  ce   minimum,   une  remontie brutale   de   flux   de   chaleur est  observSe   qui 
semble   due   4   la   transition   dans   la   couche   limite   (6). 

3.3.2.   Caleul   theorique   en   couche   limite   laminaire   (paroi  isotherme) 

La   densite   de   flux  de   chaleur   convectee   ä   la  paroi   s'exprime   aise- 
aent  en   utilisant   la  methode  de  caleul  dSjÄ  exposge   par  ailleurs   qui   tient 
compte   de   la   composante   transversale   de   la  vitesse   (l). 

II   vient 

q I        e   He     e  _ M   ^   ^    l* \\ t 
ZTo      L«Pe ue % 0.      (1 * 3 ue .in e 3f  

3J     THTT— 
1*0 i»0 

0J  C  ■  -2—V—     est   la   fonction   de   Chapman-Rubesin   Svaluee  pour   1'enthalpie 
0   v e   o 

de  reference   donnee   par   Eckert   (7). 

Le   flux   de   chaleur  \   incidence   nulle   est   donne  par   : 

li-O  " 

(H   ) 
i-0 

H 

Pr ". -.». °L P- <£\. 
oü  S • ^j-  -   1 

o 
et 

dn 

n-0 

est lvalue ä partir de 1 ' integration d'un sys- 

n-0 
8-0 

täme  d'equations   differentielles  qui   se   deduit   du   Systeme  des   equations   aux 
derivees   partielles   de   l'6coulement   reel   par   application  des   transformations 
de  Mangier   et   Stewartson   et   apr^s   changement   de   variables   sur   le   Systeme 
transforme   en   vue   de   l'obtention   de   solutions   de   similitude   locale(8). 

L'enthalpie   de   frottement   H     peut   etre   calculee  4  partir   de   la 
temperature   statique   locale  en  evaluant   le   facteur   de   recuperation   r   ■   (Pr 

Les conditions locales de 1'ecouloment peuvent etre determinees 
ä l'aide de la methode B.V.L.R. (9) ou, pour une incidence faible, par la 
methode   de   Sims   (10)   derivee  de  celle   de   Kopal   (11). 

3.3.3. Discussion 

L'examen   des   figures  6,   7   et   8   montre   que   la  couche   limite   est 
laminaire   dans   tous   les   cas  pour     f  «   0   .   Sur   la   gincratrice      t "   »   >   le 
decollement   observe   parait   ne  pas   avoir   d'influen~e   notable   sur   le   flux 
de   chaleur  pour   Re^  ■   110000/cm.   L'effet   est   plus   net   pour  Re     «   25000/cm. 
Dans   ce   dernier   cas,   les   valeurs   experiment ales   sont   nettement   inferieures 
aux valeurs  theoriques. 

En ce 
la soufflerie ä 
posent. D'une p 
collement ainsi 
pression limite 
versale de vite 
l'enthalpie d'a 
d'huile n'ayant 
possible de con 
dont les result 
la  theorie  pour 

qui   concerne   le   decollement,   dans   le   cas   des   essais   dans 
chocs,   on   peut  observer   qu'il   y   a   deux   influences   qui   s'op- 

art,   la   faible  valeur   du   nombre   de   Reynolds   favorise   le   de- 
qu'il  vient  d'etre   constate.   D'autre   part,   le   gradient   de 
qui   correspond  au  decollement    (8)   et   la  composante   trans- 

sse   decroissant   avec   le   rapport   T   /T      ,   la valeur  elevSe   de 
rret   tend   ä   retarder   ce   decollement.      La methode   des   films 

pu  etre   appliquee   dans   la  sou/flerie   ä  chocs,   il  n'est   pas 
clure   en   utilisant   seulement   les   mesures   de   flux   de   chaleur 
ats   paraissent   cependant   en   bon   accord   avec   ceux   donnes   par 

une   couche   limite   laminaire   non   d^cöllee. 
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A partir   de   cette   valeur   critique   de   Re      ,   il   est   alors  possible 
de   prevoir   la  position   du   point   de   transition   ä   1   incidence   zero   dans   le 
cas   etudie.   Ce  point   devrait   se   trouver   legorement   en   aval   du   culot   de   la 
maquette . 

Stetson   et   Rushton   (13)   ont  etudiu   le   fhenomene   Je   transition 
sur   un   cone   de   derai-angle   8°   au  nombre   de  Mach   5.5   en   appliquant   ä  toute 
incidence   le   critdre   indique   plus   haut  pour   l'incidence   nulle. 

La  figure   10   montre   que   les   resultats  obtenus   pour   I'abscisse 
du  minimum  de   flux   de   chaleur,   notee  x^   et   rapportee   ü   (x^),..^   ,   sont   en 
bon   accord   avec   ceux   de   ces   auteurs. 

x     et   rapportee   ü   (x   ).s 

Toutefois,   il   resulte   de   la  presente  etude   que   1'interpretation 
des   observations   relatives   ä   ce   minimum   doit   tenir   comp'te   du   de collement 
et   du   recollement   eventuels   de   la   couche   limite. 

1».   ETUDE   DE  L'ECOULEMENT   EXTERIEUP 

'«.I.   Forme   de   l'onde   de   choc 

Sur la figure 11, sont representees les sections des surfaces de 
choc par un plan perpendiculaire ä 1 'axe du cone äx» 195 mm de la pointe 
(Re     "   in000/cm),   determinees   a   1'aide   d' exnloration      ä   la   Sonde   de   Pitot• 

II   faut   remarquer   que   1   onde   de   choc   subsiste   dans   la  region   la 
moins   exposee   au   vent   pour   des   incidences   le^orement   superieures   au  demi- 
angle   du   cone.   Ce   resuitat   avait   ete   obtenu   th^oriquement   par   Gonidou   (l1*). 
A   l'incidence   15°,   l'onde   de   choc   n'est   plus   une   surface   fermöe   et   xa   re- 
gion   la   moins  exposee   au   vent   est   en   detente   par   rapport   ä   l'ecoulement 
infin i   amont. 

II   est   facile   de   deduire   de   ces   resultats   la   variation   de   1'angle 
du  plan   tangent   a   la   surface   du   cone   en   fonction   de   l'azimut,   puis   1'inten- 

- - P     -   P 
lite   de   l'onde   de   choc   definie   par   le   rapport La   figure   12b   montre 

l'effet   de   l'incidence   et   de   l'azimut   sur   1' intensitc   de   l'onde   de   choc   et 
la   figure   12a  montre,   dans   le   cas   particulier   Je   1   incidence   5°,   unc   compa- 
raison   avec   la  courbe   theorique   donnce   par   Ooniriou.   Un   bon   accord  est   ob- 
serve   jusqu'a     f ■   120°    ;   1'ccart   Jevenant   encuite   important   en   raison   de 
l'effet   de   deplacement   du   au   decollenont   Jo   In   couche   limite. 

U.2.   Cas   d'une   forte   incidence    (i   »   20<: 

L'onde   de   choc   n'etant   plus   anc   surface   fernce   et   la   couche   li 
mite   etant   decollee,    il   est   important   d'etudier   plus   compl^tement   I'Jcou- 
lement   exterieur.    L'exanen   de   In   ri-'ure   13   nontre   que   1'on   peut   supposer 
l'onde   de   choc   conique    (13b)   et    que   l'effet   ^u   nombre    le   "eynolis   est   peu 
important   (13a).   Uno   representation   ennnode   est   fournie   par   le   trace   des 
courbes   d'egale   pression   d'arret   deteminces   expe r iir-nt alement   Jans   une 
section   nornale   ,\   : ' axe   du   cone   (Fi'-,.   1 ^   et   15).   On   distingue   ainsi   tres 
bien   la   surface   de   decollement   ainsi   que   l'allure   der.   tourbillons   1'apex. 
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5.   C0HCL03I0N 

Des   eesais   ont   6te   effectues   dans   une   soufflerie   hypersoniciue 
froide   et   dans   une   soufflerie   ä   chocs   ä   haute   enthalpie   d'arret   en   vue 
de   determiner   les   caract^res   principaux   de   1   ecoulement   autour   d' un   cone 
elance   en   derapage,   Les  mesures   ont   ete   effectuees,   non   seulement   ä   la 
paroi,   mais   egalement  entre   la   surface   du   cone   et   l'onde   de   choc.   L'effet 
du  nombre   de   Reynolds   a etf   etudie.   Los   essais  ont   perrais   de   deceler   1 ' ap- 
parition   de   la  transition   dans   la  couche   limite  air.si   que   celle   du   decol- 
lement.   La   localiaation  et   l'etendue   des   regions   separees   ont   ete   deter- 
aineasd'une   fa;on   precise. 

Lei   risultats  des   mesures   de   la   densite   de   flux   de   chaleur   convec- 
tee   ä   la  paroi   ont   itt   compares   avec   les   resultats   du   calcul   effectuf;   avec 
une   methode   theorique  valable   lorsque   la   couche   limite   tridimensionnelle 
est   laminaire. 

L'etude   experimentale   a  6t^   coraplStee   par  1'observation   visuelle 
de   l'6coulement   parietal   ä   l'aide   de   la  methode   des   films   d'huile. 

■■ —J^TfiaJ'il^j»».,       i 
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SUMMARY 

A theoretical analyaie le presented for the boundary-layer flov about a blunted  cone at  Ir.l- 
denoe to a hypersonic  stream.    The boundary-layer problem is formulated In terms of Btrea^ainc 
coordinates and the equations which re lult are  solved exactly by means of an  Implicit  finite-difference 
procedure.    Methode available for solving the three-dimensional  inviscld flov  field are examined and 
found to be  inefficient  relative to the present boundary-layer method.    A semi-empirical method for 
calculating the  inviscld surface pressure rapialy and accurately is presented  together with details 
of the corresponding streamline tracing procedure.    The method can account for changes  in the local 
inviscld pressure due to boundary layer displacement effects.    Converged solutions of the displace- 
ment pressure  interaction problem are obtained by coupling the boundary layer and  inviscld methods 
In a step-by-step iteration procedure.    The effects of displacement  interacti in are particularly im- 
portant on the leeward side.    The relationship between these effects and  incipient separation is dis- 
cussed . 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Symbols 

.s ^ 

c* s 

i 

k  (x) 

K 

M 
oo 

ri 

F 

Pr 

% 

r 

y 

z 

(X 

f 
s 

A* 

£ 

e 

"      1 X 

Specific heat at constant pressure (assumed constant) 

Speed of sound at stagnation point 

*i X 
c 

Metric for  lateral   coordinate  (e,   -  dn d?   ) 
c 1 

Enthalpy  (referenced  to c*   ) 

Curvature  function 

Curvature  of  inviscid  streamline  in the ttingent piane 

Free-stream Mach number 

Surface distance normal  to  streamline 
2 

Pressure  (referenced to  P* c*  ) 

Prandtl number (assumed constant) 

Heat-transfer  rate. 

Functions defined by Equations  (2.9a,  b,   c) 

Body radius   (normal  to axis of symmetry) 

None  radius 

Reference  Reynolds  number,  R 
♦  c* R» 

gs    s ^J 

n 
Velocity   co.nponent   in the x-directlon 

Velocity  component   in the  y-dlrecLion 

Velocity  component   in  the boundary  layer directed  transverse  to the  Inviscid 
streamline 

Surface distance along an  inviscid  streamline 

Distance  from noso along axis of symmetry 

Coordinate  r.orma..  to  surface 

Coordinate  along surface normen  to  inviscid   streamline 

Angle of attack 

Ratio of  specific  heats,   f"      -* c* r '   ' p    v 

Angle 1 etueen a surfac     strear.line and the  local meridian 

Mass-flow defect thickness 

Effective  displacement thickr.e-s.   Equation   (2.11*)   (^    =    b    with n0 f"8855  transfer) 

Perturbation parameter 

Local   inclination  jf surface relative to wind  vector 

Cone half-anRle 
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NOMENCLATURE  (CONT'D) 

T 

Viscosity 

Density 

Wall   shear  (T    = tangential,    T"^  -   crossflow) 

Meridian angle  (t - 0 on the  mcst  leeward generator) 

Meridian angle at which the  streamline   intersects  the cone-sphere  juncture. 
(Also   Independent lateral  variable) 

SUBSCRIPTS 

-M 

Body   surface 

Conditions at edge of boundary   layt- 

Value  at  cone-sphere Junction;   »Iso,   number of Iterations 

Stagnation  (reference)  condition 

Viscous   (displacement)  effect 

Condition at wall 

Zeroth-  and first-order quantl  y 

SUPERSCRIPTS 

Aflftunieci  value  in   Iteration process  (Equatic.i  (It.l)) 

Calculated value  In  Iteration process   (Equation  (U.c 

An  asterisk  (   )     denotes  a  dlmenslünal   quantity 
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DIGFLACEMENT  INTERACTION ANE FLOW SEPARATION  ON CONES 
AT  INCIDENCE TO A IFfPERSONIC STREAM 

Tcrsteii.  K. "1   ir.i Zecrge Wa Id ma t; 

INTRODUCTIOIi 

A blunt  nose or leading ed^e  is  generali.v  required  fcr  survival   during   reentry, but. the avall- 
abi'.ity of  new materials  and   Inproved  design  scphlstieation have  led   to   ;ver  more  siende--  shapes 
and  smaller  bluntness  ratios.     Blunt   ooi.ijai   shapes  'ire  presently  favored   In  normal  (nonllfting) 
reentry applications.     Slender  tiunted  ?.:t..jo  are alS'   cl'  Interest  f:r   lifting  reentry since  their 
hypersonic   lift-to-drag ratio  "orapares favvjrafcly tc that   A'    ther   ;or.l'igurations 

The effects of viscous-lnvlscid   Interactich are  increasingly   important  vlth a decreasing 
bluntness  ratio,  however,  and ablation of  the  s.rfaco materia.   tends  to enhance the  interaction 
effects due  tc   the contribution of mass transfer to the  effective  displacement thickness.     For a 
fixed angle  of attack   .he  interaction effects  lecome mere and  mure   important  as  the cone  half- 
angle  is  reduced.    The  sweeping of  gas  ir.  the  crossflov direction during yaved flignt  results   in 
a great increase  in displacement  thickness  on the ^eeward  side.     Hence,  viscous-inviscld  Interac- 
tion  effects   are much  more   important   at  ai.gle  of attack   than   In  symmetric   flight.     It   is  a  matter 
of  e.xperlen''e  that boundary-layer   separation occurs with  ir.creasing  angle of  attack generally at 
values near  the cone half angle.     The occurrence of separation drastically alters the  lift,  drag 
and   stability characteristics.     To  understand why separation  occurs  and to  ]ocate the  separation 
front are  therefore of  considerable   Importance.    The  separation of  the boundary  layer for  hyper- 
sonic flow over cones at  Incidence   is believed to be the  result  of a  complex  vlscous-inviscid  inter- 
action process.    One  Ingredient  here  is undoubtedly toundary-layer  displacement  interaction which 
becomes appreciable even at  relatively high Reynolds numbers   In the   critical   leeward  region.     The 
present study la an attempt  to augment  our understanding of the separation phenomenon through cal- 
culations  of trie three-dimer^ ■'nnal   displacement-pressure  interaction effects.     It  falls  short, 
however,   of  an actua    pre     "Cl -n  of   the  occurrence of  separat'on. 

1 .       BOUNDARY LAYER V- ']   . 

In the  analysis   >f ■■'"ree-dimenslonnl   bou..dar;.-layer problems   the  choice  of coordinate  system 
is  crucial.     Th    so-'-t.ied   "ptro&allne coordinates" are now preferred  in many applications,   in 
particular  for  I'ICVB  characterized   by  small   lateral   :urvature  of  the   inviscid  surface streamlines. 
For  such llows    Hayes'   has  sh vr. that   the   "rossflow,   i.e.,  the  • ouodary-layer flow across  the  in- 
viscid  stream!'nes,  wil.   In general   be  small.     It  can therefore be   neglected   tc a first approxima- 
tion  in the   c  nservatlor. equatioriH   For rHs; ,   tangentiai   momentu..: and  energy.     The crosswise  momen- 
tum equation   .-an furthermore be  linearized.     Fannelcpc   has  recently  emtedded  Hayes'   "small crossflow 
api roxlmat i o:."  In a  systematic perturbation  procedure   In  terms of  a  parameter related to the  (small) 
lateral   streimline curvature.     The  present   investigxtlon will   be  ^ased  on Fannelop's analysis  and 
the  numerlcii methods  he developed  for solving the perturbation equaticrs  of  zeroth- and  first-order. 
The  re.evant   features  of Fannelop's  approach are  reviewed lelow. 

The basic three-dimensiona^   laminar  compressible b 
thogonai   set  of streamline  coordinates nave  beer, giver. 
As   Independent variables,   the arclength x  along the  inv 
from trie  surface ar» used;   this  choice effectively e^in 
coefficltnta  associated with  the  tangential  and normal 
associated metru   :oefficlent  e    are as yet  unspecified 
the  (x,  y     z)  coordinates are  (u,   v,  w)  respectlvel 
laties are   Introduced based up. the   reference  enditions 
s).     Th,j  reference quantities   'hosen are   c?   (speed    f  s 
sity), p*   (refere;,:e Viscosity),   H^J   (nose   radius),   c*   ( 
r:*c  and      ^* c*'   represent  respectively  the  reference   - 
here and   In  what  fellows to   identify  llmens.lmal   quar 

oundary-layer equations  in terms of an or- 
for   Ir.stance  by Hayes-  and Cooke and  Hall?, 
iscld  streamline and  the    normal distance y 
Inates the  explicit  appearance of the metric 
coordinates.     The   lateral  variable  z and   its 

The velocity  components associated with 
For  convenience a  set  cf nondimensional  vsr- 
at the  forward stagnation point   (subscript 
und = reference velocity),    fj  (reference den- 

referen-e  entropy).     The derived  quantitlen 
aipy and  pressvirt .     (An asterisk  is used 

By   inspecting the momentum equation  governing the  crossflow v  and  its  associated  boundary and 
initial  conditions,   it   Is  found  that  It  admits  the solution wi "  whenever the  lateral   streamline 
curvature  K vanishes provided w       .    initially.    It   Is  natural   therefore  to  consider a perturbation 
expansion   in  terms of K.     The  value   of th_s parameter   is known  from  the   inviscid momentum equation 

iz.i] 

F'or the purpose 
rr;: u ■•   -fa  sma 
:r.   . ier.ee,    t   . 

urr at 
t 

1   n  .-xpar.sl. 
ind  a fur. ct: 
th-   S!.»-e 

■ ir/ature funct 1 <   is   considered  to  be  the 
■ir   axisymmetric body  at 

'.] an:      r     ft: p   lef indent 
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variables appearing  in  the three-dimensional   laminar  boundary-layer problem,   results   in the follow- 
ing sets of equations: 

Zeroth Order 

Continuity: 

x-Moraentum: 

t;(" ^ v + ~t ^ ^Vo) = 0 (2.2) 

(2-3) 

Energy: ^ ihvl^o^ (ir, +^n
?) y. ^:  : 

Pr ^y [^ >>. 

äu 
^[ro-^ (r.M 

First Order 

Crossflov: 

Continuity: 

x-MD.nentum: 

^wi ^""'i     _toüowi    de? 

i0    0       bx        ?0    0        ^y e dx 
? 

1_ 
äx 

(2.5) 

b u ^ u ,     ^ Un 

M^v1+    Vlv0)    -^ 

iy    V'^ ^ y ^       ^y/  + 

(2.6) 

(?•') 

Energy: 
_! 
^ ?c uo   T"-   ;';^  ■  '    '; ♦   V. vo   -^   ^i + -c ^ 

^?0^?JV0)     j-     (V^) 

r-^Kv-i f 47(^)1' (2.6) 



r n-3 

where 

,.    ^0  ^ 

The equatjons  of  state  of zeroth- and first-order 

t-   1 
P   = 

)- 

and the constltutiv'.'  reiations 

fo'c v. ro^ = 0 (2.10a,b) 

f  - PU.)    • M' 

ccraplete the  system cf equations. 

The relevant boundary  conditions are: 

Z.eroth Order: u^   = v     -  0  , 

i   =   1, 

i„ =  i      at y = 0 

ic, = ie  az y-* ^ 

(2.Ua,b) 

(2.12) 

First Order: at y 

Ul   =( as y -• CK (?.i3) 

For flows with ablation the  conditions v^  -■  v,   =  C are   replaced by the nass-transfer  rates  speci- 
fied by the  zeroth-  and  first-order energy balance.' 

The derivation of  the  zeroth- and first-order expressions  for va.li  shear and  heat-trans'er 
rate  is straightforward.     The  displacement  thickness  represents  a quantity of special   Interest  here, 
arc'  i:. view of  some e: roneous   results for the effective displacement thickness   ^* with  mass  trans- 
fer wi.:cn exist   in the  literature   ,  the  complete  zerotn-  and  first-order expressions are given below; 

(- 

I 

?o uc r—^- e je     e 

f       /-x ,- 

r h\ v_    e^    dx 

{2.ik) 

'**1 j^e  Ue e. h 
. 

J \e     e je e 

dx 

(2.151 

The  !ast  terms   in Equations   (L.lM and   (P.'.S)  represent  the  contributions due to  surface  mass  trans- 
fer.    The  contribution  to th ■  displar-ement  thickness due  to  croscflow  (the  first  term  in   (?.15')) 
was first  given  in  this  form by  Lighthill'. 

Along a given  Inviscid  strearlinc  (i.e.,  with  z  fixed),   the  zeroth-,T     .- equation  car, be  con- 
sidered as  two-dime-jional , i .e. ,   the quantities u   ,   vr ,   i   ,   etc.   depend only  or, x  and  y.     Tlie  crosfflow 
equation  is als     two-dimcnslona:   and   it,  is,   moreover,   uncoupled  from the other first-order equa- 
tions and  can be   solved   independently.    The other first-order equations  contain derivatives with  respect 
to z but, they can nevertheless be written  in a two-dinensional   form  (as shown  ti. Equations   [2,b) 
through  (?.8)).   The  z-dependent   "forcing functions"  «Jj ,   3o,   P^ defined by  (2.3)  -ar. be evaluated 
prior to calculating u, ,   Vj   and   i.   provided  u^,  v-,   1,    an3 Wi "are already known alonp   two or raore 
idjacei t streamlines.     It  therefore becomes possUlo  tc  compute  b  u   fhe zeroth-  and  first-   (e 
as higher-)  order terms  by mear,?  nf a suitable  two-dimensional   r.umerl.al  piucedure.     Fanneiop 

(as  well 
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developed  for thlj purpose  an  implicit  finite-difference method by vhich the  zeroth-  and the  first- 
order equations, o&n be  solved exactly.     The method was applied to the case of interest here,   i.e., 
a blunted  cone at  incidence  to a  hypersonic  stream.     The numerical   results  shov that of the  first- 
order terms    u    and   i,   and  the associated wall  shear and heat  transfer values are always  small. 
The  crossflow velocity v    and the  associated  transverse shear stress are  numerically larger and 
hence more   importar.t  than the other first-order terms.     The  crossflow profile  is also more  sharply 
peaked than the corresponding u;-  and  i-^-profiles, and the peak occurs closer to the wall where 
the zeroth-order velocity  component  UQ is very small.     In view of  the fact  that  the crossflow plays 
a  crucial  role in the  three-dimensional  separation process,   it  seems reasonable to include the  cross- 
flow term  in the first-orler displacement  thickness.  Equation  (2.15) while  neglecting  the  second  term 
which is associated with the  nonvanishing values of ^ and   i^     The  numerical results of Fannelop 
show    however,  that the two  terms  are numerically of about equal  magnitude  and of opposite  sign.  For 
this reason,  only the  zeroth-order value     ^* has been used   in  Lhe  present viscous-inviscid   inter- 
action studies. 

5.     INVISCID METHOD 

The problem of determining the   inviscid  input for the three-dimensional boundary-layer  solu- 
tion caiii.ot  realistically be  separated from that solution.     The present, boundary-layer procedure, 
which solves the initial-value problem by marching step-by-step along tYe  inviscid streamlines,   is 
relatively  straightforward and efficient.     We therefore look for an equally  straightforward and 
efficient   inviscid method rather than a sophisticated numerical  approach  such as the  three-dimensional 
method of characteristics.     There are two alternatives.    The first  includes  methods which are based 
on rational  approximations,   such as  Newton-Busemann theory or the  method  of  linearized  characteris- 
tics.     The  former is  known,   however,  to give rather poor results  for blunt bodies, while the  latter 
has been found to be accurate only when the angle of attack  is a small fraction of the cone half- 
angle.    The second category Includes empirical or semi-empirical methods whicn can be shown to 
agree well with the exact numerical  and experimental  results.    The  second alternative  is chosen 
for this  study. 

The  inviscid input required  in the boundary-layer program are  the pressure distribution and 
the streamline geometry,   i.e.,  location,   curvature and spreading metric e   .     The geometric quanti- 
ties can be derived from the pressure distribution through the transverse-momentum equation,   as 
will be described in what follows,   so that the primary  input  needed  is the pressure distribution. 
The configurations of interest here are blunted cones at incidence  to a hypersonic stream with 
free-stream Reynolds numbers  sufficiently low to warrant the  inclusion of displaceraent-thicknesc 
interaction effects. 

The effects of boundary-layer displacement can be accounted for In the first-order boundary- 
layer solution by adjusting the inviscid pressure distribution.    The usual practice Is to perform 
a global  iteration.    Tiie ooundary-layer thickness calculated without considering interaction  is 
added to the body thickness.    An improved pressure distribution is  calculated which ir turn leads 
to a better boundary-layer solution.    This procedure would be acceptable  if convergent;  the  calcu- 
lations of Blnttner and Flügge-Lotz^1 (flat plate) show,  however,  that it may well be divergent  so 
that results which are obtained from a limited number of Iterations are suspect.    For three-dimensional 
flow fields the method is also somewhat  impractical due to the  complexity of the general  Inviscid 
method.    For this reason an approximate numerical method must be developed which allows local  cor- 
rections due to displarement along  individual streamlines.    The convergence of the local  iterations 
can be assured by a suitable  numerical technique  (see  Blottner and  Flugge-Lotz°). 

The  inviscid method which we  shall  consider can be thoup'.t of  In two parts; one applicable to 
the cone  region and the other to  the blunt  nose.    In each Ci.se,   the method   represents a generali- 
zation of the idea behind the tangent-cone  method.    For sharp axisymmetrlc bodies in supersonic 
flow,  the tangent-cone method  is known to give reasonably accurate  results  even though it is dif- 
ficult to Justify on a rational basis.    The generalized method for the cone  region, dubbed the 
"effective-con? method", will be  shown to be accurate for yawed blunted cones and for blunted  non- 
conical bodies as well.    In the nose region the method becomes the tangent-sphere method and this 
will  likewise be shown to be accurate for nonspherical  forebodles.     Hence,   the generalized method 
will be  suitable to predict  complete press-re distributions over yawed axisymmetrlc blunt bodies 
including boundary-layer displacement effects. 

In the effective-cone method,   the pressur. at some point on a  blunt body is equated to the 
pressure  at  the corresponding point  on an unyawsd cone with the  same blunt  nose shape and with a 
half-angle equal to the local  inclination angle of the body surface.    Figure 1    illustrates this 
Idea for the windward meridian of a yawed  cone.    The pressure on unyawed blunted cones  is a func- 
tion of both the axial distance x    and Oe half-cone cngle 6    for given free-stream conditions;   in 
this effective-cone method  the pressure distribution on the  yawed  body becomes the same function 
of the equivalent axial distance x'   and  the  local  inclination angle 6. 

7 
Cleary    has pointed out     the      generaJ.     accuracy of this  idea in comparieon with experimental 

data for a 15° blunted  cone at Mach 10 in the plane of symmetry only.    Figures 2a, b and c compare 
his experimental data for various angles of attack with effective-cone and  linearized  characteristics 
results generated from Avco computer programs.    The linearized characteristics pressure distributions 
are  inaccurate for all but the smallest angles of attack,  while the effective-cone results are rea- 
sonably accurate for all angles of attack.     The Mnearlzed  characteristics program predicts negative 
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pressure  coefficients   (and negative pressures)  on the  leevard side  of the   cone  at  10    angle of 
attack.     The failure of the linearized  characteristics  method  In this case  Is due to the  fact 
that at each point on the body It assumes a linear variation of the p/essure vith the angle of 
attack,  whereas  the experimental data show the pressure  variation to be  definitely nonlinear. 

AJ.SO plotted on Figure 2\> Is the experimental pressure distribution along the 90    meridian 
at 10° angle of attack,  which agrees quite well  with the pressure dletributlon  over the  cone at 

j zero angle of attack. 
r 

In Figure   3 are plotted the meridional pressure distributions versus 0 for various axial loca- 
tions.     Shown here are the experimental  data of  Cleary  for «1= 10° and  the effective-cone  results. 

* The accuracy of these effective-cone pressure distributions is adequate. 

8 9 
Figure k  illustrates a distribution at a higher Mach nunber.     Lewis and Knox   '    present Mach 18 

data for a 9° blunted cone at 10° angle of attack and  compare it with results  of the three-dimensional 
characteristics  program developed at General Applied Science laboratory.1"    Figure 1»  shows this data 
together with the  results of the effective-cone  method  as  described above.     The  gas  is  frozen with 

f= l.k;   a meridional  plot  is shown at  the axial   station x,   -   11.7,     Both the   OASL program and the 
effective-cone  method appear to yield adequate agreement  with the experimental  data,  except perhaps 
on the leeward  side where viscous effects  may be   Important. 

It  may be  noted here that the effective-come method  fal^s al  some point  on  the leeward  side 
of a cone at an angle  of attack greater  than the  cone  half-angle.     The  reason   is that the  effective 
cone for the leeward meridian has a negative angle and  collapses to a vertex beyond which the 
pressure distribution  is  no longer meaningful.     This failure is not  serious  from the point of view 
of th" present analysis,   however,   since  such a yawed body will  have a region of thick viscous flow 
on its  leeward  side.     The effective body  then  resembles  more closely a  cylinder  than a  cone on 
the leeward sideband  it   is more appropriate for  th   vlsoous-inviscid  interaction  computations des- 
cribed  in Section h to use the cylinder pressure distribution as the  reference  distribution, 

j 

In order to  check  the ace iracy of the effective-cone method en nonconicai  bodies,   a raethod- 
of-characteristics  calculation was  carried out  on a blunt unyawed  ax i symmetric  ogive-type body.    In ti 
meridian plane,   the  section of this  body   consisted of a   circular forebody  followed by a paralollc 
arc.    The  slopes of nose ar1 parabolic afterbody were matched at the 9 -  20° point,  and  the para- 
bola was  constrained to pass throughthe point x     = 15. ',   r - t,  roughly  simulating a thick boun- 
dary layer on a l^i0 cone with base  radius  r -  5-    The effective-cone pressure was calculated at 
each value of x     simply by liuear  interpolation   in 6 between the  calculated  pressures on blunt 15° 
and 20° cones.     The agreenent with the numerical   calculation shown  on Figure  5   is very  good. 

It  is worth mentioning that a half-dozen other schemes, variations  of  shock-expansion theory 
and the  tangent-cone method,   some  taking the  150-cone pressure distribution as  a base,  were also 
tried with the hope that  something even  simpler than  the  effective-come  method  would be  found. 
Not one  of these  schemes  came even  reasonably  close to  matching the numerical  results.     It can 
therefore be stated with  some confidence  that  no  scheme  which attempts  to  relate pressure varia- 
tions on a nonconicai   contour to strictly local   changes   in body geometry will   be  successful.    The 
property which  distinguishes the effective-cone  method  from other  schemes  of this  sort   is that 
the method takes account of the downstream  Influence of  the nose on the  pressure distribution over 
a blunted cone.     The  Influence Is essentially nonlinear as a function of  cone  half-angle 6 ;  as 
9    increases,   the overexpanslon region  is  compressed toward the noss.     In this   sense the  erfective- 
cone method,  although apparently local   in application,   takes Into account  the  global   Influence of 
a cnange   in body  slope,   for it equates  the  resulting pressure to the pressure  on a new cone with 
a different upstream pressure distribution. 

The pressure distribution on a sphere  is a function of the local angle only and  not  of 'he axial 
distance.     For  a nonspherlcal nose  then,   It  Is   logical   to equate  local   pressure  tc the pressure on 
a sphere al   the  same surface slope.    Hence,  this application of the  invlscld  method becomes simply 
a tangent-sphere method.     It  is appMed   locally at  each  point on the body   (Figure 6a/  and  hence is 
more general than the  idea suggested by  Maslen       of  representing the effective  body  In the subsonic 
region by a shifted and  expanded sphere.     Ic  reduces  to Maslen's method  at the   stagnation point. 

The accuracy of the method In the nose region wac checked by comparing pressure distributions 
for a perfect gas at M = en on a sphere and an oblate ellipsoid with majcr-to-minor axis ratio cf 
1.5. If the method is applicable, the pressure distributions on sphere and elllp id when plotted 
versus local body angle should coincide. Figurert Indicates that the deviation Is nut serious for 
bodies withp this degree of oblateness, so that the method is quite suitable for boundary-layer In- 
teraction calculations on spheres; of course the method would fall for the extreme case of a flat 
disk.    The numerical  calculation shown on Figure6bwas  carried out by Belotserkovskii. 

In  conclusion,  the  effective-cone method   is  seen  to provide an accurate means of predicting 
supersonic pressure distributions over blunt yawed bodies and nonconicai bodies,  and the  tangent- 
sphere method works well for nonspherlcal noses.    These  Invlscld t ^chnlques can be applied  in a 
step-by-step manner to the calculation of pressures  for viscous-lnvi ~cid   interaction.     The remain- 
ing problem is  the determination of the  strtamllne geometry on the effective body surface. 
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Streaallne  Bhapes and the metric  e_ are computed from a given pressure distribution by inte- 
grating Ihe momentum equation  transverse to inviscid  streamlines on the surface  (2.1),  which, 
expressed in terms of axial distance xc and the angle   o    betveen a surface streamline and the 
local  meridian,   Is 

>>i 
COS   Ö   COB h .yeue 

sin e si n£ 
bn 

(3-1) 

together with the geometrical  relationship 

Jx      '   '   T 
tan 

cos 6 (3-2) 

These equations are numerically integrated along each streamline, subject to the Initial condition 
at the sphere-cone Junction (subscript i) 

tan 
sin «    sin 0 

i       sin 6    sin fti   cos p    ♦ cos Ö    cos« 

resulting from the fact that the streamlines on the nose are great  circles originating at the 
stagnation point. 

T^e lateral  coordinate  z  is defined as 0 ,  the meridian angle of a streamline at the sphere- 
cone Junction.    The lateral   metric then becomes e5 =  on/   O0|,  where n measures  surface distance 
normal to streamlines,   I.e.,   e« is the ratio of the distance  separating two adjacent streamlines 
to the initial difference between the meridian angles at the points where they cross the sphere-     . 
cone  Junction.    The metric  reduces to r in the case of axisymnietrlc  flow.    If we define E«O0/O011 
(here d 0 is the difference between meridian angles of adjacent streamlines at the same value of        c 
x  ),   then ep = r E cosS .     The equation for E can be found by differentiating equations  (3.1) end 
(3.2)  in the 0-directlon  (i.e.,  between adjacent  streamlines).     Letting A = cos o  öö/ä01l ,  the 
following two differentiated equations result: c 
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subject to the  inltlcl conditions 
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(3.6) 

There is a certain arbitrariness  In the application of the effective-cone method to three- 
dimensional  flow over axisyrometric bodies,  having to du with the  choice of the value of the  local 
body  slope 6 which is to be  substituted  Into the pressure  relation p  - p (x  ,  6).     Here we  took a 
hint  from Newtonian theory  and equated 6 to the  complement  of the angle between the normal  to the 
body  surface and the free-stream vector.    This  leads to the  relation 

sin 6 = sin 6    cos o< c cos «    sin» c cos 0 (3.T) 

where 6^ is the  surface slope and 0 the meridian angle  in body-fixed  ooordinater..    The pressure 
derivatives appearing in Equations  (j.l) and (3-3) can be related  to derivatives with retpect to 
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x and 0, the latter, In turn, being related to derivatives In 8  through chain differentiation: 
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The derivatives  of p with re-.pec 
of-characterlsticb  results. 

t to x ^ and  9 are  evaluated ty curve-fitting axisymmetrlc method- 

Figure  7  shovs  a comparison  of  strearr.line  shapes over a  -*   half-angle  c ^ne at  10    angj.e of attack 
for MJJJ =   i8-     The  results of the analysis  described  here are shown as  solid  curves.     The dashed 
curves are  taken  from Reference  9 and  represent  the  results of a  method-of-characterlstics  inviscid 
flow program developed at GASL.     The  agreement  between the two  sets  of  curves   is  seen  to be excel- 
lent  for xc  less  than about  5  and adequate  for  larger values   of x,,. 

i*.     VISCOUS-INVISCID INTHV'TION 

Several  methods  have been  proposed  for  the  solution of problems   in weak  boundary-layer  inter- 
action theory.     These methods  consist  of .-.umerical  or analytic  solutions  for  one  or more of the 
various  second-order boundary-layer effects  for  isoenergetic  flow:   namely,   longitudinal  ar.d trans- 
verse  curvature,   external   vorticlty,   slip  and  temperature ,!ump ana displacement.     Of these effects, 
that   of displacement   should  be   studied   separately   since   it   is  the  only   one  which   requires  additional 
consideration  of  the  external   inviscid   flow. 

The other effects are associated  with  terms  of order fteg    which appear explicitly  in the equa- 
tions  and  byi^ndary  conditions  fur the  boundary  layer.     They may be  separated  out,   as  has been done 
ty Van  Dykea',   by  means of a systematic perturbation procedure.     One advantage  of this approach  is 
that  for a given configuntion,   a single  boundary-layer solution  is valid  for all  Reynolds numbers 
in the permissible  range.    This apparent advantage  becomes rather  »llusory,   however,   If the dis- 
placement problem  is  introduced,   since  then  it   is  necessary to  find  a perturbation  solution of the \t inviscid  flow field.1"    Sucn  inviscid perturbation  solutions,  which must be  linear  in the parameter 
Re^  and  give  the  displacement  effect   of  the  boundary   layer  foi   all   Reynolds   numbers,   are difficult 
to obtain and  have poor accuracy.     (The  question of accuracy and  the  limited   range of validity of 
one candidate method,  the method of  linearized  characteristics,  were discussed   in Section  3-    The 
effective-cone  method could be  made to  yield  solutions for ell   Reynolds  numbers by means of inter- 
polation.     This  scheme  is promising but  is  not pursued further here. ) 

Regardless of how the various  second-order boundary-layer effects are treated,, they need not 
all  be  included  for blunted cones.     Numerical  calculations show that   slip and  transverse curvature 
effects are  small  for Re > 1C-   ,     whereas the displacement effect  can be  substantial,  especially on 
the  leeward  side.     The effect  of vorticlty  cannot  be disregarded   in comparison with the dlsflace- 
ment  effect,   but  the problem ol   including vorticlty  is complicated by  the  fact  that  there  is no 
rational  method   for dealing with entropy-layer entrainment at the present  time.     The effect of 
entropy-layer entrainment  is to make vorticlty   interaction negligible  far downstream and to mini- 
mize  its   importance over the  rest of the  cone  surface.    The  longitudinal   curvature effect  is  impor- 
tant  over the  spherical nose,  a  region  of  secondary   interest,  but  is unimportant  over the cone. 
These effects  have  been neglected  in the present  analysis. 

For the displacement effect,  an alternative to  the use of an  inviscid perturbation solution  is 
a global   iteration as discussed   in Section   3-     A  single   Iteration leads  tc   a  result  equivalent   to 
that  of Van  Dyke's  second-order theory for displacement,  but  the  result   Is  valid  only at the  speci- 
fied  Reynolds  number.    Attempt;,  tc  improve  the accuracy of this  solution by additional   Iterations 
are potentially dangerous,  since there   Is  evidence  that   such a procedure  is  divergent. 

Convergence  can be assured  by a  suitable numerical  technique,  even for  strong  interactions,   if 
a local   Iteration procelure  is  combined  with a  step-by-step integration of the boundary-layer equa- 
tions.     Such  a proefdure requires a method  of determining the  inviscid  pressure  locally as opposed 
to globally.     Blottner and Flugge-Lotz     successfully used this procedure  for  flat-plate flow by 
employing the  tangent-wedge formula to predict  the  local pressure at  the edge of  the boundary layer. 
In this paper we will adapt the method of Blottn'-r and Flugje-I.otz to three-dimensional  interacting 
flows,   using the effective-cone method  to predict  the pressure. 

The variable  to be iterated at any point  on the  body  is 9,   the effective  Cody  slope.     In this 
scheme,  values  of the assumed  slope ©" used   in  the effectivt-cone method  to predict  the  local  pres- 
sure are  compared  to  values of the calculated  slope  e'- evaluated  from the difference between the 
displacement  thickness at successive points  on the  body.    The  iteration  is  carried   out numerically 
at a point  on an  inviscid streamline until  the difference between two  successjlve values of the  cal- 
culated  slope  is   xess  than a specified  small  value,   and then the  next point  on the  streamline  Is 
computed. 

e*. The BOlu- The  iteration  urocedure  is   illustrated  In Figure ".  a hypothetical  plot of 6    versus 
tlon  muet  lie on the  lint  9^=  9^;   bübötltutlng &  series of values  of 9^  Into  the equations  »ill  yielü 
a solution-curve as  shown which  intersects  the  line  6^*= e^ at a F^ngle point.   Several  methods are avail 
able  for numerically determining tiie  Intersection point; we hav   chosen  the  method  of false position 

m-Wniii« ii «r nr-   j 
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used by Flugge-Lotz  and  Blottner,  In which  the  solution-curve  Is approximated  by a  straight  line 
drawn through  the  two previous  iteration points   (subscripts   1-1 and  1-?).     The  lnter<;ectloi:  of 
this straight   line with  the  line 9    = 9* gives  the  next guess  for the assumed  slope: 

< 
1-1 

BA 

1-2     1-1       1-1      1-? 

1-1 

(l*.l) 

1-2 

The first two guesses of W which are used to start the Iterative calculation are the value at 
the previous point along the streanilne, and that value minus one degree. The corresponding values 
(jC are computed in the same way for all Iterations: 

ft* e 
b   v 

The first term 8,1 a  the local  slope of the body surface and  Is taken to be the complement of the 
angle between the normal to the body and the free stream velocity vector as mentioned   In Section 3: 

sin 9.   = 6ln Ö    COB ot    -   COB 6    sin o<   cos 
be c (^3) 

The second  tern ©    is  the  local vlecous  slope due  to displacement: 

tan 9 dA (i*.M 

It  is evaluated by  numerical  differentiation between  adjacent  f~lnte on the streamline.     The dlb- 
placement  thickness   is  computed  from a  finite-difference  solution of the boundary-layer equations, 
using the  local  value of the effective-cone pressure. 

A number of preseure 'liBtributions  must be  computed  for blunted axisymmetrlc  cones whose half- 
angles span the expected  range of effective-cone angles.     Five-degree  increments  in the effective- 
cone angle © are used   In the  present case.     These dlstributior.   are curve-fitted as  functions  of x 
and  read  into the  conputer  program which carries  out  the numerical  solution.     The  local  pressure at 
any point on  the yawed  core  surface as  a function of  the assumed effective-body  slope  6"  is  then 
computed  by  quadratic  interpolation  In P between these distributions. 

l^ie geometry  of  the  inviscld streamline at  the  edge of the boundary  layer   (that   Is,   the  location 
0(xc.) of each point  on the  streaml-ne and the  value  of the metric en)  ia determined  by  the  method 
described   in the previous  section.    In this  calculation,   the  local  value of the pressure  is  taken 
to be the value computed at the previous point  rather than the pressure without displacement effect. 
In a sense,   therefore,   the effect of boundary-layer  displacement on the  inviscld  streamline pattern 
Is taken into account,  although the method was derived only  for streamlines on axisymmetrlc bodies. 
It  is not possible  to  use  this  method to compute  streamline  turning due  to a nonunlform circumferen- 
tial boundary-layer   thickness distribution. 

5.       NUMERICAL RiBULTS 

The  first example tc be  considered  Is a  15 degree half-angle blunted  cone at M =   10.     This  con- 
figuration has been the  subject of an extensive experimental   program (CleRry^),   and  both pressure and 
heat-transfer  measurements are available at  several   angles of attack.    Fannelop^  has  already pub- 
lished a  comparison between the experimental  heat-transfer data and the heat-tranefer  results  calcu- 
lated on the basis  of  the experimental  pressure distribution  for the case   ol   =  10°.     The present 
calculations will,   of  course,   be based on the  inviscld  methods discussed  In Section  k. 

The Reynolds number  in Cleary's experiments  Is  quite high  (Re6 = 25,300) and  the wall terapern- 
ture rather low  (TV/TB  = O.265).    It is  therefore known from the outset that the displacement  inter- 
action effects will  be relatively small,  at  least on  the windward  side.     Cleary's  case appears 
worthwhile for  comparison purposes.   In spite of the  expected  small dleplacement-pressure  interaction 
effects,   in view of the fact  that the occurrence of  Separation depends primarily on the angle of 
attack.    For purely  laminar or turbulent flows the Reynolds number is believed  to be of secondary 
ir.portance.    We will  restrict the present considerations,  for reasons of econcmy and  space,  to two 
streamlineB  (0J  -  175° and  1U00) and three angles of attack  ( 4 = 10°,  15° anJ  20°).     Figure 9 shows 
the calculated pressuis dlstributior. along the two „t^amlinea at *   = 10°.    The  incremental pres- 
sures due to viscouB-inviscid   interaction are seen to be small,  but the contribution  is not negli- 
gible on the  leeward  side.    Cleary's experimental data are also shown whenever the streamlines cross 
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Figures  i?a,t,c  show t..-'   location  of the  6trear.lir.es  and  the  direction of the  resultant  vail 
shear stress on the deve.oped   cone for    * =   i'" ,   1'° and  .        respectively.     (Only the   Interacting 
streamlines are shown;   the  lifferences  between these  an i  t.'.e   ii.visciJ  streamlines  arc   insignificant.) 
As expected,   the  otrea^.ines  approach  the   leeward  side   Tore  rapidly as  the angle of attack   is   in- 
creased.     The progressive   steepening   of   the vail   shear  vector with  angle  of  attack   is   somewhat  more 
surpr 1 sirn.'.     (A more exact  I   un.iaiy-layer analysis vo .".'■  give  results  which   liffer  from the  present 
in degree but not   in cnaracter,   for  reasons already  noted.)     The  existence of a separation front, 
across which the  surface  si.ear  vanishes,   requires  t.'.e  GU; face  shear vect  rs to be asymptotic  to  a 
single   line which   is parallel   with a  generator far downstream.     The   [resent  results  show no  tendency 
t."   coalesce even  at   g(  -   . 1']  for which  separation   -ertainly   occurs.     The  reaso;    is  that  the  present 
approximate   imiBCid   method,   ac   well   as   avai.cl.e  exact     r  nearly  exact   methods, generally  predict   a 
favorable  ci iv "ferent .al   pressure gradient   in the  critical   let-ward   region,  contrary  to experimental 
results.     There  is   therefore  no  cbvi   us   invlscid  mechanis-   available  for  reversing the direction  of 
the  crossflov  relative   to  the   invlscid   streamline.     The displacement   effects  accounted   for   In  the 
present  analysis are relatively  Email   and  cannot  by themselven  explain  why separation occurs.     It 
appears  that   a very strong  localized  disturbance  suet,  as  an   internal   shuck   is  required   to  revf rse 
the  crossflov to the desired  directl m.     fluch shocks  d-   in  fact   occur    according  to  recent  experi- 
ments by Ralnbird-1   .     He  contends  that   these  shocks   (which  for  a  ►■harp  con-1 are parallel  to a gen- 
erator)  are caused  by  invlscid   effects  and occur when  the velocity   component  normal   to  oo-lcnl 
rays becomes  supersonic.     (For  the hypersonic  flows presently  considered,   this would  occur at   quite 
small   angles  of attack.)     Another possibility   is  that   the   shock   oVserv  d   is   simply   the   lip   shock 
associated  vith  separation,   and   that  the   separation process   is   dictated   by  a  complex   vlscois-inviRCld 
interact'on process  involving  the conditions downstrear   in  t tie  near wake.     The situation  is  then 
analogous  to that  of hypersonic  flow ever a  cir^.;   r cylinder.     A purely   InviGCid  analysis   indicates 
a favorable pressure gradient  everyvhi re  on the  cyli.der,   so  that   the  first-order boundary-layer 
solution    predicts  no separat ion, contrary  to existing  experiments.     Reeves and Lees^'' have   -hown, 
however,   that sepaiotion   la   in  iV-'t  controlled by  concitions   in the  near wake.    The boundary   layer 
must   separate   in a  pi ^oribed   manner   in  order  to allow   tne   f'ov  to  pass   smoothly  thrcgh  the   criti- 
cal   "throat"  region.     If  the  three-dlmensiona. analog  of n     throat"   conditK     'xlsts,   a prediction 
of the  separation  location  is   not  possible on   .he  basis of  considerations which  involve only  the 
boundary layer upstream of separation,   even  if an exact  three-dimensional   method  1B  used. 

For  cones of  fir.te  length,  another problem which  should  be  considered   is base  Interference. 
It  is possible that  eignals  from the near vake  in t.ie base  region  can propagate upstream through 
the thick  leeward  boundary  layer and  thus  trigger,  or at  least   influence,   the  separation process.    ,     , 
The  supersonic and  hypersonic   cases  may  be rather different  as  regards base  interference.     Tracy's 
experiments  (M^S)   indicate  that the base pressure for     C*  " ,*■' 1   is   substantially  ..over than the 
pressure on the icward  side,   thus  ruling out possible  base effects.     Hainblrd1'   (M  =   1.8 and  14.?5) 
moreover found the  flow  in the  separated  region to be essentially  conical..     Recent  hypersonic ex- 
periments at Avco  (Stetson,  M  =   IB-ts   unpublished)  indicate,   however,   that ttie base and  leeward 
pressures are nearly equal  at   O   t^vl,   raising th°  question whether  a  coupling exists between the 
flow in  the two regions at si "flclently  high Kaoh nuinVers. 



21-3 C 

In tne preceding exarple vc have concentrated or.  fiove with no  ■nass transfer at the VH\\ .    Be- 
oauee very  Mttle work  or. ti.'.s cubjec*   r.as aj-pearecl   tn  t!..>  literature,   In our secMiJ exataple ye will 
examine the effect of  laive rater .-f ■laßfj transfer on viscous-inviBclti  Interaction  In three-1 l~'-nsiorial 
flov.    TTie configuration %.i be a   •  legrer half-angle blunted cone at V. 

)Oc.O. ReB= 100C and Re£. 
teste In Ref. 7 ßhewe that Re, falls in the range 

CD 
r Two Reynolds nutrbern, 

are  considered.     (A tabulation of available low Reynolds number wlnd-t'. 
-  I"1    for tliese tests.) 

.nnej 

The iiBSB-tranBfer  rates  In the calculations which  tol'.ov are governed by a  slmplifl«; 
balance for the ablation p1"01^'155 0? the form 

energy 

7  V 
iU  w 

«v 
(b.l) 

where L repreaente the latent heat of the wall material.  The nonolTllar bloving parameter f is 
given by the following Integral expreBslon: 

V:t fvN 
b. 

The transformed cixjrdlnaLe   \     In this expreesion  Is  the  usual Lees-Levy variable with  •-■ , replacing 
r^  in accord with the axlsymtnetric analogy.    For further details the  rt ader  is  referred to Ref.  ?. 

The value-s of Re,,  eir.d L^, "   for the various  oases  which were computed  are   indicated   in Table  i. 
All cases follow the uxtemal streamline which starts at the sphere-cone   ''unction at '►1 1 The 
InvHcid stret'.ml Ines  for   * IC are already  shown  in Figure The  stagnut ion temperature for 
these  cases   Is 65OC/R.     (The numeriyal  solutions are  nearly  Independent  of the  terp'rature   'evel as 
ling as It  Is high.)    The value Ly"1   -   ' .? corresponds    tc a dirensional   ' atent heat  of ablation 
Lv - 780 TOJ  lb, which together with a wall  temperature at ablation of T        '• ■   "UP  is  reprc 
O!  a low-temperature ablator such as Tsflon.     The value 1^" 
heat of any Known substance,  and  is used here as an artifice 

T^  -   1 -  ■   P  is  representative 
}..? iloes not correppond  to th"  latent 

to produce a  large mass-transl er rale. 

Ttie  streamline traces with interaction differ only  slightly fror  those  given for Re., OD   in 
Figure 7, but the difference increases with  increasing  axial   lietat.ce.     To   illustrate  the nagnltude 
of the deviation due to  Interaction effects,  the calcuiateil  streamline  mer-dian positions .»t a rep- 
resentative  axial   station are shown  in Table  1. 

Table  1.     Position of t 

Re ?.  deg. 

00 0 a.c 

y\K - •-ti\ j 

S1 vo c.8 0*. - 

5001 <.? 90. t 

1 >" : rt' 1.9 

External  Streamline at  It a* ion x     ■   I'.cS 

It  is oerhaps sorpriGlng that the displacement-interaction effects push the  streamlines towards the 
leeward side.     Physically this  -;an be explained,  at   least  in part,   by  the  fact that  the pressure 
level  Is  increased on the  --one and the   inviscld velocity reduced  in the  streamwise direction.    The 
streamlines are therefore lese"st.ff"  and  tend to beni -lore for a giver,  lateral  pressure gradient. 
For the purpose of calculating the circumferential  pressure gradient,   It was  ex-pressed  in Section '> 
in the  form 

"ri  "ü "^ r      dt 

Insjectlon of the derivative "ip,   ^6    shows that   It becomes  larger with  increasing a,  and therefore 
Inci^aeee  due to  Interaction effects.     (The geometric  factor de.d^  Is evaluated here  on the equiva- 
lent c. ne  surface  rather than '.t the displacement  surface and  hence  is unaffected by  interaction.') 
The as Timetry of the "effective" body  surface will   give an opposite  contribution to the clroumfer- 
entj\i  pressure gradient, but this cannot be accounted for wltho'it  onnsidering the complete 



_■ ir_■■.."■ jvrerit ia.    [■.-tr;i  ^ti.-r.  of  th--   ilr.i'.i ■:.'_   thloKneec.      An atterpt  has  been  naüf,   :.,■»••■.■■•:■,   t: 
estimate the ordeio  of -.(ip-Tiiv. k-  ,1' II.'.E ai:/:'n.-try pfl'ect   ar i    ther pffcctfi   leglected  i:. tr.f-  analy- 
sis,  and  It ic  concluded tt.at th«G'-  '•;':'■■-tr. are irlaily  ^tralj   relativ-ä t    ti ■? terrs which  have 
leen ret--ii:;i,i   ma   Ln ar.y  •■veat v:.:   not   -..t-r »!.•■■ ,■■■:.■rti.   t»>havlcr  3f the   -trear,'.' :i-c.     It  ti-r'.-fore 
appears ttnt  t;.<   "ITccL  of I    ;;. ia: y-: a.-v   iis; .a •■■• ■ nt   ic  fo   it.creire the   curvature  Df  the  c'. rear- 
linec  and hone-  „-auce  th»r   t     ■•i.-rate  5 ■•••vhat  '.r     rajiiiy   tovni-d  the   ieevard  BüP   of  tr.''  body, 

:'i'-d  1..   -a-    re-ark  tha'   bour;i'iry-lriyer entrain'rent of  inviccid 
j:-".:La.t  analvBis.     hntrai r.-'-r.t   would have the effcL-t   of   increas- 

;:.•  ■   ■:[ T >■•■.;; :.,•   at   t:.e   •■!,-■.   of  '.he  boundary   layer,   and   - :.   se   etrea"- 
th  roGri.'O't   ■     th-'   .oca",   •■■t-riiia:.   lireotior. than tne  orlgir.al 

Gtrea". i:.eB.     Tl-frefore the effect  of er.trair.-ent v :..'i  ie   jj-j.osite  to the effect of dlsplace-enl  ir. 
altering the direction  of the ext-rna.  Etr-a-: in'-s.     ' nf ^rt j.a'.-iy ,   no  rational  approach t;  the 
probier of boundary-laytr  entrainirenT   :L- ; :■•■  •:.'.,.   aval.a; .••.   •■ven   for-  '.'.:■-■:  at  r.er:  ar.g-e   of  attack. 

Thic 0 i;clu.-.ior. :■ art re 1 
fluid has not lee:, inoialed i.a 
in,.- the "stiffnesc" of the otr 
lines  would  maKc  s-all-r   an,.-le 

Ti.e calculated G .rfaoe ireoour... a. t.,- •.:.■ 
effectf, ai-' chovr. in Figure ;•. A' expect-;, 
rat" and decreaainr peyncldu n.-l'-r. 'Th1 .".;;■ 
five n-urly i:--htical re;., t'.;.) Tne in'.'-r :ti. 
There are TWO reas us f'.r t.:,if: i-lrct, I: ■■ ti 
Tiore  to  the   leewani   niie   f;r   -a:>-e   >; _.   thai.   ! 
there  io a ■      lifitfenoe   lr.  th« riiiar. a:..-.'-; 
for  h-a       .       .  :.,.'■ ■     'A re   i-furtai.t ,   :. v 
Giov.;,   a.   a   fiiutlcn     I'  -   '.:.   I:.-:   .eevun  :'". 1   1 
G.or1'' v;l.   i:."iuce   a    'elutlve.v   E-U..   j:.an.-e   lr. 

Dtrea" . .r.--.   v.th  ar. 

■■ r, ,'.-■'' ■ ■.    ar.'. 
*■?■   ■•■   a; 1 ear   t      b'Cu:-e   .■■ 

un I'.G] .a ••■a  .t rea" . inen;   ■■ 

r ,    : r   • :.•■   fa •»   • r.at   ti.e  ; r- 

I • ho .t   interaction 
•a: in,-   ■■ a.■;-,-•.rar.sfer 

•   •v  ' 
:-;o:tan-,   f .;-:■■ .>    15. 
ra ;ti   r.  - innate 

.1  tr •■   rtrea.: 1 ine 
....  varies   relatively 
.a>--:;t   s .rface 

Figure .-. r.h :VG * ne variat i . 
Tne '.'a. .■■ f the ;. %\:\t- jara-et' 
(Ti.e  nonG;- i .ar va. je   ja. • r'atei 

; .   v.r.,-  ; ara,r.'-ter 
1.  t .   r'e,-a; n   near. . 

r_r- iv-- 
.rtanl    -Vei 
rr t:.-,'. .-a. 
h--a' -trar.; 

re-iejt.ve. 
' . r:::; if re-1 . 

ar'e   ..ra-r   a.    r--:* 
(At   the  .riarnat 
nh  vs   tn-    -a. n. 
\ ai i -n   1 .■•  t     c 
rr.a -nit I !■■ vi.er. •1 area 6" 

are   rhovn   Lr.   r 1 i' .re    .  '   :    r 
.. ar     t,    lecrear.ee   ar  -xjected 
T,  i.   nearly   -naff-ctt i  ty 

^.      Jar    ! e   attril uted   in 

The  ca.eulated   tar.»■•■:.• la;    mi    'inT.-'.'l '■-  va.l   ..'.■ar  diGtri'rull   r. 
the   cases  L/"' ,      .      a..!   •.      at   V^.       ■        .     Th"  tarver.tia.   va.l 
vi.er.   the  tlcvirv  rate   i:    increaoed,   whereaG   th"   -r  Gäf.ow va. .   rn"ar 
t lovint

-.     (Th"   r.litnat  difference   Letveen  th'    car"-"  1 v"' ar.J   1-," 
iar,-e  rea;:..re   t     vlrc "u-.-invi rcid   interaction  effects.)     Ti,"   ajfarent   lack   if  c   iplir.K  letveen  tr.e 
prinary  flow  and  t!"  or •;■.«!". ov   in  the  region  near  tne  va..   which   ; r   :. , 1,.: t rat" i  ty  the  present 
exa^'ple   it;  of  corGideral .<•   ir.'.'-rant.     It  nas  a'realy   beer,   noted   that   the  ceroth-order lo.rroar,.- 
layer  solution   -ar.  aj J r  >:ir.ate  the  actual   f.ov  "ver   vr.'-r    the   crensflov   -..near exceeds   th"   taryential 
shear',   I ecause  tr."  variation     :'   the   crossf. 'V   ir.  tne   1  v.r.mry   .aye-   is   lirited   ' -  a   r.arrov   rerlor. 
near   tht   va.r.     ilov   It   -"..a..-  I"   .or.c-Ud"i  ti.a'.   l^tr.   tne   T-     sf.   v  and   tanfr.l ia.   flov   ccr-ponents  dev- 
elop   independently  near'   tne  vall.vlt!.  '..'■   n"  nrflo..   ;rir.arlly   influenced  1;,   the   exterr.ai   f rescure 
gradients. 

This o.^a-eotE ti.e 1 ssitility of 1 r.e\ 
near tic va.l. Ir. iddition, aj 1 r. x .-'.at" (1 
.a,."r  f.:vT   rii. .. i   ta/.e   this  j r  perty   Irt 

rrert   I'-i.avl   r  near  tr."  va..   for  an   i"]"i 
vltn r.a: s transf'r . 

■."jl'-r   i-a.ytio  tr»"itrr.er.t   -f  t: e  :'  _v   lr.  the   r^tflon 
1. ^   ""tn   : 0   f :r   'a. 0 .1 at Irv  tr.r - 11 -er.. 1 or.a '   I   . r, lary ■ 

F   ■•   inr.tar.ce,   a   orcssf.^v   \ •:  fi;«  vi.ci.  i.an tie 
■-..rface    ■    ,. i  jrda: .;,   :"   .. i 1  as  veil   for jroll^rrr, 

Fr :• the vlevj rir.t " .litin,--: d,, 
fri'-ar;, effect of ablati r. ir t. - ; , ■' 
..not.ar.fc'e'i   re. a' Ive   'o   the   r.onal    a' lr.,-    ■; 

•r.t   r.-fu.l   indicates 
nr.trlt ..• ion   to   . If' 

it  the 

- net.rli 

The a ct.. a.   oropsf. "V   pr   I'i.ec,   vltn  a- 
t ior.r.  along   tne  \;   -    ."  '   ntr-am.ln«»   lr. Fl 
ir,crease  ' rv     ■rossl'    v   ve.o.'ity   an 1  at   trc 
in  Duel, a way  tiiai   tr >   vei   city  >-ra.ii"'.'   ■■ 
'■oborate earlier  fir.dir.>-s   iisc-DSei   in he:' 

-fer. are  ;:. vn  at   tv     : . fferent   rta- 
ir.or'.'aS"   ,:.   "ars   transfer   tenos   to 
v"   .city  jea-,      .•varr   fr.n   the  vail 
1.' a"l .    'ii.r'ant .     Th'-:"'    reR ,ltr,   :: 1 

COI.'CIATICl.'f- 

A method lias  been developed   for th" ana .., 0 1 r,   ::'  t:."  "t'fertr     :   : r .:. no .. -. o'-r  1 isj lacecent 
pressure  interact.or.   ovei   yawed   blunl'.-J  cor.r-'.     Th"  ' n; ee-i 1 "•■:.:-i   :.•..   .a-inar   ; i"; rerr.il le  boundary- 
layer epuatlons   ar»  written   in   terns   n   a   strearllne    -^ordlnate     yrt"-   reter-inel   fr  "   the   In.vlscii 
pressure distribution,   vi.icn   in  turn  ir. calculated  fro-   the  eff. ot .•.■■■-J • ■   ■■eth^i.     Th"  ! o.niary- 
layer equations  -ire  perturbed with  respect  to  a  paiareter     t   which   i -  relat'-l  '     (h"   Inviscid  stream- 
line  curvature and  proportiona.   tc   th"  angle     f  attach,   ar.d  only   ti.e   leaii:.,-   '.":-;    are   retained. 
The  recultinp   "s^all   ''r.!.-.-,!-  ov'    e-jaai-inn!   are   mnvel   "-.art.y  :;.   ■•"■;:.-   . :' a-.   1-; . f ■ 11   t" i n i t.e-d. fference 
procedure.     Converged   sclutior.:;     f  ttie   11. {1 ac-ent-Interact i  r.  proi 1 ire    Italnel   ty   coupling  tne 



l'oundary-lftyer and invlscli :0Bput8tlons at eacr. pc'.r.t :- •.-« : •:., 6-j-fs;* -■ s ..: = . .■»:■--".;: 
proceJure.  The efftct'.ve-cone method Is shcwr. t: represent the lrv;«c:T f.;-. ----- rate... '.:. :: • 
J -TiBtrean; region for both blunt yawd a."d noncoi.icsl todlpp, e.-.-.i   It is reail... adaf-e-.: t: tr.e 
local Iterative calculation of pressure.  In t:.c blunt nose regier, ar. ar.a.Ofr^B tar.ger.t-Bfhere 
method la used. 

Numerical calculations have shovn thai the dlsplnr-pment. 1 pternrt, 1 on nnBlysl« Is stable and 
efficient for blunt .-ones at moderate angles of attack for Reynolds numbers down to Hes = ±000. 
High rates ol irtiBB transfer at the wa1l have been Included In some of these calculations, using a 
Binpllfled energy balance at the wall and a consLant latent heat of the wall material,  ^n general, 
a tendency is noted fur the croGBflow wall shear to build uy  laplüiy as Blieamiines migrate to the 
leeward side of the cone, particularly for the larger angles of «tta''1', to such an extent as to 
exceed the tangential wall shear in the leeward region.  In these cases, It is argued that although 
the assumption underlying the expansion of the boundary-layer equations in I  Is violated, never- 
theless the calculutions for the zeroth-onltr heat transfer and wall shear represent a fair approxi- 
mation of the actual boundary-layer flow.  4 r-T'+ed phenomenon is observed in the remarkable 'nsen- 
sitivity of the crossflow wall shear to the mass transfer rate at „.it «Cti. 11 ^j-pcai«. w^L Lw€ 
croBsflow wall shear is primarily a function of the applied lateral pressure gradient, and that, In 
a narrow sublayer nf\r  the wall, the two flow components develop practically independently. This 
lack of coupling between the crossflow and the tangential components 1B interesting from a funda- 
.nental point of view, and it points to the possibility of a simplified theoretical analynls of the 
flew in the "Inne-" ^""darv laver region. 

The calculations iemenstrate a rapid boundary layer growth toward the leeward side, accentuated 
by increasing the mass Tlov rate unl decreasing the Reynolds number. The boundary layer growth is 
accompanied by an increi-se in pressure due to the displacement effect, but this Increase Is moder- 
ated somewhat by two efficts: First, the relatl-e pressure change due to variations In bounda/y- 
layer sloje is less towii ' the leeward side; ana second, the external streamlines tend to move more 
rapidly toward the leewa;- side as the int raction is increased.  The latter effect Is found to be 
small, however.  Because t ,£ wall shear vector steepens progressively with Increasing angle of atack 
in these calculations, tht behavior which would be associated with separation is not cltierved.  I; 
is concluded that the meth  l'orti.ulated here, although more complete than competing methods pub- 
lished to date, does not ta^e into account all the factors which control leeward ceparetlon on cones 
in hypersonic flow.  (1^ ray well be impossible to account for all the important effects in a "clas- 
sical" analysis which conuldecs only the atts ;hed flow upstream of the separation line.) Apparently 
one ingredient in separation is ar internal "hock, caused either directly by the supersonic cross- 
flow or indirectly by th! vise .i^-lnviGCld interaction process linked to the near wake. 
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R E 3 U M K 

L* obMp •irodjnmiq.u* ä Itaoh 10 autour d'un ohm forteatmt öooaasi et peu ourert (2-io lo0) a 6tö 
oalouU par la atfthod« d« B&BBIODO k 5°,  10» »t 20s d'lnQidano«;  pour oette dernifero le oaloul mimörlque 
a dlfarftf at aboutl k daa praaalons n^gatlTaa. 

La ooaparalaon avac daa ■•auras an aoufflarla a aoatri qua t 

a) la profll da I'onda da ohoo aat prtfdlt aveo una azoallanta preoision, 

b) laa praaaloaa laoalaa tb^orlquaa at azp^riaantalaa aa rsooupant, sauf aui incidence» elevöea,  sur 
la parti« aup^rlaura au axista un ^ooulaaant tourbillonnaire an comet Hi au döcolleeient de la 
oouoii« liaita, 

o) daaa laa conditions daa pr^aants aaaals (oouche lialte laninaire)  lea flux thermlquea mesures excfedent 
gin^ralMwnt laa flux caloulAa. 

Ca r^aultat aac dlaout<. 

Bn gtoiral, laa dlTarganoaa antra ctlcul at mesures restent confinöea dans les rone« oü flux et pi-sasioaa 
aont trka faiblaa ( la a^thoda da BABBKO conduit done, auz incidences notablea, h uae ^raluation assez 
approohla daa ohargaa aärodynaalquaa et tharaiquea globale* sur un corps de rörolution fortament emoussö. 

S U M « A H I 

The aarodynaHlo field at Maoh 10 around a T»ry blunt cone of lew apex angle (2 ^ « 10°) was calculated 
cy JBABBBD'a natbod for inoldanoa anglaa of 5°,  10° and 20°  ; the numerioal calculation diverged and 
CBT* nagatiT« praasurcs In tha case of the latter incidence angle. 

Tha ooaparlaon with wlnd-tunnal rasulta showed that : 

a) tha ahodBHtawa waa pradietad with an excellent precision, 

b) tha thaoratlcal and axparlnental local pressures were in good agreement except for high incidence 
angles on tha upper part of tba body, where a boundary-layer aeparatlon induced a horse-shoe shaped 
rortax, 

o) In tha conditions of tha present teats (laminar boundary-layer)  the heat rates measured were greater 
than thaaa predicted in aoat oases. This result Is discussed. 

Qanarally» tba diTergenca batwean thaoratlcal and exparinantal results raaiained confined into cones 
wtaara tha beat ratea and tha pressure levels were low ; therefore BABENKO's method leads to an 
wmluatlon sufficiently cloaa to tha real thermal and aerodynamic loads on a very blunt axisynmetrical 
body at fairly high anglaa of incidence. 
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MDTtTIONS 

^k/ByC Matrices oarröee. 

ccr Vitassa critique du son. 

Cp Chalaur specifique de l'air u prassion conatante. 

& Largaur d'un tube da courant. 

ht Enthalpie d'arrlt. 

L haiigamiT totale de 1'obstacle. 

p Pression rappartÄa au produit de la density aoiont par C*,.   ;    £     ■ 24,5 p   pour M ■ 10. 
P« 

M ^ Nombre da Mach k I'infini amont. 

V Nombre da FRANDTL. 

q Flux tbamlqua par unit£ da surface. 

a Flux au point d'arrlt. 

r^G (ut Ui) Equation da i'opstacla. 

r-F(x./<^) Equation du choc. 

H Rayon da la partia sph^riqu«. 

A Absolasa curriligno le lorg d'une lij^ne de courant. 

(A^   b^ Systeme d'azes utilises dans l'^tude de la couche limite. 

5 Facteur d'analogie de Reynolds. 

T Temperature. 

"T Temperature de reference. 

Tp Temperature de paroi. 

Tf T'jmpärature de t'rottement athermane. 

(\t,v  AtTJ Composantes axiale, radiale et circonförentielle de la vitease. 

(ÄLtV VT) Composantes axiale, radiale et circonl'ärentielle de la vitesoe rapportee ä Ccr. 

{ X.   r   if) Systeme de coordonnees cyliadnques lie u l'ase du corps. 

X Veoteur de composantes  (AX-  V  AW   p ). 

(X.   ft    <J" Parametres servant a stabiliser le schema aux dil'förencea. 

« _   r -6 Variable auxiliaire utilis^e  pour faciliter l'ecnture des conditions aux limites. 

P Vecteur de quatre coajiosantos. 

O Epaisseux de la couche  limite. 

/^ Epaisseur d'ener^e. 

Masse specifique. 

Viscosite. 

P 

Indices 

g, D^signe l'ötat a la i'rontiere de la couche limite. 

oo Desif^ne l'^tat  a I'infini amont. 
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1 - IHTBODOCTION 

Le oCaul d« I'^ooulaaant aupersonlqu* <!• gtz parfalta autour da corps de revolutions teoussta at 
aana Iscidanoa aac r^aolu dapuia da aoabrauaaa «nn^aa par la m^thoda das oaractöriatlquas ä paxtlr 
da ooadltijM initlalaa eoniquae, allts mloaa d&iuitaa d'une solution approohfo du ohamp subaonlqua 
autour da I'teousaaaant eph^riqua. La champ d'application da la methods a 6t6 ansuita ^tandu auz 
<coulaaanta da gax & ohalaura ap^cifiquaa varUblae, k I'&juilibn» ou fig^s, at plus r^caoinant »veo 
cia^tiqua ohialqua. Fur ailleurs, uns n^thoda da oaloul da I'^couleaant autour da corpa da revolution 
dbouastat *<" inoldanoaa faiblea, dlta methods das oaracteristlquas linearisea, a 4t6 etablia [l]  i 
alia pemat an particuliar d'aocedar auz radiants da fores normals at ä la stability das oglvas au 
voiaiaaga da I'inoldance nulls. 

Mais la detareination du ohaap d'eooulaoant autour da oönaa (oirculairaa ou uon) st k dss inoidanoes 
voisizMs du dauL-anglin du oön« n'a 6t6 randus possible qua par la methods numeriqus proposes par 
quatra autaura rusaas [2], deaigne« lei bri^venant par methods de BABEMKD. 

Cstte »ethodv a ete progrannee &   1' O.N.E.R.A. et     uns prsoibre exploitation autour de cSnas sn a 
ete publies [jj ; oette exploitation a dega«e l'une des limitations da la methods, qui apparalt sous 
la forme de divergence numerique,  lorsqus l'onde de ohoc äigknhr« en llgna ds Nach, es qui se produlsalt 
pour I'laeldenoe 12°, dana le cas cits d'un cOna ds 9s de danl-angle k Mach 7« 

Ces obserratieas ont BUgg<re d'eprouver 1« methods de oalcul dans le C*B d'un cOne emousse ds faibls 
euvertu**», aasurant la preaence ('.'une onds de choc intense, tandis qua da fortes detsntsa seraiant 
observeea en inoidanoe k la partie auperleure du oorpa I on vlsalt ainwi k degager d'autres limites da 
validlte du caloul, qua la seule Avanesoenoe de l'onde de choc. Lee oalouls ont ete affeotuea pour 
Nboh 10, aveo un rappert dee ohalaura apeoifiquea S  • 1,4» 

BaraU^lsaant k ess caloula a ete effectuAe une aerie de meeures dans la soufflerie Mach 10 da 
Chalale Meudan, pour mettre an evidence lea limitations d'ordre physique (vlscosite st tourbillons) 
qui venadent k leur tour limiter le donaine d'application du soheeia da caloul. 

la presanta oemunlcatien relate lea praalara resultata obtsnus et les observations faitea lors de 
oette etude« 

2 - COMDITIOMS Dg CALCUL D» CHAMP D'ECOOiaEMT 

La nethode utilises pour le oaloul du champ «erodynamique autour du corps sn inoidsnoe, st ds la fonts 
de l'ottle ds oboe, sst due k BABESKD, Y0afltgS3BN3CT, UOUBMOV et R0ÜSSJLN0V [2]. 

Son analyse et l'eiaboration du programne qui permet son exploitation sur ordinateur ont ete effeetueea 
i I'O.N.E.B.i. aveo la collaboration de la S.E.M.A»  (Societe d'Bconamie et de Mathänatique ippllquees, 
Paria)[j]. Lea caloula nuaeriquea ont ete executes sur l'ordinateur GOOTBOL DATA 6600 ds la S.l.A. 
(Societe d'lnfomatique Appliquee, Raris). 

2.1 - Heaume de la methode - 

L'ecoulament aupersonlque autour d'un obstacls ds forms qusleonque sst donne par une solution 
du systias auz derivees partielles 

A^+B^^C^*r=0 
(1) 

eü x eat i'absoiase d'un plan normal 4 l'axa du oorpa, $ la cote reduite d'un point le long d'un 
rayon da ca plan, at (f la position angulaire da ce rayon, voir la Fig. 1. 

Lea matrioea oarrees A, £, C et le veoteur r* aont fonctions du vecteur ineonnu X; la matrice B 
oontlent en outre dee teimea dependant de la forme du choc, autre inconnue du probltae. Le 
ersttee a reaoudre eat done quasi lineaire. 

Dana la oaa lu gas parfait (seul traite par I'O.N.E.R.A.), les metricss A, B st C sent d'ordre 4 
et les vsotaurs X st C ont 4 coaposantea. 
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U doaaliM oil la solution Mt eharobfo «at d4f ini par; 

O   K   <$  <,* (2) 

o < \f < au 
htm oonditlons laitUlM sent dooniM dans la plan x^   , laa oondltlona auz lioltaa pour: 

^ « 0     (oondltion da vltaaaa tMOganta k la parol da .'.'obatacla) 

*S - 1     (oonUtlona da HAMOHB-HUOONIOT mir la ohoo). 

1* aolutlan otaarobia dolt an outr» Itra p<riedlqua an if . 

Pour la riaolution ma<rlqua on raaplaoa la aynttea (l) par un sob^aa auz dlff^ranoaa qul parmat 
la caloul daa Inoonmiaa auz points d'una grill« ractangulaira & paa fixa : 

Ax, .t M.^, A«^ 

L 
(3) 

Ca aotaAaa, joint auz oondltion» auz liaitaa, constltua I'al^orltlma da pass««« du clan ri-x^nt 
(n - 0,  1, 2 .. N -1), oü I'iooulanant aat suppose oonnu, au plan 3C. m X0+ (n ■«■ 1) t , oü 11 
aat inconnu, at panwt an prinoipa una solution coapl^t« du probltea. 

La fait qua le ayattaa ainsi obtanu n'aat pa« Un^alra par rapport auz Icsonouaa.at qu'll y a done 
plua d'una solution,aatoa laa autaura ruasaa ^ propoaar un prooM itirattf grtoa auqual la syet^ma 
non Untelra auz dlfftraaoaa sa dteonpoaa an L ayatteaa liniairas indlpandanta. Chaoun da oaa 
ayatteaa paiaat la dttamination daa Inoonnuaa sur un rayon <f » const, da la grills. U oomrarganoa 
daa Iterations Tars la solution oharohta n'aat paa <5tablis th^orlquaaant, aals son azlstaaoa aat 
ooaatatfo par ds noabrauz risultats da oaloul. 

La solution du systtea sur un rayon du plan X > Xo + (»1 ■•• 1) X sat obtanua da la fagon suivanta i 

- On y auppoaa oonnu« I'ltiratlon (l) at 1'on oharoba I'itiratlon (i + l) ( I'iUration (0) pout, 
par aza«pl«, Itra oonatituia par la aolution dans Is plan prtfo*lant, aala 11 aat oartainaaant 
«Tantagawz d'utllisar un "prtdlotaur", iol una aztrapolatlon llntelr«, plus prtois pour likltar 
au —■■"|M— la noabra daa Iterations). Pour os fairs on aatoa par un oaloul qul utillsa 1'iteration 
(l) at qu'on appalla nroaraasigB djagja la oondltion d'obatacla sur la ohoo. La systtes d'tiquationa 
ainsi obtanu foumit 1* Iteration (1+1) pour la position du oboo at la valaur du vaotaur Z sur 
c«lul-ol. La nroaraaaion iararaa donna k partir das inforaationa sur la ohoo 1*iteration (i + 1) 
du raotaur X pour laa autraa points du rayon oonsldirtf. 

C« prooM« appliqu* a ohaoun daa L rayvm du plante- X0+ (n+ l)X  y donns I'itiration (i ♦ l). 
Catta danikra «art au ooura da la prograaalon dlraota suivanta qui aboutlt & 1'iteration (i + 2) 
sur la oboo at k I'aida da la prograaeion inraraa k I'itiratJon (i ♦ 2) sur tout Is rayon. On paaaa 
au rayon sulvant at ainsi ds suits. 

On repots da oatta fafon la caloul dans Is plan oon«id<r4 Juaqu'k oonrarganoa. Calla-oi attainta, 
on passa au plan suivant. 

2,2 - Applloation nun<riqua - 

Avant d'azaninar las r^sultata maärlquas obtanua dans la oaa partioullar traits, 11 ast interessant 
da fair« qualquaa im^.-quas conoamant I'azploitation du prograaaw. 

La problkaia Itant syaetrlqus par rapport au plan aldian (d<rapage nul), on n'a trait< qua la 
daal-plan 

O 4<S< A 

La grllla dtflnia plus haut «st, pour laa oalouls an question, oaraotlrisia par 

1-32 

i - 10 

■»a MKMiaii—uiifaai 
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X rariant au ooura du oalcui d« 

t - 0,00125 L 

dans la zoo» de fort« courbur«, k 

X m 0,0125 I 
dana la parti« oonique du oorp«. 

Las autsurs ruasas ont introduit dans Isur sobtea auz diff6reno«s das parmmktraa atablllaatinu« 

x , 1%   at G" 

vlsant a. assurar la oonvarganc« du •procUi da OAIOUI ; nous avona adopts pour caa parao^tr«« 
las valaura t 

■*   - 0,505 

(i  - 0,495 

at 10 

La preparation das donn4»s dans le plan initialac,, n^cBsaite un travail conaidÄrabl«. II a'a^it 
d'y foumir las ooinpo5«nt«a da vitessa ü, Är,^, la prasaion p at la fon« du ohoo pour toua l»a 
points da la grille adopts«. Nous avons choisi 1« plan3^, dana la parti« du corps «u I'^ooulawnt 
est encore ophiriqu«, c« qul a pernis d'utilisar uae table d'&soulsMnt d« BULOTSSBXOVSKI [4]« 
Lea valeurs aörodynamiquea y sont tabul^es pour difföranta noabraa de Haoh en ooordonni«« polalr«*, 
11 suffit done d« passer auz ooordonn^aa cylindriquaa utilis^es dans le prog 

Le cone 6tudl4 est tel qua son ÄBOuasanant rest« aph^rjqu« Juaqu'b un angle d« 65* (l« raooord 
aveo 1« cone d« 4,66 degree de deni-ouTerture eat un a«ot«ur d« olothotd« aasurant la ooDtimdti 
da courbur«. Pig. 2)  ; las oondltions initial«« du caloul sont done d«s condition« aphlriqu««, 
de revolution autour da la viteso« «nont, jusqu'k un« incidence de 24s (point aoniqua voiain d« 
40,1° h Maoh 10 [4]. Us oalculs ont 4t6 «ff«otu<i« pour lea angles d'incideno« 3°,  10° «t 20s. 

Las riaultats a« pr4««at«ot sous la form« auivant« : 

- Pour chaqu« incidence, on obtient pour un« aolxantain« d« plansX ■ const, les ooaposant«« d« 
viteaae «L , v , <ür  «t la nreasion p en toua les point« d« la grille (3,f) adopts« pour 1« caloul. 
Four ohaoun das rayon« {Uj * const.) d« la grill«, on obti«nt igßimmi la for«« du choc dlflnl« 
par aa cote polair« F et la d<Sriv4e 'dF/dae, qul «zprln« aa pante local« par rapport h l'az« du 
corps. 

La tanpe d'utilisation du C 3 C 6600 eat, par incidence calouU«, d« I'ordre d« 

16 ainutae d'unite central«* (caloul propreaant dit) 

et d« 

Reaarqu« - 

13 minutaa d'unite« peripherlquca (entree des donnöes, sortie da« resultata). 

L'un d«s but« da la prtaente etude, «ettre en evidence des Halt«« d'utilisation d« 1* 
method« maeriqu«, non lie«s 4 Pevanasoanoe d« l'ond« de choc, a ete attaint 1 «n «ff«t 
1« oaloul pour 1'incidenc« 20s n'a pu aller au delk du plan d'abaoiaae x/l « 0,475 oi» 
la progresaicn Inverse (du choc au oorp«) ««t davenue instabl« dans la zcmm im fort« 
detente aur I'aztradoa j le caloul «ecanographiqu« y a ete arr#te par 1*apparition d'un« 
prasaion negativ« (introduit« par 1« predictaur Hneaira evoque plus baut), dan« 1« plan 
aitue h «nviron (f - 155s, voir la fi^. 3    . Un« etude deta.'iiee d«a raiaona d« c«tt« 
instabilite maeriqu«, et des prooede« ev«ntu«l« pour la lever, eet en ooura k l'O.N.K.R.l. 

L*integration des coaiposantea de la viteas« Issues du oaloul, en vue de calouler la geoaetrl« d«« 
lignes de oourant, a ete demaade« & un  prograaM d'UM 704. 

Utilise dons le oaa present pour le oaloul dee lignes ü* oourant parietala« (3 minute« d'ordloateur 
fournipsent 17 lignes d« oourant couvrant 1« deol-corp« do I'intradoa ä l'extradoa), o« progranM 
peut itre adapte pour calouler toutea lea lignes de oourant «ntre le oorp« et le ohoo. 

Bappelons que le caloul autour d'un o8n« pointu aur 
dure environ 1 heure. 

maohln« CDC 3600, avec 1« pro 
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2.3 - Mittag» d» ofcloul im flux thwlqw« 

2.3.1 - fflMiPt 

OB M pr«peM d« oaloular 1M flux d« owdtur k 1* paroi du oorp« dans !• ou d'uaa oouoha llait« 
IMIHII« «t dnna l'bypotbks« d'un gas ptxfalt k ohalaura ap^olflqu*« oo&atantM. QM solution 
«ppcodiMtlT» sst obtMnw par I'spplloatlon d« U n^thod« d« NICHKL at DOOIO [sj. aithods qui «at 
foaKa sur I'laUgratloa da I'^quation glob&la dt I'toargi». D'aprts la "prlaolDa da ng^ralanaa" 
da UCBIUBmB at OinURT [8], un traltaMnt ■bldiaanslonaal" aat appllqu< k la ooucha liaita 
ti tdi—Iwaalla ; i oai affat on oholait 'JR aysttea d'azaa orthogonaux difini par 

- la prsjaotlan noraala daa Hgnas da oourant i la frontier» axt^rlaura da la oouoha UBI^I sur 
1« pare! (a), (llgnaa da oourant parKtalas da I'fooulMant du flulda parfait), 

- la noiaala k la paroi (r\ ), 

- la parpandloulaira k A, n  (b). 

Dans oa ayatiaa, la oooposanta (-w) suivant b du vaotaur rttasaa, ast nulla ann-0atn-5, 

■atra oaa daux llaitaa, w  aat faibla par rapport k la ooapoaauta longitudinal« u.. Caoi suggkra 
da a<gligar an praalkra appraxiaation vr at toutaa laa d4riT<aa par rapport k b dans laa Aquations 
da la oouoha liaita. Callaa-oi sa rtduiaant alora k oallas d'un tamlaaant bidlaansionnal. La 
diTarganoa daa llffiaa da oourant, nulla an 4ooulaaant plan at saulaaant fonotlon du rayon trans- 
Taraal an iouulaaact da rArolution, dtfpand k la foia da la foma g^oa^trlqua du oorpa et du cbaap 
d'teoulaaant qui a'tftabllt autcur. 

Sana laa Aquations globalaa on voit apparaltra la taraa 

od ti dAaigna la largaur d'un pinoaau da oourant dtfini par daux llgnaa da oourant axtAriauraa 
▼oiainaa. La oaloul prialabla da I'Aooulaoant parfait foumit I'intarsaction das Upaas da oourant 
k la paroi avac daa plaaa *- cfc.  , dans daa ooordonnAas oylindriquaa (•" l

(f )• *tour 1* ligna da 
oourant matrotAa "m" on oaloulara alora e • empar la ralation 

O^ast I'angla qua foraa la ligna da oourant avao la plan airldian passant par 1« aflaa point, 
aa oaloula k I'aida daa ooapoaantaa du vaotaur vitassa (issuaa icl du calcul da MBENKC)  i 

2.3.2 - Bauation alobala da I'faargia. hypothtsas n<o»ssairas k sa r^aolutiu. 

L'Aquation globala da I'faargia s'obtiant an integrant 1*Aquation aux dAriTias partiallaa da 
n mO   k   nm S   t 

II 

JA aP'^'fc (4) 

L'Atat da I'Acoulanant k la frontifera da la ooucba limita, 9C , KKC, hie itani oonnu, una hypothka 
doit Itra introduita pour raliar la flux da ohalaur C|  k la paroi k I'Apaissaur d'Anargia 

A - (*   ^    (K .A) dn . 

Laa solutions sasblablaa da la ooucba limit» laminaira suggörant d'expriaar oa flux, rendu 
oonvanablaaact sans diaanaion, an fonction du ncabr» da Reynolds d^flsl areo I'^paissaur A   sous 
la f oiaa 

s B 
fa **-* ^/>*-» 

(5) 

La ooaffioiant B dApaud, an principa, daa paraaktras oaraotArisant 1'Aooulamant i nombra da Nach, 
t«.p<ratura da paroi, gradient da praasion . En fait, on montra dans la rit, [3] qua l'effet du 
gradient da praasion sur B n'affaote gukre le flux calculä. Une relation de "plaque plane" sera 
dona retenue pour B. Tenant ooopte des effets de la ooopresaibilitA par le concept de la 
"temptfrature de rtfftfranoa' 

T * = Te ♦ 0,5M (Tp -Te") ♦ 0,16 (Tf -T») 

L^i 
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on 6crlra 

(6) B - o aeos     tltl   ( S ILTIEV 

oü   p*  . p (T*)    u,*= u,(T^, Pour is facteur d'analogie d« Reynolda 3 on utills«!-« I'apppoxi- 
matlon habituell«! valable ^galaoent ^galaoent pour un eceulament sans gradient de preaaion, 

S = P       - 1,24. 

Le facteur de röoup^ratlon laminaire r* qui interrient dans le caloul de Tf eat donntf par 

r *P\ 0,85. 

L'tfquatlon global« (4), aprfes la substitution des relations (5)1 (6) peut Itre intlgrä« sous la 
foraa 

L'tfpalsseur A 6tant alnsi oalculee, on obtient le flux de chalaur par la relation (5). 

iu point d'arrlt oü **-* et e sont nuls, un paasage ä la limite approprl^e conduit & 

(V) 

l(o)   = 

S(O) 

QtAQj     Pr.»U       M-g, 5     Tt  -Tf 
d^t. efc 've 

a« 
s o p(Tf.Tp) 

>    (8) 

2.3.3 - Integration aua<riau« 

L'intlgrale qui apparalt au deuzltoe mambre de liquation (?) est calculi« numcriquement, pas h 
paa. Pour integrer d'un point A^, au point aulrant  A)lti l'intögraad eat approch^ par un polyntba 
du second d«gr< «n a, dont le« oocffiolants sont determines par lea valaura de 1*integrand auz 
points An ., An   ot ,An,4«8paoea de fa^on quelconque. 

Au tout prenler pas oette nethode n'est evidemnent pas applicable. On utiliij« alora la fornule 
des trapis««. Sachant qu'au voisinag« du point d'arrlt 

Atc -v A      .    C ~ A 

on applique un facteur correctif pour ameilorer la precision de 1*integration. Ce facteur tient 
compte egaleaent d« la nature de la couch« Unite (laminaire ou turbulente). 

2.3.4 - «mr^T^tW aaeiloree POUT le caloul des flux 

Lea arrwura, du«a aux hypotheses simplifioatricee introduites dans la nethode ae oalcul, a'eii- 
olnent «n grand« partie loraqu'on form« 1« quotient     9(4^ /^(o)    • 1«« deux quantitea  M(4) 
et  C\(0)  etant aff«cte«a senaiblanent des aänma «rreurs. On l'a verifies ref, [5] en oomparant 
les dlatrlbutlona de flux relatifs   ^ (A) /9ie)0^tanua8 f"" ^* »ethod« globale avec c«ll«s 
oalcu].e«s & l'aldts de methodes plus exactes. 

II est alora facile d'aneilorer la precisiou des flux en nultipliant le rapport  C)(4)/C)(o) 
par la flux au point d'arrlt QtFR  donne par exeople par la foroul« de FAT et RTDmiJi 1 

^i») 
(9) 

2.3.5 - rmriwit1n° *• ^ »ethoda 

La resolution d« 1'equation global« d« I'entirgi« ecus la fonM (7)1 «t l'obtantlon dee flux k 
l»aid«d«s relations (5), (a) et (9) a fait I'objat d'vna progranatlon en PORTRAN pour I'onu- 
nateur I£M 704. ELusleurs options sont posalbl«« aalon la nature de la couch« Halt« (laainalra, 
turbulant«) «t la geoaetrle de l'eooulanant (plan ,d« revolution, trldiaensionnsl). 

Un caloul ooaplat (17 llgnas da oourant avao 60 ä 70 points de oalcul aur cbaoun«) deaaode 
•Bviron 10 ■1init«a. 
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3 - VERinCATIONS KXiBEIMBNTiJÜS 

IM «MMia out iti »Kmotai» dana U souffUri» 83 d« Chalals-ltoudon, k un uoabr« d« Itaob N - 9,95 
dua uaa raine d'un dla»fet™ utila d'anvlron 50 oa. La praaalon g^n^ntrice eat da 120 bars at 1« 
taapiratur« da 1 020SK aoTlron. U noabra da Raynolda oorraapoadant, rapport* k I'^coulanant non 
parturW at k la longueur da la aaquatta (2^ cm) aat "R,. - V« L . 2,3.10»  t lea oouobaa 
Ualtaa eont done trta probablaaa&t laalaalraa aur touta la longuaur clu «odkla. 

3*1 - La d<tagala*tlon da la foraa da 1'onda da oboo eat obtanua par atrlcaoopia noraala ; uaa 
tantatlra da d^taraiaatioo da la foraa trldiaanaioimalle de l'onde de choc, en pr^aantant 
la aaquatta dana daa poaitiona d'incidano« et d^rapaga ocmibiai» n'a paa r^uaal, k causa 
da diffioult^a da reatitutlon. 

3.2 - Maaurea de praaalona parlätale» - 

On a utllla4 una aaquatta tfquip^e da nloirxaptaurs da pression h r^ponse rapid» altu^a 
dlrectaoant aous la paroi ; lea easals ötaient effectu^a au courp d'uoe mine rafale par pallera 
d'lnoidanoa (5° - 10° - 15° - 20s) pour das valaura fixes de l'angle polaire tf ae la g^n^ra- 
trioe consider*«. 3ur la figure •} lea points d'uua mime vertioale aont done iasus d'une unique 
rafale. 

3.3 - Neauraa d' fehauffeaant cin^tiqua - 

bna prwlfcre s^rie d'asaais au aoyan de maquattae en ailaatöne revltuo de peintures thermo- 
vlrantaa, salon la technique döerite dans la r^f. [6j, a donni des valeurs nua^riquaa axploi- 
tables aur la saule nioiti* införieure de la aaquatte,  oikge des ^cbauffaments les plus forte, 
voir la figure 4 a     I lea nesures ont iti reprises sur una aaquatta a paroi mince calibr^e, 
munle de thermocouples. Ce sont oes demikrea maauraa, qui ont oonfira* et prolong* les 
preni^raa, qui ont 6t6 retenues et f jurnlee ici. 

3.4 - Yiaualiaation dea Ixgnea da courant BUT la paroi - 

La prograaaa d*analyse nua^rique peraettant le cnloul des lignas de courant, i . a 4t6 rocharoh* 
une visualisation de oea lignes au coure das esaaia ;  I'aHpiol des sillages de billes sur pein- 
tura theraovirante est limits , ooune on le voit sur la photographie de la figure 4 a , auz 
partiea laa plus azpoeAaa. Des r^aultata plus nata out iti obtenus au aoyan da gout tea d'huila 
auz silioones   oolor^ea, et d<poa<ea avant I'aaaai aur la aaquatte pelnte en blano - Fiaura 
4 a. L. c.d. 

4 - RESULTATS 

4.1 - ftnae de l'oade de oboo - figure § 

La mtfthode de BiMIMD foumit dee formes de choc qui raooupent reaarqufbleaent les atriosoopies. 
A 1'inoidenoe 3° le calcul repris par la aöthoda des caraottfristiques lin*aria*e dtflnit une 
onde de ohoc aitu^a k I'axt^rieur da la preaiäre. Una analyse dea .-^sultats saable indiquar 
qua les a^thodea de calcul (BABESJUO OU oaractiristiquas) n'espliquant paa cat *cart, qui seralt 
dft k de trie faiblaa hearts sur les oonditiona initiales (aonlquea) das oalcula. 

4.2 - R<partitioaa da pntaaion - 

Las preasions oalouKea aur les g*n*ratrioes inf*rieure et sup^riaure sont ooapar*ea sur la 
figure 2.  Conaldfoant le calcul de RARSMDO (oourbae en traits interroapus), on note una 
sunUtaate suivie d'une rscompression, d'tntensit^e crolsssntea avec 1'incidence, sur le d*but 
da la parti» coniqua, cöt* eztrados ; vers les 2/3 arrifere du corps les oourbes 10° et 3° sa 
confondant. La courbe i » 20° en partlouliar indiqua, api*e una trke forte surd*tenta, una 
reooapreaslon suivie d'une oouvalle d*tente accentu*a juaqu'au plan i/L ■ 0,475 oü le oalcul a 
iti arrlt* par annulation da la pression (voir 2.2). 

Got* intradoa, on note & i * 10° une l*gire raooapresaion sur 1« aolti* arriire du corpa. Cette 
*volutlon qui a'aooantua ä i ■ 20s, aat k rapproohar du chongeaant de oourbure de I1 onde da 
choc, qui traduit la raooord da l'*oouleaant r*gl par la nac *aouss*, a l'*oouleaent ooniqua 
aaysptotiqua. 

/ 

- 

,_„..,„ K^ . imWfcWK. •»■frfcrw,, «MCJM ****,     ^j,,.^,, > 
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1mm repartition* caloul<«a par la ■tfthoda aaa   araot^rlstiquaa 8«Bi-lln«ariB4«a - traita plains - 
aurastlaant la d^tanta at aoua-eatiBent la oomprasaion, ca qul montr» qu'h 3° d'incidenoa iiik 
oatta m^thoda pard tout« signification. 

laMirqua - 11 a capaadant 6*i constate qua la m^thoda daa caraot^ristiquaa sami-Jin^arieeee 
donna la gradient da force normale h 1'incidence nulle et la position du foyer 
alrodynaaiqua fournla par l'axpörience ä Nach IC. 

Las repartitions de praaaiona autour du corps ä difförentes abacissaa - fiaura 3 - oontrent qua 
la caloul da BARElffO prädit raaiarquablamant las presalons mesuröes ä 1'absciss« z/L »0,11 
origlne de la partie ooniqua (oourbaa (a)). Pour z/L ■ 0,4431  (courbaa b) las courbaa thöoriquaa 
intarpritant encore ezacteoant les valours mesuröes pour i « 5° et i = iO", mals & 1'incidence 
20° on constate un 4oart dans le secteur de ^ - 170° ä (f • 125°. dont les visualisations 
- f^pira 4 1c)    - montreront le rapport avec le döcollement tourbillonnalra. 

Pour z/L = 0,9131 oourbaa (c). ce mtme phÄionÄne apparalt dös 1'incidence 10", vars ^ « 116°. 
La oourba thöorique pour 1 ■ 20° n'est pas disponible comme il est dit plus haut, mals l'allurs 
da la courbe ezp4rlMntale oonfirma qu'un decollement s'y prodult ^galeinent au voisinage de 
If   ■ 120«'. 

Ttmoi des isobares dans un plan normal k l'axe du corps - Pigura 6 

Las oourbes das presslona locales le long des rayons passart par l'aze, donnöas directes du 
caieul de BABENKD, permetient ä laur tour le trac^ des isobares dans le plan contenant ces 
rayona, ici le plan du culot z/L = 1. 

N.B. - Ces oourbes sont gradu^es en valeurs de P,  parametre ae calcul tel qua    P/PaoB 24,5 P. 

Cn note que les oourbes relatives ä 1'incidence 5° sont monotones entre intrados et eztrados ; ä 
i = 10° apparaiasent 2 mlmmB de pression pour «1>=* 135«  j  pour i » 20°, et dana le plon z/L =0,45 
(qui est le demier plan oü le calcul a converge) cttte zone de faibles ^resaion^ s'est accentu^e 
et las minima se sont rapprochös du plan de sym4trie. 0n remarquera que ces zones de faible 
pression restent au contact du corps  ;  le sondage en soufflerie des pressioas d'arrSt entre le 
ohoo et le corps, complement indispensable das presents traces est en cour:   au moment de la 
redaction. 

Llgtas da courant calcuieas u la parol 

IA. figure 7 reprtsente, sur un plan dövelopp^ d'un demi-corpr,,  le;-. iignes de courant calcul^es 
pour les incidences 5°,  10° et 20°. Ce-  lignso de couriint ont .lervi de base uu calcul du fluz 
tbenaique. 

Comparalson entre les 6chauffamentB calcules et mesures 

JA f^ufl g ocapare les öchauffemants mesurös et calcidi s sur la K^neratrice ira öneure (en 
compression). L'alJure des deuz oourbes est bien lu mime, maiü les calcula soua-estiment d'environ 
'O^les valeurs Tasur^es. 

On note qu'au delä de 10° d'incidenoa,  l'echau'lament :iur la partie amere au^nente apres un 
minim m qui se rapprocho du nez a    i    croissant  ; cette allure eot tres voisine de celle oonstatöe 
le long du bord d'attaque cylindrique d'une alle en floche a emouasement sph^rique essayöe 
pr^cÄieoBient dans les mSmes conditiuna ezperimentales [5]. 

IA  figure 9 compare lea strionoopies obtenuea et les fluz mesur^s rapportes au fluz au point 
d'arrit, portea en fonetion des abscissae reduites a/R dans les cas 

- a) du corps de revolution ä   i = 15°, 

- b) d'une alle en fliehe de 75° en dörapage de 5° 

oü las generatrices ezposeaa au    ant ont done une inclinaison ögale de 20°. Les deiu oourbes 
sont reaiarquablemant voisines, ainsi que les champs d'ecoulement donn^a par la strioscopie.  Le 
caloul azpose dans la ref.  [3] rend bien compte de l'ezistence d'un minimum dfl ä l'effet 
d'emouasamant. 

3ur la    figure 10 on a compare lee flux .nesures    ä i = 20° sur les genevatricos ä 50° - 60° et 
90° da l'intradoa ; on note la deformation tres progressive des u^'aroes^ qui rappelle celle des 
oourbes des praaslona meaurees (figure 10 b). II aemble done que les fluz locauz dependent asaez 
etroitement des pressions locales,  ca qui avait doja ete constate par i^If'FITH  [7] dans le cas 
da corpa enouasea a 1'incidence nulle, easayäs en hyperaonique. 

Nals sur la generatrioa d'aztrsdos - figure 11  - la comparaison entre calcul et oieaures, correcto 
ä i o 5°, montre que lea fluz mesures sur la partie arrifere ne suivent pas la decroissance monotone 
oalcuie« fflaia augsantant da nouvaau ä partir d'un point qui avance a    i    croissant. 
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In s« important auz vlsu«lisatlona d« la fiaur« 4    on volt que lea hypoth^saa da calcul n» sent 
PM rMp*ot<M par l'öcoulement röel dona oett« zona i  la ligna da oourant qua suit lu gänär«- 
trloa aupirieura n'ast paa la confluent da toutas las llgnas da oourant qul ont contoum^ la 
oorpa aals au contraira 1'origina da llgnas da oourant dlvargantae. Catta dlvarganca oat provo- 
fJiim par la d^ooliaaant tourblllonnalra. 

Lta rtpartltiona daa flux mesurea at calculus autour du corps - figure 12 - sent en  disaccord 
ct Nissant quand on s'^loigna da la g^n^ratrioa Inf^rlaura : pour x/L = 0,425 at if    » 90° par 
asanpla,  l'4o*rt aat volsin da 50^, bian qua catta zone ne aolt la aihge d'auoun döcollenant. 

Cat taart parut Itra Impute a oa qua lea lignea da oourant pari^talea reelle» na sent pas callas 
caloul<«a an öooulement non vlsquauz. Ifl fiaura 4    groupa qualquan^ines des photographies da 
lljpjas da oourant ▼isualis^aa par deux prooiiia dlff<r«cts : le prenler employ* a consist* & 
gamtr la aaquatta an atlaetina, revltua da painture tharuovirsn^a, da bllles da * ,y DP da 
dlMttra, dont la sllla^a saralt Tlsualls* par las plus forts *chauffeoents qui regnant ä son 
rolBlna^a, ainal qua 1'avalant slpial* das observations pr*c*dantas. Mais la photographia 4 a 
■ontre qua laa alllagas na aont plus rlslblaa {.our  <f > 90°, cu las flux daviannent inferleuia 
i 2 Watta/o«2, done au-dasaoua da la limits da viraga da la palntura* pour laa dur^as (t   < 7 s) 
oonaidir*««. 

La aaoond procAK a conalstö ä d*ponar aur la oaquette m*talliqua, painte en blano pour la 
contrasta, das goutiea da rösinas polyastars coloröas. Las photographies montrent qua las 
trajactoiraa obtenuaa yont catta fols jusqu'a I'aztrados pendant las 7 sacondes d'essai  ;  apres 
1'aaaai la liquide Tlsquauz se figr de nouvaau at In sohtea obtenu peut 8tre conserv* plualaurs 
Joura. 

Laa inolinaisona das lignas ainsl obtenuaa ont *te ralavöas et comparöes avec cellea Issues du 
oaloul da BABENXD. L« figure lü compare caloul et sillages sur painture vlrante ä i - 10°  (13 a) 
avao laa traces d'enduit Tlsquauz k la mtee incidence (13 b).«t k i = 20° avec la m^thode de 
l'anduit vlsquauz (15 c); lea inclinalsons sur la partie supäriaura das maqusttas n'ont paa M 
trac^ast mais aont da signe oppos* auz valaurs theoriquaa. 

Dauz raoarquaa a'imposant : 

- d'abord las dauz möthodes de visualisation utilisöes a i = 10" conduisent a des Inolinaisona 
da lig&es da oourant tr^s voiaines ;  bian qu'il s'agisae dans un cas de sillages d'obstacles 
teergasnt da la ooucha limlte, et dans I'autra cas da filets liquides öpais d'anviron 1/10 da 
■>, 'jn paut suapaotar qua las dauz azptfrlaocaa indiquant las directions h la partie infirlaura 
da la ooucha limite, done probableoant diff^rentes das directions des llgnss da oourant aztanma, 
oa qul «zpllquerait qua laa inolinaisona aont dans tous las oaa baaucoup plus fortes que cellea 
c.ilcul*aa, du double au quadruple selon 1'abscisse ; 

- on note par ailleurs qua lea inclinalsons maximales reatent au voisinage de If   • 90° alors qua 
laa MOtlaa theoriquaa aont plus voiains da I'eztrados. 

Cas reaarquaa apportant paut-ltra I'explication da I'dcart conatat* entre lea flux mesur^s et 
ceuz calculus car le oaloul base sur le princlpa de prevalence n'est pas applicable quand las 
oomposantas transversales de la Vitesse sont tree importantea. Une aöris de mesuraa clinomötrl- 
quas locales vlsara h pr^oiser les directions vraiea des lignes de courant eztörleures h la 
ooucha 11ml ta. 

On espkra qua la sondaga das prensions d'arrtt entre le choc et le corps, en cours au moment de 
la redaction,  attirara 1'attention aur des differences fondamentales entre le champ d'^coulamant 
theorlqua at la champ rial rögl par la presence de deux tourbillons Ubres ayoetrlques isous de 
la ooucha limite decoliee auz incidences ezcedant la daml-ouverture du cfine. 

5 - JOMCLUSIOMS 

Le champ d'eoouloment autour d'un cfine fortement emousse et peu ouvert (daiu-ouvartura environ 5°) 
ä Maoh 10 et a dea Incidences de 5°, 10s et 20°, a ete caicuie par la oethoda d'analyse numeriqua 
de BiBElQDO ; la oaloul a   1 • 20° a ete Intarrompu ä ni -iongueur du oorpa par un defaut da convar- 
gance de oaloul. 

Une serle d'aaaala an soufflarle a perois de comparer las formes des ondes de choc,  las i-eparti- 
tions da presaions,  les repartitions de flux thermiquea,  et lea formes des lignes da courant 
perietalaa avec let* resultata du caloul theoriqua. 

*On trouvara dans la i-ef. [6] le detail de la mlse an oauvre le la methode des palnturaa 
tharmocoloras,  teile qu'elle eat applique« k 1'O.N.E.R.A. 
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Cette oooparaison • oontr4 qu« la method« da calcul pr^voit aveo una azcellente precision xea 
repartitions de pressiona auz incidences telles que n'ezistent pas da d^oollnents ^ 1'extradoa ; 
auz iocldanoaa pi     Äleviea lea privlalons tti^oriquaa sent erron^aa sur 1M partia «upörleara mais 

nöannoins e^scei sur la partie införieure du corps. 

Las iluz tharmlquaa mesur^a s'öcartent eg&iacent de caux calcul*» dana I'hypoth^ae d'une couch« 
limit« lamin&ire, non seuJament dana la partie supeneure du corpe oü le champ rdel eat d':'f4rent 
du champ thöoriqua« mais encore sur l'ensaoible du corps, en exoeptant la partie införieure oü 
J'öoart n'est plus que de 10% environ ; lea doarts oonatatös ne perm8t*int cepondant j-aa d« mettro 
en doute I'hjpothese de laminarit*. 

Par contre la visualisation des lignes de oouraat pariötalea,  par deux m^thodes diff^rentas,    a 
mis en Evidence que ces lignes ont des compoaante    transversales bsaucoup plus importantes que las 
lilies calculäes, ce qui expliquerait l'öchoc relatif des calculs d*^chauffement effectu^s par 
integration le long de ces demiferes. 

Des mesures de pression d'arrtt sont actuellement en cours entre le corps et l'onde de ehe" en vue 
da comparer aveo plus de details le champ r^el et la champ th^orique foumi par It aöthode de 
BABEJJKD. 
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flg.  1 - Mot«vlona g6on£trique8 ducalcul rwa^riqi»    Fisc. 2 - Repartition des pressiona tWoriqueo sur 
d« BiMtwitn les generatrices superieure et in-erieure 

30 60 90 120 1S0 180 

Flg. 3 - Röp«rtltiona da presalonjü calculi« et 
Deour^e« dans das plans noraauz k l'aze. 

k^ 
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flg. 4 - Visualisation do l'öooulement parietal 
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- Methode de l'enduit plaatique 

a) i = 10°,  vue de desaua 

b) i = 10°,  vue de profj.l 

c) i = 20°, vue de dessus 

d) i = 20°,  vue de profil 

- Methode des aillages sur 
peinture thermovirante 

e) i = 10°, vue de profil 

fig. 5 - Ponae de l'oade de ohoo h Mach 10, 
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Fig. 7 - Traeä des llgnas d« oourant pariötalM 
oalcul^M. 

I q (Wl/cm-) 

fig. 6 - Section de l'onde de ohoo et tr*o4 dea 
oourb«« isobares dam. dea plane nonauz k I'axa 

a) i - 5° x/L - 1 
b) i - 10» i/L - 1 
o) i - 20° x/L - 0,45 

riM. 8 - Flux themlquee meouröa et oaloul^a 
aur la gtfn^ratrloe Inftrleuz«. 

»»-■'       M«-.     ..„ 
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Pig. 10 - Evolution das flux et prasalona memir^a 
k i = 20° BUT le flano inf^rieur du oorpa 

a) flux 
b) prassiuna 

I 

Tto* 
i    .    Coicul r^f.S 

■L.^ 1^  j,^   -■-ii^fc--s- 
=-* »-        1 

ir: 
12     VR 

Fig. 9 - Comparaiaon daa flux thamiquea mesuröa flg.  11 - Distribution des flux thermiquea 
sur la g^n^ra trice inf&rieure him 130| et au bord       maauxös sur la genera trice superieure, 
d'attaqua d'une aila an flbcha da 70° 
(delta 75° en d*rapa«e da 5°). 
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fiM.  12 - Distribution das flux thenniques 
oaloulös et ussurös le lone de8 o^ridiennes 

a) x/L = 0,250 

b) 2/L = 0,425 

c) x/L - 0,885 

f«   180 

Fig.  n - Angles das lignas de courant ä la paroi, 
calculdea et mesur^es  : 

a) m^thode dos aillages i = 10°, 

b) m^thode de l'enduit plastique i = IC, 

c) möthode de l'enda.i plastique i = 20°. 
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RESUME 

L'ötude du ohamp aerodynaaiqu« autour d'une alle de 75° de fleohe & bord d'atta-iue aigu a ete 

•ffeotuie & dee noabrea de Mach Mo ögauz k 1,9 - 4 et 7 qui correspondent & des valeure du 

nombro de Mach Hn nomal RU bord d'attaqu« respectivoneht subsonique, sonlque et aupersoniqu«, 

L'analyoe des rÄsultats obtenus par visualisation et sondn^e de presaion d'arrÄt pennet de 

präsenter une desoilption sohömatiquo de l'^coulement h 1'extrados de l'ailetet notanment des 

eonea de d^oollement. 

ABSTRACT 

The study of the aerodynanlo field around a 75 de^roe-sweepback wing with sh/trp leading edge has 

been carried out at Muh numbers 1.9-4 and 7« which correspond to values of the Mach number Mn, 

normal to the leading edge, respectively subsonic, sonic and supersonic. 

Th» analysis of the results obtained by visualization and surveys of the total preosure leads to 

the presentation of a schemat o description of the flow on the upper surface of the wing, and in 

particular of the separated zones. 
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1   - IMTRODUCTION 

L'etude de l'eooulement autour d'uno aile ^lano^e,  dans un domaine etendu d'incidences et de nonhres 
de Mach constitue le point de depart de recherohee plus gr'n^rales consacr^ea par la Direction 
Aerouynamlque de l'OIJERA aiuc problfemes du decolleaent et du recollenent tridimensionnel ;  les 
r^sultats pr^liminairea, prösent^c dans cette conmuaication, ont cte obtenus aveo un modele 
experimental unique (aile delta el.inoee) et donnent ev.aentiellenent une analyse detaill^e du ohamp 
aörodynamique en fonction du nombre de haoh et de 1'incidence. 

Tea phenonAnee interesaent i 

- soit la region du bord d'attaiiue ou dea effets marquee,enrejir.tres en ecoulement incompressible 
se retixiuvent en ecoulement supersonique lorsque le nombre de Kaoh nonaal au bord d'attaque est 
subsoniqua, 

- soit le voisinage du bord de fuite (confluence des eooulements d'extrados et d'intrados), 

- soit enfin, un doraaine interieur k I'aile lorsqu'il y a interaction entre la couche limit« de 
l'ailo et une onde de choc issue de l'apex, 

Les rösultats presentös ioi ont ete obtenus k des nombres de Hach variant asaez largement depuis 
des vaieure supersoniques modernes (Mo« 1,95, alle k bord d'attaque subsoniquo) jusqu'k des valeurs 
hypereoniqu^e {Mo= 7, aile k bord d'attaqu« supersonique). 

Souffl»ri» T„p, M.ch P. 

bar 

T. 

'K 

Cord» 

maquXI» 

( mm 
*, 

5« conlinu 1.95 1 268 70 0,95 10* 

Ri rW«l« 30 k 1,90 2.5 330 90 2,5 tf 

0^3 rMm 60». 4 5 310 70 1,5 10* 

R2 r^ab Kk. 7 65 600 150 4,5  «J* 

2.1 - iDfltallationfl d'esaals 

Etant donn^ le large domaine de nombres de tech 
impliqu^ par cette ötude,  il a £t4 n^oessaire 
d'utiliser plusieurs souffleries [1]. Celles-ci 
aont r^pertoriöea areo leure principales 
caraot^ristiquao dans le tableau ci-Oontre. 

A ces Installation«, il y a lieu d'ajcuter le 
tunnel hydrodynamiqu« de l'ONERA qui a fouml 
les öl^ments de oomparaison aveo I'inoompreFsi- 
bl«, (V0 = 20 am/a - Reynolds - 4.104). 

2.2 - Maauettas et montagea 

Les maquettea etudl^es oont des ailes delta 
da 75° da fläch« k bord d'attaque aigu 
(fig. 1). Elle« aont tenues en veine par un 
support oon?u de fa^on h laisser uegag^e la 
face plane qui constitue l'extrados de l'alle et h räduira les interactions dans ce domain«. 
N^anmoina lorsqu« 1'incidence orolt, le support cr^e de petite« perturbationa vlsiblaa k la 
strlosoopia, toutefoia assez faiblaa pour ne pea modifier aenslblement la conlcitd de l'^coulenent 
d'eztradoe. 

2.3 - Movena d'^tud« 

Pour oette i5tud« conaacx^e k une description qualitativ« de l'eooulement, lee technlquao d« 
visualisation ont H6  largement employ^««, 

Quelques Bondages de presslon ont cependant eti  effectuöa pour tenter d'obtenlr des information« 
plus dätaillö«« sur la structure de l'eooulement dans un plan transversal normal k  I1 alia. 

2,3.1 - Visuallsationa strloacopiquea 

L« strloaoopla claaslqua k simple traversöe a etö utlllsee systömatlquement dana toutea lea 
aoufflerla« aveo un« souro« lumlneuae oontinu«. En outre, k la aoufflerle R1, un« souro« eclair a 
pennlB d'obtenlr dee ten?)« d'exposition trfe« courts, de l'ordre de la mloroaeoond«. L'aza 
d'observation eat soit normal, soit parallele au plan da symetrla da l'alla et la position daa 
couteaux parallel« k  la direction da la vltesae amont. 
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2.3.2 - Interrtrom^trle holographiqu« 

Qua le but de prtalser I1 allure du champ aörodjmamlque vine technique d'intertfrcnetrle 
holographlqua mlse au point par la Direction de la Physique de l'ONERA [2] a ^galement 6t6 employee. 
Celle-ci consist« k superposer sur la möme plaque photographique deux holocrananes de la veine 
d'ezp^rienoe, I'un prle en ooure d'essai et l'autre au repos, 

A 1« restitution du double holograame, an observe un tableau de frankes identique i celul qu'on 
aurait obtenu aveo un interl^rooötre k deux ondee, äqulpement volumineuz et onereuz par rapport au 
»ontage optiqu» tr^a simple, n^oessaire pour r^aliser les hologrammes (fig, 2), 

2.3.3 - Viaualiaatiopa parKtalee 

BUaa oat 6ti  «ffectuies en d^poaant sur la naquette peinte en blanc, un reseau de petites taches 
d'huil« «ilicone oolor^a, Lorsqua I'^coulement «at ctabll, les particules liquides se d^placent sous 
l'aotion du courant d'air et desstnent sur fond blano, les lignes de courant parlötales, 

2.3.4 - Etude therpooolor 

En hypersonlquai dos precisions supplementaires sur la structure de l'ecoulement ont 6te  acqulses 
grtoa k I'emploi d'une peinture themooolor dont le changement de teinte permet de mettre en Evidence 
las zones oti 1« flux thermiqua parietal est maximum [3], 

Una naquette specials, oomportant k  I'extrados d'un logement parallelepipedique de 5 mn de profondeur 
reeipli d'un materiau plastique i'^lant (slloattoe) a 6t6  realise pour cet essai, 

2.3.5 - Sondaga de preesion 

Dee explorations au tube de pitot ont 6ti  effectives pour tous les ncnbres de Maoli d'essai dans un 
plan transversal normal & 1'aile sltui k environ 60 % de la profondeur, la sonde ctant maintenue 
parallel« k 1'axe da I'alle. 

Far suite da 1'importanoa das inoidenoes locales de l'äooulemant par rapport k  la direction de la 
sooda, 1'exploitation des r^sultats obtenus ne foumit qu'une premiere approximation du champ des 
presslons d'arrtt. L'exploration de l'ecoulement aveo une sende de pression statique beaucoup plus 
sensible k  I'effet d'inoidenoe qua la sonde de pression d'arrA^ ne pouvant donner qu'une tres vague 
representation du champ r^al, a de oe fait iX6 eoartee, 

Parni les diffioultls experlmentalae renoontreas, la plus importanta conceme 1'interaction dt la 
sonde et de son support aveo le champ de I'alle, notaament loreque 1'incidence est elsree, Ce 
probltea a M en partia risolu en eioignant le plus possible du bord de fuite, le support de 
1'azplorateur. Toutefole, dans certains oaa et notamnent en öcoulement hypersonlque, lr. presence de 
la sonde a pu älterer la structure daa donalnaa decolies, sans modifier profondenent 1'allure dee 
phfewtaaa« 

3 - mats ig mMm msmmm 
3.1  - Etude de jjmiiamji ^ dea mibm i« ÜMtl m\A^a (H° = 1 •q5- bQrd ^'attaaua du tvne 

3.1,1 - La description du champ aerodynanique k I'extrados de I'alle est presentee tout d'abord dans 
le ca« oil le noobre da Mach normal    Mn    au oord d'attaque ect subsonique (hVi «■ 0,5 pour KQ ■ 1,95). 

L'analyse de 1'ecoulement k l'extradoa de l'oile a ete effectuee pour des incidences 1 oonprises 
entre 0 et 30°, Lorsque 1 crolt k partir de la valeur 0,  la structure de 1'ecoulement, aymetrique 
par rapport au plan median de I'alle, subit une evolution continue   t 

3.1.2 - Au voisinage de i = 0, 1'ecouleaent parietal d'extrados est  tres senriblement parallele au 
plan de syaetrie sur la majeure partie de 1'aile ;  on deeöle toutefois des perturbations 
Interessant le voisinage imnediat dtt bord d'attaque q'ii C' rrespondent k un decollement transver- 
salemant peu etendu. 

3.1.3 - Ce deeollenent de oord d'attaque devient trbe visible lorsque 1'inoidence atteint 5°.  iJans 
un premier temp»,  (incidence comprise entire 5° et 17° env.) 11 se developpe de fagon reguli&ra en 
conservant une organisation dont l'analyse peut Itre fnlte k partir dee elements presentee fig. 3, 
pour une incidenoa de 10°. 

L'i structure tourbillonnaire du decollement est mlse en evidence aussi blen par le Bondage des 
presslons d'arrSt (fig. 3C) que par la visualisation strioscopique a etincelle (fig. 3A) et 
1'observation des ÜLiiaa de courant porietalet (flg. 3B). 
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La oomparaison avec les r^sultata obtenufl en ecoulement incorapresslble au turnel hydrodynamiqu« 
pour des plans d'observations identiques (fig. 4),  revele une «Imilitudo totale dans la structure 
tourbillormaire de ces deui ecoulements (1^,= 0 et M0 - 1,95). 

Cette ctruoture dont une representation perspective ect donnee par la fig.  7 peut 8tre decrlte ds 
la fa?on suivante, en s'appuyant eur des etudes detailliea, effectuöea ant^rieurement au tunnel 
hydrodynamique [4 et 5] 1 

- la nappe de courant venant de l'intrartos et se dötachant du bord d'attaqua, s'enroule en 
comet [6] pour oonstituer l'ossature du tourbillon principal   (T)      ; 

- une seconde nappe aboutit sur 1'aile nuivant la liiyig de rocollement    ®    et constitue la 
frentiere exterieure entre le domaine tourbillonnairo et l'eooulement sain sensibloment radial 
sur la partie centrale de 1'aile    (J)     } 

- les lignes de courjit qul forment cette sooonde nappe longent la paroi en  (4}  ,  suivant des 
trajectoires trfes devlees par rapport a la direction de reference 0 1 et deoollent an (J)   pour 
former I'ossature d'un tourbillon secondaire @  motns intense que le premier et de sens oppose ) 

- lo fluide circulant pntrc ces deux nappes,  alimente les deui tourbillonfl  :   le partage des debits 
d'allmeatntion s'effeotue le long de (JT)    . Loraque I'incidence   i   au/^aerite, l'etendae transver- 
sale de ce domaine tourbillonnair« crolt et oorrelati/eiaent, la re^on  (?)  diminue,  eile disparalt 
lorsque    i    atteint une valeur da l,0I^lpe de 17°. 

3.1.4 - On obtient alors la configuration dite de tourbilions rejointa dont lea principales 
oaracteristiques aont presentees pour i = 25° fig.  5 ä H)= 5,95 et fig.  6 en eooulement 
incocpressible ;  1'organisation correspondante de la zone tourbillonnaire eat analogue ä celle d» 
la figure 7 mais le domaine (3)  a disparu et la ligne (§) est oonfondue avec I'aie ainsi que le 
:nontre la fi/rure 8. 

On remarquera   qu'en ecoulenent supersonique    In trace(A)f dans le plan de syn^trle de 1'aile, d'une 
onde de choc   apparalt sur lea cliches strioacopiques, 

Cctte onde de choo est en^jendröe par la deviation brutale que doit aublr I'ecoulement pour 
retrouver une direction parallele ä la paroi.  Cette deviation a r'-ta miae en evidence par une 
Methode de perturbation ä I1aide d'une sonde aplatie de petites dimensions dont la section droite 
eat un diedr« de faible ouvertwre.  Lorsque l'are de la sonde est orient^ suivant une direction 
voirine de la tangente h la ligne de cour»uit locale,  la strioscople pennet de visuoliser un 
systene d'ondes le choc quasi sjTn^trique ä partir   duquel    il est possible d'obtenir la direction 
de 1'ecouleraent au point considere.  Lea reaultats obtenua lors de sordages effectu^s dans le plan 
de syimHrie de l'aile a une distance XQ/L = 0,75 du bord d'atteque,  nont presentes figure 9.  On 
notora 1'inclinaison importcnte des vitesses locales, par rapport k la viteiae amont (^0°) et par 
ra-port h l'aile (35°). 

3.1.5 - Evolution de la position des axea des  tourbillons avec I'incidence 

Co.ipte tonu do I'analole exist Jit d;ms 1'orgcjanation du domaine touruillomiairo & >j)= 0 et 
'o= '»^5,  il a poru intörespant de comparer les positi ns respectives des traces du tcnirbillon 
principal dans un plan t nans vernal normal a l'aile ot leur evolution en fonction de I'incidence, 
La   iincmuiation precise des axes T et T'   des  tourbillons est obter.ue en ecoulenent inco:;prensi;jle 
ii partir des  unotographiea de visualisations fines p'r enission coloree et par ou.les d'dr 
(fig. 4 ct   1). 

Kn ''co, ir-.cnt s'::icrsoniquo,  les iii'f1'rentes  trenniquea utiiistes (.tnosoopie,   in terl'e rone trie, 
Bondages de  ;ire."Eion)  c-,..uisent ii  i'oxccllont rccouponent pre;or.tc fig.  It. 

II est inti'rcrsant Jo remar juor, que I'ex.iloi fit: on der clici/s intcrferowitrique"? ot ntrioscopicues 
pemet •j'obtenir rapidenent ct continuiment  la '^rojoction commune U)   ie T et  V    ur 1c  : Ian de 
:-yrT trie de  l'aile. 

Campte tonu des depressions   dont ils sont  le si'.',^», T nt T'  corrocjondent u un mlniniuB de tiensite 
locale {°f/dz - 0)  T^ :;p trauuit nn intorf'rom'trie p.'U" une caK.:uro on V dans le tableau de fr-inges 
seri'ees nr^sonte fig.   M, 

.ji ■■tnoscopie, la condition   "fy^    = ü ic   ' orv:  ie  ! ct V  entmine que  lo  taux de acircirsonent 

loci du cliche sur (t) est irientique & colui   wc l'on treuve dar..1; In partio uiiii'orme do 
1'ecoulenent, 

Le depouille.'ient des striOTrarues au raicrodensitonetre U'i.T.  'O a ivräa cic dt'fitJ-r cette lifj'na 
avec precision, 

la figure 14, nontre egalenent que (t) est  tres sensinlccent i'oetil'gne, cc qui corü'inne la 
conicite de l'''coulonent tourbilloarjire nu re.p-me supersonique ttudie.  II c:t   .lei's fioneiLle de 
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rep^ror la position du tourbillon par I'angle   0^^   de (t) avec i'axe de 1'aile. L'evolutinn 
W^   ■ f (i) est, donn^e fi<j, 15. 3ur la mfiine fijjui^ est ngalement port^e la oourbe    ^^ii) 

reprösentant lee variationa de l'inclinaison sur l'aile du choc    (A)  qui se produit h. 1'citradoa 
& grand« incidence. 

Wvolution avec l'inoidence des traces de T et T'  dans un plan transversal normal k l'aile ainsi 
d^terminiÄes ausal bien en ccoulcnent incompressible c'i''en eooulement supernonique k Mo"» 1|95» 
eut oonparie figuree 16 et 17 d'une part aux nrevisions thöoriques existantes [7 h 12], d'autre 
part k differento rösultats exp^rimentaux obtenus pour des conditions d'eaaais voisines [13 k 15]. 

Les exp^rionces mot tent en eviience, une ^volution des traces de T et T' dans le plan Z Y beuucoup 
plus narquöe ä H0= 1,95  quo celle qui est obtenue en incomprenaible, 

Dans un prenior temps, T et T1  s'eloi^ent de l'aile en se rapprochant du plan de symetrie (s)  ; 
lorequ» la configuration dlte dee tourbillons rejoints eat obtenue, T ot T' tout en continuant 
k s'liloigner de l'aile s'ecartont alors de 3, 

Ce ph^nomeno n'eat prevu que par la theorie propoe^e par PEiBHINQ [10]. 

Una etude syet&natique de 1'influence du nanbre de Re.'/nolds sur cette Evolution n'a paa 6tö 
entreprlse jusqu'k present. Toutefola, cooiptc terai dea resultats aotuellement diaponiblea, il na 
semble pas qu'une augmentation sensible du naoibre de Reynoxda d'aasai   modifle beuucoup 1'evolution 
indiqu^e figure 16. 

3.1.6 - Remarqu» 

Dans la gasm« d'incidencea ^tudiees de 0 k 30°,  i'eooulenient d'extrados resto senaiblement conique 
jusqu'au bord de fuite.  Le domaine d'interaction lie k la confluence dea ecoulementa d'intradoa et 
d'cztradoa est limits k une zone etroile au voisinage du bord de fuite. Le dövelopr-ement de ce 
domaine d1 interaction, qui survient lorsque 1'incidence orolt au delk de 1 ■> 30°, ne sera paa eiaadn^ 
dan» cette coranunioation. 

3,2 - Etude de 1'Eooulement en aupersoniqu« ElevE (Mp ■ 4) et en hyperaonique (Mp - 7) 

3.2.1 - aäniSralitEB 

L'ötude «ffectuEe k K   « 1,95 dans un cas oü le nombre de Mach normal au bord d'rtViqu« eat 
nettement aub^onique   (Mn "^ 0,5) a cloiroment mis en ('vidence un decollcment de bord d'attaque 
gün^rateur d'tn ayateme tourbillonnaire bien orpmise jusqu'k dea incidences «lev^^a (l /v 30 k 35°) 
int^redant VIM partie inportnnte de l'öcoulement, 

Noua aliens malntenant examiner oocment peuvont Stre modifieea la situation et 1'organisation de oe 
deoollement lorsque le nombre de Ilacli augmonte jusqu'k des voleura hypereoniquea. 

Les experiences pr^sentöos dans cette conmiinication ont et6 effectu^es k deux valeura du nombiis de 
Mach     Vv = 4 (bord d'attaque sonique V^ = 1,03) &* 

H   = 7 (bord d'attaque -Tuporsonique HJJ 1,61). 

Avmt dr  conmenter les  resultats obtenus,  11  cor.vient de pr^ciser que le prol'il en äpaisseur de la 
raaquette cocporte au bord d'attaque un difedre de 15 ou 20° qui ne permet pas d'obtenlr dans le 
dom.-iine de nombre de Mach ötudie uno configuration de choc attach^ ,   mfae lorsque 1'incidence est 
modi'r^e (fig.  18 B ot 19 B). 

Dons oes conütions, une interaction entre les ecoulementa d'extrados et d'intradoa de l'aile est 
possible par  le  bord d'nttaaue,  bien que ces  confir;ur!:tionB soient dites "k bord d'attaque 
euperronique" au sens de la thi'orie linearisee, 

3.2.2 - Etude de  l'ecoulnnent a H0 = 4 

Les difff'rentes techniquas de visualisation (fig.  18 et 20) ainsi que les Bondages de pression 
d^irrfit (fig.  22) mettont on ''vidence 1'erlstence d'un docollement ä l'extradoa de l'aile qui prend 
naissnnce dös le bord d'attaque et s'etend au fur et k r.esure que I'incidenoe augmente. 

La zone tpurbillorinaire de faible «^paisupur ainsi oreöe (zone blanche du cliche strioscopique 
fig.  18 A), est limit^e lat ralenent par une ligne de reoollement aensiblement droite et issue de 
1'apex,  qui constitue une frontikre d'accumulation nour les lif^ies ae oouraat pariotales qui la 
bordent (fig. 20). 

Dans la p jtio oontrale de l'aile oil la couche liralte est nitaoe, ces lipnes de courant sont bian 
dessin^es ot prennent uno forte courbure lorsque 1' incidence i at teint une valeur de 1' ordre de 10* i 
cette tendance rcrulte de In rocorapression inportante qui se produit dans cetto region et peut Itre 
olverrde a 1'occasion du sondage des pressions d'arr^t (Pig. 22). Cette rccompression est confirmee 
par 1'c'Volution trfes mamu^e des Tires.Tions   'tatiques k  la parol (Pig. 24) depuie un niveau iltni 
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BUT l'aie jusqu'k dea valours falbloe dans la zone d^oollee aensiblement isobars, 

L'exploration di'taillee de ce dernier dooaine,  rendue dif:ioilo par le faible niveau des pressicma et 
les perturbations apport^es par la sonde d'arrÄt ne permet p»s toutefoia d'affirmop I'existence d'una 
organisation tourblllonnaire aussi caractcriarfe qu'ä V^a 1,9 (fig.   18 c).  Par nuite de l'epoisaeup 
relativoment mince de oe dPcollement, les effets vlsqucux deviennent pr^pondärants et la foltl« 
inclinaison sur l'axe des lignes de cour^mt pariütales fouiiiit un indioe suppleraentalre de la 
iotation peu intense qul I'anime. 

Cette organisation se conserve jusqu'k des valeurs de i comprises ontre 10 et 15°  !  l'effet de 
1'incidence se traduit 1 

1 )   par une ouverture progressive de l'onde de choc oonique issue de l'apej. 

2 )   par une Evolution lente de la ligne de reoollcment vors le plar- de cynetrie. 

3)   par un ölai^flsneirent du domain« d'intoraction lid h la rcootnprossion i.portanto dont la zone de 
recollement est le sihgo (courbure des lignes de cour.mt porietaleE fig. 20 A B C au voi3\iiflc« 
de la ligne de recollement), 

Lor^que i attetnt et d^paose 15°,  l'onde de cnoo nroJultepar la confluence des ^coulenonts d'intradoo 
et a'extradoa au bord de fuite provoque h 1'aiTiere de 1'alle une nodificntion profonde de la 
structure du decolloment dont I'epaisaeur crolt de facon notable  ;  cotte di'sor^anination pro/rresae 
rapidement vere I'amont lorsque 1'incidence au^nente (Pig. -'0 C et  l). 

3.2.3 - Etude de l'öcoulement & MQ = 7 

Une alle de 75° de fleche po^sfede k t^ = 7 un bord d'attaque B super:;onique. Lorsque lo diedre qui 
constitue B est suffisannent aigu et I'inoidenco assez faible, I'eooulonent e^t rcctoprim^ k 
I'intradoe par jne onde de choc a'tachöe au bord d'attaiue. 

A 1'extrados,  peuvent ftre aloro distin^uöa t 

1 )   un domain« unifonn« correspondont h une detente nutour de 3 qul provoque une deviation de 
l'ecouloment vora le plan de synK'trie S de 1'aile. 

2 )   un second domaine ou 1'i'caulonent reprend une Jircotion p.jallele ä 3. 

Lee deux domaines sont sdpar^a par une ligne droite issue de 1'apex aui est la trace d'ur-e ondc de 
choc nonaale k I'.dl« dont 1'intoi^iction avec la oouche linite ;ieut donner lieu a des pht'nonjnes trfes 
inportants , notamnent lorsque oelle-ci «at lamlnalm. 

Dana le caa ötudi^ (diedre de 20°),  il n'oxlste pas do choc attach^ le long dc 3 ; nal(T^ cola four 
les petitas incidenooa (1^5°),  la confi.Turation de l'öcoulenent est trha voicine de cello qui vient 
d'fitre diaout^e i  en particulier,  con'-raireriort h ce qui so produiaait k KQ = 4,  l'öoouloMcnt resto 
attach^ k I'aile au voisinagfi de B.  Lorsque 1'incidence depasse 5°,   l'intcnrit^ de l'onde de cr.oo 
normal« k l'ail« est süffisante pour ^rovoquer un d<5collo .ent local de la couclie limit«.  Ze decollo- 
ment D s'ctend rapidement vcrs le bord   d'nttaque, plus ler.trncnt vcrs le plan de s.vra^trie et, en 
mfece tempa,  la diatanoe de detachement du choc conique oxtcriour au/incnte. 

La structure d« E prösente une grande rjxalo^e avco calle qua a ttö  roTOiitree lers de .1'etude do 
I'aile k H0 ■ 4 bien que so:, apparition soit localisde en un voint different. En particulier 1 

a) la zon« decollÄ« est trfes aplatle sur I'aile et fr.ihlenent tourbillonnair« (fig,  19-21 )  ; 

b) eile est limits« au centre p.ir vine portion d'eco^loncnt recoil^,  a  forto   'rccsion (fig, 23 ot 24) 
particulikrement bien mise en ^vldenoa par 1'utilisation d'une  n^inture tho^iosensiLile (fig, ^5) 
qui d^tecte les zones (claires sur 1« figure) ou .3 flux themiqu« eat naiimuir 

o) 1'interaction au bord de fuite dea ^coulcments a'mtrados at d'extrados ost considerable lorsiu« 
I'incidano« est i'levöe. A 1 •• 1 0° par exe-ple,(l'ig. 21   B) la rcrtrurbation de bord de fuite est d*'jk 
tjtfea senaiblej k i = 200^.'^coulement k l'extradoa de I'aile rst cooplfetennnt döaorganise. 

3.2.4 - Remarque 

Dana cette ^tud« pr^liminaire,  1'influence du noir.bre de Re.-.-nolds sur 1'evolution de ces -/hr'nocienea n'a 
paa ^t^ examinee ;  il est vrai&eriblable qu'elle est import jite con- te tenu du rfllt trüs   -rand quo nout 
jouer la viacosit^ dans un domaine procho de la paroi notm.-uient lars les problemea d'interaction 
oouch« limite-onde de choc, 

Cette influence peut, en particulier, Ätre deterainünte sur lee con .iti.^na de i'assage de la confidu- 
ration avec d^oollement le bord d'attaqu« i la oonfigur-ition avec Uecolle:ient sur I'aile.Le nanbre 
d« Mach normal au bord d'attaque B propos^ ref.  [19]  (our caract''riser ce paar.;^^ est 
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vraiMBbla^lament insuffisant, Toutefoia, lea renultata obtenus :;ont aensiblonent en accord avec la 
oourbe empirlqu« de la r^f. 19 pourvu que lea incidencoa nonnales h B soient comptees par rapport h 
I'intradoa Ju prof11 de l'alle. 

4 - CONCMBION 

LMtud» de l'Äcoulement h l'extradoe d'une alle delta de 75° de fleche h. bord d'attaque ai/ru,  dana le 
dooaine supereonlque et hyperaonlque a montr»5 que i 

1°) A MQ ■ 1,9 l'organiration de l'eoouleraent eat tröa voir.ine de celle observ^o en incompressible : 
i'öcouleiEent d^colle au bord d'attaque et vlent former un tourbillon tres otructure et trfes intonae, 

2°) A MQ = 4 la söparation ae produit toujours au bord d'attaque^ nuaia le nonbre de tlach ütant plus 
iltlH, la zone d^ooll^e eat aplatie aur l'aile et l'intenaite tourbillonnaire eat reduite par la 
vlBOOBitÖ. 

3°) A M_ = 7 I'^coulement reate attach^ dana la ration voiaine du bord d'attaque, tout au nioine aux 
incidenoee nod^röea, male il döoolle aur l1 alle pour  lonner naiaaarce k une zone tourbillonnaire de 
fälble intensity tr^a analogue b celle obaerv^e h Mach 4. 

Cee oonfigurationa d'^coulement se oonaervont jusqu'ä des Incidences d'autant plus elev^es quo le 
nonbre de Mach «st plus faible (environ 30° fc M0 = 1,9,  12° ä ^ = 4 et 7° k 1^, = 7). 

Au delA de oes incidenoee,  lea recompreaaiona importantes qui ae produiaent dans la region du bord do 
fuite provoquent une dösorganiaation du d^collenent qui ,Tagne la totalirö de l'extradoa de l'aile 
loraque l'incidtuoe crott. 
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'■*>> ■'  ' 

E coxilenent ^ I'eitrudoo 
d'une oile delta (cp = 75 ') 

k        Striosoopie 

B        Ec;'ulenent pariötal 

C        H^paitition des preaaions 
d'anSt. 
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Booulement & l'aztradoe d'une oil« delta (   cp 75°) 

A     Vu« de prof 11 (vlBualisatlon par f'miBsionB oolor^ee). 

B     Bcouloment au ▼olslna^e de I'eztradoe, Visualisation par 

C     Tranche d'öcoulenent tranevereale aitu^e 
au bord de fuite (axe de prlee de vuea 
parallele h l'aie de la maquette). 

bulles d'alr en 
suepension 
(Uins I'eau. 
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Flg. 5 

Ecoulement & l'eitracoo 
d'une all« dplta  (cj) » 75°) 

«o = ''95 

1 - 25° 

A     Strloecopl« 

B     Ecoulement parietal 

C     Repartition de« 
pressionfl d'arrCt, 
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Flft. 6 - Ecoulement h I'eztradM d'une oil« delta ( T 75°) 

A      Ecoulenent dana 1« plan d« ayattri» 

B     Eoivalonent au voisinag» da I'extradoe 

C     Tmnch« d'^coulnoent tranavoraala aitutfa au bord de fuite 
(axe de prise de vuet p.-r-1161« k l'ax« du modöle). 

L^ 
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Flg. 7 

Schema de l'eooulement sur I'extradoe 
d'une alle delta mince auz incidence« 
moyennee. 

legende 

(T) Nappe en "comet" formant le 
torurbillon principal d'extradoe, 

(1) Nappe en "comet" formant le 
tourbillon aecondoire, 

Q)  Zone aidian»  non tourbillonnalre. 

(?) Zone balay^e par le tourbillon 
principal. 

(5) Liensa d"accumulation d'ondult 
(ou de bullea d'air) situ^ee 
ant re zones (4) et (?) 

@ Zone balayöe par le tourbillon 
secondalre, 

Pronti^re entre lee zones @ et 
0 (ou entre lea 2 zones (4) 
apres diaparltion de la zone (^) 
aux incidences ölev^aa). 

Frontier* entre la zone (6) et 
la zone situ^e prfes du bord 
d'attaque et «oials« & 1'effet 
de la nappe 0 . 

Trace, dans le plan de symetrle, 
de l'onde de choc d'extrados se 
formant dans I'ecoulement super- 
sonique fortement devl^ au 
voiainage du module , 

(B) Trace, dans le plan de symetri« 
cOtö extrados, du cone de Mach 
Issu de l'apex. 

Schema de I'ecoulement dans le plan 
de syraetrle et sur I'extradoe d'une 
alle delta mince aux Incidences 
elev^es. 
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dana le plan de symetrie. 
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fig. 15 - Evolution de la position de I1 axe 
en fonction de l'lncidenoe. 
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Fig.  18 - Visualiaatiorj   de l'eooulenent h H0= 4 et 1 = 1 0° 

A et B Strioaoopie,      C Interföroti^trle 

Flg.  19 - VlaualiBatloM de l'ecoulenent h H^» 7 et i «= 10° 
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SUMMARY 

The  paper  Is concerned  with  testing a  number of  laminar  boundary  layer   theories 
■gainst each  other and against experiment.     In the course of  this  «fork,  a comprehensive 
set of exact  solutions  to the boundary layer equations have been computed using the 
finite-difference computer programme of Sells   In the range M =  2-10,  with and without 
wall  cooling.     Part  two Is concerned with   testing several   theories against experimental 
results.     The  theories  tested are   those of  Ghent,  (strong Interaction),  Monaghan 
(correlation  technique)  the Discontinuity/Analogy Method of Stroud and Miller as 
extended  by  the author,  and  the method of Hankey for  shock wave-boundary layer 
Interactions  and compression corner  flows.     The exact computer  results  show  the 
errors  In many of  the  more appropriate methods available for  the case where 
Ue = Uggd  - X/L),  but no comparison with experiment was possible.    The theories 
tested  In Part  two against experimental results were all shown to be  Inadequate, 
and  the  final  conclusion Is   that  no theory  has  been  tested sufficiently to warrant 
Its acceptance as a prediction method. 

Special   thanks are due  to  the author's  supervisor,  Mr.  J.L.  Stollery,   for  his 
valuable  inspiration,  moral  support,  and criticism In the course of  this work;   thanks 
are also due to Or. C.C.L. Sells  for providing a copy of his computer programme,  a.xt 
for subsequent helpful discussions. 
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HYPERSONIC LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER CSOWTH 

IN  AN ADVERSE PRESSURE  GRADIENT 

by 

Henry A,  Fltzhugh 

A wide variety of laminar boundary  layer  theories have  been  published,   moat 
of which have  the ability  to predict behaviour  in an adverse  pressure gradient. 
Few of  these  theories have  been adequately tested and the main aim here Is  to compare 
various  theoretical  predictions with each other and,   where  possible,  with experiment. 

Part  I  of  this  paper  contains  the results and discussion of  laminar boundary 
layer calculations using  the   finite difference computer  programme of Sells  (1). 

Part  II contains  predictions  from four other  theories,   namely those of Honaghan (3), 
Stroud and Miller  (10),   Cheng  (11),  and  llankey (12),  and  some comparlsonE  with ex- 
perimental data. 

Part  I 

Computer Programme experiments on the hypersonic 

boundary layer 

These numerical  experiments were  Intended to  be comprehensive and as  many effects 
were studied as  possible.     Much more Information Is  given than  In previous exact 
solutions,   Including boundary  layer profiles  and  the displacement  thickness. 

The computer solutions  serve  two purposes.     They  provide a  standard against which 
the various approximate  theories can be  measured and  they  Indicate  trends.     Until  now, 
very few exact solutions  have  been published for  the supersonic  and hypersonic  boundary 
layer equations with wall  cooling. 

Sells'   (1)  computer  programme solves   the  boundary layer  momentum,  energy,  and 
continuity equations  assuming only a perfect diatomic gas  of constant Prandtl number 
flowing over a wall of constant  temperature.    The   inviscld  solution over  the body  in 
question is specified before calculation begins.     His method of solution of  two coupled 
non-linear partial dlffervntal  equations employs an Implicit   finite difference  scheme 
and a  technique of estimating  the non-linear  terms.    The resulting non-homogenous 
linear equations are  solved  by matrix  Inversion,   the non-linear   terms are  re-evaluated 
and  the  process  is  repeated until   the solution conveys  to within some pre-set  limit. 
The protjramme  then marches  downstream utilising  the parabolic  nature of  the equations. 
Sells  finds  that  results  are accurate  to  four  places,   three  near separation.     The 
programme   Is capable of   integrating close   to separation  and  usually  falls   to conveige 
at some  point  less  than one  step length  from the  extrapolated separation  point. 
Occasionally  the  programme  Integrates one step length beyond seporatlon,   but errors 
in calculation using a reversed  flow velocity profile are  thought  to be so great  that 
convergence cannot  be obtained  any  further downstream. 

The   programme  as   published did not converge at  «lach  numbers  above  four,   and a 
great deal of   time was   spent   trying  to  force convergence  by  numerical   techniques   less 
accurate  than  those  originally employed.     However,   It  was   later  realized  that   In   the 
scaled  variables used   In   the  machine code,   the boundary   lavor   thickness decreases 
with  increasing  Mach  number,  which   Is   the   opposite   trend   to   the   physical   growth. 
When the   input   parainetors   were  adjusted  accor'.lln^ly,   it   was   found   that   the  original 
programme  worked   perfectly  well  at  any Mach  mimber  up  to   the   limit   tested   i.e.   M =  22. 

Cases  Studied 

By far  the most common,   relevant problem reported  in  the  literature     is  the  growth 
of a laminar boundary  layer  in a  linearly retarded velocity  field,   i,»},  ua = u„(l  - x/L), 
Morduchow  (2)  has  given an excellent summary of  the  results  of  such cilculatlons  avail- 
able  before  196S,   a   few  have  appeared  since   then.     The  method  of Sells  has  now been 
used  to  solve   the  same   problem  in order   to compere   vhe  results  with  those  reporteii 
previously. 
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The  body shapes  that  generate  a  linearly retarded  velocity  field  are  shown  in 
flgureb  la and  lb depending on whether  tangent  wedge or Prandtl-Meyor compression is 
assumed. 

In  the solution of  the  linearly  retarded velocity distribution  the body contour 
varies  with Much number.     Therefore,   in order   to see  trends  more clearly the boundary 
layer  growth over a circular arc  of unit  semi-circumference was  calculated.    The external 
(adverse)   pressure gradient  was determined assuming  isentroplc  Prandtl-Meyer compression. 

#       The cases  studied are  listed  in  tables  1,2,3.     The  properties  calculated wore 
5  /L  f Rx,  CJJR^ and 3^ V^x  from t*1«  leadlnc edse  to  the  separation  point.     Velocity, 
■ tarnation  temperature,  and  static   temperature profiles are  shown at  M = 6 and 10,   for 
the   linearly retarded velocity distribution,  cold wall,  at  two Prandtl  numbers. 

The  recovery  factor was  assumed   to  bo   ^ Pr and  the adlabatic  wall   temperature  is 
defined  by 

u 
JF -=- 1   r 2C 

This assumption is correct   for  zero pressure gradient.     Its  validity was tested  for 
adverse pressure gradients  by calculating the magnitude of  the heat  transfer rate in 
these cases.     In  this   paper  solutions   labelled adlabatic  wall   imply Tw =  TR = Taw as 
defined above and do not  necessarily  imply zero heat  transfer.     Of  course,   if Pr =  1,0 
then Tp ■ TQ^ and  the heat  transfer   is   identically zero. 

Although   the computer   programme  can use   the  Sutherland  viscosity   law,   all  calculations 
except  one were  made assuming n   linear variation of viscosity with   temperature.     The use 
of   the  Sutherland   law  requires   the   specification of  the  stagnation   temperature   Independently, 
and   this   is   too much of  a  restriction   to  put  on an otherwise  general   set  of exact  solutions. 
However,   one case of M =   10,   Tw =   T,,,,   Pr =   .725,   and To^ =   lOOOOK was  calculated using 
the Sutherland  law. 

Comparisons with other Results 

For   the  linearly retarded  velocity distribution with  zero heat  transfer at Pr =  1.0, 
the  present computer results  give  separation points at x/L =   .062,   .043,   .026,   for 
M =  4,  6 and  10 respectively.     For  M =  4,  Morduchow (2)   lists  six values between  .060 
and   .065,   in addition  to  .096,   .066,   .067.     Head   (3)   lists  values  of   .067,   .054,   .055, 
.096.     It should  be noted  that  the NPL "exac{ solution value of   .045  Is  In error,   the 
finite difference  integration was  done  by hand and carried  to only  three  place accuracy 
in skin friction.    For M =  6 Morduchow lists six values of xs  between  .040 and  .050, 
and   .097,   .037.     For M =  10,   Morduchow gives   .020 and   .025,   In addition  to many scattered 
outside  this  range.    For  the case M =  4,  Py = 1.0,  Tw =  T^,   the computer results  give 
(x/L)s =   .205;  Morduchow lists  three values between .20 and   .23,   .25,   .173,   .177. 
Finally,  Terrill   (4)  gives  the  Incompressible separation point on a  cylinder as  x/r =   .91 
compared with  the computer  results  of   .920 for  the same  Prandtl  number  I.e.  Pr =   .70 and 
the  computer result  is   .935 at  P    =  1.0. 

It should be noted  that all  of   the above separation points  were extrapolated by 
taking  the  last  three  jwlnts  •Tlor  to seporation and finding  the  power  of n  to make C. 
linear  ln((x/L)s - x/L)n.     It  Is  expected  (Morduchow  (2))   that  n should equal 0.5,  but 
it was  found always  to  be  slightly  larger. 

The only exact non-similar solution known to this author prior to this study was 
that for M = 4, Tw = T,,,, Pr = 1.0 and Ue = U^U - x/L). Figure 2 shows this solution 
compared with our own,   plus   three approximate methods. 

Result»  from Present Study 

Tables   1,2,3  list   the  separation  point  positions   for   the  cases  mintioned  previously. 
Figure  3 shows   the variation of   (x/ij-   for the  linearly  retarded  velocity distribution 
and   Includes unpublished data of Beadle and Sells   (as  referenced  in Cooke and Mangier  (B)) 
together with  the predictions  of  Oadd   (9)  for Pr =  1.0.     The  figure  shows  that  increasing 
the Prandtl number moves  the separation point  forward markedly for  the case ue = u^d-x/L). 
The  percentage  shift defined  by 1  -  (xi#o/x.725^»  ^,  Breot8r  tor  the hot wall  than the 
cold and  increases with Mach number,  whereas  the  percentpg shift   levels  off above M =  5 
for  the cold wall cases.     However,   in an absolute sense1  the separation point movement 
with Prandtl  number  is  much  greater   In  the cold wall ca<es. 

It should  be pointed out  that  It  is wrong to conclude  that,   for adlabatic wall, 
Increasing Mach  number  moves  the separation point upstream because  in  this  example of 
a  linearly retarded velocity distribution the  body geometry  is  changing with Mach number. 

: 
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GQdd   (9)   gives  an upper  limit  on   (x/L)sas   M  tends   to  Infinity and  Tw  tends   to 
zero.     This   value  was calculated using  the  Cohen and Reshotko method.     However,   the 
results  of  Beadlp  and  Sells  mentioned  earlier.   Indicate   tliat  for Tw =  0,   even at  low M, 
(x/L)     Is  greater   than  the  value of   .34  given  by  Uadd,   and  the  results   lie  well  above 
Gadd's curve  for T«, 0,   Pr =   1.0. 

Calculations  with  the computer   programme  at   .1 =   11,   12,   13,   14,   15,   with 
Tw =  T«,   and  Pr  =   1.0 show  that  there  was   no  separation at all  above  M =   12,   and   the 
separation points  for M =  11,  12 are  far above  the asymptotic  limit given by Gadd. 
No amount  of  coaxing could  make  the  solution  separate;   Cj would decrease   to a  very 
small  value  and  then  rise  slowly.     The   locations  of   the  Cf minimum were  much   farther 
downstream  than any of   the  separation  points  calculated   for  lower M. 

As  stated  earlier,   the  proßramiie  can  calculate    ..th  either  the  Sutherland   law or 
linear  viscosity   law.     The  one case  run at  To    =   lüüO K,   M =   10,   Pr  =  0.725,   and 
Tw - T,,,,   is   shown  In  fig.   Said  table  3. 

Figures   4  and  5  show  the  non-dlnenslonallzed  boundary  layer displacement   thickness 
for   the  linearly  retarded velocity distribution.     The effect  of  Prandtl   number  can  be 
seen  to  Increase  markedly as  Mach number  Increases,   and  the effect of cooling  can  be 
seen  by comparing,   say,   the  M =  10 curves  at   the  same  x/L.     The  boundary  layer   Is 
thinned dramatically reaching  one quarter  of   its  hot  wall   thickness  for  Tw =  T  . 
The  boundary   layer  thinning at  high Mach   numbers  as  shown  in  figure  4   Is  due   to   the 
fact   that  the   flow  proceeds   far enough dovnstream so  that  the   local density  is  hish 
enough  to cause  this effect. 

Figures  6  and  7  show  the  distribution  of  Cj   for  the  linearly retarded  velocity 
distribution   for   both  values  of Pr,  and   for  hot  and  cold walls.     The  vast  difference 
In  numerical   value  of  Cj    Rx and  the  difference   in  shape of   the distribution  near   the 
leading edge   for   the  adiabatlc  wall   case  are  easily discernible.     The   reader   Is  reminded 
of  the  great  difference  in scale  between  figure  6  and   fii;ure  7. 

Fl^re  8  shows  the variation of Jtanton  number  fur  the  linearly retarded  velocity 
distribution.     The  curves  show qumlltatively   the  same  behaviour as   the  corresponding 
trends  in Cf   (Fig.   6)   but  S^  never approaches   zero,   and  Inipection of   figures  6  and  8 
together  show   that  Cf/S^  starts at  2.0 at  x/L =  0 and  proceeds  Fmoothly  to  zero at 
separation. 

The   linearly  retarded  velocity distribution was  also calculated   for  M =   0.5, 
T,„ = 0.5 To_ at  P, O» 1.0 and   .70 In  order   to  cor.i^ure   its   trends  with  a   previously 
solved case   for  a  subsonic  cylinder,   I.e.   Ue  =  U     (2  sin x/r)   at   the  sane  conditions, 
and  figure 9  shows  the variation  In CM,  SI and   6      'or  the cylinder.     For   the  linearly 
retarded velocity distribution a higher Prandtl  number  leads   to lower Stanton number, 
lower  skin  friction,   higher  values  of displacernent   thickness  ami earlier  separation. 
However,   for   the  subsonic cylinder   it  was   found   that   the   trends   in Jtanton  number and 
displacement   thickness  were  the  aa"K as   the   linearly  retarded velocity distribution, 
but   that  a   higher  Prandtl  number gave  »  higher  skin   friction and   later  separation. 
The  reversal   of   trends   Is  probably d'le  to   the  difierence  in  pressure  gradients,   i.e. 
the  cylinder   produces  a  pressure  gradient  whlcn   is   initially   favourable  and   later 
turns  adverse,   while   the  linearly retarded  velocity distribution  is  co-ilinuously 
adverse. 

Figures   10 and   11  show at  M =  n,   10  resi«ct ively,   the velocity,   s'a,nation 
temperature,   and  static  temperature     rofiles  across   the boundary  layer  for  Prandtl 
numbers  of   1.0 and   .725.     In  these  gr  phs,   separation  refers   to  the   last   profile 
calculated   by  the   programme,   *he  actual   separation  point   is  sli;htly  farther  downstream. 
The effect  of  Pr   Is  marked,  especially on  the  static   temperature.     It   should   be  noted 
when  the  velocity gradient at   the wall  approaches   zero,   the  sta  iialion  and  static 
temperature   gradient   is  still   nonzero.     Near  separation,   the  curves   fur  corresponding 
values  of  x/L cease  to coincide at  all,   because  one   flow  is  much  nearer  separation  than 
the other. 

Figure   12  shows   the separation  points  on  the circular arc   for cold  and  adiabatlc 
walls.     The   separation  point   is  very  insensitive   to  Mach  number   fur   tue  adiabatlc  cases, 
but  moves  rearward  as  M  increases   for  the  cold  wall  case.     fhe  value  of   this   study   Is 
that   the  circular  arc   is  of constant  geometry  unlike   the Ue  =  IVO   -  x/L)   distribution 
and  shows  that at  constant  Mach number,   roolia,;   the  wall  delays  separation^ all   other 
parameters  remainlni'. constant.     Figures   13,   14,   15  show  the  variation   in  &     ,   Cf,   and 
S^   for   the  circular  arc.     Again dramatic   thinning  ot   the  boundary   layer  i.ith  cooling 
can  be  seen   in   figure   13,   where   the  difference   between  hut  ..iul  culd  wall   ilisplaceraont 
thickness  can  be  as  much as  a   factor  of  3.      I'lie  i.virkrd  tluiminj  ,>1   th»'  bu indary  layer 
as   it   proceeds   downstream   in   the  cold   wall   cases   is   also  evident.      i'iie  curves   for   Cf 
and  S^  show  again  that  St does  not  approach  zero  as  Cf  docs. 
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.444  Tn ,   the  wall   Is   not 

If we compute   the flows  at   the   same  Mach  number,   each   near  separation   (different 
x/L therefore)  then we see  that at M = 2  the value of S^ ^R^  for  the "adlabatlc" wall 
(not  graphed)   is about aOT« of   Its cold  wall   (Tw = T„)  value,   while  the  figure  Is  3% at 
Dach   10,   with   the   flow at   4,6,6,   being   19%,   7'.:;   5% respectively.     It  should  be  realized 
that  the hii,h  figure at  low Mach numbers  is  partly accounted  for  by  the low heat  transfer 
rate even at cold wall conditions,     liven witli Tw - T,,,   i.e.   T, 
very cold at low M. 

For  the circular arc  case,  at  M =  2,  where  the cold wall   is colder  (Tw =  0.25 TQ^) , 
the  maximum value of  S^ {nx  near  separation for  the adlabatlc  case  Is about  20^. of  its 
corresponding cold wall   value.     From the above exainples we  can  sec  that assuming recovery 
(actor equal  to    ^Pj,  is a  better assumption at hit,h Mach number  than at  low.     It should 
be remembered  that  the above  conclusions  were drawn from considerations of S^   y Rx,  not 
from S^ alone. 

Figures  6,8,9,14,15  show   that   the  skin  fraction  naximum does  not  occur at   the same 
point as  the  heat  transfer  inaximun,   thus discrediting  the often-made assumption  that 
heat  transfer and skin  friction    behave similarly, although  not  necessarily in accord with 
Reynolds analogy.    Far  more   important,   however,   is  the  fact  that  the  heat  transfer  is 
definitely not  zero at  the  separation  point.     Inspection of  figures  6,9,15 show that 
St  V Rx cannot  logically be  extrapolated  to zero at   the sane  point   that Cf   >/Rx can. 
Moreover,  on  the occasions  when  the computer  Programme menaced  to converge  beyond 
separation,   the heat  transfer was definitely positive and only slightly reduced  from 
its  separation point value,   even though Cf was  negative. 

To conclude  this  part,   it   is   felt   that  the above  results   form a  set of solutions 
which  provide n compnrisoii  for  future approximate methods,  as  well  as  indicating the  trends 
of separation point with wall   temperature and Mach numbers. 

Tw =   1^ T.„ =  T_ 

Pr=   1 .0 Pr = 

2 .091 .096 
4 .062 .073 
6 .043 .055 
8 .029 .039 

10 .026 .036 
11 - - 
12 - - 

13,14, 15 - - 

.725 Pr = 1 .0 Pr = 

.141 .143 

.204 .232 

.282 .325 

.324 .372 

.351 .405 

.360 - 

.365 - 
No Separation - 

,725 

(.383) 

Table 1. Separation points for U 
(Sutherland Law T0 =■   lOOO' ,

u-a 

*.   Pr 

x/L),  linear viscosity  law. 
"   .725) 

0.25 T, 

2 
4 
6 
8 

10 

o- 

.086 
not  calculated 

.24* 

.27* 

.28 ■• 

.046 
not calculated 

.072 
not calculated 

.080* 

Table  2.     Separation  points   for circular arc,   P    = 0.725,   Linear   viscosity  law. 
' These  values accurate  only  to t5',<,   due   to   the  step  length used. 

P    =   1.0 r 

Pr = .70 

(x/L)s 

.935 

.920 

Table  3.     Sepurntlon  points   f >r cylinder,   Ue = 2U„ sin x/r;     Tw  =  0.5 T0   ,  M = 0.5, 
Linear viscosity  law. 
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Part   II 

ComiMirlson  of   four  boundary   layer  methods  wich  experiment 

Hii-   i!ioth'.>'i.s   listed   lr   tl»;   I itrxl,!.-1 lun   .ire   euch   felt   to   lncluflp   tlie   highest   slate 
ol   di-vclopnunt  alon . J   particular   line   ol   .ittiick.     The  methods  of  Utonaghan  (5)   and 
Stroud   and  Miller  (10)   [ircdict  heat   transfer  as  weil  as  skin   friction  and  boundary  layer 
thickness.     The   method   Jf  Ilankey  and   Jross   (12)   predicts   pressure,   and,   although   not 
strictly  applicable   to   flows   ivitt.   pressure   gradient,   tile   method   of   Chentj  et   al   (11) 
M'idicts   pressure  as   well   as   hent   ti msfor. 

!.lon:i,;han   s   methtxl   I''   .he   last    in    i   series   of   momentum  integral   correlation 
teclmiiiues,   wlileli  deseemted   thi-i.u;;h    Pollen  and   Keshotko   (G)   and   Luxton   ard   Young   (7). 
These   tcchni lines  depe; J  nn e irrel -1 ion  "f  known  exact   solutions   tcj   the   boundary   layer 
equations,   aid   on  u:.ia,    Ih     i    corre !u I ions   tor   "eneral   probleins. 

Monajhan  redic -s   the   uoundary   layer  et- latloiva   to a   torn whore   they can  be   Integrated 
stepwise  uov/nstrea;;,  provided   tliat   .aji.ie   relationship can   in;   luiind   between   the   first  and 
second   derivative,   «'ith   y,   of   the   velocity  at   the  wall.     lie  achieves   this   by  uslny   the 
incompressible  correlation of   I'hwaites,   having   previously used  a   transformation   to  the 
incompressible   plane.      It   was   decided   to  apply   Monaghan's   method   to   the  attached   flow 
over   a   compression  corner  which   had   been  "faired   in"   in order   to   produce  a   smooth   ^n- 
viscitl    lach   number  distribution.      Krem  other   exi»Tlnental   evidence   on   this   type   of   flow 
we   would   expect   the   iieat   transfer   rate   to drop   sliijhtly,   relative   to  a   flat   plate,   near 
the   corner,   and   then   to  rise.      iiowover,   at   M  =   8,   it  can  be   seen   in   figure   16   that   the 
heat   transfer   rate   rises   In-^diately.      It   should  also  be  said   that   in   order   to   perfor» 
tils   calculation  at   all,   1»   was   necessary   tu  extrapolate   the   relevant   curves   In   Mona^han's 
report,   an  extrapolation  that,   due   to   the  nature  of   the  curves,   is  difficult   to do with 
confidence. 

iiankey  and  Cross   (l-j   have   proposed  a  momentum  Integral   technique  which  reduces 
'■   problem  of   the  boundary  layer  equations   in  a  compression corner  or   shock  wave/ 

lary   layer   Interaction  to   the   solution of  a   second  order   linear  ordinary  differential 
ation  with  constant   coefficients.      The energy equation  is  not   included,   nor   is   it 

i>os^iblo   to  predict  heat   transfer   by  this  method.     Ilankey and  Cross  assume   that 
dJ!   /dx»   d^i/dx and  «*i:i/dx  and   that   11 =  6j   /ei   varies   linearly  with  öj  dM/dx,     Fl^re  17 
column's   predictions  by   this  method  with experimental  data  obtained   by  Lewis  et  al   (13)   on 
a  compression  corner  at  M =  6,06 and  a   shock wave/boundary  layer   interaction   .-^   N*'*dham 
(14).     Ilankty's   method  automatically  gives   the  right   final   pressure   rist.   dictated  by 
inviscid   flow  considerations,   and   the   quantities   left   to calculate  are   the  value  of 
the   pressure  plateau and  the   length  of   the   total   internction.     In  both  examples   the 
estimates  are   poor,   the  plateau  reßlon   Is  too  high and  the  Interaction as  calculated 
is  much   longer   than experiments  show.     One of   the difficulties  Is   that  Hankey's  method 
calculates  Mach   numbers  while  experiments  give  pressures.     At  M =  6,   a   10% error  In M 
gives  a   lOO'i error  in pressure;   we  are  not   surprised   that  this effect   lessens   the 
accuracy  of   this   method at  high  M.     The  author  would   like   to acknowledge  Hankey's 
excellent  and   comprehensive  private  communication with respect   to  the  above  examples. 

The  method   of Stroud and  Miller  was  oriiinally set   forth   for   treatment  of  turbulent 
boundary   'uyers,   but  has  been extended   by  the   present  author  to  cover   laminar   flows 
as  well.     This   method  is  of  Interest   because   it  can cope with any effect  likely  to 
happen   in  a   boundary  layer,   including   normal   pressure  gradients  and  non-uniform wall 
teinpern ture.     The   provisions   for   treating  normal   pressure  gradients   were   not   used   In 
any   calculations   for   tnis   paper   and   will   not   be  discussed  here.     This   method   is   known 
as   the  discontinuity analogy because   it  assumes   that   the  Mach  number  distribution can 
be  broken dowa   into a  scries of  constant Mach  number elements   (flat   plates)  with dis- 
continuities  connecting adjacent  elements.     Flat   plate  relationships,   either  laminar or 
turbulent,   are  used along  the  constant   Mach  number  elements.     Mass,   momentum,   and  energy 
are   conserved   across   the discontinuities,   and   thus   the  calculation   prjcedure   is   to  march 
along  alternating  flat   plnte regions  and  discontinuities. 

Figure   18   compares   our exact   solution at   M =   4,   Ue =  U0(l   -   x/L)   and  T^   =   T^ with 
the   prediction  of   the  discontinuity  analogy.     The  performance of   the   latter   is  dis- 
appointing.      Moreover,   tests  at   other   Mach   number   showed   that   this   formulation  always 
thinned   the   boundary   layer   In an  adverse   pressure  gradient  at  any   Mach   number. 
Uxp°rinentnl   evidence  and   the   results   of   the   previous   section  show   that   this  effect 
occurs   only above  about   M =  5,   depending  on   the   pressure  gradient,   of   course.     The  dis- 
continuity/analogy   is  more  sensitive   to  pressure  gradient   than anything  else,   and  cannot 
be  relied  upon  even  in   the  range  M =  6-10,  where   It  does  predict   the  correct   trends. 
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The Chentf   theory applies   to   flat   plates  at   Incidence,   either   positive  or   negative, 
In   the  strong   interaction   regime.     The author  has   carried  out  experiments  at  M =   15.1   on 
a   power-law concave   body  given by  Y = X3/150,   In   Inches,   mated   to n  wodge   of  slope   20°, 
so  that   the   total   turning  nnglo   from  the  sharp  loading edge was  28° at  X =   D.f*.     This 
model   «as   instrumented  with  film gauges   for   heat   transfer  measurement  and was   inclined 
so  that  the   leading edge  wns  at  -6     incidence   in  order   to ensure   that   the  leading  edge 
shock did  not   impinge  on   the  renr  of   the  model   and   %    =   14 at X =   l". 

Inspection  of  Cheng's  aiisunptions concerning   smoll   deflections,   slenderncss,   etc. 
show   that  none  of   the  assumptions   of   the   theory   lias   been  violated  except  one:   tht'   inviscid 
flow has  a   pressure   gradient  over   the above  cubic   surface,   and   is   not  u   flat   plate   flow 
as assumed  by   the   theory.     Still   it  will   be   informative   to compare our  results   against 
this   theory,   as   in   figures   19 and   20 where   the  experimental   heat   transfer   is   plotted 
against   the  appropriate  correlation  pnrnmeters   of  Cheng's   theory.     Near  the   leadlnc  ed ;e, 
the a,;rpenetit   is   quite  i;ood;   in   fact,   the  Chen;;   theory  predicts   the  hent   transfer   correctly 
up  to X  ~   3.5* ,   where   the   body has   already   turned   throui;h  some   14°.     However,   from   there   on 
the   theory   predict   heat   transfer   which   is   far   too   high   (not  shown),     f.kroover,    it   v/as 
found   that   when   the   boundary   layer   reached   the   wedje  dlscribed  above,    the  iieat    transfer 
went  on  rising  dramatically,   even   though   the   Inviscid   pressure  gradient   ceased.      Sc.Heren 
photographs   showed   that   the  boundary   layer   went   through  a     nock     re   ion  thereafter,   and   this 
points   to   the   reason   for   Increased   heat   transfer,     'Ao   theory can ai count   for   this   as   yet. 
Unfortunately,   the   Chen;   flat   plate   theory  ca?inüt   account   for   tills  delayed   thinning of 
the  boundary   layer,   nor   for   the   fact   that   the   flo«   Is   near   separation,   nlthou   h   It   never 
separates.     The  above discussion  will  be  clearer   if   reference   is   made   to  figure   21,   which 
la   portly a  drawing  of  a   schlieren   photograph  of   the above  model   and   flow pattern. 

Concluding Remnr' . 

All   of   the  «bove cemparisons   point   to  a   rather  bleak  picture  -   it  appears   that   none 
of  the   theories   tested  can  predict   boundary   layer   growth   in an arbitrary adverse   pressure 
gradient  or   In   the   strong   Interaction  regime.     Moreover,   there   If   n   t   enoujh   laminar data 
in   the  range  U  =   2-10 with  heat   transfer   to afford  a  direct   test   of,   say,   the  computer 
programme  of   Part   I.      It   has  been  shown  that   this   computer   pro^ra-vic  agrees  well   witli 
many other   theories,   there   is  no  doubt   that   the   solutions   presented  are  solutions   to  the 
boundary   layer   equations.      However,   whether   that   pro^ra-irie   will   predict   results   which 
agrc i with  exi>erin>cnt   is   another  question.     Until   it   is   resolved   positively,   there   seems 
to 'je  no  theory available   for   the   hypersonic   laminar  boundary   layer  which can   be   used  with 
any degree  of  confidence. 
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Figure  3 Separation  points   for   the 
linearly  retardoc  velocity 
distribution. 
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Figure 4        Displacement  thickness tor  the 
linearly retarded velocity 
distribution,  cold wall. 

Figure 5 Displacement  thickness  for  the 
linearly retarded velocity 
distribution,  adlabatlc wall. 
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Figure 6        Skin friction for the linearly 
retarded velocity distribution, 
cold wall. 

Figure 7        Skin Friction  for   the  linearly 
retarded velocity distribution, 
adlabatlc wall. 
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figure  11      Velocity,   stagnation and  static 
temperature  profiles  for   the 
linearly retarded velocity 
distribution U =  10. 
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Figure 13      Dlsplaceraont  t.ilckness  on  the 
circular arc for adiabatlc and 
cold walls. 
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Figure  14      Skin friction on  the circular 
arc for adiabatlc and cold 
walls. 
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Figure 18  Heat transfer on the circular 
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Figure  17      Pressure  predictions  of Hankey's 
method for a compression corner 
and a shock-wave/boundary layer 
interaction. 

Figure  18       Comparison  of  present study 
and discontinuity/analogy tor 
a  linearly retarded velocity 
distribution. 
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SUMMUY 

A physical model and a simplified analysis applicable to three-dimensional hypersonic 
laminar boundary  layers with large cross  flow are presented.     It  Is shown that  the boundary 
layers In question can be divided into two regions,  namely:     \) an outer region where the 
local density and mooentum flux per unit area are comparable to those in the  Invlscld stream 
while the cross  flow la negligible;    2) an Inner  region,  comprising the raajoi  portion of the 
boundary  layer, where the local density and momentum flux per unit area are very snail (compared 
to thoaa  In the  Invlscld flow),  the cross  flow Is  Important, and the state of motion  is controlled 
by the viscous forcee.    The  flow In the  inner region  Is Couette-llke  In the  streanwlse direction 
and Polseullle-llke In the direction ncrmal to the streamlines of the invlscld  flow;  the velocity 
snd  enthalpy profiles  there are governed  by ordinary differential  equations with  solutions   that 
depend parametrlcally on the local pressure gradients,  the  local geometry of the  Invlscld  flow 
streamlines,   the  local wall temperature ratio and the  local  thickness of the boundary layer. 
The only unknown parameter,   the boundary layer thickness,  can be determined either by matching 
the solutions  In the  two regions or by  integral momentum considerations employing  the afore- 
nentloncd "exact"  profiles   for  the   inner  region.     A preliminary assessment  of the   Integral 
method for a two-dimensional flew indicates good agreement between theory and experiments. 
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VISCa'S   HYPERSONIC EXCIW  PAST  SLENDER 

BODItS AT  INCIDENCE 

Roberto Vaglio-Laurln 

1 . INIRODUCTION 

1 
Recont  studies    have   indicated  that  thigh   iltitude aerodynamics  has   Important effects  on 

lifting     reentry  performance.     The   degradation  of aerodynamic   characteristics  at   low  flight 
Reynolds  number  (viz.   Re       ^  2   x   10   ,   for  a  slender  body)   results   in appreciable  reouctlons   of 
lateral  and   longitudinal  range.      Performance   (I.e.   lateral   range)   and   flight   program  (I.e. 
longitudinal   range)   exhibit  different   trends  of  dependence   upon  degraded  characteristics;     hence, 
realistic  i,   -sion analyses  require  detailed  consideration  of  high  altitude  aerodynamics. 

The  conditions   of   interest   are  characterized  by  values   of   the  hypersonic  viscous  parameter 
v    a   10     ,   where  v    = KjkC/Re  .)    ,   M    being  the   flight  Mach   number,   C  the  Chapman-Rubesln constant, 
ana Re     the Reynolds number Based  on  freestream conditions  and wetted   length  L.     Theoretical 
analysis   of  the   flow   field  becomes   increasingly complex  as   v       >  10"   .     A   fundamental  understanding 
of   the   flow patterns  and  .1   quantitative   determination  of   v iscous effect s  has  been obtained  only   for 
simple   two-dimensional   (wedges)   and   axlsymmctrlc (v ircu Ur   tones . .-^vower bodii^configurat ions   in  the 
interaction  regime     .     The  more   complex   three-dimensional   flow   fltlds   of  practical   mierest   have 
received   limited theoretical consideration. 

Theoretical  analyses  of  hypersonic   viscous  interactions   for  two-dime.-isKuial sharp wedges 
8h»w  that  maximum  'Ift/drag  ratio   is  attained at   large  angles   of  attack,    i st v such  that weak 
interaction prevalles  over a major  portion of the windward  surface  of  tre alrfcll.    Approximate 
considerations  for  three-dimensional  bodies  indicate a  similar  trend   ;     again optimum aerodynamic 
performance  is attained at   large   Incidences,  e.g.   i -25°   for  v       - .25,  with «ttendant 
strongly   three-dimensional   flows.     Under  conditions   of   large   incidence  and   large   local  external 
Mach  number  the   laminar boundary   layer   tends  to develop a   large   cross   flow  relative  to the 
local   invlscid  streamlines   '    ;   analysis  of  •ihe  flow  then becomes  quite   complex.     Previous  studies 
of  three-dimensional  hypersonic   boundary   layers  have   sought   simipllf icatlon  of  the  problem either 
by confining    attention to similar   flows   in the neighborhood  of  syraraeriy planes^  or  by  introducing 
the assumption of snal)  cross  flow^    which  is  strictly applicable  only   for moderate Mach iiuraber 
flows  over highly cooked surfaces^'". 

In  the  preseni   paper   the   general   problem  is approached  by  jet  another  point  of  view.     A 
simplified physical  and mathematical model   is constructed  by dividing  the boundary layer  into two 
regions,   namely:   1)  a  thin    outer   regior.  of  negliglle cross   flow where  the  fluid velocity  Is  nearly 
the  sime as  the ex'emal velocity and  the  density  is comparable   to  the  external density;  2)  an  inner 
region where  the cross  flow  can  be  appreciable but  the Inertia     fjrees  are small compared  to  the 
viscous  forces.    The  subdivision   into  two regions has been used  previously  in connection with   :wo- 
dimensional  problems,   viz.   Stewartson's  studylO of the  strong-interaction region  in viscous h/per- 
sontc   flow past  a  slender  circular cone  and Clauert  and Lighthill's analysis!!  of the axial  viscous 
flow  over  a   long  circular  cylinder;   however,   the  application  to  three-dimensional hypersonic   boundary 
layers  has  not  been  exploited. 

The  paper  presents  a  heuristic   derivation  of  the  phv.ical   and mithc.atlcal models.     Physical 
considerations are submitted  first   (Section 2).     Subsf^uently th^  simplified analytical statements 
valid  in the  two regions , re set   for.h aid  the determination of  matched  sclutior.s  is discussed;  also 
an approximate method of  solution  is  outlined employing  Integral  method  considerations  in conjunction 
with  the"exact"  profiles appropriate  to  the   inner region  ^ectloi    3),     Finally a preliminary 
assessment of the  integral method  Is presented in connection with  the  viscous  interaction problem 
over an  Insulated flat plate   (Section 4). 

2.       THE  HYPERSONIC  LAMINAR  BOUNDARY LAYER 

K   9 
It   Is well  I lown  '     that   two-dimensional  hypersonic   laminar   boundary   layers  exhibit   the   following 

characteristics  (Fig.l  ):   I)  a  thin outer  region,  adjacent   to  the  edge,  where the density and  the 
momentum flux per unit area  rapidly decrease  from their inviacld   stream values while  the streamwise 
velocity  remains essentially undisturbed;    2)  an  inn^r  region,  which encompasses  the rajor  portion 
of  the boundary layer, where  the   local  density and momentum flux  per unit  area are much smaller 
than the density and  the momentum  flux  per unit area   in the   invlscid stream. 

Associated with  these   features,   forcibly demonstrated also  b-^  experiments  (Fig.   2),  are 
a  particular physical model  of  the  boundary layer   flow and a  consistent  simplified analytical 
description.     On physical  grounds   it   is apparent  that  the high density  fluid  in the outer  region 
plays  the  role of an equivalent  solid plate with raspect  to the   low density  fluid  in the  Inner 
region.     The equivalent plate,  which moves parallel to the  actual  body surface at  '.he  invlscid 
flow velocity,  drags  the  low-density,   low-inertia    gas  into a Couette   flow.    This ps.ysical model 
is substantiated by dettrmination  of  reduced equations and  matched solutions valid in the  two 
regionslO;   in the  inner rrglon the  inertia  terras mav  b? neglected compared   co ehe  viscous tern»  and 
the Couette-like behavior  of  the   flow   Is confirmed. 
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Obviously nhree-dlmenslonal  hypersonic   lamin*r boundary   layers  alsc  exhibit  cwc  regu.-.s 
charscterlced by moinertum  fluxes  per  unit  area  of different  order  oi  magnitude.     The  three- 
dlnenslonal behavior becomes readily apparent  if the flow is viewed  in a  eystem of orthogonal 
curvilinear coordinates  (x^x. ,x,)   having the surrace x.  • 0 coincident with  the outer surface  of  the 

boundary layer* and the lines  (x.  ■ constant, x    • 0) coincident with  the  streamlines of the  inviscid 

flew.    In this frame of reference the cuter region maintalts the  role of an equivalent solid plate 
mnvldg parallel to the surface of the body with velocity y      in the x.-direction; the cross flow in 

thin region is small becauSL a)   the momentum flux per unit area  is comparable Lu Limi in 
the  tree  stream and b)  the thickness of the region itself is small cwpar»»'  to the overall boundary 
Isyer thickness.    The f'uid in the  inner region moves under the simultaneous action of the equivalent 
outer plate,  of the actual wall and of the transversal pressure  gradient dp/dx_ ; because of the  low 

denaltj' and inertia of this  fluid the motion is dominated by the viscous  forces a..v, iherefcre,   is 
Couette-like in the x.-direction (oi the  inviscid streamlines)  iri " lieiillle-lik» tn the XT-direction 
(orthogonal to the inviscid streamlines,  see Fig.   3). 

Qualitative corroboration of the three-dimensional model  is obtained by inspection of the 
velocity profiles for "exact"  solutions,  e.g.  the similar solutions  for the boundary layer near a 
plane of  »ynmetry*.    If a «ketch of the equivalent solid plate  is superposed on typical profiles of 
this family,the Couette- arl Polseuliie-ii.k.«. Uüia'.'lsrr  in th»  inner region <»re quite apparent.    Also 
appaient  are the boundary conditions  for the  inner flow;   in accord with the physical model one  requires 
no slip relative to the bod.'  surface  (x >-$«iid td theequlvalent outer plate  (x    ■= 0), which moves 

with velocity v le 
It  shoulo   be noted  that  the profiles   in Fig.   4 are plotted versus  the  Howarth- 

transformed variable T);   invert transformation to physical coordinates would shrink dramatically 
the thickness of the outer ret   7n> again in accord with the proposed model. 

The aforenoted physical tonaiderations provide straightforward guidelines for deriving a 
simplified mathematical stateme <    of the problem; this  is discussed  in the  following section. 

3,       THE mTHEmilCM, STATEMENT 

With  a view toward  the  analya.'s  of  three-dimensional problems  encompassing the complete  spectrum 
from strong-to, weak-to,  negligible-  interaction, the governing equations are stated here  in a  form 
that fully accounts for transverse curWnre effects.     Simultaneous consideration of regions of 
strong- and weak- interaction  is often required in the analysis of viscous hypersonic  flows past 
slender bodies at incidence;  the typical example of M   «41 flow over a 3*  half-angle circular cone 
at  10*  incidence (Fig,   5}  clearly exhibits weak interaction on the windward side and strong inter- 
action on the leeward side.    Under such conditions the metric elements  (e.,c_,e.) associated with 

the streamline-fixed orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system defined in the previous section are 
functions of all three sp» ce variables. The appropriate form of the boundary layer equations for 
a  perfect  gas follows  inmediately from the derivation outlined  in Ref.  6. 

T^ ^W + dq- (eie3pV + i; («wV '0 CD 

/        ^'l ^1 bvl\        f ^12  b*2\ 
ivvi ^7+ v2 T^sq+ v3 T^srJ+ plviv2 sq- - v2 sqv 

bv, N       , dv.   . 
e^-via srr' T^r [ 12 r^:J ^^e" vl        c3^3 

ä3UA1' 

(2) 

eie2p^i T^q+ v2 -^sq+ v3 7-£-)+ 

äe2        2     ä^v* p 3     / ^2  \ 
pLviv2 ^- - vie ^qcr - riJ" 7^qyeie2 ^sq) 

(3) 

♦Parallel  to the body surface  fo a non-interacting boundary layer. 
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ele2 p(v1 +   V ^ 2 eTSxT 
am 

'3 e 
3^3' ^7L- ■3""3 

1-Pr 
Pr w 

"e 

"l^ v2 
2 

u(h) (5) 

where x    (i -   1,2,3)   denotes  the curvilinear coordinates,   e    the associated  metric  elements,  v    the 

associated  compoaents  of velocity,  p  the density,   ^ the  viscosity,  h the enthalpy,   H the  stagnation 
enthalpy,   Pr  the  Prandtl  nimber,  and  the  subscript  e   identifies  properties  of  the  Invlscid  flow. 
Acsociated with  the  Eq».   (1)  through  (5)  are  the  boundary conditions   (for  impermeable wall) 

3 wall 
H -  H (6a) 

x3^x 
'1 

v2-0 H - H (6b) 

Iho  possibility of   further simplifying  the  equations   (1)  through   (5)   into  forms appropriate  to 
the different  regions  of  the boundary   layer must  now be assessed.    The  effort   is warranted  if, 
ultimately,   the   solutions  of the approximate  equations  valid   in the different   regions  can be 
matched consistently to provide a complete  dedcriptlon  of  the  overall  boundary  layer.     Thusfthe 
consistency proof can only be obtained a posteriori. 

According to the  physical model discussed  in Section 2  the outer  region  is characterized by 

'1 "  <vle  -  Vl)/Vle «  1 

H •=   (H     -  H)/H    «1 e e 

P ' 0(pj 

"2  * V2/Vle ^  1 

pvi ■ ^vL* 

(7) 

The  consistency  of  the   small cross  flow assumption  is  verified by substitution of   (7)   into (3) 
and  ^rder  of magnitude  analysis.    The  governing «qnations can then be  reduced  to the   form 

ST (e2e3pvle) + ^7 (ele2pv3) " 0 

1   x 3 

dv dv,   , dv 

rsq; + v3 ^3 
/ ^l ^l N ^le c.      / *!    \ ;le2plvle T^T   + V3 ZSd + e20e "ST   " rST ^le2 I^xJ 

1 3    3 

(8) 

(9) 

/     aft aft      _d_j B   / sfi     i-pr i   an M 
'ii '3    1 3    3 3    3 'e  c3""3' 

(10) 

h 
fi 1 
Pe      h 

h-h v, 
. e le     -         -                          ... 
— - —   v1  - H        ;   u - u(h) 

e e 

(U) 

for the streamwlse velocity, the density and the enthalpy. The (small) crocs flow velocity is 
determined subsequently from the equation 
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V 2plvie 7^;+ '3 7~sr3)
+ Vuvt ^- - vie sq- IT- ■ riJ   ^~ W2 T^sq) (12) 

The boundary conditions  for equations (8)  through (11) are 

,v,     - v. 
,.0      ; ^ . (^—L)^    ;      V3-O ;        fi^V1) 

le 

H.   -  H 

e        Inner 
(13-a) 

v^O i      H - 0 (13-b) 

vlth Ti a Levy-Leea-llke variable  (except for the density transformation) defined by 

vle      r X3 

(2?)' 
e2e3dx3 

p xi 2 
5=1     *■ p«u*vlec2e1dx1 

3 wall 

(14) 

The boundary conditions  for the cross  flow equation (12)  are 

l\ 
2      Vvle 

/inner 
(15-a) 

1 -' v,  - 0 (15-b) 

The equations (8)  through (12)  can further be reduced to ordinary differential equations  If local 
similarity Is assumed valid; within these limits typical solutions can be determined and their 
nstchlng with the  Inner solutions can be tested. 

In the  Inner region the momentum flux per unit area becomes very small and the viscosity 
very  large, viz,   p(v? + vft)/p v^    « 1 and u/u   » 1.     If the  rates of convergence  (divergence) 

of the streamlines (de./dx^)  and  (dc./öx-) are 0(1)  the viscous  term« then dominate  In 

equations (2)* and  (£) while  the viscous and pressure gradient terms dominate in equation (3). 
However,  if the particular  invlscid flow pattern is characterized By (äc./äx ),  (i,J • 1,2), 

with magnitude comparable to the density ratio (p /p). ,  the Corlolls terms imist be retained 

in the momentum equations.    With allowance for Invlscid  flow patterns having strongly converging 
(or diverging) streamlines,  the equations for the  inner  region take the  form 

b      ( ^1 \ /      ^1 ^2  \ 
^7 W2 e-prJ • 3V2 lvi sq- - v2 ^) (16) 

d      ( _^2  \      /    2 ^IN /      ^1 äe2\ 
1^7 W2 T^q) • \p\ xq)e' • pvilvi sq -^sq) (17) 

0     r / bH 1-Pr     Bh    VI     n e,-^: i^fz izsrr "PT i^brrJJ"0 
33 "3    3 

2        2 
„      vl + v2 
h +  5-— - H 

-3    3 

u(h) 

(18) 

(19) 

with the boundary conditions 

lt3        3 wall 
v1 - v2 - 0 H - H (20-a) 

*The pressure gradient  term in equation (2) can be neglected because at hypersonic velocities,  the 
derivative (öv^g/ax^   is sniall. 
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'l - <vl>outer (v2)ouner (H) outer (20-b) 

If  the quantities  (de  /dx  )  are  small compai 
(17)  can be  set to zero.     Among the  other  ca 

ired to (p  /o)  the  rlghthand  sides  ot equations  (16) and 
(17)  can be  set to zero,   JAmong the  other  cases  it  it of  interest  to note  those characterized by 
(de2/dx.)   negative with magnitude  comparable  to  (p /p) ;  equation  (17)  has  then hlrwontc character and 

1 7 * 
may exhibit  oscillatory solutions     for  the cross  flow velocity v,. 

The equations  (16)   through  (18)   are  ordinary differential equations;  hence,   the flow  in the 
inner  region satisfies a  form of  local  similarity.    The history  of the  boundary layer manifests  Itself 
parametrlcally through  the  thickness  ot"  the  inner region,   viz.   ^he coordinate x,  of the wall,  which 
is unknown a  priori and must  be determined  by matching of  inner and  outer  solutions. 

As  noted above the matching process also provides  the ultimate  test  of the proposed  two-layer 
model.     Obviously the test   is most  conveniently carried out   for  self-preserving  flows where  the motion 
In the  outer region is also governed  by  ordinary differential equations.     A  successful example of 
matching  In a  two-dimensional  flow  is provided by Stewa-'tson's  solution   for  the  strong-interaction 
region near  the tip of a  slender cone^;  a   straightforv/ard  extension of  Stewartson's results  gives as 
a  second  example the strong-Interaction  region on a  flat plate with a  sharp  leading edge.     A com- 
parable  test  for three-dimensional  problems  consists  in applying  the method  of this paper  to reproduce 
the  solutions of Ref.  4  for  boundary  layers  near a syiranetry plane;   this   investigation  is currently 
underway. 

Tf  the boundary  layer  flow  is  not  self-preserving  the  determlnatic.i of cü« outei   BUIULIOU and 
its matching with the  inner  solution become  somewhat  laborious.     The assumption of  local  similarity 
would  provide  some simplificat ion;  however,   its range of applicability  for  three-dimensional  problems 
remains  to be demonstrated by comparison with either experiment  or careful  numerical solutions of 
the  full  equations.    An alternative  is  provided by an integral method approach,  viz.  an extension of 
the method  successfully employed by dauert  ^nd Llghthill^   in the  study  of  two-dimensional boundary 
layers  over  very slender bodies*.     For  the  class of boundary  layers  Investigated by those authors, 
as well as   for the hypersonic  boundary  layers  considered here,   the momentum defect  is concentrated  in 
the   inner  region; accordingly,   integral method considerations based on the "exact" profiles  determined 
by  Integration of the equations   for the   inner  region (with  the  thickness  J 

lead  to accurate results,  e.g.    mithin  157.  for  the  p-oblem of  Ref.   11. 
wall 

as parameter) 

In  integral method analyses  of three-dlntnsional boundary  layers with heat transfer and 
Pr !<   1  thr"e  thicknesses must be considered,  viz.   8^  for the  streamwlse motion,   S,   for the  cross  flow 

and fl_ for  the energy,   If Pr ■  1  and  the  streamwlse pressure  gradient  and  Coriolis accelerations are 

negligible,   6    may be  set equal  to 6.;   for  these conditions   two partial  differential equations  In 6, n 1 i 
and 4,  ate  readily obtained by applying  Integral considerations  to  the x   - and x. - momentum equations 

ST J e2e3 
X3 wCSp 

äv.       .0 
pv1(v1-vle)dx3 + 5--   J e2e3(pv1-pevle)dx3 

(^ie2 rsb). 
3  3 x3 " "swtap 

>   ru r0       f     ^i de2\ 
- äT ele3pv2(Vvle)dx3 -Jx

e3PV2VVl dZ "  V2 STT^ 
2    K-   "   ■ x3w(5i) ^ 1 

M«^ 

(21) 

dH e2e3pvr2dx3 + ST   J   ' V3pv2dj<3 + 
1 'x 3w(62) 3w(52) 

pv^de 0 

We2 ^Ve Jx 

.0 „de 
e.eje dx^  -   ! ejpv 

3w(82) 
X3w(52) 

/    ^1   _ v    ^2' 
1\ Idx- 2 StT. 

teie2 T&r) • 0 
3    3 x, - x-  ,    . 

3 3w(52) 

(22) 

«Stewartson^^ has previously suggested  such  extentlor for two-dimensional   Interaction problems 
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Th« term« at  the  i Ighthand slac  "•V (21)  represent  the effect  of the cross  flow on the  streamwtse 
■ntun balance. 

Equations  (21)  and  (22) can be  Integrated upon stipulation of appropriate  initial  conditions, 
• .g.  8.  glvan on (x    - x^ ,  0 » x, i I), and of boundary conditions,e.g.   (i4./ix,)   given on 

(0) (0) (x. 2 xj ' , x, ■ 0) and on (x    2 x|       x, • t).     In the absence of viscous interactions the pressure 

field is prescribed a priori and J.,^ tre the only unknown quantities in (21),  (22),     if viscous 

in'.eractlons arc present  the pr '  field can be related directly to the displacement thickness 6* 
by typical approximations,  e.g.  t« .^nt cone;  in turn,6* can be  identified with either 6.   or A. 

(«hichevfar Is  larger)  since  for the considered hypersonic conditions 

6* ■ «"v { J [ [7le  ■ J- (^ + 72)]e3dx3} /div 7le * 8 (21) 

4.      SOME PRELDGMRY RESULTS 

A preliminary assessment of the accuracy afforded by the integral nethod has been obtained in 
connection with the problems of strong- and weak- pressure   interactions on a  flat plate with a sharp 
leading edge.     Integration of equation (21),  reduced to two-dimensional form,  yeilds the   following 
equations  for the pressure on an Insulated  flat plate  in a perfect gas (v -  7/5)  stream 

P/P, * 1 + 0.43b x p/p    - 0.624 x 

-H3 (C/Re^V 

for weak- and strong-  interaction,  respectively.     These predictions compare  favorably with  experiments, 
as shown In Fig.  6, and thus provide some confidence  for more extensiv»  applications. 

5.      CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A simplified physical model and a mathematical description have been set  forth for three- 
dimensional hypersonic  laminar boundary layers with cross  flow of arbitrary magnitude.    According 
to the model the  flow over the major portion of the boundary layer Is dominated by viscous  forct'S 
and, therefore,   is Couette-like In the streanwlse direction and Polseullle-llke In the cross  flow 
direction.    The point of view leads to drastic sImplications  in the analysis and substantially lifts 
its dependence from laborious numerical solutions.    The simplicity and physical grounding of the 
model suggest the possibility of interesting extensions,  e.g.,  to turbulent  flows,  and of numerous 
applications,  e.g.   internal as well as external three-dimensional hypersonic  flows. 
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RANKINE - HUGONIOT  VALUE 
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8 

u/u« 
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GLOW DISCHARGE 

O1" 

(b)   a-IO«» 

Fig.   2     TYPICAL EXPERIMENTAL PROFILES OF DENSITY AND VELOCITY IN HYPERSONIC 
FLOW WITH VISCOUS  INTERACTIONS. MEASUREMENTS THROUGH THE SHOCK 
LAYER ON A SLENDER CIRCULAR  CONE (3°   HALF-AWGLE)  UNDER THE CONDITIONS 
^ - 41,  Y •  5/3,  T  /T0 «, 0.75. DATA  FROM REF.   12 

TOP:     ZERO INCIDENCE BOTTOM:     WINDWARD  SIDE AT   lO»   INCIDENCE 
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STREAMWISE   VELOCITY 

MVISCIO 
STREAMLINES 

Fig.   3    SCHEMMIC DIAGR.*M OF ORTHOGONAL CUP.VILINEAR COORDINATE SYSTEM 
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[''^[VNJ/KAX.] 
Fig.   4     SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF VELOCITY  PROFILES FOR THE HYPERSONIC  LAMINAR 

BOUNDARY IAYER NEAR A  PLANE C(   SYMMETRY.     PROFIT.ES FROM REF.   A. 
ß  STREAHJISE PRESSURE GRADIE^T   PARAMETER; 5 CROSS FLOW  PARAMETER 
(f? > 0 FOR DIVERGIKG STREAMLINES) 

TOP:     STREAhWISE VELOCITY BOTTOM:     CROSS FLOW VELOCITY 
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NOTE RADIAL SCALE IS 
STRECHED  BY A  FACTOR OF/ 

 BOUNDARY - LAYER 
EDGE 

Fig.   5     SCHEWTIC DIAGRAM OF THE  HYPERSONIC FLOW  FIELD OVER A 
SLENDER  CIRCUIAR  CONE AT   INCIDENCE  IN THE  PRESENCE 
OF VISCOUS  IMTERACTION.     EXPERÜtENTAL DATA  FOR  SHOCK- 
LAYER AND BOUNDARY  LAYER THICKNESSES  FRÜH REF.    12. 
FXPERIMEOTS  ON A   3*   HALF-ANGLE CONE AT  INCIDENCE 
i  '   10°   IN A  HELIUM STREAM  (>  -  5/3)  AT WCH NUMBER 

M    -  41,  WALL TEMPERATURE  RATIO T  /TA % 0.75. 
m W      0 

HOTB AT A GIVEN DISTANCE FROM THE APEX THE SIMULTANEOUS 
OCCURRENCE OF WEAK-IOTERACTION ON THE WINDWARD SIDE AND 
STRONG-INTERACTION ON THE  LEEWARD SIDE. 

k^k. 
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Fig.   6     WEAK- AND STRONG-   INTERACTION  PRESSURES ON AN 
INSULATED FLAT  PLATE  IN AIR.     THEORETICAL 
PREDICTIONS fiv  INTEGRAL METHOD,   EQUATION   (21); 
EXPERIMENTS FROM FIGURE 9-5 OP REF.   13. 
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SUMMARY 

A theoretical analysis of supersonic  flow over  slightly yawed conical surfaces 
Is presented.    The cross  section of the cone Is assumed to be nearly circular,  but 
otherwise arbitrary.    The method of matched expansions Is employed and a  solution Is 
obtained by a systematic expansion from the known  solution for supersonic flow over 
an unyawed circular cone. 

The behavior of the uniformly valid solution at vortical singularities Is closely 
analysed.    The solution Is found to be a formal asymptotic  solution at  these points. 
There Is no Indication of  the lift-off behavior of  the vortical singularity suggested 
by Ferrl. 

Analytic results are given for the second order uniformly valid solutions  for a 
yawed circular cone.    Numerical results for the first order composite  solution for 
the entropy distribution on an elliptic cone are also presented. 
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VORTICAL LAYERS  IN SUPERSONIC CONICAL FLOW 

R.  E.  Melnlk 
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation 

I.     INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, we consider supersonic conical flows without  axial synmetry by 
expanding about the known exact solution  (Taylor-Maccoll,   1933)   for a circular cone 
at zero incidence.    This method was  originally developed by Stone   (1948,   1952)  for 
circular cones at small Incidence and was extended by Ferri  (1954)   to cones of 
nearly circular but otherwise arbitrary cross section.    Ferri (1954) pointed out 
that Stone's  solution for the yawed circular cone broke  down at  the cone surface 
where  the first order  solution for entropy,  density and radial velocity are dis- 
continuous.     He introduced the notion of a vortical or entropy  layer,  across which 
these quantities varied rapidly from the  Stone values outside to  the correct values 
at  the  surface.    Cheng  (1962),   Bulakh   (1962a,   1962c),  Woods  (1962),   and Sapunkov 
(1963)   investigated the structure of  the  solution in the vortical  layer for the 
special case of a circular cone and obtained the  leading term of  the solution in 
this  region.     Cheng  (1962),   Sapunkov  (1963),  and  Bulakh   (1962b)   considered the 
hypersonic  case and incroduced an additional expansion in  terms  of   the density 
ratio across   the shock wave and obtained  somewhat  simpler  solutions. 

In the  present investigation,  we  treat  this  problem and also  the problem of 
flow  over cones of nearly circular cross   section by the method of matched expan- 
sions  (see Van Dyke,   1964).    We recover  the  first order uniformly valid solutions 
obtained by  the above authors  for circular cones and extend these  results to cones 
with  other cross sections.    Uniformly valid composite expansions are given up to 
second order  in terms of a parameter defining the asymnetry of  the  flow field. 

Woods   (1963) and Munson  (1965)  also  treated the circular cone problem by the 
method of matched expansions.    These  Investigations and the present one were all 
carried out  Independently and completed at about  the  same  time  in  1963.    However, 
the methods    differ   in   a number of  important details and the resulting solutions 
for circular cones are not entirely equivalent as will be discussed in the main 
text. 

2.     EXACT EQUATIONS OF CONICAL FLOW 

The problem is  formulated  in  the  orthogonal curvilinear coordinate  system 
(r»^fTl)     shown in Fig.   1.    The body  surface  lies along a coordinate surface, 

T) - T^.   - constant.    The surfaces    r « constant are spheres centered about the apex, 
and the surfaces    i - constant    are planes passing through  the generators of the 
cone which are normal  to the body surface.    The remaining surfaces    i - constant 
are given by a family of conical surfaces similar  to the body surface which are or- 
thogonal  to  the planes    i - constant.     It  is convenient to define    i    so that on the 
body  surface  it is equal to the azimuthal angle,     $    of the spherical polar coordi- 
nate  system    (r,e,*)     (see Fig.   1).    Then the equation for the body surface can be 
given by an equation of the usual form 6 - 6^(4) * 6^(0 • 

This investigation is part of a dissertation submitted to the Polytechnic Institute 
of Brooklyn in 1965 in partial fulfillment of the requirements of Doctor of Philos- 
ophy in Astronautics. The author is indebted to R. Vaglio-Laurin for numerous dis- 
cussions and  for his guidance during  the  study. 

Research Scientist 
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The velocity at Infinity is taken to lie in the    (, m 0    plane and have a magni- 
tude    \Jm.    The velocity components    u,v    and    v    in the directions of increasing 
r,T|    and    i    respectively are nondimenslonalized with respect to    U^.    The pressure, 
p,    the density,    p,     and the entropy,     s,    are nondimensionalized with respect to 
PooU«,     p«    and    yf    respectively, where    pm    is the  free stream density,     y    is the 
ratio of specific heats,  and   ^    is the gas constant.    The exact equations of in- 
viscid conical flow of a perfect gas are given in    (r,|,ii)    coordinates by: 

2.2 v    + w 

^ + ^+2Pux.O 

du  ,       du 

?v A 
V   Sn 

dw   . 

ds ^ 

dv 2 ^ + uv + KW 

ow + uw KVV 

_  _  1 d£ 
■ ' p 5T[ 

_    1 dp 
P  XO? 

ds 

(la 

(lb) 

de) 

(Id) 

de) 

pp'7 - —r   exp y(y -  1)(8  -  a) (If) 

for later reference we give Bernoulli's equation which is an integral of the above 
equations 

2 u2 + v2 + w2 + __2^ £ . 1 + 
7  " 1 P (7 - DM? 

(2) 

where    M      and    s      are the free  stream Mach number and entropy.    The scale  factor 
X    and tfie curvature of the    TJ - constant  surfaces,    K,    are given by 

X - Xb[cos(Ti  - Tib)   - Kb sin(Ti  - T)b)] (3a) 

where 

and 

x - [K.   COS(TI  - TK ) + sin(Ti  - ii.)]x/Xv 

X.   ■ sin 6./cos o. 

do 
Kb " (dT ■cos eb)/xt 

(3b) 

(3c) 

(3d) 

The quantity    o^    is  the angle between the body surface and at)" constant  sur- 
face.    Thus, 

de. 
o.   - tan (xJt) (3e) 

The condition of tangent  flow at the cone surface  is given by 

v(nb.s) - o (4) 

The formulation is completed by giving the boundary conditions at the  shock wave, 
1 " ns(Oi    which can be derived from the standard Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions. 
The explicit  fom of  the shock conditions in the present coordinate system is quite 
lengthy and hence,  they will not be written out.    They are,  however,  given  in the 
thesis version of this paper (Melnik,   1965)  along with many other details omitted 
here.    We note that for the special case of a circular cone,    6b - constant,   the 
present coordinate system reduces to a spherical polar coordinate system with axis 
along the cone axis and the above formulation becomes the familiar one using body 
axis. 
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It  is perhaps important to point out that the present coordinate system was not 
chosen on the basis of convenience alone but plays an essential role in the analysis. 
The outer solution must be given in a coordinate  system which  fixes  the body surface 
to a coordinate surface    r\  - constant    or strong moving  singularities associated with 
the vortical  layer will arise  in the outer solution and prevent matching with the 
inner solution. 

3.     OUTER SOLUTION 

Following Stone and Ferri,  we seek an outer solution of the general problem 
formulated in the previous section by expanding about the exact solution for the axl- 
symmetric  flow over a circular cone.    We assume the body surface is  specified by the 
following Fourier series 

where 

eb(0 - T + tffl) 

f(0   -)   b    cos n^ + ^   b    sin m^ 

(5a) 

(5b) 

T    is  the half angle of the basic circular cone and    €     is a small parameter which 
serves as a measure of  the asymmetry of the flow field.    We also assume that the 
incidence,    a    (which enters  In the present formulation via the shock conditions)   is 
0(c)    and formally introduce a  stretched angle of attack by the equation    a - ea. 
The coefficients    bn    and    5    are assumed to be    0(1). 

The outer expansion is taken in the form of a power seric in € with i,r\ 
fixed. As suggested by Eq. (5) each term of the series is expanded in a Fcjrier 
series in terms of t, with coefficients depending on r\. For example the outer 
solution for    u    is given by 

u    - V^I [£Vln(T>)+£2^nu2n(Tl)+--- cos ni + similar terms in sin m4 (6a) 

with similar expansions  for    VsP,p,s    and an obvious extension of the above notation. 
The expansion for   w    is given by 

w    " /     e^ wi   (n)"1"6 M,nw2n^^+ "I  n s^n n^ + s^m^ar  terms  in cos m? (6b) 

The equation for the  shock wave  is sought  in the form 

'so    L In 2n cos n4+similar terms  In  sin m^ (6c) 

The parameters    A_    and are constants  introduced for normalization purposes. 

Substituting Eqs.   (6)   into Eqs.   (l)-(4) and the  shock conditions we obtain  suc- 
cessively,  ordinary differential equations  for the basic  flow,   the  first order 
Fourier coefficients and the  second order coefficients.    Except for the difference 
in notation,   the lowest order equations are identical with  the usual equations 
governing the  supersonic  flow over a circular cone at zero angle of attack.     Solu- 
tions  to these equations have been obtained nume.-ically by Kopal (1947a) and are 
tabulated for a number of Mach numbers and cone angles  in the first volume of  the 
MIT cone tables.    Thus,   the functions    u0(n),  v0(rj),  P0(TI),   (J(TI)    and    s0    defining 
the basic flow in the present  scheme can be obtained from these tables by replacing 
6    by    n  .an<1 by dividing the  tabular values of  the velocities by    0    and the pres- 
sure by    U^    to account for  the difference in reference velocity.    Here 

U = u /u 11m 1 + 2/M'(7  -   1) (7) 
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We call «tCentlon Co Che change of meaning of the basic  flow Implied by this change 
of variables.    In the present study,  the basic shock wave is parallel to the actual 
body and hence Is generally nonclrcular.    The zeroth order functions are assumed to 
approximate the exact profiles along normals to the body surface.    It turns out that 
this scroth-order solution Is not a    i    Independent solution to the exact conical 
flow equations. 

The ordinary differential equations governing the first order Fourier coeffi- 
cients appearing In the representation given in Eqs.  (6) are exactly the same as the 
equations derived by Ferri,  and employed by Ness and Kapllta  (1954)   In generating 
their tables except for the presence of a single nonhomogeneous  term in the present 
system.    However, a particular solutl-r.! for this term and an additional term appear- 
ing in the shock conditions,  Is easily found which leads to the following representa- 
tion of Che first order solution, 

uln " Gln(T') + Vo^ (8a) 

'In  vln Vi„(n) + «V«^) n o (prime denotes d/dr\) 

'In     "In «i«^) - wJ1))  C8C n n o 

sln " 5ln " dMv ' l) 

pln " Pln(1) + Vo^ 

(8b) 

(8c) 

(8d) 

(8e) 

'In Pln(r)) + cnp;(T,) (8f) 

where the barred quantities are obtained from Ness and Kapllta's tables by changing 
their independent variable from 6 to ^ and by dividing the velocities by 0 the 
pressure by Ü and the entropy by yf. The quantity d is the same constant ap- 
pearing in the Kopal tables. The constant cn is to be determined by matching the 
above solution to the Inner solution. In the next section, we show that it is con- 
sistent to determine this constant from the condition 

vln^ 0 (9) 

If we define    X      by the relation n 

b    + A,     - as, n In In 

where 6.  - 1 for n - 1 and Is zero for n )* I, Eqs. (8b) and (9) yields 

c - v. ./2u . (10a) n   Inb  ob v  ' 

where the subscript, b, denotes surface values (i.e., r) - T) . Then t'.ie shock co- 
efficients, A, , are given by 

In (K ^InX1 - 2uob/vlnb) (10b) 

We should point out that the computations    or the first order circular cone 
perturbations tabulated In the MIT and PIBAL tables have been carried out with dif- 
ferent normalisation.    The relation between the two sets of tables is given by 

** 
F    -  [a/(a - A11)]F (10c) 

where F  denotes for the PIBAL values and F   the corresponding MIT values. 

The differential equations for the second order Fourier coefficients are also 
Identical to Ferri*s except for some additional nonhomogeneous terms which depend on 
the lower order solutions. These equations have not been extensively treated and 
the only numerical results available are Kopal's (1949) tables for the quadratic 
terms for the yawed circular cone. The application of these tables to the present 

.«S!ite,;,Aafer wvHiMi 
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work is discussed In a  later  section.     It  is shown in the  following section  that the 
correct matching condition to be used with these  equattons is given by 

V2l (T) (ID 

It can be shown that this condition holds to all  orders.     Hence,  there is no dis- 
placement effect and the outer solution is completely determined,   independent of  the 
inner solution.    This  is a consequence of an exponentially thin inner layer. 

The behavior of  the outer  solution near the cone surface  is easily ascertained. 
For the basic flow we have    s    - constant    and o 

(u   ,P  .P   ) - (u. .P ..p . )  + 0(n  -  x) o'"o ob^ob'^ob' (12a) 

and 

2uob(T1  - T)  + 0(1,  - T)- (12b) 

f 

The behavior of the higher order torms follows from an analysis of the ordinary 
differential equations governing the perturbation together with the condition of the 
vanishing of    vin    and    V2n.    The results are,   for the  first order solution: 

uobi1(?) + 0(1,  - T) 

- 2uobn1(0(^.   - T) + CHt)  - T): 

" "obJ^^)   sin T + CKn  - T)* 

" pobtia) "*  0(T1  " T) 

r [d/y{y  -  1)] L An n 
X    cos n^ + similar terms, in sin m^ 

(13a) 

(13b) 

(13c) 

(13d) 

(13e) 

and for the second order solution 

u^-u    U9(?) --2- 
^  " 1)Mob 

Vn       -  T 
'OS 

+ O^   - T) (14a) 

v2- 

w2- 

2u ob 
MO 

n?(0 i r 
(7 - DM: 

in 

ob 

/ n  - T 

'os 

ucbJ2(e)  sin T + 0(1) - T) i 

1 [r2^ + ri^>   ^^r)] 

111)   - T] + 0(1)  - T)2 (14b) 

(14c) 

Tl     -    T)* (14d) 

where 

ob t0(4)  - r 
'so 

ob uob(pob^pob) 

+ 0^  -  T)^ 

4 

(14e) 

(15) 

and the functions    ll(0.   ^2^^» nl^)f "2^^'   etc•»    are nonsingular functions of 
i     listed in an appendix tc  this paper.    Thus,  we see  that the first order  solution 
is discontinuous and the second order solution  is logarithmically infinite at the 
surface.    The higher order solutions involve only higher powers of the logarithm. 
This type of solution can be matched to the inner solution given in the next  section. 
However,  if body orientated coordinates were not employed,  additional pole  type 
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alngularltles would arise which would prevent matching.     In addition,  we would find 
chat    W2    would be Infinite and behave  like 

"2 ~  (T)  - T)'* (16) 

in other coordinate systems. 

4.  INNER SOLUTION 

From the results of the previous section, we see that the outer solution breaks 
down in a region near the body surface defined by the condition 

je InCn - T)| - 0(1) 

This suggests that an appropriate  inner variable for describing the solution in the 
inner region is 

n  -  - £   MOi  - "f)/(ns0 - T)] (17) 

We note that r| - 0(€) in the outer region and ?[ -► - » at the body.  It also fol- 
lows that an appropriate inner variable for the normal component of velocity is 

V - - v/^ - T) (18) 

The remaining Inner variables    U,W,P,R,    and    S    are unstretched and are denoted by 
upper case  letters.    The inner solution could be taken as a power series expansion 
of the upper case quantities  in terms of    €    keeping    i,"^    fixed.    However, we find 
it  is convenient to follow a  slightly different procedure.    First we  Introduce    ?,?[ 
as independent variables  into the exact equations [Eqs.   (1)]  and then neglect <i 
number of terms which are exponentially small in the  inner region.    We find the pres- 
sure is constant to all orders across  the inner layer.    Matching the pressure to the 
outer solution iomedlately determines the inner pressure distribution to all orders, 

Hi,n;e) - Pb(5;0 (19) 

With the pressure now known it is convenient to Introduce a von Mises type  streamline 
coordinate  system to treat  the rest of the problem.    Accordingly, we  introduce a 
function,    f,    which Is constant on crossflow streamsurfaces  (Fig.   1)  and is defined 
by the equation 

€ V(^/^) + v<&/xb&,) - 0 (20) 

and the boundary condition    ^ - ?    at    TI - TISO.    The entropy,  density,  and radial 
valocity are determined from the  following algebraic  relations, 

S - G(V/;€) (21a) 

Ky - YM2?,   exp y(y -  l)(s    -  S) (21b) 
oo    D oo 

U2  - Ü'2  - W2  -  {2y/y  -  IMP^'R) (21c) 

The remaining quantities    V,W    and    rj    are determined  from the following system of 
partial differential equations, 

V - 2U + W(D  In A/xbD?) (21d) 

V?(DW/DO + xbWU -  -   (1/R)  dPb/Q^ (21e) 

I>l/De  - €  XbV/W (21f) 

where 
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A = RWön/ä^      and    DM  = i^l^i) 

The  Inner 3olution  Is expanded In  the  form: 

U - Uo(^V) + € u^e.v) + ... 

V - Vo(^^) + e  V1(^^) +  ... 

* 
(21g) 

(22a) 

(22b) 

with  similar expansions for    W,P,    and    R.     The  streamlines are determined from the 
expansion, 

n ■ n0(^.*) + e n1(?,*) (22c) 

These expansions are  then substituted into the Eqs.   (21).    The equations governing 
each  term of  the  series are easily integrated.    Two arbitrary functions of    ii,    one 
arising from the expansion of    G(^;€)    and  the other from the integration of Eq.   (21f), 
are introduced  at each order of the expansion.     However,   these functions are easily 
determined by matching the  inner and outer expansions.    The matching is carried out 
as follows:    The inner solution for the  streamlines,    1(^,4 ;€)    is expanded in powers 
of    {ii - I)    and the  result Inverted to give a  series  solution for  the  inn^r stream 
function..    V'C^.fiO.    which is valid in  the outer region.    This function i;  substi- 
tuted into the  remaining terms of the inner solution which  is then written in terms 
ol outer variables    £,T)    and expanded in powers  of    e.    The matching  is completed by 
comparing  this  result with  the outer solution expressions given by Eqs.   (12)-(14). 

Following  this procedure,  we  find that  the  leading term of the inner solution 
is given by    W - 0    and 

U - u . 
o   ob 

2u S - s 
o   o o  ' ob  '  o   o '  'o  ^ob 

To lowest order the streamlines are normal to the body and hence ^ 

The first order inner solution is 

(23) 

c. 

81(V') 

ui--u
0bV^ + luob/M2obl[si^ -8H 

Vl- 2uobnl<^+2lUob/M^bl[sl(^   " slWl 

Wl *  ■ "obM^  Sln  T 

Rl- Pobh^*^ "   ^obK^ 

where the function    G,^)    has been evaluated from the matching condition 

Gj/V)  -  SjW  -  [d/7(7 -  !)][ Y.\ C0B "^ +Z Xm 8ln ^ 

The equation for the  streamlines up to first order is actually given by the zeruth 
order function    TJ  (i,f),    where, 

i^)) 

(24a) 

(24b) 

(24c,d) 

(24e) 

V^) - I0(O I0(V) 

and 
,* 

lo«) 

or in unstretched variables 

(n - T)/(n 

[i/j^t)] dt 

so 

^ref. 

T)   -  [B(^)/B(0] 
l/€ 

(25a) 

(25b) 

(25c) 
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where 

B(e)  -  exp I  (O (25d) 

The  second order inner  solution  is given by 

V2-2uobN2(e.*) 

W2 - - uobJ2(^,V/)   sin T 

l2 " fob12^'^ 25 (01 
fe-v 

(268^) 

(26c) 

(26d,e) 

1 

I 

where the functions L2, N J., and T- are gi 
by expressions in the appendix. The solution for 
Is given by 

n^i.*) - E2(v)/j1(*) + 3 m j1(^)/j1w 

ven in terms of the outer solution 
the second order inner streamlines 

(>-!)  + 2/ ̂ bllV^   - ^H0!^  + 

where 

l^i) ^W] (26f) 

l^i) - H1(t)/J1(t) dt 

'Uef, 

(26g) 

.. 

The   functions    E?(^)    and    H,(f,)     are  listed in the appendix. 

In general,  we can combine   the  inner and outer expansions  to form a "composite" 
expansion which  is uniformly valid in  the entire  flow field.     The usual rule  for 
forming a composite expansion  is  applicable here: 

composite expansion <•  inner expansion + outer expansion 

-  inner expansion of  (outer expansion) 

In the present  study this prescription  is  implemented by  subtracting the  limit  forms 
of  the outer  solution given in Eqs.   (13)  and (14)   from the outer solution and adding 
the  result  to the inner solution.    The  result is a power  series expansion in    €    with 
the  coefficients depending on  three  Independent variables     l,n,#.     In the first order 
composite  solution the  stream function  is determined implicitly by Eqs.   (25)  and in 
the   second order solution by Eqs.   (?6).     Hence the present  procedure  leads to a para- 
metric   representation  for a uniformly valid solution.     To  first  order we have, 

u
c " uo + e|ul + ^ob^Jl^ls^  ■ Sls<V)!} (27a) 

■ vo + ^   - ']\r^ ■  V2uob/Mob)lsls(^   -   Sls'V > 

P0 + ep1 

+ ek  + Pob(>  -  1) sls^  -  8ls<*l>l} 

s    "s     + ea,   (*..) c       os Is    1 

(27b) 

(27c) 

(27d) 

(27e) 

(27f) 

where   the  stream function    ty,     is determined  from Eqs.   (25) 
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The  second order composite solution  Is  easily  formed by the above  procedure and 
has a similar  form  to the   first order  solution.     The expressions are quite   lengthy 
and therefore will not be written out here  for  the general case.     However,   a  second 
order composite  solution  for the yawed circular cone  is given in the  following  section. 

It  is of  some  interest  to determine  the  behavior of the  inner  solution near cross- 
flow stagnation pointc.    These occur on the cone  surface at places where  the  surface 
pressure gradient  vanishes.     If each  term in  the expansion for the surface pressure 
gradient vanishes  at the  same point  the stagnation point is fixed,   independent  of    E, 
and its  location   is  determined by the  first  order  solution  for  the pressure distribu- 
tion.    If this  is not the case the crossflow  stagnation point  is said to be movable, 
with  its position  shifting as more  terms are   included  in the solution  for  the  pressure 
distribution. 

At a  fixed  stagnation point,   located at     ?   • 0,     the inner  solution  for      ,(.i,i>;e) 
has the following expansion 

n -  (A/3k)  cU;e)   Jn^/V)  + A(V;e)  + 0(e) 

or  in outer  variables 

(28a) 

A(^;€) 

JL^JL 
Tl -   T 
'SO 

-(3€k/4)c(v;€) 
(28b) 

where    k    is a crossflow parameter given by 

2 d2(plb/pob) 

37M^b sin2T dV 

and 
i-0 

c - 1 + ec^ifO + € c2(V)  +  ... 

^W  -  -   (9k/4) + H(0) +  [(>   -  1)  + 2/M^b]  G^*) 

(28c) 

(28d) 

(28e) 

V 
I 

1 

The functions    A(V')    and    A(V)    are  lengthy expressions Involving the entropy and 
surface pressure  distributions.    The main point  to note is that  the asymptotic  solu- 
tion for the streamlines is given by an expression of the form in Eq.   (28b).    The ex- 
ponent depends on  Che stream function and is  given by a formal power series expansion 
in    c.    At a maximum of Che pressure    k > 0    and the  streamlines form a  saddle point 
(point    B',  Fig.   1).     At  a minimum,     k < 0,     and the  streamline  pattern  is a node with 
streamlines  tangent  to the body surface    (point A',  Fig.   1).    Equation  (28b)  gives no 
indication of the   lift-off of vortical singularities  first suggested by Ferri   (1954). 
This is consistent with the findings of Melnik  (1967) which shows that   lift-off of 
vortical singularities is a  large yaw effect. 

At a movable stagnation point the second order pressure gradient does not vanish 
and as a consequence it is easy to show that ?\i must have a pole singularity at the 
origin.    The ratio of the  first two terms of  the inner solution for    r;     is of  the form. 

^l^o " 
?-0 

U   <n | (29) 

Hence the  inner solution breaks down at movable crossflow stagnation points.    This 
difficulty is caused by a  shift of the zeros  of  the  surface pressure gradient and the 
consequent development of moving singularities.    This suggests the introduction of a 
PLK coordinate straining  (see Van Dyke,   1964), 

2e e(z;c) - z + €ei(z) + €  *2(z)  + (30) 

where we subject  the straining functions,    4n(z),     to the condition that  zeros of the 
surface pressure gradient be fixed in the    z  plane.     Detailed analysis  shows  that this 
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condition is equivalent  to  the requirement that the ratio of  successive terms  in the 
expansion for   t)    be    0(c)     as we approach a  stagnation point.     Substituting Eq.   (30) 
into the  (known)  expression for the surface pressure gradient and expanding the re- 
sult  for small    €    we obtain the  following expression for the  surface pressure gradi- 
ent in the    z plane, 

dpb(e;0 
d? "   € 

dplba) 
dT +  £ 

e-z 

dp2b(ü 

dt + ^(z) 
d2plb(0 

dV 
(31) 

Vz 

If the first order pressure gradient vanishes at    z  > z^    the condition that  the zeros 
of the pressure gradient be  fixed  in the    z    plane,   independent of    e,     is satisfied 
by requiring each group of  terms of the same order in Eq.   (31)  to vanish at    z-zj. 
This results in the following set of conditions to determine    ?i(z), 

r 2 1 
dp,, (z) d p,. (z) 

dz        + nvz;        dz 
Z"Z. 

(32) 

The choice of the  straining  function is otherwise arbitrary.    For convenience we 
choose the following polynomial, which satisfies Eq.   (32), 

^(z) 
n 
V 
L 

k-1 
l-z. 

n 
i-i 
i^k 

(33) 

where    n    is equal to the number of stagnation points.     A detailed analysis given  in 
Melnik  (1965)  shows that a  similar  straining of the  stream function la also required. 

V - C + eiAO + • (34) 

where    C    is the strained  stream function and the  first order straining  function is 
the same as that appearing  in the    ^(z)    expansion.     It  is also shown that a  second 
order inner solution which   is uniformly valid at movable  stagnation points can be ob- 
tained by simply replacing     (.i,f)     by    (z,0    and    H1(t)    by    H1(t)    in the first  two 
terms for where 

de^t) 
H^t)  - H^t) + ^(t)   - -£  (35) 

Since the straining functions are  regular we can invert the expansion for    ^(z)    and 
V'(C)     to obtain the following parametric representation for the second order stream 
function,    ^(S.niO 

E0(C) J^z) 

where 

y I + -5- 
ob 

[lo(z)- yOlG^ + tl^z)-!^)] 

(36a) 

l^z) H1(t)/J1(t)]   dt (36b) 

zref. 

z - e - ee^o C - ^  -  e^^) (36c,d) 

The inner solution for the  remaining independent variable is unchanged and Is given 
by Eqs.   (24) and (26).    The   local behavior of the streamlines near movable crossflow 
stagnation is of the same general  form as Eqs.   (28)  with    (i,f)    replaced by    (z,C). 
The effects of movable stagnation points only arise  in the  second and higher order 
solutions.    The only second  order outer solutions currently available are for the 
yawed circular cone.    These contain only fixed stagnation points for the  small angles 

b^ 
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of attack for which the theory is valid.    Hence we will not pursue this matter fur- 
ther.     Details are given in Melnik (1965) where a second order composite solution is 
constructed which  is uniformly valid at movable stagnation points. 

APPLICATIONS 

In this  section we will apply the general results given in the previous sections 
to the problem of  supersonic  flow over a yawed circular cone and  over an elliptic 
cone.    Corresponding to the availability of numerical data for the outer solution we 
present only first order solutions for the elliptic cone but  include the second order 
terms  in the  solution for the circular cone. 

5a.    Circular Cone  Solutions 

In the circular cone solutions only the  first Fourier coefficients,    uji,  VJJ, 
etc.,  appear in the linear terms of the expansion and only the first two Fourier co- 
efficients    U2o>  u22»  v20'  v22»   etc-»   arise  in the quadratic  terms.     These coeffi- 
cients can be obtained By applying a number  of  transformations  to  the numerical data 
given  in  the MIT  tables  (Kopal,   1947a,b,1949).    First,   as previously mentioned,   the 
tabulated velocities and pressures must be  divided by    Ü    and    0   ,     respectively,   in 
order  to obtain a consistent nondimensionalization.    The normalization constants    >.i, 
U      and    p.2     are  set equal  to one.     Finally,   we use the  formula given by Robe-ts and 
Rlley  (1954)   to transform from the wind axis  used in the MIT  tables  to  the body axis 
required  in the present analysis.     We   should mention the  fact  that a number of practi- 
cal difficulties arise in carrying out this program.    In performing his computations 
Kopal did not  take  special care  to control   the  influence of the  logarithmic  singulari- 
ties present  in the  second order  solution.     Hence his tables are probably quite in- 
accurate near the cone surface.     Further inaccuracies are  introduced by the treatment 
of the square root  infinity appearing  in the  solution for    W22    in wind axis [see 
Eq.   (16)].     Because  of numerical  truncation  this singularity Is not  exactly cancelled 
by the Roberts  and Rlley transformation and  the transformed  solution  for    W22    is 
likely highly  in  error.    In addition we have uncovered an error  in  the  formula given 
by Roberts  and Rlley for the determination  of a quantity,     z'* =  dw^/äe.    Their re- 
sults  yields  a  finite value at the cone  surface while  the present  study  shows it 
actually behaves   like    (6 -  T)"*.     For  these  reasons one  should be  very cautious 
about using  the existing tables  for  the quadratic terms. 

The outer  solution for  the pressure distribution is uniformly valid and is given 
by  (setting    e - 1, ^ ■ 6,     and    ?  ■  *) 

P    + ro apj^ cos  « + a   (p20 + p22 cos  2*) (37) 

The equation for the first order streamlines can be obtained from the first two terms 
of Eq. (37). Carrying out the quadrature defining the quantity I0 in Eq. (25b) and 
rearranging  the  results yields 

e     - T so 

tan »/2 
tan iJZTl 

-4/3ak 

(38a) 

where  the crossflow parameter,     k,     is given by 

'lib 
3 u ,   sin T ob 

2    Pllb/pob 
3 U2 4     2 

^bsln T 

(38b) 

The subscript was added to the stream function to Indicate that Eq. (38a) determines 
the first order solution for the streamlines. Equation (38a) can be inverted to ob- 
tain an explicit  representation. 

', 
,i 

(1 + cos  <t')/(l   -  cos ♦) < T)/(6 so t) 

-3ak/A 
(38c) 
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where    Ci » cot(ifr1/2)     Is the stream function employed by Cheng (1962).    Using 
Eq.   (38c) the first order composite solution can be written In the following explicit 
form. 

u    - u    + auj.  cos ♦ + O^SJJU ./n . )(cos ♦ - cos ^i) 

2a(s11uob/M^b)(e  - T)(COS ♦ - cos f^) v    ■ v    + av,,  cos ♦ co 11 

w    - av»,,   sin ♦ c 11 

p    ■ p    + ap,,  cos ♦ rc      ro        rll 

Pc - P0 + apj^j^ cos ♦ + a(Pob811)('Y -  l)(cos ♦ - cos ^^ 

s    - s    + as,,  cos *, c o 11 i 

(39a) 

(39b) 

(39c) 

(39d) 

(39e) 

(39f) 

A number of profiles of    As =  (sc - s )/as^2. " cos ^11    are plotted for various 
stations,    ♦ - constant,     In Fig. 2 for a    20°    half angle cone at a Mach number of 
3.3694   which corresponds to    k - 1.96429.    Calculations are given for    a - 4°    and 
20°.    We call attention to the very large gradients near the body surface particularly 
on the leeward side even at the relatively large Incidence of    20°.    We see  that the 
entropy layer Is extremely thin at the lower angles of attack but Is relatively thick 
for    a - 20°.    We note that these profiles are also Indicative of the correction terms 
for the density,  radial and normal components of velocity. 

The second order  solution for the streamlines can be obtained by using Eq.   (37) 
In Eqs.  (26).    This yields 

•(4/3ak)(l- aa» - aa,  cos VO 

9  -  T 
e    -T so 

2E 
exp 

21 
3k 

1+ cos ♦ 
1 + cos  *, 

•4a2/3k 

tan »72 
• tan *2/2 

(40a) 

where 

al " (Y  -  1)   -  (2/M2^)]   Sll 

(9k/4)  - (4P22b/pllb) + [l -  (2/^b)l[pllb/7Pobl 

(40b) 

(40c) 

'21 

so 
2(6 - T)W11 'lib 

v    sin T        u .   sin T o ob 

de 
e - T 

(40d) 

Following the usual prescription the rest of the second order composite solution Is 
found to be given by: 

U      -   U     +   CUM 
c 0 

+ a 

aJu..  cos ♦ + (u bs1,/>r. )(cos ♦  - cos VOf 

u20 + 
3k /Uob8ll>   .    /  8 - T \ 

^b 80 

L 3k /Uobsll\   ,    / u22 + T (y—J   /n ( 
ob 

e - T 
e     - T 

so 
cos 2* 

_2b 

ob 

811E21    ,   2. 
s--  (cos 2* - cos Ifj) +  5— sl"n * 

+  i7   -   1  + "5~)l A     8        '  C08  ^2/   C08 

ob 
rob 

(41a) 
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v    ■» v 
c        o 

fV,.   cos  ♦ 2u  ,8.,, , 
+ a[e - T] 1^-, T" -  (    g  11)(cos *  - cos ^2)| 

+ a [e - rji 
V20        3k /UobSllA   ,    lB1_x\ 

e - T " 4  \~71     ) tn \e_ - tJ 
ob 

U   ,8, 22        3k ,   ob 11\   .    /   e  - i 

so 

so 

cos 2» 
2u 

ob 

s,,E 

ob 

Mr^       2p K7sln T 

M 
ob 

s22s(cos 2* - cos 2^2) 

ir21    .  2 —    - sin 
PIIKSII C08 2T 

♦ - I 7 -   1 + "ö-M 2 )(cos *  - cos  f,) cos ♦ 

{y.1 + ^A^ + 

ob 

ob      '•'ob' 

1    /Sll  .       Pllb8ll  \i       2M 2 
cos  *   -  COS 

2p0b '^ T 
}( ♦2) (41b) 

u , s 
w    • aw 

c J^J^  sin ♦ + a2|2w22  sln.''4'+ (     o^ ^"A7' 1+-J')(cos  *  " cos ^j (41c) 

I Y^L  sin T M    ' J '   ob ob 

Pc - P0 + apll cos ♦ + a (p20 + p22 cos 20) (41d) 

+ ai( Pc  - P0 + a<,Pii cos * + Pob3!!^7   "   1)(cos *  * cos ^2) ' 

+ a^ p20  + pob(T " 1\B ksii.' tn \e—~ 
so 

+ |p22 + pob(7 ■ ^il ksii)^ ie6 "-%) 
I so 

s,,E ,PllbSll^ 

cos 2* - p ^(y -  1) rob ' S22s^COS 2*  " C0S  2*2^ 

1   11 21\     .  2.   ,   . "lib  11 ,, A ,  x A     /7 -1\   2   /       2A 2, (      -       j  sin ♦ + 1 )(cos  * - cos tfOcos  * - 1 '   -    Is. ilcos ♦- cos V 
vp ob } 

(41e) 

s    -  s    + as,,  cos ty. 
co 11 2 -I s20  - I ks11   /n ^ e  :T

T) 

S22"8 ksll  /nU     - T/ so 

Sll 21 2 1 
cos  2* -  ^— sin  * - s,0o(cos  2« - cos 2^,) \ 22s' "2' 

(41f) 

Equations   (40)-(41)  provide a parametric  representation  for  the   second order composite 
solution.    We note that  the equation  for the second order  streamlines is too compli- 
cated to be  inverted and no further  simplifications are possible. 

5b.    Elliptic Cone at Zero Angle  of Attack 

The main difficulty in applying the first order composite solution given in 
Section 4 to nonclrcular cones is associated with the evaluation of the function 
I  (?)•     ln general the  function    Ji(?)     Is given by Fourier  series and the quadrature 
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defining    I0(£}    must be carried out numerically.    The numerical  integration Is com- 
plicated by Che presence or pole  type  singularities in the integrand at crossflow 
stagnation points.     In order to deal with  finite quantities  in the numerical integra- 
tion we first  subtract out these  singular  terms.     If we restrict ourselves  to flows 
with two planes  of  symmetry only four crossflow stagnation points arise at    <t> - 0, 
ir/2,  3Tr/2,    and    2ir.    Taking    ?ref. - 0    In Eq.   (25b) and subtracting out  these singu- 
larities we obtain the  following equation for the first order streamlines 

n - T 

"SO 
- - HfJ/Hi) (42a) 

3AJ/4 3A2/4 
«/ex        1 - cos i\ i 1 + sin i\ ,,,.. 
B(?)  " i    sin i   V (    cos I    ) exp h(?) (42b) 

where 

h-il^S1 ' A2"-(I^n/2nkn) 
-1 

(42c,d) 

2n Xn Plnb/pob 

3^b 8ln2T 
(42^) 

Hi)  - 
(A,+A?)^ 

A2 + ~^  

£ 

♦I 
-1  A,     A,,  2(A1+A2)t 

(T k sinnt)  +-r~ + ^r+- \u   n I sin t cos t dt 

(42f) 

The Integrand is now free of singularities and the function h(0 is regular and can 
be determined numerically without difficulty. The composite solution for Che entropy 
distribution is given by 

K  - O/a* OS' 
4ii - Z \ cos n*i 

n-0 

(43a) 

(only even terms in    n    arise under the assumed symmetry).    The remainder of the solu- 
tion is given by 

u - u + y > 
n-0 

ulnc 

c        o        /-      n 
n-0 

vlnc 

wc *   I   nVln sin n£ 

ob 11 *         ob II / . \ u.    cos m + —"2  (cos n?  • cos n^fr. 1 

cos nC 

ob 

2viob8ll 

ob 

(TJ - T)(CO8 n? - cos n^.) 

p " Po +   I   Vln C08 n? 

n-0 

p - p + y x 

n-0 

(43b) 

(43c) 

(43d,e) 

n-0 

,1pln cos nC + (r -  1)  Pob(co8 n?  - cos n^)! (43f) 

In Fig. 3 we plot the first order entropy profiles obtained from Eqs. (42, 43a) for 
an elliptic cone wich semiaxis ratio a/b - 1.24, and wich an equlvalenc base area, 
Val> - .36397b (L - length of cone). The calculacicn was done for a Mach number of 
M - 3.3694 and y - 1.405. Ic was found that Che first four Fourier coefficients 
b2» ^4* ^6' an<' b8 were sufficient to represent the body to four place accuracy. 
The boundary layer character of the solution is clearly evident in the figure. The 
results for the entropy are also indicative of the boundary layer behavior of the 

MM 
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quantities    u and VC/(TI T), 

6.    DISCUSSION 

The expansions constructed in the present study lead to an implicit representa- 
tion of a untformly valid solution.    For example,   the  inner solution for the radial 
velocity,    u,    has the  following parametric  form for a yawed circular cone. 

U(iM)   - X ^ un(*'*) (44a) 

?(^,0)  =   - a    ^n [ 6 - 

so 
^) - I e11 «„(*.*) (44b) 

The  first order solution for    6^    can be inverted (see Eq.   (38c)] and an explicit 
first order uniformly valid  solution can be obtained for this problem [see Eqs.   (38)- 
(39)].    The inverted solution  is in agreement with the  previous work discussed in the 
introduction (except for Bulakh's solutions in which he missed a term associated with 
v}).    The second order solution cannot be similarly treated because inversion of 
Eq.   (40a)  introduces additional  logarithmic  singularities into the second order  solu- 
tion at vortical singularities  (located at the leeward  ray on a circular cone).     These 
singularities can be identified with the log terms that arose in Munson's  (1965)   and 
Woods  (1963)  inner solution at  the leeward ray.    Both  these  investigators constructed 
their inner expansions  in the physical plane.    For example,   their inner solution for 
U    was of the form 

U, Woods 
" an un(e,«) I (45) 

Uw. - Y a   u (e,«) Munson     ^   n    nv   '   ' 
(46) 

where Munson used a slightly different stretching, 

sin 6 - sin T e - sin T 
)      -v- exp(-e) 

These expressions  should be compared with Eqs.   (44) which is the representation used 
in  the present study.    Hence  the breakdown of both Woods and Munson's ^nner solution 
at vortical singularities is caused by the use of physical coordinates,    6,6    respective- 
ly,   as independent variables.     Munson attempted to remedy his inner solution by using 
the expansion 

ea - 1 + a in e + ... 

to rearrange his expansion and eliminate the unwanted log singularities. However, 
comparison of his second order solution for the streamlines [Eq. (5.16b) of his paper] 
with the corresponding result of the present study [Eq. (40)] shows that, although 
his modified solution is of the right form, it contains at least two errors. Munson's 
modified solution for the streamlines can be written in the form 

e 
so 

-(4/3ak)(l-aa,) 
£- - F(^,)(tan */2) 

Comparison with Eqs.   (40)   shows  that Munson's  solution is missing the second term in 
brackets in Eqs.   (40)  and the    a^    term in the exponent.    We note that this missing 
term introduces a    V    dependence into the exponent which  is entirely missing in 
Munson's solution.    This discussion points to the essential role of the parametric 
representation using streamline coordinates in the present analysis.    Using this rep- 
resentation tlis solution in each region could be expressed by simple power series ex- 
pansions.    The composite solution is also given by a power series in    c      but contains 
three  independent variables    I,  n>    and    V'    i-n th-s representation. 
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The present results agree  In form with Sapunkov's  (1963)  solution.    In particu- 
lar,   the form of the equation for the streamlines given in Eqs.   (40)  corresponds very 
closely  to Eq.   (9.6)  of Sapunkov's paper (with    C2 • cos V2    and    "> ■ 6 - Tr/2).    They 
both have exponents which depend on the stream function in an identical manner.     (This 
is a further indication that Munson is missing a    f    dependent term in his exponent.) 
Although the details have not been carried out Sapunkov's  solution is apparently the 
correct Newtonian limit of the present second order composite solution for the yawed 
circular cone.    However we should point out that Sapunkov's  solution was obtained by 
an iterative analysis that  is considerably more complicated than the present procedure 
which employed simple power series expansions in conjunction with appropriate indepen- 
dent variables. 

We  should also call attention to an unresolved discrepancy between the present 
small asymmetry solution and the solution given in Melnik (1967) for the local be- 
havior near vortical singularities.    The present solution for the streamlines has the 
following behavior near vortical singularities 

£ ~ (n - T) 
•(3ek/4)(l+€c1+...) 

and hence is a formal asymptotic  solution.    The results given in Melnik (1967)  Indi- 
cate that the correct local behavior should be 

? - ( 
(in  TJ "7) 

-(3ek/4)(l+€c1+...) 

The reason for this discrepancy is not understood at present. 

Before concluding cnis study we should indicate some of the implications the 
present  results have on the behavior of viscous boundary layers on slightly yawed 
cones.     On a pointed cone  the thickness of the viscous and entropy boundary  layers 
grow as  follows 

6   . *. Sr viscous 6 -v- r entropy 

with a rate that depends on the Reynolds number and yaw angle respectively.    Hence 
near the  tip of the cone the viscous boundary layer is thicker than the entropy layer 
while downstream the entropy layer eventually becomes thicker.    Hence we expect classi 
cal boundary layer theory to be valid near the tip.    The boundary layer solution in 
this region can then be described by Moore's (1951)  similarity solutions.    However, 
downstream the entropy layer becomes thicker than the boundary layer and similarity 
no longer applies. 

In addition we must also consider the more fundamental question of the matching 
of  the viscous and inviscid solutions in these regions.    The outer boundary conditions 
used in viscous boundary layer  theory are derived from the matching conditions  (see 
Van Dyke,   1964).    In imposing the matching conditions it is assumed that the outer 
inviscid solution is analytic at the body surface and can be expanded in powers of 
the normal distance from the wall.     In the present analysis we have shown that the 
inviscid solution is not analytic at  the body surface,  has  infinite gradients at the 
wall and cannot be expanded in a power series as required  in the matching conditions. 
Hence,  a careful analysis of the matching of the inviscid and viscous boundary layer 
solutions Is called for in the case of asynmetric supersonic  flow over pointed bodies. 
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APiENDIX 

r I 
■ 

The following functions arise In the study of the behavior of  the outer  solution 
near the cone surface  (Section 3). 

! >     dPlK(0 k 

YM^b sin T 

Plb^ob+^ls^l 

t^O - Plb(0/TPob + (7 - i) 8l8(4) 

r^ü - ^ (7 - i) J!«) d8l8(0/de 

r2(0 - (7 - i) 828(0 - [j (7 - i) E2(UJ d8l8(U/d? 

(A.la) 

(A.lb) 

(A.lc) 

(A.Id) 

(A.2a) 

(A.2b) 

i 

j2(0 - \    2    l    l) 1 yM^w sln^T dl 
ob 

+   f(5)   COt   T 

, .       1  \Plb^^    /       ,       \\       .,. 

ob ob ob 

j^u + j^u dj1(e)/d^ 

Pob 2>l    M2,    Ä 

ob 

ob 

(7 -1)4   7<b 

^plb(*) 

'ob 

+ \ J2(0  sln2T 

(A.3.) 

(A.3b) 
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n2(0 

t2(0 

where 

-/2(?) - [r^O/Cv - i)^bl ^ M2^ Sln
2t j2^) 

- i dj2(0/d? + i £(«)  cot T dj^O/d? 

P2b(?> 
7P Ob 

•r2(?) 
p9ha) 2     Plh(u j 

."so 

E2(e) - 
2(ri   -  T)^^)        wlb(0 

v    sin T u .   sin T o ob n - T 

(A.3c) 

(A.3d) 

(A.4) 

The following functions appear in the second order inner solution (Section 4), 

fdP,J«)   /dplv(S)l n (c) - P2rS) / V Hi(e) - l-dT^Z-dT 
1 Pib^> 

M ob 

-  2f(0   cot T 
ob 

J,(ü  - j,(ü  -    (7 - i) +-T- 
M ob 

,S1S
(?)  " 8lsH 

82sU) 1 

ob ob 

P2b^>        1   Xb"  KVl*«) 
'ob 2^    < ob 

x: 
Pob^ 

+ (7 ■'+ ^(^!r+ 2 8is(^xsis^ 
ob 

ds,^) 

1 T2/4V    ,  2 
2 JjCC)  sin T 

H2«^)  - L2(4.^   - i (T -   1 + -|-) j^^) -ji— . 1 ^b sin2
T j^) 

ob 

- \ DJ2(4,*)/De + j f(e) cot T d^co/de 

(A. 5) 

(A.6a) 

(A.6b) 

(A.6c) 

T2(e,*) - 
P2h(0 
-*2  -  (7  -  1)8,   iii) Yp /   28w 

'ob ^   YP   .    / D   . 8l8(*) 

(7   -   1)   s\aW (A.6d) 
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( = Const. 

Flg.   1    Trace of Che Coordinate  Surfaces on a Sphere    r - constant 
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Fig.  3    Entropy Profile  for an Elliptic Cone at Zero Angle of Attack 
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SCMHAIRE 

Si  lei ttudes  expirlmentales  i noobre de Mach £lev£  sur des  plaques planes  sont nombreuses, 
dies  iont g^nfralement   Umlt^ea  au cas de  l'lncidence nulle.   Les  experiences  pr^sent^es compren- 
nent  des mesures de  la presslon parl^tale et  de la presslon d'arret  au-dessus  d'une  plaque plane 
dont   l'lncidence varle de -  6*  4 + 9*  et  dont  l'^palsseur du bord d'attaque est comprise entre 
0,07 an et   1,5 as.  Ces mesures mettent  en Evidence  les variations  de   1'emp1acement  et  de  l'lntensi- 
tt  du choc,  variations  qul  entratnent  d'importantes modifications  des  valeurs de  la presslon parie- 
tal«.  Enfin,  des photographies  de visualisation par  effluves ^lectriques permettent  de verifier  la 
position et   11 forme du choc. 

hot 
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const ante de Chapman Rubes In, 
^paisseur du bord d'attaque, 
angle d'incidence de  la plaque;   1)0 pour  les ^coulements  en compression sur  la surfa- 
ce, 
coefficient  de trainee du bord d'attaque, 
nombre de Mach de  1'^coulement  non perturb^,  mesur^  dans   la   section de velne passant 
par   le bord d'attaque, 
presslon statlque dc   1'^coulement  non perturb*, 

pression d'arret   locale et  presslon d'arret  de  1'^coulement  non perturb*, 

nombre de Reynolds, 
temperature gfniratrlce de  1'^coulement, 

temperature parUtale de  la plaque, 
1/2 

paramdtre de rarefaction   :   V - n     (C/Rex)       , 
Y        3 1/2 param^tre d ' interact Ion vlsqueuse   :>V- M^ (C/Rex)       , 

param^tre d'effet  de deplacement de   la couche  limlte   : 

Xf.  -   (Y-D/Cy+D [0,664 +   1,73   (Tp/T0)] M^ (C/Rex)1/2, 

c -   (Y-1)/(V+1). 
coordonnies rectangulalres ayant pour orlgine le bor^ d'attaque, respectivement paral- 
leles et perpendlculaires ä la plaque, 
coordonnees rectangulalres ayant pour origlne le bord d'attaque, respectIvement paral- 
leles et perpendlculaires i 1'ecoulement, 
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I.   INTRODUCTION. 

Au cours de ces dernl^res annles,   les  probUmes d'ondes de choc  et de divelcppement de cou- 
che  liraite  ä des  nombres  de Mach Clevis,  sur  une plaque plane A angle d'Incidence nul,  ont  fait 
l'objet de nonbreuses recherchee; par exemple,   les r^f^rences  1,  2,  3,  ^ et 5 se rapporf»nt aux T6- 

glmes  de  fälble et  forte   Inte-act Ions  et,   plus  r^cemnent,   les  r£f£rences  6  et   7 ont  trait  k  la re- 
gion d'^coulement proche du bord d'attaque pour   laquelle  la couche   llmlte  fusionne avec   l'onde de 
choc,  zone appel^e "merged   layer".  Cette demure region assure  la  liaison entre  le module d'tcou- 
lenent  cln^tlque au bord d'attaque,  d'une part,   et   la couche  llmlte hypersonlque classlque i 
1'aval,  d'autre part.  En raeme temps,  plusleurs  theories ^talent sugg^r^es,  r£f<rence8 8,  9,  10 et 
11,  et  11  est  possible de calculer,  par exenple,   les presslons parKltales et   les flux 'hermlques 
avec  une  approximation ralsonnable. 

Pour  des   Incidences positives  cu negatives,  d'lmportants  changements   apparalssent  dan« 
l'^palsseur de d^placement de   la couche  llmlte   le  long de  la plaque.  Cecl  entratne une variation de 
I'intensity  de  l'onde de choc   Incidente  et,   en consequence,  affecte  trös  senslblement   les valeurs 
des presslons   Indultes.   La connalssance de   1'Interaction couche  llmlte onde de choc  sur  la plaque 
plane  en  Incidence nulle n'est   pas  süffisante  pour pr^dlre avec certitude   les  caractirlstlques de 
1'ecoulement  sur une plaque en  Incidence;   11   esi  n^cessalre de connattre avec  exactitude quelques 
quantlt^s  utlles  teiles  que  la  localisation de  l'onde de choc  et   les  distributions de presslons  pa- 
rl^tales.  De plus,   les  effets de displacement  de couche  llmlte dependent  consldirablement de  la tem- 
perature  de parol;  ä cet  egard,   nous  noterois   les  travaux  th^orlques  de CHENG[g]  et  0GUCHl[l0j  qul 
tlennent  compte de  la  temperature de parol. 

2.   CONDITIONS   EXPERIMENTALES. 

2.1.  Soufflerte. 

Les  presentea  experiences  ont  ete  effectuees dans   la soufflerle SH3  du  laboratolte d'Airo- 
thermique[l6] .  Bornons-nous  i  rappeler que cette soufflerle,  A  fonctlonneroent  contlnu,  utilise  un 
reservoir d'azotr i haute pression,   un surpresceur ä membrane et  une pompe ä vide rotative A deux 
etages.   La chambre de  tranquil llsat'.on est  con<;ue pour supporter plus  de  200 bars  et  des   temperatu- 
res du gaz  pouvant attelndre  2 000'K.   L'azote  est cnauffe  par effet  Joule au moyen d'un rechauffeur 
en graphite  ä double traversee.   La  tuyfere  tronconlque,  de  20* d'angle d'ouverture,  a un dlam*tre  au 
col  de  1,2 mm et  un ülain^tre de sortie de  100 an. 

Dans les experiences actuelles, la pression generatrice p0 et la temperature generatrlce X0 

sont respectivement de 100 bars et de 1 400"K; A ces conditions, correspondent, dans la veine d'ex- 
perience, un nombre de Mach de 18, un nombre de Reynolds de 10 500 par cm, une pression statlque de 
32 microns  de mercure et   une  temperature  de  21*K. 

Des  etudes  anterieures  ont  ete  effectuees  pour deflnir   1'Influence  de   la condensation du 
gaz  sur   les  caracterlstlques de pression de   I'ecoulenent.   Les  resultats  presentee  par GRIFFITH[l9j 
concordent  avec   les  experiences  de  DAUM[2DJ .   Ils montrent  que,   si   1'on consid^re  la pression de 
l'ecoulement   libre obtenue dans   les  experiences  actuelles,   la  llmlte de  la condensation correspond 
A une temperature inferieure A  15*K.  Par consequent,  aucun effet de condensation n'a lieu dans ces 
conditions  particulieres. 

2.2.  Module. 

Le module utilise est une plaque plane en laiton, refroidie par circulation d'eau, de 40 nm 
d'envergure, 60 nm de long et 5 nm d'epaisseur. Les angles des diedres du bord d'attaque et du bord 
de  fuite  sont   respectivement  de  20*  et   30*. 

Initialement,   l'epaisseur minimale moyenne du bord d'attaque,  mesuree au microscope,  est  de 
0,07 nm;   ensuite,   le bord d'attaque est  epaissl,   en le  limant  perpendiculairenent  A  la surface de 
la plaque,   afin d'obtenir une epaisseur maximale de  1,5 um. 

La plaque est   tenue   lateralement   par  un bras cyllndrique qui   traverse  un des hublots  de  la 
soufflerle;   11  permet  de positionner  la plaque dans   l'axe de  l'ecoulement  A   l'lncidence choisie.   Le 
bras  sert  egalement de  passage  aux  sept   tubes  de prise de pression reliant   la plaque A  l'appareil 
de mesure  et   aux deux  tubes  de circulation d'eau permettant  de maintenir   la   temperature de parol  de 
la plaque  A  environ 300*K.   Les  sept  prises  de pression sont  sltuees  sur deux   lignes distantes  de 
5 nm de   l'axe   longitudinal  de  la plaque,   de  5 mm en 5 nm,   entre  les  abscisses   10 um et  40 an;   lear 
diametre  est   de 0,b nm. 

Une visualisation par  depot  d'huile  a pemis de verifier qu'aucune  perturbation marginale 
n'affei-te   la zone exploree. 

2.3.  Mesures  statiques et  dynamiques. 

La pression generatrice est mesuree A -  27. pris avec un manomAtre A membrane; dans la vei- 
ne,   les  presslons ont  ete  relevees  A   1'aide d'un a'phatron avec  une precision de  lecture de -  5%; 
les  temps de reponse pour les mesures de presslons parietales sont de l'ordre de trols minutes. 
Avant  toute experience,   I'ensemble des conduits de pression est degaze pendant plusleurs heures; 
cette precaution est  une condition  Indispensable pour obtenir  une bonne  fldeiite des mesures. 

Les  explorations dynamiques sont  realisees avec  un tube de Pltot de  1,2 on de diaoAtre ex- 
terleur et de 0,7 mm de diamitre Interieur;  ces dimensions permettent d'obtenir un temps de reponse 
relat Ivement   court.  L'ordomiee de  l'axe du  tube,  comptee A partir de   la plaque,  est   lue  au moyen 
d'une  lunette assurant une precision de  lecture de - 0,05 am. 
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L'angle d'incldence de la plaque est vtriflt pendant le fonctlonneaent de  la soufflerie, 
car le« effort! airodynamlques aont  suaceptlbles de modifier le calage Inltlalement cholsl; cette 
verification conalbte * projeter 1'ombre d'un rapporteur k vernier sur le prof11 de  la plaque Jus- 
qu't 1'obtcntlon d'un paralKllame verifiable k la lunette;   la precision est de • 0,04*. 

3.  RESULTATS. 

3.1. Plaque plane > bord d'attaque efflK. 

Inltlalement,   l'tpalsseur du bord d'attaque eat de 0,07 on.  Rapporte i cette epalsseur,  le 
nonbre de Reynold* n'est que de 70,  et  les  effete majeurs  Intervenant dans  la presslon parKtale et 
le tranafert de chaleur sont dus surtout k la vlscosl^e. 

Les valeurs des presslons parUtales corrlgees,   rapporttes k la presslon statlque de  1'i- 
coulssMnt non perturb«,  sont donn<es sur la figure  1  en fonctlon du paranitre d'Interaction vls- 

queuse)^" >^, (C/P.e^) pour l'lncldence nulle;  elles sont campar^es k des risultats expirlmentaux 

ant<rl*urs et k quelques  theories existentes. 
II samble que  les pentes des coarbes des variations  tMorlques d<flnles par OGUCHlflo], 

CHEM0[8J et AR0ESTY[9] solent  trop grandes pour les valeurs consld<r<es du paramitre       .   La grande 
difference constat<e eutre  les r<sultats expirlmentaux pr<sent<a et   la lol d'AROESTf provlent du 
fait que,  dans se* calculs,   1'auteur consldire une parol adlabatlque. 

La constant« de Chapman-Rubes In, calcul^e sulvant  la mlthode de CHENG[8J,  a pour valeur 
0,76 dans  les conditions de  l'exp<rlence. 

La presslon da parol est corrlgte selon la m^thode pr^sentte en reference 21  afln de tenlr 
coapte des effets resultant du transfert de chaleur entre  l'^coulement et  la parol refroldle et dss 
conditions de rarif.ictlon du gaz. 

On a n<gUg< les effets dus au gradient longitudinal du nombre de Mach (l/M)(dM/dx) qul est 
de l'ordre de IX par centimetre. En fait, 11 semble trfes difficile de pridire de quelle maniere la 
presslon parlltalc mesurte depend de la variation Icngltudlnale du nombre de Mach; en tenant compte 
da la courbure des llgnes de courant en aval de l'onde de choc, 11 est probable que seule la valeur 
du nombre de Mach ä la parti; frontale du choc incident doive Stre prise en consideration. Pour 
toutes les experiences, le nombre de Nach de reference de 1'ecoulement llbre est mesure ft la vertl- 
cale du bord d'attaque. 

Les presslons  parietales,  rapportees k la presslon statlque de 1'ecoulement non perturb*, 
sont portees sur  lu figure 2 en fonctlon de  l'absclsse de  la plaque.  Leurs valeurs augmentent en 
mine temps que  1'angle d'incldence.  Cependant,  *  l'lncldence • 6*,  on observe une trfes  forte eleva- 
tion de la presslon k  l'sval de la section sltuie 4  20 mm du bord d'attaque;  ceci  est  probablement 
dQ au decollenent  local de la couche limite. 

Les explorations dynamique»  faites au tube de Pitot prfes de  la surface de  la plaque et k 
20 on du bord d'attaque sont representees,  sur la figure 3,  pour six angles d'lncidencr.  Compte te- 
nu de la grande dimension du tube de Pitot comparee k  1 epaisseur de  la couche de choc,   toutes  les 
■eaure* se referent k la position de son axe.  Comne on 1'a indique sur la mime figur« 3,   1'ordon- 
nee yc du choc est posltionnee au allleu de  la r*rtle approximativement  llnea're des courbes de 
pressten. Aux incidences croissantes correspond me augmentation de  l'inten^lte du choc  et  son rap- 
prochfnent correiatif de  la parol;   les photograph .'es de  1'ecoulement visualise par effluves mon- 
trent ^ue la trace de  l'onde de choc atteint une pente minimale quasi constante pour  les valeurs de 
1'angle d'incldence superleures k environ 12*. 

3.2. Plaque plane | bord d'attaque tronque. 

L'influence dr  1'epaisseur du bord d'attaque est   IwUquee sur les  figures 4,  5  et  6 ou  les 
presslons parietales,  rapportees k  la presslon statlque dc  I'ecoulenent non perturb«,   sont portees 
en fonctlon de  l'absclsse de la plaque pour trois valeurs de l'angle d'incldence. A l'lncldence 
- 6*  (flg.  4),   la forte elevation de presslon enreglstree pour  le bord d'attaque efflie  n'apparatt 
plus  avec   le bord  d'attaque  tronque.  Des differences   sensibles dans   les nlveaux de  presslons nesu- 
rees sont observees,  surtout dans  la region voislne du bord d'attaque; par exemple,  k angle d'incl- 
dence nul   (fig.   5),   *   l'absclsse x -  10 ran,   la valeur dc  p/p,^  double presque   lorsque  1'epaisseur 
du bord d'attaque crott de 0,07 k  1,5 am. 

Les explorations dynanlques  faites au tube de Pitot  sont presentees sur  les  figures  7 et 8 
aux angles d'incldence de 0* et 6* pour differentes valeurs de l'epaisseur du bord d'attaque.  Les 
emplacements correspondants du choc  sont  indiques sur  la figure 9,  en fonctlon de l'epaisseur du 
bord d'attaque,  pour six valeurs de  l'lncldence. 

L* figure  10 montre  les photographies de visualisation par effluves eiectrlques correspon- 
dant aux deux epalaseurs 0,07 no et   1,5 no du bord d'attaque et aux  incidences - 6*,  0* et + 6*. On 
peut y constater  les  trka nettes differences de forme et de position du choc sulvant  les  ess consi- 
der**. Nous avons pu aussi verifier que les  positions dedultes de la visualisation concordent avec 
callas obtenues au tube de Pitot,  *  la precision de  lecture pris. 

Riarc lament* 

Les auteurs  tlennent k exprlmer k Monsieur  le Professeur Ednond A. BRUN,  Directeur du Labo- 
ratoire d'Aerothermique,   leur profonde gratitude pour  le soutlen qu'il a bien voulu  leur apporter 
au cours de cette etude. 
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Pig.   1  - Distribution de  la presalon parUtale de la plaque plane effll£e 
en fonctlon du paramitre d'Interaction vlsqueuse. 
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Fig.   2 - Distribution de la preaslon parKtale le  long de  la plaque plane effiUe 
pour six angles d'Incidence. 
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Fig,  3 -  Explorations  au tube de Pltot  effectives ä 20 nn du bord d'attaque de 
la plaque plane efflKe,  pour six angles d'lncldence. 

Fig. 4 - Distribution de  la presslon pari^tale  le  long de  la plaque plane ^mousstfe 
pour   1'Incidence  -  6*. 
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Fig.  S  - Distribution de   la presslon parUtale  le  long  de  la plaque plane imouaate 
pour 1'Incidence nulle. 
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Fig. 6 - Dlitrlbution d« la preaaion parlitale le long de la plaque plane (mo\i»a(e 
pour I1 Incidence + 6*. 
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Pig.   7  -  Explorations  au tube de  Pltot  effectives 4 40 mn du bord  d'attaque 
pour  l'Incidence rulle. 
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Fig.   8 -  Explorations  a» cube de Pltot  effectu^es 4 40 mn du bord d'attaque 
pour  1'Incidence 6*. 
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Fig.   9 -  Position de   l'onde  de choc  en fonctlon de  l'äpalsscur du bord d'attaque 
pour six  angles  d'lncldence. 
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Fig.   10  -   Photographies  d'effluves  ^lectrlques  correspondant  any  deux  ^palsaeurs  du bord  d'attaque 
de 0,07   et   1,5  mm et   «ux   incidences  de  -   6*,   0*   e".   6*. 
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SUMMARY 

Theoretical  studies of the three-dimensional,   laminar,  compressible 
boundary layer with mass  injection are reported.    Applications are given 
to cases  typical  of the heat  shield of the Apollo vehicle during  lifting 
reentry.    The studies  are divided  in two parts.    The  first part, 
reviewed only briefly here,   is  restricted to the case of small  secondary 
flow.    The second part,  which makes up the major content  of this paper, 
consists jf an  integral  method   in which the small-secondary-flow 
restriction need not be made.    Applications of the latter method are 
described;   significant  nonsimilai  effects associated with mass 
injection and  inviscid-streamline curvature are observed. 
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Coefficient for viscosity; tq  (13) 

Dimensionlcss streamline curvature ,K(1 , bq. (14J 

Dimcnsionless metric coefficient, ^j/e^r 

Metric coefficients in curvilinear coordinate system 

Functions defined in Section 3.3 

Dimensionless (Howarth-Dorodnitzyn) stream function in 
Section 2 

Profile parameters for secondary-flow velocity, Eq. (28) 

Profile function for the secondary-flow velocity 

Total enthalpy, A +  5  

Static enthalpy 

Total enthalpy-defect thickness, Eq. (11) 

Profile function for the secondary-flow velocity 

Geodesic curvature of streamlines, K. • —r- -—- , K •   —i 

Body nose radius 

Dimensionless displacement thickness, Eq. (32),  -r- 

Dimensionless momentum-defect thickness, Eq. (31), Sii 

Profile functions.   Section  3.2 

Mass  injection ratio P>^ 
e-v- 

Dimensionless  pressure-gradient parameter.  Section  3.1 

Constants defined   in Appendix 

Prandtl  number 

Pressure 

Dimensionless streamline-curvature parameter. Section 3.1 

a'*W , Section 3.2 

Distance from  the body  surface  to  the axis of    symmetry 

P.ur X 
Reynolds number,      '         

r*» 

Sutherland constant,   Eq.    (13) 

Line element 

Dimensionless   total   enthalpy-defect  thicknDss,   Eq.   (31)   ill- 
A 

Dimensionless streamwise velocity ^— 
"•e 

Dimensionless  secondary-flow   (transverse)  velocity      ^ 



w Dimensionless nass-injection parameter,  Eq.   (14) 

VNA, Pr   W 
a.W 

' a*-» W     •  Section  3.2 

u,v ur   Velocities in curvilinear coordinate ilirections 

x 
z 
ot 

r 

i 

A 

6 

«., 

s.^K 

Curvilinear coordinates 

Dimensionless distance along streamline, 

Transformed coordinate normal to the body surface, hq, (U) 

Defined in Eq. (43), tan'' ^-^-j 

Defined in Eq. (39) 

Pressure-gradient parameter. 
u*       Ac  <i$ 

Specific-heat ratio 

Transformed boundary-layer thickness. Section 3.1 

Physical boundary liyer thickness 

Displacement thickness, Eq. (11J 

"Momentum-defect" thickness, Eq. (11) 
2 
A 

Total enthalpy ratio,  
H« 

p. Viscosity 

a^ Kinematic viscosity 

5.r}      Howarth-Dorodnitzyn transformation coordinate?. Section 3.4 

P 

f 

n 

Mass density 

Wall-shear stress,   Eq.   (46) 

Coordinate normal  to streamlines 

Stream function 

Dimensionless boundary-layer thickness,   -r-ffi. 

Subscripts 

b Surface condition 

C Local  value at the outer edge of the boundary layer 

r Reference condition 

o Condition behind a normal  shock 

•o Fres-stream condition 

Note: Bar over symbol signifies dimensionless variables. 
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STUDIES OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL,  COMPRESSIBLE  BOUNDARY 
LAYERS ON  BLUNT LIFTING ENTRY   BODIES 

S.W.   Kang,   W.J.  Rae, and M.G.  Dunn 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The objective of the research described  in this paper wa£> to  investigate the boundary 
layers on the heat shield of a blunt     lifting entry body.    These boundary  layers are three- 
dimensionrl   in character and,  because of the energy dissipated  in the heat   shield during entry, 
the  influence of mass injection on their development must  be  included  in the analysis. 

The essential  features of three-dimensional boundary-layer flows were first discussed by 
Hayes   ,  Moored,  and Mager   .    These papers were followed by an extensive  literature''"    .    Analyses 
have  been performed for special  geometries,  where simplifications  in the governing equations are 
possible,   such as yawed  infinite cylin(jers',"(> and flat plates7"^".     Numerous analyses are also 
available  for other special  cases,  for example,  flows where the  secondary-flow  (transverse) 
velocity component  is assumed to be  small  compared with the  streamwise velocity^"^1,  flows  in the 
stagnation  region'^'^,  and flows over a blunt-nosed cold body-6.    Techniques are available2'"31 

for studying the  influence of mass  injection on the boundary-layer characteristics for axisymmetric 
or two-dimensional  flow fields with or without pressure gradient.     However,  analyses "•■" dealing 
-.vith  the  influence of mass  injection on three-dimensional  boundary layers are considerably more 
limited  in  scope  in that  they are restricted to the case of small   secondary flow. 

The purpose of the present paper  is to analyze the effects of mass  injection on general 
three-dimensional boundary-layer flows.     The studies were performed in two parts.     In the first3*, 
the objective was to estimate the magnitude of the three-dimensionality under conditions typical  of 
an Apollo  reentry.     In making these estimates,   it was assumed that  the boundary layer was  laminar 
and that  the secondary flow was  small.     By application r^  a  local-similarity assumption,  solutions 
were obtained for the secondary-flow velocity profiles,  the streamwise velocity profiles and the 
total-enthalpy profiles.    The  results  of this work showed that  the three-dimensionality of the  flow 
was  too  large to be adequately treated by a  small-secondary-flow assumption.    Therefore,  the second 
part  of the study'' was  initiated in which an  integral method,  which eliminated the constraints of 
small   secondary flow and  local  similarity,  was applied to obtain a general  analysis of the three- 
dimensional,  compressible boundary layer.     The profiles used for the velocity components and the 
enthalpy are patterned after those found  in the previous analysis     .     No assumptions are made 
concerning similarity of the flow characteristics or the magnitude of the  secondary-flow velocity 
component,  however.    This  integral method has been applied to a specific  flight condition typical 
of an Apollo-type body and the results are briefly discussed. 

For the studies described above,  calculations were performed for the  limiting case of no 
mass  injection and the more practical  case of mass injection.     The analysis deals principally with 
the  fluid dynamics of the problem,  and thus the gas is assumed to be nonreacting.    The material 
contained  in this paper includes material  from Ref.  32 not  previously reported in the open  litera 
ture   (Section 2)  and a detailed  treatment of the material  reported in Ref.   33   (Section 3).     It  is 
recognized that  knowledge of the afterbody separated-flow region  is also  important  for blunt   lifting 
vehicles.     To this end,  an approximate analysis has been conducted by Rae      to estimate separated- 
flow profiles over an axisymmetric afterbody.     Further discussion of this work  is not  included  in 
the present paper. 

2. LOCALLY SIMILAR FLOWS WITH SMALL  SECONDARY FLOW 

The three-dimensional  nature of the  inviscid flow field      for a blunt   lifting entry body 
suggests  that  significant  three-dimensional  effects may also be present   in the boundary layer.    The 
analysis described in this section was undertaken as the initial  step  in determining the  importance 
of the  secondary flow in the following way.     The secondary-flow momentum equation is linearized to 
estimate the size of the three-dimensionil  effect, and then these estimates are put back  into the 
complete equations in order to determine  if the  linearized theory  is  sufficient. 

In dealing with the three-dimensional boundary layer, it is convenient to use the inviscid 
streamlines at the body surface as the coordinate system. In such a coordinate system, thr three- 
dimensional nature of the boundary layer manifests itself as a secondary flow , i.e., a component 
parallel  to the body surface and   lormal   to the  inviscid streamline direction 

Generally speaking,   secondary  flows over highly cooled bodies  tend to be small.    The 
reason  is that  the layer near the cold wall   is relatively dense;   ' hus, pressure gradients  in any 
direction   (normal to streamlines as well  as along them) have a  linted effect.     For this reason, 
a good approximation can be found by neglecting the secondary f'o< altogether.    The resulting 
equations,  when written in the  inviscid-streamline coordinate system,   can be transformed into an 
equivalent  two-dimensional  problem,  as  shown by Hayes  ,  Vaglio-Launi     ,  and Cooke and Hall     . 
A first  estimate of the secondary-flow component can then be found by  solving the  linea1" equation 

of this  sort  are considered by Hayes1,  by Vaglio-Laurin    ,  and by which  it  satisfies.    Solutions of this  sort  are considered by Hayes1,  by Vaglio-Laurin5',  and by 
| 11 

Beckwith  .  This latter analysis, based on the assumption of local similarity, is especially 
appropriate for the present problem.  The differential equations employed in this analysis have 
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been developed  in detail  in Ref.  32. 
equations utilized  is presented. 

Thus,   in the  following paragraph only a brief review of the 

2.1 Brief Review of Governing Equations 

For small  secondary flow, the boundary-layer equations can be written  in terms of the 
transformed variables as follows: 

£ ' J ^/"k",«. ^ 

Subscripts e and b denote conditions  in the free  stream and at the wall;  ^ is the density, >t the 
viscosity,   M   the velocity component  in the  inviscid-streamline direction,    5   is the distance along 
the body surface  in the streamline direction,    *•  is  the distance normal  to the body  surface,  and e, 
is the metric coefficient  relating  incremental  changes  in distance normal  to  streamlines (-n) to 
incremental  changes  in the coordinate  y-,  which  is  constant along a streamline i .e. , dt = e^du. . 
(See Fig. 1.) The local-similarity approximation is made by neglecting derivatives with respect to 
5, while ^-variations are retained whenever they appear parametrically. The resulting equations, 
for a Prandtl  number of one and a constant /yyu product,  are 

4 

i 

St reamw i se - Moment uir. 

f"*ff" = /?(?) [f'-e] 

Energy 

Secondary-Flow Momentum 

e ♦fe =o 

v\fv'-k(i)f'v =0 -f'1 

(2) 

(3) 

where 

f'W«e e - H/H. v= -Ae 

"/* 

and where primes designate derivatives with respect to ■>» .   H is the total enthalpy,   /vis the veloc- 
ity component  in the   TI-direction, and 

^ZwU. 
ä/*v 

X = 
; 

ZHm 

clUt 

The term ß is defined to be the streamwise pressure-gradient parameter.    The terra   A   is the 
secondary-flow parameter,  and is a measure of the Coriolis force in the flow. 

These equations must satisfy the boundary conditions 

f (0) = 0 , f/«.) - / 

6«»=  W6/«e   , 0(«)  r/ 

VftM = V^) = 0 , 

The quantities e%,fi,   aZ/as  • in^ A were calculated for a typical  inviscid streamline on the fore- 
body of an Apollo-type body at 20° angle of attack using the results of Bohachevsky and Mates'5. 
The resulting values of these parameters along the  streamline were used  in conjunction  with the 
locally similar solutions to calculate the boundary-layer velocity profiles at a series of points 
along the streamline. 

2.2 Results of Restricted Analysis 

Figure 2  shows  the range of parameters for which  solutions are reported  in Ref.   32.    As may 
be seen from the  figure,  the integration scheme failed to converge for values of the wall-blowing 
parameter, fb     less then -1.1 in the cold wall case,   6»   • 0.    For larger values of 6k  ,  solutions 
were obtained for substantially more negative values of fb , as illustrated. 

Figures  3 and 4  show the influence of the variation in wall temperature on the velocity 
profiles for lk   • 0 and -1.0, respectively.     In both cases,  it is seen that as the wall  temperature 
is increased,  the secondary-flow component  is greater in magnitude than the cold-wall  case.    This is 
physically reasonable,  since the cooler the wall,  the greater the fluid density near the wall and 
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hence, the fluid  is  sluggish in responding to  influences  such as blowing.    This greater  sensitivity 
for the    öb = 0.5 case  is  shown  in Figure 4,  where a  sizable  increase  in the maximum value of   V   is 
observed. 

Figures  5  and 6  il 
on the boundary  layer  for 
parameters remain fixed. 
In particular,  decreasing 
the maximum value of the  s 
the streamwise pressure-gr 
the secondary-flow velocit 
Further, decreasing the va 
region of viscous  influenc 
pressure gradient   is  in th 
in the secondary-flow dire 
becomes m-'gnified at  great 

lustrate the  influence of ß ,  which  is allowed to vary from 0.5 to  2.0, 
blowing-rate parameters of 0 and  -2.0,  respectively,  while all  other 
It may be seen from these results  that   fi    significantly affects the  flow. 
Tlues  of /S result  in  increasing effects on the secondary flow.    That  is, 

econdar)-flow velocity  increases by a  factor of approximately three as 
adient  parameter decreases  from 2.0 to 0.5.    Also,  the maximum values of 
y are  located at  greater distances  from the body surface as ^  decreases, 
lue of /S   is shown to thicken the boundary layer,  thus  increasing the 
e.     Such an effect of /3   is  reasonable,   since the more favorable  the 
e streamwise direction,  the smaller  is the magnitude of mass  flux existing 
ction.     The relative  influence of /3  on these two flow characteristics 
er blowing rates, as can be  seen by comparing Figures  5 and 6. 

The secondary-flow parameter, A  •   is a measure of the Coriolis force  in the flow.    This 
parameter does  not  appear   in  the  streamwise momentum equation or the energy equation,   but  only  in 
the secondary-flow momentum equation.    This  stems  from the  assumption of small   secondary  flow.     As 
illustrated  in 1 igures 7 and 8,   increasing the value of   \   causes a reduction  in the maximum value 
of the secondary-flow velocity,   as well  as the boundary-layer thickness,   for a  given value of the 
blowing-rate parameter, fk .     Physically, a positive A    signifies diverging streamlines.    Therefore, 
for a given mass-injection rate,   greater values of   A   tend  to  spread the effect  of blowing over a 
greater region consistent  with the diverging streamlines. 

The results of the approximate analysis discussed above  suggested that  the influence of 
secondary flow and mass addition on the boundary-layer development was sufficiently large to merit 
the formulation of a  less  restrictive analysis.    To this end, the  integral technique discussed  in 
the following section was  formulated. 

3. NON-SIMILAR FLOW ANALYSIS  BY APPLICATION OF THE  INTEGRAL METHOD 
WITH ARBITRARY  SECONDARY-FLOW VELOCITY 

3.1 Basic  Equations 

In this  section, an integral method will be applied to obtain a general  analysis of the three- 
dimensional,  thin,   laminar boundary  layer with mass  injection.    The equations are expressed  in 
terms of the streamline coordinate system and profile parameters are introduced for the streamwise 
velocity,  the total  enthalpy and the secondary-flow velocity profiles.    As an illustration,  the 
present formulation will  be applied to three-dimensional  flow  in the forebody region of a blunt 
body.    The effects of mass  injection and streamline curvature,   including the effect of an  inflection 
point in the outer  inviscid streamline, will also be analyzed. 

boundary 

Continuity 

* -momentum 

For the case of a nonreacting gas,  the equations for a compressible,  three-dimensional 
layer are20'38 

(4) 

Su. „■sÄüia., J.A.I«.') 

y-moment urn 

Energy 

*,   **        e.   py   >?"*,   - >){*  3)J     S)[     ZPr       V < 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

where it  is assumed that Bp/dy =  0,   so that  />ei*-t(du,t/d%)*-dpfami   C^^./fJ -dp/dy 

The boundary conditions are 

and 
v (V . y . o») 

Hit.y.O)    -.   Hb  = *,{*.?) H  (*.?.*.)     -.   Ht  *Aet -f- 
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When the  Equations  (5),   (b), and  (7)  are  integrated from j-= 0 to y*  S   using continuity,  Equation 
(4) ,  they become 

and 

where 

I—) •SnA 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

and 
6  = H/He 

The moaentuin boundary-layer thickness (i)  is taken to be the same for both the streamwise and the 
secondary flowsl*-3^«^.    Further,  the thermal boundary-layer thickness  is assumed to be the same 
as the momentum boundary-layer thickness40,41.    The term /O-ur^ signifies  the mass-injection flux 
at the body surface.    When this term is equal  to zero,  i.e.,  the solid-wall case,  Equati'; >  (8), 
(9),  and   (10) reduce to the equations obtained in previous analyses,  e.g.,  Refs.   20 and it. 

The  »-coordinate is now transformed by introducing the variable 

2=1    4 'i 

from which follows the boundary-layer thickness  in the transformed plane 'er thic 

C'JL 

(12) 

kt^ 



42 
In addition, the viscosity is assumed to vary with temperature  , as follows 

'■-!- 

28-S 

(13) 

where the subscript    r  denotes reference conditions and  the coefficient  is taken  such  that   the 
Sutherland viscosity-temperature relation  is exactly  satisfied at  the wall  temperature   T^ Thus, 

C      r fm 
where   S   is the Sutherland constant. 

In order to make the formulation as general as possible, the equations are nonJimensionalized 
with respect to a reference condition. A suitable reference point is, for example, rhe point immedi- 
ately behind  the  shock  on the  stagnation  streamline.     Thus,   we  introduce 

^ 

u - 

V =   ^r 
is 

A -- <,£ 

M. 
V 

M. 

H. 

*- X 

(14) 

where terms with bars signify nomiaiization with respect to the reference condition, e.g., 
p    - Pm/pm  *tc,  In addition, the term£t will be introduced as £j r «,/**  where f2   is the 

metric coefficient at some convenient point in the flow and is » .-cr.rtant. Then Equations (8), 
(9), and (10) become, after some rearrangements. 

* n e. W/T) 
—' «.. 

^/f ^    «»f. 

M.. 6i7 ^5e L^U+k 2a  M. 

•»  M«   ^y//; 
(^ P, u,) 

(15) 

(16) 
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and 

9(T,a) T.fl 
Jit/J) 

[Av/5 «,£.] 

\p./ /o ü,n — (—) W6> 

LJL 
My/t) [: i~- e. u. Pf 

d(n n.) (17) 

It  may  be noted here that  the   integral   equations,   Equations   (15),   (16),   and   (17),  have the  followii.g 
properties:     1)  They can accommodate mass  injections at  the body  surface.    The term VJ  contains  the 
mass-inject ion flux and appears   in  Equations  (15)  and   (17).       2)  They  can be used  for both   laminar 
and turbulent  boundary-layer  flows.     In the case of a turbulent  flow,   some  suitable correlations 
m*y be used for the reference  temperature, (^u/cJfl,)      .(jv/dn).      and (<20/<:>l)b    to obtain the 
lolut ions43.44. b l 

- Q. 
d   V 

*\d^i = ^ \Bri'l '[H.A Prl (<Vb *\a<]L 

(18b) 

(18c) 

where 

Pr 1 
^ 

fi 
J* 

n 
*(*/') 

Q = D, n 
/"b 

Kor the  region near the  stagnation point   in hypersonic  flows,   ue/^t     is much snialler than unity 
and,   thus,  the   last  term  in  Equation   (18c)  may be neglected without   loss  in  iccuracy,  although  the 
Prandt 1   number may not   be unity.     !n  the case where  the  Prandtl   number   is unity,  of course,   the 
term  is   identically  zero.     In obtaining  the examples   included   in this paper,  the tern containing 

is neglected.     Thus,   we  have ^/«. 

(19) 

We now have derived  six  equations,  vu.,  Equations   (15),   (16),   (17),   (18a),   (18b),   and   (19). 
Thus,   six unknown parameters  describing the flow characteristics may be  introduced and,  theoretically, 
the problem is determinare. 

3.: Choice of  Profiles 

application of the   integral   method  to the boundary-layer  flow  involves assuming  forms of  the 
velocity  and total   enthalpy  profiles   in  terms of parameters which  characterize the  fluid motion.    In 
what   follc«s.  these various  profiles  will  be  separately considered. 
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The Streamwise Velocity Profile 

We   introduce  the fourth-degree  polynomial   form 

U   '-   -TT  --    L-      "ml" CO) 

The boundary conditions are 

1 = 0.        u -. o 

1 = 1; U = / 

In addition,   we  have  the compatibility  condition at   the wall,   i.e.,   Equation   (18a).     Substitution of 
Equation   (20 I   in Equations   (18a)  and   (21)  gives 

öc   = 0 

- l2tP A 

Wa,  - P 
al   =  '■  

2 (22) 

aJ     =   4 t P- a, (ji-w) 

'   --'-^".(i.f) 2 

Therefore,   we  have 

U  -   m^q) + A  m^ (q) (23) 

where 

T*M)  --   l'(i'-8rl*31l) , ^.('7)  =   1 (!"})' 

Thus,  the streamwise velocity is expressed as  a function of only one parameter, A .    The physical 
significance of  A   is that  it expresses  the magnitude of the velocity gradient  at  the body surface 
and,  therefore,   is  a measure of the streamwise  shear  stress.    It  is  interesting to note here that 
when there  is no mass  injection at  the wall, W = 0,  then  A   is dependent only on P ,  the pressure- 
gradient  parameter.     On the other hand,   if the mass  injection is very great,  the other  limiting 
case  is obtained,   i.e., A—►O, as w-*«» •     In other words, as mass  injection  increases,   the 
streamwise  skin friction decreases and  »n the   limit  approaches zero,  a physically  reasonable result. 
Another  interesting  result   is that  when  there   is  no  streamwise pressure gradient,   i .e. , PsO, •* ='?/v*W). 
It  may  a.so  be  seen  that  regardless of the value of W , A = 0 for P =  -12,   signifying the  separation 
of the  flow due to adverse pressure gradient.     Later,   numerical comparison of  .he value of   A will 
be made with other results for the more general  case of finite pressure gradient  and mass  injection. 

We have thus  expressed the  streamwise  velocity profile  in terms of one parameter,  which 
combines  the  pressure-gradient  characteristic   and the mass-injection characteristics  in the  flow. 
It   should be  noted here that  based on previous  analyses  -15-47^  f^e above one-parameter  expression is 
expected  to  yield  reasonable  results. 

The Total-hnthalpy Profile 

Here,   we  introduce the fifth-degree  polynomial   form such that 
5 

The reason for taking this particular form is  discussed  later. 

The boundary  conditions arc 
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rj- / ;    6 --  I 

ae 
25) 

--o   . an1 0 ö1  " '   "I 
The compatibility condition for the total enthalpy is given in Equation (19).  «s/e thus obtain 

b,   =   e 

(26) 

! 

: 

where 

and Equation (24) becomes 

^    =   Pr.W 

e-eb 

where 

(27) 

In contrast to the strearaw 
enthalpy profile hire is e 
the fourth-degree fom is 
the problem is reduced to 
Once the solutions are obt 
construct the total-enthal 
'ntegral equat^n, is igno 
approach ' and the results 
velocity field accurately, 
fourth-degree form. They 
energy" integral equation 
bility condition serve two 
of the energy of the flow 
compatibility condition de 
results may be obtained b 
in two-dimensional cases'*1 

equation and the compatibi 
polynomial form for the to 
the energy field can be in 
well as the secondary-flow 

ise flow case, where the fourth-degree polynomial form is used, the total- 
xpressed in fifth-degree polynomial form.  The reason is as follows: when 
used, all b,, 's can be determined in terms of W,P,  6b  and A   and, thus, 
obtaining the solutions tc the streamwise-roomentum integral equation, 
ained for A ,W,P   from this equation, then, it is a simple matter to 
py characteristics, and the energy equation, i.e., the '.otal enthalpy 
red.  This procedure has beer, used by Cohen and R^shotko  using Thwaite's 
show, in some -rases, poor accuracy in the energy field while yielding the 
Others (such as TaniSO and Poots40) use the energy equation and the 

then drop the compatibility condition, but in its place use the "kinetic- 
and obtain gooa results.  Physically, the energy equation arid the comoati- 
functions:  the energy integral equation describes the integrated effects 

from upstream to the poirt (f interest along the streamline, while the 
scribes the local flow effects.  !t is thus recognized that meaningful 
considering both equations. This procedure has, in fact, been tollowed 
>^b.  In the present analysis, therefore, both the energy iniegral 
lity conditions arc retained and considered by assuming a fifth-order 
tal-enthalpy profile.  It should be noted, however, that the results for 
terpreted only in conjunction with the stieamwise momentum results, as 
momentum results. 

The Secondary-Flow Velocity Profile 

ysis,  we In the present analysis,  we assume a modifiea form of Timman's profile,   such that 

(28) 

where 
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Jüij) -- a i e 

a    =   3*/2 
The tc-ims   & and  F are two free parameters which will  be  determined from the  integral  equations 
and the compatibility conditions.     In fact,  the compatibility condition can be used at  this juncture 
to eliminate one parameter,  thus  leaving the  integral  equation to solve for the  remaining parameter 
along the streamline. 

Thus, 

Substitution of Equation (28) in Fquatinn (18b; yields 

W  (a  G *P)   -    - Q  - a.1 F (29) 

Since the wall shear for the secondary flow is (•——-) -a  G *F . We obtain 

Van'* 
a'G-a 

The profile becomes, using the definition of 

(30) 

where 

W, 
aW 

a* *W + W 

It should he noted that presence of an inflection point along the streamline may cause the 
secondary ''lov  .ii.-.ity profile to be S-shaped ("cross-ever" profile) near the inflection point. 
Thus, in ^i •■. '.  •bt'un realistic velority di;ilr,^"tion«> it is necessary for the profile to 
exhibit ti  s shap-d lorm, as well as the C-shaped form.  This requirement is satisfied by the 
profile fr  ..• r.n.raed in Equation (28) or Equation (30), and the problem now is to determine from 
the integi i .quations the values of these parameters, i.e., G   and F   ,  along the streamline. 

Hitn the chosen profile forms, it is now possible to calculate various characteristic 
'thicknesses" from these p ofiles in terms of parameters A ,9,6,  etc. 

rrom Equations (11) and (14), we have 

(31) 
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and 

(5J) 

where the ideal-gas relationship 

P -^-f-^-^-y 
has been used.    The coefficients,   i.e., P—   ,  are included in the Appendix. 

3.3 Integral Equations 

Substitution of the profiles  chosen in Section 3.2  into the  integral  Equations   (15),   (16), 
and   (17) yields, substituting  $  and ^    for «   and y- ,  respectively38. 

A 
'•<« 

where 

gA*   2A*  a  L =M -*♦*'♦; 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

F .AL) ^L- 

The term ^ takes on a physical meaning of stream function while ^ can, in the case of irrotational 
outer flow, signify the velocity potential38.  Since the compatibility conditions have already been 
incorporated in Section 3.2, they are not written here. Thus, there are three integral equations, 
and the parameters to be determined from these equations are n, 6  and ß and the problem is mathema- 
tically determinate.  When specialized to incompressible flow with small secondary flow and no mass 
injection, the present formulation reduces to that of Cooke , while for axisymr.ietric flow it reduces 
to Truckenbrodt's result'*. 

3.4    Solutions and Discussion of Results 

We now consider the method of solving the integral Equations (33), (34), and (35).  From the 
inviscid flow-field analysis, the quantities at the outer edge of the boundary layer are assumed 
known, including the streamline-curvature distribution CD,) and the streamline divergence-convergence 
function (Et) ■    With known initial conditions, integration of the equations is then carried out 
along individual external streamlines (■)*» constant).  The last term in each equation is of the 
foni-Ä-{ fand is not known a priori.  Thus, this term is dropped at first  "  and is accounted 

for after solutions have been obtained along several streamlines.  It should be remarked here that 
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because only the gradient term is dropped at first, this method does not involve the assumption of 
small secondary flow, but rather is an iterative method of solving the equations. 

As an application of the integral method formulated in Equations (33), (34), and (35), 
analysis will be made of a hypersonic flow around a blu.it body at angle of attack with mass injec- 
tion at the body surface assuming irrotational , inviscid outer flow and an ideal gas.  Any other 
conditions or assumptions required will be introduced as the analysis proceeds.  From the condition 
of irrotational flow we get*""' 

e. = u 
and thus 

K'   Z e,e. 
a*. - i Ju. 

We shall  now estimate the term 3/5yö^ .    Using the  ideal-gas relationship,  we obtain 

/     dpe I     Sp*     _     I        9 At, 

e 

Since 

dV 

dp 

f    3f 

\ X, K ** 

dY 

and -Ag* Ht- ~f- ,  wc have, for He -    constant. 

(36) 

(37) 

ay 
äu.t <r. K, ue" 

(38) 

Combination of Equations (37) and (38) yields the following result 

7k¥f-*'&-)^-^ (39) 

Thus,  the transverse gradient of  pe   may be conveniently expressed  in terms of K,   .     It   is noted 
that near the stagnation point the term   <r  is usually much less than unity and,  thus,  for air 
Equation   (39)   is  smaller than  K,  . 

Applying the  relationships derived above   in the  integral  Equations   (33),   (34),  and   (35), 
wc obtain 

(40) 

(41) 

where 

a 
ax ilaF;)*^  (-^^^yPLflD^ 

A \   ^i 
tJ  d  "e 

P. M ", £, 

r, = ^ « 
F« =z; ^-a[^+M;-(/-/5^)Mlx 

(42) 

r, -- 4 ** £> 
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and, as discussed previously, the last term in Equations (33), (34), and (35) has been dropped and 
will later be accounted for from the solutions obtained along the streamlines. A new variable X is 
introduced such that K * e,*.}//,    and signifies the length along the streamline.  From the inviscid 
outer-flow field, distributions of the various terms, such as iö ,J>I   , üt    etc., are considered 
known. The dependent variables are 

1. /I  , from which A, A , W , M„ can be calculated, 

2. M1( , which in turn depends on G and ft   ,  and 

3. T,  , which will enable calculation for B ■ 

Thus, there are three essential unknowns,/! , G , and 0 .  Since there are three equations, (40), 
(41), (42), the problem is now, mathematically speaking, solvable.  Because of the complexity of 
the equations, numerical solution on a digital computer is carried out in the present analysis. 
Computation time for a typical case was about one minute on IBM 7044 computer. 

In order to start the integration, it is necessary to know the initial values.  If the 
integration were to start from an arbitrary point along the streamline, the initial conditions at 
that point would be presumed to be given from the upstream conditions. However, if the integration 
starts from the stagnation point, the initial conditions can be determined from the integral 
equations themselves.  Essentially, this involves dropping the slope terms for O , T,    , and A1a/ for 
the first approximation and then, by numerically differentiating these terms, obtaining the second- 
order approximation; the iteration is repeated until convergence in these values is achieved. 
Further details are included in Refs. 13 and 58.  It has been repeatedly found by Cooke15 that the 
main part of the solution is not sensitive to the way in which the solution is started. This 
conclusion wgs reinforced by Head^S who used, as initial conditions, the Blasius velocity profile 
despite the fact that the pressure gradient at the initial point was not zero. He found that after 
a very short distance the solutions approached those obtained using the more elaborate, iterative 
technique.  In the present analysis, both the iterative technique and an approximate technique have 
been tested for a specific problem.  For the approximate technique, the initial values used were 
obtained by taking a limit of the Equations (40), (41), and (42) to the stagnation point.  It was 
found that both techniques yielded equally reasonable results for the main part of the solution 
along the streamline and it was decided to apply the approximate technique in obtaining the initial 
conditions in the present analysis because of the saving in the computation time and simplicity in 
application. 

Exaaples 

The formulation derived in Equations (40), (41), and (42) will be applied to a flow on an 
Apollo-type blunt body entering the atmosphere. Specifically, the conditions assumed are: 

Altitude:    200,000 ft 

Velocity (a.);  30,000 ft/sec (0.915 x 106 cm/sec) 

Body radius U):     15.5 ft (474 cm) 

Angle of attack:  20 degrees 

Under these conditions, the properties of equilibrium air behind a normal shock wave are 
60 

with 

and 

r./r. 

A, 

/*, 

T, 

16.8! 

1099 

35 

2.26 (102) (dyne/cm2) 

0.915 (106) (cm/sec) 

3.14 (I0"7) (gr/cm3) 

1.6 (10"4) (gr/cm-sec) 

2.5 (ID2) ("K) 

S.S no5) - etBumi/Mm 

** 
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i 
■ 

i 

p, 
AIT, 

P. 

(?« 

2.49 (1Ü5) (dyne/cm2) 

5.45 (104) (cm/sec) 

5.27 (106) (gr/cm3) 

-3 
0.916 (10 

8.25 (10 } 

1.44 (105) 

)   (gr/cm-sec) 

(0K) 

where /"»/*<„ S^/^) was used across the normal shock. With these property values, the Equations 
(40), (41), and (42) were integrated along the streamline from the stagnation point assuming an 
ideal gas for cases of arbitrarily chosen mass-injection rates, ranging from the solid-wall case, 
(N= 0), to a uniform 15 percent injection rate (W = 0.15). Variable mass-injection fluxes along 
the streamline were also analyzed.  In all the examples considered, the wall temperature was assumed 
constant at one-tenth of the free-stream stagnation temperature. The distributions along the 
streamline of D, , ü, ,/5 ,E1  , etc. were assumed expressible in analytic forms, e.g., ut-oc „^.-/S^X ■ 
This is strictly for convenience, since these distributions can be easily put on the digital computer 
in tabular forms or in curve-fit expressions.  Specifically, the following distribution forms are 
assumed in the present example, based on an inviscid analysis-5-": 

Ü,        =    5.65 X -20 X2 

1.0 - exp(-15X) 

30X [exp(-100X2) - j-ff^] 

1.022 - 0.8 X2 

10.22 

0.1022 

0.10 

i 

These distributions are shown in Figure 9. The streamline curvature function D,  is expressed 
in the particular form shown above in order to allow for the change in the sign of D, , D, = 0 de- 
noting the streamline inflection point.  The above appears to be a reasonable general form.  It 
should be noted in passing that the local radius of streamline curvature can be obtained simply as 

l/Dr 

The results obtained are   shown in   Figures  10 through 16.     Figure  10 shows  the distributions 
of A,  the dimensionless "boundary-layer thickness" in the transformed plane,   for various mass- 
injection rates.     It  is noted that CX.   increases with increasing values of the mass-injection ratio, 
N/, a physical')- reasonable result  that has been obtained in previous analyses^8.^2.     it may also be 
seen from Figure  10 that CL ,  for large mass-injection rates,  at  first  increases,   then decreases along 
the streamline.    This results primarily from the second term in Equation  (40),   containing  D,  and il*. 
Because,  for increasing injection rates,/!   increases and because,   in the present  example, D,  is 
comparatively  large far downstream from the  stagnation point,  this  term is  seen to influence the 
magnitudes of the boundary-layer thickness  along the streamline.     When A = AÜ/9SW    is transformed 
back  into the physical plane by the relationship   S - j (/'e/p)di    , with   (O, decreasing with X and ^ 
held constant   in the example,  the   thickening  rate of S is   not as great  as that  of A .    Thus,  this 
demonstrates  the greater sensitivity of  A   to  the flow conditions  in the transformed plane than in 
the actual  physical plane,  a useful  result,  enabling deterir.ination of the effects of various condi- 
tions  in an exaggerated manner in the transformed plane. 

Figures   11  and 12 describe the variations of the pressure-gradient parameter  (p)  and the 
mass-injection parameter  (W)  along the streamline.    These are combined to yield the streaowise wall- 
shear parameter   (A)  from the relationship A =   (12 ♦ P)/(6 ♦ W).     It may be seen that P and W exert 
opposite  influences on the streamwise skin  friction.    The parameter A can be  related to the physical 
streamwise wall-shear stress  7Jt   by   ^/A» T',^ ^>€/^'i/'ia,) .     Figure  13 shows  the effects of various 
mass-injection rates on the streamwise wall  sheai      Consistent with previous  analyses^8.J2i  the 
results  show  lower values of wall  shear for greater injection rates. 

Figure  14 shows the results  for   the heat-transfer   distribution along  the streamline for 
various mass-injection rates.     In particular,   the heat-transfer parameter 8 may be related to the 
conventional heat-transfer term,   i.e., Nusselt  number, by 54'^/«[(X^/w^-eJ/jJ^/).     It shows that 
the heat-transfer rate decreases for increasing  injection rates and,  at  uniform 15 percent mass  flux 
at  the wall,  the heat transfer rate is practically zero, signifying a nearly  insulated condition. 
It  is noted that the decrease in 8 with increasing mass-injection rate is greater than that of A , so 
that  for a certain value of mass flux, the body may be practically insulated,  while there is still a 
finite skin friction.    This result was also obtained in a previous analysis  in Ref.  32. 
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Figure 15 describes the distribution of the transverse wall-shear stress along the strcam- 
lini.'.  Also shown in the figure is the prescribed streamline-curvature distribution T, , which goes 
through zero, which indicates streamline inflection point, at X= 0.076, corresponding to a distance 
of  3b cm. from the stagnation point in the present example,  It is seen that J), is at first in- 
creasing and then becomes negative, while the wall shear is negative and later becomes positive. 
This is a reasonable result, since it follows from S^/ö-y ^f.«,/$«/ that V, - K,l  and the transverse 
pressure gradient d^/4, ^y have the same signs.  Since the transverse-(or secondary-flow) velocity 
component is in the direction of lower pressure, this means that ♦•and dpfaSy-  possess opposite 
signs.  The results in Figure 16 confirm this conclusion. An interesting result is noted immediately 
after the inflection pi int in the figure where the transverse wall shear, denoting the direction ofv 
near the wall, and D, (and thus 3^/9,9 y )  both have the same signs. This signifies the non- 
similarity effect of the flow taken into account in the present analysis, where the influence of the 
upstream momentum is still present at the inflection point. After some distance beyond the inflection 
point, this flow sufficiently adjusts to the change in the streamline curvature D,   , so that v and ^ 
again possess opposite signs. This result was also observed by Cooke'5 in his approximate analysis 
and by Hansen and Herzig'^ in their exact solutions for the incompressible, solid-wall case. Thus, 
the present analysis describes the nonsimilar effects of the inflection point on the flow even in 
the case of mass injection. 

Another interesting result is observed in Figure 16 where increased mass-injection rates 
bring about decrease in the distance between the streamline inflection point and the point at which 
the secondary flow reverses its direction, so that the two points virtually coincide for uniform 
154 injection rate.  Physically, this signifies that the lower-velocity mass being injected into 
the flow responds more quickly to the change in the streamline cuivature than the outer fluid. 

As in the results for the streamwise flow and the total enthalpy, the magnitude of the 
transverse velocity gradient at the wall, i.e., the transverse wall shear, decreases with increasing 
mass-injection rates.  The angle between the inviscid external streamline and the limiting stream- 
line at the body surface may be determined from the relationship 

ta*t, '(-f) (43) 

Figures  13 and  15 show  that  the absolute magnitude of«   increases with increasing mass-injection 
rate,  a result  obtained due to a slower decrease in   C compared to a more sensitive change  in 4 with 
increasing mass  flux.     Thus,  the limiting streamlines  tend to diverge more with mass  injection than 
without,  exhibiting greater three-dimensionality of the  flow.    This  result has also been obtained 
in a previous analysis^) where small  secondary flow was  assumed.     It  is to be noted that  oc  reaches 
a certain finite value as mass-injection rate is  further  increased,  signifying that  the surface 
streamline has a limiting angle with the outer inviscid streamline in the case of very  large mass- 
injection rates.     This  is due to the fact that both A and  C vary only slightly as M becomes very 
large. 

Comparisons will now be made with other solutions  for A , the boundary-layer thickness, and 
A ,  the shear-stress parameter in   the   streamwise direction.    In particular,  the values  at the 
stagnation point will be compared.    Using the   Howarth-Dorodnitzyn similarity   transformation^,  i.e. 

^  = J*^. A. ",'',>-' 
»     pur 

i   -   *  a • 

m T <*f 

and Equation  (12),  we obtain 

In the stagnation  region,  we may use approximately    r^*/, "e^Va^y ^ •    Hence. we ha 

1 /V.fl (44) 

For the example used  in the present analysis,  the value of the square-root quantity  in Equation  (44) 
is approximately 2.80.     Now,  from the results, A for N =  0 is  1.20 at  the stagnation point,  while 
A =   2.1  for N ■ 0.01.     On the other hand,  the similarity solution obtained in Ref,   32 gives,  for 
eh  • 0.1  ™t ß --iZ\/u,)lp,lA.yf>*,/a\) =   0.5,   «?,«3.30 for ^ = 0  (W - 0), and7*S6.0 forft--0.S 
(WSIO.OI).     It  is    thus   demonstrated from Equation   (44)   that  the results  for  A   obtained  in the 
present analysis are reasonable. 

I 

We shall now compare the streamwise wall-shear parameter, which is termed A in the present 
analysis,  and its corresponding quantity, fj,  in the similaiity analyses.    Specifically, we wish to 
determine the actual  streamwise skin friction defined to be  Vik-M Adufa)  ■    In the present  formu- 
lation,  T,,   is expressible as b 

ik. 

(45) 
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while  similarity transformation of Howarth-Dorodnitzyn gives,   from 

r /*6 ft ue 

p.* % 
r (4b) 

T!iu»,   iiuni L^ualiuns  (45)  and   (4oj ,   the comparison to be made  is  between   A  and   ^//6  .     The case 
of zero pressure gradient  and  zero mass  injection gives P - 0 and N - 0, and therefore   A   is  identi- 
cally 2.0.    On the other hand,   from similarity analysis,  this case corresponds to   fb = 0  (no mass 
injection) and ^ = 0  (zero pressure gradient).     From Cohen and Reshotko's analysis6^ We obtain 
»^ = 4.20,-f, = 0.47,  and hence l*-^ = 1.98,  which  is close to  2 0,  a value frr  A  obtained  from the 
present analysis.    The mass-injection cases are now compared.     Specifically,  5% injection rate, 
i.e.,   N   = 0.05 gives,  at  the  stagnation point, ^30.27,  while  from similarity analysis-5^, »7*= 11.0 
and-fj'  = 0.025,  and hence  1t #fc   =  0.275 for /ß  = 0.5 and    db =  0.1,   confirming the reasonableness of 
the results obtained in the present  analysis. 

It  is thus shown that   solutions can be obtained along any  streamline based on the  integral 
method formulated in the present  analysis.    After calculations have been (btained along several 
streamlines, the  suppressed terms,  viz. , a/a? (],  in Equations   (33),   (34),  and  (35)  can be deter- 
mined,  and,  if these terms are not  small  compared to other terms  in the equations,  the calculations 
ci be performed once more along the streamlines until convergence is reached.    This has not been 
carried out  in the present analysis,   since this type of iterative procedure has already been  shown 
by others to be tractable55-S7j  ancj  since the conditions  in the present  examples were rather 
arbitrarily assigned in order to test the applicability of the  integral method. 

Finally,   it is to be remarked that the present  formulation may be extendable to the case of 
dissociated flow.     It will  require assuming a suitable form for the species profiles, and the 
modification of the definition of M,   and other property terms.     Thus,   simultaneous  integration of 
the equations along the streamlines  should yield approximate,  nonsimilar solutions  for the  flow 
characteristics,   including the species concentrations. 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

As noted  in the  Introduction,  the primary motivation for the research described in this 
paper was the need for information about three-dimensional  effects  in the boundary  layer on the 
Apollo heat shield.    The most  notable  features of this physical  situation are the presence of mass 
addition at the ablating surface,  and the fact that the curvature of the  inviscid  streamlines  is 
relatively pronounced for conditions typical of Apollo reentry.     The existing body of theory,   in 
which a small  secondary flow is accounted for to  linear approximation,  was extended to accommodate 
mass  injection.     It was found that  this effect generally emphasized the three-dimensional  character 
of the boundary layer.    Application of this theory to typical  Apollo conditions yielded values of 
the  secondary flow that were too  large to justify the use of the  linear approximation. 

To remedy this defect,  the  integral method which comprises the main content of this paper 
was developed,     ihe families of profiles used were patterned after those which had been found in 
the small-secondary-flow work described above.    Perhaps the most  interesting feature observed  in 
the applications of tnis method that  have been made to date  is  the occurrence of a  lag between the 
reversal  of the transverse pressure gradient    and the reversal  of the  secondary-flow velocity 
component,  with mass injection at  the body surface. 

Recent years have witnessed the production of an increasing number of three-dimensional 
solutions for the inviscid flow external  to the boundary  layei.     Particularly for the case of 
large ablsting heat  shields,  the  increasing volume of these  solutions  has created the need  for a 
complementary boundary-layer analysis of commensurate accuracy.    The  integral method described in 
this paper is felt  to be a  first  step  in contributing to that  need.   Future developments of the 
method should include applications  to other configurations of interest,   the  incorporation of more 
complex transport and chemical-kinetic properties,  and an extension to the case of turbulent  flow. 
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AlTt.NDIX 

From the prut'ilc functions defined in Section V J we have: 

i i 

P  =    hi-rr\) Yn^r^ =0.114286 P .= [m.n'Uct«  =0.047bl9 

i I 

P,   =         [O-am,)mt(irj =  0.00953 P.ö= [^t.^t'il    =0.0075397 

Pj   =          [   m\i^ =  0.00396825 P  7= f  m,>Ti, d.^     «  0.0045')35 

P     =         ["^»n,«!!^ -  0.0756331 P    = rmt»nj(if|     =0.00059524 

r5  =        j^m^rj =0.015252 P19= f(/-W1y)^n = 0.139717 

P6   =          [^i^-t =   -0.0064069 P ,0= f ('" ""IjW w    =   -0.0219595 

P7   =          fuirijc/r) =   -0.0021876 P,^ r'rn4j^c{»j      =   0.Ü2898Ü5 

P8  =          fJlirj =  0.187903 P2-,= {'m^hJ-l      '  0.00228809 

P9   =           f 9^1 =   -0.0252027 P2J= r"i4a(^^         =   -0.0037695 

p
10=          f'^c/r^ =0.0589253 P,4= f'^^act^        =-0.00026364 

1"^ J^>j =   -Ü.C083928 P2S= flnij-W^ otfj  =   -0.1 

{  a* cL^ =  0.0014283 1'^-- f  w? fl^ »[          ' 0.050 

j"  W,(i-mr)(i^ =  0.169047 P17= fo-rt15) (i»j   =  0.50 

P14=        J ^(I-m5)ol.n =  0.036903 P28= j'm^^r; 

Pli 

P12= 

P13 

0.10 

P;9= \   rr\, dr\ = 0.008333 1^,(1 <\ 
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Streamline for Various Mass-Injection Rates 
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